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Workshop Chair / Tina Lee Odinsky-Zec
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Track 1: Innovative supply chains, network collaboration and joint ventures 

 

  

EXPLORATORY AND EXPLOITATIVE INNOVATION PERFORMANCE 
CONTINGENT ON ALLIANCE EGO-NETWORK PATTERNS 

 
 

Dr Anastasios Karamanos1 

1City College, 13 Tsimiski Str, Thessaloniki, Greece, akaramanos@city.academic.gr 
 
 
This study examines how the pattern of a firm’s alliance ego-network, as well as that 
of its partners, may have a contingent effect on the firm's patenting behavior for 
exploratory and exploitative innovation. It is a paper that integrates network theory, 
organisational learning theory, and a contingency approach to innovation 
management. The research data came from 2933 strategic alliances in the 
biotechnology industry and the patents by 455 firms in the period 1986-1999. The 
study employs a panel data negative binomial estimation model with random effects. It 
concluded that centrality in the whole alliance network was beneficial to patenting 
within many secondary classes (proxy for exploitation) because it enables experiential 
search for knowledge, whereas a focal firm’s partners’ centrality was beneficial to 
patenting across many primary classes (proxy for exploration) because it enables 
cognitive  search for knowledge.  
 
Keywords 
Alliances; Biotechnology; Innovation; Networks; Patents 

 

1. Introduction 
The long-term competitive advantage of firms in technology-intensive industries depends 
solely on knowledge and networks that lead to innovation[1]. Evolutionary economics 
conceptualize a piece of knowledge as a recipe encompassing both physical components 
and processes as ingredients[2]. The conceptualization of knowledge as a recipe leads to 
thinking of innovation as a process of searching for new recipes[3]. In this paper, then, the 
terms 'knowledge' and 'recipes' are used interchangeably. While innovation research has 
primarily focused on where firms search for solutions (i.e. local vs. distant)[4], organisational 
learning literature[5] has emphasized how firms search: both experiential and cognitive 
searches guide a firm’s quest for innovation[6]. In the case of experiential search, firms 
exploit their existing knowledge and this can lead to the development of efficient 
organizational routines[2] and positive, timely, and predictable returns[7]. In this rationale, 
forming strategic alliances is attractive as partners have a good understanding of the relevant 
issues at hand and alliances function as ‘pipelines’ through which knowledge flows between 
firms[8], enabling a rapid diffusion of recipes among partners and enhancing the efficiency 
and speed of collaboration[9]. This should be beneficial to exploitative innovation, as the 
rationale for entering a strategic alliance is formed by the possibilities of obtaining 
complementary knowledge and/or speeding up the R&D process in industries where time-to-
market is critical[7]. 
 
However, integrating external knowledge through alliances can overcome limitations, but it is 
costly and less successful on average than deriving solutions from one’s existing knowledge 
base[7] because receiving and building on knowledge frequently requires the recipient to fill 
in gaps and to correct transmission errors in what the sender conveys and the receiver may 
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misinterpret some of the information that is transmitted[3]. Alternatively, cognitive search can 
used to reduce the uncertainty and costs of using external knowledge, and it occurs when 
members of a firm cognitively evaluate alternative recipes, ingredients and combinations[10], 
and assess their implications for solution performance, which are subsequently investigated 
via experiential search[6]. Then, this cognitive process seems to invoke a broader set of 
alternative actions both local and distant at lower cost and higher expected value[6], so we 
infer that, for the purpose of exploratory innovation, firms may be putting emphasis on 
cognitive search for innovation[11] to filter for novel recipes of high expected value, which 
are subsequently investigated via experiential search. This argument points to a different role 
for a firm’s strategic alliances, namely to produce novel recombinations of knowledge[12] 
rather than to function as 'pipelines' for the diffusion of knowledge.  

2. Which ego-network pattern for exploitative and exploratory 
innovation? 
Theorizing about networks and innovation can then be thought of as coming from two 
different but complementary levels of analysis: the view from the micro-level of the individual 
firm (ego-network) and the view from the macro-level of the 'whole' industry network[13]. 
Research[14] has identified a research gap and they urged researchers to explore whether 
some ego-network patterns are more efficient than other for firm's outcomes. So, as the 
empirical contributions have generated a mixed bag of findings, there is an increasing 
consensus that a contingency approach might be more effective[15][16].  
 
2.1 Ego-network closure  
A firm's network centrality explicitly affects a focal firm's capability to access or control the 
various resources and information in the network through its ties[17]. In an alliance ego-
network, centrality is associated with two distinct kinds of network closure benefits[15], 
namely resource-sharing and information spillovers. Firms will look to their partners to 
provide the resources and technological capabilities they lack, maximizing firm value by 
effectively combining the partners’ resources and exploiting complementarities[18]. 
Consequently, the implementation of additional capabilities from outside should have a 
positive effect on innovation achievement[19]. Then, a focal firm's ties hold knowledge that is 
novel to the firm, or the existing knowledge of a firm and that of its partners may be 
recombined through collaboration, yielding recipes that are new to the firm[15]. As a result, a 
centrally positioned firm is connected to different knowledge 'pipelines' in the network[20]  
and many other firms in the network must go through a central firm in order to access other 
firms' recipes[21]. Network centrality should then be an advantage for exploitative innovation 
through experiential search, as focal firms draw on their knowledge to exploit an increased 
number of potential recipes[10] that come through the network 'pipelines' due to the focal 
firm's ego-network closure pattern. 

 
The second benefit is that collaboration with many partners may lead to reduced risk for the 
firms involved due to information spillovers, i.e. knowledge is probably shared a variable 
amount easier than otherwise[15] due to higher levels of perceived information accuracy and 
aligned partners' interests[22]. Exploitative innovation through experiential search requires a 
deeper understanding of specific information rather than a wider grasp of more general 
information[11]. For exploitation, a stronger emphasis is on central firms being willing and 
motivated to invest time and effort to share knowledge with partners[23]. Prior research has 
shown that central firms located in dense regions of a network through multiple ties share 
fundamental value systems[24], facilitate the diffusion of norms across the network[25], 
enhance communication effectiveness[26], provide shared meaning and understanding 
between network members[27], and nurture trust in the network[18]. Shared values and 
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norms develop the expectation that partners will proactively and voluntarily provide timely 
and tacit information necessary for successful alliances[28]. As such, central firms can 
control and exploit opportunities in the industry, as well as control the trajectory and direction 
of recipes created in the network[29]. Thus, central firms are expected to be able to delve 
deep into their technology fields, synergistically work on their specialized knowledge to 
generate patents within many secondary classes. Accordingly, I submit that, other things 
being equal,  

Hypothesis 1. There is a positive relationship between the number of a focal 
firm’s secondary patent classes and its centrality in the 'whole' alliance 
network.  

2.2 Non-redundant ego-network 
Opportunities for exploration entail the likelihood of a break away from the established way of 
doing things and the discovery of and experimentation with new knowledge[7]. Some 
authors[30] have noted that firms introducing innovations with a greater degree of novelty are 
more likely to use a wider range of recipe sources to develop or improve their products. 
Expanding into new domains and technological innovations novel to the firm most probably 
requires cognitive search, which can reduce the uncertainty and costs of using external 
knowledge in a search process[31] and increases the variance of potential solutions[6]. 
Cognitive search occurs when a focal firm's mental representations of the environment are 
used to identify potentially valuable combinations quickly and the combinations are 
subsequently investigated via experiential search[6]. Because a firm can evaluate a solution 
without directly implementing it, cognitive search is cheaper than experiential search, 
reduces the risks of experimentation and increases the efficiency of exploring external 
recipies[6].  
 
As all knowledge is not equally accessible to a focal firm[32], Burt[22] introduced the 
structural holes argument, which is concerned with the notion of redundancy. A firm's ego-
network that connects two otherwise disconnected subgroups in the 'whole' network is said 
to be non-redundant and bridges a structural hole. So a focal firm’s ego-network has 
redundancy to the extent that the firm’s partners are connected to each other as well. Firms 
bridging structural holes act as ‘brokers’ and the more structural holes a firm can bridge the 
wider the range and diversity of ideas, perspectives and recipes  it comes along[33]. So this 
type of networking serves as a screening device[34] that allows for relevant developments in 
diverse technologies to be brought to the firm's attention. Alternately, faced with a specific 
problem, a firm can activate its network to identify the sources that are likely to be well 
informed about the specific issue at hand[35]. Because knowledge is developed partially 
through firm interaction, firms that bridge structural holes will be able to develop new 
understandings, not possible to those who do not bridge holes, through the recombination of 
previously isolated knowledge perspectives[15][29]. Moreover, because maintaining ties to 
many other firms is costly, firms that bridge structural holes enjoy improved efficiency in their 
ego-network pattern for bringing together otherwise isolated recipes, thus conserving scarce 
managerial resources[36]. These arguments lead to the suggestion that there is probably a 
positive relationship between a firm’s ego-network pattern that spans structural holes and 
exploratory innovation, due to the associated enhanced cognitive search capability[31] that 
eventually leads to more efficient experiential search for novel recipes.  Accordingly, I submit 
that, other things being equal,  

Hypothesis 2. There is a positive relationship between the number of a firm’s 
primary patent classes and the number of structural holes it spans in the 
'whole' alliance network. 
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2.3 Alliance partner’s ego-network closure 
Alliances provide a firm with access to its partners’ organizational routines (the terms 
'partner' and 'alliance partner' are used interchangeably in this paper), which reduces 
ambiguity about a partner’s knowledge and increases the efficacy of knowledge transfer and 
assimilation[37]. Accordingly, research on ego-network patterns as determinants of firm-level 
outcomes, such as innovation performance, has been augmented by considering partners’ 
characteristics[38]. There are significant differences among the types of partners on how the 
collaboration is managed and what kind of innovation can be achieved[39]. Nieto and 
Santamaria[40] have also indicated that alliance partner characteristics are important 
because the specific characteristics and objectives of different partners would bring different 
innovation results. Recent research[31] has highlighted an innovative firm's knowledge 
spillover pool as a discrete knowledge element and a unique characteristic to each individual 
firm. In the context of a strategic alliance, a spillover is defined as an unintentional 
transmission of knowledge to others beyond the intended boundary. If knowledge is 
exchanged with the intended alliance partners, it is defined as “knowledge transfer”, but any 
knowledge that is exchanged outside the intended boundary is a spillover. Thus, a firm's 
spillover knowledge pool represents all external recipes that have been linked directly to its 
knowledge base by partner firms through spillovers during the sum of its alliances[31]. As a 
partner firm's spillover knowledge pool grows larger with its increasing centrality in the 'whole' 
alliance network, it probably contributes a greater number of relatively accessible external 
knowledge components/recipies that can be used as inputs in the innovation process of focal 
firms through experiential search[41]. Also, larger spillover knowledge pools of partner firms 
provide focal firms with a large number of recipes as input to their cognitive search effort[7]. 
Firms learn vicariously by observing the behavior and associated performance outcomes of 
partner firms with large spillover pools, and then by modeling or imitating behaviors that 
seem successful and avoiding behaviors that seem unsuccessful[42]. By observing the 
innovative activities of partner firms and the outcomes of those activities, a focal firm can 
develop a cognitive model of how and why a new combination of recipes is formed without 
attempting the combination[42]. This cognitive model can be used by focal firms as a guide 
for future  experiential search by identifying potentially valuable knowledge elements and 
combinations, detecting elements and combinations to avoid, and providing insight into the 
organizational routines[43] that led to the creation of the innovation[3]. Building on these 
arguments, I suggest that a focal firm tied to a partner with a large knowledge spillover pool, 
due to the latter's centrality in the 'whole' alliance network, may be in a better position to 
engage in exploratory innovation of vicarious learning with the partner and effective cognitive 
search may lead to subsequent efficiency in experiential search for novel recipes. 
Accordingly, I submit that, other things being equal, 

 
Hypothesis 3. There is a positive relationship between the number of a 
firm’s primary patent classes and its partners’ centrality in the 'whole' 
alliance network. 

3. Research methodology 

I tested the hypotheses using a large sample strategic alliances by dedicated biotechnology 
firms (DBFs) in the period 1986-1999. As I was interested in technical knowledge diffusion, I 
used only alliances with the purpose of technology licensing, research and/or development 
and/or commercialization, thus excluding marketing, manufacturing and distribution deals. 
Alliance data were gathered from the Historical Actions Database provided by BioAbility.com 
and I had data on 2933 alliances by 455 DBFs during the period 1986-1999. Following prior 
research, I coded the data based on the different types of technical alliances (e.g. licensing, 
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R&D etc.), as each type entails different tie 'strength' – defined as the level of 
interdependence that leads to differing levels of intensity of knowledge transfer[44]. Finally, I 
constructed 5-year alliance network moving windows between 1986 and 1999 (I had data for 
1981 onwards), and each network was constructed as an undirected valued adjacency 
matrix. UCINET 6 was used to obtain measures on these networks, as I describe in the next 
section. All patenting data were retrieved from Delphion.com database, which reports US 
Patent Office data for all the firms in the sample, of which only a small proposition was based 
outside the USA. 
 
4. Measures 
4.1 Dependent variables 
The first dependent variable, Secondary_Classes, was calculated as the number of 
secondary patent classes divided by the number of primary patent classes in which a firm 
filed for patents during a year of observation. The second dependent variable, 
Primary_Classes, is a count variable of the number of primary patent classes in which a firm 
filed for patents during a year of observation. As the propensity to patent may differ due to 
firm characteristics, I attempted to control for sources of heterogeneity using the control 
variable Presample_Patents (described below) and random effects in the estimations. 

5.2 Independent variables 
 5.2.1 Centrality and partner centrality 
The variable Centrality refers to the betweeness centrality score of a focal firm in any given 
5-year window, and the variable Partner_Centrality refers to the average of the Centrality 
values of a firm’s partners in any given 5-year window. The variable Partner_Centrality was 
transformed by taking the natural logarithm in order to address a lack of linearity. 

 
 5.2.2 Structural holes 
The variable Efficiency assessed the presence or absence of structural holes in a focal firm's 
ego-network. The Efficiency measure[22] calculates the effective size of a focal firm’s ego-
network (essentially, the number of partners minus the average degree of partners within the 
ego-network, not counting ties to focal firm) divided by the number of partners in the focal 
firm’s ego-network. I used the ‘Network> Ego Network> Structural Holes’ routine in UCINET. 

5.3. Control Variables 
 5.3.1 Alliance experience 
Prior experience would then reduce risks and costs by enabling quick mobilization and 
exploitation of knowledge between partners to increase a focal firm’s innovative 
outcomes[15], and to control the pace and rate of change and innovation in the network[29]. 
Therefore, I used the variable Alliance_Experience, which is a count measure of the number 
of direct ties (degrees) that a focal firm had in any given moving 5-year window, as a proxy 
for alliance management capability. In order to take into account similar capabilities by a 
focal firm's partners, I used the variable Partner_Alliance_Experience as an equivalent 
measure. In addition, the data were valued (to reflect 'strength' of tie) so the measures 
consisted of the sums of these values.  
 
 5.3.2. Presample patents 
To control for further unobserved heterogeneity in firms' patenting behavior, I used a random 
effects statistical model as well as following the presample information approach. A common 
method of controlling for unobserved heterogeneity is to include the number of times that the 
focal event (filling for a patent) has previously occurred for each firm: I calculated the variable 
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Presample_Patents as the sum of patents obtained by a firm in the five years prior to its 
entry into the sample (I had data since 1980).  
 
 5.3.3. Country of origin 
Firms that are headquartered in different countries may differ in their propensity to patent. 
Moreover, Asian and European firms may be less inclined to patent in the USA even when 
the biotechnology industry is widely recognized as a global industry. The variable Country 
was introduced to control for such effects.  
 
5.3.4. Density 
I used the variable Network_Density to measure the 'whole' network density, calculated for 
each 5-year observation window. This variable measures the ratio of existing links in the 
network to the number of possible pairwise combinations of firms, with larger values 
indicating increasing density. For the valued networks used in this analysis, it is the total of all 
values divided by the number of possible ties. The variable was also transformed by taking 
the natural logarithm in order to address a lack of linearity. 
 
6. Analysis 
The dependent variables are count variables and take on only nonnegative integer values. A 
Poisson regression approach provides a natural baseline model for count data[45]. However, 
patent data often exhibit heterogeneity (overdispersion) where the variance exceeds the 
mean[45], which violates the Poisson distribution’s strong assumption that the mean and 
variance must be equal. In this case, a commonly used alternative is the negative binomial 
model, which allows for heterogeneity by incorporating an individual, unobserved effect into 
the conditional mean. I used panel data implementation of random effects[45] in the context 
of a negative binomial model to account for unobserved heterogeneity. Moreover, negative 
binomial regression accounts for an omitted variable bias, while simultaneously estimating 
unobserved heterogeneity[45]. In the present study, unobserved heterogeneity refers to the 
possibility that unmeasured differences among observationally equivalent firms affect their 
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0.0005) indicating that it is safe to use a random-effects specification. All models were 
estimated with Stata 10.0.  
 
7. Results 
Table 1 reports descriptive statistics and correlations between variables. Table 1 reveals on 
average low correlations between variables, except in the case of Partner_Centrality and 
Partner_Alliance_Experience. This can be an indication that multicollinearity is present, 
sometimes resulting in the signs of estimated coefficients to flip, so I decided to test these 
variables separately as well as together in a ‘full’ model.  
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Table 1 Descriptive statistics and correlations 

 
 
Table 2 reports the results of the analysis of the panel data for dependent variable 
Secondary_classes, and Table 3 reports the results for dependent variable Primary_classes. 

 

Table 2 Panel negative binomial random effects regression models with one-year lag for dependent 
variable: Secondary_Classes 

 

All the models shown in Tables 2 and 3 were significant compared to the null model (chi-
square test). In Tables 2 and 3, the first model (I and VI respectively) includes control 
variables only, the following three models test the hypotheses and the last model (V and X 
respectively) pools all the explanatory variables in one. Models V and X yielded empirical 
results that are consistent with previous models. For dependent variable Secondary_classes, 
Models II and V show that the coefficient for Centrality is positive and statistically significant, 
and it confirmed H1.  
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Table 3 Panel negative binomial random effects regression models with one-year lag for dependent 
variable: Primary_Classes 

 
 
For dependent variable, Primary_classes, Models VIII and X show that the coefficient for 
Efficiency is positive but not statistically significant to 95 percent confidence level. So, 
although the direction of the relationship between Primary_classes and Efficiency is 
confirmed, H2 cannot be accepted. Finally, Models IX and X show that the coefficient for 
Partner_Centrality is positive and statistically significant, thus confirming H3. Models III, IV, 
and VI indicate that not all network independent variables are important to the two dependent 
variables, thus strengthening the hypothesis development. In all the models the coefficient 
for Alliance_Experience was positive and statistically significant, and the remaining control 
variables were statistically insignificant. 

8. Discussion 

The results indicate that betweeness centrality in the 'whole' network is beneficial to 
patenting within many secondary classes (proxy for exploitative innovation), because a 
centrally positioned firm is better connected to recipe 'pipeline' flows in the network. 
Additionally, it enjoys an advantage for experiential search to exploit opportunities that lead 
to the development of efficient organizational routines and positive, timely, and predictable 
returns. Moreover, the results indicate that a focal firm’s partner’s centrality is beneficial to 
patenting across many primary classes (proxy for exploratory innovation) because of 
vicarious learning with a central partner with a large knowledge spillover pool. These results 
seem to overcome conflicts in previous research that stem from the assumption that a firm’s 
access to diverse knowledge and the innovation benefits of network closure are mutually 
exclusive . If we adopt the contingency approach then network closure proves to be 
beneficial to innovation because, given the results of this paper, a focal firm's centrality in the 
'whole' network is beneficial to exploitative innovation and centrality of the partner firm is 
beneficial to exploratory innovation.  
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Finally, the results of this study have managerial implications, as they advocate a more 
action-oriented view of alliance network, with the aim of orchestrating networks in such way 
that managers can extract more value out of them. The results indicate that firms with 
experience in making alliances have probably developed a well-honed alliance management 
capability that facilitates effective processes to access rich information and higher patent 
output. When firms combine their internal alliance management capability with a beneficial 
external network pattern that entails centrality in the 'whole' network and partners that are 
central ‘gatekeepers’, then they seem to be able to better exploit and explore knowledge and 
transform it into patents. For exploratory innovation, it seems then that the best way for a 
company to ‘cast its net widely’ in order to reach new technological fields is through 
'gatekeepers', and that the more experience a firm has in alliances the more it will be able to 
produce exploratory innovation patents. For exploitative innovation, the study found that it is 
the combination of 'whole' network centrality and alliance experience that enables the focal 
firm to absorb and transform the in-depth knowledge from the partners into patents in many 
secondary classes. Also, the partners’ alliance management capability does not seem to be 
significantly linked to the focal firm’s patent output, indicating that the absorption and 
transformation of knowledge by the focal firm into patents is an internal affair.  
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Abstract 
The main issue of that paper are communication barriers in the process of innovation 
in SMEs. We discuss the issue of linear and open models of innovation and barriers of 
transition between them. We deal with the role of communication in the innovation 
process, as well as barriers that might induce to communicate. The results of research 
project are presented to show communication behaviour, tools and quality to better 
understand the role of communication in innovation process.  One might expect that 
internal communication in small enterprises should not cause any problems but our 
study results show that it is falling due to blurring responsibility tasks, lack of clearly 
defined division of tasks and coping with too many activities at one time. 
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1. Introduction 

Innovation has become a key word for all policies and investments performed in the 
European Union (EU). The conviction that the EU’s future economic growth will increasingly 
have to come from innovation in products, services, jobs and business models has laid the 
foundations of the “Europe 2020” strategy and, consequently, the innovation has become an 
inherent goal of all EU policies. Importantly, in its documents and activities the EU promotes 
a broad concept of innovation that is going beyond technological research, its applications or 
freedom of movement of researchers. The European Commission clearly refers to the so-
called ‘free movement of innovative ideas’ or the Open Innovation paradigm and supports 
genuinely open innovation which includes brokerage, intermediaries and networks in which 
all players can participate on an equal basis [1]. In practical terms, this approach is 
implemented on all governance levels: European, national, regional and local, via 
investments and projects entirely or partly funded from the EU budget1.  

                                                 
1 On the EU level those are the programs directly managed by the European Commission (roughly 
22% of the total budget), such as 7th Framework Programme for Research and Technological 
Development, Competitiveness and Innovation Framework Programme or LIFE+. On national and 
lower levels, the EU funds for innovation are mostly distributed in the framework of the cohesion policy 
and its instruments (roughly 40% of the total budget). 
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Since 2004, an important part of EU funds has been allocated to Polish economy. On 
average, at least 63,9% (more than 42 bln Euro) of the EU contribution to investments in 
Poland in 2007-2013 has been directly related to the improvement of the innovativeness and 
innovations [2]. A project that serves in this article as an empirical illustration of a problem of 
communication in open innovation, is one of thousands similar, innovative projects 
implemented so far in Poland with co-financing from the EU budget. Certainly, such an 
investment has a potential to fill the gap in financing innovation in Polish enterprises, and 
reflects the importance of innovation policy, including the concept of open Innovation. 
Traditionally, open innovation has been analysed mainly within the context of large, 
multinational, technology firms and only a small number of studies on open innovation within 
smaller firms exist. There is some empirical evidence that large firms could differ from small 
ones in their adoption of open innovation; firm size does influence the innovation strategy 
and value capturing ability of firms on new technology [3,4]. Moreover, small firms in less 
developed countries have to face in addition to the liability of their size, the limitations of an 
inadequate infrastructure. The study of innovation, including the obstacles to its successful 
implementation, while relatively well researched in the industrialized countries is rather 
neglected in less developed countries [5]. Thus in our study we analyse the notion of open 
innovation in SMEs to answer the question how small firms adopt to open innovation in 
context of Poland, as the post-transition economy.  
The level of Polish innovativeness is one of the lowest among OECD countries [6] and below 
the European Union average [7]. Transition period finished in 2004 when Poland joined the 
European Union, however the social consequences of the change are still being felt. Many 
problems of Polish transition to market economy are being interpreted as the result of 
deterioration of rules, norms, trust and social capital [8]. We assume that under such 
conditions the communication can act as a factor significantly affecting the transition from 
linear to open innovation. Communication is the basis for interaction with the environment, 
and simultaneously affects the increase in confidence. Therefore, the main issue of our 
paper are communication barriers in the process of innovation in SMEs. In this way, the 
paper answers to the challenge posed by Gassmann [9] to investigate how firms can 
implement open innovation in practice.  
The paper is organized as follows: at the beginning we discuss the issue of linear and open 
models of innovation and barriers of transition between them. Then we deal with the role of 
communication in the innovation process, as well as barriers that might induce to 
communicate. In the next part we put research questions and present the results of research 
carried out among enterprises. Finally we come to conclusions.  

2. From linear to open innovation model 

Innovation management is a specialized field of management research that aims at 
designing processes for introducing new technologies, processes, and products within 
organizations. Until today, many researchers and practitioners assume that innovations 
develop in a linear progression from basic research and applied science to the experimental 
stage and prototyping, followed by market introduction and market penetration. This process 
is seen as a very rational, proceeding within the boundaries of the company and its partners. 
In this process communication plays only a minor role. It is reduced to the last step of the 
linear model and conceptualized as a tool to support the diffusion of innovations, e.g., by 
addressing early adopters and opinion leaders [10]. 
Rothwell [11] studied the evolution of innovation models and he pointed out the shift from: 
� intra-team model with a linear technology-push or demand-pull process and then to 
� cross-team model where activities occur across the firm with cross-functional teams and 

then outside the firm and its links with others and finally and then to 
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� the open innovation concept that treats innovation as process, which requires integration 
of actors, activities and resources at intra- and inter-firm levels.  

Nowadays, innovation management is rather understood as an integrated, co-operative, and 
iterative process that must be strategically planned, controlled and supported by 
communication in a very fundamental way [12]. Most of today’s inventions and patents are 
no longer generated within a single company. Innovation networks between companies, their 
customers, and partners gain in importance. In this context, systematic cooperation and 
communication with various involved stakeholders becomes essential. In the 'open 
innovation' model firms use both internal and external pathways to exploit technologies and, 
concurrently, they scout different external sources of technology that can accelerate their 
innovation process [13]. In addition to internal R&D companies need to get access to 
external knowledge, such as start-ups, universities, suppliers, or even competitors to stay 
competitive in the long run. In this model communication may be referred to as the glue that 
holds together the inter-organizational relations [14]. 

3. Open innovation barriers 

Searching for barriers is one of many approaches to innovation research in the field of 
management. The aim of such approach is to determine the essence, its origin and the 
meaning of factors, which slow down innovation [3]. Generally, the barriers are divided into 
the internal ones – related to the firm and remaining under its control and the external ones – 
related to the environment in which the given entity operates. Our study concentrates mostly 
on the first field, assuming that the barriers’ identification is the first step to introduce 
changes in the range of factors remaining under control of the enterprise. Transition from 
linear innovation to the open one requires the company’s transformation from the closed 
organization, which is focused on its inner part to the open one, directed outwards. It should 
facilitate the transmission of innovations and innovation factors through the borders of the 
company as if it was a membrane. This is a very serious change which usually encounters 
various obstacles on two levels of open innovation divided it in the following way [4]: 
� from outside to inside : collecting external ideas and solutions existing in the environment, 

which involves a high level of learning orientation and openness to relations with 
entities/external actors in the innovation process, 

� from inside to outside: making use of already existing solutions and entities to introduce 
own innovations to markets. 

According to Chiaroni, Chiesa et al. [14] by undergoing change shift from linear to open 
innovations companies can open up to environment in both dimensions and to different 
extent. It is due to barriers encountered in both dimensions.  
SMEs are said to face relatively more barriers to innovation than large companies even in 
developed countries. Inadequate internal resources, knowledge and expertise caused it. 
Those circumstances move them to open innovation model as they are in need to obtain 
resources and share risk [15]. Results reported by Van de Vrande et al. [13] indicate, 
however, that the realization of this model encounters diverse problems resulting from 
barriers in business-to-business cooperation, as well as problems related to corporate 
organization and culture.  
In the process of open innovation most of the identified barriers in relations with environment 
can be related to information – its lack, information flow, its poor flow or wrong interpretation. 
Speaking of inappropriate marketing, market ignorance, and misinterpretation of customers’ 
needs or wrong adjustments to business partners, we touch the communication issue. In 
terms of internal barriers, these issues reflected the communication problems, which are 
diagnosed within the organization and organizational culture. Transition from the linear to 
open innovation model changes the meaning of communication in the innovation process. If 
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communication doesn’t provide the flow of information between a firm and its entities, it might 
strengthen the barriers identified Van de Vrande et al. [16]. 

4. Communication in innovation process 

The primary task of communication with business actors is to ensure that partners' intentions 
and capabilities are understood and to lay the ground for relationship development. 
Communication along with the processes of interaction and the value creation is essential for 
the success of the relationships with the environment [17], because it affects: trust [18], with 
satisfaction and loyalty [19]. The role of communication is so great that there are claims to 
treat it as the basic indicator of the relationship lifespan [20]. 
Social theory has brought forward the most relevant link between innovation and 
communication. New technologies and processes cannot be defined and implemented 
rationally by an inventor or a single company, but they have to be accepted and incorporated 
by a broad network of relevant stakeholders. Communication has to be an integral part of the 
innovation process, supporting each phase from the generation of ideas to market 
penetration, building relationships with employees, research and development partners, 
customers, competitors, politics, nongovernmental organizations, journalists, and other [21]. 
The foundations for today's approach to communication lie in the persuasive act model and 
the mathematical model. Their focus is on who communicates what to whom and how, thus 
they exhibit a rather instrumental approach to communication. These concepts had a lasting 
effect on subsequent works on communication; therefore in the literature communication is 
often presented as transmitting information from one place to another. In that flow four types 
of interferences with effective transmission and reception of a message are generally 
considered [22]: process, physical, semantic and psychosocial barriers of communication. 
However when we move to inter-organizational communication that is required in open 
innovation model then – according to Mohr, Fisher et al. [23] - we should consider three 
groups of factors that may distract communication:  
� communication behaviour – results from different conditions which influence a company 

and its units such as: communication capability (capability to transmit), communication 
readiness (motivation), communication climate (rules and attitudes) [24], 

� information quality – is conditioned by relevance, accuracy, reliability and timeliness of the 
provided information  [25], 

� communication tools – can be synchronous (based on interaction) or asynchronous 
(enable knowledge transfer through technology-based communication) [26]. 

5. Research problem 

Open innovation is described in the literature as an effective and a target-focused model for 
enterprises, which operate based on inward-oriented systems. To diagnose one of the three 
already distinguished innovation models, we should identify two dimensions: interaction in 
the innovation process and innovation initiator. Interaction usually takes place within a 
specified team, between teams or between teams and entities. Similarly, any initiative (tough 
it doesn’t mean the idea itself) can evolve within the dedicated group, during the process of 
interaction between groups and as a result of a firm’s interaction with entities. 
A path directed towards open innovation encounters obstacles, some of which may have 
communication origin. That is why we tend to search for communication barriers in 
innovation processes, typical for open innovation. Developing barriers require from the 
internal communication not only new ideas, which go beyond the existing activity of the R&D 
unit, but also communication with external entities.  
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The communication should be focused on searching new solution and know-how 
(knowledge). It requires the maintenance of high social capital, which enables cooperation 
with different entities from business surrounding: mainly customers, but also start-ups, 
universities, suppliers, or even competitors to stay competitive in the long run. The issue 
discussed still require formulating the following questions:  
1. What are communication barriers from the linear model to open innovation? 
2. What the barriers result from: behaviour, quality or instruments? 
3. How do they influence the transition from the linear model to open innovation? 
Already discussed the Van de Vrande et al. [16] studies’ results describe open innovation 
barriers of the companies functioning in developed economy. Our aim is to verify the existing 
data in comparison to post-transition economy, in which the conditions for cooperation with 
entities are different. In socialistic, centrally planned market environment, there were no 
economic incentives for companies to develop the abilities such as flexibility and 
innovativeness. As the result, the value added is still stagnating at a low level, return on 
capital is low and does not allow investment in new technologies [27]. 

6. Research method 

The complexity of such raised issue required in-depth research to understand the situation in 
firms. There was a need of the collective reflection over the implementation of the theory, 
which had described innovation models in specific companies. Action Research has a long 
history and a huge literature that crosses many social science boundaries [28]. At its simplest 
it means researchers acting in the research situation. A central contention is that Action 
Research should have explicit theoretical implications beyond the situation in question and 
not simply create instruments and techniques. The ultimate goal of action research was to 
generalize the results and methods to the used theory of open innovation and finally to test 
and modify theory through action. 
The project implementation2 was initiated by selection of 10 companies, which met following 
criteria: had experienced serious communication problems and consequently negative 
impact on innovation. Next stage introduced diagnosing research whose aim was to evaluate 
the companies’ level of innovation and characterize these fields of communication, which 
encountered problems. As a result, communication problems were diagnosed and a 
preliminary recovery plan dedicated to certain beneficent company was introduced.  
Questionnaires, Cognitive Maps, in-depth and focus interviews were applied at this phase. 
Next stages focused on educational and tutorial features, but that part is not discussed here.  
Thirty persons from the management staff participated in the project, representing ten small 
and medium-sized enterprises (three pers. from each firm), located in the opolskie 
voivodeship. Three persons responsible for marketing or purchasing, human resources and 
R&D unit represented each company. The companies’ main field of activity was: production 
(2), services (6) and trade (2) on business-to-business market. They varied among each 
other in terms of number of employees, the revenue and the scope of business activity. They 
however shared the same background: they were still run by founders and invested capital 
was Polish. They also shared the same common feature: looking for possibility to increase its 
innovation capacity. Table 1., shows profiles of the companies, which participated in the 

                                                 
2 The project "Creative management and communication as a development base for innovation and 
new technologies” has been co-financed by the European Social Fund in the framework of a measure 
“Support to cooperation of scientific environment and enterprises” (Operational Programme Human 
Capital, 8.2.1.) and was implemented by Wy#sza Szko$a Zarz*dzania i Administracji w Opolu. 
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project. The research team consisted of a psychologist, sociologist, management and 
communication specialists.  

7. Results 

7.1. Innovation model 

In most of the examined companies (A, B, D - G) innovations came from the collaboration 
work of a specified group of employees. They drew inspiration from different external 
sources, though they couldn’t be treated as interactions with environment in the innovation 
process. Researchers encountered different approaches: from the specialized R&D units in 
the company, which conducted research for business, to short-term project teams.  
Regardless the organizational form they shared the same lack of deeper interaction with 
external factors in the process of inventing new ideas. One of the striking examples 
concerned an advertising agency D, whose contact to a customer was limited to collecting 
essential information from him. A project team runs the whole solutions search process and 
next only the nominated team’s representative submits proposals to the customer. The 
project team never meets a customer not to mention collaborative work.  
Another vivid example provided company B, where the owner himself has been inventing, 
introducing new products to market, since he knows the ropes and predicts customers’ 
preferences. 
 
Table 1. Companies, which participated in the study according to the innovation model 
(scope of activity, main field of activity, number of employees)  
 Interaction in innovation process 

Intra-team Cross-team Inter-firm 

In
no

va
tio

n 
in

iti
at

iv
e 

inside the 
company 

A. Protective clothing, 
trade, 14  

B. Furnishing fabrics, 
manufacturer, 19 

C. Professional 
cleaning, trade, 
50 

 

outside 
the 

company 

D. Advertising, services 
6+6* 

E. Ceramics, glass R&D, 
services, 57 

F. Printing, services, 5 
G. Advertising, services, 

4+10* 

H. Recreation 
Centre, 
services, 50 

I. Advertising, 
services, 3+4* 

J. Windows and 
doors, 
manufacturer, 
230 

* freelancers 

Respondents often paid attention to the fact that in small enterprises owners must be 
involved in the process of inventing new ideas though they could not give satisfactory 
explanation why. They however complained and criticized employees for insufficient 
involvement into inventory work. In this group, respondents often said that customers provide 
new ideas, but in the process of profound data analysis turned out that even though a 
customer often comes up with some new needs, in the innovation process he plays a role of 
a contracting entity; his role ends up in defining his needs.  
In two cases (H, C) innovations resulted from work groups that deal with different group 
products or group services. Here, new ideas emerge from demonstrating different point of 
views and new solutions from joining activities at different areas. In case of two enterprises – 
window and door manufacturer (J) and advertising agency (I) innovation process is based on 
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the interaction with environment. In the first example the company operates in different 
countries and it helps to combine various experiences. Another example (I) turned out to be 
extremely interesting since the company had earlier operated according to linear model, but 
right before the study, it accomplished an innovative project, where customers and research 
institute took part. It turned managers perception towards an open innovation solutions. 
In case of firms J and C, innovations result often from interactions with customers or other 
entities. The company J conducts purchasing based on the advisory model where J not only 
acquires a lot of information from customers but also engages him to develop new solutions. 
They are thus tailored to each customer’s needs. While in C, company suppliers and 
customers take active part in developing new solutions.   
In most examined cases we cannot even say about innovations; these are just some 
preliminary steps taken to that direction In case of 7 firms out of 10 linear approach to 
innovation was noticed, though generally the companies inspiration comes from 
environment. In two companies cross-team was noticed, in one company we can say about 
open innovation premise. 
In the examined firms interactions with external actors in the innovation process occur from 
outside to inside. The adequate situation for the inside to outside model hadn’t occurred. 

7.1. Communication in innovation process 

All the study participants underlined significant importance of communication for the 
successful innovation, however they mostly focused on the company’s internal interactions. 
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Problems appeared in all the examined communication areas (Table 2). As it comes to 
communication behaviour research, the majority of companies reported the lack of 
communication- oriented innovation research. Since these are described to be non-standard 
activities, vertical communication fails while the linear one is informal and depends too much 
from the activity of individual employees. 
Poor communication from down to up the organization destroys initiative of regular 
employees who are eager to submit own ideas. (A, C, E, G, H, J). There was also lack of 
defined rules of communication concerning working on new solutions (D, I). In the case of 
two companies (F, G) whose innovation process takes place within the intra team, 
respondents also noticed innovation barriers in perceiving customer; they are not seriously 
enough seen as a potential source of information or innovation ideas.  
Information quality problem occurred in more than a half examined companies (B, F, G, H, I, 
J), but only these ones, whose source of information lays behind its own organization. The 
main weakness was associated with incompatibility of content and time of the transmitted 
information what had resulted from submission of running tasks over long-term ones. In the 
last examined field of communication instruments there revealed three problem categories, 
which cause innovation barriers. The first was the lack of information flow in companies. 
Informal contacts covered the gaps in current business activities but in case of innovation 
processes, which exceeded regular activities, such deficiencies in solutions were acute. 
Shortage of solutions affected information flow and consequently affected “loosing” 
information. Lack of system solutions influenced also the shortage of instruments, which 
were supposed to systematize companies’ internal communication. As a result, information is 
scattered and project work requires a constant need to meet personnel engaged in 
innovation. 
The second problem of communication instruments was the lack of tools to management 
ideas. It concerns both idea banks and instruments allowing the evaluation of the new and 
implemented projects. Still, that information was related to certain employees but with no 
access for everyone engaged in the innovations. The final element of instrument sphere had 
a different nature, because it concerned from outside to inside model. Focusing on 
“producing” innovations causes communication challenges; communication concerning 
bringing these solutions to market fails. The companies’ employees neither had sales-skills, 
nor saw the need to employ experienced salespeople. They did not even think over 
cooperation with partners who could help in reaching customers. 
There were numerous innovation barriers diagnosed which go beyond the issue discussed 
here. They mostly concerned the lack of development strategies and thus the role of 
innovation in development was not possible to evaluate. 

8. Conclusions 

Communication assures more or less specified environmental conditions for innovations. 
By diagnosing communication barriers neither eradicate nor trigger innovative potential. It 
however determines new direction for changes in companies. Our deliberations help to 
understand the background of the discussed situation.  
One might expect that internal communication in small enterprises shouldn’t cause any 
problems but displayed study results show that it is falling due to blurring responsibility tasks, 
lack of clearly defined division of tasks and coping with too many activities at one time. 
Frequent personal contacts don’t translate into smooth communication. It is however hard to 
expect communication with environment be effective without good internal communication, 
not to even mention implementation of open innovation ideas. 
Communication with environment in the innovation process hardly appeared in the examined 
group.  These enterprises totally “forgot” about an inside to outside innovation model. They 
didn’t recognize its environment as a network system, failed to see cooperation possibilities 
in the process of introducing innovations to market. They often experienced sales and 
promotion problems when trying to conduct these activities independently. It however still 
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didn’t bring them to conclusion to look for cooperative partners. Probably it shows quite 
common in Poland aversion to cooperation and lack of confidence in business. These factors 
are the remnants of economic transition and slow down the pace of the open innovation 
implementation. Simultaneously, customer was often described as a source of the innovative 
inspiration. Such approach narrows the entrepreneur-oriented development where the 
entrepreneur or his collaborates serve as a source of innovations. Market innovations allow 
meeting customer’s new needs but hardly appear to cross the expectations. Customers are 
thus not able to point out what can surprise them, because they usually focus on small 
improvements [29]. 
Gathered data indicates that inadequate quality of information became communication 
barrier only for those employees whose companies implemented interactions with external 
factors. Only when confronted with external entities one can understand disadvantages 
existing in the internal communication.  
It is worth noticing that the majority commonly complained about the lack of supportive, 
structuring, network-based instruments to conceive communication. It is due to the fact that 
most of the examined companies perceive innovation as a process not related to current 
business activities. Consequently, communication barriers are connected to instruments, 
which help to standardize communication by entwining this process.   
Conducted research emphasize the need to perform certain actions on three communication 
levels [12] as innovation facilitator:  
� macro level: promotion of cooperation between companies in order to share resources 

and risks for example by explaining and tutoring cluster ideas, trade organizations or 
“coopetition”; trust reinforcement, 

� meso level – implementation of tools and programs for institutionalized communication to 
create an understanding of innovations in interactions of organizations with stakeholders; 

� micro level – building vertical and horizontal communication and strengthening the ideas 
of resource potential available in the relations beyond the company’s boundaries. 

Taking into account the above identified aspects and problems that enterprises encounter in 
the process of implementation of innovation, it is highly recommended to focus available, 
European organizational and financial support on programs and projects aimed at 
development of open innovations. In fact, it is expected that the future generation of EU 
funds for years 2014-2020, for instance Horizon 2020 SME’s dedicated programme, will be 
even more innovation oriented and will promote an inclusive approach, development of 
stakeholders networks and open innovation platforms.  

9. Limitations 

There are two different kinds of limitations: substantive and methodical ones.  
Substantive limitations concern innovation barriers research. Apart from the cognitive value 
there arises question concerning applying consequences of the limitations identification. If 
they were abolished, would innovation rise? Could however the existence of barriers release 
the energy to fight against odds and consequently search for finding new solutions, at least 
organizational and marketing ones? 
Our deliberations were limited to SME in post-transition environment. That is why it should 
serve as a voice in discussion over innovation barriers and should also be carefully thought 
over before applied to different fields. The possibility to extend comments, limits the 
qualitative nature of the study and the size of the test group, chosen on the basis of self-
selection.   
The test diversification allowed apprehending the examined issue in a broader perspective 
but the lack of homogenous structure impedes forming conclusions. It is not known to what 
extent the study results reflect the specificity of the examined companies. 
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The purpose of this paper is to show examples of customer co-creation used by 
companies from South-East Europe (SEE) and define their most important 
characteristics. They are compared with the world’s best practices through the 
framework that integrates four dimensions: customers’ motives for co-creation, stage 
of product life cycle in which co-creation is initiated, co-creation types and platforms 
used for co-creation initiatives. The case study approach is used to reveal insights 
about the state-of-the-art in customer co-creation in SEE. The research includes 
studies of web-based content related to co-creation. The exploratory nature of the 
research means that the findings are tentative and need to be confirmed by 
quantitative large-scale studies. The overview of co-creation initiatives from SEE is 
given by highlighting the potential co-creation offers to SMEs and large enterprises. 
Although customer co-creation is known approach in the world, it is not commonly 
used by companies from the region. This study makes an original contribution by 
presenting lessons learned from examples of best co-creation practices in SEE. The 
results of the study provide management with guidelines for successful co-creation 
projects with an innovation- and market-oriented approach. 

Keywords 
Customer co-creation, Case study, Innovation potential, South-East Europe 

1.  Introduction 

Over the years, the degree of customers’ involvement in new product development is getting 
higher - from the customer left outside the creation of product value to product customization 
and, most recently, value co-creation. The information and communications technology, the 
Internet in particular, is forcing companies to think differently about value creation and to be 
more responsive to customers’ experiences [1]. Nowadays perceptions and opinions about 
products and services are being shaped real time among customers via social networks, 
virtual communities, chat rooms and the ubiquitous instant messaging. The role of the 
individual customer is becoming more important and companies have to form close 
relationships with them in order to understand their needs and incorporating those needs in 
their product and/or service offering [2]. Companies need to invent new competences and 
business practices in order to engage their customers in value co-creation processes [3]. 
According to Vargo et al. (2008), value is always co-created, jointly and reciprocally, in 
interactions among providers and beneficiaries through the integration of resources and 
application of competences [4]. Customer perceived value is considered fundamental to 
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company’s competitive advantage [5]. Customers’ needs, experience and knowledge are 
crucial for the process of joint value creation with customers and other stakeholders in the 
integrated value network. In this view, innovation can be defined as a co-creation process 
within social and technological networks in which actors integrate their resources to create 
mutual value [6]. Doing innovation with customers rather than just for customers can help 
shift value creation and business concepts away from the product towards holistic solutions, 
as well as strengthening service provision and non-material values [7].  
The purpose of this paper is to show examples of co-creation used by companies from 
South-East Europe and compare them to world’s best co-creation initiatives. The study, 
based on framework that integrates four dimensions, makes an original contribution by identifying 
weaknesses and introducing potentials of customer co-creation in South-East Europe. 

2.  Framework 

In this section the four dimensional framework is presented. It is used in this study to analyze 
the available evidence about customer co-creation practices according to customers’ motives 
for co-creation, stage of product life cycle in which co-creation is initiated, co-creation types 
and co-creation platforms. 

2.1 Motives for co-creation 

There are numerous benefits that come from co-creation, but how to engage and motivate 
customers to get involved in this process? Fueller (2010) was dealing with motives for co-
creation. He named six motivation factors for customers’ involvement into co-creation 
processes: curiosity, dissatisfaction with existing products, intrinsic interest in innovation, 
gaining knowledge, showing ideas, and monetary awards. This motive structure was the 
basis for the distinction of four customer types [8]: (1) reward-oriented customers, (2) 
intrinsically interested customers, (3) curiosity-driven customers, and (4) need-driven 
customers. Reward-oriented customers are highly motivated to get engaged in co-creation. 
Their motivation is driven by monetary awards, and very little by their interest in innovation 
and gaining knowledge. Intrinsically interested customers are highly motivated by their 
interest in innovation activities. There are very skilled novelty seekers, who like problem 
solving. Monetary award is not so important for them. Curiosity-driven customers are highly 
involved in co-creation, although they usually had little previous innovation experience. They 
are curious about the process and its result. Need-driven customers participate in co-creation 
because they are not satisfied with the current products/services on the market. They are 
highly demanding and very interested to adapt existing offer to their own needs. 

2.2 Co-creation throughout the product lifecycle 

Focusing on radical and incremental innovations, it can be proposed that levels of co-
creation are connected to different levels of innovation activities throughout the product 
lifecycle [9]. The first stage of the product lifecycle is product development. It includes radical 
innovation processes in which customers are usually not involved, because these 
innovations are based on unarticulated customer requirements. However, companies can 
engage field experts and lead users into co-creation, who are found through active selection 
processes, or establish collaboration through idea and knowledge sharing with their partners. 
The introduction and growth stage are characterized by the high-level of co-creation in the 
continuous product improvements usually through online communities and crowdsourcing. 
Incremental innovations can help extend life and drive differentiation and growth, by adding 
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minor features and functionality to create greater variation and options, and adapting existing 
technology to create the “next iteration” of products [10]. In the fourth stage, maturity, the 
sales growth slows down, they reach their highest point, new competition appears and 
innovation pace decreases. Companies have to focus promotion activities on the 
differentiation and draw the customers’ attention on their product. Co-creation in the maturity 
stage is used as marketing initiative. In this way, they companies maintain their product on 
the market, until it becomes saturated and the sales and the profit begin to decline, because 
all possible products improvements are made and there is low level of co-creation. Other 
scenario is that companies focus again their research activities on radical innovations to 
create the product extension. The product enters its another cycle and has its new market 
introduction and growth, where again co-creation activities in product improvement take place.  

2.3 Types of co-creation 

Frontier Strategy has defined four types of co-creation (Figure 1) based on two criteria: 
openness and ownership. Initiators of the co-creation process determine if anyone can join 
the process or there is a selection process. On the other hand, the ownership on the co-
creation outcome has to be defined – owners are just the initiators or initiators and 
contributors. These types of co-creation are [11]: (1) club of experts, (2) coalition of parties, 
(3) crowd of people, and (4) community of kindred spirits. The first two types are related to 
the co-creation of breakthrough solutions, when experts’ knowledge and skills are needed. 
Another two types are related to the co-creation of product or service improvements and 
ideas of all customers are welcome.  

 

Figure 1 Four types of co-creation [11] 

Club of experts is a type of co-creation suitable for radical innovations and breakthrough 
ideas. There is selection process to involve lead users and experts who meet certain specific 
participation criteria. Contributors who think “out-of-the-box” are crucial for the success of this 
kind of co-creation projects. World examples of this co-creation type are Jeppesen Sanderson 
Inc. (Co-creation award for 2012), Philips co-creation expert team, living labs (Amsterdam 
living lab, Flemish living lab, etc.). Coalition of parties represents collaboration between 
organizations that share their expertise, knowledge and skills in order to create a common 
competitive advantage. Multiple parties often collaborate to achieve technical breakthroughs 
or to reach a specific goal. World examples of this co-creation type are Nike+ (partnership 
between Nike and Apple), Common Platform (IBM, Globalfoundries and Samsung 
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Electronics), CityNet (Asia-Pacific local government network), etc. Crowd of people is a type 
of co-creation also known as “crowdsourcing”. It is based on online co-creation platforms, 
where people can suggest their ideas, vote for other suggestions and propose their potential 
improvements. Its goal is to find the best solution, and generate the pool of ideas for the 
future development activities. A marketing objective is often linked to this type of co-creation 
(e.g. Coca-Cola’s competition - Energizing Refreshment of Coke, My Starbucks Idea, Henkel 
Adhesive Packaging Design Contest, etc.). Community of kindred spirits is a group of people 
with similar interests and goals, who want to create together something for greater good. 
This type of co-creation usually integrates people with certain level of expertise in the field of 
interest. These communities are widespread in the world in the field of software and automobile 
development (Linux, Opel’s Car Design Contest, Local Motors, BMW Co-Creation Lab, etc.). 

2.4 Co-creation platforms 

Companies have to empower and challenge customers to create ideas and solutions by 
themselves, providing them with social networks, forums, blogs, idea competitions, 
workshops, consumer opinion platforms, innovation toolkits or communities for social product 
development [12]. Idea competitions are usually supported by social networks (e.g. 
Facebook), companies’ own platforms (e.g. My Starbucks Idea) or co-creation communities 
(e.g. eYeka). To gather people with similar interest and expertise who want to collaborate 
and co-create a solution that is of greater good, companies develop specific co-creation 
platforms that provide necessary innovation toolkits. On the other hand, radical innovation 
processes are usually managed offline, in idea or living labs. The largest possibility to come 
to breakthrough ideas is in close collaboration in the team of experts, through exchange of 
experience and competences. 

3. Methodology 

To reveal insights about the state-of-the-art in customer co-creation in SEE the case study 
approach is used. The research includes studies of web-based content related to customer 
co-creation. Authors have used the following key words in the internet search: customer co-
creation, creative competition, design contest, idea sharing, etc. The research is focused on 
Serbian, Macedonian, Croatian, Bosnian and Montenegrin co-creation examples, because of 
the language barrier with other countries of SEE. The nature of the research is exploratory 
and qualitative, and the findings are tentative and need to be confirmed by quantitative large-
scale studies. 

4.  Co-creation cases from South-East Europe 

Based on the case study approach, this section provides the insights about the state-of-the-
art in customer co-creation in five countries of South-East Europe. 
Milk and yoghurt packaging. Imlek is a large food company from Serbia, specialized in 
processing milk and dairy products. One of its most recognizable brands is Moja kravica, with 
well known little cow on milk and yoghurt packaging. In order to refresh the packaging with 
new design, Imlek had to gather customers’ ideas to get some feedback from the market. 
The company has challenged its customers to design their own personalized cow and send 
their designs. Considering that more than 67,600 people have “liked” this brand on 
Facebook, this social network has been used as a platform for this contest. Anyone could 
participate by submitting their own designs or by voting for them.  
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Car souvenirs. Company Fiat Automobiles Serbia and Cultural Centre of Belgrade started a 
design contest in 2012. They offered awards for best design ideas of four car souvenirs – T-
shorts, magnets, key tags and car fresheners. The design topic was Fiat 500L - Proudly 
made in Serbia and anyone could participate this creative contest. In January 2013, thirty-
five most creative solutions were represented in the Cultural Centre of Belgrade. The winner 
has the opportunity to visit Centro Stile design center in Turin, Italy [13]. Through this contest, 
the company and the brand Fiat 500L drawn the attention of customers and involved them 
into value co-creation process.  
Great cooking adventure. In April 2011 Chipsy, a crisps producer from Serbia, started with 
competition named “Which one is your Chipsy flavour?”. In the period from 1st of April to 15th 
of June, the company collected more than 120.000 creative proposals. Customers could 
participate also by voting over sms and web-site for their favorite and best flavour. Three new 
flavours were selected and produced in 2012 [14]. This co-creation competition was followed 
by great marketing campaign, focused on enhancing the brand, making it closer to 
customers and making it more attractive to new ones. Anyone could join this competition by 
sharing their creative proposals and be the one from the crowd of people who would be the 
creator of new Chipsy flavor.   

   

Figure 2 Co-creation cases from Serbia 

Communications. Makedonski Telekom and T-Mobile are the biggest companies in 
communication industry in Macedonia. In 2012, these companies organized Innovation 
Partner Competition in order to invite other companies or private individuals regardless of 
what country they come from, to join them in building better future through advanced 
connected life and work [15]. Participants were given the opportunity to develop new ideas 
and concepts mainly focusing on three categories: interactive media applications, e-
government application and services, and social networks and mobility. Creators of the 
winning projects got a chance to play a direct role in furthering the communications of the 
future in partnership with Makedonski Telekom and T-Mobile Macedonia, and along with it - 
experience, implementation support and reputation.  
Logo design. Youth Entrepreneurial Service (YES) Foundation (Macedonia) with its main 
component, business incubator for supporting micro, small and medium enterprises in the 
ICT field, offers the access to services for accelerating their growth and development [16]. In 
2012, the foundation organized a competition for most creative logo for the web site 
pretpriemac.mk. Designs were submitted by e-mail and the best ones were uploaded on 
Facebook page for voting. Anyone who was interested to participate learned more about this 
foundation and shared their ideas. Through this kind of co-creation, this foundation 
succeeded to turn the attention of young people towards entrepreneurship and innovation 
[17]. The best design is approved as the logo of the web site and also awarded by YES 
Foundation.  
New ice-cream taste. Ledo is the biggest Croatian ice-cream and frozen food producer. In 
2012, this company made a platform for co-creation of the new ice-cream called 
“Ledonardo”. Customers made different combinations of more than fifty tastes and aromas, 
and had the possibility to choose from four different ice-cream shapes. Ice-creams were 
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evaluated by customers and the jury. At the end of the contest, in addition to the most 
popular ice-cream, the company had the valuable statistics that showed that the taste of the 
chocolate (chosen 27,702 times) and that the shape called “dream-come-true” (chosen 
15,422 times) are the favorite ones [18]. The winning ice-cream is planned to be produced 
and integrated “voices of the customers” this co-creation contest will represent the inspiration 
for future products. In this way, company Ledo engaged the crowd of people in the co-
creation of new ice-cream, while increasing their devotion to this brand, strengthening 
customers’ loyalty, as well as, attracting potential customers to its products. 
Fan photo. FC Sarajevo invited their fans to participate in a creative contest. Fans, who have 
the membership of this football club, could participate by sending their photos, where they, 
with their friends or family, wear or hold items from FC Sarajevo Fan Shop. The winner was 
chosen in accordance with the number of “likes“ on their official Facebook page. The award 
for three best photos is half-year ticket for season 2012/2013 [19]. This contest is focused on 
a crowd of people, who are fans of this football club and who are already or potential 
customers of FC Sarajevo Fan Shop. Its goal is to enhance the affiliation to this club, by 
challenging people to express their feeling and devotion through a photo. 
T-Shirt design. In 2012, brewery Trebjesa from Niksic, Montenegro, organized a creative 
contest called “What kind of artist are you?“. Participants were challenged to design a 
Niksicko beer T-shirt with the focus on socializing or music. This contest was organized on 
brand’s official Facebook page and anyone who was interested could participate. Three best 
designs were awarded iPad3 tablet, iPhone 4 and iPod Touch, and the best design is going 
to be the official Niksicko beer T-shirt [20]. This co-creation contest involved people who 
share their preferences towards this beer brand and who have professional or amateur 
experience in design. 

5.  Lessons learned 

According to the characteristics of co-creation examples from SEE (Table 1), there are 
certain lessons to be learned related to motives for co-creation, stage of product life cycle in 
which co-creation is initiated, co-creation types and platforms used for co-creation initiatives. 

Table 1 Characteristics of co-creation examples from SEE 

Example Motives PLC stage Type Platform 

Milk and yoghurt 
packaging Reward, Curiosity Maturity Crowd of people Facebook 

Car souvenirs Reward, Curiosity Introduction Crowd of people e-mail 

Great cooking 
adventure Reward, Curiosity Maturity Crowd of people company’s 

web platform 

Communications Innovation, Reward Growth Crowd of people e-mail 

Logo design Reward, Curiosity Maturity Crowd of people e-mail and 
Facebook 

New ice-cream taste Reward, Curiosity Maturity Crowd of people company’s 
web platform 

Fan photo Reward, Curiosity Maturity Crowd of people Facebook 

T-Shirt design Reward, Curiosity Maturity Crowd of people Facebook 
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5.1 Lesson 1: Motives for co-creation in SEE 

Co-creation initiatives in SEE countries are usually in the form of contest, where companies 
offer reward for the winning solution. These awards are not only financial but very often in-
kind. It seems that customers who get involved in these contests are highly motivated with 
the prize they will possibly get and usually curious about the co-creation and the final result. 
On the other hand, authors have found only one example of co-creation initiatives focused on 
developing new solutions. The need for better and different products or services could not be 
tracked as a motive for co-creation. Intrinsically interested and need-driven customers like to 
innovate and see problems as challenges. They see lacks of the market offer and find ways 
to improve it, while monetary awards are not so important for them. Future co-creation 
initiatives of the companies from SEE should be primarily focused on these types of 
customers in value co-creation. However, in order to have greater customers’ response to 
co-creation, but still have the high quality input, companies should make their co-creation 
initiatives attractive and balance motives according to customers in focus. 

5.2 Lesson 2: Co-creation in product life cycle 

Companies from SEE region usually use co-creation as a marketing strategy. They start with 
their co-creation initiatives when their products are in the maturity stage and need high level 
of promotion activities to remain attractive for customers. Customers know the products very 
well and they are challenged to join to fun co-creation process and share their creative ideas 
for certain incremental changes. There are no examples of co-creation that is used to develop 
products at the beginning of their life cycle or to improve them in their introduction and 
growth stage. It seems that companies do not see nor understand potential to develop new 
products using co-creation. Companies from SEE should focus on the co-creation of completely 
new products with lead-users and field experts, as well as to involve customers into product 
improvement after their introduction to the market. Customers co-creation should be based 
on real collaboration among them, by challenging them to work together on a specific solution.  

5.3 Lesson 3: Types of co-creation in SEE 

It can be noticed that all co-creation examples represented in the previous section belong to 
the “crowd of people” co-creation type. These are usually creative contests organized to 
collect large number of ideas from people who are motivated almost only by promised reward 
and fun. However, even though there are no selection criteria for participation, authors could 
not find any online example of the “community of kindred spirits” co-creation type originally 
started in one of the SEE countries. Potentials for this type of co-creation can be seen on the 
example of Wikipedia, originally started in the United States. People from SEE co-create and 
give their contribution to the development of Wikipedia in their languages. There are 3094 
active contributors from Turkey, 1020 from Bulgaria, 963 from Greece, 869 from Serbia, 647 
from Croatia, 275 from Albania, 269 from Macedonia and 197 from Bosnia Herzegovina [21]. 
However, this co-creation practice is imported and it is a part of global initiative. There is a 
question to be asked – Does the lack of communities of kindred spirits in SEE can be connected 
with unreadiness of people from this region to work without wage for greater goals? In 
addition, clubs of experts and coalition of parties, usually offline initiatives that gather 
carefully selected contributors in the co-creation process, are not widespread in SEE either. 
Quality input and competence sharing are crucial for new product development processes. 
SEE has the unused potential for breakthrough innovations, whether through living labs or 
through strategic coalitions between partners with needed expertise. As it can be seen on the 
Figure 3. the concept of living labs in SEE region is not spread as in the rest of the continent.  
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Figure 3 Living labs in South-East Europe [22] 

5.4 Lesson 4: Co-creation platforms in SEE 

The internet, especially social networking, offers a rich context in which to analyze 
customers’ resource integration activities independent of service providers. As it can be 
seen, most of the co-creation competitions in South-East Europe are supported by Facebook 
social network. Facebook is not specialized co-creation platform, but it has more than a 
billion monthly active users as of December 2012, and 618 million daily active users on 
average in December 2012 [23]. Companies’ own co-creation platforms are another way to 
reach the crowd of people and challenge them to share their ideas. Companies develop them 
to be more attractive for customers and offer some creative tools. However, there are some 
companies that use just e-mail as a channel for idea submission. There is a large potential to 
improve co-creation in SEE region by creating co-creation communities, that will integrate all 
creative contests in a certain country and gather people who are willing to create new things 
and share their ideas. On the other hand, companies should have in mind the power of 
specialized co-creation platforms with toolkits that enable people to innovate and work 
together on solution development. This kind of platforms gather people with similar interests 
and expertise that is crucial for building a co-creation community in a specific field of product 
or service development. 

6. Conclusion 

This paper reviews the examples of co-creation in South-East Europe through the framework 
that integrates four dimensions: customers’ motives for co-creation, stage of product life 
cycle in which co-creation is initiated, co-creation types and platforms used for co-creation 
initiatives. According to these dimensions, authors have represented lessons learned from 
co-creation practices in SEE. Companies from this region use co-creation usually as a 
marketing strategy in the maturity stage of the product life cycle to draw attention of their 
customers. With the conclusion that the most common kind of co-creation in the SEE countries 
are co-creation contests, focused on gathering ideas from the crowd of people motivated 
primarily by reward, companies from this region should turn their focus to other co-creation 
types. Establishing the “community of kindred spirits” has tremendous potential for any kind 
of product and service development, while it gathers large number of customers with similar 
interests and expertise, who work together and co-create solutions. On the other hand, co-
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creation with carefully selected contributors, such as field experts and coalition partners, 
should be the focus of these companies for breakthrough innovations, while customers are 
usually not visionary and cannot realize their need unless they had the first-hand experience.  
Global Innovation Index 2012 [24] just confirms that South-East Europe is characterized by 
low innovation performance in comparison to EU countries. One way to recompense this lag 
is the adopting co-creation practice and involving customers earlier in the product and 
service development process. Co-creation as a powerful engine for innovation, through 
cumulating customers’ knowledge, creativity and experience, increases value for customers 
and their devotion to a certain brand. The emergence of social media, Web 2.0 and living 
labs has empowered customers to communicate their ideas and become equal partners in 
product and service development. On the other side, there are companies that are now able 
to reach to creative individuals and co-create innovative products and service with them.  
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ABSTRACT 

The paper is aimed at analyzing the leasing company relationship with end customers 
of leasing service, and the relation impact on the volume of leasing service sales. The 
paper points to the significance of direct and indirect sales channel in modern 
business, where permanent innovation in relations with leasing service end 
customers gain en exceptional significance when the customer makes the final 
decision to agree to use the leasing service. 
 
A specific of leasing service is reflected in resolving the issue of financing. The sales 
of lease is typically made through the indirect sales channel, The paper is aimed at 
providing the answer to the question as to how much the innovation in the methods of 
leasing service sales affect the sales of these services using indirect and direct sales 
channels. The leasing company must answer the question as to what will stimulate the 
customer to buy a product through their leasing company when at the same time a 
number of similar or same products are offered by other leasing houses as well. From 
this aspect, raising the level of service quality is a basis for creating long-term bonds 
with clients, which is the only way to achieve the planned business results, and 
continuous efficiency of operation over the years. 
 
The study will use primary research with leasing service users. Scientific analysis will 
establish which factors these are and what their impact is on the overall image of the 
leasing company. 
�

Key words:  
Direct and indirect sales channel, image factors, image management, leasing leasing service 
sales. 
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1. Introduction 

The leasing business has been known for years across the world, While in B-H it has been 
developing only over the past seven to eight years. The first specialized leasing company 
was established in 1952 in the USA, while Europe saw the development a dozen years after 
the USA. In 2012, the volume of leasing business in B-H is decreasing compared to previous 
years, and reaches the volume of about 158 million KM (Information about leasing sector in 
B-H, 2012) (1). 
 
‘Leasing’ is an English word and implies renting, granting the temporary possession or use 
of. Leasing can be defined as a contractual relationship between two parties, the user and 
the owner of asset which is the subject of the leasing package, whereby the user (lessee) 
acquires the right to use the assets and at the same time is bound to make a series of 
monthly payments to the owner (lessor), i.e. the leasing company during the lease term. 
When the lease term has expired, the lessee returns the asset to the leasing company, or 
can buy it out upon a different agreement, or make a new leasing contract and continue to 
use the asset in a new agreement term, paying the agreed compensation.  
 
“From the economic viewpoint, leasing is a special financing technique which has, over the 
past thirty years, developed into a fairly strong economic activity. Leasing as a financing 
mechanism implies the trade in product where the user buys the right to use the given good 
by paying a given periodical price. It a actually rent, i.e. leasing is a form of renting the given 
product. The leasing subjects may include technological equipment, machinery, medium-
term assets, and various kinds of durable consumer goods.” (2 Backov��^
����	� (2) 

2. Leasing service sales channels 

Two channels are present in the leasing service sales: direct and indirect sales channel. The 
direct leasing service sales channel implies that the leasing service is directly offered and 
sold by a leasing company to the end customer. The indirect leasing service sales channel 
implies that the leasing service sales is made indirectly, through a dealer, who is typically a 
retailer and who sells certain machinery, equipment, cars, etc. However, the sales is 
accompanied by the sales of leasing services.  
 
The basic problem in leasing service sales is how to make one’s offer accessible to target 
customers. The number of target and potential customers is fairly large, which makes the 
sales organization considerably more complex. The ways of leasing service sales, as stated, 
include direct and indirect channels, whereby the indirect sales channel is more frequent. 
Starting from the way of sales in the indirect sales channel, problems in sales arise. In the 
indirect sales channel one can witness a fairly “passive” way of selling leasing services, 
where the seller usually waits for the potential customer to come of his own and ask for a 
leasing service. 
 
For leasing companies, there are two sales channels (ways), as well as a larger number of 
participants, which results in complex conditions and the necessity to qualitatively and 
quantitatively define impacts in sales channels, in order to increase the volume of leasing 
service sales through an efficient corporate marketing strategy. 
 
The following participants appear in the leasing service sales channels: 
� manufacturer of the leased property (cars, freight trucks, cranes, construction machinery, 

manufacturing machinery and equipment, etc.), 
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� merchants (dealers), who sell leased property, 
� customers – legal persons (registered companies) – lessees, 
� customers – natural persons (citizens, individuals) – lessees, 
� leasing companies – lessors. 

2.1 Direct leasing service sales channel 

The direct channel of leasing service sales is one where the leasing company offers and 
sells leasing services directly to the end customer. Only two participants appear in this 
channel: seller as the leasing company and end customer, who can be either a legal or 
natural person, but without participation of a dealer.  
 
In the direct sales channel, direct contacts between the leasing company and potential 
leasing service buyer are established. This channel is extremely important for the leasing 
company since through direct communication it can better present its offer, eliminate 
ambiguities, adjust to customers' requirements and achieve higher efficiency in sales. 
However, the direct sales channel has a limited power of action since it is practical only in 
larger customers, for which it can be assumed that they want to use the leasing system when 
purchasing equipment. 
  
For the needs of this paper, primary research was conducted in 7 leasing companies, out of 
the total of seven registered leasing companies in BH. The volume of collected primary data 
is fairly large, and was useful for reaching appropriate conclusions. The survey, i.e. 
questionnaire methodology was used in the stage of data collection. 
 
To the question about the importance of direct sales channel (Table 1), the surveyed leasing 
companies provided the following gradations for the direct sales channel:1 

Table 1 Importance of sales channel2 

N
o.

 

RESPONSES 

DIRECT SALES 
CHANNEL 

NUMBER 

S
H

A
R

E 

1. UNIMPORTANT  1 14.3% 
2. SOMEWHAT IMPORTANT 2 28.6% 
3. IMPORTANT 1 14.3% 
4. VERY IMPORTANT 1 14.3% 
5. EXTREMELY IMPORTANT 2 28.6% 

 TOTAL 7 100% 
 
The previous chart reveals that a certain number of leasing companies does not use the 
system of sales through the direct channel at all, and claim that it is unimportant (14.3.%), or 
                                                 
 
 
1 �������	
����.own research,  . Importance of sales channels 
2 Responses to this questionnaire were provided by leasing companies 
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somewhat important (28.6%), while all the other leasing companies claim that it is important 
(14.3%), very important (14.3%), and extremely important (28.6%). 
 
Leasing companies provided similar responses to the question as to what advantage they 
attach to the direct sales channel 3 (Table 2) compared to the indirect sales channel: 
 

Table 2 Which channel do you give preference to 
 

N
o.

 

RESPONSES 

DIRECT SALES 
CHANNEL 

INDIRECT SALES 
CHANNEL 

NUMBER 

S
H

A
R

E 

NUMBER 

S
H

A
R

E 

1. MINIMUM PREFERENCE 1 14.3% 0 0.0% 
2. SIGNIFICANT PREFERENCE 4 57.1% 2 28.6% 
3. VERY HIGH PREFERENCE 2 28.6% 5 71.4% 
 TOTAL 7 100% 7 100% 

 
For the assessment of the importance of direct sales channel, a great attention should be 
paid to primary research indicators ranking individual elements related to the direct sales 
channel.4 As the most important elements related to the direct sales channel, the 
respondents (leasing companies) single out: 

1. direct communication with customers, 
2. visits to customers, 
3. fast customer’s response, 
4. removing customer’s dilemmas, 
5. explaining the advantages of leasing service, 
6. interactive relationship, 
7. better explanation of the offer. 

 
However, the respondents claim that communication with customers by mail (letters) or over 
the phone is less important in the direct sales channel. 

2.2 Indirect leasing service sales channel 

The indirect leasing service sales channel proceeds through a dealer. In this variant, the 
sales of leasing service on behalf and on the account of a leasing company is made by a 
dealer, typically a retailer. Such a dealer gives priority to the sales of machinery, equipment, 
cars etc., while selling the leasing service as a complementary sale. 
 
In the Primary research, the question about the importance of indirect leasing service sales 
channel (Table 3) resulted in the following gradations for the indirect sales channel:5 
 
                                                 
 
 
3 �������	
����.own research,  Which channel do you give preference to 
4 �������	
����. own research,   Importance of individual elemenst related to direct sales channel 
5 �������	
����. own research,  Importance of sales channel 
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Table 3 Importance of sales channel 
N

o 

RESPONSES 

INDIRECT SALES 
CHANNEL 

NUMBER  
 

S
H

A
R

E 

1. UNIMPORTANT  0 0.0% 
2. SOMEWHAT IMPORTANT 0 0.0% 
3. IMPORTANT 0 0.0% 
4. VERY IMPORTANT 4 57.1% 
5. EXTREMELY IMPORTANT 3 42.8% 

 TOTAL 7 100% 
 
The responses above indicate that all the surveyed leasing companies attach a special 
importance to the indirect sales channel, whereby as many as 57.1% point out that this 
channel is very important, and 42.8% that it is extremely important. On the contrary, no 
leasing company claims that the indirect leasing service channel is unimportant, somewhat 
important or even important. Most leasing companies give greater preference to the indirect 
sales channel6 compared to direct sales channel. 
 
From the aspect of significance of individual elements related to the indirect sales channel, 
the respondents ranked elements by significance as follows:7 

� advertising material, 
� fast application processing, 
� resolving conflicts in distribution channel, 
� training of participants in the channel, 
� good cooperation with participants, 
� participants’ stimulation, and 
� place of providing leasing service. 
 
When developing the corporate marketing strategy, companies should take into account the 
previously described significance of individual elements for the indirect sales channel. 

3.  Relations with end customers 

For a leasing company, it is extremely significant to establish, nourish and develop relations 
with final leasing service customers. The role of leasing service sellers in also significant, 
particularly in the direct personal sales, which can gain more extent and expertise, since the 
leasing service seller both contacts the customer’s purchasing officer and gets involved with 
other experts on the customer’s side, those in the area of finance, accounting and law. “They 
are faced with aggressive, competitive sales representatives, have an inferior status 
compared to the customers, frequently do not have authority to do what is necessary to 

                                                 
 
 
6 �������	
����.own research,  . Which channel do you give preference to 
7 �������	
����.own research,   Significance of individual elements related to indirect sales channel 
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attract the customer, and it sometimes happen that they loose large orders they took so 
much trouble about.” (W.Verbere & R.Bagozzi, 2000, p.88) (4) Prof. Kotler points out that, 
“By means of various approaches and sales training, the seller is transformed from a passive 
person that takes orders, into an active person who receives orders and participates in 
resolving customers’ problems. An active seller who receives orders learns how to listen and 
research, in order to be ale to identify customers’ needs and reach good solutions. He starts 
from the assumption that the customer has latent needs, which actually generate 
possibilities, and that they will be loyal to those sales representatives who can analyze their 
needs and who are primarily interested in a long-term mutual interest (P.Kotler, 2006, p.625 
– 626) (5) 

 
For the paper needs, primary research was conducted among end customers. A total of 446 
questionnaires were returned by end customers, who included: 
� 274 natural persons as customers, 
� 141 legal persons as customers through the indirect sales channel, and 
�   31 legal persons as customers through the direct sales channel. 
 
The sample size corresponds to research goals, and responses can be considered relevant 
for the analysis of end leasing service customers. The primary data were collected for four 
groups of questions: 
� customers’ satisfaction with the cooperation with the leasing company,  
� importance of individual elements for customers, 
� satisfaction with the leasing company sales force, and  
� satisfaction with other elements of leasing company marketing. 

3.1 Customers’ satisfaction with the cooperation with the leasing company 

End leasing service customers are satisfied with the kinds of leasing service packages: a 
total of 91.5% respondents expressed positive satisfaction (satisfied, very satisfied and 
extremely satisfied), while only 8.5% expressed negative satisfaction (very dissatisfied and 
dissatisfied). 
 
Responses to the second question, how satisfied are you with the speed of processing 
applications, are similar to those to the first question. As many as 8.7% are positively 
satisfied with the speed of application processing, while 10.3% are not satisfied with the 
speed of application processing. In the positive satisfaction group, the extreme satisfaction 
prevails with 43.3%, followed by ‘very satisfied’ – 29.6%m and 16.8% satisfied. 
 
In the third question, related to the flexibility of offer, customers also revealed satisfaction – 
with 94.4%, although there are 5.6% who are dissatisfied. 
 
The fourth question, pertaining to the simplicity of forms points to the high degree of 
customer satisfaction – 100%, and there were no responses that customers are dissatisfied 
with the simplicity of forms. A total of 36.7% respondents is extremely satisfied, 42.2% are 
very satisfied, while 21.1% are satisfied with simple forms. 
 
In the fifth question as well, that about the term of payment, customers are satisfied – 
90.4%m while 9.6% are dissatisfied. By structure, 33.6% customers are extremely satisfied 
with the term of payment, 45.1% are very satisfied and 11.7% satisfied. 
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The last, sixth question, which pertained to satisfaction with the kind of collateral, revealed 
the dispersion of responses: very dissatisfied 16.4%, dissatisfied 18.8%, satisfied 23.5%, 
very satisfied 20.9%, and extremely satisfied 20.4%. It can be seen that positive satisfaction 
is represented with 64.8% and negative – with 35.2%. 
 

 
Figure 1 End customers’ satisfaction with leasing companies (Vujic S.2012). 

3.2 Importance of individual elements for customers 

Primary research presented customers with five elements as important for leasing company 
relations with end customers, and respondents were supposed to make the gradation of their 
importance into: unimportant, somewhat important, important, very important, and extremely 
important. 
 
To the first question, the importance of direct communication, only 3.4% out of 446 
responses pointed out that it is somewhat important, while all the others – 96.6% pointed to 
the importance of this element, by the following gradation: 47.3% claimed that it is important, 
37.0% that it is very important, and 12.3% that it is extremely important. 
 
To the other question, which pertained to the simplicity of acquiring the desired equipment, 
100% customers responded that it is important, very important or extremely important, while 
no customer responded that this issue is unimportant or somewhat important. 
 
With respect to the third question, pertaining to the importance of paying installments from 
future income, all 100% of customers claimed that it is a particularly important issue, while no 
customer responded that it is unimportant. 
 
The fourth question, pertaining to the importance of maintaining liquidity, customers believe 
that this element is important (23.8%), very important (34.1%), ane extremely important 
(24.9%), i.e. it is important for 82.8% customers and unimportant or somewhat important for 
17.2%. 
 
In the responses to the last, fifth question, pertaining to the possibility to increase the leasing 
package from the aspects of end customers, 80.9% believes that the issue is important, and 
19.1% that it is unimportant. 
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Figure 2 Importance of individual elements for end customers (Vujic S.2012). 

3.3 End customers’ satisfaction with the leasing company sales force 

For each leasing company, it is important to know how satisfied their end customers are with 
the company’s sales force. 
 
In their responses to each question, end customers could grade there vies as: very 
dissatisfied, dissatisfied, satisfied, and extremely satisfied. 
 
To the first question, that about the trust in sales representative, end customers responded 
that they are satisfied (40.4%), very satisfied (43.0%), and extremely satisfied (11.9%), while 
only 4.7% were dissatisfied and very dissatisfied. 
 
In the responses to the second question, related to direct contacts between the leasing 
company sales representative with end customers, respondents are mostly satisfied – 96.2% 
(satisfied, very satisfied and extremely satisfied), while only 3.8% expressed dissatisfaction  
(very dissatisfied and dissatisfied). 
 
With respect to the leasing company’s sales force expertise, which was the topic of the third 
question, most end customers are extremely satisfied – 97.1%, while only 2.9% responses 
claim that they are not satisfied with the leasing company’s sales force expertise. 
 
To the fourth question, one that pertained to honesty (openness in communication), 88.8% 
customers responded that leasing company’s sales representatives are honest, i.e. that they 
are open in communication, while 11.2% claim that they are dissatisfied about the honest 
intentions by leasing company’s sales force.  
 
In the responses to the fifth question, which pertained to end customers’ satisfaction with the 
knowledge of leasing company sales force, end customers’ satisfaction prevails (94.4%), 
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with 47.1% being satisfied, 29.1% very satisfied and 18.2% extremely satisfied. On the other 
hand, a total of 1.8% end customers are very dissatisfied and 3.8% dissatisfied with the sales 
force knowledge. 

 

Figure 3 End customers’ satisfaction with leasing companies’ sales force (Vujic S.2012). 

3.4 End customers’ satisfaction with other elements of leasing company 
marketing 

A total of 446 end customers returned the filled-in questionnaire; they were suppose to grade 
responses to the previous questions from the aspect of satisfaction, to five gradations: very 
dissatisfied, dissatisfied, satisfied, very satisfied and extremely satisfied. 
 
To the first question, as to how satisfied end customers are with leasing company prices, we 
obtained fairly dispersed responses. Thus, 10.7% are very dissatisfied with prices, 11.7% is 
dissatisfied, but most responses reveal satisfaction with prices: 41.0% are satisfied, 32.5% 
very satisfied, and 4.0% extremely satisfied with prices. 
 
To the second question, about customers’ satisfaction with the grace period, 91.7% end 
customers expressed satisfaction in all gradations, while the remaining 8.3% claimed they 
are dissatisfied with the grace period. 
 
Most responses to the third question, which pertained to end customers’ satisfaction with 
leasing company sales channels, also revealed satisfaction – 95.%, with 41.3% being 
satisfied, 36.3% very satisfied and 17.4% extremely satisfied. On the other hand, 5.0% 
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customers are dissatisfied, including 1.6% very dissatisfied and 3.4% dissatisfied with 
leasing company sales channels. 
 
The fourth question pertained to end customers’ satisfaction with promotion carried out by 
the leasing company. 89.% responses by end customers reveal satisfaction with the leasing 
company promotion, while 11.0% claimed they were dissatisfied with the leasing company 
promotional activities. 
 
To the fifth question, as to how satisfied end customers are with the leasing company’s 
promotional material, 78.4% responded that they were satisfied, very satisfied or extremely 
satisfied. On the other end, 21.6% were dissatisfied or very dissatisfied with the advertising 
material that leasing companies have. 

 
Figure 4 End customers’ satisfaction with other elements of leasing company (Vujic S. 2012). 

4. Conclusion 

Based on the above-described indicators that were obtained through primary research, the 
end customers’ overall satisfaction with their dealings with leasing companies can eb 
assessed. Based on the presented facts, leasing companies can develop and nourish 
relations with end customers, particularly in the following direction: 
� generating and expanding the database of end customers and potential customers, 
� attracting, retaining and developing end customers, 
� building end customers’ loyalty to the leasing company, 
� decreasing end customers’ drain, and 
� building strong bonds with end customers. 
 
Marketing strategy should be based on building customer loyalty to the leasing company. 
Building loyalty to the leasing company is based on partner relations with larger customers, 
or those that renew the purchase of leasing service. Partner relationship is built on direct 
communication, frequent visits to the customer, introduction of innovations in offers that 
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pertain only to larger customers, etc. Building loyalty by customers – natural persons is 
possible with the expectation that the customers will renew the purchase of a leasing service 
in the foreseeable future. Messages to such customers are based on reminding the buyer 
that the previous leasing service was successfully completed and encouraging them to 
renew the purchase. 
 
Specifics of marketing to natural persons as leasing service customers are still based on the 
traditional marketing concept. It uses the marketing mix, a significant form of advertising 
directed to a large number of unknown customers. Messages must be focused on informing 
and reminding that potential customers as natural persons can acquire the necessary 
equipment, machinery, car, etc. through an actual leasing company’s leasing package. 
 
Marketing focused on legal persons as leasing service customers is expressed through 
messages’ focus on the organizations that want to acquire certain equipment through a 
leasing package. This type of marketing, as well as its focus, is considerably more narrow 
than traditional marketing since it is directed toward professionals, who are already familiar 
with the possibility of leasing. 
 
The third type of marketing is focus only on large customers. Since large customers’ needs 
are known or can be learned, leasing company marketing toward them must be as 
personalized and direct as possible. The offer should be adjusted to an actual large customer 
and developed on building good business relations with the customers. 
 
The marketing strategy concept should include nourishing and developing customer 
relations. Within these activities, a particular attention should be paid, and activities taken on 
attracting and retaining customers. Attracting is expressed through the increased number of 
customers, increased volume of leasing services (in value terms), and the increased share of 
sales in the total market. However, the mere increase in volume does not guarantee an 
increase in profitability. Therefore, besides monitoring the increase in sales volume, 
monitoring must also include trends in profitability compared to the same period of the 
previous year and to competition. 
 
Developing good customer relations may result in a decrease of customer drain. However, if 
a major drain is registered, it is necessary to study its causes and remove them, if they are 
the result of customers’ dissatisfaction with the leasing company services. 
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This paper aims at analyzing uniqueness of the regions as a tool to increase regional 
economic resilience and economic advantage. Economic and social challenges within 
the EU member states influence a necessity to find new tools to ensure regional 
prosperity and economic advantages of the region by using existing cultural, natural, 
human and other resources that are important for regional economic development. 
Unique features of the region can be used as a tool to increase regional economic 
growth. 

The uniqueness index methodology was developed for the assessment of the cultural 
uniqueness as economic advantage of the region. The results revealed that regional 
uniqueness index can be used for identification of typologies of the regions within a 
country that can serve as a basis for creation regional support strategy that can be 
applied by various governmental institutions. This analysis has been conducted at the 
national level. From a policy perspective, recommendations for the regional policy to 
define important insights for the next programming period 2014–2020 in the EU can be 
applied.  

Keywords 
Uniqueness of the region, regional development, regional policy, economic advantage, 
assessment, economic resilience. 

1. Introduction 

The end of the 20th century and the beginning of 21st century is particularly important by 
new emerging economic, social, cultural, environmental and other circumstances, 
globalization and regionalization processes that have significant impact on the environment 
of the society and nations. These processes brought new challenges for the counties, 
regions and citizens as each of them had to find new role in this environment and solutions 
that help to adapt to this situation and implement sustainable development solutions.  

Regions can be listed as very important object influenced by these new social and economic 
challenges and the results of the globalization and regionalization. This impact is measured 
by increased significant economic, social and territorial disparities that still exist between 
Europe’s regions. Disparities are apparent not only at the regions within one country but also 
between the EU member states regions. These disparities would undermine some of the 
cornerstones of the EU and the “Europe 2020” strategy which identifies the EU to become a 
smart, sustainable and inclusive economy [1], [2], [3]. These three mutually reinforcing 
priorities should help the EU and the Member states deliver high levels of employment, 
productivity and social cohesion [4].  
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Regional development of the regions is usually affected by different socio-economic situation 
within the regions, different quality of infrastructure, remoteness of the regions, social and 
economic changes, social deprivation, high unemployment, the results of planned economy 
and other factors. These reasons explained why regional policy in the EU played very 
important role from the establishment of the EU. 

In recent years regional policy paradigm had changed significantly [5]. New paradigm is 
based on the concept that regional policy should assess new economic and social features 
of the 21st century that can have a significant influence on the further development of the 
region’s leading to the successful development and reducing disparities of the regions [6], 
[7], [8], [9], [10], [11]. New phase of regional policy at the EU level have been implemented 
based on the principles of the post-industrial economy where knowledge is considered as the 
main resource [12], [13], [14]. This paradigm emphasizes the importance of “learning region” 
concept, networking and cluster formation, innovation and the most importantly – to support 
not the lagging regions but to exploit regions “basic skills” and to use “competitive advantage 
of the region”. State policy should attempt to mobilize the strengths of the region rather than 
trying to decrease only negative elements. Regions must be differentiated by the factors that 
enhance the region's competitiveness, and other important social-economic development 
criteria: level of education, level of innovation, entrepreneurship level, living standards, etc.   

The new regional policy paradigm will lead to the necessity to develop new assessment 
methods that would help regions to shift their activities for creation of economic advantages 
by using “basic skills” of the region instead of eliminating negative impacts that exist within 
the region. Various unique features of the region can be taken as a new way for developing 
economic activities in the region and the use of this for the economic advantage.   

Why uniqueness is important for creation of regional prosperity? And why it should be used 
for getting economic benefit when the new success factors emerged in the 21st century? The 
first reason is that uniqueness itself can be named as a reason that can help to get an 
economic advantage by using special features of the region, the strengths of the regions that 
exist at the moment or region basic skills which can also be unique. Secondly, these unique 
elements of the region used in the economic activities can make the region very specific and 
thus reaching its competitive advantage not in a reckless way but based on sustainable 
development, cooperation and responsible environment principles.        

Measures used for the implementation of the regional policy within the EU in some cases 
lack to reflect adequately the above mentioned elements. In most cases regional policy is 
used to reach a certain level of infrastructure, investments and indicators for the regions that 
might be not the most important to get the best results for the region and can be not 
important that the certain level of economic results would be reached or in order to increase 
the region’s economic strengths. In some cases there might be needed different types of 
investments or indicators for the region to have economic advantage and not by reaching the 
indicators set up from outside.   

Recently many scientist and experts in regional policy in various international scientific 
conferences and meetings are discussing about possibility to use regional uniqueness as 
economic advantage rather that attempts to highlight the dimensions of competitiveness [15], 
[16], [17], [18], [19], [20].  

 

2. Methodology 

The uniqueness index methodology was developed for the assessment of the various types 
of uniqueness as economic advantage of the region (as cultural uniqueness, geographical 
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uniqueness, uniqueness of social and economic structure within the region, etc.). In this 
paper methodology of cultural uniqueness is developed.  

According to the needs of the institutions assessment can be implemented by 2 levels (see 
Figure1): 

� Assessment of the chosen type of uniqueness of the regions at the country or union level 
(for example, the EU level) by ranking regions from the highest to the lowest ranking 
points given for the region by this type of uniqueness for creation economic advantage of 
the region.  

� Assessment of the different type of uniqueness within one region with the aim to rank 
various uniqueness types by highest to the lowest points given for each uniqueness type 
for creation economic advantage of the region. 

 

Figure 1 Levels of assessment of uniqueness. 

Uniqueness index was created by using SAW (Simple Additive Weighting) multicriteria 
evaluation method. Multicriteria evaluation methods have been increasingly used in 
theoretical research and practical decision making as it helps evaluate quantitatively any 
complicated phenomenon described by a set of criteria [21], [22], [23]. 

Assessment of the uniqueness of the regions: 

1. Setting of the components for the chosen type of uniqueness: 

1.1. Groups of components are defined including all dimensions needed for the 
assessment of this type of uniqueness.   

1.2. Indicators are defined for each component. 

Developing the groups of components for the cultural uniqueness index the holistic approach 
was applied to ensure that all dimensions and indicators would operate as a system rather 
than a set of its components. The following groups of components and indicators have been 
identified for the assessment of cultural uniqueness (see Figure 2). 
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 Index of cultural uniqueness of the region 

Components  

Objects of 
cultural 

uniqueness 

Human 
resources in 
cultural and 

tourism sector 

 

Infrastructure 

 

Visitors 

 

 

Indicators 

: Cultural 
objects 

: Human 
resources in 
museums 

: Accommodatio
n facilities 

: Visitors of 
museums 

: Museums : Human 
resources in 
theatres 

: Travel 
agencies 

: Visitors of 
theatres 

: Theatres : Human 
resources in 
travel 
agencies 

: Catering 
services 

: Visitors of 
tourism 
information 
centres 

: Events : Human 
resources in 
tourism 
information 
centres 

: Tourism 
information 
centres 

: Number of 
accommoda
ted persons 

Figure 2 Components and indicators of cultural uniqueness index. 

Indicators of first three components (objects of cultural uniqueness, human resources in 
cultural and tourism sector and infrastructure) reflect to the supply side and indicators of the 
last visitors’ component reflect to the demand side. The system is based on four dimensions 
essential for the creation of economic advantage of cultural uniqueness of the region: base 
of cultural uniqueness (cultural uniqueness objects), human resources, infrastructure and the 
users of these services. 

 

2. Calculation of uniqueness index for each region for the chosen type of uniqueness by 
using SAW (Simple Additive Weighting) multicriteria evaluation method: 

 
Sj �=  i� � ij, 

 

Sj ¡
����¢
~����
���
�
����
��
���£�������
�i – � �weight of component i group; ij -  normalized 
value of component i for j type of uniqueness. 

 

2.1. Firstly normalization of each indicator was applied where actual value of indicator 
and minimum and maximum values of the regions within a country (union) are required: 
 

rij=  
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rf  - the actual value of the indicator, rmax – maximum value of the indicator of the regions 
within a country (union), rmin – minimum value of the indicator of the regions within a 
country (union). 

2.2. Secondly a value of each component group is calculated by using normalized 
values of indicators of this group. 

 
S1,...,k �=  y� � ij, 

 

\�����
��y) for each indicator was equal. 

2.3. Value of all components is calculated by using each component group values.  
 

Sj �=  iSk, 

 

\�����
��i) of each component group was equal (1/4) for the cultural uniqueness index 
calculation, k – number of components. 

2.4. Value of uniqueness index (UI) of the region: 
 

 
UIt – value of uniqueness index, Sj – value of all components, k – number of components. 

3. Ranking of the regions by chosen uniqueness type: 
 
3.1. At state level: regions of the state (union) are ranked by chosen uniqueness type 

ranking regions from the highest to the lowest index rate.  
3.2. At region level: index values of various types of the region uniqueness are ranked 

from the highest to the lowest index rate. 

 

3. Empirical results 

The uniqueness index methodology was applied for the assessment of the cultural 
uniqueness as economic advantage of the regions. This analysis has been conducted at 
national level to calculate uniqueness index for the Lithuanian regions with the aim to rank 
regions from having the highest potential in cultural uniqueness as region economic 
advantage to the lowest potential in cultural uniqueness.  

Statistical data published by Department of the Statistics of the Republic of Lithuania, 
Ministry of Culture of the Republic of Lithuania and official data published by the Lithuanian 
tourism information offices had been used. Data is used of the year of 2011.  

Results are provided in the table below. 
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Table 1 Grouping of Lithuanian regions by cultural uniqueness 

Grouping of Lithuanian 
regions by cultural 

uniqueness potential 

Number of Lithuanian 
regions in the group 

(ranking place and 
index value) 

Significant resources 8 regions 

Ranking place from 1 
to 8 

Ranking values from 
9.10 to 0.91 

Moderate resources 31 region 

Ranking place from 9 
to 39 

Ranking values from 
0.81 to 0.42 

Insignificant resources 21 region 

Ranking place from 40 
to 60 

Ranking values from 
0.39 to 0.04 

 

Ranking results of cultural uniqueness of the Lithuanian regions we used for dividing regions 
into 3 groups by having significant, moderate and insignificant resources of the cultural 
uniqueness. Territorial distribution of Lithuanian regions into these 3 groups is shown in 
Figure 3.  

 

Figure 3 ��������	
���������������	���������������������������������
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Significant cultural uniqueness resources that can give economic advantage for the region 
are placed in the Vilnius and Kaunas city regions where two largest Lithuanians cities are 
located as cultural uniqueness value of these regions enormously differs from the remaining 
regions of Lithuania (5 to 9 times). Other regions of Lithuania that have big cities and resort 
status cities also have a great potential successfully utilize unique cultural resources of the 
region for increasing economic benefits (in the table marked as regions having significant 
resources: Klaipeda city region, Panevezys city region, Siauliai city region, Palanga region, 
Druskininkai region and Neringa region). 51,6 percent of Lithuanian regions have moderate 
cultural uniqueness resources that can be used for increasing economic advantage of the 
region.  5 percent of Lithuanian regions have insignificant cultural uniqueness resources. 

Territorial distribution of Lithuanian regions that have significant, moderate and insignificant 
cultural uniqueness resources is uneven.  

The results revealed that regional uniqueness index can be used for identification typologies 
of regions within a country that can serve as a basis for creation regional support strategy 
that can be applied by various governmental institutions.  

4. Conclusions and Policy Implications 

Uniqueness of the regions should become an important element in the 21st century in the 
implementation of new regional policy paradigm by using unique features and strengths of 
the region to achieve competitive advantage rather than supporting lagging activities within 
the region. The uniqueness of the region should be a tool to help the region to use economic 
advantage. The unique features of the region can exist at the time of assessment or the 
unique elements can be constructed.   

Uniqueness assessment methodology by using uniqueness index can help for the region to 
identify existing or potential unique elements that can be used as a tool to increase economic 
advantage of the region by using knowledge of favorable regional situation, various 
circumstances and conditions. Followed activities based on the results of the assessment 
would help to enhance the economic advantages of the region.     

Regional uniqueness index can be used for identification typologies of regions within a 
country that can serve as a basis for creation regional support strategy that can be applied 
by various governmental institutions. From a policy perspective, recommendations for the 
regional policy to define important insights for the next programming period 2014–2020 in the 
EU can be applied. 

Ranking of the regions by the cultural uniqueness index can serve as an additional tool for 
the setting of priorities to the measures of cultural activities development. Ranking results 
can help to identify regions that have significant resources and potential in this area rather 
than distributing resources to all regions that would not have any potential in developing 
cultural uniqueness. This assessment can increase effectiveness and give additional synergy 
effects. 
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The paper presents the problem of estimating the cost of innovation processes. The 
objective to develop a model of cost estimation was to identify places in innovation 
process, in which is required an economic analysis allows the evaluation of the 
profitability of the ongoing process. This paper presents the reasons to build a model 
and indicates the selected methods for cost estimation. The model was developed 
based on the Cooper's Stage Gate model with special consideration to the Front End 
phase. Beside the well known classification of innovation in the Oslo Manual also 
includes distinguish of innovation in terms of time horizons proposed by Moore. The 
prepared model is complementary to model of innovation process planning.  It was 
based on the analysis of dozens of innovation processes implemented in Polish 
enterprises belonging to the leaders in innovation and representing various business 
sectors. The idea of the proposed approach is to help the managers in designing and 
implementation of innovation processes. 

Keywords 
cost estimation, innovation process, model of innovation  

1. Introduction 

Innovation processes are business opportunity for gaining a competitive advantage in the 
market. It is also an important element in the development by adjusting their production to 
the highest standards using the latest achievements of world science and technology. 
Innovation is not only a modern approach to market requirements and consumer demands, 
but above all it is a way to overcome their weaknesses in the area of business processes 
conducted. Innovation processes have a very unique and special character. They are 
accompanied by uncertainty in the tasks and achieve the benefits of risk [1]. It is necessary 
to constantly monitor the innovation processes and rapid response to situations that may 
interfere with their progress. Decision making is always present in the innovation processes 
[2], [3]. 
Innovation processes require changes in operations that have become routine as a result of 
repeated operations for the current production. Managers should not only focus on the 
ongoing processes. It is necessary to look at the company from the point of view of business 
environment. See its weaknesses and find ways to overcome them with innovative solutions. 
This is a difficult task that requires creativity and courage in making risky decisions. Creativity 
is essential to create innovative solutions. Courage in decision-making allows efficient use of 
available opportunities and overcome emerging threats. 
Creating the right conditions for the emergence of innovative ideas, their development and 
implementation of innovative processes requires four key elements described by Cooper as 
diamonds innovation [4]. One of these elements is to ensure effectiveness in the conduct of 
processes of innovation. The effectiveness is the result such management of the innovation 
processes, which enables an efficient implementation of the next phases of the processes. 
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An important role is the appropriate planning process as well as an assessment of cost-
effectiveness. 

2. Reasons For Development Of Models Of Innovation Process 
Planning And Costs Estimating 

The distinguishing feature of innovation processes is the flexibility during the implementation, 
enabling modification of tasks to changing conditions in order to increase the certainty of 
getting the desired objectives. Therefore, these processes are carried out according to the 
Stage Gate model [5]. Its sequential nature provides security in the innovation process by 
analysis and evaluation of individual phases. Every phase of the process begins when the 
results will be accepted previous phase. Flexibility here concerns the possibility of changes in 
the implementation of subsequent phases taking into account the previous results. 
Planning for process innovation is often seen as a stiffening of process. May limit the 
creativity and freedom in the decisions taken, which are important in achieving the desired 
objectives of innovation. Therefore, the issue of innovation planning often comes down to the 
level of operational planning that most accurately analyzed for New Product Development 
[6]. 
Often also the research are taken in planning at the strategic level, which is to determine the 
long-term activities in achieving objectives through innovative activities [7], [8]. A research 
gap exists with the lack of innovation process planning model that would consider non-linear 
course of actions within the process, their coordination and guarantee the resources for their 
completion. This fact became a reason to start work to develop the model of innovation 
process planning covering all stages of the innovation process, from the moment of goal 
definition to the task planning on the operational level. 
Introduction of innovation, as a consequence of the modern market mechanisms aim through 
introduction of new constructions and technologies in products or implementation of modern 
processes to bring particular benefits - tangible or intangible. Not only the level of novelty is 
important, but also the economic benefits that will be achieved thanks to it. Having these 
benefits in mind, can not be forgotten the costs to be incurred as a result of the introduction 
of the innovation process. To think in perspectives of future profits, it is necessary to conduct 
economic analyzes of innovative project's cost-effectiveness. The success of the innovation 
process in a meaningful way is determined by the right approach to their planning, which also 
allows an assessment of future costs. Therefore the innovation process planning should be 
supplemented with components of cost estimation. This has become an important part of 
research. 

3. Research Objectives 

Carried out a research project involves two aspects. The first is to develop a model that 
would point the right way of planning processes of innovation to achieving the desired results 
and not undermine the qualities that guarantee the essential qualities of these processes. 
The second aspect is the preparation of a model to estimate the costs that would draw 
attention to the importance of cost-effectiveness analysis and cost control of the process of 
its implementation. This model should be consistent with the planning process, leading to 
adequate detailed cost estimate with the progress of the planning work. 
The first of the objectives, the realization and the result in the form of the model was 
presented in the work [9]. In the planning of innovation processes was proposed three-stage 
approach. It ensures the preparation of detailed plans of innovation processes according with 
the progress of the work providing more and more new information. 
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This article focuses on the issue of moving the second problem - estimating the cost of the 
innovation process. When building a cost estimation model assumes that it should 
complement the planning model. For this reason the three-stage cost estimating was 
proposed, too. Each subsequent stage of estimating the costs should lead to more accurate 
results may be obtained on the basis of more accurate plans for innovation processes. 

4. Research Method 

To prepare models of innovation process planning and cost estimation had to be analyzed 
the innovations processes have been implemented with success. This proves the fact of a 
well-organized and managed the innovation process. 
For this reason, for researches was selected a group of companies, which were included in 
the rankings of innovative companies in 2010 and they are among the leaders in innovation 
in the country. The study involved companies of all sizes and representing a variety of 
industries. Diversity of companies was necessary to collect data to prepare an universal 
model applying to any type of innovation regardless of the business potential. In researches 
used the method of direct interview conducted with managers of innovation processes and 
with persons direct involved in the implementation of these processes. Interview scenario 
was developed during the preliminary studies carried out in one of the IT companies. 
Preliminary studies have allowed to identify problems occur in the preparation of innovation 
processes, determine the range of managers knowledge about the innovation processes, as 
well as to assess the usefulness of well-known models of innovation processes in practice.  
The innovation processes implemented in Poland are researches subject and are funded by 
the National Center for Science and. Therefore, the Polish companies were analyzed. After 
accession to the European Union, Polish companies have faced strong competition. 
Adapting to the new market conditions require development towards innovative activities. 
After years of changes in the Polish economy, there are a lot of new companies that try to 
enter the market and to face strong competition. This requires courageous decisions towards 
the new and effective ways to development. Without the implementation of innovative 
solutions this way is impossible. 
The important element that affects the cost estimation process is the type of innovation 
process. Oslo Manual distinguishes four types of innovations: product, process, 
organizational and market. They concern different kinds of enterprise activities, their goals 
are different, their implementation plans will look different. The cost estimation processes will 
also be different due to differences of connections between the tasks and costs. 
Innovation processes also depend on the time of their execution. The longer time the 
implementation the bigger changes may occur in the environment. This affects the 
complexity of the process, the scale of the expected results, an acceptable level of risk and 
expenditures, detail documentation, monitoring and control of the process. 
So it was decided to accept the division of innovation due to the time horizon. 
Taking into account the time criterion adopted classification developed by Moore, who 
distinguishes three time horizons of innovation [10]. In current project they are defined as: 
� Innovation of current needs horizon - implemented in the short term and focused on a 

single area of activity. 
� Innovation of potential development horizon - middle term innovation having an impact 

on a part of process or whole process. 
� Innovation of creating new business horizon - long term range, which could create new 

possibilities for whole business e.g. a new product or technology. 
The researches were divided into three main stages (Figure 1): 
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� Analysis of publications in the field of innovation processes, the development of research 
theses and assumptions and preliminary studies in IT company. 

� Analysis of successful innovation processes based on direct interview in polish 
enterprises. 

� Verification of models carried out in the companies representing groups, which were 
analyzed in the previous stage.  
 

 

Figure 1 Research scheme of innovation processes in Polish enterprises. 

 

5. Main Research Findings  

More than 60 successful innovation processes was analyzed so far. The repetitive ways of 
assessment the profitability of innovation processes was observed. Usually determine the 
cost of innovation processes are carried out in the early stages of the process. Such 
behavior is related to the assessment of the financial resources that must be reserved for the 
implementation of the innovation process. But estimating the cost in the initial phase of the 
process does not give accurate results. Based on the general framework of the innovation 
process adopted on the basis of the aim of innovation, its nature and time horizon, it is 
possible to estimate the costs only in an intuitive way. The accuracy of the results in this 
case is dependent only on the knowledge and experience of the person performing the 
estimation. The individual character of each of the innovation processes means that the 
difficulty in cost estimating leads to a large discrepancy between the projected costs and 
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actual costs. During the interviews, managers pointed to discrepancies of up to tens of 
percent. Being aware of this uncertainty, the cost of innovation processes are often 
overestimated. It is safer to overestimate costs than underestimate. Underestimate the value 
of the expected costs may be associated with the need to interrupt the process of innovation 
in relation to: 
� Exceeding the budget for innovation process. 
� The delay of the process associated with the need to complete the missing funds. 
� Quality reduction due to lower funds for tasks. 
� Inability to implement all the objectives. 
These situations occur mainly in the implementation of long-term innovation with higher 
levels of uncertainty and risk. 
Overestimation of the cost is less dangerous. However, it may be the cause of the lack of 
acceptance of such large of expenditure and thus no agreement to start the process of 
innovation. For these reasons, estimating the cost of innovation processes should be carried 
out using methods that reduce the size of errors. Decisions on starting or continuing the 
innovation processes are often made on the basis of the level of costs estimated. The 
accuracy of its determination is reflected in the quality of decisions. It is therefore necessary 
to estimate the cost at the right time, which allows to obtain reliable results with the required 
accuracy. 
These observations allow to formulate the following guidelines to develop a costs estimation 
model: 
� Due to the uncertainty of the results of the different phases the innovation processes is 

necessary to make decisions based on the estimated cost accepting the established 
level of accuracy. 

� In order to obtain reliable results for costs estimating, the appropriate methods should be 
used for obtaining the best possible results using according to currently available 
information. 

� Sequential innovation process indicates the need for costs estimating for each phase of 
the innovation process separately. 

6. Estimating The Cost Of Innovation Processes 

Due to these mentioned characteristics of innovation processes, especially because of the 
need to make decisions that involve changes in the implementation of the process, 
depending on sub-targets, the planning must be progressively detailed [9]. Each subsequent 
stage of creating a plan introduces new information that will in turn complement the 
knowledge on costs. Therefore, along with obtaining further degrees of details on the level of 
process planning, the cost evaluation must be carried out. 
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Figure 2 The accuracy of cost estimating in innovation processes. 

 
Estimating costs is the more accurate the more data we have. This number is increasing with 
the progress of the work. If the cost estimate will be made later the discrepancy between the 
result and the real costs are lower (Figure 2). Each project requires financial security before it 
starts, so it is necessary to estimate the costs at the beginning of the process and therefore 
must accept the discrepancies stemming from overestimation or underestimation. The initial 
phase of the innovation process does not provide sufficient information to estimate the future 
costs. Nonlinearity in Front End phase [11] and uncertainty in tasks performance and results 
in R&D are the main reasons affecting the errors in costs estimating. But if the cost 
estimation is performed only once, at the beginning the process, we decide to accept a wide 
disparity during the whole process of innovation. This is the wrong approach. Differences in 
costs can be reduced by re estimating the costs as soon as new information containing data 
that affect the cost of the innovation process. 
In order to provide accurate cost estimation of innovation processes, which refer to the 
moments of enhancing the plan in details, a cost estimation model was developed. This 
model complements the existing planning model of the innovation process [9]. Due to the 
close relation between planning and cost estimating, both models are integrated with one 
another and reflect the correct procedure in this regard of the work on the innovation 
process. 
Model for cost estimating of the innovation process, includes three levels of cost estimation 
(Figure 3). They are distinguished by the moment of conducting cost estimation and the 
accuracy of obtained results . 
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Figure 3 Model of cost estimating in innovation processes. 

 
Determining the budget for innovation process is an important element in the decision to 
initiate the process of innovation. It also allows to secure funding to ensure the safe conduct 
of the process. Freezing of big funds for a long period of time often restricts ability to pursue 
other jobs in the company. Proposal is to define the separate budgets for each of the 
innovation process phases. In this way there is a longer time to gather the necessary funds.  
Do not locks out large funds allowing rational financial management of the company. Budget 
for innovation process should be flexible. It should provide for adjustments in the budget, if 
warranted by changes in the tasks differs from the established plan. 
There are three methods for preparing project budgets: from bottom to top, from top to 
bottom, and the method of budgeting from zero level (Figure 4). The method of bottom-up 
can be used when there are specific plans taking into account the division of tasks, their 
duration and the resources allocated with them. Budgeting is in this case concerns summing 
up the estimated costs of all tasks. Innovation processes are not included in this type of 
projects, due to the inability to develop precise plans of the process. 
Thus two other methods can be used. Method from top to bottom allows the use of a similar 
project budget. In the case of process innovation, appropriate documentation of completed 
innovation processes is required. One can benefit from their own experience in the field of 
innovation or use similar processes carried out by the partners. In this method, a similar 
project budget is taken as a base, to which are added or subtracted additional costs  related 
to the differences between projects. 
Zero level budgeting method is a method that is often used in innovative projects. It is 
applied if it is not possible to benefit from similar projects. In this case, the budget is 
determined on the basis of the knowledge and experience of managing the innovation 
process (expert method). In this method, you can also use the knowledge of external 
experts. 
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Figure 4 The budgeting methods. 

 
The development of plans for different phases of the innovation process is the basis for the 
next cost estimation. At this stage to define the main tasks of the process, indicating the 
effects to be achieved, a main framework of the process should be prepared. At this point no 
complete information on the process of innovation is obtained, but already is he knowledge 
available, which can be used to estimate the costs. In the front-end phase is known the 
number of ideas that will be analyzed, in the development phase are known the key 
innovation features indicating its level of novelty, in the commercialization phase is planned 
the extend of innovation commercialization, such as the area of market that will be included 
in the range of interest. These features are the basis for the development of plans, but also 
may allow an initial estimate of costs. 
A similar situation can be found in relation to the early stages of designing new products, 
where on the basis of certain characteristics are made attempts to estimate own cost. In this 
situation is applied the parametric method [12], by establishing a relation between the 
attributes of the product and the cost. These relations can be presented in the form of 
mathematical notations on the basis of regression analysis. The obtained results are verified 
by the use of data from similar projects completed in the past. In a similar way, you can 
perform a preliminary cost estimate for the process of innovation (Figure 5). A limitation of 
this method is the necessity of having historical data on similar processes. 
 

 

Figure 5 The idea of parametric cost estimation methods in the planning phases of the innovation 
process. 

 
Much more detailed information about costs can be obtained during the planning of tasks 
within the phases of the process. Here takes place the operational planning, in which are 
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developed following tasks to be performed together with division of operations, allocation of 
resources, specification of their duration. The sequence of their implementation is also 
determined together with their priorities to obtain the desired effect. Having this information it 
is possible to estimate the cost with a high accuracy. In scientific studies on costs of 
innovation processes, the most often quoted cost estimation method, which is characterized 
by a high degree of accuracy, is the ABC task cost method (Activity Based Costing) [13], 
[14]. It is a method which, according to its supporters, reflects the nature of innovation 
processes. By dividing the process of estimating the cost to the smallest steps, allows for a 
very detailed analysis of each element of the planned process for the costs evaluation. It 
allows for the estimation of the costs of the processes, which were not similar to the 
previously executed. And certainly it is a distinctive feature of innovation processes. 
It should however be borne in mind that the ABC method is due to its high accuracy, very 
laborious. This method requires a vast knowledge on costs vehicles, which must be 
constantly updated and adapted to the changing conditions of the company. The 
development of suitable tools for this process and their maintenance is time consuming and 
therefore costly. Innovations are the more valuable the sooner they are introduced, in case of 
implementing such a meticulous process of estimating costs may cause a delay in the 
implementation of innovations. Obtaining accurate information on costs, may in this case be 
less important. The application of long procedures of cost estimation can not be introduced at 
the expense of longer execution time of the innovation process. Mainly for this reason it is 
better to use a method that may not give as accurate results but due to its speed does not 
delay the process of innovation. 
Another method that can be recommended to estimate the costs of the innovation process is 
the FBC method of elementary costs (called Features Based Costing) [15]. The aim of this 
method is to describe a set associated tasks as elementary objects, being a fragments of 
tasks (Figure 6). In these objects are included the information about the costs. Creation of 
the elementary cost objects is dependent on the level of company's organization, and  they 
are built on the basis of historical data from tasks performed in the past. Elementary cost 
objects may relate to individual activities, groups of activities, or even entire task. 
Development of a database of elementary cost objects allows for its use for scheduling the 
tasks by creating the appropriate configuration to obtain different values of costs. Different 
options of solutions can be also obtained, which further can be subjected to analysis and 
optimization. 
 

 

Figure 6 The idea of Features Based Costing method for estimating the cost at the stage of the 
innovation process tasks planning. 
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7. Directions For Further Research 

Prepared model of cost estimation innovation process is the result of the second phase of 
the study. In the next stage this model will be verified. This will consist of comparing the 
model with the real processes of innovation in the next group of companies. It will be 
important if the approach to cost estimating is so flexible that it allows estimation of any type 
of innovation, regardless of the time horizon. An important element of further research will be 
also the selection of estimation methods for each level to provide a more reliable result. For 
this purpose, the estimation methods and results will be compared with real cost of 
innovation process in companies. Speed, efficiency and reliability of these methods will be 
assessed. 

8. Conclusion 

The need to develop a model was dictated by observations, which indicated that Polish 
companies lack templates, according to which they could successfully implement innovation 
processes. Despite the intense activity in the field of innovation, innovation process 
designing is carried out in an intuitive and informal way. Processes are not conducted 
efficiently, which would provide an appropriate speed in their organization and 
implementation. 
Costs together with the time are one of the most important criteria for deciding on the 
implementation of the innovation process. Their deficiency may cause interruption of the 
process. Therefore, it is important to estimate their value at the right time. Uncertainty and 
risk are still elements of the processes associated with innovation. Unfortunately, traditional 
accounting is still not able to include them. Regarded as undesirable, is identified with the 
failure and incurring large financial losses. Therefore, it is important to skillfully secure 
funding to carry out the process of innovation. Greater confidence in the processes of 
innovation is achieved by performing them in sequentially, starting each following phase 
when the results from the previous phase have been accepted. Therefore, in the presented 
model, the planning, and thus cost estimation must be held in several stages of the process 
which gives a greater sense of security. 
The cost estimation model of innovation processes is a result of analysis and observation of 
innovations implemented in Polish enterprises. It is a response to the need for structuring 
activities in area of cost estimating in innovation processes. The proposed model allows the 
efficient and flexible management of the innovation funds by: 
� Identify places for estimating the costs  in innovation process. 
� Use several methods to estimate allowing to compare results. 
� Progressive cost estimation based on the available data in order to obtain more accurate 

results. 
This will allow managers to more accuracy in decision making and more efficient monitoring 
and controlling the cost of the innovation processes. It is also important to achieve 
repeatability in management of innovation processes. This will enable the standardization of 
innovation processes in the enterprise and improve the quality and effectiveness of these 
processes. 
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Competitive Intelligence (CI) is a business tool that helps organizations and especially 
small and medium enterprises (SMEs) to innovate in order to survive and create 
competitive advantage through knowledge creation, internal communication and 
strategic management. CI is the process by which organizations gather actionable 
information about competitors and the competitive environment and, ideally, apply it 
to their decision-making and action plans aiming at enhancing the competitiveness 
and overall innovation capacity. This article attempts to provide useful insights into 
the benefits of CI for SMEs as one of the most important pieces in strategic 
management in order to sustain and enhance competitive advantage and discusses 
the implications of the framework for managing the CI process. In summary, this study 
provides two contributions to academic literature. First, it crystallises the relationship 
between innovation capacity, competitive advantage and CI in SMEs. Second, the 
result deepens the existing literature by providing a detailed view of the 
characteristics of CI in SMEs, the reality of innovation capacity in SMEs and 
proposing also a conceptual model with special focus on the relationship between CI, 
innovation and competitive advantage.  

Keywords 
Competitive intelligence, small and medium enterprises, innovation, innovation capacity 
competitive advantage. 

1. Introduction 

In the era of globalization, competitors need to incorporate new approaches in managing 
their intelligence processes. Globalization of market, resulting from advances in 
communication and transportation,  has rapidly changed political climates and ideologies, 
which has led to the reduction in trade barriers opening doors to new international 
opportunities for business. 
These fundamental mutations are prompting the far-sighted organizations to realize major 
changes in how they deploy their strategic resources to compete in the knowledge economy. 
Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs)are not aloof from these pressures. Drihlon et al [1] 
argued that improving competitiveness is now an imperative for small and large business 
alike. Therefore, to survive in such aggressive competitive environment, an organization 
requires a better understanding of its competitors and competitive forces that affects its 
success. SMEs are forced to rethink how to anticipate and react to changes that occur. In 
order to manage such an achievement, SMEs should have a process for turning data into 
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actionable intelligence, from which strategic and tactical decisions can drive. The utilization 
of such knowledge is known as competitive intelligence (CI). 
CI is a business tool that helps organizations in the process of strategic management and 
increasing business performance through enhancing knowledge sharing, internal 
communication and strategic plans quality. 
Nonaka[2]  states that knowledge and its strategic use is one sure source of sustainable 
competitive advantage for the organization, therefore CI can create the ability to develop, use 
retain and transfer knowledge to become the lifeblood of the organization. Knowledge is 
considered to be the only resource that increases in value, so is worth of great effort in 
managing it. Creation of knowledge can not only lead to innovation[3]; [4]; [5],, competitive 
advantage [6];[7];[8] as many researchers have discovered but also to value creation|9]; [5]. 
in fact, organisations are constantly faced with the challenge of gaining competitive 
advantage over competitors. Developing that special edge may mean survival for some or a 
way to stay on top of competition for others. A critical ingredient for staying on top is 
innovation.  
Innovation has become the key to building sustainable competitive advantage for 
organization. Innovation and competitive advantage are connected to each other. Innovation 
is “the successful exploitation of new ideas” [10]; the successful application of knowledge or 
techniques in new ways or for new purposes. It is also about organising a business to exploit 
new opportunities profitability. Innovation involves an attitude of mind that is always seeking 
to improve, responds to customer needs, aims to get ahead of competition.  
Recent literature on both sustainable competitive advantage and innovation focuses mainly 
on large, often multinational companies. Because of this focus, they are overlooking the 
significant contribution from SMEs. However, given that the argument about the effect of � rm 
size on the effectiveness of innovation is still ongoing, it is worth addressing the issue from 
an SME perspective. (1)� What is the importance of CI for SMEs and in which way it 
influences the innovation capacity and competitive advantage of these firms? (2) � What 
factors contribute to the development of innovative capacity in SMEs? 
�

2. Evaluating CI in SMEs- an overview 
 
In current competition environment, SMEs are confronted with unprecedented challenges. In 
order to sustain themselves and defeat the bigger rivals, SMEs must adopt various measures 
to gain competitiveness. The presence of CI in SMEs as a formal activity is essential, since 
they need to be aware of their competitor’s behaviour. It is, therefore, necessary to 
understand the forces that drive companies to be knowledgeable and analytical towards 
competitors and dedicate resources to practise CI. 
Sun Tzu theorized "if you are ignorant of your enemy and yourself, then you are a fool and 
certain to be defeated in every battle". 

2.1 The importance of CI 

CI has undergone a raising interest in recent years as a result of the information explosion 
and the sharpness of information technologies.  CI is the analytical process that transforms 
scattered information about competitors and customers into relevant, accurate and usable 
strategic knowledge on market evolution, business opportunities and threats. Fuld and 
Co[11]. a high profile CI consulting firm, takes an inclusive approach in defining the function 
of CI: "Competitive intelligence can mean many things to many people. A research scientist 
sees it as a heads-up on a competitor's new R&D initiatives. A salesperson considers it 
insight on how his or her company should bid against another firm in order to win a contract. 
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A senior manager believes intelligence to be a long-term view on a marketplace and its 
rivals" [12]. 
The Society for Competitive Intelligence Professionals (SCIP), gives a little more precise 
definition: “A systematic and ethical program for gathering, analyzing, and managing external 
information that can affect your company’s plans, decisions, and operations. Put it another 
way, CI is the process of enhancing marketplace competitiveness through a greater-yet 
unequivocally ethical-understanding of a firm’s competitors and the competitive environment” 
[13].CI contributes more value to the tactical and strategic goals of a company [14], [15]. 
Rothberg and Erickson [16] stressed the importance of CI. They claimed that an informative 
or actionable CI product fills the following gaps in an organization: 
a) Knowledge gaps 
b) Where to find what needs to be known 
c) How to act with the information once it is provided 
CI enables senior managers in companies of all sizes to make more-informed decisions 
about everything from marketing, R&D [research and development], and investing tactics to 
long-term business strategies. Kenneth Sawka(1998)[13] found through the investigation that 
the primary role of CI is the early warning and to avoid " surprise" is the most important 
expectation of the business managers [14]. Fred Wergeles(2005) points out that providing 
senior managers with early warning is one of the primary objectives of CI[17]. 

2.2 The role of CI in SMEs 

More and more multinational corporations have adopted a formal process for collecting and 
analyzing information on competitive environment, also known as CI [18];[19]. These 
businesses use CI to develop strategies that address opportunities and threats and allow 
them to gain or maintain competitive edge. 
SMEs often miss the business opportunity and even be defeated in the market due to its 
limited resources and poor information processing ability. With the help of CI, SMEs can 
have a good knowledge of competitive environment and quickly respond to environment 
changes. CI is more important to SMEs than to their large counterparts. The role of CI is as 
follows.  
¸
�ª
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anticipate various changes to avoid emergent 
crisis (risks). The warning function includes monitoring business environment, discovering 
competitor, and so on. 
¸
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 ��������-making level. The function includes 
investment, merging, market exploitation, production decision, technology development... 
¸
CI serves as an effective enterprise learning tool. In the first place, the system integrates a 
great deal of information and knowledge. Added to that, the system provides benchmark 
comparison, technology reference, advanced management methodology, thus accumulate 
valuable experience for the company.  
CI offers a real strategic advantage for many businesses [20]. Gilad (2000) argues that some 
of the largest corporate organizations have dedicated CI department, while smaller 
businesses often practice CI on an ad hoc basis [21]. They do so by informally collecting 
information from a variety of internal and external sources such as the Internet, conferences, 
networking meetings and publicly available data. 
The CI is deployed with the intention to better coordinate internal processes and activities of 
organizations, primarily, to reach market effectively. 
In other words, CI is the foundation on which organisation objectives, strategies, and tactics 
are built, assessed and modified. They permit organizations to assess both their industry life 
cycle and the capabilities of current and potential competitors in order to maintain or develop 
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a competitive advantage. CI programs provide input for such decisions as far as products, 
markets and business lines are  concerned either to invest and develop or not. 

3. Determinants of innovation capacity in SMEs:  

CI cycle that is used, including planning, collection, analysis, publication and evaluation, can 
be effective in creating innovation in organizations. Studies of Michak Lysin [22], show, 
organizations which have developed systems for monitoring the activities of their competitors 
are better able to create competitive advantage through innovation. In fact, innovation can 
improve companies' competiveness, but in order to do so, it requires a different set of 
management information, knowledge and skills from that used in running the firm’s day-to-
day operations [23]. This set of knowledge and management skills may be considered as the 
companies’ innovative capacity, which is defined as the internal potential to generate new 
ideas, identify new market opportunities and implement marketable innovations through 
exploration of the company’s existing resources and capacities [24] distinguished from 
dynamic innovation. 

3.1 Innovation capacity of SMEs:   

It has been recognized in many countries that SMEs are important to economic growth and 
significantly essential to generate employment [25]; [26]. Encouraging innovation in SMEs 
has been at the heart of policy incentives owing to the important role that SMEs play in 
economic development. However, innovation in SMEs has received only scant attention. 
Relatively, little work has been published on the innovation capacity of SMEs, but there are 
lots of studies that have examinated developed innovations in the context of small 
business[27];[28];[29].  
We define innovation capacity as the ability or propensity to innovate. Within a chain context, 
innovation capacity encompasses the entire innovation process occurring both within and 
among the member SMEs. Innovation capacity is the ability of enterprises to identify trends 
and new technologies, as well as to acquire and exploit this knowledge and information [21]. 
Szeto (2000) defines innovation capacity as a continuous improvement of capabilities and 
resources that an enterprise possesses in order to explore and exploit opportunities for 
developing new products to meet market needs [30].  
The innovation capacity of a firm is dependent on both its internal and external resources 
because they are considered as complementary for the innovation process [ 31[; [32]; [33] 
This innovation ‘capacity’ concept needs to be clearly distinguished from dynamic innovation 
‘capability’; the latter deals with the firm’s specific ability to continuously transform knowledge 
and ideas into profitable innovations. Capabilities, on the other hand, refer to the capacity to 
deploy the resources of an organization, so the capabilities have an impact on innovation 
capacity. 
Absorptive capacity is a commonly used concept to describe the ability of an enterprise to 
recognize the value of new external knowledge, to assimilate it and to apply it to commercial 
ends [34]; [35]. Branzei and Vertinsky, [36] have described absorptive capacity as a basis of 
dynamic capabilities for product innovations in small and medium-sized enterprises. 

3.2 determinants of innovation capacity 

According to Hii and Neely (2000), a company’s innovative potential is not derived from a 
single specific skill, but rather from a set of skills termed innovative capacity, through 
exploration of the company’s existing resources and capacities[37]. Four key criteria: 
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organizational culture, resources, competencies, and relationships with other 
organizations for analysing and improving innovation capacity will be discussed below :  
 
 
3.2.1 Organizational culture: 
 
Several individual, organizational and environmental factors are shown to affect innovation 
capacity of  the organizations. One of the most important organizational factors-
organizational culture- is less studied in the area of innovation . Organisational culture is an 
important construct that affects both individual and organisational related process and 
outcomes. 
Organisational culture affects organisational innovation capacity and innovation. Edwards et 
al., (2002) reflected that the organisation culture with values, norms and beliefs is an 
invaluable enabler of innovation[21]. Martins and Terblanche (2003) argued that 
organisational culture  appears  to  have  an  influence  on  the degree to which creativity and 
innovation are stimulated  in  an  organisation[38]. 
In fact, organizational  culture  –  comprising  the  set  of  knowledge  valued  and  
disseminated  among employees – is what distinguishes a particular company from others in 
all aspects, including its innovation process. Seeking to better understand the generation and 
accumulation of knowledge within the company and how it may contribute to forming 
organizational culture, Lemon and Sahota (2004) listed the main repositories of knowledge in 
a company, namely: the environment; its mission, vision, and values; technology; knowledge 
structures; the management style and organizational structure; individuals; the collective; and 
organizational memory[39]. 
 
3.2.2 Resources 
 
A resource is a physical entity that constitutes the means by which a company can conduct 
its business. Often, resources are scarce; the quantity, or even the availability of resources 
has an impact on the operations of a company. Similarly, the manner in which resources are 
used can affect the profitability of commercial organizations. Resources can include financial 
capital, human resources, and access to technology – but also access to markets and 
infrastructures. 
According to Barney (1991), a company’s resources may be divided into three separate 
categories: physical resources, human resources and organizational resources[40]. These 
constitute inputs to the productive process, and in this case ideas are generated, which can 
be classified as a fourth resource category. Resource constraints can motivate companies to 
come up with innovations that allow their survivability 

 
3.2.3 Competencies 
 
Allied to resources, competencies are for the most part responsible for the number of new 
products and services developed by the firm (HII; NEELY, 2000)[37]. Competencies are 
defined as a set of skills needed to coordinate and allocate company resources towards the 
fulfilment of tasks. They could be classified as a group of capacities or processes necessary 
for the conception and implementation of innovation. Distinguishing personal competencies 
from organizational ones is of utmost  importance. Organizational competencies are the ones 
that identify an environment where innovations can easily be developed, identified and 
encouraged. Individual competencies are those, which identify an individual person’s 
capabilities of being involved in the different innovation processes of the organization. 
Organisations are made up by people so it is essential that the people are capable of being 
innovative and producing something new, the learning of the organization is directly related 
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to the learning of its employees. [41];[42] Customers´ participation, interaction and 
networking.  
 
3.2.4 Inter-organizational networks  
 
The role of inter-organizational networks in innovation processes has become a key research 
area in the field of innovation studies [43], [44], [45], [46]. 
Adler and Shenbar (1990) use the term 'external assets' to characterize a company’s 
connection to the environment[47]. They outline three types of relationships with external 
entities that can be a source of innovation: 
1- Connections  to  consumers:  relates  to  the  extent  of  access  the  company  has  
to consumers’ decision-making process. Also includes what the company may learn from 
consumers, including new product ideas. 
2- Connections  to  suppliers,  sales  teams,  and  sources  of  scientific  and  technical 
knowledge: relates to the quality of the company’s connections to the best people in the field 
and to whether these relationships are sufficiently collaborative. 
3- Horizontal connections through partnerships and alliances, trade associations and 
informal relationships: these connections can be a source of substantial knowledge to guide 
the development of the company’s technological assets. 
Fleury and Fleury (2000) also highlight the possibility of seeking extra-organizational 
resources to help in the firm’s innovation process, after the company has learned to organize 
its own resources[48]. 

4. CI framework to grow innovation and sustain competitive 
advantage in SMEs: 

4.1 Innovation capacity and competitive advantage: 

Innovation is often claimed to be a cornerstone of competitiveness [49]; [50]; [51]. The role of 
innovation in firm's strategy is further said to contribute to competitive advantage[46], 
organizational performance [52] and market share [53]. According to Barney(1991), there are 
many ways that can be undertaken by the company to achieve competitive advantage[20]; 
however, the most important aspect required in a dynamic environment is success in 
generating innovation[40]. Therefore, innovation is a key factor for a company to survive and 
grow on the long run. So firms in the context of firm competitiveness, should consider 
innovation as an attempt to create competitive advantage  by perceiving or discovering new 
or better ways of competing in an industry or service and bringing them to market. 
As innovative capacity is a key element of companies' competitiveness in the current global 
scenario, companies and especially SMEs should be organized and managed in order to 
develop products, services, and processes that actually offer sustainable competitive 
advantage. 
In fact, Sustained competitive advantage lies in the capacity to innovate continuously and to 
learn more rapidly than one’s competitors [54]. It is no longer the technology itself that is a  
strategic resource, but rather the organisational, technological and cognitive processes 
underlying the capacity to innovate and learn. Hall (2007) defines this capacity (to 
innovate)[55] as: 
“The context-specific range of scientific and other skills and information held by individuals 
and organisations and the practices and routines (institutions), patterns of interaction and 
policies needed to create and put knowledge into productive use in response to an evolving 
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set of challenges and opportunities. A large element of this capacity arises from learning-by-
doing, whereby organisations engaging in the innovation process continuously adapt ways of 
working and routines — institutional learning — thus incrementally improving their ability to 
utilise knowledge and information". 

4.2 The relationship between CI, innovation and competitive advantage 

Organizations continually seek new ways to achieve sustainable competitive advantage and 
to counter aggressive competition .Proactive organizations recognize the advantage to be 
gained from an organized CI program. Britt (2006) states that Companies  with  using  CI and 
analysis of competitor's strengths and weaknesses are able to predict opportunities of 
market development and having better performance rather than competitors[56].Studies  of  
Michak  Lysin  [57]  show, organizations which have developed systems for monitoring the 
activities of their competitors are better able to create  competitive  advantage  through  
innovation. Porter (1996) states that a firm will only be able to obtain better results than its 
competitors if it manages to create a specific and durable differentiating factor, and that 
innovative behaviour being the principal means of creating this competitive advantage[58]. 
Pierce  et  al  study [59]also  states,  that organizations which have intelligent employees are 
able to make competitive advantage through innovation better than others.  
CI cycle that is used, includes planning, collection, analysis, publication and evaluation, can 
be effective in creating innovations capacity in SMEs. 
The capacity to innovate is recognized today as one of the main aspects leading to a 
competitive advantage amongst firms. Innovation reflects the tendency of a firm to lend its 
support to new ideas, novelty experimentation and the creative processes that may result in 
new products, services or technological processes [60]. Mogollón and Vaquero (2004)[61] 
interpret firms’ innovation efforts as evidence of their increasing awareness of innovation as 
a source of competitive advantage. Thus many authors see innovation, competitive 
advantage and performance as interconnected concepts and processes, and their inter-
relationship has been studied and widely analysed [62];[63];[64];[65];[66].  

5. Conclusion 

This article has intended to provide insights into a better understanding of CI in SMES in 
what concerns the possibility of influencing innovation and competitiveness.  
CI plays one of the most important roles in the preparation of company management’s 
strategic decision when creating new conditions to guarantee the company's future success 
in the keenly competitive business environment, and it is considered one of the most 
powerful and prospective weapons in the hands of company management. 
CI is a key factor for innovation and competitive advantage. One  may  say  that  innovation  
is  a  wide-ranging  and  complex  process,  the  result  of interactions  between  several  
factors,  including  individuals,  customers and  clients,  competitors, suppliers, the market, 
research centers, and other knowledge producing institutions. Innovation may indeed 
improve corporate competitiveness; however, so as to come true, it requires a set of different 
management knowledge, practices and skills. This set may be called ������	��
� ������	�
��� ��������as defined above. On the practical level, the findings of this analysis may point to 
new directions in the relationship between  CI in SMEs and innovation and competitive 
advantage. A greater understanding of how the building of innovative capacity occurs across 
different industry sectors could assist companies in better allocating their resources to 
leverage their innovative capacity. Their impact on innovation and competitive advantage is, 
however, not yet well explored. But it seems to be a promising path for future research. 
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The aim of this exploratory study is to examine the complex interactions 
among variables that affect the innovation activity of European manufacturing 
SMEs by using a hierarchical log linear model.  In this study, innovation is 
empirically measured in terms of development of new products or services.  
The raw data were drawn from an official survey conducted by European 
Commission’s “Sectoral e-Business Watch” in 2009.  This survey consists of 
627 telephone interviews in 6 selected EU countries.  The seven variables used 
in our study concern employment of ICT practitioners, implementation of 
enterprise system, implementation of information system, e-commerce 
activities, sales in international markets,  ICT investments and company size. 
All these variables were found to be associated with the outcome variable new 
products-services development in a chi-square test analysis. The results 
revealed fifteen out of an original twenty-eight possible two-way 
interrelationships between the chosen variables that were identified as 
remaining in the hierarchical log linear model. It is hoped that this exploratory 
research has laid the foundation for further examination of innovation activity 
in the SME context.  

Keywords 
Hierarchical Log Linear Analysis, Information and Communication Technologies 
(ICT), Product Innovation, Small and Medium-Sized Enterprises (SMEs) 

1. Introduction 

Few would dispute that innovative activity allows companies to gain an edge over their 
competitors and to surpass them in the market.  Indeed, designing and introducing new 
products or processes can offer new or existing companies opportunities for growth [1], [2], 
[3]. Freel4 (2000) maintains that innovation is crucial to economic development, if a firm is to 
remain competitive. The importance of innovation cannot be underestimated in a highly 
competitive globalized economy, with decreased product lifecycles, increased technological 
capability, and constantly-shifting consumer demands. It would not be an exaggeration to say 
that the very survival of small companies may depend to a large extent on their capacity to 
be innovative. Those small companies able to incorporate innovation into their core business 
strategy may face the future optimistically with greater productivity and growth potential [5], 
[6], while those that do not will inevitably become uncompetitive, offering obsolete products 
and processes [7]. McAdam and McConvery8 (2004) are convinced: firms incorporating 
innovation will out-perform the others. 
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As Spencer9 (2001) supports, companies adopting basic and applied technological 
knowledge will bring considerable financial gain and offer a competitive edge. According to 
much of the literature, innovation and ICT act in a complementary manner [10].  In the past, 
larger scale innovation in the business sector was a time-consuming process that required 
considerable human and material resources.  Today, however, ICTs allow the transfer and 
implementation of innovations across organizations, at a greatly-reduced cost and without 
compromising the quality of products-services [11]. In each unit, the new process is 
implemented as specified by the software [12]. 
 
The goal of this exploratory study is to expand our understanding of the complex interactions 
among variables that affect the product innovation activity of small and medium-sized 
European manufacturing enterprises (SMEs) by using a hierarchical log linear model. The 
research is based on an official survey conducted by the European Commission’s13 “Sectoral 
e-Business Watch” in 2009.  This survey consists of 627 telephone interviews in 6 selected 
EU countries. Numerous statistical methods have been utilized to generate predictive models 
that identify factors affecting innovation of SMEs [14], [10], [15].  While these models provide 
an accurate statistical description between these variables and outcome, they do not readily 
lend themselves to presenting the complex interactions visually. This study contributes 
toward this direction and hopes to inspire those who want to investigate systematically all 
orders of interactions of factors affecting the product innovation-improvement of European 
manufacturing firms.  Additionally, the analysis stresses that companies taking into account 
different factors can improve the chances of better implementing ICTs, and thus achieve 
better levels of product innovation-improvements.  
 
The paper is organized as follows.  First, an extensive review of the influential literature is 
presented. Secondly, a discussion follows of the methodological issues regarding survey 
development, sampling and data collection.  Thirdly, the results of the research are followed 
by, first, an analysis and, then, relevant interpretations. The last section contains a 
discussion on these findings as well as conclusions. We will close with a discussion of the 
limitations of the research and its implications for future research.  
 
2. Concepts and Literature 
 
2.1 Product Innovation 
 
Product innovations can be incremental or radical, and they result from both internal and 
external innovative activities.  Such innovations aim to improve the quality and variety of 
goods and to create new opportunities for the company to develop, largely through 
production of larger quantities and better prices [15]. According to Qian and Li16 (2003), 
many SMEs can be considered “resource-constrained” when compared to large companies. 
Many of these SMEs lack resources, but they make up for it with their flexibility, agility, and 
innovation. This innovation comes largely in the form of product modifications [17]. 
 
2.2 Sales Market  
 
In recent years, more and more SMEs are facing international competition and are thus 
obliged to become more active in international markets. This internationalization affects all 
firms, large and small. Simply put, “internationalization” is when a company is active in one or 
more foreign markets and accordingly gears its activities to an international context.  What 
this means for SMEs is that, in time, internationalization becomes a key determining force in 
their strategies [18], [19]. This increased international completion has affected global 
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business, particularly European companies, whether they are export-orientated or active in 
the domestic market [20]. 
2.3 Firm Size 
 
Research has been contradictory as to the direction and intensity of the relationship between 
size and innovation.  Some researchers have suggested a positive relation, stressing that 
company size can best indicate innovation [21], [22], [23].  However, others support that a 
negative relation exists between basic variables [24], while others find no relation at all [25]. 
Other studies have suggested that these contradictory results could have come about 
because important variables were measured incorrectly.  Along these lines, Camisón26 
(2001) pointed out that the manner we use to measure organizational factors largely 
influences our conclusions about how size effects performance.  In a similar vein, 
Damanpour23 has suggested that it is the multidimensional character of innovation that may 
yield contradictory results as to the relationship between innovation and size. 
 
2.4 ICT Practitioners 
 
By "ICT practitioner skills" we mean the capabilities necessary for researching, developing, 
designing, strategic planning, managing, producing, consulting, marketing, selling, 
integrating, installing, administering, maintaining, supporting and servicing ICT systems [13]. 
Studying UK companies, Hwang26 (2004) examined the relationship between ICT diffusion 
and changes in skills, concluding that employee education/training were of utmost 
significance in adjusting necessary skill changes to the broad expansion of ICTs.  We can 
additionally argue that the adoption of innovation needs commitment and effort on the part of 
employees [27].  Empirical studies have shown that ICT is most productive when integrated 
with investments in working practices, human resources, and company restructuring [28].  
 
2.5 Investments in ICT  
 
As mentioned above, ICT is being increasingly used as a competitive resource that facilitates 
the implementation of strategic plans and other activities (e.g., [29], [30]. Today, ICT is 
crucial to the development of this capacity [31]. ICT is complementary to innovative activities 
and contributes to the company’s development, facilitating the creation of new products and 
processes, taking care of customer needs, stimulating demand for other products, and 
opening paths for new products [32]. 
 
2.6 E-Business Activities  
 
A significant objective for all manufacturing firms is the improvement of supply chain    
efficiency. ICT can contribute in this area as well by enabling data exchanges with suppliers 
and improving overall procurement processes [13]. Therefore, supplier relations are 
significant value chain factors that can influence innovation activities.  These supplier, or 
“inter-firm,” relations can be said to involve learning, as all the parties must, over time, get to 
know each other and adapt to whatever activities are involved in the collaboration. For 
example, companies will form closed networks among themselves in order avoid supply 
delays or other problems. Once again, ICT plays a central role, since it reinforces relations 
among companies [12].    
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2.7 CRM & CAD 
 
Customer Relations Management is another critical tool today which helps to maintain 
customers as well as to elicit suggestions about product and service improvement [33]. CRM 
allows companies to enhance their knowledge about customer needs.  In efficiently and 
effectively managing customer relations, CRM also contributes to a company’s capacity for 
innovation [33], [34]  
 
Computer Aided Design systems are used to design products. Most such systems provide 
sophisticated modelling and simulation software, which are necessary for visualising a 
product’s possible physical appearance. Beyond the traditional drawing board, CAD systems 
enable the user to design products and other elements (e.g. a store front) graphically, with 
the assistance of a computer screen, often in 3D [35]. 
 
In the next section, we will discuss the methodology employed to test the theoretical model. 

3. Research Design Methodology 

3.1 Research Design 
 
The raw data were drawn from an official survey conducted by the European Commission’s 
“Sectoral e-Business Watch” in 200913.  The Sectoral e-Business Watch has been collecting 
data related to the use of ICT and e-business in European enterprises by means of 
representative surveys since 2002. This survey took place among SMEs from the “Glass, 
Ceramic and Cement” industries and consists of 627 telephone interviews with ICT decision-
makers in six selected EU countries (UK, France, Germany, Spain, Italy and Poland).   
 
3.2 Population and Sampling Frame 
 
The survey population was defined as companies that had at least 10 employees, used 
computers, were active within the national territory of one of the six countries covered, and 
had their primary business activity in one of the sectors covered (see Table 1). The survey 
was carried out as an enterprise survey: data collection and reporting focus on the 
enterprise, defined as a business organisation (legal unit) with one or more establishments.  
 
The final allocation of our sample (n = 627 SMEs) according to firm size, industry and 
country is illustrated as follows (Table 1):       
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Table 1 Industry and country distribution of the sample & sampling sources 
 

 

Firm Size Firm Size 
10 - 49 50 - 249 

Survey Sectors Survey Sectors 
Ceramic Cement Glass Ceramic Cement Glass Total 

Countries 

Germany Count 29 68 23 11 24 16 171 
% within 

sector 
17,0% 39,8% 13,5% 6,4% 14,0% 9,4% 100% 

Spain Count 12 57 13 16 20 4 122 

% within 

sector 
9,8% 46,7% 10,7% 13,1% 16,4% 3,3% 100% 

France Count 16 39 15 6 3 5 84 
% within 

sector 
19,0% 46,4% 17,9% 7,1% 3,6% 6,0% 100% 

Italy Count 10 29 19 6 22 8 94 
% within 

sector 
10,6% 30,9% 20,2% 6,4% 23,4% 8,5% 100% 

United 
Kingdom 

Count 12 18 21 4 3 3 61 

% within 

sector 
19,7% 29,5% 34,4% 6,6% 4,9% 4,9% 100% 

Poland Count 8 27 7 9 33 11 95 
% within 

sector 
8,4% 28,4% 7,4% 9,5% 34,7% 11,6% 100% 

Total 
Count 87 238 98 52 105 47 627 
% within 

sector 
13,9% 38,0% 15,6% 8,3% 16,7% 7,5% 100% 

 
3.3 Measure Development & Statistical Method  
 
In order to examine the complex two-way interactions among variables that affect the product 
innovation of European manufacturing SMEs, a hierarchical log linear analysis was applied.  
The major emphasis of log-linear analysis is to obtain a log-linear model that is linear in 
logarithms of the expected frequencies of a contingency table and that adequately describes 
or fits the associations and interactions that exist in the contingency table as closely as 
possible [36].  The principal reason for utilizing log-linear procedures in this study lies in the 
fact that interactions and interrelationships underlying categorical survey data can be 
analytically highlighted.  A backwards elimination was used to remove non-significant two-
way interactions between variables using a statistical significance cut-off of 0.05.  
Associations for each predictor against dichotomized outcome were tested using chi-squared 
test analyses.   
 
In log linear models, all variables that are used for classification are independent or predictor 
variables and the dependent variable is the log of the number of cases in a cell of the 
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multiway cross-tabulation [37].  The outcome variable product innovation is empirically 
measured in terms of launching any new or improving products or services.  The raw data 
were coded and analyzed using the PASW Statistics 18. 
 

Table 2 Summary of Research Variables 
 

Predictor 
Variables 

Abbreviations 
of Variables 

Description – Operational Measure Source 

Product 
Innovation 
(outcome) 

PI 

Respondents were asked whether they had 
launched any new or substantially improved 

products or services during the past 12 months(0 = 
yes and 1 = no). 

European 
Commission 

‘SeBWSurvey 
2009’ 

 
Implementati
on of CRM 

 
CRM 

 
Respondents were asked whether their firm had 

implemented an 
e-CRM system (0 = yes and 1 = no). 

European 
Commission 

‘SeBWSurvey 
2009’ 

Implementati
on of CAD CAD 

Respondents were asked whether their firm had 
implemented a computer-aided design system (0 = 

yes and 1 = no). 

European 
Commission 

‘SeBWSurvey 
2009’ 

ICT 
Practitioners ICTP 

Respondents were asked whether their firm had 
employed personnel with ICT qualification (0 = 

employment and 1 = non- employment). 

European 
Commission 

‘SeBWSurvey 
2009’ 

ICT 
Investments 

during 
Economic 

Crisis Period 

ICT-Inv 
Respondents were asked whether the economic 

crisis had an impact on their ICT Investment plans 
or on ICT Projects (0 = yes and 1 = no). 

European 
Commission 

‘SeBWSurvey 
2009’ 

 
E-Business 

Activities 

 
eBus 

 
Respondents were asked whether their firm had 

used used the Internet or other computer networks 
to order goods or services from suppliers online(0 = 

yes and 1 = no). 

European 
Commission 

‘SeBWSurvey 
2009’ 

 
Sales in 

International 
Markets 

 
SIM 

 
Respondents were asked to indicatewhich sales 

market is the most significant (0 = Regional-Country 
Market and 1 = International Market). 

European 
Commission 

‘SeBWSurvey 
2009’ 

Company 
Size CS Respondents were asked to indicate their size 

group (0 = 10-49, 1 = 50-249) 

European 
Commission 

‘SeBWSurvey 
2009’ 

This table lists the variables that were incorporated into the hierarchical log linear model, their abbreviations, the operational 
measures, as well as the sampling source. 

4. Statistical Results 

4.1 Analysis of Associations 
 
Prior to testing the complex interactions among variables that stimulate the Product 
Innovation of European manufacturing SMEs, a Pearson’s Chi-Square test was used in order 
to examine whether there is an association between response categorical variables and 
outcome categorical variable).  
 
Before moving on to look at the test statistics themselves, we must first check that the 
assumption for chi-square has been met. The assumption is that in 2 X 2 tables all expected 
frequencies should be greater than 5 [38]. All values exceed 5, and so the assumption has 
been met. The test statistics are illustrated as follows:  
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Table 3 Respondent Profile and Chi-Squared Tests 
 

 
Product Innovation 
(outcome variable) 

Total 
Chi-Square Test 

Yes No 
Employment of 
ICT 
practitioners 

yes Count 63 76 139 
Value 8.580** % within PI 29,3% 19,0% 22,6% 

Adjusted Residual 2,9 -2,9  
no Count 152 325 477 

df 1 % within PI 70,7% 81,0% 77,4% 
Adjusted Residual -2,9 2,9  

Total Count 215 401 616 Sig. 0.003 % within PI 100,0% 100,0% 100,0% 
The Economic 
Crisis Impact on 
ICT Investment 
Plans 

yes Count 107 147 254 
Value 7.726** % within PI 49,8% 38,1% 42,3% 

Adjusted Residual 2,8 -2,8  
no Count 108 239 347 

df 1 % within PI 50,2% 61,9% 57,7% 
Adjusted Residual -2,8 2,8  

Total Count 215 386 601 Sig. 0.005 % within PI 100,0% 100,0% 100,0% 
Implementation  
of  
CAD system 

yes Count 116 148 264 
Value 16.006*** % within PI 54,0% 37,2% 43,1% 

Adjusted Residual 4,0 -4,0  
no Count 99 250 349 

df 1 % within PI 46,0% 62,8% 56,9% 
Adjusted Residual -4,0 4,0  

Total Count 215 398 613 Sig. 0.000 % within PI 100,0% 100,0% 100,0% 
Implementation  
of  
CRM system 

yes Count 67 78 145 
Value 9.700** % within PI 30,9% 19,7% 23,7% 

Adjusted Residual 3,1 -3,1  
no Count 150 318 468 

df 1 % within PI 69,1% 80,3% 76,3% 
Adjusted Residual -3,1 3,1  

Total Count 217 396 613 
Sig. 0.002 % within PI 100,0% 100,0% 100,0% 

E-Business 
Activities 

yes Count 132 201 333 
Value 6.493* % within PI 60,8% 50,1% 53,9% 

Adjusted Residual 2,5 -2,5  
no Count 85 200 285 

df 1 % within PI 39,2% 49,9% 46,1% 
Adjusted Residual -2,5 2,5  

Total Count 217 401 618 Sig. 0.011 % within PI 100,0% 100,0% 100,0% 
Sales in 
International 
Market 

Internation
al  Market 

Count 59 56 115 
Value 5.607* % within PI 23,0% 15,5% 18,6% 

Adjusted Residual 2,4 -2,4  
Regional-
Country 
Market 

Count 197 305 502 
df 1 % within PI 77,0% 84,5% 81,4% 

Adjusted Residual -2,4 2,4  
Total Count 256 361 617 Sig. 0.018 % within PI 100,0% 100,0% 100,0% 
Company Size 10-49 Count 150 269 419 

Value 17.061*** % within PI 58,1% 73,9% 67,4% 
Adjusted Residual -4,1 4,1  

50-249 Count 108 95 203 
df 1 % within PI 41,9% 26,1% 32,6% 

Adjusted Residual 4,1 -4,1  
Total Count 258 364 622 Sig. 0.000 % within PI 100,0% 100,0% 100,0% 

This table shows the count, percentage use, adjusted residuals andthe statistical results of the Chi-square test between firm 
performance (outcome variable) and response variables. In all above tests, there is no violation of the basic rule for using chi-
square test (that the expected values in each cell be greater than 1 and that most cells have expected values greater than 5 
(Norusis, 2008). 
* The value is significant at the 0.05 level.  ** The value is significant at the 0.01 level.  *** The value is significant at the 0.001 
level. 
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As seen in above Table, using the chi-square tests, all the related p-values are less than the 
traditional threshold of .05.  Thus, it can be verified that these values are highly significant, 
which indicates that the employment of ICT Practitioners, the impact on economic crisis in 
ICT-investments, the implementation of CRM and CAD systems, e-business activities, the 
firm’s sales market and company size had a significant effect on whether a SME achieves 
product innovations. 
 
4.2 Loglinear Analysis 
 
The results reveal fifteen out of an original twenty-eight possible two-way interactions 
between the chosen variables that were identified as remaining in the hierarchical log linear 
model.  Two-way interactions were investigated only because trying to make sense of three-
way and higher-way interactions is notoriously difficult, so the reason for limiting to two-way 
was pragmatic, based on the need to keep any interpretations as simple as could be.  
Making the interactions any more complex does not help and may actually hinder 
interpretation of what the multivariate data are saying. 
 
Table 4 lists the individual statistical inter-relationships between the various predictors, the 
chi-square value and the p-value.  The inter-relationships are ranked with the strongest 
statistical association at the top of the table. 
 

Table 4 Statistical Inter-Relationships between Parameters within Hierarchical Log Linear Model 
 

Two-Way Interaction 
Parameters Chi-squared df P value 

CAD * CS 12.824 1 0.0001 

ICTP * CS 22.688 1 0.0001 

PI (outcome)* CAD 10.068 1 0.002 

eBUS* SIM 9.609 1 0.002 

ICTP * ICT-Inv 9.823 1 0.002 

CRM*CAD 8.883 1 0.003 

PI (outcome)* ICT-Inv 7.171 1 0.007 

CRM * ICTP 7.029 1 0.008 

CRM *eBUS 6.291 1 0.012 

PI (outcome)* CS 6.281 1 0.012 

CRM * ICT-Inv 5.876 1 0.015 

PI (outcome) * eBUS 5.626 1 0.018 

SIM * CS 4.865 1 0.027 

CAD * SIM 4.581 1 0.032 

CRM * CS 4.387 1 0.036 

This table lists all the statistical inter-relationships between the various variables with a p-value <0.05. 
 
At this point we have to make clear that the above statistical association does not in itself 
imply the direction of the relationship. For instance, the statistical relationship between CAD 
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PI 

CAD 

CS 

ICTInv 

eBUS 

ICTP SIM 

CRM 

P < 0.001 

P < 0.01 

P < 0.05 

Level 1 

Level 2 

x PI (outcome) in this model does not tell us whether the implementation of CAD of non-
implementation is responsible for a firm’s innovation achievement. 
 
Figure 1 illustrates the model graphically by linking the various predictors by lines whose 
thickness is representative of the strength of association between the predictors.  The 
predictors have been structured into a hierarchy to illustrate the directness of the impact of 
the variable on outcome. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

Figure 1 Hierarchy of Relationship between Outcome and Variables 
 
As seen in the above figure, four variables within the hierarchical log linear model 
(implementation of CAD, size, e-Business activities and ICT Investments during economic 
crisis period) had a direct independent statistical relationship with product innovation.  The 
remaining three variables (employment of ICT practitioners, implementation of CRM and 
sales in international market) only had a statistical relationship with business performance via 
at least one other variable.  The thickness of the lines relates to the strength of statistical 
association in the model ranked by p-value. 
 
Regarding the overall model’s fit, two statistics were used; the Pearson and the likelihood 
ratio chi-square.  The value for the first was 223.35 and for the latter, 235.12, and the related 
observed significance levels were 0.65and 0.43, respectively.  This means that both indices 
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do not detect a significant lack of fit of the model.  The overall goodness-of-fit test tells us if 
the model appears to fit the data. 
 
6. Conclusion 
 
The primary purpose of this multi-country empirical research was to provide an 
understanding of the factors that influence the product innovation activity of the European 
manufacturing firms. Moreover, a log linear model was developed that can be used to 
examine the complex interactions among variables that affect the product innovation activity 
of in EU manufacturing sector. All the seven variables were found to be associated with the 
outcome variable new products-services development in a chi-square test analysis. The 
results revealed fifteen out of an original twenty-eight possible two-way interrelationships 
between the chosen variables that were identified as remaining in the hierarchical log linear 
model.   
 
Extending from the statistical results, the key findings of this study can be summarised as 
follows: 
 
� A strong statistical association-interaction was discovered between the product-

services designing systems (e.g. CAD system) and product innovation in the SMEs 
from the ‘Glass, Ceramic and Cement’ industries.   

� An equally-significant statistical association-interaction was observed between   
investments in ICT during the period of economic crisis and product innovation.  We 
can conclude that the economic crisis unfolded its impact on innovation as well.  

� Statistical association-interaction was also found in the development of e-business 
activities between companies and product innovation.  We can say that this 
association-interaction highlights the significance of the findings from the broader 
environment of the companies and especially the stakeholders.  

� A very strong statistical association-interaction was discovered between the size of a 
company and the systems which contribute to designing new products-services (CAD 
systems), as similarly between company size and personnel with ICT qualifications. 
This proves once again that company size plays a significant role in all technological 
adoptions.   

� Another strong interaction was found between electronic transactions of companies 
with their suppliers and the market within which they are active. Furthermore, the 
market in which a SME is active, is related statistically both to its size and to the 
implementation of computer-aided design systems.  

� Finally, it is important to note the strong association-interaction that was found 
between investments in ICT during economic crisis period and  ICT skilled personnel, 
as similarly between the CRM enterprise system and ICT Practitioners. The above 
statistical associations confirm once again the interrelation between technological 
systems, personnel and resources, as has also been pointed out in earlier studies 
[28], [39], [12], [13],[40]).  

 
Although hierarchical log linear analysis is a well-established, powerful, multivariate statistical 
method, it has not been widely employed in business research.  Numerous statistical 
methods have been utilized to generate predictive models that identify factors affecting 
performance of businesses. While these models provide an accurate statistical description 
between these variables and outcome, they do not easily lend themselves to presenting the 
complex interactions visually.  This study contributes toward this direction, and it aims to 
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inspire those who want to investigate pictorially the complex interactions of factors affecting 
the product innovation of European manufacturing firms.   
 
However, this work is not free of limitations.  Taken that the findings in this study are based 
on Groups 23.1 to 23.6 (NACE Rev. 2 Division 23), which broadly comprise the manufacture 
of glass, ceramics, cement, concrete, lime and plaster, and of products made of these 
materials, they cannot be generalized to the entire manufacturing sector. Additionally, the 
particular statistical method reveals the complex associations between variables but does not 
reveal the direction of those associations.  It would be interesting to see future research that 
would highlight these as well.    
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In this paper, a comprehensive model of innovation determinants is analyzed based 
on empirical data gathered from 184 manufacturing firms located in the Northern 
Marmara region in Turkey. As opposed to the studies that establish the relationship 
with a limited set of antecedents and innovativeness, this study allows us to 
investigate how significant is an antecedent compared to others. Such knowledge is 
invaluable for the decision makers in order to manage their innovation strategies and 
provides a guideline for effective allocation of their limited resources to be more 
innovative. The analysis reveals that among all possible determinants considered, 
intellectual capital has the highest impact on innovativeness followed by organization 
culture. Path analyses for both of these major innovation determinants are 
investigated in detail. Some managerial implications are suggested. 

Keywords 
Empirical research; Innovation; Innovation determinants; Innovativeness model; 
Manufacturing industry. 

1. Introduction 

Effective management of innovative organizational climate and capabilities have been 
generally accepted to help firms achieve higher customer value leading to sustainable 
competitive advantage in the innovation management literature. Thereby, a long list of 
organizational drivers of innovativeness, e.g., organization culture, intellectual capital, firm 
strategies, etc., came out. However, the findings are not always in parallel with each other 
and sometimes a driver found to be effective in one study proved to be ineffective in another. 
Moreover, almost all of the empirical studies concentrated on only some specific parts or 
aspects of this list without controlling the other drivers. 
In this study, instead of trying to add some new drivers conceptually and test their effects 
empirically, most of the already confirmed drivers are tried to be adopted and their individual 
effects together -not separately is being tested. This approach leads to the measurement and 
comparison of the individual effect sizes of different antecedents of innovativeness 
simultaneously. This model will be used to select the most important factors that create an 
innovative environment in manufacturing firms and thus suggest policies to improve 
innovativeness at the firm level to the senior managers.  
In section two the relevant literature and the comprehensive model will be presented. Section 
three will cover details about the data and the measurement of variables. The multivariate 
data analysis employed in this study will be explained in section four. After the discussion of 
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the results of the path analyses leading to path models for intellectual capital and 
organization culture in section five, the paper will be concluded with further comments on 
managerial implications in section six. 

2. Innovation and innovation determinants 

Innovations can be considered as the successful development and application of new 
knowledge, with the purpose of launching newness into the economic area and transforming 
knowledge into profit. In this research, the OECD Oslo Manual [1], which is the primary 
international basis of guidelines for defining and assessing innovation activities as well as for 
compilation and use of related data, has been taken as the fundamental reference source to 
describe, identify and classify innovations at firm level. In the Oslo Manual, four different 
innovation types are introduced, namely, product, process, marketing and organizational 
innovations. 
The results reported by Günday et al. [2] reveal that innovative companies perform better 
and are usually more competitive than their rivals. Some companies turn out to be more 
successful than the others in being innovative due to various internal and external factors 
they possess. These factors that affect the innovativeness (i.e., the innovative capabilities of 
the companies) are referred to as the innovation determinants. 

2.1 Innovation  determinants 

Innovation determinants at firm level have been frequently discussed in the innovation 
management literature. The innovation determinants can be classified in two subgroups: in-
firm (indigenous) parameters and out-firm (exogenous) parameters. The indigenous 
parameters include general firm characteristics (such as firm’s age, size, ownership status 
etc.), intellectual capital (human capital, social capital, organizational capital), firm structure 
(formalization, centralization, communication), firm culture (firm decision making process and 
openness of in-firm communication channels, delegation of works, managerial support, 
reward system, etc.) and firm strategies (such as collaborations, knowledge management, 
investments strategies and cost strategies, pressure of competition elements, etc.). On the 
other hand, exogenous parameters are industrial conditions and relations (such as business 
sector and market structure, public regulations and incentives, external financial funds 
acquisition, and out-firm barriers to innovation).  
Due to space limitations, the reader is referred to Ulusoy et al. [3] for a detailed discussion of 
these factors and their relevance to innovativeness. 

2.2 Drivers of innovativeness model 

Based on the literature that is reviewed in the previous section, one can conclude that the 
innovativeness in a firm is indeed a joint outcome of factors such as firm characteristics, firm 
structure, intellectual capital, firm strategies and external conditions. These innovation 
determinants with all their sub-elements are presented in a model designated as the drivers 
of innovativeness model (Figure 1). 
In order to validate the drivers of innovativeness model, a questionnaire consisting of 311 
individual questions was developed to be filled in by the upper managers of manufacturing 
companies. We will next discuss the data collection process and the methodology in more 
detail. 
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3. Data collection 

After the questionnaire was developed, the initial survey draft was discussed with various 
firms’ executives and it was pre-tested through 10 pilot interviews to ensure that the wording, 
format and sequencing of questions are appropriate. Data was collected over a 7-month 
period using a self-administered questionnaire distributed to firms' upper level managers 
operating in manufacturing sectors in the Northern Marmara region in Turkey.  
 

 
 

Figure 1 Drivers of innovativeness model. 
 

In order to validate the drivers of innovativeness model, a questionnaire consisting of 311 
individual questions was developed to be filled in by the upper managers of manufacturing 
companies. We will next discuss the data collection process and the methodology in more 
detail. 

3.1 Data collection   

After the questionnaire is developed, the initial survey draft was discussed with various firms’ 
executives and it was pre-tested through 10 pilot interviews to ensure that the wording, 
format and sequencing of questions are appropriate. Data was collected over a 7-month 
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period using a self-administered questionnaire distributed to firms' upper level managers 
operating in manufacturing sectors in the Northern Marmara region in Turkey.  
A sample of 1,674 manufacturing firms was obtained by selecting randomly from the 
database of the Union of Chambers and Commodity Exchange (TOBB) and Istanbul, 
Kocaeli, Tekirdag, Cerkezkoy, and Sakarya Industry Chambers and member lists of various 
Industry Parks in Northern Marmara region within Turkey. When randomly drawing these 
firms from the larger sample, care was exercised to secure representative geographic and 
sector distributions of these firms within the larger sample. Data was collected over a 7 
months period in six different manufacturing sectors (namely textile (20%), chemical (18%), 
metal products (19%), machinery (15%), domestic appliances (8%) and automotive 
industries (20%)), where the percentages reported correspond to the percentage of the firms 
surveyed in each sector within the total sample. For each sector, number of firms in the 
sample turned out to be representative, since no significant difference (p¿0.05) has been 
detected between the population and sample percentages. Afterwards, the questionnaire 
was applied through a hybrid system of mail surveys and face-to-face interviews. Out of the 
sample of 1672 firms, 184 complete responses were obtained resulting in 11% return rate. 
The percentage of missing data across all data was calculated to be negligible. Occasional 
missing data were randomly distributed (MAR) on items. 
The data was later controlled with t-test procedure for non-respondent bias (randomness of 
the data) and no significant difference (p¿0.05) was found between the interview and mailing 
data sets' responses both in terms of the questionnaire items and constructs, i.e. innovation 
and firm performance variables as well as in terms of control variables. In the analyses, 
variables such as firm size, firm age, ownership status and foreign investments in the 
company were examined as control variables, since these organizational variables may have 
possible effects both on innovative capabilities and firm performance. Moreover, the issue of 
Common Method Variance (CMV) was also attended based on the Harman's single-factor 
test and it is shown that one cannot conclude the existence of CMV as a result.  
Figure 2 depicts a profile of the resulting sample, illustrating its diversity in terms of annual 
sales volume, firm size (in terms of number of employees) and firm age. Firm size was 
determined by the number of full-time employees (up to 50: small; between 50 and 250: 
medium; 250 and above: large) and firm age is determined by the year production started 
(before 1975: old; between 1975 and 1992: moderate; 1992 and later: young). Annual sales 
volume was divided into 5 categories: less than 1M Euro; between 1M Euro and 5M Euro; 
between 5M Euro and 20M Euro; between 20M Euro and 50M Euro; and 50M Euro or more. 

 

 
 

Figure 2 Sample profile. 
 
After the data collection stage, multivariate statistical analyses via SPSS v17 and AMOS v16 
software package were conducted in order to validate the research framework.  
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3.2 Measurement of variables 

The questionnaire form is prepared by considering recent questionnaire forms utilized in 
similar studies and commonly accepted measures met in the current literature. Specifically, 
the questions about manufacturing strategies (operations priorities), organization culture, 
innovation barriers, intellectual capital, business strategies are enquired using a 5-point 
Likert scale and inquiring how important each item is for the firm with the scale ranging from 
1=extremely unimportant to 5=extremely important. Such subjective measures possibly bring 
in manager bias, but are widespread practice in empirical researches [4]. 
The scales of the four different manufacturing strategies' measures are adapted from existing 
operations management (OM) literature with six, six, seven, and six criteria, respectively. The 
base of items asked regarding these priorities are adapted mainly from Boyer and Lewis [5], 
Alpkan et al. [6], Noble [7], Ward et al. [8], Vickery et al. [9] and Kathuria [10]. For business 
strategy items, we also benefited from Olson et al. [11]. 
The scales of the three intellectual capital measures are constructed by inspiring from 
Subramaniam and Youndt [12] with five, five, and four criteria, respectively for the human 
capital, social capital and organizational capital. Similarly organizational culture measures 
are adapted from several criteria in OM literature based previous studies of Walker et al. [13], 
Jaworski and Kohli [14] and Menon et al. [15].  
The questions about innovative capabilities are enquired employing a 5-point Likert scale. 
The respondents are asked to indicate “to what extent are the related applications/practices 
implemented in your organization in the last three years” ranging from 1=‘not implemented’, 
2=‘imitation from national markets’, 3=‘imitation from international markets, 4=‘current 
products/processes are improved’, 5=‘original products/processes are implemented’. The 
base of items regarding these capabilities is adapted mainly from Oslo Manual [1]. Each 
innovation construct is measured by its original measurement items, which are developed 
accordingly. Note that the innovation measures used in this research are partially new for the 
literature and required to be validated during the analysis.  

4. Multivariate data analysis 

In order to extract the underlying relationships between the innovation determinants and the 
innovativeness, multivariate data analysis was conducted. First, a principal component 
analysis (PCA) with varimax rotation is conducted using SPPS in order to identify the 
underlying innovation determinants and dimensions of innovations, which was followed by a 
second order PCA in order to reduce the obtained items to usable size and to achieve a 
more manageable set for subsequent structural equations modelling analysis (SEM) 
analysis. Five innovation determinants constructs were obtained; namely, organization 
culture, barriers to innovation, firm manufacturing strategy, intellectual capital and 
collaboration. Details of this stage are reported in Günday et al. [16]. This stage is concluded 
by exploring internal consistency and reliability (content validity) among the items of each 
construct via Cronbach À and unidimensionality tests. 
For example, we hypothesized that Intellectual Capital and Organization Culture are subparts 
of another construct which was referred to as the Firm Structure. However, the factor 
analysis results implicated that, the items that compose these constructs can’t be grouped 
under a single construct and should be treated as two different constructs. Similarly, the 
formalization item was hypothesized to be part of the organization culture. However, the 
factor analysis placed formalization under the intellectual capital construct and hence, it was 
eliminated in the SEM analysis. Furthermore, some of the constructs such as the market 
dynamism and intensity, public incentives, and monitoring strategies were excluded from the 
SEM analysis since they were deteriorating the underlying factor structure. 
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The second stage involved the relationships between the factors explored through the 
correlation and regression analyses and SEM. SEM procedure obtains weights, loadings and 
path estimates while performing an iterative scheme of multiple regressions until they 
converge to a solution.  
Since some of the innovation determinants such as the general firm characteristics (i.e., size, 
age, ownership status and foreign capital) and innovation outlay are in a different scale (the 
answer to these determinants have either nominal values or logical values such as yes or 
no). Same thing is true for the marketing and technology strategies. Therefore, it was 
preferred not to include them to the SEM analysis. The firm characteristics were treated as 
control variables and more appropriate statistical analysis (correlation analysis, t-tests, 
ANOVA, etc.) were conducted in order to assess their effect to the innovativeness at the firm 
level.  
A single-step SEM analysis with the simultaneous estimation of both measurement and 
structural models was conducted by AMOS v16. The measurement model of SEM is based 
on the comparison of the variance-covariance matrix obtained from the sample to the one 
obtained from the model [17]. The entire model is supported with the goodness-of-fit indices. 
(Further details can be reached in Ulusoy et al. [3]).  Each relation in the model is statistically 
significant (p<0.05). As a result, the proposed paths of relations matching innovation 
determinants to innovativeness are analyzed and validated regarding their significant path 
(regression) estimates. According to the path estimates obtained by the SEM analysis, 
intellectual capital is observed to be the strongest driver of innovative capabilities. It is 
followed by organization culture, collaborations, barriers to innovation, and firm 
manufacturing strategies. The barriers to innovation construct is found to be significantly and 
negatively correlated to innovativeness.  
In the following section, we will report the results of the path analyses leading to path models 
for intellectual capital and organization culture -the two most effective drivers of innovative 
capabilities. A detailed account of business strategies, which is comprised of firm 
manufacturing strategy, technology development and market focus, can be found in Ulusoy 
et al. [18]. 
The path analysis models in the following section have a common endogenous variable 
(dependent variable): the innovativeness. The models are formed employing AMOS v4.0 and 
analyzed according to SEM method. In the figures displaying these path models, the 
estimates on the arrows are regression weights and the estimates on the box corners are the 
squared multiple correlations.  

5. Results 

5.1 Intellectual  capital 

As a result of explanatory factor analysis, intellectual capital is represented by four factors; 
namely, human capital, social capital, and organizational capital. The findings of the 
correlation analysis extract significant one-to-one positive relationship of the aggregated 
factors. All intellectual capital factors correlate significantly to innovativeness scale with 
p<.01 (Table 1). Organizational capital has the higher correlation coefficient (r=0.518) and 
human capital the lower correlation coefficient (r=0.271). Very high correlation of 
organizational capital stresses the major importance of this factor for firms in order to be 
more innovative. Hence, correlation analysis demonstrates the positive relationship between 
innovativeness and intellectual capital. However, this analysis cannot say much about the 
direction (cause) of the relationship. For that purpose, the multiple linear regression (MLR) 
analysis can provide more insight. 
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The regression model of the effects of intellectual capital on innovativeness is statistically 
significant (p<0.01) and according to this model, the independent variables express 28.0% 
(R2=0.280) of innovativeness. Note that high R2 of the model and high regression coefficient 
of organizational capital (`=0.495) indicate that intellectual capital and especially 
organizational capital have supreme importance for innovative capability. However, when the 
factors are included jointly in the MLR, only organizational capital (`=0.495; p<0.01) and 
human capital (`=0.144; p<0.1) result in significant positive effects. On the other hand, when 
entered separately, all intellectual capital factors were significantly and positively correlated 
to innovativeness. So, despite the fact that the model is significant, MLR analysis reveals 
only some intellectual capital factors have statistically significant effects on innovativeness. 
This finding implies that there are mediating effects between intellectual capital variables. 

Table 1 Correlation analysis of intellectual capital. 

 Mean Std 
Dev 

1 2 3 4 

1. Innovativeness 2.81 0.84 1 0.295** 0.271** 0.518**
2. Human capital 3.62 0.65 1 0.582** 0.389**
3. Social capital 3.65 0.59 1 0.498**
4. Organizational capital 3.41 0.88  1

 (**) p<0.01 
 

 
Figure 3 Path analysis model for intellectual capital. 

 
Post hoc analysis suggests that organizational capital mediates the other intellectual capital 
factors’ effects on innovativeness. The resulting path analysis model with its significantly 
consistent findings is displayed in Figure 3. 26% of the innovativeness can be explained by 
that model.  
Human capital deals with the intelligence, talent, creativity, specialization and productivity of 
the human resources available. It indeed constitutes the basis of intellectual capital of an 
organization. Participation of human resources in communication and knowledge sharing; 
problem detection, formulation and solution; collaboration along these lines among 
themselves and with customers and suppliers; and acting as part of a learning organization 
are all encompassed by social capital. Accumulation of experience and knowledge and their 
reflection to conventions, methods, and processes, and their documentation are the 
components of organizational capital. As it is revealed in Figure 3 and the definition of the 
factors given above, it follows that human capital constitutes the basis of both social and 
organizational capital. Furthermore, social capital influences organizational capital.  
Innovativeness is directly affected by organizational capital.  
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5.2 Organization culture  

As a result of explanatory factor analysis, organization culture is found to consist of seven 
factors, namely, communication, formalization, centralization, management support, time 
availability, work discretion, reward system. The findings of the correlation analysis extract 
significant one-to-one positive relationship of the aggregated factors (Table 2). All 
organization culture factors correlate significantly to innovativeness scale with p<0.01 except 
formalization and centralization whose correlations are at À=95% level. Management support 
has higher correlation coefficient (r=0.382), and formalization has lower correlation 
coefficient (r=0.155) with innovativeness. High correlation of management support to 
innovativeness stresses the major importance of managerial encouragement to idea 
generation and support to new projects, in order to be more innovative. Note that 
centralization is negatively correlated to innovativeness as well as all the other factors. In 
summary, correlation analysis brings up the positive relationship between innovativeness 
and organization culture.  
 

Table 2 Correlation analysis of organization culture. 

 Mean Std 
Dev 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

1. Innovativeness 2.81 0.84 1 .350** .155* -.192* .382** .226** .219** .340** 
2. Communication  3.95 0.63  1 .293** -.434** .572** .402** .225*** .524** 
3. Formalization 3.39 0.70   1 -.081 .321** .029 .265** .218** 
4. Centralization 2.79 0.82    1 -.450** -.332** -.144 -.357** 
5.Management  
support 

3.53 0.68     1 .476** .386** .673** 

6. Work discretion 3.23 0.75      1 .381** .419** 
7.Time availability 3.21 0.94       1 .405** 
8. Reward system 3.68 0.93        1 

 (**) p<0.01; (*) p,0.05 

 
For investigating the effects of organization culture on innovativeness, a regression model is 
obtained by applying MRL. The resulting regression model is statistically significant (p<0.01) 
and according to this model, the independent variables express 18.3% (R2=0.183) of 
innovativeness. However, when organization culture factors are included jointly in the MLR, 
only communication (`=0.181; p=0.058) and management support (`=0.195; p=0.082) have 
significant positive effects on innovativeness. But when included individually, all organization 
culture factors are significantly and positively correlated to innovativeness. Therefore, despite 
the fact that the model is significant, there is mediating effect between organization culture 
factors. 
Post hoc analysis suggests that communication, reward system and management support 
mediate other organization culture factors’ effects on innovativeness. The results expose the 
positive relationship between organization culture and innovativeness. The resulting path 
analysis model is presented in Figure 4.  
Formalization is at the root of the path analysis model. Formalization implies a well defined 
and documented and properly functioning organization designed as a hierarchy of authority. 
Formalization supports organizational capital. It should be noted that it has no overlap with 
centralization. As mentioned above, management support appears as the most influential 
factor on innovativeness. Considering that innovation implies change we can claim that 
innovation management is change management. Like any change management, such as 
total quality management, innovation management needs top management support to 
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overcome the hurdles met on the way to success.  Communication and reward system are 
the other two factors besides management support affecting innovativeness directly. 
Communication construct includes components like the openness of channels between 
various levels of the organization; open channels among employees on the same 
organization level as well as with suppliers and customers, well informed employees on 
strategies, plans, and changes concerning the firm; existence of mechanisms for acquiring 
ideas and feedback from the employees in the decision making process. Open 
communication appears to be an effective tool for the creation of an environment conducive 
for innovativeness.  A merit based transparent reward system functioning according to 
openly declared rules, which are approved by well informed employees, also serves this 
purpose. The employees need to know that their efforts and contributions towards being 
innovative and thus increasing the innovativeness of the firm will be recognized and 
rewarded.  
 

 
 

Figure 4 Path analysis model for organization culture. 
 

As mentioned above centralization is negatively correlated to innovativeness as well as all 
the other factors. Path analysis model in Figure 4 also shows that the more centralized an 
organization is, the less opportunity the employees have for exercising initiative and hence, 
blocking the way to new approaches and innovation. It has a similar effect through 
decreased top management support for new ideas, projects and risk taking behaviour of the 
employees. Communication appears to act as an antidote to centralization.  
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6. Further comments 

Two of the more important constructs, the intellectual capital and organization culture have 
been analyzed above in detail. Different policies can be derived from these analyses. For 
example, human resource possessed by a manufacturing firm is found to be the most 
effective innovation determinant on innovativeness. One of the policies in line with this would 
be the need for emphasis on human resources. The recruitment process should be taken 
very seriously for attracting young innovative talent. The working environment should be 
conducive for innovation and growth. This is not only a must for recruitment purposes but 
also for the keeping the talent within the firm.  
Rather than trying to enumerate such policies as a list we have decided to conclude with 
remarks concerning the need for an innovation strategy acting as a framework for all such 
individual policies. Innovativeness in a firm should not be expected to occur by chance 
through some random events but should be cultivated through an innovation strategy with a 
3-5 years rolling time horizon consisting of several time phased and possibly interacting 
projects. These projects should be planned, staffed, directed, and controlled with allocated 
budgets and sponsored by top management. Like any other management endeavour 
innovation strategy together with its project portfolio should be assessed through well defined 
and transparent performance criteria – input and output innovation metrics [19].    
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The safe estimation of duration, throughout the planning of Project Management 
schedules, is a key objective for project managers. However, linear approaches fail to 
include and sufficiently serve the dynamic nature of many characteristics of an 
activity. The present research emphasizes in designing and implementing a 
methodology that approximates the duration of the activities during the phase of 
planning and scheduling, utilizing Grey Analysis mathematical modeling and 
comparing it to commonly used linear methodologies. Grey Analysis, consisting of 
many prediction mathematical models, seems to gain ground on its obsolete ones and 
it gradually becomes a well-adapted and up-to-date technique for numerous scientific 
sectors. In this paper we examine the contribution of the most used GM(1,1) model, to 
predict future states, respectively task durations, in construction projects. Based on 
time observations of critical instances we develop a conceptual method for making 
duration estimations and communicating deviations from the original schedule in a 
way that approximations will fit reality better. The whole procedure contributes to the 
decrease of the uncertainty concerning project completion time and it can also 
reduce, up to a scale, project manager's inaccurate estimations. The survey concludes 
with a rudimentary but enlightening example that validates its effective use. 

Keywords 
Grey Analysis, Project Management, Risk Management, Technical Constructions 

1. Introduction 

It is apparent that Project Management is a crucial field of interest and research, for which 
Project Managers (PM) create and monitor project schedules. Probabilistic approaches were 
primarily used to bridge the gap between conflicting issues, such as cost, time and 
uncertainty, whilst the newly introduced Systems Thinking suggests a more holistic view, 
under which the analyst should take many phenomena of project's internal and external 
environment into account. 
Apart from some conventional methods, which are commonly used in Project Management, 
there is also a new group of mathematical models called "Grey Systems Analysis". Grey 
systems and fuzzy logic models are preceded by the same principle and they investigate 
situations with no crisp values but fuzzy ones. Grey Analysis is still in an infantile state, it is 
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very popular in environmental matters though [1,2], once they do show great endogenous 
complexity. 
Grey models is a practical tool in case of having sequences of data, something very common 
in activity durations. Complied with this rule and by utilizing previous given data, the present 
work focuses on the applicability of grey models to project's duration. The paper's utmost aim 
is to add value to Project Management, so that this sector could be stimulated and meet new 
and accumulating demands. For one thing and before elaborating on it, Grey Analysis should 
be put into borders first, so as to grasp its meaning and utility. 
Probability and statistics, fuzzy mathematics and grey systems theory are the three mostly 
seen research methods employed for the investigation of uncertain systems. Probability and 
statistics study the phenomena of stochastic uncertainty with the emphasis placed on 
revealing the historical statistical laws. They investigate the chance for each possible 
outcome of the stochastic uncertain phenomenon to occur. Their starting point is the 
availability of large samples that are required to satisfy a certain typical form of distribution. 
PERT, the core and the most traditionally used statistical tool in Project Management, is a 
method to analyze the involved tasks in completing a given project, especially the time 
needed to complete each task, and to identify the minimum time needed to complete the total 
project. Because of its historical significance and attention it is going to be further explained 
in Section 2. 
The focus of grey systems theory is on the uncertainty problems of small samples and poor 
information that are difficult for probability and fuzzy mathematics to handle. Fuzzy 
mathematics, grey systems theory and rough set theory are currently the most actively 
studied systems theories of uncertainty. Their more distinct differences are presented in 
Table 1 [3]. 

 

Table 1 Comparison between the three methods of uncertainty 

Object Grey systems Prob. statistics Fuzzy math 
Research object Poor information Stochastic Cognitive uncertainty 
Basic sets Grey hazy sets Cantor sets Fuzzy sets 
Methods Information coverage Mapping Mapping 
Procedures Sequence operator Frequency distribution Cut set 
Data requirement Any distribution Typical distribution Known membership 
Emphasis Intension Intension Extension 
Objective Laws of reality Historical laws Cognitive expression 
Characteristics Small sample Large sample Experience 

 
The research of uncertain (fuzzy, grey, rough) systems can be categorized into the following 
three aspects [3]: 
� The mathematical foundation of the uncertain systems theories. 
� The modelling of uncertain systems and computational schemes, including various 

uncertain systems modelling, modelling combined with other relevant methods and 
related computational methods. 

� The wide-range applications of uncertain systems theories in natural and social sciences. 
From the ISI and EI Compendex [3] data bases it is found that the number of research 
papers having the keywords “fuzzy set,” “grey system,” and “rough set” increases rapidly. 
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2. PERT/CPM Method 

One of the most challenging jobs that any manager can take on is the management of a 
large-scale project that requires coordinating numerous activities throughout the 
organization. In planning their coordination, in developing a realistic schedule and then in 
monitoring the project progress, many sets of details must be considered. 
PERT (Program Evaluation and Review Technique) method belonging to the known group of 
mathematical modelling techniques is the most popular probabilistic method and it is 
ordinarily used in combination with CPM (Critical Path Method). This explains the fact that 
this method is mostly known as PERT/CPM. These techniques make heavy use of AON and 
AOA networks, to help plan and display the coordination of all the activities. AON 
approaches use widely available software packages to deal with all the data needed to 
develop schedule information and then to monitor the progress of the project. 
The last forty years, PERT is an intrinsic part of Project Management and puts the foundation 
stone for project scheduling. Activity duration estimation is the most important aspect of the 
method. Although resource availability greatly affect the duration of activities, a basic 
precondition is resource abundance and it is usually taken for granted in advance, in case of 
non-deterministic project planning at least. This distinction is made because stochastic 
resource planning requires sophisticated tools such as the RCMPSP techniques [4]. 
PERT analysis calculates the expected critical path based on the hypothesis that expected 
duration of each activity is an independent random variable following a Beta probability 
distribution. Sampling from Beta distribution requires four parameters to be defined: minimum 
and maximum values (scale) and two important shape parameters, estimating the mean, the 
variance and the mode (the most likely) values according to the following formulas [5]: 
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where po,  are the optimistic (maximum) and pessimistic (minimum) values and �� ,  are 
the shape parameters. 
PERT distribution uses three-point estimation for the expected time ET  of each activity. For 
each activity duration best-case estimation, the most likely estimate and worst-case estimate, 
corresponding to pmo ,, , are used to calculate mean and variance [5] values: 
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The multiplier 4 scales the height of the distribution. In project analysis, mode ( m ) variable is 
given as the most likely estimation and the suitable choice of the two shape parameters 
gives for every activity a specific shape to the Beta distribution. Yet the typical PERT 
approach does not consider these mathematically expressed parameters, leading thus to 
simplifications that affect significantly the whole case. 
In real world situations, regardless the nature of activities and the different weights they 
might all have, we assume the same shape parameters for all project activities. Due to the 
nature of each activity or for economic and technical reasons, weather conditions etc. we 
have to manipulate different sets of shape parameters. In such cases, the curve skews to the 
right or left of the corresponding Beta distribution, especially during the execution of the 
project, so we have to deal with these significant asymmetries. Moreover is highly uncertain 
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to keep the initially planned schedule, because there is usually vast uncertainty concerning 
each task's duration, accounting for the fact that things don't always proceed as normal [8]. 
It is evident that PERT's drawbacks are probability approximations, overlapping prevention 
and lack of critical resources. To our view, one of its biggest disadvantages is the fact that it 
is a precondition for all tasks to be invariably described by using the same shape and scale 
parameters. All the tasks, not only the critical ones, may be systematically and more carefully 
reconsidered, either on planning or execution phase. It is apparent that PERT is insufficient 
in case of dynamic scheduling and projects with randomly distributed duration data. 
There is a need for a new perspective on the estimation of activities durations, based on real 
data. This data has to be taken into account not only during the planning phase of a project, 
by gathering information on similar situations in the past, but also in the execution phase. 
This can be achieved by utilizing any real and available data of the current project. To this 
extent Grey Analysis is examined aiming to introduce a different point of view. 

3. Grey Analysis 

Many social, economic, agricultural, industrial, ecological, biological, etc., systems are 
named by considering the features of classes of the research objects, while grey systems are 
labeled using the color of the systems of concern. In the theory of control, people often make 
use of colors to describe the degree of clearness of the available information. Objects with 
unknown internal information are black boxes, where "black" indicates unknown information, 
hence "white" the completely known information, and "grey" the partially known and partially 
unknown information. 
The research objects of grey systems theory consist of uncertain systems that are known 
only partially with small samples and poor information. Theory focuses on the generation and 
excavation of the partially known information, to materialize the accurate description and 
understanding of material world. Incomplete system information may arise either from the 
behaviour of the system or by its structure, boundary and elements. Incompleteness in 
information is the fundamental meaning of being "grey". 
It is apparent that such a general framework includes many interrelated fields. Grey Analysis 
main contents are [3]: grey algebraic system, grey sequences, grey cluster evaluation and 
analysis, moreover any prediction model is based on GM(1,1), decision-making models are 
represented by multi-attribute intelligent grey target decision models. The system of grey 
combined models is innovatively developed for producing new and practically useful results 
and the optimization model, consists mainly of grey programming, grey input-output analysis, 
grey game theory and grey control. 
Undoubtedly, there is a vast amount of publications concerning the coupling of Grey Systems 
Analysis and Project Management, which will definitely aid researchers to comprehend this 
theoretical aspects via many practical examples and specific case studies [6-9]. 

3.1 GM(1,1) model 

GM(1,1) model is the most well-known grey forecasting model, exceedingly applicable in the 
field of industry, agriculture, society and economy [10,11] and it is indispensable among a 
row of other models such as GM(n,m), Verhulst Model, Grey Econometric Model, Grey 
Markov, Grey Neural Network Model [3]. 
The contribution of this model is the fact that there is no need of moderating the known data, 
but using them as raw information. It is also an estimation and prediction model too. It is 
suitable in case of low amount of data, where decision makers should be objective and 
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efficient. It also belongs to the broader family of GM(n,m) models, where "n" indicates the 
degree derivative and "m" is about the number of values consisting the input of the model. 
Hence, GM(1,1) is the grey model of first order and of one variable. 
In order to smooth the randomness, the primitive data obtained from the system to form the 
GM(1,1) is subjected to an operator, named accumulating generation operator. The 
differential equation of the GM(1,1) model is solved to obtain the k-step ahead predicted 
value of the system. Finally, using the predicted value, the inverse accumulating generation 
operator is applied to find the predicted values of original data [12]. In this section, seven 
descriptive steps fully delineate the mathematical procedure. 
In such wise we came up with the following steps in order to describe GM(1,1) analytically: 
 
-Step 1- 

We define � �)(),...,2(),1( )0()0()0()0( nxxxX  , as the sequence of raw data, consisting 
of suitable time points, depending on the nature of the case.  

-Step 2- 
We calculate � �)(),...,2(),1( )1()1()1()1( nxxxX  , the new accumulating generation 

operator, where �



k

i

nkixx
1

)0()1( ,...,2,1),( . 

-Step 3- 
We calculate � �)(),...,2(),1( )1()1()1()1( nxzz� , 

where � � nkkxkxz ,...,3,2,)1()(
2
1 )1()1()1( 

 , is a new sequence of data created 

by the adjacent neighbour means [12]. 
-Step 4- 

Knowing that YBBB
b
a TT 1)( ��
�

�
�
�

�
, where � �)1(ZfB �  and � �)0(XfY   are the 

matrices which correspondingly include )1(�  and )0(X  input data, we compute the 
whitenization [3] equation (image or least square estimation equation): 

bax
dt
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-Step 5- 
We calculate: 
the time response function: 

a
b

e
a
b

xkx ka 
�
�
�

�
�
	 � �� )1()0()1( )1()(�        (2) 

and the inverse accumulating generation operator: )1()()( )1()1()0( �� kxkxkx ���  (3) 
which is used to calculate the GM(1,1) estimation of known values and can also 
predict the unknown ones. 

-Step 6- 
We calculate the relative percentage error: 
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� ,     (4) 

where Uapprox  is the estimated value and U  is the input value 

This error represents the difference between the values adopted, i.e. )()0( kx , and those 

calculated by the GM(1,1) model, i.e., )()0( kx� . 

4. The Project 

Egnatia Odos, part of the Trans-European Road Network and one of the 14 priority projects 
of the EU, is a modern 680km highway, stretching from one side of Greece to the other. 
Being one of the few Greek highways to be designed and built to full up-to-date national and 
modern international specifications has been described as Europe’s most difficult and 
modern motorway. The case study used in this paper is related to the construction of 
complex viaduct, part of the significant structural content of a 37km section, crossing a 
mountainous area with complex geology and severe environmental constraints. 
The overall time is mainly determined from the construction equipment (machinery, cranes, 
and formworks) which is available on the construction site and obviously not all activities start 
simultaneously. The construction’s actual duration was 145.2 weeks, having a planned 
duration of 129 weeks. Further technical details and elaborate description of the bridge can 
be found in [13]. 
There are several factors affected the schedule performance. Some of them were 
unforeseen events others required re-work of several activities. However most or all of them 
are common in the construction projects. Variations in the initially assumed geotechnical 
conditions, under-skilled personnel in demanding activities, late supply and management of 
equipment, bad concreting and a fire incident are the main aspects influenced the schedule 
performance. The big question posed here, is whether grey models are sensitive enough to 
grasp such task behaviors concerning their completion time in either planning or execution 
mode. 

4.1 Numerical Example 

For better understanding we chose to simplify the main body of the construction and to 
schedule only the first level work packages of the WBS. It is apparent that, though, that grey 
models can also be applied to the lower levels of the WBS. Project Management process is 
divided into two phases, so as to apply estimation and prediction models by using both 
previous experience (planning-scheduling phase) and given data from the executed project 
(execution phase). 
Table 2 displays durations and thirteen simply enumerated tasks, since bridges consist of 
specialized tasks, which are generally difficult to understand. We came up with the critical 
tasks, whilst the durations included in the table are those determined, during the phase of 
scheduling, by the Project Management team (project managers), according to their 
experience in bridge constructions. 
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Table 2 Basic information about the bridge with scheduling durations 

 

Task No. Task Duration Critical 
1 A 28d Â 
2 B 14d  
3 C 28d Â 
4 D 14d  
5 E 15d Â 
6 F 16d Â 
7 G 16d Â 
8 H 8d Â 
9 I 7d Â 

10 J 3d Â 
11 K 8d Â 
12 L 3d  
13 M 3d  

 
According to planning calculations the project is going to last 101 days (Baseline 1) due to 
critical path total duration. Based on planning-scheduling data, we are going to apply 
GM(1,1) for the scheduling phase first and the execution phase on the following. 
1. Scheduling Phase 
We should first clarify that we use PM's estimation to shape GM(1,1) input data (sequence of 
data) and then compare PM's to GM(1,1) estimation. Under this notion we come up with the 
following. 
Let A be the task to be examined: 
-Project manager's estimation: 28d 
-The points (time-points) where milestones should take place because of critical sub-tasks: 
(2,4,1,5,2,2,3,2,3,4) – Step 1. The sum is 28d and we use that sequence of data as an input 
to GM(1,1). 
-GM(1,1) estimation: 27.99d (27d and 99/100*24h=27d and 23h) after utilizing (1), (2) and (3) 
equations – Steps 2 through 5. 
Under the same notion we conclude to a summary Table 3 after GM (1,1) estimations. 

 

Table 3 The PM's and GM(1,1) estimations in the phase of scheduling 

Estimations A B C D E F G H I J K L M 
PM 28 14 28 14 15 16 16 8 7 3 8 3 3 

GM(1,1) 27.99 13.97 28 14.03 15 15.97 16 7.68 6.99 3 6.99 3 3 
%|error| 0.036 0.214 0 0.214 0 0.188 0 4 0.143 0 12.625 0 0 
GM(1,1) 

(time scale) 27.23 13.23 Ã�¶ 14.01 Ã�� 15.23 Ã�� 7.16 6.23 3 6.23 3 3 

 
So, the model estimates that the project will be completed a day earlier (100d & 15h) than 
the initial project managers' estimation (101d). The amount of 101 days belongs to Baseline 
1 and 100d & 15h to Baseline 2. 
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2. Execution Phase 
To the phase of execution we have some real data, as they are measured by the staff who 
monitors the tasks and subtasks. By using this given data, we shape the input data of the 
GM(1,1) prediction model and we then calculate the new estimated duration of the unfinished 
task. This input data of the GM(1,1) prediction model is a sequence, which belongs to the 
already executed project or part of the project, namely the already given data. Each 
sequence has a one-to-one relation with the project tasks and each point of this row of data 
represents the amount of days needed to partially execute the task being considered at that 
time. The days corresponding to the points of one sequence, are those observed during 
milestone controls. Along these lines, the number of the tasks concurs with the number of 
sequences. The number of time-points, consisting a sequence of data, depends on if the task 
is about to last long or not and it can be subjectively determined. 
At this stage Baseline 2 is taken for granted and the project managers have to chose some 
milestones, where they are going to update the project schedule. These milestones are 
usually imposed by S-curves, to the degree that each project shows change in its behavior 
near 30%, 50% and 70% of its total duration [14]. 
The first check takes place at 35% (36d of the project gone by), because we needed to let 
the project run and relatively proceeded, in order to have enough data for the forecasting 
process. Tasks A and C are already executed, whilst B, D and E are still under construction. 
Keeping in mind that we have some data concerning these unfinished tasks, we are going to 
use GM(1,1) prediction model, to approximate the new execution durations of B, D and E. 
So, we have (2,5,4,-,-) sequence of data for task B, which means that eleven days of work 
gone by and the use of "-" symbol conveys that two milestones remain to be checked and 
forecasted by GM(1,1). Concerning B, D and E tasks, we finally conclude to the following: 

Task B 
GM(1,1) - scheduling & estimation 13.97  
GM(1,1) - execution & prediction 16.70 DELAY 

Similarly, the known data for D is: (3,2,5,-,-) and for E (2,4,3,-,-) 
Task 

D 
GM(1,1) - scheduling & estimation 14.03  
GM(1,1) - execution & prediction 12.04 FORWARD 

Task 
E 

GM(1,1) - scheduling & estimation 15  
GM(1,1) - execution & prediction 12.89 FORWARD 

 
The last step is to calculate the new total project duration, after the delay of B and the 
unexpected progress of D and E. However, after the rescheduling we do not have any 
change because B is not a critical task, so the project is going to be executed in 100 days. 
We do the same procedure for the 50% of the project duration (54d of the project gone by), 
where F is unfinished and then for the 70% (68d of the project gone by). At this last check, H 
is unfinished, and there are no sufficient data to calculate its duration via GM(1,1), explaining 
the question mark in Table 4. A task with a very short duration, e.g., 3d, is not appropriate to 
be divided into time-points (milestones) and accurately predict any duration. 

 

Table 4 The PM's and GM(1,1) estimations in the phase of scheduling and execution by focusing on 
tasks 

Tasks A B C D E F G H I J K L M 
Estimations - scheduling 

PM 28 14 28 14 15 16 16 8 7 3 8 3 3 
GM(1,1) 
(/100) 27.99 13.97 28 14.03 15 15.97 16 7.68 6.99 3 6.99 3 3 
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Prediction - GM(1,1) - execution 
1st check Ex. 17.70 Ex. 12.04 12.89 - - - - - - - - 
2nd check Ex. Ex. Ex. Ex. Ex. 18.81 - - - - - - - 
3rd check Ex. Ex. Ex. Ex. Ex. Ex. Ex. ? - - - - - 

 
We summarize the durations of each task and we use "Ex." to represent the executed tasks 
at every check point, while "-" represents the tasks that have not started yet. 

 

Table 5 The different durations in scheduling and execution phases 

Scheduling - planning Who? Total project duration Critical path changes 

 
PM 101d A,C,E,F,G,H,I,J,K 

GM(1,1) 100d & 15h (/100.63) E,F,G,H,I,J,K 
Executing milestones   
1st check - 36d Check 1 100d & 15h F,G,H,I,J,K 

2nd check - 50d Check 2 102d & 10h F,G,H,I,J,K 
3rd check - 68d Check 3 104d & 16h (/104.67)  H,I,J,K 

 
Table 5 refers to the project as a whole and takes into account all these changes that took 
place in the previous Table 4. 
Because there is high possibility for the critical activities to change, when durations change, 
they have to be reconsidered. A typical case in complex projects, is the existence of multiple 
critical paths. Is must be feasible for multiple critical paths to be detected and examined, 
even though known software packages present only one of them each time. The problems is 
detected in algorithmic criteria choice, thus a suitable algorithmic process could be used to 
create all the possible critical paths, assisting PMs to find the most appropriate schedule 
solution. 

5. Conclusions 

Large-scale complex projects have mainly fluent duration, due to the great amount of 
involved uncertainty. As far as actual future work is concerned, the divergence between 
planning and actual duration increases. So it is highly unrealistic for each activity duration to 
adapt and only be expressed by the well-known PERT technique, a simplified variation of 
Beta distribution. Additionally, projects should be effectively managed with the appropriate 
tools. Although it is promising to simulate projects by changing Beta distribution shape 
parameters and follow actual activities' durations, the practical use of such methods is 
limited, mainly due to the lack of enough data to fit.  
The fact that grey models take as an input data of unknown distributions, make them at least 
worth of interest, since it is the unique tool in such cases. GM(1,1) base model, used in the 
aforementioned case, is a very promising methodology to aid PM estimations, regarding task 
durations in planning and scheduling phases and limiting their subjectivity at the same time. 
The methodology can be easily implemented with low complexity, to contribute to further 
examine and contrast GM(1,1) with a stochastic approach and construct a more solid model 
for project scheduling. The results of such grey approaches could also include grey 
econometrics to assist the economical point of view. 
The future work could also design an elaborate information system, so as to organize and 
add registrations concerning gained experience from past projects that may belong to the 
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same type of technical projects. This information system could also include all the available 
grey models and other traditional ones for comparative actions. 
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The purpose of the paper is to investigate the impact of the European Union (EU) 
Structural Funds on the economic performance of supported companies and hence 
the development of Greece. The main assumption is that path dependence in both 
policy and company performance is too strong and cannot be eliminated by external 
funding support. The dataset includes companies that received support from the 
Community Support Framework III (2000-2006) and the National Strategic Reference 
Framework (2007-2012). A total of 94,719 companies were examined and the dataset 
was merged with financial information on 41,353 privately held companies. In order to 
assess the impact of the support mechanisms on the financial data of the companies, 
a series of “derivative” variables were compiled, in order to capture potential effects 
occurring over time and in comparison to a control group. The analysis was designed 
to ascertain the differences in profit, sales and debt between supported and not 
supported companies. Evidence suggests that support improves sales but not 
profitability trends. Companies that received support in both periods demonstrated 
the best performance with inverse results compared to expectations in early debt and 
late profit trends.  

Keywords 
Crowding out, path dependence, structural funds, support.  

1. Introduction 

The aim of this paper is to investigate the impact of the European Union (EU) Structural 
Funds on the development of Greece. The EU is managing the largest transnational transfer 
of funds between sovereign countries aiming at increasing the competitiveness of the less 
favoured regions and thus distributing the benefits of the integration more evenly. After the 
unambiguous manifestation that regions/countries cannot rely on automatic convergence, 
economic policy in the (then) European Economic Community shifted from simple economic 
integration into integration cum fund transfers for economic and social cohesion. In four 
successive multi-annual plans of transfer of resources (from 1990-2012), two major trends 
are observed: 

� Funds increased significantly over time; 
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� Policy focused increasingly from support of physical infrastructure into support of 
endogenous development variables (entrepreneurship and innovation). 

The governance of the system has also shifted into different models over time: while always 
keeping the partnership relationship, responsibility and accountability have taken different 
forms over time. A crucial moment was the adoption of the subsidiarity principle, indicating 
that decisions on development policy and implementation need to be taken at the lowest 
possible level1.  

The main argument of the paper is that, despite availability of development funding, path 
dependency prevented Greek policy from being really effective and make a difference. At the 
same time, the subsidiarity principle prevented radical changes although it was clear that real 
convergence was not achieved. Hence, the impact of regional policy was lower than 
expected. 

Greece has a peculiar development history.  It has grown in episodes (Thomadakis 1997) 
rather than in a more stable exponential pattern. During the growth periods it has 
outperformed its peers, but has been underperforming and falling behind until the next 
growth episode. The same pattern was repeated twice in the 19th and 20th century providing 
evidence of path dependence(1). Development economists and economic historians explain it 
by the inability of the productive system to transform into an economically sustainable 
organism, able to adapt to new challenges and restructure in response to internal and global 
challenges (Vaitsos-Giannitsis 1994, Hatziiosif 1986). Sociologists and political scientists can 
go deeper into this analysis and explain the recurring regression through a vicious circle of 
lack of trust between the state and its citizens, an unstable environment that discourages 
long-term investments ending up in short termism and political clientelism. 

The 21st century has not been an exception. Greek growth rates have been well above the 
EU average until 2008, but plummeted after that. The present distress of the country is not 
an echo or an overreaction to the financial crisis; it is a pattern that has been repeatedly 
observed in Greece in the past and unless structural reforms take place and there is a 
fundamental behavioural change, there will be no transformation of the Greek economy and 
the country will at best avoid an economic catastrophe, but be faced with serious problems 
again in the next world recession. 

The successive Greek governments focused on financial absorption in an effort not to lose 
the EU funds. Speed without institutional reforms has led to a kind of liquidity trap, which has 
deteriorated over the years and culminated into simple absorption and survival criteria during 
the recent crisis. Path dependence did not link funding with long-term development goals. 
The purpose of this research is to turn into micro-level research that may be able to explain 
differentiated performance, investigating the impact of different types of instruments 
(individual measures like EU research grants, national research grants, national investment 
grants etc.) and different company characteristics (persistent innovators, companies 
benefiting from cumulative support measures, companies by size) to see to what extent they 
respond better in terms of profitability, sales growth and (to the extent possible) employment.  
 

                                                 
 
 
1 This implies that the funding organisation (EU) has degrees of freedom since regional and national 
authorities are in a better position to know their needs.�
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2. Empirical Analysis 
2.1 Literature Review 
Greek convergence has been at best controversial until the recent crisis followed by a clear 
divergence after 2009. Research has as yet focused on overall convergence trends.  

The effect of subsidies in regional growth has been investigated by a large number of studies 
again with mixed evidence: Current literature focuses mostly on R&D input additionality, 
dealing principally with the effect of R&D subsidies on private R&D investments (crowding 
out effect). Busom (2000) applied an econometric selection model on a cross sectional 
sample of 147 Spanish manufacturing firms and concluded that public funding induced more 
effort for the majority of firms in the sample. Crowding out effects though, could not be ruled 
out for about 30% of the participants(2). Wallsten (2000) proved that public R&D funding 
deterred subsidized companies from engaging in private R&D investment, by sampling 479 
companies that received subsidies from the US Small Business Innovation Research (SBIR) 
program(3). Czarnitzki (2001)(4), Czarnitzki and Fier (2002)(5), and Fier (2002)(6) investigated 
the impact of public subsidies in Germany in companies both from the manufacturing and the 
service sector and rejected full crowding out effects. Aerts, K. and D. Czarnitzki (2006) also 
ruled out crowding out effect in a sample of companies in Flemish manufacturing sector. 
They proved that R&D subsidies also induce innovation)(7). 

Literature on R&D output additionality, hence the affect of R&D subsidies on subsidized 
companies growth, patents, and profitability is examined less often. Baghana (2010) 
researched 3,821 Canadian manufacturing companies in the period 1997-2004 and found 
that R&D subsidies increase productivity but at a lower level compared to the effect of R&D 
financed by own funds or R&D tax credits. Productivity was approximated by a function of 
the labor productivity growth rate, the capital-labor growth rate, the R&D intensity induced by 
private R&D and tax credits, and the R&D intensity induced by public grants. It was assumed 
that R&D grants today need at least one year, before they can materialise into changes in 
productivity, hence one year time lag was considered in the analysis. Analysis evidenced that 
for each additional dollar of public R&D grant, output increases by 0.134 dollars., while 
output increases by 0.322 dollars if R&D if financed by own funds. The analysis also showed 
that public R&D grants account for 42% of the productivity induced by both private funds and 
R&D tax credits(8). 

Beason and Weinstein (1996) investigated the use of capital subsidies in Japan and found 
no effect on productivity enhancement(9). The same result was supported by the research of 
Lee (1996) in Korean manufacturing sector; although tax incentives did have an impact on 
the allocation of resources, they did not increase overall productivity(10) .Van Tongeren (1998) 
provided evidence that investment subsidies used in the Netherlands during the 1980s did 
not manage to change investment decisions, but improved the solvency ratio of benefited 
firms(11).  

Bergstorm (2000) found strong positive correlation between subsidies and performance one 
year after the subsidy was received in a sample of Swedish companies in the period 1987-
1993. He argued that factors such as the influence of third parties may come into play when 
deciding on subsidies and this could lead to the subsidization of less productive companies, 
hence a distortion of the overall estimates of effects from subsidization(12).  

Piekkola (2007) provided evidence that subsidies induce productivity growth in small and 
medium sized firms. Productivity was derived as a function of employment. Firms used 
subsidies to raise R&D employment, but at a decreasing rate. Public subsidies overall failed 
to augment growth in large firms, but probably this could partly be attributed to time lags 
occurring from the receipt of R&D funds to the expectance of results. His dataset included 
corporate data from the manufacturing sector in Finland in the period 1996-2002 and 
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information on public subsidies from the Finnish Funding Agency for Technology and 
Innovation (TEKES) in the period that the subsidy was granted not paid(13).  

Molto et al. (2011) studied the effect of R&D subsidies on public and private firms and proved 
that they induced R&D investment and increased the overall production output. R&D 
subsidies on private firms lead also to higher profits(14). 

In Greece, Tzelepis and Skuras (2004) studied the effect of ERDF funding on the financial 
performance of Greek companies. Financial performance data were extracted from a sample 
of 1,456 Greek companies from the food and beverage manufacturing sector in the period 
1982-1996. From this sample, were subtracted companies that had ceased their operations 
by 1996, leading to a total sample of 1,005 companies. Data on subsidization were provided 
by the Ministry of Economy database; 355 companies were identified to have received 
capital grants. Company performance, was assessed through efficiency (Return on Assets), 
profitability (Net Profit Margin), leverage (Total Liabilities over Total Assets) and growth ratios 
(Annual Growth rate of Average Total Assets). Independent variables were R&D subsidies, 
firm size (total personnel), capital accumulation and market share. Subsidization was 
demonstrated to have a negative and insignificant effect on efficiency (ROA) and profitability 
(Net Profit Margin), but improved solvency and enhanced corporate growth of subsidized 
firms(15). 

2.2 Methodology 
The present study used a dataset formed by merging data from two different sources: 

� The dataset provided by the Greek Ministry of Development, contained companies (total 
count 94,719) which were supported in the context of the institutional initiatives 
undertaken by the Ministry. This dataset contained information on the type of funding 
scheme and data on the size of support broken down into public support and self-
financing. After extensive “cleaning” and matching with the ICAP database (to obtain 
financial information) 11,640 entries remained in the dataset. The support type was 
separated into two main sources: 

o The Community Support Framework III (CSF3), which covered the years 2000-
2006. 

o The National Strategic Reference Framework (NSRF), which covered the years 
2007-2013. 

� The ICAP database, containing financial information on privately held companies by 
NACE (rev.2) codes. This set contained a total of 41,353 companies. 

In order to assess the impact of the support mechanisms (i.e. Ministry of Development 
support) on the financial data of the companies, a series of “derivative” variables were 
computed. This was necessary, since the financial data covered a period of six years (2006-
2011) in order to capture any possible effects occurring enough time after the support was 
given. These variables were: 

� Total profit: the cumulative profit over the six year period. 
� Total sales: the cumulative sales over the six year period. 
� Four trend variables (for profit, sales, short term debt and long term debt): these were 

calculated via linear regressions of the four impact variables (profit, sales, short term 
debt and long term debt) on the year and the year by economic climate index (eci) 
interaction (product). These regressions were carried out separately for each company. 
The slope of time (year) estimated the trend, while the slope of year-by-eci interaction 
was used as an independent variable to adjust the time impact by the influence of the 
economic climate index. The index could not be used alone, since it was a unique 
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sequence of values (same for all companies), and its relation to time was not statistically 
significant. 

These six variables were re-calculated (in an analogous fashion) for the two support periods 
(2006-2009 and 2008-2011). As a result, eighteen variables are to be analyzed capturing the 
economic performance of the companies for the six year period and the two four-year sub-
periods. This separation was necessary, since the impact of CSF3 would be more 
pronounced in the period 2006-2009, while NSRF would have no impact during that same 
period. On the other hand, the impact of NSRF would be more pronounced during 2008-
2011, while the impact of CSF3 would be somewhat “watered down” during that same 
period. 

The analysis was designed to ascertain the differences in profit, sales and debt between 
supported and not supported companies. Not supported companies were randomly chosen 
(using stratified random sampling) from the ICAP database, matched to the supported sub-
sets on company size (measured by total sales) and sector. Thus every comparison used a 
tailor-made control sub-set. All comparisons were carried out using Wilcoxon’s rank sum test, 
since the distributions of the variables were far from Normal in all cases. Statistical 
significance was set at 0.05. The comparisons were carried out in total and in a variety of 
sub-sets, which were defined according to the source of support each company received. 
This resulted in five sets of analyses: 

i. One involved an overall comparison of supported versus not supported companies 
irrespective of the type of support. The comparison was carried out for all three time 
spans (i.e. 2006-2011, 2006-2009, 2008-2011). 

ii. The second involved a detailed separation of support sources, namely: 
ii.1. CERDF only 
ii.2. CESF only 
ii.3. CERDF and CESF only 
ii.4.  NERDF only 
ii.5. CERDF and NERDF only 
ii.6. CESF and NERDF only 
ii.7. CERDF, CESF and NERDF 
ii.8. NESF only 
ii.9. CERDF and NESF only 
ii.10. NESF and CESF only 
ii.11. CERDF, CESF and NESF 
ii.12. NESF and NERDF only 
ii.13. CERDF, NERDF and NESF 
ii.14. CESF, NERDF and NESF 
ii.15. ALL SOURCES 

iii. The third had a less detailed separation, namely: 
iii.1. Companies which received some type of CSF3 support (without excluding 

companies which received NSRF support, if any) 
iii.2. Companies which received no CSF3 support of any type. 

iv. The fourth had a similar separation, namely: 
iv.1. Companies which received some type of NSRF support (without excluding 

companies which received CSF3 support, if any) 
iv.2. Companies which received no NSRF support of any type. 

v. The fifth had a more distinct separation, namely: 
v.1. Companies which received only CSF3 support (no other type of support). 
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v.2. Companies which received only NSRF support (no other type of support). 
v.3. Companies which received both types of support. 

2.3 Characteristics of Enterprise Support 
Enterprise support in Greece between 2000-2011 was composed of EU funds matched with 
national funds2. A total of 94,719 different companies have been supported with 
7,447,703,331 Euros (total public support to companies in the form of State Aid) for a total of 
119,055 individual state aid projects, i.e. average of 1.26 projects per company and mean 
public support per company 78,629 Euros, while per project this corresponds to 62,557 
�����	
 ���
 �������������
 ������
 �������
 ��
 �¦^���
 �
 ���
 �������
 ���
 ��^�²�
 �
 ���

project. The number of companies supported represent close to 10% of all Greek companies. 
If we break them down into limited liability companies (a proxy for larger and more organized 
companies) and companies with legal status, then the share of companies supported 
increases significantly for the former (Table 1). 

 

Table 1 Share of type of companies supported in the total population 

Reference 
Period 

Limited liability
(with legal 
status 
SA,LTD,OE,EE)

Individual 
liability 
(personal 
companies) 

Total  
By Period 

2000-2006 
Number 
Share 

17,973 19,645 37,618 

2007-2011 
Number 
Share 

18,705 46,432 65,137 

Grand Total 
2000-2011 

31,477 63,242 94,719 

 
In order to allow for analyses, the periods and type of intervention are distinguished, the 
former refer to the programming periods, characterized by different guidelines and regimes, 
namely 2000-2006 and 2007-2011; the latter to the criteria of intervention namely support 
through the European Regional Development Fund (ERDF) aiming at diminishing regional 
disparities and the European Social Fund (ESF) supporting social cohesion.  Conclusions 
from table 2 below include the total number of companies supported in the second period. 

                                                 
 
 
2 In the data analysis that follows no national funding included (i.e. non-eligible grants with EU criteria), which 
represents approximately 5% of total.�
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Table 23 Breakdown of Projects and Public Support By Fund and By Period 

Period   ERDF ESF Total by Period 
          
  Companies 33,241 5,169 37,618

CSF3 State Aid Projects 41,866 5,292 47,158
2000-2006 Total Public Support 3,321,359,867 74,213,853 3,395,573,720

  Mean PS/Company 99,918 14,357 90,265
  Mean PS/Project 79,333 14,024 72,004
          
  Companies 35,962 30,829 65,137

NSRF State Aid Projects 39,755 32,142 71,897
2007-2011 Total Public Support 3,399,756,075 652,373,537 4,052,129,611

  Mean PS/Company 94,537 21,161 62,209
  Mean PS/Project 85,518 20,297 56,360
          
  Companies 62,487 35,877 94,719
  State Aid Projects 81,621 37,434 119,055

Grand 
Total Total Public Support 6,721,115,942 726,587,389 7,447,703,331

  Mean PS/Company 107,560 20,252 78,629
  Mean PS/Project 82,345 19,410 62,557

          
 

In order to proceed with the impact analysis we constructed three distinct variables, in 
addition to size and legal status: 

I. The old guard: Companies supported in 2000-2006 only. If our hypothesis is that the 
entrepreneurial support gives an impetus allowing these companies to cross a growth 
threshold and become sustainable, then their sales and profitability during the whole 
period studied, or at least the second part, should exceed their peer group.  

II. New entrants to support: Companies that have been supported in the 2007-2011 
period can hardly be expected to show any significant difference in growth and 
profitability attributed to the support, since the implementation of intervention did not 
take place until the end of the period. Conversely, if these companies show a 
differentiated pattern it suggests a different pattern of selection of companied rather 
than the impact of grants. 

III. Persistent support seekers: These are companies that have received grants in both 
periods. As grants are not a target per se, the justification for persistent seekers can 
only be found in the existence of an above average (above a control group of peers) 
performance. 

                                                 
 
 
$� �����������	��7�������	�����������������������=@�>#=������	�������	�����������������������	���	�������	.�
��.���������
��	�������7������	����	���	�7�����������5���	������.��������������C������	���	��������������
����(��	�� ����5�
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2.4 Assessing Enterprise Support 
The following conclusions can be drawn from the statistical comparisons performed (Table 
3), keeping in mind the reservations mentioned in the methodology regarding the bias of the 
sample: 

I. Sales: Companies supported through the Structural Funds in both programming 
periods have outperformed their control group in terms of sales, both total sales and 
growth trend. This is an important indication that interventions have met their target, 
in particular because trends are growing. This may, however, be interpreted in 
different ways, as our data does not allow for causality comparisons: The optimistic 
explanation is that support helps companies increase their sales. This interpretation is 
contradicted by the fact that even companies that were not funded in the 2000-2006 
period demonstrate increased sales.  Hence, a less encouraging, possibly more 
plausible interpretation in this case is that that there is a reverse causality and that it 
is the dynamic companies that seek support and exploit it adequately. In this case 
crowding out cannot be excluded. 

II. Profitability: Results on profitability are less clear-cut compared to sales. Companies 
supported are very often outperforming their peers in terms of total profits. This is 
again a positive sign if grants increase profitability (hence GDP and taxes). However, 
support does not imply increasing profitability trends: While again, as with sales, 
almost all supported companies have a significantly higher total profitability in the 
period studied, the trend is not rising compared to peers. In this case the 
interpretation is more problematic: higher profits are not occurring after the 
intervention. This again may be interpreted as the more profitable companies 
applying for grants rather than grants increasing profitability, another potential 
indication of crowding out. 

III. Combination of sales and profitability: It is rather problematic to see a growth in the 
trend of sales not being accompanied by rising profitability. This may be interpreted 
as sales growing at the cost of marginal profits, or of misreporting profits. In either 
case this incompatibility needs further investigation. 

IV. Debt: The most problematic outcome of the statistical analysis is that of debt. Short 
term debt is inversely related to receiving grants. While one would expect increasing 
sales and profits to be used to reduce debt, companies receiving grants increase their 
debts significantly more rapidly than companies that do not. The best interpretation 
for this is that because grants are paid with significant delays companies borrow in 
order to finance the transactions to be implemented and then get refunded. This 
interpretation is corroborated by the fact that the inverse relationship occurs mainly 
during the time companies are receiving the grants. The outcome is more problematic 
for the interpretation of the long term debt, which is clearly inversely correlated for all 
supported companies in the first period studied. Again, this could be interpreted by 
dynamic companies borrowing more easily at a time of excess liquidity, while 
reducing their debts during the crisis. 

At the same time a comparison between programming periods gives also some indicative 
results: 

I. Companies supported by the CSF only in the 2000-2006 period, did not demonstrate 
any above average performance compared to their peers, with the exception of total 
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sales in the years immediately after they received the grants. On the contrary, 
outcomes were inverse to expectations in debts and profit trends. Relations improved 
or were inconclusive when assessing them for a longer period of time.  

II. The same applies for companies supported by the NRSF only: their comparative 
performance is better in the whole period studied than in the years when they 
received grants. This is a very curious outcome, suggesting practically that these 
companies performed better before receiving support.  

III. The combination of the two conclusions above again suggest that dynamic 
companies receive more support as the expected relationships appear usually before 
or after the years they receive grants. After the years they receive the grants, 
relationships may be associated with longer-term effects (and better response to the 
crisis for that matter) or even better through behavioural changes, while before the 
years they receive grants, relationships suggest again a potential of crowding out. 

IV. Companies that received support both from the CSF and NRSF demonstrate the best 
performance with inverse results compared to expectations in early debt and late 
profit trends.  
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3. Conclusions and Further Research 
The investigation undertaken in this paper has produced indicative results for the impact of 
grants for state aid's projects under sectoral operational programmes and regional 
operational programmes in Greece in two consecutive programming periods. It is initially 
suggested that, because of path dependence, policy delivery could not change and grants 
remained small and fragmented. In addition grants could not yet (or were not adequately 
designed to) change the behaviour of Greek companies.  

Significant lack of data availability has led us to work with a small sample (just over 10% of 
all companies supported), which is biased towards larger companies. Thus the results should 
be interpreted as formulating certain hypotheses for further research rather than giving 
robust responses to questions on the short and long term impact of the interventions. In that 
sense indications suggest that: 

� Support improves sales but not profitability trends 
� It is the more dynamic companies that are supported and support does not make 

companies more dynamic; it is necessary to further investigate for potential crowding out. 
We see the merit of this exercise more as a challenge to Greek authorities to increase their 
efforts to investigate the efficiency and effectiveness of their intervention. This can be done 
by using the Technical Assistance of Structural Funds for evaluations and impact 
assessments,  a policy that has been significantly neglected until now.  At the same time, it is 
imperative to facilitate academic research by making data available to interested 
researchers, self-evidently keeping confidentiality and anonymity clauses. This again is a 
path dependency that needs to be changed. 

If this is the case the analysis can be enriched in different directions: 

1. Expand the sample and get data for the total population of 94,719 companies directly 
from the financial authorities.  

2. Use different classifications, such as a difference in the performance of companies 
supported by the European Social Fund (alone), compared to those support by the 
European Regional Development Fund (alone) and finally those support from both. 
Correlations. 

3. Investigate the impact of different types of interventions (e.g. RTDI, energy, simple 
investment support, training support). 

4. Use new methodologies beyond rank comparisons and investigate correlations and 
causalities.  

5. Expand outcomes to employment and exports rather than being limited to sales, 
profitability and debt.  

6. Control for size of company and total amount of grants. 
7. Extend the analysis to indicate trends at regional level.  
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EFFICIENCY OF THE R&D SECTOR IN THE EU-27 AT THE REGIONAL LEVEL: AN 
APPLICATION OF DEA 
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The main aim of the paper is to measure the relative efficiency of the R&D sector in 
the EU-27 at the regional level. For this purpose, the paper applies a non-parametric 
approach, i.e. data envelopment analysis (DEA), to assess the relative technical 
efficiency of R&D activities across selected EU (NUTS-2) regions. The empirical 
analysis integrates available inputs (R&D expenditures, researchers and employment 
in high-tech sectors) and outputs (patent and high-tech patent applications) over the 
2005–2010 period. The empirical results show that among regions with a high intensity 
of R&D activities the most efficient performers are Noord-Brabant (Netherlands), 
Stuttgart (Germany) and Tirol (Austria). In contrast, a wide range of NUTS-2 regions 
from the Baltics, Eastern and Southern Europe is characterized by an extremely low 
rate of knowledge production and its efficiency, particularly in Poland (Mazowieckie), 
Lithuania (Lietuva), Latvia (Latvija), Romania (Bucuresti-Ilfov), Bulgaria 
(Yugozapaden), Slovakia (Západné Slovensko), Greece (Attiki), Spain (Canarias) and 
Italy (Sardegna). 

Keywords: 
Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA), Efficiency, EU, NUTS-2 regions, R&D  

1. Introduction 

In today’s knowledge-based economy, technological progress plays an increasingly 
important role in sustaining and improving the economic welfare and growth of the national 
economy. It is an important input for economic growth and a central factor in determining the 
competitiveness of firms in the marketplace regionally, nationally and internationally. R&D 
activities are widely recognized as one of the main impetuses of technological progress, and 
levels and rates of growth of R&D expenditures are viewed as reliable indicators of 
innovative capacity. Therefore, EU member states spend significant amounts on R&D 
activities. Indeed, one of the EU’s key objectives in the last decade has been to encourage 
higher levels of investment in order to provide a stimulus to the EU’s competitiveness. The 
Lisbon Strategy set the EU the objective of devoting 3% of its GDP to R&D activities by 
2010. However, annual public and private R&D investments within the EU have, on average, 
accounted for between 1.8% and 2.0% of GDP during the last decade [1]. As the set target 
was not reached, the 3% target was maintained and forms one of five key targets within the 
Europe 2020 strategy adopted in 2010. �
 
R&D activities are funded and performed by many organizations, including firms, universities, 
and government laboratories within the EU. Although the roles of the various institutions 
involved in the national R&D enterprise vary from country to country, the main funder and 
performer of R&D in EU economies is generally the private sector. Accordingly, more than 
one-half of all EU R&D expenditure is financed by companies, and they perform two-thirds of 
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all R&D activities. An analysis of R&D expenditure by source of funds shows that more than 
half of the total expenditure in the last decade within the EU-27 was funded by business 
enterprises, while just over one-third was funded by government and less than one-tenth 
from abroad [1]. The relatively important role played by the business sector as a source of 
R&D funding is particularly highlighted in some of the most developed EU countries such as 
Luxembourg, Finland and Germany where business-funded R&D has accounted for about 
two-thirds of total expenditures. In contrast, a majority of the expenditure on R&D made in 
the new member states (Cyprus, Bulgaria, Poland, Romania, Slovakia and Lithuania) has 
been funded by the government sector [1].  
�

This paper joins the efforts of other scholars in investigating R&D efficiency at the regional 
level by applying a non-parametric methodology. The importance of examining R&D 
efficiency is particularly pronounced for the EU regions where R&D activities as well as 
innovation lie at the heart of many regional policies, including the aforementioned Europe 
2020 strategy for smart growth. Therefore, the aim of the paper is to review some previous 
research studies on measuring the efficiency of the R&D sector and to apply the Data 
Envelopment Analysis (DEA) technique to a wide range of EU (NUTS-2) regions to evaluate 
their relative efficiency within the sector. Consequently, the paper provides some new evidence 
on regional R&D efficiency in terms of various inputs and outputs. This regional-level study may hold 
implications for R&D management as well as innovation policy at the regional level. More 
specifically, the paper also provides a more complete picture of regional R&D performances by 
measuring R&D efficiency with available inputs and outputs.   
 
Very few recent studies have examined the efficiency of countries or regions in utilizing R&D 
expenditures or other resources. For instance, Lee and Park [2] and Wang and Huang [3] 
both evaluated R&D efficiency across nations by considering three outputs (patents, 
technology balance of receipts, and journal articles) and two outputs (patents and SCI and EI 
articles), respectively. Lee et al. [4] used the Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA) approach to 
measure and compare the performance of national R&D programmes in South Korea. 
Sharma & Thomas [5] took account of the time lags in the R&D process and investigated the 
R&D efficiency of developing countries relative to developed countries. Some other studies 
that focus on subject areas, institutions, firms, policy programmes or regions are Chen et al. 
[6], Guan & Chen [7], Guan & Ma [8], Guan & Wang [9], Guan & He [10], Huang et al. [11], 
Karkazis & Thanassoulis [12], Liu & Lu [13], Meng et al. [14], Moed [15], Sueyoshi & Goto 
[16] and Zhong et al. [17]. Most of these studies assess a particular nation and very few 
studies attempt cross-country or cross-regional comparisons of R&D efficiency (also see 
Aristovnik [18]). However, very insightful, cross-regional analyses for the R&D sector are 
rarely used for policy analysis. This gap in the literature is addressed in the following sections 
of this paper where the DEA approach is applied to EU (NUTS-2) regions. 
 
The paper is organized as follows. In the next section we present the theoretical background 
to non-parametric methodologies with a special focus on Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA), 
the specifications of the model and information about the applied data. Section 3 outlines the 
results of the non-parametric efficiency analysis. The final section provides concluding 
remarks and some policy implications. 
 

2. Methodology and Data 

We adopted the mathematical development of DEA by Charnes et al. [19] who built on the 
work of Farrell [20] and others. DEA is a linear programming-based methodology that has 
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proven to be a successful tool for measuring efficiency. It computes the comparative ratio of 
outputs to inputs for each unit, with the score expressed as 0–100%. A DMU with a score of 
less than 100% is inefficient compared to other units. It is used to identify best practices and 
is increasingly becoming a popular and practical management tool. DEA was initially used to 
investigate the relative efficiency of non-profit organizations but now its use has spread to 
hospitals, schools, banks and network industries, among others (Avkiran [21]). DEA 
empirically identifies the best producers by forming the efficient frontier based on observed 
indicators from all producers. We refer to the producers as decision-making units (DMUs). 
Consequently, DEA bases the resulting efficiency scores and potential efficiency 
improvements entirely on the actual performance of other DMUs, free of any questionable 
assumptions regarding the mathematical form of the underlying production function. We use 
the DEA methodology to evaluate the relative efficiency of each region as it converts, for 
instance, R&D expenditures into patent applications. We identify the regions (NUTS-2) as the 
DMUs. Let n (=271) be the number of (EU NUTS-2) regions in the data set. Let Xij be the 
amount of input i consumed by Region j, for i = 1 and j = 1, 2, …, 271. Let Yj be the number 
of patent applications by Region j, for j = 1, 2, …, 271. We are now ready to present the 
output-oriented DEA model for Region k, k = 1, 2, …, 271. We must solve one such linear 
programming model for each region. Mathematically, the technical efficiency of each DMU is 
computed as: 
 

kMax              (1) 
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We observe that setting �*b#���Cb" for jËk and Øk=1 is a feasible but not necessarily optimal 
solution to the linear program for Region k. This implies that Øk*, the optimal value of Øk, 
must be greater than or equal to 1. The optimal value, Øk*, is the overall inverse efficiency of 
DMU k, which represents one plus the proportion by which Region k can increase its patent 
applications. For instance, if Øk*=1.10, then Region k can increase its output by 10% without 
increasing any of its inputs. We refer to Ek*=1/Øk* as the overall efficiency of region k. Thus, 
if Øk*=1.10 then Ek*=0.91 and we can say that Region k is 91% efficient overall. The left-
hand side of Equations (2) and (3) are weighted averages because of Equations (4) and (5), 
of the inputs and output, respectively, of the 271 regions. At optimality, that is with the �j 

replaced by �j*, we call the left-hand side of Equations (2) and (3) the target inputs and target 
output, respectively, for Region k. 
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Equation (2) suggests that each target input will be less than or equal to the actual level of 
that input in Region k. Similarly, Equation (3) shows that the target output will be greater than 
or equal to the actual output level in Region k. Equation (4) ensures that the weights add up 
to one and allows us to interpret the target inputs and target output as weighted averages of 
the corresponding quantities in Region k’s reference regions, that is, those states for which 
�j>0. Accordingly, this constraint indicates that the production process is a variable return to 
scale (VRS), meaning that the productivity effect of an additional unit of an input may differ 
with the size of the region. Thus, the optimal solution to the linear program for Region k 
identifies a hypothetical target state k* that, relative to Region k: (a) consumes the same or 
less of every input; and (b) produces the same or more of the output. Moreover, the objective 
function expressed in Equation (1) ensures that the target Region k* produces outputs that 
are increased as much as possible.  
 
In the majority of studies using DEA the data are analysed cross-sectionally, with each 
decision-making unit (DMU) – in our case a region – being observed only once. 
Nevertheless, data on DMUs are often available over multiple time periods. In such cases, it 
is possible to perform DEA over time where each DMU in each time period is treated as if it 
were a distinct DMU. However, in our case the data set for all the tests in the study includes 
average (available) data for the 2005–2010 period in order to evaluate long-term efficiency 
measures as the effects of R&D are characterized by time lags in selected EU (NUTS-2) 
regions. The inputs utilized are researchers (as % of total employment), total research 
expenditure (in % of GDP) and employment in high-tech sectors (high-tech manufacturing 
and high-tech knowledge-intensive services) (as % of total employment) in each selected 
region. The output can be in the form of publications or patents (see Sharma and Thomas, 
2008) and therefore the raw data for output employed in this study comprise patent 
applications to the EPO by priority year (number of applications per million inhabitants) and 
high-tech patent applications to the EPO by priority year (number of applications per million 
inhabitants). The data come from the Eurostat database (for Summary statistics, see Table 
1). The program used for calculating the relative efficiency scores is the Frontier Analyst 4.0 
software.  
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Table 1 Summary Statistics 

 Average St. Dev. Min. Max. 
Inputs 
 
Total research 
expenditure (in % of 
GDP) 

 
1.46 

 
1.25 

 
0.10 

(Severen 
tsentralen– 

BG) 
 

 
7.23 

(Prov. Brabant 
Wallon – BE) 

 
Researchers (as % of 
total employment) 

 
0.60 

 
0.47 

 
0.07 

(Sud-Est– 
RO) 

 

 
2.81 

(NE Scotland – 
UK) 

 
Employment in high-
tech sectors (as % of 
total employment) 

 
4.11 

 
1.72 

 
0.99 

(Thessalia 
– GR) 

 
10.99 

(Berkshire, 
Buckinghamshire 
and Oxfordshire 

– UK) 
 
Human resources in 
science and 
technology (% of 
economically active 
population) 

 
35.83 

 
8.34 

 
14.63 

(Região 
Autónoma 
dos Açores 

– PT) 

 
61.10 

(Inner London – 
UK) 

Outputs 
 
Patent applications to 
the EPO by priority 
year (number of 
applications per 
million inhabitants) 

 
84.70 

 
102.79 

 
0.26 

(Sud – 
Muntenia – 

RO) 

 
550.19 

(Stuttgart - GER) 

High-tech patent 
applications to the 
EPO by priority year 
(number of 
applications per 
million inhabitants) 

14.46 22.14 0.15 
Sud – 

Muntenia – 
RO) 

163.03 
(Noord-Brabant 

– NL) 

Sources: Eurostat, 2013; own calculations 
 

The degree of correlation between inputs and outputs is an important issue that has a great 
impact on the robustness of the DEA model. Thus, a correlation analysis is crucial to 
establish appropriate inputs and outputs. On one hand, if very high correlations (higher than 
0.95) are found between an input variable and any other input variable (or between an output 
variable and any of the other output variables), this input or output variable may be thought of 
as a proxy of the other variables. On the other hand, if an input variable has a very low 
correlation with all the output variables (or an output variable has a very low correlation with 
all the input variables) this may indicate that this variable does not fit the model. In our 
correlation analysis we could not find any evidence of a very high (or low) correlation 
between the input variables (nor between the output variables) (see Table 2). Accordingly, 
this is a reasonable validation of the presented DEA model. 
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Table 2 Correlations among the inputs and outputs 

  

 Total 
research 
expenditure 
(in % of 
GDP) 

 
Researchers 
(as % of total 
employment) 

Employment 
in high-tech 
sectors (as 
% of total 
employment) 

Human 
resources in 
science and 
technology 
(% of 
economically 
active 
population) 

Patent 
applications 
to the EPO 
by priority 
year (number 
of 
applications 
per million 
inhabitants) 

High-tech 
patent 
applications 
to the EPO 
by priority 
year (number 
of 
applications 
per million 
inhabitants) 

Inputs 

Total research expenditure (in 
% of GDP) 1.00
 
Researchers (as % of total 
employment) 0.79  1.00
 
Employment in high-tech 
sectors (as % of total 
employment) 0.62  0.65  1.00
 
Human resources in science 
and technology (% of 
economically active 
population) 0.60  0.67  0.70  1.00

Outputs 
 
Patent applications to the 
EPO by priority year (number 
of applications per million 
inhabitants) 0.66  0.44  0.53  0.52  1.00 
 
High-tech patent applications 
to the EPO by priority year 
(number of applications per 
million inhabitants) 0.67  0.56  0.59  0.53  0.78  1.00

Note: All correlations are significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed) 
Sources: Eurostat, 2013; calculations by the author 

3. Empirical Results 

In order to ensure relative homogeneity of the sample, the first part of the empirical research 
divides EU regions into two main groups, the “Top Half” and the “Bottom Half”. The “Top 
Half” group comprises NUTS-2 regions with R&D expenditures (in % of GDP) higher than the 
calculated median of 265 regions (i.e. 1.12%). On the other side, the “Bottom Half” includes 
regions with lower R&D expenditures. The results for the “Top Half” group based on an 
output-oriented VRS formulation of the DEA analysis suggest that the most efficient regions 
are in Austria (Tirol), Germany (Stuttgart) and the Netherlands (Noord-Brabant) (see Table 
3). These regions, in particular Stuttgart, could serve as a good benchmark for the other 
regions as they featured among the highest in R&D expenditure. Some other regions also 
seem to be efficient (for instance, Salzburg, Niederösterreich, Lorraine and Campania), yet 
they show relatively low R&D intensity compared to the “Top Half” regions. Ultimately, almost 
11% of the observed regions are efficient and could be a good example to less efficient 
regions. The least efficient regions in this group are from Poland, Czech Republic, the UK, 
Romania, France, Italy and Slovenia. These regions should significantly increase the number 
of their patent applications and high-tech applications to the EPO.    
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Table 3 Relative Efficiency of the Selected “Top Half” NUTS-2 Regions 
Top Half – 131 regions 

The most efficient regions The most inefficient regions 
Niederösterreich (AT) 100.0 Mazowieckie (PL) 3.5 
Salzburg (AT) 100.0 Strední Cechy (CZ) 4.4 
Tirol (AT) 100.0 NE Scotland (UK) 5.1 
Vorarlberg (AT) 100.0 Praha (CZ) 5.3 
Prov. Hainaut (BE) 100.0 Jihovýchod (CZ) 5.7 
Oberfranken (DE) 100.0 SW Scotland (UK) 6.9 
Sachsen-Anhalt (DE) 100.0 Bucuresti – Ilfov (RO) 7.4 
Stuttgart (DE) 100.0 Lancashire (UK) 8.8 
Com. Foral de Navarra (ES) 100.0 Languedoc-Roussillon (FR) 9.4 
Basse-Normandie (FR) 100.0 Lisboa (PT) 11.0 
Lorraine (FR) 100.0 Merseyside (UK) 11.1 
Campania (IT) 100.0 Kent (UK) 11.1 
Noord-Brabant (NL) 100.0 Lazio (IT) 11.3 
South Yorkshire (UK) 100.0 Zahodna Slovenija (SI) 11.5 

 
Average Efficiency Score 44.5 
Standard Deviation 29.4 
No. (%) of Efficient Regions 14 (10.7%) 

Note: The regions in bold employ above-average R&D inputs  
Sources: Eurostat, 2013; calculations by the author 

 
In the group of the “Bottom Half” regions, there are 15 efficient regions (or 13.4% of all 
observed regions) from both old and new EU member states. However, regions from the new 
EU member states are predominantly efficient due to the relatively low level of their R&D 
inputs. But the relevant benchmark regions, i.e. those with above-average inputs in the 
“Bottom Half” group, are from old members, i.e. Germany (Brandenburg-Nordost, Lüneburg 
and Schwaben), the Netherlands (Drenthe), Portugal (Centro) and the UK (Eastern Scotland 
and Highlands and Islands) (see Table 4). Some regions from Bulgaria, Poland, Romania 
and Greece seem to be efficient particularly due to their extremely low R&D inputs and it 
would therefore be crucial for them to increase their R&D resources and employ them in an 
efficient manner. On the other hand, the least efficient regions mainly come from the new EU 
member states (particularly from the Visegard and Baltic countries). In order to become an 
efficient region, these regional units should significantly increase their R&D outputs and 
should follow their peers in the old EU member states. 
 
In the second part of the empirical research, the top 5% of regions with the highest output 
(patent applications to the EPO) and bottom 5% with the lowest input (R&D expenditures and 
researchers) were excluded in order to eliminate the outliers. The empirical results suggest 
that 30 regions or almost 15% of all regions (a total of 207) included in the analysis have 
been efficient. Similarly to the first part of the analysis, there are developed efficient regions 
in old member states such as Austria, Belgium, France, Germany and Spain (see Table 5). 
Some poor regions in Romania and Bulgaria are also efficient due to their extremely low 
R&D intensity. By contrast, the most inefficient regions are predominantly from a great 
majority of the new EU member states, particularly Poland, Bulgaria, Romania, Czech 
Republic, Slovakia and the Baltic states. In all of these regions, the key task should be to 
significantly increase R&D outputs via additional investment in the R&D sector (higher R&D 
expenditures). Hence, improving the R&D sector’s efficiency, which could significantly 
contribute to the development and growth of the region, should therefore be a top priority for 
practically all of these regions in the near future. 
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Table 4 Relative Efficiency of Selected “Bottom Half” NUTS-2 Regions 
Bottom Half – 112 regions  

The most efficient regions The most inefficient regions 
Prov. Luxembourg (BE) 100.0 Malopolskie (PL) 3.7 
Severen tsentralen (BG) 100.0 Lubelskie (PL) 4.9 
Severozapaden (BG) 100.0 Moravskoslezsko (CZ) 5.0 
Brandenburg – Nordost (DE)  100.0 Slaskie (PL) 5.1 
Lüneburg (DE) 100.0 Západné Slovensko (SK) 5.4 
Schwaben (DE) 100.0 Lietuva (LT) 5.5 
Thessalia (GR) 100.0 Warminsko-Mazurskie (PL) 5.5 
Drenthe (NL) 100.0 Jihozápad (CZ) 5.8 
Lubuskie(PL) 100.0 Yugozapaden (BG) 6.2 
Centro (PT) 100.0 Severovýchod (CZ) 6.7 
Nord-Est (RO) 100.0 Kujawsko-Pomorskie (PL) 7.3 
Sud-Est (RO) 100.0 Latvija (LV) 7.6 
Sud-Vest Oltenia (RO) 100.0 Sardegna (IT) 8.4 
Eastern Scotland (UK) 100.0 Észak-Alföld (HU) 8.8 
Highlands and Islands (UK)  100.0 Nyugat-Dunántúl (HU) 8.9 

 
Average Efficiency Score 36.8 
Standard Deviation 31.9 
No. (%) of Efficient Regions 15 (13.4%) 

Note: The regions in bold employ above-average R&D inputs  
Sources: Eurostat, 2013; calculations by the author 

 
Contrary to all expectations, some of the least efficient regions are also from highly 
developed member states, such as the UK. For instance, North East Scotland which spends 
an average of 3.2% of its GDP on R&D shows a dismal performance on the technical 
efficiency front as revealed by its efficiency score of 10.6 that emerges as one of the lowest 
among the regions in the old EU member states. A more detailed analysis shows that Prov. 
Brabant Wallon, which is one of the peers of NE Scotland, has 1.8 researchers per hundred 
employees and is able to file 262.9 patent applications to the EPO per million inhabitants as 
compared to 24.3 patent applications for NE Scotland (with more than 2.8 researchers per 
hundred employees). This example highlights the importance of the efficient use of relatively 
high R&D expenditure (or any other R&D inputs) in many regions. Indeed, we should be 
aware of the fact that R&D efficiency can significantly contribute to the development and 
growth of those regions that lag behind by tapping into their underlying potential. 
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Table 5 Relative Efficiency of Selected NUTS-2 Regions (without outliers) 
Without outliers – 207 regions 

The most efficient regions The most inefficient regions 
Burgenland (AT) 100.0 Mazowieckie (PL) 2.8 
Oberösterreich (AT) 100.0 Lietuva (LT) 3.9 
Salzburg (AT) 100.0 Moravskoslezsko (CZ) 4.5 
Tirol (AT) 100.0 Malopolskie (PL) 4.9 
Prov. Antwerpen (BE) 100.0 Yugozapaden (BG) 5.5 
Prov. Brabant Wallon (BE) 100.0 Észak-Alföld (HU) 5.6 
Prov. Vlaams-Brabant (BE) 100.0 Lubelskie (PL) 5.9 
Yuzhen tsentralen (BG) 100.0 Bucuresti – Ilfov (RO) 5.9 
Severoiztochen (BG) 100.0 Jihozápad (CZ) 6.2 
Brandenburg – Nordost (DE)  100.0 Slaskie (PL) 6.3 
Detmold (DE) 100.0 Canarias (ES) 7.1 
Düsseldorf (DE) 100.0 Západné Slovensko (SK) 7.2 
Koblenz (DE) 100.0 Jihovýchod (CZ) 7.5 
Lüneburg (DE) 100.0 Strední Cechy (CZ) 7.6 
Oberfranken (DE) 100.0 Latvija (LV) 7.6 
Weser-Ems (DE) 100.0 Andalucía (ES) 7.9 
Com. Foral de Navarra (ES) 100.0 Strední Morava (CZ) 8.0 
Prov.-Alpes-Côte d'Azur (FR) 100.0 Severovýchod (CZ) 8.7 
Rhône-Alpes (FR) 100.0 Nyugat-Dunántúl (HU) 9.0 
Île de France (FR) 100.0 Attiki (GR) 9.7 
Peloponnisos (GR) 100.0 Dolnoslaskie (PL) 10.3 
Thessalia (GR) 100.0 NE Scotland (UK) 10.6 
Prov. Autonoma Bolzano (IT) 100.0 Praha (CZ) 10.8 
Zachodniopomorskie (PL) 100.0 Wielkopolskie (PL) 11.1 
Centro (PT) 100.0 Lódzkie (PL) 11.3 
Sud – Muntenia (RO) 100.0 Sardegna (IT) 11.8 
Vest (RO) 100.0 Kujawsko-Pomorskie (PL) 11.9 
Eastern Scotland (UK) 100.0 Basilicata (IT) 12.1 
Hamp. and Isle of Wight (UK) 100.0 Észak-Magyarország (HU) 12.3 
Surrey, E&W Sussex (UK) 100.0 Castilla y León (ES) 12.3 

 
Average Efficiency Score 47.2 
Standard Deviation 32.5 
No. (%) of Efficient Regions 30 (14.5%) 

Note: The regions in bold employ above-average R&D inputs  
Sources: Eurostat, 2013; calculations by the author 

4. Conclusions 

The paper joins the efforts of other scholars in investigating R&D efficiency by applying a 
non-parametric methodology at the regional level. In this respect, the Data Envelopment 
Analysis (DEA) technique was presented and then applied to a wide range of EU-27 (NUTS-
2) regions to evaluate technical efficiency within the selected sector. The research findings 
suggest that Drenthe, Noord-Brabant (Netherlands), Prov. Antwerpen, Prov. Brabant Wallon, 
Prov. Vlaams-Brabant (Belgium), Tirol, Oberösterreich (Austria), Stuttgart, Detmold, 
Dusseldorf and Luneburg (Germany), Com. Foral de Navarra (Spain), Rhône-Alpes and Île 
de France (France) belong to the best-performing NUTS-2 regions located on the regional 
technology frontier. These EU regions could also serve as peers to improve the efficiency of 
the less efficient ones. The innovative capacity of advanced regions is their most important 
source of prosperity and growth. These results confirm the idea that regions with a mature 
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economic system enjoy higher R&D efficiency compared to regions still developing their 
technology pattern. On the other hand, a wide range of NUTS-2 regions from the Baltics, 
Eastern and Southern Europe is characterized by an extremely low rate of knowledge 
production and its efficiency, particularly in Poland (e.g. Mazowieckie, Malopolskie, 
Lubelskie, Slaskie), Lithuania (Lietuva), Latvia (Latvija), Romania (Bucuresti-Ilfov), Bulgaria 
(Yugozapaden), Slovakia (e.g. Západné Slovensko), Greece (e.g. Attiki), Spain (e.g. 
Canarias, Andalucia), and Italy (e.g. Sardegna), suggesting that they are still in the phase of 
imitating and replicating existing technologies, while only little effort is made to innovate at 
the EU regions’ technology frontier. Consequently, regional and other horizontal (R&D) 
policies (together with EU regional policy) should be especially aimed at ensuring a sufficient 
level of R&D spending in the abovementioned countries.  
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ABSTRACT 

Kazan has been striking example for regional development basically in two 
dimensions by accommodating economically industry and agriculture and socially 
modern city life and tradition. Being close to capital, suitable transport facilities and 
geographical location have led Kazan to be the most progressing industrial zone of 
Ankara whilst being historically one of the best agricultural production basins with 
fertile land and irrigation in the province. Similarly, significant social structural change 
has been experienced by getting dense immigration, urbanization, more years in 
education, modern city life mingled with local tradition. All these have brought about 
regional development elements such as competitiveness, economic growth, social 
development, and wealth to the district.  

The purpose of this paper is to describe causes and effects of the regional 
development of Kazan showing elimination of disparities between developed central 
Ankara and developing rural part of the province. Kazan is a good local model of 
regional development, since minor changes at local level may trigger tremendous 
impacts on province even on country level. The outcomes of several common wisdom 
meetings with various sector representatives have been considered in addition to 
survey conducted for the Kazan city inventory. Also, several documents produced by 
government and private bodies have been taken into account. The study has been 
constrained by the lack of involvement of all sectors and sides residing in Kazan.  
 
*Kazan is a district (or county) of Ankara province 

Keywords: Kazan, prototype, regional development  
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1. Let Us Know Kazan 

Kazan, district of Ankara and having 560 square km area, ��
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northwest of capital Ankara.  The district, just 47 km away from the capital city, is on Ankara 
Istanbul state road and it takes 20 minutes by car. Kazan, situated in upward of Sakarya part 
in Central Anatolia, is surrounded by Keçiören and Çubuk districts ��
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����^
©��Ï
��������
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its west, Sincan and Yenimahalle districts ��
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�����^
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as displayed on the Ankara map, below. 

   Figure1. Map of Ankara 

 

The district carries the traces of the various civilizations from the old settlement areas and 
tumulus to many historical artifacts belonging to Seljuk and Ottoman period.  It also offers 
natural life appropriate to hiking and natural camping with its parks, and recreation areas. 
Kazan accommodates 33 neighborhoods with 15 villages. Total population of the district is 
42.090 in 2011 including village population by 1.747.   

Kazan has dual economic structure thereby incorporating industry and agriculture within the 
district. At the entrance of Kazan from Ankara, industrial zone accommodating many 
industrial establishments belonging to several different sectors appears. Fertile agricultural 
land on which several crops from grains to fruits and vegetables are grown is located on the 
plain. Livestock is also one of the major agricultural activities in Kazan.  

Dual social structure is also observed in Kazan by having modern city life engaged with 
tradition through urbanization, education, immigration, and so on. Cheaper cost of living 
compared to capital city, more opportunities for the young and unemployed, being safe place 
to live, quality education and health services, and others have led heavy migration to Kazan 
within as well as outside of Ankara province. The population has gone up nearly 42% in last 
decade from 29.692 in 2000 to 42.090 in 2011. 

Although Kazan is a new county of Ankara(officially designated), it has shown tremendous 
development in both economic and social dimensions. According to TurkStat, Kazan is the 
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fastest developing district in Ankara. The major reasons for this achievement are the 
following; 

 

� Being close to capital city 
� Developing industry sector and hence improving employment 
� Convenient geographical location in term of transportation and  logistic 
� Implementing new urbanization concepts leading to better living conditions 
� Fertile land with irrigation  
� Having long-term historical&cultural background 

2. Main Economic Activities 

The industry is the main economic activity in Kazan particularly in last decade, though 
agriculture has been traditional economic activity in the region. TAI(Turkish Aerospace 
Industry), the biggest aircraft industry in the country, is located in Kazan. TAI is 
manufacturing/assembling F-16 war planes, helicopters, and others and thus several 
subsidiary companies producing equipment, spare parts, etc. have emerged in Kazan.  The 
industrial zone just for defense industry will be established nearby TAI. Consequently, 
defense industry with huge value added is one of the triggering sectors in Kazan.  

The Ankara logistic base, aimed in European standard, is the first international transportation 
base in Turkey has been set up in Kazan. The logistic base was established by over 45 
international freight companies residing in Ankara by taking into account geographical 
location and trade links. The major reason to set up the logistic base in Ankara/Kazan is to 
gain competiveness advantage and create collaboration with other institutions and partners 
since Ankara is natural harbor for Eurasia.  The base has been fulfilling the need of 
infrastructure for the sector, meeting circulation of goods, and mitigating environmental 
hazards caused by heavy trucks.  

Food sector is another emerging industrial one that has promising future. Chocolate, cookies, 
and beer are the major food processing products in Kazan whilst other food products are in 
the line to be processed, packed and marketed at national and international merkets. 

The wood processing industry is another important and progressing sector in Kazan. 
Industrial zone located east of Kazan has been designated for wood processing. Several 
companies have been busy to build trailer houses for which demand has sharply gone up. 

Electrical and machinery equipment manufacturing, glass production, small scale iron/steel 
manufacturing, health equipment industry, and metal ware industry are other major industries 
residing in Kazan. There are hundreds small and medium size enterprises (SMEs) in these 
sectors operating in Kazan.   

Since Kazan has been bestowed with fertile plain land sided by irrigation facilities, agriculture 
has been one of the key as well as traditional sectors in the district. By having nearly 27.000 
hectare agricultural land, grains, vegetables, melon (brand for Kazan), sugar beet, and chick 
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pea are major herbal products being produced. Bovine and ovine breeding are also main 
activities in rural Kazan. Milk and meat are significant animal products produced in the 
district. Another important agricultural activity in Kazan is beekeeping and honey production. 

2.1. Main Production Sectors (Clusters) 

The industries mentioned above particularly defense industry, logistic base, wood processing 
industry, electrical and machinery equipment industry are main production sectors or clusters 
in Kazan. There are hundreds and hundreds SMEs in those sectors. There are more than 
1.200 SMEs in electrical and machinery equipment industry operating in Kazan. Food 
processing industry and health equipment industry accomadating tens of firms are other 
candidate industries for main production sectors in near future in Kazan. Not only do many 
companies reside in clusters but several public and private banks, training centers, 
infrastructural facilities, and other activities essential to clusters are also established in 
Kazan. Consequently, the district of Kazan is like a business incubator center paving the way 
for clusters for different kinds of industries.  

2.2. Innovation Activities in Kazan 

Main economic sectors stated above are keen to R&D and innovation in order to be 
competitive in the market. TAI has been more engaged in R&D particularly in electronics and 
nanotechnology while most SMEs have been involved in innovation. Since innovation simply 
refers to processing of ideas or invention into commercial value, SMSs are much more 
interested in producing innovative products so as to keep themselves dynamic and 
competitive in their operating market. Electrical/Electronic equipment, auto parts and other 
machinery equipment industries are some but active industries in Kazan pushing forward for 
innovation activities. 

3. Main Economic Indicators in Kazan 

3.1. GDP Per Capita in Kazan 

GDP per capita in Kazan has fluctuated with parallel to that of Ankara and Turkey. GDP per 
capita in the district has been shown on Figure 2. GDP per capita of Ankara in general is 
22% higher than the GDP per capita of Turkey. Similarly, GDP per capita of Kazan is 
generally 8% greater than that of Ankara for last 10 years. GDP per capita value has reached 
to 15.185 US$ in 2012, 45% higher than that of 2004. Apparently, economic development 
particularly in the last decade has brought about GDP growth in Kazan. 
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Figure 2. GDP per capita in Kazan

 

Source1: Kazan Municipality and Kazan Industry and Businessmen Association 

 

3.2. Total Export from Kazan 

The total export value generated by Kazan has been displayed on Figure 3, below. As seen 
on the figure, there has been tremendous increase in the export value from 37,5 million US$ 
in 2000 to 407 million US$ in 2012, though there was temporary decline in 2008 and 2009 
due to global economic slowdown. Major export products are electrical equipment, electronic 
parts mainly used in defense industry, spare parts of automobiles and aircraft, glass, 
products of metal industry, food products, health equipment, and others. Main export 
destinations are Germany, UK, France, Poland, Iran, Iraq, Saudi Arabia, and other countries 
such as US, Algeria, etc. 

Industry is the main activity and major income source of Kazan whilst export of different 
products is the actual drive of the industry. Therefore, export ability and promotion are one of 
the key focus areas of the Kazan firms. The more export they perform, the more income they 
generate, the more investment they make, and so on. More export earning is anticipated as 
long as Kazan firms are able to invent new products through R&D and especially through 
innovation. 

                                                           
1 GDP per capita numbers are tentative and not confirmed. But they are approximated. 
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Figure 3. Total Export from Kazan

 

Source: Central Anatolian Exporters' Union 

 

3.3. Employment in Kazan 

There has been steady rise in employment over years except in 2008 and 2009 because of 
economic slowdown in those years, as shown on Figure 4. There has been more than 38% 
growth in employment between 2002 and 2012. Rise in employment is anticipated in Kazan 
unless there is an economic slowdown in the economy. Around 10% of this employment is 
made up of high wage paid engineers and managers as other middle and minimum wage 
paid group of workers. Since Kazan is located nearby capital city where best universities of 
the country are settled, companies have great advantage to employ qualified professions 
when they need. Besides that, companies are also able to hire any level worker due to 
closeness to big labor market.  

Figure 4. Employment in Kazan

 

Source: Kazan Industry and Businessmen Association 
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4. Development Model of Kazan 

Kazan Regional Development Model has been depicted as shown below. There are two 
main structures in the model; economic and social dimensions. Economic dimension has 
been composed of three major sectors; industry, agriculture, and logistic base. There are 
apparently mutual relationships among those sectors. They are actually pushing and feeding 
each other. Social dimension, other major structure in the model, is made up of several 
subcomponents some of which are migration, urbanization, and so on. Those developments 
have brought about to emerge modern city life in the Anatolian district. This new culture has 
been mingled with traditional patterns. Apparently, these two major dimensions are not 
functioning in a closed environment. By rather, there is an intensively in and out flow in term 
of economic and social elements with province, country and even the world. Those two major 
structures (dimensions) with their sub-items have resulted in emerging the elements of 
regional development such as competitiveness, innovation, social advancement, and others. 
This model is a snap-shot of a current development picture of Kazan. It is not a static model 
rather it is quite dynamic one. New element(s) of economic and/or social dimensions can be 
most probably will be added in the future. Then, model will be modified with new elements. 
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5. Major Policies and Strategic Programs Triggering Kazan 
Development 

The major policies and strategic programs that have contributed to Kazan development are 
the following; 

a. Transportation Policies: The district, just 47 km away from the capital city, is on 
Ankara Istanbul state road as well as D750 route that is an ex-Ankara Istanbul state 
road that have significantly contributed to the development of Kazan. Besides, railway 
line that will connect Kazan to main railway system of the country is now one of the 
top priorities of the local authority pushing forward.  

b. Incentive Policies: These policies basically contain providing free land owned by the 
state to investors, offering cheap workshops built by municipality to manufacturers, 
constructing basic infrastructure essential to workshops and offices, cheap credit by 
banks, project base grant offers by state agencies, and others.  

c. Zoning Policies: This is one of the key areas of the municipalities located to 
metropolis to handle carefully. This is essential for further development of the cities 
and protect environment. Kazan municipality has been working on this topic to 
reserve certain place(s) for industry and housing while protecting fertile agricultural  
land and water basins.  

d. Clustering Support Policies: Defense industry and Logistic base clusters are one of 
the biggest ones in the country and hence particularly supported by local and federal 
governments. The Kazan municipality has been assigning free land(if possible) to 
companies who want to be part of cluster. Moreover, it supplies infrastructural 
facilities to those clusters. Several projects are on the table to make the logistic base 
the biggest one in Eurasia. Similarly, new big industrial zone just for defense industry 
is also on the way. 

6. Is Kazan Model Transferable to Other Regions of the Country? 

Kazan is obviously a model being examined and transferred to other regions of the country 
which have commonalities with Kazan. Emerging big cities such as Bursa, Konya, Kayseri 
and others are all trying to create industrial zones and suburbs outside of the city. So that 
development will not only appear in the city but in the entire province. In other words, they 
are trying to minimize disparities within the province as at least nearly occured in Kazan 
example. Transferring Kazan model to somewhere else apparently will not be one to one 
copy or replacement. Rather Kazan model will be modified according to needs and the 
requirements of the specific region. 
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7. Expectations and Drawbacks 

The ex-Ankara-Istanbul state road on which Kazan is residing is now far away from meeting 
the needs of heavy transportation and urgently needs to be enlarged and modernized. 
Likewise, railway to Kazan is expected to be linked as quickly as possible. Several 
companies are popping up somewhere in Kazan and it requires new well-established 
industrial zone with modern infrastructure. This is an important issue that has to be tackled 
with. Companies will be able to find well-prepared working place while environment will be 
well-protected in the industrial zone. Most high wage group of people working in Kazan 
unfortunately do not live in Kazan and rather going and coming back to Ankara. Further 
social development elements need to be established such as colleges, cinemas, and others 
to keep these people in Kazan. 
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How to measure regional development is one of the issues emerges when it is the 
matter of the evaluation of the policies applied in a region. One of the aspects of the 
question is how to reflect a region analytically if the region has divergent 
characteristics. This aspect of the question even becomes more important where the 
region has different administrative units which have resources to manage having 
distinct characteristics. The indicators are convenient to express various features of 
regional development; there is still a need of presenting these by one single figure. In 
this paper, to measure the discrepancies within the region, an index where the main 
purpose is to monitor the development of the provinces of Turkey, specifically three 
provinces Bursa, Eskisehir and Bilecik within TR41 region which is one of the 26 NUTS2 
level regions, was developed. Beside countrywide indices available in Turkey, this 
study provides a tailor-made comparison for a region at the level of its provinces based 
on a broad set of regional indicators. It provides an approach how an index can be 
determined taking a region as a starting point and analyse the development where there 
is a limitation on the availability of regional indicators. In the stage of determining the 
regional indicators set to be used for the index, the method of principal component 
analysis (PCA) used. The methods used and the regional development level of 
provinces of TR41 Region were discussed with reference to the index developed. 

Keyword 
regional development index, TR41 Bursa EskiÏehir Bilecik, principal component analysis 

1. Introduction 
The Development Agencies in Turkey, that were established with the purpose of accelerating 
regional development, ensuring sustainability and reducing inter-regional and intra-regional 
development disparities in accordance with the principles and policies set in the National 
Development Plan and Programmes, lead their work in accordance with this purpose. The first 
approach to reduce the inter-regional and intra-regional disparities is to determine these 
disparities. In this context, the first step to take has to be answering the question of how to 
measure the development and how to monitor it. 
In Turkey, the development has been measured by Ministry of Development by an index 
called Socio-Economic Development Index (SEDI) of which recent announcement is SEDI 
2011 in May 2012 after the ones announced in the years 1996 and 2003. Since this 
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countrywide index covering all the provinces of Turkey is announced in long intervals which is 
every ten years on average, there is a need for following up the development for intra-years.  
This study presents an approach for a development index that can be used by regions to 
provide a regional look to the development issue providing a comparison for a region at the 
level of its provinces. With the broad set of regional indicators determined by taking TR41 
region, that is one of the 26 NUTS2 level region of Turkey,  as a reference and also covering 
all the provinces in Turkey,  
The availability of ‘Development Index’ to measure and monitor the development in the region 
more closely and periodically by various dimensions will provide further details about the 
components of development. Also, it provides an opportunity for a development agency to 
follow up the state of the provinces within the region and those provinces within all the 
provinces in the country thematically. This opportunity enables the regional level analysis be 
detailed and especially up-to-date and shows the issues that requires further analysis. 
In this paper, by covering total 81 provinces of Turkey and three consecutive years, an 
approach about how to determine an index to measure the development has been discussed. 
Also, how the provinces of TR41 region rank among 81 provinces of Turkey by this index and 
sub-indices of this index have been presented. 

2. Methodology 
The purpose of the study is to make a development index considering different dimensions of 
development by sub-indices to determine the state of provinces of TR41 Region within the 
region and among 81 provinces of Turkey. The spatial coverage of the study is 81 provinces of 
Turkey and time coverage is years 2008 to 2010. 
In the beginning of the study, the indicators available to follow for 81 provinces in Turkey have 
been listed according to their availability on province level and their available periods. This 
inventory work has continued with the detailed research of data source, data reliability, and 
continuity of the data source. After the listing of the indicators available on province level, 
national and international literature about indices in the field of development was reviewed. 
Regarding the national and international work about indices about development, the indicators 
have been prioritised, selected and grouped into themes. The themes to which the indicators 
attained were determined after examination of the components of development concept used 
in literature. According to availability of the data by the date of the study and to apply the 
methodology for more than one year, the years 2008-2010 have been selected for the study. 
The themes that constituted sub-indices are: 
� Human Development, 
� Socio-Cultural Development, 
� Economic Development, 
� Innovation, 
� Quality of life and accessibility. 
The general index for development is consisting of 68 indicators in total, of which 29 indicators 
are for human development sub-index, 5 indicators are for socio-cultural sub-index, 10 
indicators are for economic development sub-index, 5 indicators are for innovation, 17 
indicators are for quality of life and accessibility sub-index. These indicators are the indicators 
mainly calculated as a ratio of the quantity either to the population or to the area to allow 
comparison among provinces which have different features by population and area. 
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Figure 1 Development Index 

Table 1 List of Indicators Used for Sub-Indices 
HUMAN DEVELOPMENT  
Annual Population Growth Rate (%0) Rate of Female Literacy (%) (age of  6 and over) 

Province and District Centre Population Growth Rate (%0) Literacy Rate of Province and District Centre (%) (age of  
6 and over) 

Sub-district and Village Population Growth Rate (%0) Literacy Rate of Sub-district and Village Centre (%) (age 
of  6 and over) 

Urbanisation Rate (%) Number of University Graduates per 1000 Persons 
Old Age Dependence Ratio (age of 65 and over) Net Schooling Ratio for Secondary Education (%) 
Young Age Dependence Ratio (age of 0-14) Net Female Schooling Ratio for Secondary Education (%)  
Net Migration Rate (%0) Number of Students per  Teacher  (Primary Education) 

Average Age At First Marriage- Bride Number of Students per  Teacher  (Overall Secondary 
Education) 

Average Age At First Marriage- Groom Number of Students per  Teacher  (General Secondary 
Education) 

Crude Divorce Rate (%0) Number of Students per  Teacher  (Vocational and 
Technical Secondary Education) 

Number of Hospital Bed Per 100 Thousand Persons Number of Students per Classroom (General Secondary 
Education) 

Number of Doctors Per 100 Thousand Persons Number of Students per  Classroom  (Vocational and 
Technical Secondary Education) 

Number of Specialised Doctors Per 100 Thousand Persons Labour Force Participation Rate (%)  
Number of Nurses Per 100 Thousand Persons Unemployment Rate (%) 
Rate of Literacy (%) (age of  6 and over)  

SOCIO-CULTURAL DEVELOPMENT  

Number of Benefiting in Public Library per 1000 Persons  Percentage of Associational Memberships in Population 
(%) 

Number of Theatre Seats per 100 Thousand Persons Percentage of the Number of Employees Under Service 
Contract in the Population with Age of 15 and Over (%) 

Number of Cinema Seats per 100 Thousand Persons  
  
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT  
Number of Night Spent in Municipality Tourism Operation 
Licenced and Municipality Licenced Establishment (Citizen) Export per  Capita (000 USA dollars) 

Number of Night Spent in Municipality Tourism Operation 
Licenced and Municipality Licenced Establishment (Foreign) Import per Capita (000 USA dollars) 

Value of Crop Production per Person (TL) Deposit with Banks per Capita (TL) 
Value of Livestock per Person (TL) Specialised Loans per Capita (TL) 
Value of Animal Products per Person (TL) Non-Specialised Loans per Capita  (TL) 
Commercial Electricity Consumption per 1000 Persons  
(MWh) Loan / Deposit (%) 

Industrial Electricity Consumption per 1000 Persons  (MWh)  
  
INNOVATION  
Applications for Patent per 100 Thousand Persons Applications for Utility Model per 100 Thousand Persons 

Applications for Trademark per 100 Thousand Persons Rate of Companies Issued with an R&D Certificate in 
Total (%) 

Applications for Industrial Design per 100 Thousand Persons  
  

� �

DEVELOPMENT 
INDEX

69 Indicators

Human
Development
29 Indicators

Socio-
Cultural

5 Indicators

Economic
Development
13 Indicators

Innovation
5 Indicators

Quality of 
Life and 

Accessibility
17 Indicators
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QUALITY OF LIFE AND ACCESSIBILITY  
Rate of Population Served by Municipal Waste Services in 
Total Population (%) Number of Motor Vehicles Per Thousand Persons 

Rate of Municipal Population Served by Sewerage System in 
Total Municipality Population (%) Rate of Traffic Accidents in Total (%) 

Proportion of Municipal Population Served By Wastewater 
Treatment Plants in Total Municipality Population (%) Length of Railway per Thousand km2  

Amount of Wastewater Discharged per Capita In 
Municipalities (Liters/Capita-Day) 

Number of Mobile Phone Subscribers per Thousand 
Persons 

Rate of Population Served By Drinking Water Treatment 
Plants In Total Municipal Population (%) Number of Internet Subscribers per Thousand Persons 

Water Abstraction per Capita in Municipalities (Liters/Capita-
Day) Rate of Waste Delivered to Controlled Landfill Site (%) 

Percentage of Underground Water in Total Water Abstracted 
for Municipal Water Supply Network (%) 

Average Sulphur Dioxide (SO2) in Air Quality 
Measurements in Centre of Provinces (Òg/m3)  

Residential Electricity Consumption per Thousand Persons 
(MWh) 

Average Particulate Matter (PM10) in Air Quality 
Measurements in Centre of Provinces (Òg/m3) 

Length of Motorway per Thousand km2  
  

3. Empirical Results 
The analysis that is used for ‘Development Index’ is Principal Components Analysis. It is 
analysis that reveals the variations in the set of variables, namely the set of indicators covered 
by sub-indices in this context. The advantage of this analysis is that it can explain which 
variable is important for the index. 
By PCA, reducing the dimensions for related variables, the variables have been reduced to a 
new variable. Owing to dimensionality reduction property of PCA, in the sub-indices the 
indicators related to each other could be covered. The calculated new variables from the 
indicators in the sub-indices are the linear combinations of the original variables weighted 
based on the weights that explain the variance. Here, variance explanation weights are 
calculated as eigenvalues. In the application of PCA by Minitab program, to standardise the 
indicators and weight them equally, correlation matrix was used for the set of indicators for 
sub-indices for each year in the period of 2008 to 2010. Using this correlation matrix, 
orthogonal eigenvalues were calculated. The matrix of principal components is a matrix 
consisting of independent variables; the first principal component corresponds to the highest 
percentage of the variance in the data. Similarly, the other components following the first 
principal component correspond to smaller variances respectively. Thus, by PCA, by less 
number of variables, the maximum variance possible has been explained.   
In PCA, to make decision about how many variables need to retain by using the eigenvalues, 
Kaiser rule was used. According to this rule, the eigenvalues over 1 have been considered. By 
using these eigenvalues for every year, ‘factor scores’ have been calculated as linear 
combinations of eigenvalues. The calculated factor scores’ are the standaridised variables 
with mean 0 and standard deviation 1. In this study, factor scores are taken as ‘index values’. 
The ‘Development Index’ has been calculated by equally weighted factor scores of five sub-
indices since all sub-indices in the study has been taken as equally important.  

 

���������	
��	�� �
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HD : Human Development  Sub-Index Value 
SCD         : Socio-Cultural Sub-Index Value 
ED : Economic Development Sub-Index Value 
I               : Innovation Sub-Index Value 
QLA         : Quality of Life and Accessibility Sub- Index Value 

3.1 Evaluation of the sub-indices 
In this section, the ranking of provinces according to calculated factor scores of each sub-
index will be examined on the basis of sub-indices. By Principal Component Analysis (PCA), 
index values (factor scores) were calculated for the years 2008, 2009 ve 2010 for each sub-
index separately. Due to the fact that the variance for each set of variables in PCA changes 
from one year to other, the index values couldnot be compared among three years covered in 
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the study. Nevertheless, the ranking of the provinces could be compared it is an indicator for 
the performance of the provinces among whole provinces for each year. 

3.1.1 Analysis of Human Development Sub-Index for the Years 2008-2010  
In human development sub-index, demographic indicators and indicators related to education, 
health and employment are covered. 
The eigenvalues that are above 1 and considered for the calculation of the factor scores by 
Kaiser rule are presented in Table 2.  According to PCA, for each year from 2008 to 2010, 
there are five factors of which eigenvalues are above 1, explains 80% of the variance. 
According to loading matrix, for the years 2008-2010 Young Age Dependence Ratio has the 
largest loading in negative magnitude. Young age dependence ratio is the percentage of the 
ratio of 0-14 years age group to 15-64 years age group that is working age group. This is an 
indicator about the demographic structure of the society that shows the potential of how the 
young population of age 0-14 is socially and/or economically depended on working age 
population. In EU 27 countries, this young dependency ratio is 23,8% by year 2010 where it is 
38,1% for Turkey. The negative loading of the principal component of the indicator confirms 
that the age dependence ratio and development level are inversely correlated.  

Table 2 Results of PCA for Human Development Sub-Index for the Years 2008-2010 
Year  Eigenvalues Variance Cumulative Variance 

20
08

 

1 13.14 0.453 0.453 
2 5.388 0.186 0.639 
3 2.196 0.076 0.715 
4 1.866 0.064 0.779 
5 1.290 0.044 0.823 

20
09

 

1 13.024 0.449 0.449 
2 5.038 0.174 0.623 
3 2.639 0.091 0.714 
4 2.029 0.070 0.784 
5 1.310 0.045 0.829 

20
10

 

1 12.666 0.437 0.437 
2 5.259 0.181 0.618 
3 2.912 0.100 0.719 
4 1.913 0.066 0.784 
5 1.415 0.049 0.833 

Table 3 Loading Matrix for Human Development Sub-Index for the Years 2008-2010 
 2008 Principal 

Components  
  2009 Principal 

Components  
  2010 Principal 

Components 
 1 2   1 2   1 2 
Youngdep -0.263 0.026  Youngdep -0.265 0.036  Youngdep -0.268 0.044 
Literpro 0.261 0.015  Literpro 0.26 0.004  Schoofem 0.263 0.043 
Schoofem 0.257 0.054  Schoofem 0.257 0.066  Schoosec 0.26 0.029 
Schoosec 0.254 0.037  Schoosec 0.254 0.056  Literpro 0.256 0.033 
Literacy 0.249 0.089  Teachsec -0.246 0.138  Teachsec -0.249 0.153 

Note: The loadings of first two principal components and first five variables presented in the table.  

For three years, after the young age dependency ratio that has the highest loading, the 
variables which have the highest loadings are basically the indicators related to education, 
namely ‘literacy rate of province and district centres’, ‘net schooling ratio of women’, ‘net 
schooling ratio for secondary education’, ‘number of students per teacher in overall secondary 
education’ etc. This explains that the indicators related to education have a great impact on 
human development of a society. 
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Table 4 Top 10 Provinces in Human Development Sub-Index for the Years 2008-2010 

Ranking in Human 
Development Sub-Index 2008 2009 2010 

1 Ankara Ankara Ankara 
2 Ôzmir Isparta EskiÏehir 
3 EskiÏehir EskiÏehir Antalya 
4 Ôstanbul Ôzmir Bilecik 
5 Kocaeli Edirne Ôzmir 
6 Isparta Bolu Isparta 
7 Yalova Trabzon Çanakkale 
8 Antalya Antalya MuÑla 
9 Edirne Bilecik Edirne 

10 Denizli ÇankÁrÁ Ôstanbul 

3.1.2 Analysis of Socio-Cultural Development Sub-Index for the Years 2008-2010 
In socio-cultural sub-index, the indicators related to theater/cinema, associations and 
employees under contract are covered. According to PCA, for the years  2008 to 2010, there 
exists one factor of which eigenvalue is above 1 and it explains around half of the of the total 
variance. But, for the year 2010 there are two eigenvalues that explain the 70% of the 
variance. For three years, the ranking of the variables according to their loadings are exactly 
the same. The indicator which has the highest loading in the sub-index is ‘the proportion of the 
number of employees under service contract in the population with age of 15 and over’. This 
indicator shows social and cultural character of the provinces could be characterised by how 
intensively the residents are involved in working life. This provides evidence about how higher 
the registered employees are the more developed the province is. 

 
Table 5 Results of PCA for Socio-Cultural Development Sub-Index for the Years 2008-2010 

Year  Eigenvalues Variance Cumulative Variance 
2008 1 2.6506 0.53 0.53 
2009 1 2.6041 0.521 0.521 

2010 1 2.4633 0.493 0.493 
2 1.1256 0.225 0.718 

 

Table 6 Loading Matrix for Socio-Cultural Development Sub-Index for the Years 2008-2010 
 2008 Principal 

Components  
  2009 Principal 

Components  
  2010 Principal 

Components 
 1 2   1 2   1 2 
Employed 0.553 -0.186  Employed 0.562 0.069  Employed 0.560 0.096 
Cineseat 0.547 -0.093  Cineseat 0.549 -0.012  Cineseat 0.562 -0.093 
Assocmem 0.491 -0.302  Assocmem 0.51 -0.055  Assocmem 0.514 -0.027 
Library -0.295 -0.237  Library -0.262 -0.652  Library -0.240 -0.698 
Theaseat 0.258 0.900  Theaseat 0.232 -0.753  Theaseat 0.221 -0.703 
Note: The loadings of first two principal components ranked according to the first principal component 
loadings presented in the table.  
Second higher loading belongs to the indicator of ‘proportion of number of associational 
memberships in population’. The number of memberships of the association or voluntary 
organisations is taken to measure the social capital in literature. Also, the developed countries 
where social capital is high, the number of memberships in associations is high. 
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Table 7 Top 10 Provinces in Socio-Cultural Development Sub-Index for the Years 2008-2010 
Ranking in Socio-

Cultural Development 
Sub-Index 

2008 2009 2010 

1 Ankara Ôstanbul Ankara 
2 Ôstanbul Ankara Ôstanbul 
3 EskiÏehir EskiÏehir Kocaeli 
4 Ôzmir Kocaeli EskiÏehir 
5 Kocaeli Ôzmir Yalova 
6 Yalova Bursa Bursa 
7 Bursa Yalova Ôzmir 
8 TekirdaÑ Karabük TekirdaÑ 
9 Karabük Sakarya Zonguldak 

10 Antalya Zonguldak Antalya 

 
3.1.3 Analysis of Economic Development Sub-Index for the Years 2008-2010 
In this sub-index, the indicators related to foreign trade, energy consumption, agriculture and 
banking are covered. According to PCA, for the years  2008 to 2010, there exists five factors 
of which eigenvalues are above 1 and they explain around 85% of the of the total variance.  

 
Table 8 Results of PCA for Economic Development Sub-Index for the Years 2008-2010 

Year  Eigenvalues Variance Cumulative Variance 

20
08

 

1 4.8157 0.37 0.37 
2 2.4072 0.185 0.556 
3 1.6081 0.124 0.679 
4 1.1923 0.092 0.771 
5 1.0774 0.083 0.854 

20
09

 

1 4.6499 0.358 0.358 
2 2.4565 0.189 0.547 
3 1.6015 0.123 0.67 
4 1.2688 0.098 0.767 
5 1.0649 0.082 0.849 

20
10

 

1 4.5842 0.353 0.353 
2 2.5788 0.198 0.551 
3 1.6883 0.13 0.681 
4 1.3614 0.105 0.786 
5 1.0311 0.079 0.865 

 
The ranking of the variables according to their loadings are same for three years. The indicator 
which has the highest loading in the sub-index is ‘non-specialised loans per person’. Non-
specialised loans refer to loans used by individuals which mean that the individuals are 
actively in economic life to invest via banks. Second higher loading belongs to the indicator of 
‘commercial electricity usage’ which shows that commerce life in that province has intensity. 

 
Table 9 Loading Matrix for Economic Development Sub-Index for the Years 2008-2010 

 2008 Principal 
Components   

2009 Principal 
Components   

2010 Principal 
Components 

 1 2   1 2   1 2 
Nspeloan 0.422 0.04  Nspeloan 0.425 0.085  Nspeloan 0.429 0.052 
Electcom 0.414 -0.151  Electcom 0.415 -0.178  Electcom 0.415 -0.197 
Deposit 0.397 -0.079  Deposit 0.402 -0.04  Deposit 0.393 -0.098 
Hotelcitiz 0.345 -0.217  Export 0.332 0.366  Hotelcitiz 0.34 -0.275 
Export 0.329 0.331  Hotelcitiz 0.33 -0.289  Export 0.331 0.338 

Note: The loadings of first two principal components and five variables with the highest first principal 
component loadings presented in the table.  
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Table 10 Top 10 Provinces in Economic Development Sub-Index for the Years 2008-2010 
Ranking in Economic 

Development Sub-Index 2008 2009 2010 

1 Ôstanbul Ôstanbul Ôstanbul 
2 Kocaeli Ankara Kocaeli 
3 Ankara Kocaeli Bursa 
4 Ôzmir Bursa Ankara 
5 Bursa Ôzmir Ôzmir 
6 Zonguldak Zonguldak Zonguldak 
7 Antalya MuÑla Denizli 
8 Denizli Antalya TekirdaÑ 
9 MuÑla Denizli MuÑla 

10 TekirdaÑ EskiÏehir Hatay 

 
3.1.4 Analysis of Innovation Sub-Index for the Years 2008-2010 
In this sub-index, the indicators related to industrial property and R&D centres are covered. 
For each year, regarding the eigenvalues, one factor for each year explains around 70% of the 
total variance. For each year from 2008-2010, the factors which have the highest loadings are 
‘applications for trademark per 100 thousand persons’, ‘applications for utility model per 100 
thousand persons’ and ‘applications for industrial design per 100 thousand persons’ 
respectively. Although, the factors vary from year to year, the loadings converge to each other, 
in other words, the factors related to industrial property have similar importance comparatively.  

 
Table 11 Results of PCA for Innovation Sub-Index for the Years 2008-2010 

Year  Eigenvalues Variance Cumulative Variance 
2008 1 3.6905 0.738 0.738 
2009 1 3.7871 0.757 0.757 
2010 1 3.6592 0.732 0.732 

 

Table 12 Loading Matrix for Innovation Sub-Index for the Years 2008-2010 
 2008 Principal 

Components 
  2009 Principal 

Components 
  2010 Principal 

Components 
 1 2   1 2   1 2 
Trademar 0.470 0.002  Utimodel 0.47 -0.256  Indusdes 0.464 0.278 
Utimodel 0.458 -0.442  Trademar 0.452 -0.200  Trademar 0.456 0.356 
Indusdes 0.449 -0.503  Indusdes 0.444 -0.57  Utimodel 0.45 0.413 
Patent 0.445 0.363  Patent 0.435 0.540  RDcentre 0.442 -0.472 
RDcentre 0.410 0.649  RDcentre 0.434 0.527  Patent 0.423 -0.635 

Note: The loadings of first two principal components and five variables with the highest first principal 
component loadings presented in the table.  

 
Table 13 Top 10 Provinces in Innovation Sub-Index for the Years 2008-2010 

Ranking in Innovation 
Sub-Index 2008 2009 2010 

1 Ôstanbul Ôstanbul Ôstanbul 
2 Ankara Bursa Bursa 
3 Kayseri Ankara Kayseri 
4 Bursa Kayseri Manisa 
5 Konya Ôzmir Ôzmir 
6 Ôzmir Kocaeli Ankara 
7 Kocaeli Konya Kocaeli 
8 Sakarya Manisa Konya 
9 TekirdaÑ TekirdaÑ TekirdaÑ 

10 EskiÏehir Sakarya Gaziantep 

 
�  
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3.1.5 Quality of Life and Accessibility Sub-Index for the Years 2008-2010 
In this sub-index, the indicators related to environment, communication and transportation are 
covered. From year 2008-2010, regarding the eigenvalues, for each year five factors for each 
year explains around 70% of the total variance. 

 

Table 14 Results of PCA for Quality of Life and Accessibility Sub-Index for the Years 2008-2010 
Year  Eigenvalues Variance Cumulative Variance 

20
08

 

1 6.3556 0.374 0.374 
2 1.987 0.117 0.491 
3 1.6418 0.097 0.587 
4 1.3113 0.077 0.664 
5 1.1625 0.068 0.733 

20
09

 

1 5.5841 0.328 0.328 
2 2.0523 0.121 0.449 
3 1.6348 0.096 0.545 
4 1.2865 0.076 0.621 
5 1.1815 0.069 0.691 
6 1.0937 0.064 0.755 

20
10

 

1 6.4421 0.379 0.379 
2 1.9682 0.116 0.495 
3 1.5129 0.089 0.584 
4 1.4711 0.087 0.670 
5 1.1252 0.066 0.736 

 

Table 15 Loading Matrix for Quality of Life and Accessibility Sub-Index for the Years 2008-2010 
 2008 Principal 

Components 
  2009 Principal 

Components 
  2010 Principal 

Components 
 1 2   1 2   1 2 
Mobile 0.35 0.115  Internet 0.341 0.17  Mobile 0.346 0.17 
Electres 0.335 0.243  Electres 0.338 0.277  Electres 0.328 0.306 
Internet 0.323 0.205  Trafacci 0.329 -0.108  Internet 0.328 0.247 
Trafacci 0.306 -0.132  Wasteser 0.307 -0.197  Trafacci 0.293 -0.116 
Wasteser 0.284 -0.208  Drinkwat 0.291 -0.052  Wasteser 0.288 -0.235 
Note: The loadings of first two principal components and five variables with the highest first principal 
component loadings presented in the table.  
 
In the sub-index of quality of life and accessibility, the factor which has the highest loadings for 
the years 2008 and 2010 is ‘number of mobile phone subscribers per thousand persons’, and 
for the year 2009 it is ‘number of internet subscribers per thousand persons’. Having 
‘residential electricity consumption per thousand persons’ indicator with the second highest 
loading for all three years supports that beside communication accessibility of the residents in 
the provinces, their energy usage also shows the development level of the provinces. 

Table 16 Top 10 Provinces in Quality of Life and Accessibility Sub-Index for the Years 2008-2010 
Ranking in Quality of 
Life and Accessibility 

Sub-Index 
2008 2009 2010 

1 Ôstanbul Ôstanbul Ôstanbul 
2 Ankara Ankara Ankara 
3 Kocaeli Ôzmir Ôzmir 
4 Yalova Kocaeli Antalya 
5 Ôzmir Yalova Kocaeli 
6 Sakarya EskiÏehir MuÑla 
7 Adana Antalya Yalova 
8 Antalya Adana EskiÏehir 
9 EskiÏehir Bursa Bursa 

10 MuÑla MuÑla Sakarya 
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3.2 TR41 Region Provinces in Sub-Indices 
According to rankings of three provinces of TR41 Region, namely Bursa, EskiÏehir and Bilecik, 
it can be concluded in which component of the development represented by the sub-indices, 
the province is stronger. 
Regarding the years 2008 to 2010 generally, Bursa has high ranking for innovation and 
economic development. For the same years, EskiÏehir has the higher ranking in human 
development and socio-cultural development. Similarly, human development and socio-
cultural development themes are the strong points of Bilecik. Regarding in which fields of 
development the provinces are not strong, it is observed that the human development area is 
the weakest point of Bursa, where it is economic development for EskiÏehir and quality of life 
and accessibility for Bilecik. If individually each year is examined by taking the average of the 
ranking of three TR41 provinces to conclude about the overall performance of the provinces 
altogether, we conclude that they performed best in socio-cultural development in 2008 and 
2009. For 2010, the strongest development area is human development. When their worst 
performance is examined, these provinces performed worst in the field of quality of life and 
accessibility in 2008, in the field of economic development in 2009, which is the economic 
crisis year, and in the field of innovation in 2010. 

 
Table 17 Ranking of TR41 Provinces in Sub-Indices of Development Index 

2008 2009 2010 
Human Development Sub-Index
Bursa 12 21 18
Eski�ehir 3 3 2
Bilecik 19 9 4
Socio-Cultural Development Sub-Index
Bursa 7 6 6
Eski�ehir 3 3 4
Bilecik 15 16 24
Economic Development Sub-Index
Bursa 5 4 3
Eski�ehir 16 10 14
Bilecik 23 47 23
Innovation Sub-Index
Bursa 4 2 2
Eski�ehir 10 13 13
Bilecik 15 28 51
Quality of Life  and Accessibility Sub-Index
Bursa 11 9 9
Eski�ehir 9 6 8
Bilecik 31 25 39

3.3 Development Index 2008-2010  
In development index, that is calculated by consolidation of human development, socio-
economic development, economic development, innovation, quality life and accessibility sub-
indices by equal weights, 68 indicators have been covered in total. 

Table 18 Top 10 Provinces in Development Index for the Years 2008-2010 
Ranking in 

Development Index 2008 2009 2010 

1 Ôstanbul Ôstanbul Ôstanbul 
2 Ankara Ankara Ankara 
3 Kocaeli Ôzmir Bursa 
4 Ôzmir Bursa Kocaeli 
5 Bursa Kocaeli Ôzmir 
6 EskiÏehir EskiÏehir Antalya 
7 Yalova Kayseri EskiÏehir 
8 Antalya Yalova TekirdaÑ 
9 Kayseri Antalya Kayseri 

10 Sakarya Sakarya Yalova 
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As a result of the consolidation, the ranking of the provinces for top ten provinces is mainly 
consistent with the ranking of the provinces sub-indices. Also for 2010, in Figure 2, index 
values of 81 provinces mapped according to their standard deviation where dark coloured 
provinces show the provinces high in the ranking. Additionally, for comparison of top ten 
provinces in the year 2010, index values were plotted in Figure3.   

 
 

 

 
Figure 2 Development Index Values Grouped By Standard Deviation 
 

Figure 3  
Index Values for Top 10 Provinces and TR41 
Region Provinces in Development Index for the 
Year 2010

3.4 TR41 Region Provinces in Development Index  
In the overall evaluation of the development index for TR41 region provinces, namely Bursa, 
EskiÏehir and Bilecik, it is observed that two provinces of TR41 region is within top ten 
provinces for three years where Bilecik, that is the smallest province in terms of population 
and area aspects among TR41 provinces, performed less better compared to other two 
provinces. Regarding the trend in their ranking, Bursa followed a better trend among 81 
provinces where EskiÏehir had almost a stable trend and Bilecik followed a rather stagnant 
ranking. 
 

Table 19 Ranking of TR41 Provinces in Development Index 
  2008 2009 2010 
Bursa 5 4 3 
Eski�ehir 6 6 7 
Bilecik 16 24 26 

 
4. Conclusion 
This study provided an approach about how to make an index resulting from sub-indices 
calculated from thematically grouped indicators by Principal Component Analysis (PCA). Since 
the main goal of the study was measuring and monitoring of the development of the provinces 
of TR41 region in Turkey, it is a study which provides an approach having the region as a 
starting point for making a development index and focusing on the provinces of the region in 
comparison with the rest. In other words, from development aspect, this study reveals how the 
development can be monitored by an index which provides ranking that expresses how a 
province’s performance is analysed in interaction with the others. Since, the index is calculated 
for three consecutive years separately, it provides a full picture of the provinces about their 
development in interaction with the rest of the country comparatively.  
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Policy makers and academics agree that entrepreneurship is one of the most 
important generating mechanisms of growth and development that support the 
worlds’ economies.  However, the linkages between universities and the real 
socioeconomic and entrepreneurial needs are yet to be established. Although a 
variety of measures are initiated at a regional or a national level, there is lack of 
coordination resulting in funding overlaps and decreased efficiency and effectiveness 
of each measure.  Hence, it can be said that the measures taken for supporting 
entrepreneurship are rather sporadic. This paper offers a practical insight on the 
linkages that can be established between business support providers and business 
practitioners through examining a holistic model that has been developed and 
implemented in Frankfurt, Germany in order to provide support to ‘wannabe’ 
entrepreneurs.  The holistic mechanism is developed using a socioeconomic 
approach and the relevant stakeholders’ role to the mechanism is indispensable in 
completing a collective effort. The paper concludes with proposing how a regional 
mechanism for supporting entrepreneurship can be established highlighting the 
positive implications this might have in the management and coordination of 
entrepreneurship support. 

Keywords 
entrepreneurship, regional development, supporting institutions  

1. Introduction 

There is growing evidence that entrepreneurship is significantly associated with economic 
growth [1]. The Global Entrepreneurship Monitor report demonstrates the framework 
conditions that are necessary for understanding the ‘rules of the game’ and determine the 
productivity of entrepreneurial activity. Multiple factors and the condition of these factors are 
influencing entrepreneurial activity. This urges for action upon these factors in a holistic and 
systematised way in order to enhance the potential of entrepreneurial success. Efforts to 
support entrepreneurship have been promoted by governments in different forms and include 
policy-making, building institutions, capacity building and making investments, and human 
capital [1, 2].  
 
This paper focuses on institutions that support entrepreneurship and proposes 
complementary activities for supporting the entrepreneurial process combining the main 
elements of common archetypes of incubation as described in Carayannis and von Zedtwitz 
[2] with networking activities of all the relevant stakeholders in an area or a region. It 
presents a practical model of incubation that is designed to support entrepreneurship at all 
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the stages of development facilitating entrepreneurial growth and success using a 
socioeconomic approach. Finally, the role of the universities in the entrepreneurship 
supporting mechanism is explored. 
 
The paper begins with an overview of the role of entrepreneurship and the factors that have 
been studied by various researchers as influencing the entrepreneurial success. It presents 
the archetypes of incubation models and the main pillars of the incubation process. It then 
presents an extended model of incubation and shows how this model has been adapted to 
address company’s requirements and needs, synthesising socioeconomic elements. Finally it 
presents empirical evidence of the performance of this model implemented in the city of 
Frankfurt in Germany and concludes with suggestions for further research.  

2. Literature Review 

Interest in entrepreneurship has grown rapidly during the last two decades and it is seen as 
the linchpin for stimulating economic growth and development [3-6]. However, 
entrepreneurship is an activity that is characterised by its multidimensionality and is impacted 
by various socioeconomic factors [1].  

The debate on how to stimulate entrepreneurial activity is very rich. Research in the field has 
demonstrated that entrepreneurship is linked with teaching methods and tools that focus on 
action based activities and need to be performed within the context of tertiary, secondary and 
higher education is order to nurture entrepreneurial skills and increase the potential of 
employability of students [7-9]. Knowledge plays an important role in supporting 
entrepreneurial activity [10]. Other research in the field has also shown that entrepreneurship 
is highly affected by the condition of the environment in which enterprises are operating [11]. 
Practically this is translated to the enforcement of the laws and the regulations, the incentives 
provided by governments to support entrepreneurship and to attract foreign investments, and 
the stability of the taxation system that creates a safe environment for running a business 
[12]. Furthermore, the triple helix, the university – industry –government interrelationships are 
valued as important determinants of entrepreneurship and innovation [6]. It is also shown 
that supporting institutions such as incubators and research centres are viewed as tools for 
promoting the creation of new ventures [13]. Entrepreneurial performance is also seen to be 
influenced by social factors such as social networks and trust. Social networks are seen to 
increase ‘access to information, power, knowledge, capital and other networks’ [14-16].  

This paper focuses on the supporting institutions and specifically incubators and the 
networking of all the relevant actors supporting entrepreneurship in order to build a holistic 
mechanism of entrepreneurship support. Incubators are facilitating the early stage start-ups 
providing a supportive environment by offering office space, financial and managerial 
support, professional advice and network access [2, 13]. In Carayiannis & von Zedtwitz the 
most common archetypes of incubation are presented and they are: the regional business 
incubators; the university incubators; the independent commercial incubators; the company-
internal incubators; and the virtual incubators. Further discussion on the incubations 
archetypes can be found in von Zedtwitz [17]. According to Bergek and Norrman [13] the 
incubators’ model is based on three main pillars: the selection of the incubates, the business 
support, and the mediation.  
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There are generally two approaches regarding the criteria of selecting the incubatee, the 
idea-based approach and the entrepreneur or the team-based approach. In the idea based 
approach the focus is given on the idea of the new venture itself and requires the manager 
who makes the selection, to have special technical knowledge in the field. Whereas in the 
entrepreneur/team based approach the focus is given primarily on the skills, experience and 
personality of the entrepreneurs [13]. 

Business support is a very important element in the incubation process and includes training, 
professional advice, and administrative services [13]. The quality, the intensity and the 
degree of assistance in administrative and operational requirements of the support is playing 
a key role in the success of the incubatees [18]. 

Mediation refers to the provision of linking the incubatees with the environment for the 
purpose of identifying resources, human capital, finance, information, knowledge and 
technology [13]. Practically mediation is the networking activity that links the incubatees with 
all the potential resources that can influence the success of the new venture. Networking 
also refers to the collective effort to support entrepreneurship by all relevant actors in an area 
or a region who hold special knowledge and expertise in supporting business ventures. The 
values of the networks are widely acknowledged in supporting entrepreneurial activities. The 
more developed a network is, the more beneficial it can be for existing or new entrepreneurs 
[15]. 

Most often business support service providers are offering their services according to a 
sector, size of business, or a specific target group and without necessary aligning their efforts 
and initiatives with other business service providers in the region. This approach of 
supporting entrepreneurship has been criticized as being fragmented and insufficient.  In 
order to shift from such a fragmented entrepreneurship support system towards a holistic 
support mechanism that combines all efforts, new insight is needed. Actors that provide 
business support in a region need to be part of a well-developed network that involves 
government agencies, regional economic development providers, labour offices, chambers, 
universities, associations, media and banks [19]. These regional networks can provide 
support to potential and young entrepreneurs to overcome the initial hurdles of launching a 
new venture.  

3. An empirical application 

Entrepreneurship according to the Global Entrepreneurship Monitor report [1] start with the 
potential entrepreneurs who have spotted an opportunity and believe they are capable of 
creating a venture. The next phase includes the initiation of entrepreneurial activity where 
entrepreneurs are involved in nascent activities for the first three months and then become 
new entrepreneurs. Subsequent phases include the establishment of the new venture or its 
discontinuation.  

Using the framework developed by Bergek and Norrman [13] which provides the three main 
pillars of the incubation process and based on the entrepreneurship phases and the 
importance of networking all business support service providers in an area or a region, a 
holistic mechanism for supporting entrepreneurship is proposed. This mechanism is named 
‘The 4+1 model for supporting entrepreneurship’ and includes support activities categorised 
in four main phases and an additional pre phase:  
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3.2 Orientation and information 
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3.3 Planning and qualification 
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At the same time special training is provided to the entrepreneurs according to his/her  
specific requirements. The training covers different topics on: marketing, sales, e-commerce, 
organisational strategy and operations, human resources, finance, and innovation 
management, and on how to write a business plan. 
 
3.4 Start up and implementation 
 
The start up and implementation phase involves individual coaching and support for starting 
and running a business such as registration of the business, and VAT and revenue 
registrations. At the same time continuous coaching is provided to the entrepreneurs 
covering the everyday issues and problems encountered at a managerial and an operation 
level.  
 
3.5 Success and growth 
 
The last phase involves the continuation of coaching for five years after the formation of the 
venture and support for planning the future strategy of the venture.  This is a very important 
phase as it leads to the establishment of the venture and providing the incubatees with the 
skills to plan ahead, to set targets, and to develop a strategy to obtain these targets.  
 
3.6 The 4+1 model 

The 4+1 model is schematically represented in Figure 1 below. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1 The 4+1 Model for supporting entrepreneurship 

The 4+1 model has been designed and implemented by Kompass, an innovation and 
incubation center in Frankfurt am Main, in the state of Hesse, in western Germany. The city’s 
economic development sectors are: the financial sector, the transport sector, the cultural and 
creative sector, the information and communication technologies sector, the biotechnology, 
and the medicines and optics sector. Kompass aims at providing business support and 
networking activities acting as a “compass” for new entrepreneurs and working in 
cooperation and on behalf of the city of Frankfurt, the Frankfurt Employment Agency and the 
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federal-municipal Jobcenter [20]. Kompass was established in 2000 and is at present a very 
important actor in the field of supporting entrepreneurship. Since 2000, about 17,000 
potential entrepreneurs have contacted Kompass, and about 4,500 people have actually 
founded a business after attending the centre’s services. About 80% of the businesses 
established with the help of Kompass and the elaboration of the 4+1 model are still operating 
after five years [20]. 
 
The success of the 4+1 model is also partly due to the collaboration network of actors from 
the Frankfurt, Main region together with authorities and further institutions of the German 
federal state of Hesse. The network, the Rhine Main Net includes the following actors: 
 
� the Town of Frankfurt which provides political and financial support for the establishment of 
the Net; 
� kompass which is an innovation and incubation centre providing business support; 
� the Jobcenter which provides business support for unemployed people; 
� the Frankfurt Economic Development GmbH which provides business support; 
� chambers of crafts and commerce providing business support/certification and trade 
specific information; 
� JUMP Ihr Sprungbrett in die Selbständigkeit, Frauenbetriebe e.V. providing business 
support; 
� universities which provide access to new technologies, research and information -  
cooperation with Johan Wolfgang Goethe University Frankfurt am Main Germany; 
�  FIZ, Frankfurt Innovation Center for Biotechnoloy, which provides business support, 
innovation and incubation services; 
� RKW Hessen - Rationalisierungs- und Innovationszentrum der Wirtschaft e.V. , which 
provides access to finance; 
� ConCap Microfinance which provides Micro-Finance; 
� banks of guarantees which provides loan guarantees; 
� planning association Hessen which coordinates the interests of its 75 member communities 
for major issues, balancing these with regional planning concerns; 
� department of Creative Economy which provides business Support for the creative sector; 
� government ministry of Hessen which provides political and financial support; 
� employers and trade association which provides business support; 
� the Assembly of the European Regions which provides linkages with other European 
regions and disseminates the 4+1 Phase Model and the Profiling tool that is used for the 
selection process of the entrepreneurs; 
� HAT e.v. which provides business support and is an innovation & incubation center. 
 
The Rhine-Main Net is a well developed award winning network and is working much like a 
public transit system. The actors above provide different business support services and 
different competences that are complementary to the needs of the new entrepreneurs. 
Kompass is linking the new entrepreneurs with the actors of the network providing them 
immediate access to important resources directing them according to individual needs and 
requirements. 
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4. Conclusions 

This paper presented an empirical application of a holistic mechanism for supporting 
entrepreneurship in the area of Frankfurt using the incubation framework that involves three 
basic pillars, namely the selection, the business support and the mediation elaborating on  
Bergek and Norrman’s framework [13]. The application of the 4+1 model and the networking 
of all the relevant actors to support entrepreneurship is based on providing individual support 
caring for socio-economic factors. Along with financial and market economics, the individual 
approach considers not only personal aspects such as motivation, social background, 
specifics of the business sector and mentalities, but also expertise and entrepreneurial core 
skills. The 4+1 model also successfully applies gender aspects in a mainstream context, due 
to the fact that women and men have different requirements with respect to their professional 
lives, needs and situational perceptions.  

The 4+1 model along with the networking of the relevant actors provides a holistic 
mechanism for supporting entrepreneurship. This mechanism also provides a framework that 
can be used to enable stakeholders that provide entrepreneurship support to redesign and 
improve their services in order to achieve effective and efficient collaboration within a specific 
area or a region. The role of the universities should further be explored in providing access to 
information and new technology that is well calibrated with business real needs. 

The 4+1 model and the Rhine Main Net has been disseminated as a good practice to other 
European regions through the ENTREDI project, an INTERREG IVC project aiming at 
fostering entrepreneurial diversity. The 4+1 model along with the Rhine Main Net has been 
disseminated in order to inform policy makers in designing and implementing business 
support strategies. However, there is need to be tested for its applicability in other regions 
and the results need to be compared depending on the different context conditions. 
Furthermore the model needs to be compared with other models in terms of the short term 
outcomes and the long term impact it may have in achieving certain goals.  
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Most Southeast European countries experience constrains in relation to science, 
technology and innovation policies. The main obstacle to achieving sustainable 
innovation systems in these countries is the lack of sustainable and long lasting 
cooperation in the field of technology transfer between the private sector and the 
universities. This article gives a critical overview of the theories claiming that most of 
the innovative activities depend on the (non)existence of certain preconditions which 
lead to agglomeration economies and clustering of small firms around research 
universities in so-called technology districts, scientific parks and regional innovation 
systems. The article builds upon the scientific literature exploring the geographic 
aspects of knowledge externalities and the localized relationships between the main 
stakeholders of the triple helix innovation model in the Southeast European countries. 
It features the results of a survey conducted over 50 Macedonian high technology 
firms. We attempt to create a methodology for testing the effect of agglomeration on 
university technology transfer by relying on a triad of variables, i.e. university patent 
citations, number of graduates finding jobs in the area, and number of local faculty 
spin offs. This work gives a unique perspective to the analysis of agglomeration 
economies and their impact on the success rate of the university technology transfer 
by expanding the normative and socio-cultural model of Gilson [1]. The empirical data 
complement the theoretical observations of the authors of this article.   

Keywords 
Agglomeration economies, Innovation stickiness, Technology parks, Triple helix innovation 

1. Introduction 

The correlation among agglomeration, externalities, and regional growth is a question that 
requires extensive empirical and analytical investigation. This article hypothesizes that 
entities that cluster in geographic space take advantage of external economies and develop 
more rapidly than do isolated entities. In geography of innovation stickiness, knowledge 
spillovers are major drivers of technological progress and economic growth [2,3]. 
Innovation, unlike other parts of the value chain, is immobile, and exclusively occurs within 
the innovative agent. The main reason for this is the cognitive complexity of the innovation 
process. This in turn, has traditionally motivated the innovating firms to locate innovation 
activities in one place, in a process known as innovation stickiness. However, due to the 
globalization of capital, goods, services and knowledge, recent empirical research has 
pointed out that the innovation, as part of the value chain, has also become integrated in the 
global economic flows. New horizontal and democratic relationships, instead of vertical 
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integrative processes, are taking place between innovative agents [4]. This has transformed 
the geography of innovation [5]. Today, instead of having several eminent innovation centers 
on global level, there are numerous dispersed innovation loci [6]. 
There are four key factors affecting the globalization of innovative activities: (i) institutional 
transformation through liberalization; (ii) development of general purpose technologies (for 
instance, information and communication technologies); (iii) transformation of markets, 
competition and industrial organization (in particular the vertical specialization through 
creation of networks); and (iv) adjustment of the corporate strategies and the business 
models to the changes in the global environment [7]. Differences exist with respect to levels 
of innovativeness between different industries. For instance, technology intensive industries, 
such as the electronics industry, biotechnology, chemical and pharmaceutical industries, go 
through rapid internationalization of their R&D activities [8].  
Both the neoclassical growth theory (Solow–Swan growth model, exogenous growth model) 
and the endogenous growth theory are based on the same premise that the relatively high 
levels of poverty faced by developing countries are, in part, result of the differences in the 
pace of technological development between the North and the South. The proponents of the 
neoclassical theory assert that technology per se is a universally accessible and applicable 
good, and that differences with respect to the levels of technological development come as a 
result of differences with respect to ownership of goods, such as plants or roads. On the 
other hand, the proponents of the endogenous growth theory assert that differences in 
ownership of ideas and the level of ability to absorb new technologies are the main reasons 
for the existing developmental gap between the North and the South. Accordingly, the public 
policies should be focused on finding the right equilibrium between the technology acquired 
and the level of skills needed for its absorption and diffusion, i.e. the appropriate level of 
human capital [9,10].  
One of the main benefits of globalization is the creation of the possibility for developing 
countries to tap into the technological achievements of the developed world. The economic, 
political, legal and cultural integration has resulted in increase of the total factor productivity 
and per capita income of the developing countries. Empirical studies show that developing 
countries that import technologies from the developed world experience rapid increase of 
total factor productivity [11,12]. However, the term “developing countries” covers a wide array 
of countries, and the results of the aforementioned studies are applicable exclusively to the 
emerging upper middle income countries, such as Brazil, China and India. It is unclear 
whether the results of these studies can be extrapolated to middle income countries, most of 
which are faced with poverty issues [13]. 
The distribution of per capita incomes between countries will ascend without change in its 
scope, only if distribution of technological absorption ability is constant, i.e. all countries are 
capable of accepting the new technologies on equal footing. To influence the distribution 
scope, the technologically inferior countries should accelerate their technological 
development in terms of achieving higher technology growth rate than developed countries. 
In the long run, this is only possible if the technologically inferior countries substantially 
enhance the quality level of their educational and scientific systems. The supply of highly 
educated staff in technologically inferior countries affects the extent and scope of the 
sophistication of the technology that can be absorbed and used by the local economy. At the 
same time, the scope and level of sophistication of new technologies injected into the local 
economy affect the creation of demand for highly educated staff. Globalization benefits might 
serve as a generator of the technological development of technologically inferior countries 
such as the SEE countries [14]. 
The global economic environment is experiencing a number of important changes that 
accompany the technological development of technologically inferior countries. Globalization 
affects the increase in the overall technological intensity of goods and services, thus making 
technology a key factor for the competitiveness of the countries. Also, the complexity of 
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global competition contributes to the emergence of differentiated products and 
manufacturers, which in turn implies the need for accelerated innovation in certain industrial 
sectors. Furthermore, at a time when the technological intensity of goods and services 
increases, and their life cycles are reduced, research and development costs are on a 
constant rise. Large multinational corporations are faced with pressures to globalize their R & 
D activities, as a high added value, within their corporate networks. Under certain 
circumstances, this creates the opportunity for developing countries for accelerated 
technological development [15].  
Such technological changes lead to creation of specialized types of corporate R&D units. 
Products and services have become modular as a result of the standardization of matrices of 
their components [16]. For instance, the development of information and communication 
technologies enables businesses to allocate different tasks globally through intra-company 
information networks. The emergence of new technologies that do not require large industrial 
experience and whose R&D can be easily globalized and separated from the production 
process (e.g., microelectronics, biotechnology, software development) provide opportunities 
for technological development of developing countries that have abundant and well–trained 
scientific and research staff in these areas. The process of modularization of R&D in these 
industries creates fertile ground for division of R&D activities into basic and advanced. 
Certain basic activities can be performed in low-cost countries, and thus contribute towards 
their technological development [17]. Of course, this low-cost strategy undertaken by certain 
developing countries cannot generate sustainable economic growth in the long run [18]. 

2. Spatial mobility of knowledge transfer and the ability to absorb 
new technologies 

Innovation and technical change play an increasingly important role in the development of 
the competitiveness of firms and economic growth in developing countries [19]. The modern 
theories of economics of innovation and technological change include the spatial context 
within the innovation matrix. Geographic space is increasingly emerging as a key factor in 
explaining the origin and diffusion of innovation and technology transfer. It has been argued 
that the geography of economics is based on the so-called spatial concentrations [20]. This 
hypothesis is valid for both production and innovation activities [21]. These authors point out 
that the models of knowledge production can be implemented more effectively in spatially 
clustered observation units than in units that are analyzed in isolation without taking into 
account the context of space. The main objective of the economic literature that deals with 
the study of spatial innovation is to (i) study and understand the mechanisms that encourage 
spatial clustering of innovative activities (clusters give rise to research parks or parks of 
knowledge) (ii) understand the mobility of knowledge and the transfer of technology and (iii) 
understand the increased ability for technological absorption of entities that share the same 
geo-economic space. 
Spatial clustering and creation of geo-economic space are problems closely related to the 
issues of technology transfer and knowledge spillovers. The knowledge generated in 
research laboratories, and its spillover into the geo-economic space, represent an important 
source of technology [22]. However, despite the fact that the geo-economic space plays an 
important role in determining the degree of success of a technology transfer project, there is 
a dearth of research articles studying the interaction and relationship of the transfer of 
technology, knowledge spillover and geo-economic space. Grossman and Helpman [23] 
analyze the actual mechanism through which technology and knowledge are transferred 
between individuals, while Krugman [20] points to the fact that the empirical measurement of 
knowledge is a difficult undertaking because of its invisible, i.e. tacit flows [24]. The analysis 
of this problem encompasses several issues that form a "Gordian knot": What are the 
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effective mechanisms for technology and knowledge transfer in general? How could we 
measure the impact of technology and knowledge in the context of geo-economic space? 
Are the technology and knowledge spillovers geographically limited? 
The creation of technology parks, technological and industrial zones and business incubators 
only confirms the importance of geo-economic space for successful technology transfer. 
Numerous examples from the developed countries’ practice confirm this observation, such as 
the Silicon Valley in California, the Research Triangle Park in North Carolina, and the Route 
128 near the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) in Boston, Massachusetts [1]. 
Alfred Marshall coined the concept of “industrial district”, which represents a spatial 
concentration of firms in same or similar industry [25]. The term “agglomeration economy” 
pertains to economies of scale that are considered as inputs and external factors to a firm, 
but internal factors to the region in which the firm operates in synergy with other firms having 
similar activity. Because of the spatial concentration of firms in the industrial district such 
inputs are easily available to the firm. The increase of number of firms coming from the same 
or similar industrial sector in the region generates increase in the number of workers who 
migrate to the region, and who possess the qualifications required to perform the activities of 
the firms operating within the region. This process generates a positive communication loop, 
since migration of skilled workers attracts more companies from the same or similar industry 
in the region. This inevitably reduces the price of the highly skilled labor in the region [25]. 
The modern economic thought has started examining the new economic geography [26], and 
has scrutinized the phenomenon of industrial clustering. Knowledge as an input is important 
for the overall success of high–tech industrial districts. Studies in this regard start to pay 
attention to the dynamics of industrial districts at the expense of studying the conditions that 
dictate the equilibrium of the industrial districts. These studies find that industrial districts 
have certain trajectory of development. Consequently, the location of industrial districts does 
not come as a result of the invisible hand of efficiency, but rather as a result of a set of 
factors that are associated with transiency and serendipity. In order to study the functioning 
of an industrial district, it is necessary to know its history. 

3. Dynamics of high – tech districts in Southeast Europe: case 
study of the Republic of Macedonia 

The first known usage of the term “Southeast Europe” was by Austrian researcher Johann 
Georg von Hahn (1811–1869) as broader term than the traditional Balkans [27]. Highly 
heterogeneous and distinctly colorful, the countries of Southeast Europe frequently produce 
more history than they can handle. Despite the cacophony of complexity, the countries’ 
commonalities have resulted in their joint treatment, exemplified in a multitude of political and 
socio-economic transnational cooperation models (e.g., the SEE Cooperation Initiative, SEE 
Cooperation Process, SEE Media Organization, Stability Pact for SEE, etc.). Accordingly, 
this article gives an overview of the brain drain issue in Southeast European countries. 
Further in-depth studies may be employed to additionally probe the specifics of individual 
SEE countries with respect to the issue of brain drain.  
The dissolution of the past regimes, weak economic structure, low level of production, low 
performance results of the educational system, high level of public debt, high unemployment 
level, low contribution of the SMEs to innovation, and the lack of motivation, commitment and 
trust, had enormous negative impact on human capital development in the SEE countries. 
Two contemporaneous processes have been taking place, one associated with “external” 
brain drain, i.e. experts leaving the country for better professional fulfillment abroad, and the 
other associated with “internal” brain drain, i.e. specialists leaving their professions for better 
paid jobs in the private and/or informal sector of the economy [28]. The educational and 
scientific systems of the SEE countries generally share low level of investments in research 
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and development (R&D) undertaken by the private sector, the academia and the public 
authorities (Figures 1-4). This is a result of several intertwined structural problems, including 
but not limited to budgetary constraints imposed by restrictive monetary and fiscal policies, 
de-industrialization, high transaction costs of societal transition, external accounts 
imbalances, low national investment and savings rates, and limited FDI inflows [28]. In 
contrast, developed countries invest substantially more in R&D. This article uses relevant 
parameters from the economies of South Korea and Germany for comparative purposes. For 
example, both South Korea and Germany invest substantially more in R&D in comparison to 
the majority of SEE countries (2.5-3.5% of GDP, Figure 1). Of the SEE countries, Slovenia 
invests reasonable amounts in R&D (1.5-2.0%); the other countries significantly lag behind, 
with markedly less than 1% investment (Figure 1). 
 

 
 

Figure 1 Gross expenditure on R&D (GERD), percentage of GDP. UNESCOstat 2011 
 
In developed countries, the private sector is the key innovation catalyst, and holds the 
highest percentage of the total GERD, i.e. gross expenditure in R&D (Figure 4). In contrast, 
SEE countries’ academia and public authorities have substantially bigger investments in 
R&D when compared to the private sector investments (cf. Figures 2 and 3).  
 

 
 

Figure 2 GERD performed by the academia, percentage. UNESCOstat 2011 
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Figure 3 GERD performed by public authorities, percentage. UNESCOstat 2011 
 

 
 

Figure 4 GERD performed by the private sector, percentage. UNESCOstat 2011 

3.1 Main determinants of the Triple Helix Innovation model 

The triple helix model of innovation argues that competitiveness is derived from the ability to 
continuously learn and innovate in order to reproduce distinctive organizational competences 
over time. It emphasizes the changing nature of institutional and organizational contexts of 
innovation and the strategic role of management in determining how individual actors adapt, 
integrate, and reconfigure internal and external organizational skills, resources, and 
functional competences in response to these changes [29]. 
The triple helix develops according to four dimensions [30]. One of the objectives of this 
article is to develop and pinpoint the main public policy strategies which will entice the 
transposition of these dimensions into the context of the SEE countries. The first dimension 
is the internal transformations in each of the helices. Universities should not only be teaching 
and doing research but should also be trying to capitalize the knowledge they produce, which 
implies a new mode of knowledge production [31]. Lateral ties among firms based on 
strategic alliances should be developed within individual industries. The government should 
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be taking the role of a venture capitalist as well. The second dimension concerns the 
influence of one helix upon another. A very successful example in this regard is the US 
Bayh-Dole Act of 1980, which instituted industrial policy through which the federal 
government encouraged academia to assist industrial innovation. This was done through 
granting the academia the rights to inventions created by federal research grants [32]. The 
third dimension is the generation of a new overlay of institutional structures stemming from 
the interaction among the three helices. Small and large firms, universities and other 
research organizations, local, regional and national governments get together to brainstorm 
new ideas and attempt to fill in gaps in the innovation systems. One of the most 
representative examples of this third dimension of the Triple Helix is the Research Triangle 
Park (RTP) in North Carolina. RTP was founded by the government, university and business 
leaders as a model for research, innovation and economic development. It was established 
as a place where educators, researchers and business collaborate as partners with the 
objective to change the economic conditions of the region and the state. It was named 
according to the geographic location of the region’s three most regarded educational and 
research universities – the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, Duke University, and 
North Carolina State University. In addition to the research capacity, the region possesses a 
network of organizations, institutions and companies that work together reflecting the spirit of 
cooperation and learning. Companies represented in the RTP include IBM, Cisco Systems, 
Ericsson, BASF, etc. Due to the positive impact on society, RTP is a model of high–tech 
district for innovation, education and economic development that has been applied around 
the world [33]. The fourth dimension of the triple helix model consists of a recursive effect of 
the trilateral networks on the spirals from which they emerge and on the wider society. The 
interaction of universities with industry and government is transformed when the 
capitalization of academic knowledge displaces distance and inherent public nature of 
knowledge. This, in turn, is seen as the result of the practices of industrial science, internal 
entrepreneurial dynamics within academia, and government policies [32].  

3.2 Collaboration between businesses and academia: survey results 

The survey “Technology Transfer in the Republic of Macedonia” was conducted online, via a 
software platform Qualtrix. It covered 51 high-tech domestic and foreign owned firms in 
Macedonia. It researched the perception of the firms’ managers with respect to the 
technology transfer climate in Macedonia.  
The survey results show that 31% of the surveyed managers answered that their firm has 
never been involved in technology transfer. Moreover, almost 52% of the survey 
respondents, who claimed that their firm participated in technology transfer, answered that 
the technology was transferred to the firm by another entity. Out of those, 100% answered 
that the transferring entity was a foreign firm. Thus, there is no mention of technology 
transfer from universities, governmental institutes or other domestic firms. This lack of public-
private partnerships is indicative of the low research culture within the Macedonian business 
community. It seems that the Macedonian firms’ managers perceive the option of technology 
transfer from a foreign firm as the sole option available. Hence, it will be very difficult for the 
public policy stakeholders in the research and scientific area to put the triple helix innovation 
model on the agenda and entice the private sector to stimulate its own R&D involvements. 
A large number of survey respondents (92.59%) believe that the government should make 
bigger budgetary allotments to the R&D endeavors undertaken by the business sector. 
Moreover, high is the number of respondents (81.48%) who claim that the state does not 
support public-private partnerships. Thus, the business sector representatives clearly 
observe and acknowledge the nonexistence of the link between the public authorities and the 
business sector in the innovation model of Macedonia. This is also the case when asked 
about their perception of the role of the Macedonian academia in generating and sustaining 
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the innovation process wheel. Most of the respondents agreed that there is a need for 
establishing technology transfer offices under the auspices of the Macedonian universities, 
which will serve as an initial block of the Macedonian triple helix innovation platform. Much 
remains to be done in the area of raising the general awareness, and more specifically the 
awareness of certain groups of stakeholders, in order to generate and maintain viable triple 
helix innovation links. 

3.3 Legal infrastructure and dynamics of high–tech districts  

Gilson [1] has developed an interesting argument that has raised the theory of spatial 
character of industrial districts to a new level. He asserts that the dynamics of high-tech 
industrial districts is primarily dependent on the legal infrastructure. The efficiency of 
knowledge transfer mechanisms is influenced by two types of legal norms: the first type of 
legal norms pertains to intellectual property, and the second type of legal norms pertains to 
workers’ mobility, due to the fact that tacit knowledge is most effectively transmitted through 
movement of workers from one firm to another [1]. 
The geographic vicinity impacts the nature of knowledge by making it susceptible to the law 
of increasing returns. In today’s global economy, information, due to the nature of information 
and communication technologies, has lost its geographic anchor. In the long run, this will 
lead to elimination of agglomeration economies based on knowledge. As knowledge 
becomes ubiquitous input there will be less industrial clustering. However, the paradox lies in 
the following: in reality the industry clustering has not lost its importance. This dilemma can 
be solved by drawing a differentiation line between the notion of knowledge and the notion of 
information. The key to this puzzle lies in the tacit nature of knowledge. Even though the 
changes in information technology have made the costs of transferring information inelastic 
with respect to location, the process of transferring tacit knowledge in a form of know – how 
and know – why is always dependent on geographical proximity [34]. 
In general, there are three types of Marshallian externalities (intra–industry economies of 
localization). The first type refers to economies of specialization. A localized industry might 
give rise to many specialized local suppliers of industry specific intermediate inputs and 
services. This will lead to creation of greater variety at lower cost. The second type refers to 
labor market economies. Localized industries attract and retain pools of workers with similar 
skills. This in the long run will have an effect on the employment rate and wages in the 
localized industry. The third type refers to knowledge spillovers. Innovative information flows 
more easily among agents within the same area due to social bonds that foster reciprocal 
trust and frequent face to face contacts. This fosters more innovation opportunities and 
greater innovation diffusion.  
The life cycle of the industrial district consists of several intertwining factors, i.e. (i) 
knowledge as an input that generates Marshallian market factor externalities, (ii) 
technological externalities, and (iii) the causal relationship between the location of the 
industrial district and its historical circumstances. Numerous examples from developed 
countries’ practice confirm the observation that there is a strong correlation between the 
location of high-tech districts and the location of university campuses [34]. However, even 
these empirical observations cannot explain why, for example, Stanford led to the creation of 
Silicon Valley, and why Harvard and MIT have prompted the creation of the Route 128, and 
some other universities have failed to do so. The reasons for this are multi-layered. The 
presence of successful university campus contributes to the creation of high-tech industrial 
districts. However, this does not necessarily suffice. In order to create and sustain a 
successful industrial district, all the stakeholders of the innovation system should form viable 
and sustainable triple helix relationships. This way, the benefits of the innovative activity 
taking place within the industrial district would be able to penetrate the entire local economy. 
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Tacit knowledge transfer is a decisive factor with respect to the success of a technology 
transfer project. Agglomeration economies are considered an important factor in the initial 
stages of the technology development and commercialization. Thus, the geographic 
clustering of high-tech activities in the industrial district occurs within initial stages of the 
technology transfer. On the other hand, tacit knowledge plays a smaller role in the later 
stages of technology development and transfer. When the technology reaches its mature 
phase, most of the technical aspects of production are standardized, and the nature of 
demand is well known. The costs of transmitting information and knowledge in the 
geographical space become trivial. Standardization results in decreased impact of 
agglomeration economies based on knowledge, and acts as a centrifugal force (driven by 
lower costs of land and labor that are available outside the industrial district). This generates 
geographical dispersion of production. A striking example in this regard is the production of 
semiconductors in the Silicon Valley [35]. 
Part of the Silicon Valley's development is due to the specific culture and social structure that 
spur rapid transfer of workers from one organization to another. Workers in Silicon Valley 
firms have entrepreneurial spirit and choose to work in small, highly innovative start-ups, 
rather than in large, robust and inert corporations. On the other hand, the business culture of 
the Route 128 differs significantly from that of the Silicon Valley. This is due to the 
conservative social mores and traditions of New England which influenced the formation of 
the local labor market and the trajectory of the entrepreneurial development. Stability and 
loyalty to an organization are the highest ethical values in the Route 128 [36].  
The biggest part of the intellectual property of a high tech firm has informal character and is 
contained in the human capital of the company. For instance, the technological knowledge 
generated in the Silicon Valley is implicitly and continuously gained through relentless 
networking of entrepreneurs, researchers and manufacturers. This type of knowledge can be 
transmitted easily provided that the recipient and the provider of knowledge are in 
geographical proximity to each other. The easiest way to transfer this type of knowledge is 
through movement of labor within the geographical cluster. Employers are always keen to 
protect their intellectual capital, which mainly consists of trade secrets and tacit knowledge, 
and the most effective tool for this is limiting the transfer of manpower from one firm to 
another. Because of all this, the individual efforts of the employer to protect its intellectual 
property rights are in direct conflict with the collective efforts of a society to generate second-
degree agglomeration economy through knowledge spillovers in the public domain. 
The establishment of an adequate legal infrastructure that will regulate this conflict is one of 
the key factors which determine the high tech cluster success. The legal systems of 
California and Massachusetts do not differ substantially with respect to their trade secret 
laws. In both states, the trade secret law effectively inhibits labor mobility within an industrial 
district. The key difference between the Silicon Valley and the Route 128 lies in the way non-
compete agreements have been treated by the legal system. These contracts, unlike the 
trade secret law, do not prohibit publication and use of technological knowledge, but rather 
block the mechanism for technological knowledge spillovers. These agreements prevent high 
tech firm employees to move easily to another firm, or to establish their own, by bringing in 
the specific technological knowledge gained by working for their previous employer. These 
restrictions last for a limited period of time, usually one to two years, and are territorially 
restricted to a particular jurisdiction (usually the ban applies to work in a specific geographic 
cluster). These contracts are effective because of the nature of the technological knowledge 
created in high – tech industries. This type of knowledge has short lifetime spans due to the 
speed of innovation in high tech industries. Such knowledge loses the competitive edge and 
becomes obsolete in one to two years. This acts as an inhibitor to the employees’ mobility 
within the respective industry. It is precisely the existence of these agreements and their 
(non)enforcement by the judicial system that contributes to the creation, or the absence of 
second degree agglomeration economy [1]. The legal system of Massachusetts recognizes 
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non-compete clauses, unlike the Californian under which these contracts are null and void. 
Gilson argues that it is this difference that enabled the Silicon Valley to develop further and to 
generate a second cycle of technological development. 
It would be interesting to apply the research findings of the Gilson’s study to the analysis of 
the nature of technological industrial development zones in the Republic of Macedonia. 
According to the Law on technological industrial development zones and the Government's 
innovation strategy these zones are envisaged to turn into high-tech industrial districts. This 
article analyzes the non-compete agreements which are regulated by the Macedonian Labor 
Law, and their impact on the formation of high-tech industrial districts, ceteris paribus. The 
Macedonian Labor Law Act [37] sanctions any behavior of the employees which might be 
proven harmful to the employer’s interests. In the course of employment, the employee 
cannot, without prior consent of the employer, engage in same or similar activities to the 
business activities carried out by the employer. Otherwise, this would be considered as anti-
competitive behavior. The employer has the right to claim compensation within three months 
of finding out about the anti-competitive activity or within two years after this activity ended. If 
the employee in the course of the employment acquires technical and business know – how, 
the employer can restrict his mobility by inserting a non-compete clause in the employment 
agreement. This clause will be implemented after termination of the employment, and is valid 
within a period of two years from only in cases where the employment agreement has been 
terminated on the basis of mala fide or fault of the employee. Such provisions of the Labor 
Law are similar to the provisions governing non-compete agreements in Massachusetts. If 
we assume that technological industrial development zones in Macedonia are envisaged as 
hubs that would generate first cycle of agglomeration economy, and thus lead to 
technological development at local level, these provisions of the Labor Law act inhibit the 
possible turn of the industrial district into high tech industrial cluster susceptible of generating 
second cycle of agglomeration economy. This would disincentivize dispersion of the 
generated technological knowledge into the wider context of the national economy. Under 
the current labor law regime even if the technological industrial development zones reach the 
first stage of agglomeration economy, this would only lead towards technological 
discontinuity in the national economy of in the long run. The previous analysis does not take 
into account the rudimentary entrepreneurial and innovative culture in Macedonia, the 
undeveloped system of local networks of suppliers and distributors, as well as the low levels 
of human capital. All of these factors are important for the further absorption and diffusion of 
technologies and innovations arising from technological industrial development zones in the 
country [38]. 

4. Conclusions 

This article addresses questions related to geography of economics and innovativeness of 
high tech districts in SEE countries, with special reference to Macedonia. The article tries to 
build on the theory [1] that legal infrastructure has impact on the formation and maintenance 
of high – tech districts. Public policy makers in collaboration with the academia and the 
private sector should develop long-term innovation strategies that will focus on coherent 
development of capabilities for absorption and diffusion of new technologies among 
innovative agents. The successful implementation of these strategies would generate a spiral 
effect of multiplication of technological benefits to the local economy and creation of 
technological continuity in the local economy (endogenous growth theory [39]). Inevitably, 
these strategies should take into account the scientific theories that deal with the impact of 
geo-space on the success rate of innovative technology transfer. This in turn would lead to a 
possible increase of the competitive technological advantages of the private sector and the 
local economy in general [40]. 
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This paper presents the strategic plan for the Technology Development Centre (TDC) 
established in King Abdulaziz City for Science & Technology in Saudi Arabia. The 
strategic component of this plan identifies the vision and mission for TDC, important 
stakeholder and user needs, and three top priority subprograms to address these 
needs. The paper briefly presents each subprogram and the major achievements 
within each one of them. The paper also envisions the next step after spanning those 
subprograms and what will be the focus in the near future.  

Keywords 
Technology Development, Innovation, commercialization, Intellectual Property, Incubation 

1. Introduction 

The definition of technology development and commercialization includes, or is related to 
human resources, institutional equipment, science and technology knowledge, financial 
provisions, and the outputs of these activities such as patents, scientific publications, applied 
research . Part of this is the processes of identifying potentially commercializable ideas and 
technology in business, not-for-profit, university, or government laboratories, developing 
them to the prototype stage, and moving them into the marketplace for application. 

TDC plans and implements programs intended to support these activities, targeting 
individuals and organizations in both public and private sectors of the economy. The success 
of these programs depends upon the strength of the Kingdom's national innovation system 
[1], and in this sense TDC must, within the constraints of its resources and mission, help 
strengthen the innovation system as a whole if its own, narrower goals are to be achieved.  

Many of these national needs relate directly to technology development and 
commercialization [2], thus it makes sense to use them in framing a future vision for 
technology development and commercialization activities within the KSA.  

1.1 TDC Vision  

To be a significant resource of KACST that supports the development of Saudi Arabia's 
National Innovation Ecosystem and catalyses the Kingdom's transition into a knowledge-
based society.  

In this vision of the future, research-intensive private firms, government research 
laboratories, government ministries, universities, technology parks and incubators, financial 
institutions, inventors, and entrepreneurs will efficiently and effectively identify potentially 
commercializable  ideas and technology; develop them to the prototype stage; and move 
them into the marketplace. 
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1.2 TDC Mission 

Initiating plans and implementing programs that facilitate the development of the KSA 
National Innovation Ecosystem through:  

� Facilitating the acquisition and adaptation and/or improvement of existing 
technologies that show promise of successful commercialization in KSA markets.  

� Encouraging networks among major parties involved with the development of 
technology.  

� Brokering common research projects with beneficiaries.  

� Suggesting research programs to KACST research institutes, according to national 
need.  

� Assisting in the creation and support  of technology parks and incubators.  

� Helping create technology development projects in industry . 

� Supporting technology transfer operations throughout the innovation process, as well 
as developing and spreading technology.  

� Participating in setting standards and specifications and negotiating methods for 
technology transfer. 

1.3 TDC Program Areas  

TDC's charter and preliminary strategic planning activities, especially the vision and mission 
development efforts and stakeholder workshops, point to three priority program areas for 
TDC to focus on, namely, incubation, university-industry collaboration and intellectual 
property management. It is important to note that the primary role for TDC varies across 
these program areas, and will vary over time in each area as well. 

Research, Development, and Commercialization Process 
Idea 

generation/ 
Basic 

research 

Proof of 
concept/ 

prototype 

Product 
develop- 

ment 

Manufac- 
turing 

Market 
introduc- 

tion 

Marketing/ 
Dissemina-

tion 

Concept 
develop- 

ment 

Intellectual Property 
Management System Program 

BADIR - Program for 
Technology Incubators 

Technology Innovation 
Centres Program 

Figure 1 TDC Program Areas in Relation to Stages of the Research, Development, and Commercialization. 
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2. BADIR - Program for Technology Incubators 

The commercialization of technology through business spinoffs and  creation  of technology 
businesses is an effective instrument for economic growth. Technology incubators are key 
elements in the innovation ecosystem of successful technology-based economies and 
therefore KACST created the National Technology Incubator Program (BADIR) initiative [3].  

BADIR Program for Technology Incubators focuses on priority technologies areas, including 
ICT, Biotechnology, Nanotechnology, Advanced Manufacturing and Energy by supporting 
technology innovation, enterprise and entrepreneurship.  

BADIR, funded by KACST, will operate five national technology incubators and a national 
network of affiliate Incubators mostly operating from Universities throughout the Kingdom. 
They operate within the framework of the National Technology Incubation Policy.  

2.1 BADIR Vision & Mission 

BADIR vision is “To encourage, facilitate and support the establishment and development of 
a sustainable technology incubator industry in the Kingdom”. The mission of BADIR is “To 
support organization that assists individual incubators to foster technology entrepreneurship 
and the commercialization of technology business opportunities. Those individual incubators 
will assist entrepreneurs with the transfer of technology created in laboratories and in 
converting market-driven ideas into business opportunities to exploit local and international 
markets”.  

In  order  to  ensure  consistency  across  technology  incubators,  a  national  policy 
framework has been developed. It includes an independent incubator monitoring and 
evaluation process. This will ensure international best practice is maintained in all incubator 
operations. BADIR Program will provide to the Kingdom's technology incubator network, 
support through incubator staff training, marketing, shared management services support 
and incubator establishment and development assistance. 

2.2 BADIR Incubator Facilities & Services 

The BADIR initiative was launched in January 2008 with its first incubator, BADIR-ICT, 
becoming operational in July 2008, followed by BADIR-Biotech and BADIR Advanced 
Manufacturing in 2010. BADIR-Nanotech, BADIR-Energy and various Affiliate University 
incubators are at various stages of development. 

BADIR is governed by a Supervisory Board under the Chair of the KACST Vice President 
(Research Institutes) with representatives from the private sector, technology industries, 
financial institutions and government that are selected based on their expertise and ability to 
support the BADIR program within the kingdom. Their role is to provide strategic direction, 
monitor performance of the program and provide access to networks and expertise.  

BADIR Incubators, whilst operationally autonomous, operate within the BADIR corporate 
structure with industry advisory committees assisting access to specific industry networks 
and support. Local Saudi management teams and staff, supported by international 
consultants provide the day-to-day operational management. The key components of the 
BADIR strategy are focused on best practice incubation, on-going finance and sustainability, 
quality clients and investor relations.  

Each BADIR facility is designed and located to best suit the needs of its stakeholders specific 
to its technology focus. Both men and women will be catered for in the design of the facilities. 
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Women clients are supported by women specialist business development staff. Clients 
operate from BADIR facilities or their own premises.  

2.3 BADIR Incubator Business Development Services  

BADIR incubator services are designed to help potential and existing entrepreneurs 
surmount the challenges they face in the Kingdom in their specific area of technology 
supported by national BADIR programs.  

Entrepreneurship Awareness Program assists the development of ideas, commitment and 
motivation to entrepreneurship. Pre-incubation Program assists people evaluate their ideas 
and conduct initial market research and planning to ensure their idea is a business 
opportunity with commercial prospects. Incubation Program assists clients develop their 
business model, prepare their business plan, commence operation, access sources of 
finance, and grow.  

BADIR has developed a number of strategic relationships with financial and investment 
organizations to assist approved clients access early stage finance. Assistance is also 
offered to approved innovators and inventors to assist the development of prototypes and 
registration of intellectual property.  

Business opportunities are evaluated by each incubator based on international best practices 
in incubation and their impact on the knowledge economy of the Kingdom. The evaluation 
criteria includes: Technology and business model feasibility, Product and service innovation 
uniqueness,  Market  potential, Willingness  to  accept  business  coaching  and  work  with 
BADIR, Business growth and job creation potential. 

3. Technology Innovation Centres Program 

This program aims to establish KACST centres in collaboration with the industrial sector and 
hosted at Saudi Universities. When fully implemented, the Technology Innovation Centres 
(TIC) Program will support ten centres [4].  Individual centre budgets will be supported by SR 
15M annually from KACST, including up to SR 10M in base funding and SR 5M in 1:1 
matching funds. These matching funds are expected to attract an additional SR 5M annually 
from industry, yielding a typical total annual centre budget of SR 20M.  Each centre will be 
supported under a five-year agreement with KACST, and will be eligible to apply for an 
additional five-year award, assuming satisfactory performance.  

TICs will emphasize research that addresses problems identified by industry and worked on 
by teams from a variety of technical fields made up of faculty, students, and in some cases 
engineers and scientists from participating companies. Centres will vary in their technical 
foci, but all centres will emphasize three major goals: education and training, excellence in 
research, and knowledge transfer to industry.  As centres mature, they will be expected to:  

� Demonstrate that teams of university faculty and students can collaborate effectively 
with industry on industry-identified problems.  

� Increase the level of mutual trust and respect between university faculty and industry.  

� Demonstrate actual solutions to selected industry problems.  

� Develop competence in the management of technology, research, and collaborative 
projects among centre faculty, students, and technical staff. 
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Figure 2 TIC program phasing 

3.1 TIC Program Initiation and Phasing  

The TIC Program will be implemented in two phases, a Planning and Development phase 
and a two-part Operational phase.  In the Development phase, which will extend for 12-18 
months beginning in 2009, emphasis will be placed on building a solid foundation upon which 
the operational phase will rest. This period will focus on pre-award planning, information 
gathering, learning, and capacity-building. It will require flexibility and patience among 
stakeholders eager to see results, because the major goals of the program are unlikely to be 
achieved in the absence of careful preparation.  It will also require close collaboration among 
TIC program staff and representatives from industry, universities, professional and technical 
societies, and other stakeholder groups. Following the developmental phase, the operational 
phase will begin with an initial five-year period of TIC awards to proposers who exhibit high 
potential for short-term success. This awards process will be accompanied by a strong 
learning element characterized by seed grants, feasibility studies, and careful monitoring of, 
and guidance to, operating centres. At the end of this initial 5-year operation period, it will be 
essential that a number of milestones be achieved: 

� 3-5 TICs demonstrate success in the achievement of program objectives.  

� TICs demonstrate that teams of university faculty and students can collaborate 
effectively with industry on industry-identified problems.  

� TIC-industry interactions will increase the level of trust and mutual respect between 
university faculty and industry.  

� TICs and the companies they work with can demonstrate promising or actual 
solutions to selected industry problems.  

� Graduates, staff and faculty with TIC experience will be in demand for  their  
competence in the management of technology, research, and collaborative  projects. 

3.2 TIC Program Cost Model  

The program will be launched with awards to three TICs, very carefully chosen to ensure that 
these centres produce clear evidence within a few years of their capacity to engage in 
effective industry-university research collaboration, problem solving, and education and 
training for industry needs.  During the first five years of the Program's operation, additional 
awards will be made to develop and test the feasibility of promising centres and to provide 
seed or development funding for ideas that could lead to solid proposals for TICs.  Also 
during this period, money will be available for planning workshops, stakeholder meetings, 
and industry-university conferences focused on mutual problems.  During the initial five-year 
operational phase, the Program will fund one additional TIC each year for the next four years 
following the initial award of three centres. Each TIC will be funded for a total of five years, 
assuming favourable periodic reviews of performance, and will be eligible to apply for a 
second award. In addition, SR 5M will budgeted annually (after allowing for SR 10M in the 
first year) for program development studies, feasibility studies, and seed grants.  
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In the cautioning operation phase, years 6 and beyond, an additional set of two TICs will be 
funded each year.  In year 6, the initial 3 TICs will be terminated (unless they compete 
successfully for a follow-on award).  In years 7-10, one TIC will be terminated and two 
additional TICs funded annually.  Additional Program funding, approximately 20% of total 
annual base awards, will be budgeted for TIC Program administration, planning, monitoring, 
and evaluation.  

� Seed Funding: The budget allows up to 10M SR for seed funding in the first 
operational year. From Year 2-5 half that amount, 5M SR is reserved for this purpose. 
After Year 5, seed funding will not be provided because sufficient experimentation will 
have been accomplished by then.  

� Phase Down Funding: TICs will be phased out after 5 years of support.  By this 
time, they are expected to be sufficiently successful to attract industrial or other 
funding to continue their core mission objectives.  However, funding will be phased 
down over 2-year window to enable a smooth transition to self-support.  

� Program Management: Approximately 20% of total centre funding will be required 
for administrative and management costs.  

� Industry or other Partner Cost Sharing: KACST will match industry and other 
partner contributions using 1:1 matching up to SR 5M in public support per centre. 

4. Intellectual Property Management System Program 

The Knowledge Economy systematically produces, distributes and applies knowledge across 
all industries to improve employment, competitiveness and performance. Ownership of 
knowledge assets or intellectual property (IP) is the cornerstone of the knowledge economy. 
IP ownership allows quantification of individuals' or  organizations' share  of  benefits  arising  
from  knowledge-based  activities  and consequent economic prosperity. Therefore, IP 
provides the necessary incentives for producers of knowledge to contribute to the economy.  

As an intangible asset that consists of human knowledge and ideas, IP takes the following 
common forms: Patents, Copyrights, Trademarks, Trade secrets, Industrial Design, 
Integrated Circuit, and Plant Variety.  

The intellectual property management (IPM) system typically includes a range of policies, 
processes, infrastructure and actors that collectively turn new knowledge and inventions into 
a piece of (intellectual) property with associated property rights and exploit that property 
commercially to obtain value from the knowledge.  That value may be in the form of financial 
return to the owner of the knowledge or to a licensee, or the value to the ultimate users. IPM 
system typically includes: Inventors and invention disclosures, Documentation/lab notebooks, 
Processors of information, Patent application and filing, Databases and systems to perform 
due diligence on patent applications, Decision makers, IP policies and incentives, Valuation 
of IP and marketing of IP, Licensing and partnering, Enforcement of IP rights and protection. 

The IP Management system is of prime importance for KACST as an institution. It will 
ultimately help KACST to: 

� accomplish its goals for technology transfer and commercialization,  

� foster economic development,  

� increase the value of KACST research, and  

� enhance KACST's scientific reputation around the world. 
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TDC has dual role with regard to establishing and promoting IPM process in the Kingdom. 
First, as the technology commercialization arm of KACST, TDC's primary responsibility is to 
design, implement and manage all aspects of the IPM process for KACST researchers and 
research centres. Second, as a national centre supporting the Kingdom's aspirations to be a 
knowledge-based economy, TDC facilitates training and capacity building activities related to 
IPM for the broader research community in the Kingdom. TDC provides all necessary 
guidance, support, training and funding to KACST researchers interested in generating IP 
assets from their research and in understanding the IPM process. TDC also aspires to be the 
single source within KACST for IP marketing, negotiation and licensing with private sector 
and users of KACST-generated IP.  

 
Figure 3 Suggested process for filing patent application through IPM system program. 

 

With the KACST system serving as a model for IP management at other research centres, 
the program's next goal is to contribute to improving the national system of intellectual 
property rights, and strengthening the relationship between inventors and investors in the 
Kingdom. As part of this effort, TDC supports the development and implementation of 
training programs for researchers and IP managers that will contribute to the supply of 
trained IP managers and technical experts necessary to strengthen the Kingdom's existing 
patent system, including review of applications and enforcement of existing patents. TDC is 
also in the early stages of negotiation with some universities and research institutions to 
provide IPM services to researchers outside KACST through a centralized IPM service 
centre. 

4.1 Program Accomplishments  

Since identifying and committing to IPM as a key program under its strategic plan, TDC has 
completed the following steps for KACST:  

� Established a Patent Advisory Committee (PAC).  

� Articulated a clear process for invention disclosures.  
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� Established appropriate review process and system for patent application.  

� Established training programs for the research community.  

� Initiated preliminary market assessments for KACST technologies. 

KACST Patent Advisory Committee: The Patent Advisory Committee at KACST comprises 
Directors of KACST Research Institutes, TDC, and the Saudi Patent Office. The objectives of 
KACST's PAC are to:  

� Work to increase the number of KACST invention disclosures and patent 
applications.  

� Streamline KACST's invention disclosure and IP review process to facilitate 
appropriate patent filing as well as publication of KACST's scientific discoveries and 
applications. 

� Engage all KACST Research Institute directors in IP management.  

� Help to promote strategic investments in KACST's Research Institutes and facilitate 
business development opportunities for them. 

Invention Disclosures and Patent Application: TDC receives and processes Invention 
Disclosure Forms for potential patents and other forms of KACST intellectual property 
protection in a timely fashion.  TDC also processes domestic and international filing 
decisions through its designated Patent Attorney, with the assistance and approval of the 
relevant Research Institute PAC representative, as required.  

Training Programs for KACST Researchers and the Broader Research Community: TDC 
periodically organizes training sessions offered by internationally recognized experts in IP 
management. Some of these training sessions are targeted towards researchers creating 
inventions and interested in filing patent applications, whereas others are targeted to 
research administrators and decision makers responsible for IP processes, incentives, and 
institutional policies and funding. Training programs are open to the research community 
including universities, research organizations and private sector.  

Preliminary Market Assessment for KACST Technologies: TDC, in collaboration with KACST 
Research Institutes, has initiated preliminary market assessments for a sample set of 
promising technologies. Both product and service innovations are under review. While 
preliminary, these assessments are useful in offering insight into the target technology's 
competition, risks and market potential. 

5. Conclusions 

A National Centre for Technology Development had been established in King Abdulaziz City 
for Science and Technology in Saudi Arabia. The aim of the centre is to foster innovation 
through incubation, university-industry collaboration and intellectual property management. 
The first five years after founding the centre led to establishing, and then spinning off, a 
number of programs including BADIR Program for Technology Incubators, Technology 
Innovation Centres and Intellectual Property Management System. Those programs have 
spawn three national technology incubators in ICT, Bio and Advanced Manufacturing, a 
number of satellite incubators at various universities, three Technology Innovation Centres in 
three leading universities and more than 200 patent applications filed on behalf of KACST 
researchers in different patent offices around the globe. 
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During the next stage, TDC will focus in future on Technology Development Funding that 
involves the planning and support for one or more early-stage capital funding programs 
intended for individual entrepreneurs and small businesses. 

The objective is to support early-stage technology development projects that will promote 
industrial development in the Kingdom. Later, challenge grants or other mechanisms that 
require some form of cost sharing or matching funds by the entrepreneur or small business 
may also be appropriate and effective forms of public subsidy. 
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This paper aims to study the knowledge and technology transfer process between 
Academy and Industry cooperation and its impact on regional competitiveness. It is 
followed the methodology of qualitative research through case study, using interviews 
with institutional actors involved (University, Industry and Political Decision) in 
cooperation. Through a R&D process initiated by an university, it was possible to 
analyze the development of a olive harvesting machine in continuous, starting from 
the effective transfer of knowledge to industry, which performed and jointly tested the 
prototype in the context of open innovation on the needs of a region, producing the 
final version of the machine for marketing after completion of the respective patent 
application process. The study is limited to a case study, requiring careful respective 
on data extrapolation and results. Stimulate academic R&D and technology transfer to 
the industry, in order to satisfy market needs, highlighting the role of government in 
the process of funding open innovative initiatives. Through a practical perspective of 
a successful case of Academia-Industry cooperation, based on open innovation to 
satisfy a need for effective market is demonstrated the importance of exploitation and 
dissemination of this type of relationship, with benefit to the competitiveness of 
regions. 

Keywords 
Academia-Industry Cooperation, Innovation, Entrepreneurship, Regional Competitiveness, 
Portugal 

1. Introduction 

One of the biggest challenges of European economies resides in the comparatively limited 
capacity to convert scientific and technological advances into industrial and commercial 
achievements [1]. As a result, it has been proving to be an increasingly proactive approach 
undertaken by academic institutions, translated into entrepreneurial role in direct 
collaboration with Industry [2]; [3]. It also reinforced the entrepreneurial university has the 
ability to transfer the knowledge produced, enabling the economic and social utility, thus 
contributing to the development of new products and the improvement of the competitiveness 
of organizations and countries [4]; [5]; [6]. 

The growing importance of knowledge and innovation for economic growth and technological 
competitiveness, as a key competence in all fields, currently assume a strong concern for 
policy makers, scientists and managers [7].  
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The interactions Academia - Industry (A-I) became more formal, frequent and planned from 
the 1970s. It is highlighted in this context, the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT), 
which potentiate the emergence of new companies from the connection with the University, 
metamorphosing later the concept of science park established at Stanford University, leaving 
yet strengthened the bridge between science (universities, public research laboratories, or 
other scientific institutions financed) and industry (industrial and service), bringing the paths 
to the much needed competitiveness [8]; [7]. Building new alliances between A-I has become 
the cornerstone of research policy and innovation, especially in this context collaborative 
research, contract research, consulting and informal relationships A-I [9]; [10]. However, the 
literature review has been advocating that different institutional perspectives on the R&D can 
affect the relations and cooperation processes between public universities and SMEs, given 
the existence of differences in goals, interests and time horizons. Still, some studies 
contradict this current, observing a facilitated knowledge transfer between A-I [9]. SMEs are 
more effective in the use of different practices of open innovation, especially when it comes 
to introducing new products, achieving higher returns driven by mechanisms of intellectual 
property protection, compared to large companies benefiting more from their own strategies 
research [11]. 

The main objective of this paper is to explore, through a case study, the collaborative 
interaction between A-I in Portugal, slightly focused in the literature in this perspective, 
regarding the transfer of knowledge and technology, based on the concepts of open 
innovation [12], and innovative entrepreneurship, initially advocated by Schumpeter in 1911, 
today globally disseminated [13], thus contributing to the enrichment of the theoretical 
framework in this area. We also intent to reflect the possibilities and limits of managing 
collaborative projects A-I, highlighting, through the analysis of a case study, the main 
limitations encountered during the execution of the project, from the perspective of each of 
the institutions involved spheres (Academia – Industry - Political Decision) and thus provide 
clues and opportunities for improvement in the future. 

The paper is structured as following: in the second section is defined the theoretical 
framework, followed by section 3, with the methodology, the section 4 case study analysis, 
and in section 5 the conclusions of the study are presented. 

2. Theoretical Framework 

Noting the slow growth in European economies should support the view that 
entrepreneurship and innovative SMEs can play an important role in promoting economic 
growth, reserving the Academia a strong potential impact on knowledge dissemination, 
choosing the location of new entrepreneurial ventures and the consequent transfer of 
technology and knowledge [14]. The intensity and quality of science-industry interactions 
determine effective returns on investment in research, technology commercialization, 
creating jobs and improving the quality of life, helping to attract and retain skilled labour and 
talents, thus instilling strengthening the entrepreneurial spirit [7]; [15]. Following this, the less 
competitive regions will claim to enhance its knowledge infrastructure, trying to attract 
medium-tech manufacturing and high-tech services [16].  

The Academia uses the knowledge to promote regional development of new resources, 
assuming the role of important cultural and social institution in any country, having been 
revealed as key player in economic development, in addition to their traditional functions of 
teaching and research [17]. The Academy has expanded their roles in the innovation 
process, outlined in the dynamics of the triple helix model [18], where the alliances between 
Academia, Industry and Political Decision/Government (A-I-G) reached a new prominence 
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[17]. Knowledge management is a critical factor that influences global competitiveness, 
despite that it was the creation, acquisition, interpretation, retention and transfer of 
knowledge to improve performance, aiming to change the intended behaviour based on new 
knowledge [5]. Taking as the basis the incorporation of knowledge already acquired, 
disseminated by the Academy, a growing body of research has been considering the 
dynamics of innovation and entrepreneurship as organizational processes vital to the survival 
of businesses and their better performance, especially within an environment increasing 
intensification of global competition [19]; [20]; [21]. On the opposite of closed innovation, 
where a company creates, develops and markets its own ideas, a philosophy that prevailed 
during much of the twentieth century, the new open innovation model, the ideas themselves 
are marketed, as well as innovations from other companies, i.e., inputs are purchased 
outside the boundaries of the organization, to incorporate the business strategy, exploiting 
the knowledge and experience of human capital extrinsic to the organization in order to meet 
effectively the needs of the market [22]; [23]. 

The business activities are to become increasingly globalized, registering a higher growth of 
exports in industrialized countries, compared with production and foreign direct investment 
(FDI) also growing faster than exports over the decades  [24].  

The collaborative networks contribute actively to increase the competitiveness of regions, 
both in terms of networks for the development of new technology projects, or to allow access 
to new resources, skills or cost synergies [25]; [26]; [27]. 

3. Methodology 

3.1. Research position 

Checking up a gap in the literature in terms of direct approach to collaborative projects A-I in 
Portugal, is followed an interpretative approach, through the case study. The use of 
quantitative methods by themselves cannot capture the essence of the phenomenon in 
certain areas of greater complexity [28]. The role of the case study, to enter into reality, it can 
contributes to a better understanding of the facts, through further investigation of the 
operations, thus registering an increasing trend towards the use of qualitative studies, in the 
context of alternative methodologies research, interpretative theory-based [29]; [30]; [31]. 
Through the case study, this research intends to show how the interaction A-I can be 
exploited and disseminated in order to develop and commercialize new products, from an 
effective response to market needs, thus contributing to the creation of wealth and 
employment, and as a result the competitiveness of regions [32].  

Were held on November 15th 2012, two in-depth face-to-face interviews during the test 
machine on the ground, with the Project Coordinator at the University of Évora, Professor 
António Dias, and the entrepreneur and owner of the farm Torre das Figueiras in Monforte, 
region of Alentejo, Portugal, Sir. Eng Falcão. It was done yet another in-depth face-to-face 
interview with the CEO of VICORT, Dr. Miguel Ferreira, on company premises, on December 
19th 2012, having been collected supporting documentation. Finally, on depiction of the 
political decision, an interview was conducted on February 15th 2013, to Professor Carlos 
Zorrinho, Professor at the University of Évora, Deputy of Portuguese Parliament, ex- 
Secretary of State Assistant to the Minister of the Interior, ex- Secretary of State of Energy 
and Innovation (Secretary of State with responsibility for supervising Adi – Agency of 
Innovation), ex- Head of Mission of PROALENTEJO and ex- National Coordinator of the 
Lisbon Strategy and the Technological Plan 2005-2009. 
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3.2. Unit of analysis 

The MCCA projetct – Machine for Continuous Olive Harvesting, integrates the list of 
collaborative projects A-I, in the typology of projects in co-promotion, officially published by 
the Portuguese Agency of Innovation (Adi) at http://projectos.adi.pt/, developed between 
2009 and 2012. This is a typology of R&D projects, conducted in partnership between firms 
or between them and entities of the National Scientific and Technological System 
(universities, R&D centres, etc.), lead by firms, including research activities and intellectual, 
industrial and / or experimental development, leading to the creation of new products, 
processes or systems or the introduction of significant improvements in products, processes 
or systems.  

The MCCA Project, identified by the code "ADI / QREN No. 5436 (2009/2012)", results of a 
strategic partnership between the University of Évora (located in the Alentejo region), and the 
industrial SME VICORT - Vitor Cardoso, Ltd. (located in the Centro region) in Portugal 
(Figure 1). 

 

Figure 1 The MCCA Project 

The objectives of the collaborative project are: design, build, evaluate, and develop a 
prototype for the MCCA. The MCCA comprises two identical working units symmetrically left 
and right of a row of trees. Each unit of the MCCA is semi - towed by a farm tractor which 
receives power. The MCCA offers the following innovative aspects: used as a source of 
power the agricultural tractor existing in farms; gather the olive trees approaching laterally, 
not imposing therefore restricted its development (that is not propelled harvesting machines 
continuously on the market, which involves completely tree, whereby the size of the tree 
must be limited to the internal dimensions of the machine); smaller size compared to existing 
machines on the market, which gives it greater versatility and adaptability to existing 
constraints on farms in terms of size and topography, as well as meet the charges for road 
transport; less weight which increases the transit ability on agricultural land often found less 
firm at harvest time. 

The general data of the project, including the amount of investment, incentive and total 
maximum rate of support are defined in Table 1. 
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Table 1 General framework of the project. 
Currency: Euro 

Co-promoters Investment Total 
eligible 

Total 
incentive 

Incentive non-
refundable 

Incentive 
refundable 

Maximum 
rate support 
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As can be seen in Table 1, the total investment is 395.030 Euro, and the maximum rate of 
support for the project, amounts to about 65% of the total of the project investment. 

4. Case study 

Case study is structured to reflect the objectives of the research: understand the impact of 
innovation and entrepreneurship initiatives within the competitive dynamics, understanding 
the importance of open innovation in the project under study, identify the difficulties and 
limitations encountered during the execution of the project, and explore improvement and 
funding opportunities for the future in the field of A-I collaborative interactions. 

4.1. Entrepreneurial and collaborative networks perspectives 

According to the literature review, it must be borne in mind different perspectives in the field 
of entrepreneurial activity. The first one is the direct entrepreneur role in collaboration A-I, 
strengthened by the transfer of knowledge production [2]; [3], contributing to the development 
of new products, wealth creation and employability, and thereby to increase the 
competitiveness of regions [4]; [5]; [6]. In this regard, Professor António Dias (AD) adds: 

“If we return to the political paradigm we have to produce tradable goods, this is an example 
of a tradable good, which was obtained thanks to the work of research and experimental 
development, between a company and a university, and still an agricultural firm. These 
synergies of collaboration have created a tradable good that can export. Just think that 
neighbouring Spain has a global colossus in terms of olive, with thousands of hectares of 
olive groves”. 

Another theory is that innovative SMEs with entrepreneurial initiatives can play an important 
role in promoting economic growth [11]. For this type of A-I projects, Professor Carlos 
Zorrinho (CZ) says: 

“(...) often these projects have evolved glued to large companies that funds absorbed. But 
the truth is that these big companies to absorb the projects, they also kill a part of innovation. 
It was due primarily invest in good companies already, and capitalize on these companies. 
We have no shortage of business initiatives; we have a lack of size of business initiatives. 
This should be a great line, the line to give muscle to companies that are already in 
international markets, and that substitute imports”. 
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About the perspective of exporting project, Dr. Miguel Ferreira, CEO of VICORT (MF) adds: 

“It is our goal to promote the product at the fair, where possible, we will try to do it in a 
dynamic demonstration of the product, because, recognizing that the domestic market has 
the capacity and need for this product, it is true that the Spanish market is much bigger than 
ours, and therefore we want to strengthen it from the point of view of export”. 

In brief, the networks of cooperation A-I have been to become a cornerstone of research and 
innovation policies [9]; [10]. However, CZ as well advances the need for greater involvement 
between the parties:  

“(...) at Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT), assume that the teacher gives at least 
three months of collaborative enterprises. So the MIT pays him only nine months. The other 
three months, they have to find the companies. I found this by Portugal, many cases of highly 
successful professors, who at one point had to leave the University because his peers did 
not understand that they could earn more. And the same thing, there is the inability to realize 
that even a great entrepreneur, if the University will work, should be paid for the value it 
creates to the University, because that is what creates the robust systems and strong 
partnerships. That's what makes the success of partnerships in countries that have these 
strong partnerships”. 

4.2. Innovation and open innovation 

The MCCA is an innovative project, including an open innovation component, receptive to 
new ideas and critical participation of olive producers, in order to meeting their specific 
needs. Referring to the entrepreneur, olive producer and leader associative, Engineer Falcão 
(EF), Professor António Dias (AD) describes this project as being: 

“(...) a potential interested as a farmer, and also as leader associative (President of 
Production Farmer region of Elvas in Alentejo region), and even is also linked to CAP - 
Confederation of Farmers of Portugal, going with some frequency to Brussels meetings, and 
therefore has contacts with a lot of realities, speaks to a lot of people (...) actively 
collaborates in the development of the project, because clearly saw and feel that this may be 
the solution to his problems and from other farmers”. 

In strengthening, the CEO of VICORT (MF) in relation to open innovation component, and 
effectiveness of the project, referring to EF, adds: 

“(...) experiencing, seeing, complaining, suggesting, imposing, and it was also important 
because it brought innovation. In the end, only companies producing equipment for the 
market and the market have to accept this product. If the product is not capable, the market 
will not buy. This environment was critical to the farmer who immediately had feedback from 
the market, for what was the degree of acceptance of the quality of the equipment itself (...). 
He brought a very important advantage in terms of contribution to the increased level of 
reliability and performance of the equipment itself. Anyway, this is what also is allowing us 
now move to the next steps. (...) in this type of projects, beyond what the industrial capacity, 
the ability of R&D that exists between A-I, it is vital that then act another element which is the 
acceptance of the product by the end customer, the potential end user”. 

However, we are convinced that open innovation bringing together a joint perspective of the 
needs of potential consumers, giving rise to new ideas and solutions to the market. 
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4.3. Difficulties and limitations of the Project 

The literature emphasizes that different institutional perspectives as a result of the difference 
in goals and interests can lead to the emergence of obstacles to collaborative relationships, 
especially between public universities and SMEs [9]. Looking on the ground feel these or 
other potential difficulties, we obtained the following description of AD:  

“At the University, I think things have not worked badly. I think the level of interconnection 
between the company and the lender (Adi), in order to streamline processes, help more 
companies, sometimes not so familiar with a whole set of this kind of bureaucracy that 
causes or projects that need. On the other hand, funders also are not very familiar with the 
reality of companies. These situations might be worth improving”.  

Looking better understand the difficulties, this time we put the question to the company, that 
we answered (MF): 

“I will not say there is much to iron out. In business, as in academia, the responsible persons 
involved in the project, have a set of tasks beyond the project itself, are not 100% allocated 
to the project. This led to some delays, delays by the company's inability, until the University 
for what the project represented, became involved in the project enough. 

Asked about the involvement of political decision MF answers: 

“At the level of political decision (Adi), there is very little involvement. The political decision is 
a bureaucratic decision, a purely administrative decision. (...)What is needed is for this type 
of projects, when an entity involving industry, there is a possibility the company uses its 
internal resources to affect the project and the costs that have to be duly recognized. 
Otherwise, having internal capacity, the company has to outsource to an external entity, with 
the consequent burdening of the project, because the cost of domestic production is much 
lower than if the company has to subcontract a third party to produce components (...).The 
rules of the project itself are extremely rigid, imposed by the European community, are rules 
that are pre-determined and that in our understanding intended me many times to R&D 
enterprise start-ups that have no industrial capacity, and is not our case. Our company is a 
structured enterprise, is easily visible through the ERP system, the recognition of costs, 
determine which are the production costs of parts and as a result, affect them to the project. 
The important thing is that Adi, in fact, to recognize them”. 

Exposing the fact the respondent's representative political decision, CZ advances: 

“I myself had the supervision of the Agency for some time. My idea then was to create a 
Business Institute that would comprise a multitude of institutes that exist in the country, 
Institute for Quality, Institute for the promotion of SMEs, Institute for Export, Institute for 
Innovation, creating a single entity as there are in many countries, a Business Institute,  with 
many more features, with many more ways, and I could do this kind of direct monitoring. The 
Adi I found, on the one hand, with few people with few resources, and too dependent, 
because it is a publicly owned company, owned by IAPMEI (Institute of Support to SMEs and 
innovation) and the Foundation for Science and Technology, with a great need to raise funds 
for her own work, and therefore a little a provider of services in design verification, standing 
in the middle of the process and not at the beginning of the process. Again I think we need a 
revolution, we must make choices, we cannot spread the funds in Portugal, the resources 
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and the means by dozens of structures, for dozens of projects for dozens of industries, and 
we have to make choices”. 

According to the observed, there were no major obstacles to interaction A-I, and has 
however highlighted some limitations in terms of interaction with the political decision, either 
by the inelastic UE rules in terms of recognition of internal costs of companies, either by lack 
of capacity to monitor projects in the field. 

4.4. Funding opportunities 

After the project phase, with the definition of a prototype of a machine (pre-series version), it 
must realize what mechanisms can be used to enhance product placement in the 
international market. AD adds: “We had contact with someone from the venture capital, and 
we see how far we can take this forward”. About clues and opportunities to the future of this 
kind of projects, CZ adds: 
“There is a phase in which mainly the support that should be given is support certification for 
the company to collect capital. Today more and more, is to develop a concept of Cloud 
Funding, which I think will have a great future. We just make a proposal for the creation of an 
independent certifying innovative products that can certify the product without promotion, i.e., 
without taking away the ability of innovation, but that it can be assigned a rating faithful, so 
that then you can say for example the Internet, we have a product exception in area X, with 
the level of risk Y, certificate, and there may be people coming with fifty euro, with other 
hundred or a hundred and fifty, and making a global funding. These models are new and 
innovative”. 

According to respondents, the financing opportunities of this type of projects may be at the 
level of venture capital, business angels or through innovative systems of financing funds. 

5. Conclusions 

The research and innovation policies have tended to focus on collaborative context A-I [9]; 
[10]. In entrepreneurship and innovative diagram, SMEs with Academia can plays a central 
role in promoting economic growth [14]. The networks A-I potentiate a strong contribution to 
improving regional competitiveness through the development of new projects and new 
technologies to the market [25]. 

Through a case study, it became possible to explore the interaction A-I in Portugal, from a 
project surrounded in a spirit of open innovation, financed with public funds. 

As main difficulties and limitations encountered throughout the project, highlights the 
legislative rigidity of EU regulations applied by Adi, not allowing the recognition of internal 
costs on component development, related raw materials in stock and has not been acquired 
specifically for the project, and corresponding attribution of man/hours and machine/hours, 
so there is need to resort to subcontracting in some of these cases, with direct losses in 
terms of time consumed and increase of production costs. As noted opportunities for 
improvement, the respondent's representative political decision, mentioned the importance of 
creating a recognized certification such innovation initiatives, with the assignment of a rating 
faithful. Through this certification, promoters could more easily obtain financing from venture 
capital and / or with an innovative “cloud fund” model. 
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The limitations of the study, we acknowledge that this research was confined to just one case 
study, may differ from the totality of reality felt in projects co-promotion in Portugal. As a 
suggestion for future lines of research, we propose the development of a quantitative study, 
extensive to the population of this type of projects (431 from 2008 to 2012), thus seeking to 
obtain answers to these questions in analysis. 
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Knowledge creation and innovation are the cornerstones of today's knowledge-based 
economy. The number of intellectual properties and patents are in a turbulent 
augmentation. The intellectual property market is dealing with the same challenge as 
marketing had in the second half of the last century when the main task was no longer 
the manufacturing but the selling of products. This situation is particularly challenging 
for basic research stakeholders - especially universities. In our paper we shed light on 
the above situation as we analyze the opportunities and challenges universities face 
during their attempt to commercialize their intellectual property. As a theoretical 
framework for our investigation we have chosen the science-to-business (S2B) 
marketing. Our research focuses on the characteristics of S2B marketing with regard 
to product portfolio management, pricing and difficulties in the use of communication 
devices. Specific techniques and practices are presented and examined in the paper. 
We set together best practices from North America, Far East and Eastern Europe in 
order to deepen our understanding about the applicability of S2B marketing in local 
circumstances.    

Keywords 
Innovation management, Science-to-business marketing, Technology transfer, 

1. Introduction 

Continuous knowledge creation and innovation are the cornerstones of today’s knowledge-
based economy, which encompasses a very broad spectrum from units specialized in 
applied research in multinational companies to academic institutions performing basic 
research. Due to technological development, the processes taking place in the area of 
intellectual properties are similar to those occurring in western market economies in the 
second part of the last century, when the main challenge of marketing was no longer product 
manufacturing but selling the manufactured product. Knowledge creation and the number of 
innovations are dynamically growing; however, the commercialization and utilization of 
produced intellectual properties are taking place in increasingly saturated and refined 
markets. This situation is particularly challenging for basic research and early stage 
development stakeholders, such as universities. 
In the light of the above situation, in our paper we analyze the opportunities and challenges 
associated with the commercialization of intellectual property created in universities. As a 
theoretical framework for our investigation, we have chosen an approach yet less 
widespread in our country – but already applied abroad – the science-to-business (S2B) 
marketing. According to the basic idea of this new S2B marketing trend – emerging besides 
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the already known B2C and B2B – the commercialization of scientific innovations and 
intellectual properties requires a specific marketing approach.   
These specificities originate from the product development based on technological push 
characterizing basic research, which, in contrast to demand pull, is not built on market-
demand-based product development, but searches market demands for emerging scientific 
results. Although with changes in university-industry relations [1] and the transformation of 
research financing, university research projects also frequently show the effects of demand 
pull, universities aim to act as a classic knowledge creator in many cases, therefore they 
seek the utilizability of the results generated based on their own knowledge base even if 
there is no market demand for them at first sight. 
Our study focuses on describing the specificities of S2B marketing, with special regard to 
product portfolio management, difficulties in pricing and applicable communication devices. 
Our aim is to set up a theoretical framework which generates a 6P marketing mix matching 
the characteristics of S2B marketing by completing McCarthy’s traditional 4P toolbox [2] with 
two additional tools, the partnership- and potential-based approaches.  

2. The role of entrepreneurial universities in knowledge creation 

Higher education is experiencing serious changes both nationally and internationally. A 
common feature of the changes is that the state attempts to reduce the finance of higher 
education, thereby setting the task of increasing own income creation as an actual and short-
term objective for universities. Instead of the traditional system of knowledge creating 
universities, this transformation brings the system of entrepreneurial universities into life [3]. 
In this system, the university has no longer merely educational and research tasks, but it also 
needs to carry out their commercialization, i.e. it has to create income from these two 
activities [4]. These new activities of universities, which go beyond traditional academic tasks 
(education, research) and are typically connected to market, are in general called the third 
mission of university.  
It is important to emphasize that these changes transform the nature of higher education not 
only on national but on international level as well; the increase in the significance of the third 
mission can be counted among the tendencies of global economy [4]. The OECD [5] 
provides concrete guideline regarding this transformation, which focuses on universities 
becoming entrepreneurial universities. It defines the activities to be performed in the domain 
of the third mission for universities, which includes the following: 
¸
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Becoming an entrepreneurial-university is of course impossible without proper business 
relations, thus without a proper enterprise sphere [4]. In East Central Europe, this macro-
environmental factor is not too favourable for higher education institutions, the reason of 
which is the underdevelopment of business research-development and innovation 
infrastructure characterizing the region. Apart from some multinational companies performing 
considerable R&D&I activities, the companies of the region (whether multi, whether SME) 
can become involved to a very limited extent in advancing experimental developments and 
scale up, which typically take place outside the walls of universities on international level as 
well [6][7].   
In addition to the drawbacks of regional conditions, it is important to mention the positive 
R&D&I changes experienced in the economic environment, from which the emerge of SMEs 
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as the partners of university innovation activities is outstanding. The increase in the 
innovation potential of small and medium enterprises is underpinned partly by targeted 
tender supports [8], partly by the development as suppliers of multinational companies. 
Although this process is not yet in an advanced state, it is important to realize that for 
entrepreneurial universities a new type of partnership can be created with local small and 
medium enterprises. 

3. Science to Business (S2B) marketing 

S2B (Science to Business) marketing is related to innovation marketing, but it interprets its 
content specifically in relation to higher education institutions (primarily research 
universities). Thus according to our understanding, S2B marketing is the entirety of 
marketing devices related to knowledge creation and innovation activity taking place in 
research institutions, especially universities, whose aim is to facilitate the market utilization of 
emerging intellectual properties and innovations.  
The Fachhochschule Münster University of Applied Sciences has taken a pioneering role in 
defining the area of S2B marketing and elaborating this discipline, where they have been 
dealing with S2B marketing research since 2002 and uniquely an independent research 
centre (Science-to-Business Research Centre) functions in this area.   
S2B marketing is a specific marketing area, which is positioned on the border of three 
already specific marketing areas. In what follows, we present which marketing areas are 
related to S2B marketing, but at the same time we refer to the main separating points, which 
justify the separated analysis of this area: 
� Innovation marketing: Innovation marketing can be regarded as a form of marketing 

system which offers a market-oriented and complex approach of the innovation process 
[9]. Nevertheless, it is important to emphasize that this complex approach of innovation 
marketing covers mostly the entire innovation process, and assumes that innovation 
takes place in the studied organization from the emergence of idea to the birth of the 
prototype. In the case of universities, however, the situation is different, since mainly an 
early stage (basic) research result is commercialized, which differs from appearing with 
a prototype in the market in many respects [10][11], primarily in the related risk [12]. 
Consequently, the domain of innovation marketing only partly provides a proper basis for 
analyzing the commercialization of innovation activities of universities; it is justified to 
introduce a marketing area focusing on this issue in particular, the category of Science 
to Business (S2B) marketing. 

� B2B marketing: The customers of academic knowledge creation are mainly 
organizational actors (companies, research institutions, the state itself in given cases). 
The university, however, functions differently from an enterprise in many respects, thus it 
can also develop partner relations with other enterprises in a very particular way. 

� Non-business marketing: In several countries of the world, universities are mainly related 
to the non-business sphere, thus the specificities of non-business marketing can be 
applied regarding the marketing activities they perform [13]. Nevertheless, on the one 
hand, the concept of entrepreneurial university, and on the other hand, the 
characteristics of technology transfer require activities which go beyond the framework 
of non-business marketing in the commercialization of innovation results of universities.  

The question arises whether S2B marketing requires a separate marketing approach. In our 
opinion it does because although it is related to the above mentioned three areas, due to 
exactly its diversity, it cannot be identified with none of the areas respectively. Furthermore, 
we consider the separated approach justified because this area analyzes the focus of 
scientific activity, the knowledge creation of the university itself, thus it may expect the 
interest of a significant part of scientific opinion owing to the personal involvement of actors.   
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The characteristics of S2B marketing can be summarized by the following: 
� It is related to regional image: The effect of the country of origin is also known in the 

case of products [14] [15], but in the case of S2B marketing it emerges specifically. The 
enterprise attitude related to a university innovation considerably depends on which 
university the given innovation was created in. Renowned universities and knowledge 
regions (Silicon Valley, Harvard, Leuven) have significant competitive advantage in 
contrast to, for example, Eastern and Central European institutions. 

� “Hit or miss” character: The innovation results often require considerable investments 
and their return is uncertain. It is especially true for the results of basic researches and 
early developments in the focus of S2B marketing. The significant part of them entails 
almost no measurable market potential, however, the results which bring market 
success later on are typically so resounding that they may produce significantly greater 
income compared to the result achieved by an applied research or development. This 
character originates from the fact that basic research results generally differ from all 
already existing solutions – contrary to a development which carries on existing results – 
thus they can represent a quality leap [16]. 

� Double risk: According to what has already been mentioned, the market success of 
basic research results is very difficult to estimate. This represents a risk for the customer 
of the intellectual property, but at the same time it means a risk for the seller as well, 
because it can easily occur that they sell the intellectual property for a fraction of the real 
(later realized) value [12]. 

� Researcher vs. marketing: the research results considered as the subject of S2B 
marketing are produced by basic researchers, for whom scientific aspects and objectives 
are often more relevant that marketing aspects. As a result, S2B marketing has to cope 
with a specific problem: the producers of its products are not inevitably interested in 
marketization (or not only and not primarily interested), thus they may disregard market 
aspects concerning the direction of product development and the related confidentiality.  

Based on this we can generally establish that the success of S2B marketing depends on the 
collective of three factors, namely the potential in technology, the specificities of the targeted 
market and the characteristics of the involved persons. By involved persons we mean firstly 
the potential customers, secondly the researchers and thirdly the managers performing S2B 
marketing. The potential customers are mostly similar to the customers of B2B marketing, 
mainly institutions dealing with applied research, industrial companies, investors and only 
rarely consumers. The S2B marketing managers generally work in the technology transfer 
office of the university. In the followings, we analyze the specificities of S2B marketing within 
the framework of a model we have set up, through which we intend to create a theoretical 
basis for S2B marketing stakeholders, primarily for the marketing managers working in this 
area. 

4. The marketing mix model of S2B 

In the foregoing, we have described the concept and general approach of S2B marketing. In 
what follows, we summarize the S2B marketing devices and the specificities of the related 
marketing activities in a model we have developed. 
We have used McCarthy’s [2] widely known [17][18] marketing mix model as a basis, which 
concentrates the marketing toolbox into four factors. We have applied these four factors to 
S2B marketing on the one hand, and extended it with two additional factors on the other, 
thus we have developed a 6P marketing mix model based on McCarthy’s 4P model. We 
have summarized each component in Figure 2. 
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Figure 1: Marketing mix 6P model of S2B 

In the followings, we provide a detailed description of each marketing mix component, 
focusing on the S2B marketing characteristics a certain component has in every case. It 
means that we do intend to overwrite the literature views concerning the four factors of the 
general marketing mix but to complete them in our model. 

4.1. Product  

In the course of developing product policy, marketing experts carry out the elaboration of the 
specificities and characteristics of the product and the management of the product mix, also 
known as product portfolio [18]. Product policy and innovation are traditionally linked within 
the category of new product development, as the creation of a new product is normally 
connected to a kind of research-development or innovation activity. New products may 
originate basically from two sources: from an innovation developed to satisfy a so far 
unsatisfied demand (it is called innovation of demand pull type) or from a technological 
solution which could not be produced on the earlier technological level and there was no 
demand for it (innovation of technological push type). In the former case technological 
implementation, in the latter arousing demand is the most important marketing task [19]. 
In S2B marketing, the results of innovation processes, i.e. the produced intellectual 
properties are considered as a product. Portfolio management is the central component of 
S2B product policy. A particular problem of marketing related to university research-
development is that (marketing) decision-makers themselves are not aware of their own 
product range. In a university, several research workshops, departments and laboratories 
performing continuous research-development activity operate, but only a very limited number 
of emergent innovations are reported by the researchers to the technology transfer office of 
the university.    
In the area of S2B marketing, the focus of product policy may vary based on the type of the 
research-development activity. In the followings, we provide details about the main marketing 
activities related to product policy according to research-development activity: 
� In the case of basic research: The main marketing task is the up-to-date management of 

the product portfolio, which involves portfoling and up-to-date registering the emergent – 
moreover, the earlier emerged – innovation results, and evaluating the processes. 

� In the case of applied research: The parameters of the product are often defined by the 
business partners. In this case, S2B marketing managers’ first task is keeping contact 
with partners, ensuring proper information flow and ensuring the proper specification of 
products. 

� Experimental development: In this field, the marketing latitude of East Central European 
universities is rather narrow. Partner relationship development, closer cooperation with 
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partners and attracting investors can basically found experimental developments [20]. In 
practice, however, experimental development rarely occurs under university 
management due to the lack of funds in the university, thus experimental developments 
are preceded by the commercialization of the intellectual property by the university or its 
exportation to a spin-off company. 

� Service – One of the central components of the OECD [5] proposals is the 
commercialization of university capacities and the offer of university services on market 
basis. Assessing the capacities and marketizing them in a proper form (service package) 
are related marketing tasks. 

As a conclusion, we can establish that the conscious and continuous portfolio management 
stands in the focus of the product policy activity of S2B marketing. In this activity, on the one 
hand, registering the existing intellectual properties represents a challenge, and on the other 
hand, portfolio cleaning is difficult because although keeping intellectual properties in a 
portfolio is quite expensive (due to patent maintenance costs), parting with certain innovation 
results may raise business and personal concerns. 

4.2. Price  

The price formation of S2B marketing is generally done with individual pricing, since 
individuality is an inherent characteristic of innovations. This represents an opportunity in 
terms of higher pricing due to individuality on the one hand, but it also means a barrier on the 
other because it is difficult to find a starting point to define the price [21].  
The traditionally most simple cost-push pricing [18] cannot normally be applied in S2B 
marketing, since the costs are so high that the price matched to them generally exceeds the 
customers’ reservation price. Nevertheless, it has to be noted that these costs do not 
normally arise directly due to the production of the given intellectual property, but they are 
the fixed costs of regular research work, thus their return is not a primary concern.  
As a consequence of the above, the counter value of intellectual properties can generally be 
defined with market-based pricing. It renders it more difficult that due to its individuality and 
novelty, the future profitability of an innovation is very hard to define. 
As a result of the above issues, uncertainty is mitigated by that, in contrast to general 
marketing, not only a complete divestiture may occur but its partial forms as well: licensing, 
leasing and cost share.   
Therefore, the most important considerations in terms of the price policy of S2B marketing 
are the utilization of pricing opportunities deriving from individuality on the one hand, and the 
flexible choice of commercialization and pricing methods on the other. 

4.3. Place 

The commercialization of intellectual properties is similar to the commercialization policy of 
B2B marketing in terms of requiring considerable personal negotiation. Commercialization 
normally happens through a short channel and the product itself is very complex, its overall 
understanding necessitates profound scientific knowledge. Nevertheless, it characterizes 
commercialization policy that frequently neither commercialization, nor purchase is carried 
out by skilled researchers but by economic experts and managers, thus, in a unique way, 
they only partially know the given product. From the aspect of the seller, it means that 
marketing managers need to have well-developed information channels towards 
researchers. From the aspect of the customer, it considerably increases the risk of purchase 
[12], thus even in the case of experienced investors – moreover, often particularly in their 
case – besides measurable data, intuition has a significant role in making the buying 
decision. 
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One of the main challenges of S2B commercialization policy is finding customers. The 
standard devices of locating potentially interested people are structured databases, as well 
as business conferences and partner meetings. The latters are crucial, since they represent 
not merely opportunities to sell, but platforms to collect important industrial feedbacks. In a 
partner meeting, innovation marketing managers can evaluate the extent of potential and 
occasional deficiencies the industry finds in their product based on the experience of 
personal discussions. Since the negotiating partners are expert businessmen, we may get 
new information about earlier undiscovered competitors and competitive technological 
solutions in such meetings. 
Based on this, the significance of S2B commercialization policy lies in intensive presence 
and developing relationships [22], whose devices range from online databases to partner 
meetings resulting in personal contacts. 

4.4. Promotion 

The narrowly defined objective of S2B marketing communication is familiarizing the 
intellectual property and arousing the interest of potential customers; its broadly defined 
objective is to promote the institution, the university itself and its innovation activity.  
The traditional communication related to innovations is confined to scientific publications and 
conferences. S2B marketing communication applies a more market-oriented approach, 
which rather focuses on image building and broad marketing communication. We can divide 
S2B marketing communication into internal and external dimensions. 
The main point of S2B internal marketing communication is to adequately inform researchers 
and to build trust. It includes proper internal PR development, which is served by regular 
events, internal workshops, where those involved in university knowledge creation can 
consult and get feedbacks from the business partners of the university, thus they can expand 
their essentially scientific position with business views. Supporting and managing the 
development of a communal character, research communities and clubs are important in 
internal communication. 
In external marketing communication, great emphasis needs to be put on form besides the 
detailed but clear content description of intellectual properties. The single image, publications 
matching this image and online interfaces are essential components of successful image 
building and communication [23]. According to what has already been mentioned, S2B 
marketing specifically depends on regional image, i.e. in addition to the characteristics of the 
intellectual property, its place of origin is also important, thus positioning the institution from 
innovation aspect has to be emphasized. The main stages of communication are online 
space and professional workshops. In the case of the latter, the personal nature is important 
in accordance with the discussion on commercialization policy, consequently choosing the 
proper commercialization staff is also crucial. 
As a conclusion, successful S2B marketing communication is characterized by proactivity 
and market orientation, in the course of which both intellectual properties and their producing 
institutions are presented with a content comprehensible for managers as well and in a form 
that matches the common image. 

4.5. Partnership  

It characterizes S2B marketing that due to the complexity of the product, many actors 
participate in both the production and the commercialization of the product. To develop good 
synergy between involved parties, special attention has to be paid to the cooperation with 
them, i.e. to partnership. In S2B marketing by partnership we mean the activities whose aim 
is to create accordance between external and internal stakeholders. 
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The main point of S2B internal partnership is to create an atmosphere of partnership within 
the organization. This includes the cooperative collaboration with researchers on the S2B 
marketing managers’ part, ensuring the two directional (industry – researcher; researcher – 
industry) information flow. It is useful to mention two unique methods of creating an 
atmosphere of partnership. One method is when the so-called “opinion leader” researchers 
are supported by the technology transfer office, thereby gaining their support, and it can 
develop a good relationship with the entire research community through their mediation. The 
other is the establishment of a research centre within the institution, where interdisciplinary 
cooperation is created within institutionalized framework. Thus a partnership can also be 
developed between the research areas located further from each other. Moreover, joining in 
the work of the centre, S2B marketing managers can also create a broader system of 
relations within the university. Furthermore, research centres have larger capacity and better 
bargaining position towards external commercialization partners. 
The main point of S2B external partnership is that the university steps out of its role 
performing applied research work given merely as a business task – particularly typical of 
Central and Eastern Europe – and is present as a competent partner for industrial actors [4]. 
It requires openness on the university stakeholders’ part in terms of the direction, actors and 
content of the relationship. The direction of the relationship has to be concentrated on the 
international stage, beyond traditional local partners [16]. As for the content of the 
relationship, process orientation has to take over the place of implementation and 
commercialization orientation. Such partnerships have to be developed which focus on not 
mere implementation but on joint development, since in the case of the latter, much greater 
commercialization potential can be achieved than by the simple commercialization of early 
stage researches or completing industrial assignments.  
Consequently, the aim of devices called partnership by S2B marketing is to represent the 
university as a competent and open partner in the eyes of both its external and internal 
stakeholders. 

4.6. Potential  

In addition to traditional marketing mix components, we consider this group of activity 
important to be introduced because intellectual properties are distinguished from general 
products by the much higher uncertainty associated with them and the necessity of focusing 
in the long term. 
The commercialization of intellectual properties often (in almost each case for universities) 
happens before the level of the concrete, marketizable product, i.e. we can talk about a 
“product” in only a limited way in this sense. What changes hands in the course of such 
transaction is rather a kind of promise, a potential. For this to become an actual product, 
further investments and developments have to be applied, which requires considerable time 
and energy expenditure, and as a result, patience [16].  
The university has to consider the innovations it has produced as potentials, which, however, 
it has to evaluate based on market-based efficiency analysis. We have already outlined in 
product policy that keeping in portfolio may entail considerable costs, thus it requires serious 
considerations. The product as potential approach means that market feedbacks regarding 
the quality of this potential have to be obtained in several phases in the course of research-
development. If the potential is considerable, further developments and expenditures are 
justified, and it is worth choosing a higher price and only partial divestiture in the course of 
commercialization. In the case of innovation results, however, which have lower potential 
based on market feedbacks, it is useful to consider complete commercialization or, in a 
worse case, their removal from the portfolio (e.g. assigning back to the researcher).  
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The evaluation of potential and the related portfolio management can be performed on a high 
level through elaborating proper protocols [18]. These protocols cover the steps of collecting 
market feedbacks, the aspects of evaluation and the conditions of keeping in portfolio, as 
well as the course of being removed from it. 
In the case of potential evaluation, the question of security is also important to be noted. To 
preserve the potential of an intellectual property, the protection of its novelty content is 
essential. In practice it requires cautious communication, avoiding novelty destruction and 
extended confidentiality protocol. 
As a conclusion, the evaluation of S2B potential represents activities which rest on market-
based utility approach and form the portfolio evaluating intellectual properties with a long-
term focus, according to defined protocols and by strict confidentiality.  

5. Conclusion 

In our paper, we have made an attempt to provide a Central East European interpretation 
and extension of a marketing area with more than ten years of history, the science to 
business (S2B). This discipline includes the specificities of the marketing activities of 
institutions, primarily universities dealing with knowledge creation.  
Defining S2B marketing as a separate marketing area is necessary due to the characteristics 
of intellectual properties. In contrast to general products, the innovations commercialized in 
the course of S2B marketing mostly cannot considered to be products but rather a kind of 
promise, possibility, potential. Considerable risks can be attached to their commercialization 
both on the seller’s and the customer’s side, since the market utility deriving from their further 
development is difficult to estimate and can be utilized only in the long term. These products 
are specific because their “producers” (universities) often only slightly know their own 
product, moreover, on institutional level they are often not aware of the innovations hiding in 
certain departments. However, the problem with the innovation results which once have got 
in the portfolio is that keeping them in the portfolio is unnecessary and expensive.  
S2B marketing directly concerns a very broad range of stakeholders, who typically have 
different knowledge and motivations. The researchers know the product itself the most, but 
they are often the least interested in its commercialization. On the other hand, the customers 
and sellers interested in commercialization are often able to get familiar with the 
technological details of the innovation only in a limited way.  
These characteristics require a special marketing approach, regarding which we have aimed 
to create a theoretical basis by setting up a theoretical model for the further analysis of this 
area. In the model, we have applied the components of the 4P marketing mix known through 
McCarthy to the specificities of S2B marketing on the one hand, and extended it with two 
additional marketing devices on the other. The first device is associated with the already 
mentioned specificity of innovations, their character of potential, therefore we have named it 
potential evaluation. The other device starts out from the wide range of S2B marketing 
stakeholders, and it concerns the development of proper partnership between them and the 
role of university as a competent partner, therefore we have named it partnership. We hope 
that the connections and ideas outlined in our study prove to be useful for those involved in 
the profession of innovation and inspiring for the authors of further S2B marketing analyses.  
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INTERNATIONAL STUDENT EXCHANGE AS A TOOL FOR DEVELOPING INTER-

REGIONAL INNOVATIVE ENTREPRENEURSHIP 
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This paper explores action learning experience of applying international exchange 
students in cross-cultural teams in the role of international business information 
“gatekeepers” for Estonian innovative start-up enterprises focused on international 
business. International student teams add value especially for enterprises that screen 
markets for innovative services in several distant regions. Most active have been 
innovative entrepreneurs involved in IT, design, and tourism start-ups. The main 
barrier to applying the creative synergy of cross-cultural teams is not limited 
analytical skills, but the lack of the real time cross-cultural communication 
competence and social skills within the student teams and for communication with 
busy entrepreneurs. Action research was carried out in 61 different projects during 
several years and results may have been influenced by regional and global recession 
and recovery trends. Cross-cultural challenges revealed in the research are reflected 
and the vision of developing this international business opportunity screening 
cooperation for enhancing inter-regional innovative entrepreneurship is discussed. 
Ways to increase regional competitiveness by involving students as inter-regional 
“gatekeepers” are presented. The role of open innovation in involving universities to 
the regional innovation system and to inter-regional cooperation by applying 
international student teams is explained.  

Keywords 
Action research, cross-border teams, innovative entrepreneurship, inter-regional cooperation, 
student  

1. Introduction 

Students of business schools as future entrepreneurs and employees play a crucial role in 
developing international networking practices. Internationalizing entrepreneurship education 
has become an important educational priority [1]. One task of a business school is to raise 
the awareness of students about international networking and cross-border information 
search tools and co-operation opportunities in co-creative entrepreneurial teams. Learning by 
doing assumes searching and combining relevant information from different stakeholders in 
order to identify new international business opportunities. Students can be involved in 
international teams for projects where the capabilities of enterprises for finding foreign 
business partners and for participating in international networking are improved. The 
international composition of the team increases its potential to trace international business 
opportunities in different countries. Teams may however, face cross-cultural co-operation 
challenges both inside the team and in transactions with entrepreneurs that act as clients of 
such teams. 
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Two main research questions in the present paper are:  
1. What are the main challenges in the action learning process, where international 

student teams are applied as business information “gatekeepers” for export-oriented 
small and medium-sized enterprises? 

2. What are the development opportunities of such action learning practices for 
increasing the role of universities in the regional innovation system and in contributing 
to inter-regional innovative entrepreneurship? 

In order to address these research questions, the cultural aspects of co-creative business 
opportunity identification by using international student teams are at first discussed. The 
paper then provides an overview of action learning projects at the Estonian Business School 
that apply international student teams for business information search and assessment. 
Finally, a vision for developing international networking and involving students in a 
community of cross-border business information gatekeepers in the export management 
module and in the open innovation context is presented. 

2. Cross-border business opportunity identification 

In internationalisation studies cross-border networking has for some time been promoted as 
tool for overcoming the “resource poverty” of born globals [2]. Participation in formal and 
informal entrepreneurial networks has been discussed as a factor of successful 
entrepreneurship since the last decades of the 20th century [3]. Participants of the 
knowledge sharing process in a network have to understand their core competencies and 
competency gaps, but also the competencies and competency gaps of their partners in the 
context of their cultural differences. The focus on business opportunities has been stressed 
as a key feature of entrepreneurial culture by many entrepreneurship researchers, although 
the sources of entrepreneurial opportunities have been interpreted in different ways either 
stressing information sources for identifying existing opportunities or innovative ideas for 
creating new opportunities [4]. Open innovation is currently one of the most debated topics in 
the management literature [5]. Assistance of students to entrepreneurs that try to 
commercialize their innovations internationally can be seen as one way to implement the 
open innovation paradigm. 
 
Action-based entrepreneurship education has gained international popularity [6]. Such 
initiatives often apply teamwork and networking for new entrepreneurial initiatives and 
expose students to real-life consultancy assignments [7].There is however, less evidence 
about projects, where the cross-cultural composition of the group, e-learning combined with 
face to face group discussions and a course on regional business opportunities all serve as 
the tools for monitoring international business information and for finding new foreign 
partners for SMEs in East European catch-up economies. We use the metaphor 
”gatekeeper” in order to explain the role of an external student group that understands the 
information needs and knowledge gaps of SMEs and is able to monitor, select and present 
international business information that is relevant for SME internationalisation. 

3. Applying Action Learning in International Teams  

The cross-cultural action learning in internationalization projects for SMEs that we have 
applied since spring 2006 has focused on combining the following learning drivers in order to 
enable the gatekeeper role of student teams: 

� international outsider view plus insider insights into company problems;  
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� empathy towards company representatives plus smart questioning of their 
stereotypes; 

� consensus on a realistic task plus dialogue for re-defining the preliminary task in 
order to solve the real problem; 

� specialization inside the team plus creative synergy leading to new insights; 
� pointing out unique competencies in team members based on their knowledge base 

plus cross-cultural alignment of teamwork habits; 
� demonstrating rapid hands-on results plus presenting broader innovative ideas; 
� learning from other teams plus sharing knowledge with other teams; 
� trying to become a change agent plus learning from the company feedback. 

 
During the period from 2006 to 2011 international student teams have conducted projects for 
61 Estonian SMEs in order to support their internationalization efforts. Among business 
sectors represented in these team projects, most active have been innovative entrepreneurs 
involved in IT, design, and tourism start-ups. Electronics, mechanical engineering, furniture 
production, health and other service fields have been more often represented by enterprises 
that already have some international business experience and are interested to broaden their 
international markets and/or to move higher in the value chain.  
 
Classical action learning as developed by Revans [8] represents a problem-based approach 
to learning, where co-learners co-operate as members of small groups whose goal is to 
complete a task and achieve learning through the process of problem-solving and reflection. 
Action learning processes that are reflected upon in the present paper have been carried out 
within the framework of the course International business opportunities in the Baltic Region. 
This course has been from 2006 to 2011 conducted 10 times by following the action learning 
logic. In each of the courses 36 hours were allocated for classroom activities spread over 
three and a half months. Students were asked to create teams to assist SMEs find new 
international business opportunities and foreign partners. The project work assessed by the 
SMEs and by the tutor on the basis of the written reports and oral presentations counted for 
40% of the final course grade. Students had to learn how to search for additional information 
and how to attain a mutual understanding of the realistic scope of their task within the team 
and during meetings with the representative of the SME.    
 
Enterprises volunteered their internationalisation project tasks on 1-2 pages after receiving 
information about co-operation opportunities. Mailing lists of Estonian Business School 
alumni, the Estonian Association of Small Enterprises, Tallinn Science Park Tehnopol, 
Creative Estonia and Tallinn City Business Development Department have been used for 
finding interested enterprises. SMEs were encouraged in the preliminary task to specify their 
key problems in the field of international business development, so student teams could 
produce useful information for them.  Project requests presented by SMEs at the beginning 
of the action learning process did not offer the student teams a finalised task with detailed 
instructions. Analysis of the briefs received from the enterprises was the departure point for 
the action learning process. Reflections on the part of the students about aligning the 
understandings of their team with those of the representative of the SME about the task 
served as important input for the action research and learning. The emergent nature of 
the action was supported by progress reports presented by the teams in the special e-
learning forum. Students were encouraged to raise questions to be answered by the course 
facilitator, but also by other students through the WebCT e-learning forums and in recent 
years in the Moodle e-learning environment.   
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The teams that have been created at the Estonian Business School involved students from 
the Baltic countries and Poland, from the Southern European countries such as Italy and 
France, and from Germany, Netherlands and the Nordic countries. Some students from 
Turkey have participated in recent years. As the rule, not more than two students from one 
country could join the same 4-5 member team. Asia has been represented mainly by 
Chinese students. Reflection of first two years of action learning projects, 2006-2007, is 
presented in [9]. During recent years the share of web-based start-up enterprises that are 
looking for contacts and market research outside the Baltic Sea region has increased among 
project proposals. 

4. Challenges of Intercultural Teamwork  

The diversified composition of student teams, involving students from different countries, 
increases the international gatekeeper potential of the company project team as students can 
rely on contact networks and creative ideas that are enabled by their diverse cultural 
backgrounds. Diversity within teams can support critical thinking skills and the willingness to 
appreciate different perspectives [10]. Intercultural teams however, often become 
dysfunctional because of miscommunication and conflict [11].  Student teams face “free 
rider” and time management problems [12].  
 
In the process of facilitating the student teams, the challenge of cross-cultural aligning of 
different teamwork habits emerged, especially between Southern European, Northern 
European and Asian students that assumed different approaches to structuring their tasks 
and giving feedback to other team members. Students from Germany tended to focus on 
balancing the inputs of all teams members by insisting on agreements that should be based 
on a clearly defined project time schedule. They were unhappy if these agreements were not 
followed by the team members or if the SME representatives postponed meetings referring to 
their time pressures. Students from China often  
 
Italian and French students were often eager to discuss the preliminary task and ideas at 
some length before deciding on their input for a specific subtask. They preferred to go to the 
first meeting with the SME representative without sufficiently studying the information that 
was available at the SME website or other online sources. At the same time, Estonian SME 
representatives did not welcome the conversation style with such student teams that used 
face-to-face meetings to ask questions, where such answers could easily be found from their 
website already before the meeting.  
 
Chinese students were sometimes confused if the team had to set independently its rules 
and specify the roles of team members but they made crucial contribution if they had clear 
task. This observation corresponds to some research on potential influence of Chinese 
culture of entrepreneurship in [13]. 
 
Estonian students have seldom tried to take the leadership role in the team and have been 
more rarely asked by the team to be the key oral presenter of the final report than French or 
Italian students. The real contribution of Estonian students to intra-team communication and 
in some cases to communication between the SME and the student team appeared to be 
more modest than anticipated by foreign exchange students at the first stage of the action 
learning process. Foreign students were more able to focus on their team project compared 
to Estonian students that combined university studies and full-time work in some 
organisation. 
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5. The Role of Open Innovation and Orientation of Entrepreneurs 

SME representatives have generally pointed out the positive impact of the international 
composition of the student team in their feedback presented in the form of brief written 
assessments, and in additional interviews with SME representatives interested in clarifying 
their point of view. Some of them however, were eager to see teams that matched their 
potential foreign markets even more in terms of nationality and the experience of the 
students. Even innovative entrepreneurs, having potential to succeed as a born global, tend 
to be more interested in neighbouring Nordic and Baltic markets, whereas majority of 
exchange students are from France, Italy, Spain or some other South European countries. In 
recent years some exchange students have arrived from South America and from other more 
distant regions and a challenge is to match country-specific competencies of these students 
and internationalization visions of Estonian SMEs.  
 
SME respondents confirmed that some ideas from the student reports have been new and 
represent real value for the further development of their enterprise. Most often such ideas 
were related to improving the SME website, presenting an amended SME profile to potential 
foreign clients and using e-commerce opportunities for international business. Some student 
teams managed to identify gaps in the available product information and offered new ideas 
about re-packaging services.  
 
The entrepreneurs have pointed out the added value the Western European student team 
members offered in identifying gaps in introducing their products to international clients. 
Information for creating new international business contacts has been most often identified 
as the most valuable contribution of the student teams. 
 
Open innovation approach [14] is crucial for preparing entrepreneurs to co-operation with 
international student teams. Entrepreneurs that managed to facilitate creativity of team 
members and received innovative ideas from student teams disclosed to students essential 
information about their own strategic priorities. They encouraged students to challenge their 
existing business models. Some entrepreneurs have however been reluctant to disclose 
enough information about their business development. They are worried of being open about 
information that they consider business secrets. Such entrepreneurs can be found both 
among experienced and new entrepreneurs. Experienced entrepreneurs sometimes tend to 
have quite extended interpretations of business secrets and try to use international student 
team members in some narrow field for collecting contact data of potential clients. Such task 
that does not help students to understand and if needed to challenge the “big picture” of 
cross-border business efforts, does not utilize diversity, creativity and synergy of the 
international team. Some young start-up entrepreneurs have ambition to become global 
innovators but they are not open to constructive criticism by outsiders. Such entrepreneurs, 
for instance in web-based and mobile businesses, could however benefit from outsider views 
in order to understand better how unique their web application really is and how interested 
potential users in different cultures and regions would be to download and use it.  
 
The tool developed for assessing imitative, individually innovative and co-creative 
entrepreneurial orientations [15] has been used in the learning process in order to prepare 
teams for communication with entrepreneurs that follow one of these orientations. This tool 
includes 15 choices between statements that reflect introducing business ideas developed 
and tested by others, creating innovative business solutions that qualify as individual 
intellectual property and co-creating new business concept by applying teamwork and open 
innovation methods. Co-creative orientation that is focused on knowledge sharing for 
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business model development is the most suitable framework for co-operation between 
international student teams and entrepreneurs. Such orientation can lead to developing and 
implementing additional innovative business ideas that involve some team members to 
further joint entrepreneurial activities.  

6. Contribution of Universities to Regional and Inter-Regional  
 Innovative Entrepreneurship  

A systematic approach to developing partnerships between Erasmus exchange students and 
SMEs interested in international business information gatekeepers assumes the creation of a 
knowledge base that will help to match the international business information search 
requests of enterprises and the profiles of interested students. Estonian Business School has 
started this work in co-operation with its student self-government.  
 
A new export management module, 30 European credit transfer system points (ECTS), has 
been launched in February 2013 in co-operation between the Tallinn University of 
Technology,  
the Estonian Business School and the University of Tartu. In the export management module 
context the project work for screening cross-border business opportunities of innovative 
Estonian SMEs is an alternative elective to internship in larger established exporting 
companies. Master’s students that choose to work with innovative start-ups have to be ready 
to contribute to commercializing product, to process or business model innovations at 
international markets. They need skills for assessing the export readiness of a new venture 
and for understanding the business potential of the innovation but also knowledge gaps of 
innovative entrepreneurs in the export development field. International teamwork during the 
course International business opportunities in the Baltic Region supports their project work 
for innovative SMEs and enables cross-cultural teamwork training. This experience can be 
used in further export activities, where participants of the export management module can 
use the network of foreign students based on the contacts that they developed during the 
course inside their project team and with other teams. 
 
The added value of this component of the Export management module will depend on 
information exchange between the Estonian Business School, the Tallinn Technical 
University and the Tartu University in order to find the best match between pre-knowledge of 
master’s students participating in the export management module, Erasmus exchange and 
other foreign students choosing this course and SMEs that are interested in services of 
international student teams. 
 
It order to broaden cross-regional scope of creating new contacts and export opportunities 
for entrepreneurs, an important task is to involve more exchange students from countries that 
are in the process of accession to the European Union and intensifying business contacts 
with EU countries, including Balkan countries and Turkey. Research on motivations and 
success factors of entrepreneurs in Turkey has given evidence that social skills and 
reputation are considered important by Turkish entrepreneurs [16]. More efficient 
involvement of students from potential export markets in regions far from the Baltic Sea 
assumes co-operation with academic institutions in these regions in order to prepare 
exchange students to the “gatekeeper” role before their arrival to Estonia. Students could 
collect information about domestic enterprises interested in business contacts in Baltic and/or 
Nordic regions before they leave their country and start their exchange student semester.  
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Universities can contribute more to the national innovation system and facilitate innovative 
entrepreneurship in their region if they develop and apply their inter-regional academic 
contacts in more systematic ways for enhancing the role of inter-regional student and faculty 
mobility in creating and expanding business networks. Universities can themselves act in the 
role of “gatekeepers” for such business information sharing that will support more innovative 
entrepreneurship co-operation than traditional channels for establishing business contacts. 

7. Conclusions  

Applying international student exchange for screening cross-border business has 
demonstrated the value of international student teams especially for enterprises that have 
innovative products and services and intention to screen different foreign markets and 
possibly start exporting to several countries.  

The main barrier to applying the creative synergy of the cross-cultural team in proposals that 
can be implemented in a SME is not limited analytical skills, but the lack of the real time 
cross-cultural communication competence and social skills within the student teams. 
Students should be encouraged to study cross-cultural differences within their team and also 
between the business culture in their home country and the business culture of the SME they 
are trying to assist.  

Estonian SME representatives pointed out to the student teams the need to plan meetings in 
advance, but they themselves often did not attend agreed appointments as their attention 
and time was driven by new business opportunities. A relatively high degree of centralization 
inside Estonian SMEs was reflected in situations, where the entrepreneur was travelling 
abroad and the project team had extreme difficulties to obtain project-related information 
from any of the subordinates of the entrepreneur.  

Co-operation between universities and entrepreneurs assumes leaving the academic ivory 
towers and overcoming time allocation and information hoarding obstacles in order to involve 
academics in communities of practice [17]. Intensive cooperation between academic 
institutions and entrepreneurs can be developed in action learning, where all stakeholders 
have to understand knowledge gaps and intentions of other participants. 
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Abstract 
Competitiveness of companies in knowledge economy is determined by their 
intangible assets dominated by intellectual capital and their propensity towards 
education and training. The purpose of research is to analyse the relationship 
between the three components of intellectual capital (human, structural and relational) 
and educational needs using the example of Croatia. The relationships with other 
companies’ characteristics such as business performance, size, type of industry, etc. 
are also analysed. 
The analysis revealed that companies with higher level of intellectual capital are more 
aware of the benefits and of the need for entrepreneurial education, show better 
business performance while employees’ satisfaction, motivation, risk taking and 
innovativeness is higher. 
In order to find out which types and modes of entrepreneurial education companies 
need, we have examined their preferences towards five aspects of education and 
training. They revealed that the most needed knowledge is about financial aspects of 
business and “soft” skills like leadership and management principles. Entrepreneurs 
prefer problem solving lectures to standard lectures and need consultations related to 
taxes and legal issues. They feel a need to cooperate with other entrepreneurs and 
need consultancy how to deal with investors and local community.   

Keywords 
Education needs, Entrepreneurship Education, Intellectual capital, Non-educational needs, 
SMEs 
 

1. Introduction  

Competitiveness of companies in knowledge economy is determined by their intangible 
assets dominated by intellectual capital and their propensity towards education and training. 
The expert knowledge and competencies of the employees (human capital), the internal 
organization of company (structural capital) and its customer service (relational capital) are 
decisive factors of company performance and success [1], [2]. Inevitable orientation of 
today's enterprises on intellectual capital as the key of competitiveness, promote education 
and training of employees at the centre of the firm’s development strategies [3], [4].   
Entrepreneurship education and training is an essential precondition for s small and midsized 
firm’s development and very probably closely related to the company’s level of intellectual 
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capital [5].  However, the relationship between intellectual capital and education is insufficient 
explored and rather poorly represented in the literature, especially in countries which are 
newcomers in market economy like Croatia. Although Croatia has a tradition in studying 
intellectual capital [6], especially in method of measuring the intellectual capital which is 
internationally applied [7], the empirical studies of relationship between intellectual capital of 
companies and their educational needs are not performed. Trying to fill this gap in the 
empirical research, we conducted the study whose primary objective was to analyse the 
educational needs of SMES and their relationship with the companies' intellectual capital in 
Croatia. The relationships with other companies’ characteristics such as business 
performance, size, type of industry, etc. are also analysed. 
 
The paper is structured in five main sections. After the introduction, the second section 
provides the conceptual model of research and hypotheses. The third part describes 
research methodology and sample, while the fourth section discusses the results of research 
(scales of intellectual capital, testing the hypotheses). The fifth part describes the educational 
needs and the final sixth section brings the main findings and conclusions. 
 

2. Conceptual model and hypotheses 
 

The purpose of research is to analyse the influence of three components of intellectual 
capital (human, structural and relational capital) on educational/training needs of SMEs for 
company’s development using the example of SMEs in Croatia. We have tested if the level of 
intellectual capital is related to the current stand of the company, performance, size and type 
of industry. The analysis includes also the examination of preferences in types of educational 
and non-educational needs (Figure 1).  
Our basic proposition, therefore, was: the higher the level of intellectual capital (all three 
components) the greater is the need of enterprise for education and training and the better is 
the company’s performance and current stand. 
  

 
 

Figure 1 Conceptual model of research 
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Following this basic presumption, the following hypotheses were formulated: 
 
H1: Intellectual capital (all three components) is positively related with the level of 
educational needs: the higher the level of intellectual capital the perception of the need of 
enterprise for education and training is greater  
 
H2: Intellectual capital is positively related with the firm’s performance: the higher the level of 
intellectual capital the higher the firms’ performance;  
 
H3: Intellectual capital (all three components) is positively related with the current stand of 
companies regarding employees’ satisfaction, motivation, risk taking and innovativeness: the 
higher the level of intellectual capital the current stand of companies is better; 
 
H4: There is difference in the level of intellectual capital among different types of industry; 
 
H5: The level of intellectual capital differs significantly with the size of company (number of 
employees). 
 
 

3. Methodology 

The components of intellectual capital (human, structural and relational) are considered as 
multidimensional concepts. In order to measure the dimension of intellectual capital the three 
scales have been constructed one for each dimension. Scales are constructed as a series of 
items in a form of a Likert-type attitude scale of 1-7 (from strongly disagree, to strongly 
agree). 
Human capital scale consists of 20 items that comprise the following dimensions: motivation, 
satisfaction, employees’ knowledge, skills and creativity, employees’ social skills. The scale 
of structural capital includes 28 items with the following dimension: organizational structure, 
organizational learning, organizational culture and strategic culture. Relational capital scale 
consists of 22 items that cover the following dimensions: relations with customers and 
suppliers, relations with competitors and allies, relations with society, environmental 
protection, media and corporate reputation, relations with public sector, relations with 
investors and other stakeholder. 
 
The level of educational needs of the companies is measured by the three indicators: /1/ 
needs for entrepreneurship training; /2/ need for adequate further education and /3/ 
estimated benefits from education and training. 
The current stand of companies include four components related to employees: /1/ 
satisfaction with work, working conditions and climate, /2/ risk taking, /3/ innovativeness and 
/4/ financial vs. non-financial motivation.  
Company’s performance is caught through the three characteristics of the company: /1/ 
company is a fast growing company (“gazelle”); /2/ company has stable turnover; /3/ sales 
are constantly growing. 
Besides, we have analysed the relationship between intellectual capital and /1/ types of the 
industry and /2/ size of the company 

 
 

3.1 Data collection and sample 
 
The research is based on on-line survey structured in four main parts. The central part of the 
questionnaire relates to the identification of three types of capital – human, structural and 
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relational capital. The second part relates to identification of the educational needs that 
includes 5 aspects: type of education, needed knowledge and skills, learning formats, 
learning about the types of entrepreneurship, need for information and advisory services. 
The third part relates to the characteristics of the companies such as: employees’ 
satisfaction, risk taking, innovativeness, company size, etc.  The fourth part relates to socio-
demographic characteristics of the respondents including industrial sectors. There are 
additional questions about the open innovation, usual type of education and learning 
practices, etc. 

 
The survey was constructed and data were collected within the Tempus Joint Project 144713 
"Fostering Entrepreneurship in Higher Education (FoSentHE1). The questionnaire was 
addressed to the owner and managers of the companies and data were collected by on-line 
survey in the period July 15 and September 30, 2011.  The non-probability purposive sample 
of 253 companies limits the interpretation of results because it is not representative for SMEs 
and industrial categories from Croatia. That is the main limitation of the study. There is no 
proof of reliability of data due to the on-line data gathering. Therefore the results are only 
indicative, and do not provide a strong platform for generalisations. 
 
Almost a half of the enterprises in the sample (47.5%) are micro companies which employ up 
to 8 employees.  Another 30.8% company employ between 8 and 100 persons while only 
21.7%   are midsized companies with 100 and more employees. Majority of respondents, 
around 60% are younger managers under the age of 40 and the remaining 40% are over the 
age of 40 year. Sample consists of companies form all economic activities which are almost 
equally represented. The majority of firms are in Personal services (15.8%), followed by 
Transportation including community and utilities (13.8%), Wholesale trade and retail (13.0%), 
finance, Insurance and real estate (11.5%). Construction, Manufacturing and Business 
services participate with about 10% each. The least number of companies are coming from 
Healthcare, Education and Natural resources (inc. Agriculture, Mining and Forestry).  

 
 

4. Analysis and results 
 
 

4.1 Scales of the intellectual capital 
 

In order to study the intellectual capital we have, firstly, constructed the scales of human 
capital based on the questionnaire and tested their reliability. Cronbach’s Alpha revealed 
high reliability for all three scales of human, structural and relational capital.  The value of 
Cronbach’s Alpha ranges from 0.951 for structural capital and 0. 934 for human capital to 
0.903 for relational capital. 
 
The quite low mean values for each type of capital (human, structural, relational) revealed 
that the level of all three types of capital is estimated as relatively low (from 4.92 to 5.06 on a 
scale of 1 to 7) (Table 1) with small difference between the three components of the 
intellectual capital, especially between structural and relational capital (ranging from 4.92 to 
5.06).  Despite the small differences it could be stated that the respondents estimated the 

                                                 
 
 
1 The project was coordinated by Prof Marian Dabi�, Faculty of Economics and Business, University of 
Zagreb, Croatia, in the period 2009-2012. 
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human capital as the most developed, followed by relational capital while the structural 
capital is least developed. 
 

Table 1 Intellectual capital values 
 

 N Minimu
m 

Maxim
um 

Mean Std. 
Deviation 

Human capital index 253 1,50 7,00 5,0684 ,93616 
Structural capital 
index 

253 1,44 7,00 4,9218 1,02269 

Relational capital 
index 

253 1,17 7,00 4,9533 ,98112 

 
The relatively low levels of intellectual capital are probably conditioned by the company’s size 
included in the sample.  As showed in the previous chapter, almost a half of the enterprises 
(47.5%) are micro companies and employ up to 8 employees. Such small companies rely 
primarily on the skills and experience of the owner or chief manager  (human capital) while 
the internal company’s relationships, working procedures  and other elements that build  
structural capital  are not highly relevant for such a small companies. The more detailed 
analyses of the company’s size and intellectual capital (see Chapter 4.6) current 
characteristics) shows that structural and relational capital are significantly lower in micro 
enterprises (up to 8 employees). Both the capitals are rising rapidly with the number of 
employees but the structural capital is the highest  in the firm with 8 to 19 employees while  
the relational capital is raising at same level regardless of the employment growth. 
 
 

4.2 Intellectual capital and  the level of educational needs  
(Hypothesis 1) 

 
 
The level of educational needs of the companies is measured by the perception of the three 
aspects of education (Table 2). Since the values of responses for all three aspects of 
educational need are relatively low and do not exceed 5.3 on a scale of 1 to 7 we can 
conclude that need for education is not very pronounced and recognized by respondents. 
 

Table 2 Level of educational needs: values of components’ means 
 
Level of educational needs Mean 

The  needs for  entrepreneurship training (V92) 4.55 
The need for adequate  further education (V9) 5.21 
Benefits from education and training. (V 93) 4.53 

Note: The needs for education were measured by the Likert scale ranging from 1 to 7 
 
 
One way ANOVA was used to test the differences between three types of intellectual capital 
(IC) and level of educational needs in companies. Although there was a significant difference 
among companies in all three types of  IC:   Fhc  (6, 246) = 2.983, p= .008; Fsc (6, 246) = 
4.779, p= .000;  Fsc (6, 246) = 5.562, p= .000;  post hoc Tukey  comparisons of the three 
types of IC indicate that there is significant difference  in the level of structural and 
educational capital  and needs for education. However, comparison between human capital 
and educational needs was not statistically significant at p< .05. 
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When we used ANOVA to test the expressed need for adequate further education for 
employees  there was a significant difference among companies in all three types of  IC:   Fhc  
(6, 246) =19.438, p= .000; Fsc (6, 246) = 17.130, p= .000;  Fsc (6, 246) = 14.114, p= .000; 
Tukey post hoc comparisons of the three types of IC indicate that there is significant 
difference in the level of all three types of IC need for adequate further education for 
employees.  
 
Also, ANOVA in the test of the differences between three types of intellectual capital (IC) and 
the benefits from education and training shows that there is a significant difference among 
companies in all three types of  IC:   Fhc  (6, 246) = 3.486, p= .003; Fsc (6, 246) = 4.890, p= 
.000;  Fsc (6, 246) =5.941, p= .000; Tukey post hoc comparisons of the three types of IC 
indicate that there is significant difference in the level of all three types of IC and benefits 
from education and training only in the groups with extremely negative and extremely 
positive attitude toward  benefits from education and training. 
 
Although the need for education is relatively low, the analysis of variance (ANOVA) reveals 
that structural and relational capital are positively associated with all three variables of the 
level of educational needs, as given above (Table 2).  It means that the higher the level of all 
three dimensions of intellectual capital the greater is the need for education included in this 
analysis.  It clearly shows that the values of attitudes about the need for entrepreneurship 
education and the benefits from it grow together with the growth of intellectual capital. Since 
the analysis of variance indicated the positive relationship between intellectual capital and 
the level of educational needs measured by the aforementioned variables we can conclude 
that the first hypothesis is confirmed. 

 
 
4.3 Intellectual capital and company's performance (Hypotheses 2) 

 
Company’s performance is caught through the perception of the three aspects of business 
performance: company is a fast growing company (“gazelle”), company has stable turnover 
and company has constantly growing sales. 
One way ANOVA was used to test the differences between three types of intellectual capital 
(IC) and fast growing company (gazelle) There were significant differences among 
companies in all three types of IC:  Fhc (6, 246) =8.497, p= .000 ; Fsc (6,246) =14.165, p= 
.000;  Frc(6,246)= 13.272, p=.000.  
Also, One way ANOVA showed that there were significant differences among companies in 
all three types of IC and sales growth.  Fhc (6, 246) =15.248, p= .000 ; Fsc (6,246) =23.218, 
p= .000;  Frc(6,246)= 22.388, p=.000.  
When we repeated ANOVA to test the difference between three types of IC and stable 
turnover  the analysis also showed significant differences among companies.  Fhc (6, 246) 
=18.554, p= .000 ; Fsc (6,246) =21.299, p= .000;  Frc(6,246)=21.594, p=.000.  
Tukey post-hoc test comparisons indicate that the  companies with constant fast growth,  the 
highest sales growth and stable turnover have significantly higher level of three types of IC. 
 
The analysis of variance revealed that intellectual capital (all three components) is positively 
related to the selected aspect of companies' business performance. Fast growing 
companies, companies with stable turnover and growing sales have a higher level of all three 
types of intellectual capital. We can conclude that companies with higher intellectual capital 
have better business performance. Therefore, our Hypothesis 2 is confirmed. 
In general, companies that recognize the importance of intellectual capital for sustainable 
and successful growth also show better results in the business performance.   
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4.4 Intellectual capital and the current stand of company  (Hypothesis 3)  

 
In order to explore the relationship of the current stand of the company and intellectual 
capital four indicators were identified:  

� satisfaction of employees measured by satisfaction with the work they do, working 
condition and working climate ; 

� employees’ risk taking measured by developing/utilizing new products within standard 
circumstances as well as in situation with the scarce resources; 

� employees’ innovativeness measured by number of patents and constantly 
developing new products; 

� motivation measured by financial and non-financial measures to motivate employees.  
 

One- way ANOVA was used to test the differences between three types of intellectual capital 
(IC) and different aspects of the current position of the company. The level of all three types 
of IC differs significantly for developing new products, across all three variables of working 
climate and two variables of risk taking. The significant difference between IC and non-
financial motivation after Turkey post hoc comparisons indicates that significant difference is 
only in the case of human capital.  
 
In other words, the higher the level of intellectual capital the higher is the satisfaction of 
employees with the work they do, working condition and working climate. The level of capital 
also positively influence employees’ risk taking in developing and utilizing new products 
within standard circumstances as well as in situation with the scarce resources.  Employees 
invest more efforts to develop new products when the level of intellectual capital is high. 
Finally, in the companies with the higher the level of intellectual capital, the non-financial 
measures to motivate employees are important.  Financial motivation measures turned out 
not to vary significantly regarding different levels of IC. 
 
We can generally conclude that higher levels of intellectual capital have the positive influence 
on employee’s satisfaction with work and working climate their innovativeness, motivation 
and risk-taking. By this we consider that Hypotheses 3 is confirmed. 

 
 
4.5 Intellectual capital and the types of industry (Hypothesis 4) 
 
 
All the companies that answered the questionnaire were classified into the 9 types of industry 
(Table 3). The analysis of variance (ANOVA) revealed that there is no significant difference 
among the different types of industries and the three types of intellectual capital. It means 
that the level of intellectual capital (all three components) is equal regardless the sector of 
economic activity. Somewhat higher values of structural and human capital are in the 
business services, while relational capital is highest in trade, as might be expected. However, 
there is no statistical difference which would point to the differences between the industries 
and the level of intellectual capital. Based on the results of the analysis the hypothesis 4 is 
rejected. 
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Table 3 Companies by types of industries 
  

 
Industry 

Frequency Percent Cumulative 

Percent 

Natural resources (incl .Agric., Minig, Forestry) 16 6,3 6,3 

Construction 27 10,7 17,0 

Manufacturing 26 10,3 27,3 

Transportation, Communication, Utilities 35 13,8 41,1 

Wholesale Trade and Retail 33 13,0 54,2 

 Finance, Insurance, Real estate 29 11,5 65,6 

Personal services 40 15,8 81,4 

Business services 27 10,7 92,1 

Healthcare and Education 20 7,9 100,0 

Total 253 100,0  

 
 
4.6 Intellectual capital and the size of the company (Hypothesis 5) 
 
 
Again one-way ANOVA was used to test the significant difference in the level of IC among 
companies divided in six groups by size.  The companies differ significantly in the level of 
structural and relational capital  across the groups by the number of employees : Fsc (5, 247) 
= 3.144, p = .009;  Frc (5, 247) = 3.255, p = .008.  
The analysis indicated statistically significant difference in the level of capital and the given 
size of the company in the structural and relational capital while the level of human capital is 
not associated with the size of the company. The value of the structural and relational capital 
is significantly lower in the micro companies (up to 8 employees) and is growing with the 
number of employees. Both the capitals rapidly grow in the companies with more than 8 
employees. This further growth has the same level for relational capital regardless the 
employment growth while structural capital is the highest in the companies with 8-19 
employees.  It slightly declines with the further size of company. We concluded that 
Hypothesis 5 is partly confirmed. 
 
 

5. Which  aspects of education are needed 
 

Since the analysis of variance (ANOVA) confirms that all three types of capital are positively 
associated with the needs for education (Hypotheses 1) we sought to verify the relationship 
between the intellectual capital and certain aspects of the needs for education. In order to 
find out which types and modes of entrepreneurial education companies need in Croatia, we 
have examined their attitudes and preferences towards the five aspects of education and 
training: 

1. type of education such as university degree education, non-degree education, 
learning on the site of enterprise, distance learning, etc; 

2. needed knowledge and skills  such as management  principles,  leadership, 
marketing, etc; 

3. learning formats such as traditional learning, distance learning, problem-based 
learning, etc. 
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4. learning about the types of entrepreneurship (rural, women, social, ethnic, network 
marketing etc; 

5. need for  information and advisory services  such as how to get in contact with 
business angels, how to deal with intellectual property rights, investors, taxes, local 
community, universities, etc. 
 

These five aspects consist in total of 51 statements which describe the various educational 
needs and were measured by the Likert scale. It should be stated that the need for all 
aspects of education  are estimated rather low since the values of all the statements on the 
Likert scale 1-7 range in the most cases between 4 and 5. The lower values of 4 are 
recorded only for “distance learning” and some specialist types of entrepreneurial education 
(like rural or ethnic entrepreneurship) pointing that these aspects of education are in fact 
unnecessary. 
 
The analysis revealed that preferred type of education is the education on the site of 
enterprise followed by the degree programmes (bachelors, masters, etc.) in 
entrepreneurship, while the least preferred is distance learning and partnership with 
universities. 
 
The knowledge and skills which are perceived as the most needed to develop the enterprises 
are related to knowledge about financial aspects of business, building and sustaining a 
successful enterprise, leadership, creativity and innovation, entrepreneurial marketing and 
business management principles. The least needed knowledge is related to starting a new 
business and introduction to entrepreneurship. It can be concluded that entrepreneurs in the 
sample possess the knowledge and skills needed to start-up and maintain a new business, 
but they are lacking more complex and "soft" knowledge about marketing, leadership, 
management principles, creativity and innovation that are needed to sustain the successful 
company in a long run. 
The most preferred type of lecturing formats is the problem-based teaching format followed 
by workshops and group discussion format, while the least preferred are the distance 
learning and standard lecture format. It very probably means that entrepreneurs are 
saturated with both the university-type of ex-cathedra lectures and introductory lessons to 
entrepreneurship. 
The most needed knowledge regarding the specialised type of entrepreneurship is about 
“network marketing” followed by “technology and entrepreneurship” and “strategic 
collaboration among entrepreneurs”.  The least important is knowledge in entrepreneurship 
in ethnic, arts, agriculture, women entrepreneurship and family business.  
Finally, the most important consultancy and advisors services are related to how to deal with 
taxes and legal issues, how to cooperate with other entrepreneurs and how to set a strategy 
for the enterprise. It is worth mentioning that respondents also need consultancy how to deal 
with investors and local community. The least important information is needed for getting in 
contact with universities and business angles. 
 
To sum up: entrepreneurs wish education that could be delivered, if possible, on the sight of 
enterprises but also appreciate university degrees programmes that will enable them to build 
and sustain successful businesses while knowledge about how to start the business and 
maintain a new company is needles.  The most needed knowledge is about financial aspects 
of business and “soft” skills like leadership, creativity, innovation, entrepreneurial marketing 
and business management principles. They prefer problem solving lectures to standard 
lectures and need consultations related to taxes and legal issues. They feel a need to 
cooperate with other entrepreneurs and need consultancy how to deal with investors and 
local community.  
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6. Conclusions 

 
The analysis of the relationship between intellectual capital and educational needs of SME’s 
in Croatia indicates that the respondents in our survey are aware of the importance of both, 
entrepreneurial education and all three types of intellectual capital for the firms’ 
competitiveness and development.  In our research we have tried to investigate how these 
two concepts are related to each other and to other elements of the enterprises.  Five 
hypotheses were tested and three of them are completely confirmed: intellectual capital (all 
three components) is positively related with the perception of the level of educational needs 
(H1), firm’s performance (H2), and current stand of the companies (H3).  
We can conclude that companies with higher level of intellectual capital are more aware of 
the benefits of education and of the need for entrepreneurial education. They show, also, 
better business performance while employees’ satisfaction, (non-financial) motivation, risk 
taking and innovativeness is higher. The hypothesis 5 (H5) is partly confirmed since the level 
of relational and structural capital differs with the size of company while the human capital is 
not related to the company’s size. Finally, the hypothesis 4 (H4) is rejected since there is no 
difference in the level of intellectual capital among different types of industry. 
  
Despite the fact that the level of intellectual capital of the companies in the sample is 
relatively low as well as their need for education (means do not exceed the value of 6) there 
is a high consistency in the positive relationship between three components of IC and 
demand for entrepreneurial education. In order to find out which types and modes of 
entrepreneurial education companies in Croatia need, we have examined their attitudes and 
preferences towards the five aspects of education and training. The analysis showed that 
entrepreneurs prefer education on the sight of enterprises but also appreciate university 
degrees programmes that will enable them to build and sustain successful businesses. The 
knowledge about how to start the business and maintain a new company is needles.  The 
most needed knowledge is about financial aspects of business and “soft” skills like 
leadership, creativity, innovation, entrepreneurial marketing and business management 
principles. Entrepreneurs prefer problem solving lectures to standard lectures and need 
consultations related to taxes and legal issues. They feel a need to cooperate with other 
entrepreneurs and need consultancy how to deal with investors and local community.  
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Abstract 
The aim of this paper is to examine the causal relationship between entrepreneurship 
and unemployment. The paper uses vector autoregression (VAR) model to analyse 
the dynamic relationship between the variables. Granger causality test was conducted 
as a standard first difference VAR model. The properties of the variables were 
examined using unit root test. There is no evidence of long run equilibrium 
relationship between entrepreneurship and unemployment but it is found that 
unemployment Granger caused entrepreneurship. The proliferations of mass 
unemployed into entrepreneurship couple with the unfavourable business climate 
create high competition and difficulties for the existing and newly entrant unemployed 
to sustain their business. Therefore, there is frequent entry and exit from 
entrepreneurship by the unemployed persons. The government is expected to play a 
key role in providing the necessary infrastructural facilities and streamline its policies 
towards entrepreneurial development. Giving the high unemployment in the country 
the paper provides useful information to policy makers in formulating entrepreneurial 
policy aims at tackling the problem of unemployment in Nigeria.        
 

Keywords 
Causality, Entrepreneurship, Refugee/shopkeepers effect, Schumpeterian effect, 
Unemployment, 
 

1. Introduction  
Entrepreneurship has gained prominence not only in the developed economies but also in 
the developing countries that are confronted with diverse socio economic challenges. 
Entrepreneurship is proves to be efficacious in reducing poverty and unemployment in a 
countries that were able to develop well articulated policies for entrepreneurial and private 
sector development. In many instances the action of government and the structure of the 
reward system play an important role in determining the rate of entrepreneurs and quality of 
their outputs.  
  
There has been a growing concern by the governments of many countries to address the 
problem of unemployment through business start up. Recently, the president of Nigeria at 
the 53rd annual conference organised by the Nigeria Economic Society (NSE) had stressed 
the need to come up with practical solution that could strengthen government’s drive to 
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overcome poverty and unemployment. He also hoped that unemployment ratio would be 
drastically reduced by 2015. It became apparent that the government alone cannot address 
the perennial problem of unemployment in the country. Unemployed persons are particularly 
encouraged to engage in entrepreneurship as means for self sustenance and improving the 
quality of their lives. There are two strands of arguments with respect to the causal 
relationship between entrepreneurship and unemployment. On the one hand it is believe that 
entrepreneurship will reduce unemployment in the country. On the other hand 
unemployment could motivate people to become self employed by starting their own 
business.  

This dynamic relationship between entrepreneurship and unemployment is still unclear. But 
many studies confirmed the duality of causal relation between these two variables. It is 
observed in Nigeria that the rate of both business start up and unemployment are 
increasing. The question is whether the increasing rate of business start up is caused by the 
increasing rate of the human population or rather is attributed to the high rate of 
unemployment. It may be interesting also to find whether dual causal relationship will still 
hold in the Nigerian context. Therefore, the aim of this paper is to examine the causality 
between entrepreneurship and unemployment.      

 

2. Entrepreneurship and Unemployment 
The refugee/shopkeepers and Schumpeterian effect hypothesis provide the basic 
understanding of the relationship between entrepreneurship and unemployment (Audretsch, 
Carree and Thurik, 2001). In a situation where unemployment forces people to engage in 
entrepreneurship is termed as refugee/shopkeepers effect while where entrepreneurship 
brings about reduction in unemployment is termed as Schumpeterian effect. There is 
increasing number of studies on the relationship between unemployment and 
entrepreneurship. Most of the studies use cross sectional or longitudinal data at micro level 
and time series data at macro level (Meager, 1992). 
 

The entry into entrepreneurship by unemployed people has drawn the attention of many 
researchers and policy makers (Audtretsch, Carree, van Stel and Thurik, 2005). The 
propensity to start a business because of unemployment is important in a public policy 
(Audretsch and Jin, 1994). Many governments in both developed and developing countries 
are supporting unemployed people to start up business. Evan and Leighton (1990) in the US 
examined the formation of small business by both unemployed and employed workers. 
There is a frequent entry and exit among unemployed into self employment because they 
started business for various reasons and goals. Some of the unemployed consider 
entrepreneurship as a temporary arrangement to earn for a living and other see it as a 
permanent engagement to sustain and prosper their lives. Evans and Leighton (1990) in US 
discovered that entry into self employment is higher for unemployed than for those who are 
working.   
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The relationship between entrepreneurship and unemployment is not clear but empirical 
studies reveal the two causal relationship. One strand of the studies confirmed that 
unemployment stimulates entrepreneurial activity while the other body of literature confirms 
that high entrepreneurial activity influences reduction of unemployment (Audretsch and 
Thurik, 1998, Audretsch et al 2005 and Thurik, Carree, Stel and Audtretsch, 2008). 
Unemployment is positively related to greater propensity for a new firm start up in 23 OECD 
countries (Audretsch et al, 2001). Other studies found positive influence of unemployment 
on entrepreneurship (Reynolds, Storey and Westhead, 1994; Storey, 1991; Evans and 
Leighton, 1989 and Highfield and Smiley, 1987. The results confirm the present of refugee 
or shop keepers’ effect that unemployment stimulates entrepreneurship. In contrast Garofi 
(1994) in UK, Audretsch and Fritsch (1994) in Germany and Audretsch et al (2001) in 23 
OECD countries indicate that unemployment is negatively related to new firm start up. 
Audretsch and Thurik (2000) believe that new business could possibly generate employment 
thereby cutting down the rate of unemployment. Carree (2002) in US found that there is no 
significant relationship between the two variables.  
 
Ritsila and Tervo (2002) believe that there is no clear cut relation between unemployment 
and entrepreneurship. Hamilton (1989) and Faria, Cuestas and Mourelle (2010) suggest that 
the relationship between entrepreneurship and unemployment can be bidirectional and non 
linear. At low level of unemployment any increase in unemployment will lead to a new 
business formation. But once unemployment reaches critical level, any further increase in 
unemployment will lead to decrease in new business formation. Unemployment will no 
longer induce people to become entrepreneurs. There will be a few business opportunities 
left and many unemployed who had tried to be self employed will reveal their bitter 
experience of business failure because of high competition in the environment. Hamilton 
(1989) attempted to provide reconciliatory explanation on the relationship between 
entrepreneurship and unemployment for time series and cross section studies. Government 
can support unemployed through some policies to stimulate business formation so that the 
difference between time series and cross sectional analysis can be bridged. 
 
The same argument permeates among researchers and policy makers and had received 
attention not only in the developing economies but also in developed countries. For instance 
European countries that are confronted with the problem of high unemployment reacted 
positively toward entrepreneurship development programs. Stel et al (2007) suggested that 
entrepreneurship can be considered as a remedy or solution to the problem of high 
unemployment and stagnation of economic growth. In fact it has become an ongoing debate 
among European and other OECD countries on how to resolve the problem of 
unemployment. The trade off between lower wages but less unemployment or higher wages 
but more unemployment has been an issue in a policy analysis (Thurik, 2003). But this kind 
of trade off is seen as an illusion to some people (Audretsch and Thurik, 2000). Individual 
decision either become self employed, employee or remain unemployed is dependent on the 
relative price in the market (Knight, 1971). People are motivated to start up business when 
they perceive an opportunity that yields satisfactory level of benefits. Unemployed person 
may prefer to start up business that gives lower return than being unemployed.  
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The theory of occupational choice suggest that high rate of unemployment will stimulate start 
up activity in order to earn income for a living. Unemployed people have lower endowment of 
human capital and entrepreneurial talent to sustain their new business start up and may exit 
too soon from the business arena (Stel et al, 2007 and Audretsch et al, 2001). But this 
assumption could be wrong in the sense that some unemployed can have such outstanding 
qualities to excel when they choose to start a business. Some even believe that necessity is 
the mother of invention. The need for survival can promote their interest to sustain the 
business. 
 
In another dimension entrepreneurial activity reduces unemployment and could have 
positive effect on economic performance. Stel et al (2007) and Audretsch et al (2001) have 
attempted to reconcile this ambiguous relationship using data from 23 OECD countries 
between 1974 to 1998. Phehn-Dujowich (2012) in US discovers that the unemployment 
Granger caused entrepreneurship. Storey (1991) provides an explanation which looks like a 
consensus on the relationship. All things being equal time series studies show that 
unemployment positively relate to entrepreneurship while cross sectional or pooled cross 
sectional studies reveal negative relationship. Attempt to resolve these differences have not 
been completely successful. Any general comment on this relationship has to be done with 
caution because it may be dangerous and has to be explained within a particular context. 
  

3. Data and Methodology  
Time series data were collected from official sources. The number of the registered 
unemployment was obtained from National Bureau of Statistics (NBS) and number of 
registered business from Corporate Affairs Commission (CAC) for the period 1980-2010. 
The paper uses two equation vector autoregression (VAR) model to examine the dynamic 
relationship between the variables. Following the non existence of cointegrating relation 
among the variables, Granger causality test was conducted as a standard first difference 
VAR model. The properties of the variables were examined using unit root test.  
 

 

Econometric model 

�	�6 �b�`"���`#�	J&�:#����!�	�6 �:#������::::::::::::::::::N#O�

�	J&�b�`"���`#�	�6 �:#����!�	J&�:#�������:::::::::::::::::::N!O�

Where lnENT is the logarithm of entrepreneurship, lnUM is the logarithm of unemployment 
and `���, are the estimated parameters. 

 

4. Results and Discussion 
The preliminary unit root tests for the individual variable is shown in table 1. The ADF and 
PP test results suggest the existence of a unit root in a level form for the two variables. The 
variables became stationary after first difference or integrated order I(1). The finding is 
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consistent with the literature which suggest that in most cases macroeconomic variables are 
I(1). 
    Table 1: Unit root Test 

                                          ADF                          PP 
Variable Level First diff Level  First diff 
lnENT -2.136114 (0) -5.560018(0)*** -1.838272(5) -7.885586(16)*** 
lnUM -0.363459(0) -5.764612(0)*** -0.263667(6) -5.959307(7)*** 

Note: lnENT and lnUM is the natural log of entrepreneurship and unemployment respectively. Asterisks (***) indicate      
level of significant at 1% level. The figures presented are the t statistic in constant without trend test and values in bracket 
are lag length. 

 
Having the same order of integration allows testing the long run equilibrium relation between 
entrepreneurship and unemployment using Johansen cointegration test. But the outcome 
reveals that there is no cointegration vector in the model. If cointegration is found then it is 
necessary to conduct Granger causality test under the platform of vector error correction 
model (VECM) in order not give room for misspecification problem. In this case Granger 
causality test was conducted as a standard first difference VAR (2) model. The estimated 
output for the two models, one for each variable are presented in table 3 and 4 (see 
Appendix A). The result shows that the lagged variables estimating entrepreneurship are 
statistically significant. This finding indicates that entrepreneurship can be explained by its 
own past, current and past trend of unemployment in the country.     
 
The Granger causality result shown in table 2 indicates that entrepreneurship does not 
Granger caused unemployment. But there is no evidence to accept the null hypothesis that 
unemployment does not Granger caused entrepreneurship. It is therefore concludes that 
unemployment does Granger caused entrepreneurship in Nigeria. The result confirms the 
presence of refugee’s effect in the country and consistent with the findings of Phehn-
Dujowich (2012) and Baptista and Preto (2007). This result is expected looking at the 
growing number of unemployed in the country. The search for employment position 
becomes highly competitive as obtaining a good degree is no longer guarantee to secure job 
immediately upon graduation. Semi skilled and unskilled persons also face the same 
challenges in the labour market. This category of people usually have low opportunity cost 
for paid employment compared with skilled and professionals. They may choose to be 
unemployed when they enormous desire to work for others in which they have neither 
freedom nor adequate pay to cater for their welfare. Venturing into entrepreneurship can be 
a good option for the unemployed but people prefer paid employment because of the 
guarantee of regular flow of income. To become an entrepreneur requires overcoming this 
fear of risking a regular flow of income.    
 
  Table 2: VAR Granger Causality/Block Exogeneity Wald Test 
 

 
 
However, the decision to become an entrepreneur is contingent on some socio-economic 
factors. In a country where unemployment became high, the unemployed may not have the 
opportunity to trade off between paid employment and self employment. The only option 

Null hypothesis Chi-square  df Probability Decision 
ENT does not Granger caused UM 1.258593 2 0.5330 Accept 
UM does not Granger caused ENT 14.13880 2 0.0009 Reject 
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could be entering into entrepreneurship for self sustenance and perhaps for economic 
prosperity. The unpleasant and harsh business environment poses a lot threats to existing 
and prospective entrepreneurs. It is evident in Nigeria that unemployment is on the increase 
accompanied by the deteriorating business climate. The findings in this study that 
entrepreneurship does not Granger caused unemployment can be justified on the ground 
the business environment is not conducive which led to closure of many businesses that 
provide employment. The competition for the opportunity created in market became very 
intense because of the high number of new entrant into business arena. There will be a few 
business opportunities left and many unemployed who have tried to become self employed 
will communicate their bitter experiences of business failure because of high competition 
and lack of enabling environment (Hamilton, 1989). 
 
The government contribute toward increasing the number of business start up by supporting 
the unemployed. Various government regimes in the past attempted to promote 
entrepreneurship in order to address the problem of unemployment and poverty through 
enactment policies and programs such as National Poverty Eradication Program (NAPEP), 
Poverty Alleviation Program (PAP), Family Economic Advancement Program (FEAP) and 
Family Support Program (FSP). The government also establishes National Directorate for 
Employment (NDE) in 1986 which charged with the responsibility of training and supporting 
unemployed to become self reliant by starting their own business. More recently the 
government introduces entrepreneurship courses in all tertiary institutions across the country 
which is aimed at providing necessary training and business skills to the students so that 
they can start their own business upon graduation. This is particularly designed to relieve the 
graduates from facing the problem of unavailable vacancies in the labour market. It is not 
clear whether this effort will be translated into converting unemployment or it will also fail like 
other preceding programmes. 
 
Moreover, the causality running from unemployment to entrepreneurship is a clear indication 
of necessity based entrepreneurship in the country. The proliferation of necessity 
entrepreneurs could help in addressing the problem of unemployment to some extent. The 
unemployed who were able start up business may provide services or goods and earn 
income to sustain their lives. This will in turn reduce the rate of social vices and welfare 
expectation from the government. It is also argued that most of the necessity entrepreneurs 
are not high impact as such they cannot make significant contribution to the economic 
performance of the country. They usually started out of sheer necessity and may exit as 
soon as they face some difficulties or got a better pay job.  
  

5.  Conclusion and Implication of the paper 
Entrepreneurship is very imperative in any attempt to deal with the problem of 
unemployment. The government plays a crucial and supportive role to unemployed to 
become entrepreneurs or self employed. The high population in Nigeria could only make 
positive impact when majority of economically active people are involve in productive 
entrepreneurial activity. The problems of poverty and unemployment could drastically 
undermine the government effort for development and continue to be a threat to country’s 
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economic progress. This study found that unemployment Granger caused entrepreneurship 
which is also an indication of the presence of necessity entrepreneurship and a refugee’s 
effect in Nigeria.  
 
There is no evidence that entrepreneurship could reduce unemployment because the 
business environment is no longer conductive for new entrant entrepreneurs who were 
unemployed and those who are already operating their own business. They both find 
difficulties in sustaining the business for a longer period of time. The problem is largely as a 
result of dearth of infrastructural facilities occasioned with high competition for market share 
among old and new entrants. Although unemployment necessitates unemployed to start up 
business, the unfavourable business climate also make many entrepreneurs to close their 
business. That is why there is a frequent entry and exit into entrepreneurship among the 
unemployed.        
 
Therefore the government is expected to play a key role in providing the necessary 
infrastructural facilities and streamline its policies in developing entrepreneurship. Boasting 
electricity supply will immensely help in cutting down the cost of doing business in the 
country. Providing necessary training and skills acquisition mechanism will ensure the 
transformation of the unemployed to entrepreneurs. Giving the high unemployment in the 
country the paper provides useful information to policy makers in tackling the problem of 
unemployment in Nigeria.        
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Appendix A 

   Table 3: VAR Estimation for entrepreneurship  
Variables Coefficients Std. Error t- statistics 
Constant          6.172986 1.85336  3.33069*** 
lnENTt-1          0.762459 0.17541  4.34681*** 
lnENTt-2         -0.306493 0.17050 -1.79761** 
lnUMt-1          0.381865 0.11857   3.22069*** 
lnUMt-2         -0.329275 0.12112  -2.71869*** 
R square                               0.702542 
Observation                          31        

                 Note: *** and ** indicate level of significant at 1% and 5% respectively. 
 
 
   Table 4: VAR Estimation for unemployment  

Variables         Coefficients Std. Error t- statistics 
Constant         -2.289901 3.20837 -0.71373 
lnENTt-1         -0.057388 0.30365 -0.18900 
lnENTt-2          0.302952 0.29515  1.02642 
lnUMt-1          0.847051 0.20525  4.12691*** 
lnUMt-2          0.110386 0.20966  0.52649 
R square                               0.975104 
Observation                          31 

  Note: *** and ** indicate level of significant at 1% and 5% respectively. 
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PROGRESS IN TURMOIL TIMES: TURKEY’S NEW EXPORT STRATEGY �
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Abstract 
Turkey and the EU agreed on Custom Union (CU) in 1996. Since then, the trade volume 
between Turkey and the EU has increased significantly. As time passed by, even 
though there was a negative trade balance with the EU countries, CU caused a shift in 
Turkey’s export pattern towards industry intensive products.  

Starting from 2009, shrinking market volume in the EU due to economic crisis forced 
Turkish exporters for new markets. Turkish exporters realized that they are able to 
compete with other global players in these new markets. Their experience 
accumulation, while exporting to the EU market, created a competitive advantage that 
is useful for them in global markets. 

Today, Turkey is using this competitive advantage while exporting products to other 
potential export destinations such as Near and Middle East Countries (Neighboring 
Countries) and African Countries.  

  

Keywords: EU-Turkey Trade, Trade with Neighboring Countries, Turkey’s Trade Strategy, 
Export Strategy 

 
1. Introduction 
The EU (formerly EC) became Turkey’s main trading partner for a long time. More than half 
of Turkey’s exports were being made to the EU countries till Global Crisis. This ratio dropped 
under 50% in 2008 for the first time after the Customs Union Agreement (CUA). The 
declining trend continued in 2009, 2010, 2011 and reached its lowest level as 39% in 2012.  

Crisis in the EU area forced Turkish exporters to look for new markets. Turkey’s neighbors 
were mainly importers of the industrial products. Industrial production was not developed in 
most of the Neighboring Countries. Therefore, Turkish exporters focused in these countries.  

The main hypothesis of this article is that CUA provided a competitive advantage to Turkey 
that was not estimated at the beginning of the CUA. This advantage was mainly developed 
by Turkish industry during a long period exporting to the EU countries. Turkish producers 
learned the EU standards and improved themselves. Turkish industrial producers reached a 
level that their products could compete with other industrialized countries in the EU market. 
After Global Crisis, the import demand for Turkish goods declined in the EU but it did not 
affect the total exportvolume increase of Turkey. Turkey gradually increased exports to 
newpotential destinations using industrial production advantage gained from CUA with the 
EU.  
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2. Literature Survey 
Akkoyunlu-Wigley and Mihci’s (2004) studied panel data for the period 1994-2000. 
Estimation results show that both export and import ratios of trade with EU decreased the 
cost-price margin in manufacturing industry. Trade with EU created  a positive wealth and 
efficiency effect upon the Turkish manufacturing industry due to falling price-cost margins 
and similarly estimation results for the period mentioned above indicate that imports from 
member countries have  caused a decline in concentration ratio for manufacturing industry. 
Finally, increasing trade with EU countries created an increasing competition so that it has 
had a significant effect on Turkey’s changing export market structure and pricing behavior of 
manufacturing industry.  

There are various studies on cost-benefit analysis of CUA between the EU and Turkey. 
Potential advantages and disadvantages of CUA membership were discussed in different 
studies. Lejour and Mooij (2005) evaluated accession of Turkey to the EU. They concluded 
that Turkey will gain more than the EU members with the integration and  some sectors in 
Turkey would expand substantially by the integration with the EU , such as “textiles” but it will 
affect negatively Central and Eastern Europe Countries  who have the same comparative 
advantage in labor intensive agricultural and textile sectors with Turkey. The largest 
economic gains can probably be obtained through reforms of national institutions in Turkey 
that improve the functioning of public sector and provide transparency to investors and 
traders. 

Bekmez and B�Ï��Á�
������ has developed a single country multi-sectoral CGE(Computable 
General Equlibrium) model for Turkey and simulated Turkey-EU trade with different 
scenarios. They concluded all competitive sectors would increase  profit shares  with the 
different rates of change, while monopolistic sectors would lose their profits. Under full 
membership with EU sectoral average variable costs will increase but it will not affect the 
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compensate its losses from full membership by receiving revenue assistance from the EU. 
Thus, Turkish economy, as a whole, will be better off with a full membership, even though 
some sectors individually lose a portion of their profits. 

°Á��Á�Á�
��� Dura (2007) mainly analyzed three subjects: a) the literature about the effects of 
the EU-Turkey CU(different approaches for static and dynamic effects of the CU between 
Turkey and the EU), b)similarity and compatibility with forecasted the CU effects and actual 
Turkey-EU CUA, c) determine the deficiency in empirical literature in the CUA to guide 
researchers who are interested in this field. They concluded that CU’s net static effect is 
trade creation; however, this trade creation is against Turkey, because growth of exports to 
the EU  is  smaller than the growth of imports from EU after CUA which means for Turkey an 
increasing trade deficit with EU. Besides, there is a loss in tariffs revenues.  Since dynamic 
effects occur in medium and long term the analysis of dynamic effect is more difficult than 
the static one. They concluded that there might be more studies on some areas of CU effects 
such as competitiveness (absence of testing indices for competitiveness), technological 
improvement and terms of trade.  

������Á
 ��
 ��	
 ������
 ��������
 ��-Turkey trade by using their econometric model. They 
concluded CUA had contributed to the increasing volume of trade of Turkey, coupled with a 
decline in income elasticity of trade over the CU period. They analyzed the demand functions 
of Turkey for import from EU(export of EU to Turkey) and of EU for import from 
Turkey(export of Turkey to EU).They found the following results:  i) real exchange rate of 
Turkey is positively related with imports whereas negatively related with exports, ii)Turkish 
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GDP is positively related with the import (EU’s export to Turkey) and EU’s GDP is positively  
related with import from Turkey (the export of Turkey to the EU), iii)income elasticity for both 
export and import declined in CU period but the effect on export is more than the effect on 
import. They also found that if countries in trade with Turkey have a high political stability and 
better governance they have high trade volume with Turkey. They also investigated the trade 
pattern of Turkey in 1994 and 2001- Turkey’s own crises- and found out that in 1994 both 
exports and imports were being affected, while in 2001 only exports were being affected.  

Gündüz and Esengün(2007) analyzed the impacts of the Customs Union on the foreign trade 
of Turkey and EU-15 using various times series analysis for the data set of period 1987-
2003. They also concluded that CU has created a structural difference on Turkey’s trade . As 
a result of the study, it was revealed that the growth of import values of Turkey was greater 
than the growth of export values during first years after the Custom Union and total trade 
increased after CU. 

According to a study ��
��Û��Ñ��
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Õ��������^
 ���
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 �����-industry trade (ITT) in 
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 ��
 �����-industry type trading with the world totally 
and the European Union (EU) partially. That is, the free trade between Turkey and European 
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dramatically changing from low technology products group to high technology industries, 
especially since the Customs Union Agreement with the EU put into effect in 1996. 
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European Union by econometric models using dummy variable approach. According to the 
result of analysis, it is observed that CU had affected not only relevant sectors individually 
but sum of these sectors positively as well. Among the results, it has been found that the 
analyzed foreign trade at 1985-2005 period showed an increasing effect of CU on foreign 
trade of Turkey with EU (12) countries especially in the first ten years after CU. The results of 
the time series analysis indicated that trade deficit with EU has a positive trend after CUA 
and when the data set observed some broken years such as 1994 and 2001 where Turkey 
has financial crisis in homeland and 1999 Turkey was affected with global financial crisis 
started in 1998 in southern east Asia and a terrible earthquake in industrial region of the 
country. At those years, trade deficit declined but at following years the trend started to move 
up again. They also concluded that after 2001 trade deficit is not the result trade with EU but 
coming from trade with other countries especially where huge amount of energy from Russia 
and intermediate products and raw materials from China were being imported.    

A study made by Gökdemir and Kahraman (2008), analyzing the first ten years of CUA, 
�����
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������¯�
�����
�n a positive or negative way. They searched 
the relationship with Turkey and the EU after CUA and expectations of Turkey with CUA. 
They also dealt with the economic side effects of CU analyzing the static effects(trade 
creation, trade diversification and consumption) and dynamic effects(increasing 
competitiveness, effects on FDI, effects on scale of economies and technological 
improvement). They finally concluded that in the period between 1996 and 2005 exports 
volume to EU did not increase as was expected with CUA. They explained that this result 
came out because of the Free Trade Agreements of EU with other third countries who have 
the same comparative advantage in textile and  the exclusion of agricultural commodities 
�����
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 �¢��ctations since 
China  also has a comparative advantage in labor intensive sectors such as textile as 
Turkey.  

Seymen (2009) concluded similar results in her study on trade between EU and Turkey. She 
concluded that enlargement in EU with new members caused more positive effect than CUA 
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on Turkey’s trade volume with EU. She analyzed the long period 1969-2008 and with the 
help of some indices such as Entropy Index, Bilateral Trade Concentration Index and 
Herfindahl-Hirshman Concentration Index, she studied on static effects occurred after CUA 
and other factors that might affect the changes in trade between Turkey and EU.  

Türker (2009) analyzed how CU affected Turkey’s competitive capacity (one of the dynamic 
effects of CU) of foreign trade in regards to all sectors in SITC  between 1990-2005. He 
divided data period into two as 1990-1995 and 1996-2005 and used Revealed Comparative 
Advantage to measure the competitiveness power. Türker’s analysis found out two 
remarkable results. First, Customs Union generally has not raised Turkey’s competitiveness. 
Second, CU has contributed positively on the effect of Turkey’s competitiveness at some 
sectors but the revealed effect was significantly low comparing with other competitor 
countries. He also analyzed dynamic effects of economic integrations such as changing 
competitiveness power, scale of economies, growth rate of industrialization and technological 
improvement. 

Another important claim was that CUA would change the production and export structure of 
Turkey. Some believed that Turkish industry would not compete with EU and Turkish 
industrial companies would be affected negatively. Because of high standards, EU is one of 
the most difficult markets to export. EU consumer’s demand standards are always high. 
Moreover, most of the exporters in the world are still trying to sell their products to EU 
countries. Studies show that since 1996, Turkey’s export content has changed significantly. 
Turkey became an industrial product exporting country. Naturally, Turkey’s production 
infrastructure was developed after CUA. 

3. Structure of Turkey’s Exports 
After CUA in 1996 Turkish exports and share to the world increased (Figure 1). Turkey 
increased export share during global crisis. Turkey’s export reached to the highest level in 
history in 2012 as 152.5 billion $ with a growth rate of 13,1% comparing to previous year. 
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In Figure 2, we see some trade indicators of Turkey. The first indicator is the “trade 
dependence index” (United Nations ESCAP,2007) also known as “openness index”, it 
measures the ratio of international trade to the total value of net output (gross domestic 
product). Turkey’s trade is being opened to the world widely after CUA. The ratio reached its 
highest value as 48,7% in 2012. The declines in 1997, 1998 and 1999 can be explained with 
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the negative effects of Southern East Asia and Russian financial crisis and the terrible 
earthquake happened in a major industrial region of Turkey. In the figure, we easily see the 
increasing trade deficit with EU according to the decreasing import demand for Turkish 
exports in EU countries. In recent years export/import coverage for total trade is increasing 
whereas for EU trade it is decreasing because of significantly high import value from EU 
(increasing import share of EU) and decreasing export volume to EU (decreasing export 
share of EU). Finally we can conclude that Turkey’s trade is enlarging towards not to EU 
countries but to the rest of the world. Turkey shifted exports to the other countries during and 
after the global financial crisis. 
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Figure 3 shows export composition of Turkey for the period 1980-2012. The share of 
industrial products increased to 93,9% in 2012 from 88,4% in 1996. It was just 36,6 % in 
1980 when Turkish economy was opened to the international trade and export-led economic 
policy was put in action. Obviously, CUA is one of the main reasons of this increase, 
because Turkish exporters realized that EU is a very attractive market for industrial products. 
Thus, they invested in new industrial production facilities. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

�
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    Source: �ÝÔ� 

 

Figure 4 shows the share of exports destinations of Turkey. The EU countries have a 
significant share in total exports of Turkey. Between 1999 and 2007, the EU share in 
Turkey’s total exports fluctuates in the range between 51% and 58%. However we see a 
sharp decrease to 48% in 2008 and export share decreased to 46,3% in 2009. In 2012, it 
reached to 38,8%, the lowest level in history. Obviously, the global crisis is one of the main 
reasons of this decrease in 2007 and following years. However, the decrease in export share 
of EU with Turkey continues, even though the weight of the crisis is getting less. On the other 
hand, Turkey’s export share to Neighboring Countries (Near and Middle East Countries, 
NMEC) was not affected by the global crises in 2008 and 2009. The increasing trend in 
Turkey’s exports to Neighboring Countries has continued since 1999. The share of Turkey’s 
exports to Neighboring Countries (NMEC) was 9,7% in 1999. This share reached to 19,3% in 
2008 and then increased to 20,7 in 2011 and finally reached to its highest level with a rate of 
27,8% in 2012. 

In Figure 4 we can see  the shares of different country groups in Turkey’s exports. The share 
of Africa, Near and Middle East and Neighboring Countries is increasing. North America and 
Middle and South America also have a positive trend in the export increase. Australia and 
New Zealand have a small share in Turkey’s export. On the other hand, shares of the EU 
and Other European Countries are decreasing. Global economic crisis had a significant 
effect on the EU countries. Therefore, we can explain the sharp decrease in EU exports of 
Turkey by global economic crisis. Turkey is obliged to explore alternative markets due to 
shrinking market of EU. However, this created an opportunity for Turkey to explore and 
enlarge its exporting area. 
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EU:European Union; NMEC:Near & Middle East Countries; OEC:Other European Countries; 
AC:African Countries; OASC:Other Asian Countries; NAM:North America; MSAM:Middle and South 
America; ANZ:Australia and New Zealand. 

 

Figure 5 shows that the increase in Turkish exports to the EU countries did not show a major 
increase until 2000. Then an increasing trend started in 2001 with the economic crises of 
Turkey. The positive increase continued until the 2009. In 2009, with the negative effect of 
Global Economic Crisis, a sudden decrease in the growth rate of exports to EU is observed 
as -25,8%  and then we see a recovery in 2010 again. But due to effects of crisis in EU, 
demand for imports is still decreasing in 2012.  

As we see both in Figures 4 and 5, Turkey’s exports to Neighboring Countries started to 
fluctuate in the period 1996-2007. In Figure 4 the fluctuation in the range 9,3%-14,06% can 
be easily seen after Customs Union Agreement. During this period, Turkey’s exports to EU 
countries increased(of course there is a positive effect of enlargement in EU, number of 
members increased from 15 to 25 in 2004). In Figure 5, we see Turkey’s growth rate of 
exports to its Neighboring Countries (NMEC) was negative in 1998(-5%) and in 1999(-4,3%) 
but started to increase in 2000 and again it has got a small but positive growth rate as 0,3%. 
This positive trend continues until 2009. In 2009 the Global Economic Crisis caused a 
negative growth rate as -24,5% as it did in EU’s share; however, we see a quick recovery in 
2010 again with a growth rate of 21,4%. And in 2012 it reached its second highest level 
52,1%.   

Export change percentage of the EU and Neighboring Countries(NMEC)  figure shows that 
there is a drop in Turkey’s export to the Neighboring countries at the beginning of the CUA; 
however this trend changed in 2000 and Turkey’s exports to Neighboring Countries 
increased more than EU countries except in 2002 and 2006. Especially in 2003 and 2004 
there is a major increase in exports to the Neighboring Countries(NMEC). The growth rate in 
exports to NMEC’s in 2008 reached its highest level with 68,6% during the global crisis year. 
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Figure 6 shows that there is a decreasing trend in Turkey’s exports to Neighboring Countries 
against EU Countries after the CUA. The ratio of export to Neighboring Countries to export to 
EU has a quite sharp decreasing trend for the three years 1998, 1999 and 2000. There is a 
stabilization period of four years between 1999 and 2002. During this period Turkey’s exports 
to Neighboring Countries have a ratio over its exports to EU countries in the range 16,4%-
18,6%. However, this ratio was 20,7% in the first year of the CUA. 

Turkey’s exports to Neighboring Countries(X-NMEC) started to increase in 2003(11,6%) and 
this change continued for the last 9 years. According to 2012 export data, Turkey’s export to 
Neighboring Countries(X-NMEC)  reached  an export share ratio of 27,8%  and the ratio of 
exports to Neighboring Countries(X-NMEC) to the exports to EU countries(X-EU) was 
reached 19,9,% after the stable period and in 2012 it reached its highest level in the history 
with 71,7%.  
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Global economic crisis caused EU market to shrink. Turkey faced with an emergency 
situation. Turkish producers tried to hedge their risk by finding new export destinations. The 
best alternatives were the neighboring countries. Besides, Middle East and African countries 
were the serious alternatives. Turkish exporters focused on these markets and accelerated 
Turkish exports to these countries. This change was an obligation; however, we can’t say 
that the drop of Turkey’s export share in the EU is only related to the Global Crisis. Because 
data shows that Turkey’s export share to neighboring countries and Near and Middle Eastern 
Countries started to increase after 2000. Turkish exports to African countries started to 
increase with Global crisis and reached 9,9% in total exports share to the highest level in 
2009 and reached 8,8%  in 2012. In 2008, the ratio was 6,9% and before 2008 Africa 
Countries share was in the range 4,5%-6,76% in the period 1990-2007. Consequently, there 
is an ongoing increasing trend in Turkish export to Neighboring Countries (East and Middle 
Eastern Countries). Global Economic Crisis accelerated this trend. Besides, African 
Countries became new export destinations of Turkish exporters. By the way, it seems that 
latest changes caused permanent changes in the heaviness of Turkey’s export destinations.  

 

4. Conclusion 
CUA neither increased Turkish exports share to EU countries nor caused a big trade deficit 
for Turkey. On the other hand, the share of industry intensive products in Turkey’s exports 
increased. Turkey became an industrial product exporter.  Turkish industrial producers 
learned to compete with all main industrial producers of the world in the EU market. This 
challenge caused Turkish exporters to improve their capabilities significantly. These changes 
provided a competitive quality for Turkey while trading with Neighboring Countries (Middle 
and Near East Countries) and African Countries.  Thus, we see a steady increase in Turkish 
exports to these countries for the last decade. Global economic crisis accelerated this 
change. Shrinking EU market forced Turkish companies to diversify their exports to 
alternative markets. Especially Neighboring and African Countries are now becoming 
Turkey’s new export destinations.  

Turkey learned to compete with CUA in global export markets. This capability is helping 
Turkey to export to the new markets. Perhaps, numbers were not showing a trade surplus 
with EU countries; however, gained experience in EU market is one of the most important 
competitive advantages for Turkish companies. 

Therefore, we conclude that difficulties may bring advantages. They increase your strength 
and increasing strength may provide competitive advantage in a different time or place. 
Turkish producers faced with such a challenge in 1996 with CUA and they were able to adapt 
their production systems accordingly. This transformation created an advantage today while 
exporting to Neighboring Countries (Middle and Near East Countries) and African Countries. 
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Abstract 

Greece is a small economy on the periphery of the EU and until recently has primarily 
been a recipient of Foreign Direct Investment (FDI).  However, in the last twenty years, with 
the opening up of Central and Eastern European markets, Greek entrepreneurs seized the 
opportunity to expand abroad in search of new, unsaturated markets and cheaper 
resources in terms of human capital and/or raw materials.  This process led Greece to 
become a key investor in the region and Greek firms entered upon a learning curve that 
might enable them to further expand abroad into relatively unfamiliar markets. The 
investigation of the Greek case is of great importance for the international business 
literature as it is a clear demonstration of the process that a small economy has to follow 
in order to become a regional player and an outward investor. During the current 
economic crisis, Greek companies are again, as in the 1990s, under strong pressures 
which stem from the domestic business environment and one must add into their strategic 
choices the option of internationalizing their business activities in a country like Bulgaria, 
which is a member of the European Union and where, from the 1990s until today, labor 
and tax costs have been much lower than Greece. The main focus of this paper is to 
explore the specific motives of Greek companies in selecting Bulgaria as a host country 
for their international activities.   We analyze push and pull factors such as economic 
incentives, internationalization business strategy, and access to resources and 
infrastructure, general business opportunities and finally openness of the market and the 
overcoming of existing tariff barriers. Based on our survey we propose certain policy 
recommendations intended both for the Greek Government in order to improve the 
internal environment and for Greek multinationals to achieve greater efficiency. 

 
Keywords 
Internationalization, competitiveness, motives, incentives, governmental policy  

1. Introduction 

This article focuses on studying the behavior of Greek multinational companies specifically in 
relation to the factors at play in selecting Bulgaria to host their international business activities 
that enhance their competitiveness.  
During the1990s, reacting to globalization challenges, Greek firms decided to internationalize all 
or part of their production activities.  In the case of Greek firms, the large wave of 
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internationalization of production activities came from the re-location primarily of labor intensive 
enterprises (e.g. clothing and footwear companies) as well as from enterprises aiming to exploit 
available resources locally in order to serve either the local market or the Greek market (e.g. food 
and beverages, tobacco, wood-related companies etc.) [1]. This drive towards internationalization 
by Greek companies was primarily directed toward neighboring Balkan countries in which Greek 
firms invested quite important levels of funds, taking advantage of the local government’s efforts 
to work to help the transition of these countries to the market economy.  In this way Greek firms 
became key foreign investors in a series of Balkan countries [2]. 
The behavioral features of Greek multinational companies as regards the process of selection of 
a host country for their international activities has not been studied in depth so far either by Greek 
or by foreign researchers, while only a few attempts have been made in this research direction 
[2]. At present, the internationalization of Greek companies is very slow or non-existent.  This is 
so due to the fact that the current crisis has expanded throughout the world and therefore also to 
the Balkan region, investment risks have grown considerably, and global uncertainty regarding 
future economic growth has substantially increased. 

2. Internationalization and relocation 

Most of the theories on the internationalization of business activities that attempt to describe the 
internationalization process have their roots in the theory of industrial organization.  Moreover, 
most of them were developed in the 1970s and 1980s [3], [4], [5], and [6]. These theories 
describe the internationalization process quite adequately, but they also have some weak points.  
For quite a number of years researchers have been testing and questioning these models, 
especially the Uppsala model of internationalization proposed by Johanson and Vahlne, but 
rarely have they demonstrated the ability to replace such models with better models. Often 
research [7], [8], [9], [10] contributed to new ideas for improvement as well as proposing further 
refinements and developments of existing models. 
The origins of internationalization process theory can be traced back to Vernon’s "Theory of the 
Product Life Cycle" [11]. Given the post-war rise of foreign direct investment by the US, Vernon 
considered the internationalization process as an expanding process based on the advantages of 
the host country as well as advantages to the company accruing along the product lifecycle.  
Regardless of criticism of this approach (i.e. see [12]), it nevertheless provides for a historical 
perspective on how US companies increased their international presence.  Earlier, other scholars 
[13] focusing on the experience of Swedish companies, created a four-level model, starting from 
exports through independent dealers and leading to the final stage of international production in 
the host country. This view was further developed via "the Uppsala model of internationalization» 
[14].  This model adopts a stages approach: the company initiates its international presence with 
cautious steps in foreign markets and gradually increases its geographic reach through a process 
of experiential learning [14], [15]. Similar models featuring a consecutive levels approach have 
been presented by [16], [17], [18], while other authors have confirmed these models to a lesser or 
greater extent [19], [20], [21], [22], [23]. Other studies focused on earlier stages of a company's 
internationalization [24], [25], [26], [27], [28], [29] as well as the determinants of entry choice 
modes [30], [23], [31], [32], [33], [34], [35] including the specific characteristics of these 
companies among the determinants . 

3. The internationalization of Greek firms 

Over the last two decades Greece has emerged as a regional champion and as one of the largest 
investors in Central and Eastern Europe [36], [37], and [38]. With the opening up of neighboring 
markets in the early 1990s, Greek companies and Greek entrepreneurs seized the opportunity to 
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exploit their ownership advantages in order to expand abroad. This expansion has operated in a 
twofold way: First, foreign affiliates of multinational enterprises which were already established in 
Greece, upgraded their role as regional headquarters and were utilized by their parent companies 
as regional centers for their expansion in the Balkans and the countries of Central and Eastern 
Europe. This strategic change was confirmed by the study carried out by Kyrkilis and Pantelidis 
[39], who argue that it is probable for foreign subsidiaries to adapt their strategies for the market 
over time and in association with changes in circumstances. The second expansion mode covers 
only domestic firms, family businesses, public or private enterprises, which developed 
international activities, attempting to expand abroad in order to exploit both their advantages in 
the domestic market, or their close cultural links, especially regarding the countries of Central and 
Eastern Europe. 
In this manner, Greece has changed from a peripheral European country into a regional business 
centre with a relatively greater degree of importance in neighboring South-eastern European 
countries. Current developments in the region have altered the role of domestic multinationals 
[40]. This process was reinforced by Greek state policies which aimed at transforming the country 
into a “star” country in the region. The "Greek Plan for the Reconstruction of the Balkans", which 
offered about 500 million euros, is an indicative policy that seeks to achieve this objective.  
During the current economic crisis, Greek firms now appear hesitant when it comes to relocating 
their international activities to neighboring countries, despite an attractive tax regime (a 10% flat 
income tax rate), lower labor costs, various economic incentive schemes, possible perceived 
opportunities for access to “resources and infrastructure”, as well as facilities provided regarding 
operating licenses and land use. In the context of this paper, we  investigate whether the key 
factors for the internationalization and relocation of Greek companies to neighboring Bulgaria are 
due to:  (a) economic incentives afforded, (b) the company internationalization strategy currently 
being followed, (c) access to resources and infrastructure, (d) opportunities afforded by the local 
environment for investment implementation, (e) access to foreign markets and (f) the opening up 
of the market and avoidance of existing or future tariff barriers. 

4. Survey: Methodology and sample characteristics 

Data was collected using a questionnaire that was addressed to 110 companies already known to 
have engaged in internationalization activities. 70 questionnaires were filled out by company 
Presidents, CEOs and other top ranking officers.  The survey was conducted in the time period 
from September 20, 2006 to January 20, 2007.  Of the 70 internationally engaged companies that 
responded, 67% were initially located in Northern Greece and the remaining 33% in Attica. The 
sectoral distribution of respondents sorted by type of responding firm is shown in Table 1 below. 
 
 

Table 1: Sectoral distribution of respondents  

Sector Sector 
code 

No. of 
subsidiaries  

No. of 
export 
companies 

Total No. of 
companies 
per sector 

Food industries 20 10 7 17 
Tobacco industries 22 1 0 1 
Textile industries 23 0 3 3 
Footwear, apparel and clothing fabric 
industries 24 6 1 7 

Wood and cork industries 25 0 1 1 
Furniture and furnishing industries  26 2 1 3 
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Sector Sector 
code 

No. of 
subsidiaries  

No. of 
export 
companies 

Total No. of 
companies 
per sector 

Paper industries 27 1 2 3 
Industrial rubber products and plastics 30 1 1 2 
Chemical industries 31 3 2 5 
Petroleum derivatives industries 32 1 0 1 
Non-metallic minerals industries 33 3 2 5 
Industries of finished metal products 35 5 2 7 
Construction machinery industries 36 1 1 2 
Electrical equipment industries  37 2 4 6 
Vehicle construction industries 38 1 0 1 
Various industries 39 3 3 6 

SAMPLE TOTAL 70 
 
The business executives surveyed were either at top management level (Presidents, CEOs, 
General Managers) or at middle level (Export Managers, International Business Operations 
Managers, CFOs, etc). Table 2 below shows the number of persons who took part in the survey 
per executive category, and as a percentage of all responses. The companies participating in the 
study were manufacturing companies. 

Table 2: Position of Executive Respondents in Company Hierarchy 

 No of 
respondents % of total 

President 10 14,29% 
CEO 12 17,14% 
General Manager 5 7,14% 
Export Manager 14 20,00% 
Director of Marketing 5 7,14% 
Commercial Manager / Sales Manager 7 10,00% 
CFO 7 10,00% 
International Business Development Manager  10 14,29% 

 

5. Analysis 

This study explores the role of key factors of the internationalization of Greek firms and location / 
expansion of activities into neighboring regions of Bulgaria, and specifically the contribution of: a) 
financial incentives, b) internationalization strategy adopted, c) access to "resources and 
infrastructure", d) opportunities afforded by the domestic environment for investments, e) access 
to a 'foreign market', and, f) market openness and the avoidance of existing or future tariff 
barriers. Motivation and incentives for internationalization examined in the context of the present 
study are presented in the following Table 3. 

Table 3: Incentive coding 

Code  Incentive 
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Code  Incentive 
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with certainty that the selected model for the factor analysis for the case of Bulgaria is a very 
good reproduction of observed correlations between variables. 
Therefore we can proceed with factor analysis. The following tables show detailed information on 
whether the factors under investigation are valid or not. 
 

Table 4: Descriptive Statistics 
 Mean Std. Deviation Analysis N 
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Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis. 
Rotation Method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalization. 
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Table 5: Rotated Component Matrix 
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1 2 3 4 5 6 
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6. Findings 

Processing of the research questions resulted in the following factors influencing the 
internationalization of Greek companies into neighboring Bulgaria being identified: 
1. Economic incentives, which consist of a1) tax exemptions, a2) subsidies, a3) subventions and 

a4) slower growth of the Greek market compared to the Bulgarian market, 
2. Company internationalization strategy followed, which consists of the following elements: b1) 

economies of scale, b2) economies of knowledge – experience and b3) slower growth of the 
Greek market compared to the Bulgarian market, 

3. Access to “resources and infrastructure”, consisting of the following three most important 
internationalization incentives: c1) raw material exploitation in Bulgaria, c2) fix investment 
asset acquisition and c3) use of cheap labor 

4. Opportunities afforded by the local environment for investment  and specifically 
d1) privatization opportunities, d2) local market size exploitation and d3) investment risk 
spreading, 

5. Access to the “foreign market” through e1) necessity to be present in the local market, 
e2) sales network development in host market and e3) exploitation of a neighboring market, 
and 

6. Opening up of the market and avoidance either of existing of future tariff barriers. 
���
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the financial incentives offered there. Such incentives include: a) tax exemptions, b) subsidies, c) 
subsidies and grants, and d) slower growth of the domestic vs. the foreign market. So our 
hypothesis is acceptable. 
Internationalization strategy clearly influences the decision of Greek entrepreneurs who would 
like to undertake internationalization activities in the neighboring country. The internationalization 
strategy opted for at any given time is selected for the following reasons: a) to obtain economies 
of scale, b) to acquire economies of knowledge and experience, and c) because of lower growth 
of the Greek market vs. its Bulgarian counterpart. Therefore our assumption is valid. 
The question of whether the motivation of Greek firms to choose Bulgaria as a host country for 
developing their international business activities is associated with the openness of the specific 
market or with business access to specific resources and/or infrastructure can be answered 
affirmatively for the second part of the question. For Greek companies, access to "resources and 
infrastructures” is considered a real incentive, given the fact that through these, Greek 
enterprises are able to a) exploit raw materials in Bulgaria that may not exist in Greece, b) 
acquire assets, and c) utilize a cheaper labor workforce. Therefore our assumption is correct. 
A fourth driver for the relocation of Greek enterprises to Bulgaria is their intention to exploit 
opportunities presented in the business environment of that country. The three reasons 
underlying such a choice by Greek companies relate to: a) the exploitation of opportunities for 
privatization, b) the exploitation of market size, and c) the implementation of specific investment 
projects aiming at spreading related investment risk. Therefore our assumption is correct. 
Greek companies wish to have access to the Bulgarian market, something that forms an 
incentive for them to take internationalization-related action. Selecting the particular market is a 
result of incentives such as: a) a need for the localized presence of a company in the specific 
market, b) the fact that Greek multinational companies wish to develop sales networks in 
Bulgaria, and c) an intention to use this market to host part of their international activities. 
Therefore our assumption is accepted. 
A final incentive for Greek companies to develop business activities in Bulgaria has been their 
concrete intention to acquire a presence in this specific market. The desire of Greek companies 
to establish themselves in the Bulgarian market is thus also grounded in the fact that the said 
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companies wish to avoid either existing or future tariff barriers. Therefore our assumption is 
accepted. 

7. Conclusions: Challenges and future policies  

In the context of future challenges for the adaptation of policies to strengthen the competitiveness 
of Greek multinational enterprises in the new international business environment, we can 
distinguish two groups of policies: a) those  which deal with the internationalization of enterprises 
themselves, and b) those which deal with a set of policies targeting the improvement of the 
competitiveness of the Greek economy and its adaptation to new international business 
conditions [41], [42]. As far as the improvement of Greece’s competitiveness is concerned, we 
would emphasize the following challenging areas over the next 3 to 5 years. Challenges related 
to the strengthening of the competitiveness of the Greek economy are grouped into three groups, 
as follows [2], [43], [44]: 
A] Challenges for improving the domestic business environment 
1. Instituting an intelligent and flexible regulatory business environment. 
2. Improving the business environment by simplifying administrative procedures for 
entrepreneurship. 
3. Consolidating such a socio-political culture so as to promote the development and 
internationalization of small and medium-sized Greek enterprises. 
4. Encouraging entrepreneurial innovation to develop new business and technological processes 
in Greek industries. Designing and implementing specific policy measures to enhance 
cooperation between domestic enterprises and universities. 
5. Affording better access by small and medium-sized companies to financing instruments, 
especially for newly established businesses. - Improving business access to venture capital. 
6. Encouraging more Greek SMEs to export their products and services. 
7. Reforming policies to attract Foreign Direct Investments (FDI) 
B] Challenges for improving the functionality of public entities and their relations with domestic 
enterprises  
1. Remodeling regulations and laws affecting businesses in order to make their operation more 
competitive 
2. Introducing a more effective and less costly public administration 
3. Improving the business-related legal framework. 
4. Improving the process of formulating state policies and laws, with the aim of reducing 
bureaucracy and increasing transparency. 
C] Challenges for enhancing business capacity to conduct research, development and innovation 
activities 
1. Increases in business expenditure for research and development. 
2. Strengthening of human resources to implement research, development and innovation. 
3. Reform of the existing legislative framework regarding the exploitation of innovations. 
4. Greater openness of the Greek economy to the rest of the world and encouragement of 
indigenous innovation efforts. 
5. Intensifying the commercialization of innovations generated by domestic universities and 
research facilities. 
6. Characterization of research and innovation activities as an area of high priority in formulating 
the state budget. 
7. Institutionalization of incentives to reduce "brain-drain". 
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During the transition period in Serbia, which started in 2000, SME have strengthened 
and become important economic subjects. Due to the global economic crisis the 
business climate deteriorated and economic dynamism lost its momentum, which 
resulted in fewer chances for potential entrepreneurs to establish and start a 
business. Entrepreneurs are faced with a stronger fear of business failure. Support for 
entrepreneurs is now weaker. Small companies started their recovery in 2011 by 
transferring their business to less risky segments. Micro companies and shops 
suffered most. Dynamic SME are successful in safeguarding their vitality and perform 
well even in times of crisis.   

GEDI is a composite indicator which keeps track of the attained level of national 
entrepreneurship and provides useful information for policy makers. It verifies the 
claim that SME development is stagnant because of a market reform slowdown and 
the global crisis. It also shows that a shift with respect to support measures for SME 
development is needed, and that: measures that prop up overall SMEE development 
and aim to neutralize effects of the crisis and increase employment need to be 
combined with additional measures of specific support for dynamic SME. 

The aim of the paper is twofold: to cast light on the current level of SME development 
in Serbia and propose an efficient mix of measures that endorse SME development.      

Keywords: crisis, entrepreneurship, SMEE, transition  

1. Introduction  

Over the last decade Serbia has finally started to make a shift towards becoming a market 
economy. It had completed the first stage of transition prior to the crisis. SME development 
had been encouraging and SME became important economic agents owing to their shares in 
total employment and the total number of economic agents, as well as to their GDP 
contribution. Due to the global economic crisis the business climate deteriorated and 
economic dynamism lost its momentum.  

The business climate essential for SMEE development worsened, which resulted in fewer 
chances for potential entrepreneurs to establish and start a business. Entrepreneurs are now 
faced with a stronger fear of business failure. Social and government support for SME is 
weaker. 

There is evidence that small companies, being flexible enough, started to recover in 2011 
largely by transferring their business to less risky areas. Still, micro companies and shops 
have suffered most. In 2012 more companies were established than closed but the business 
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demography relating to shops was still negative. There are some encouraging signs now that 
dynamic SME have succeeded in safeguarding their vitality and performed well.     

GEDI is a composite indicator which keeps track of the attained level of national 
entrepreneurship and provides useful information for policy makers. The GEDI ratio for 
Serbia during the crisis verifies that SME development is stagnant because of a market 
reform slowdown and adverse crisis effects. It also suggests that some changes to support 
measures are necessary: firstly, general support is vital for neutralizing effects of the crisis 
and raising overall employment and, secondly, specific support for dynamic SME has to be 
strengthened. 

The aim of the paper is twofold: to cast light on the present level of national SMEE 
development and to make a case for a changing mix of measures that prop up SMEE 
development in times of hardship.  

2. Recent trends and business demography          

As an integral part of the overall transition process, development of SME has been fast over 
the last decade. SME have become an important segment of the national economy taking 
into account their share in the total number of economic entities, total employment, total 
turnover of the economy, the total value added, and export and import volumes. Before the 
outbreak of the economic crisis they had been more dynamic than the average of the non-
financial sector. After the economic downturn of 2009 the recovery of SME has been weak 
due to the global economic recession and worsened economic circumstances that adversely 
affected the entrepreneurial attitude.  

The entrepreneurial sector, still underdeveloped, has no strength to mobilize internal 
resources and achieve more dynamic growth. Therefore the SMEE sector has not become a 
leading segment of the national economy. Figure 1 shows that if one compares SMEE 
performance in 2011 with that of 2005, several results will stand out, such as: double the 
import volume (while the non-financial sector raised its import volume by 65.8%), 
investments (17.2% and 0.4%, respectively), and a below average decrease in the import 
volume (of 13.9% and 30.7%, respectively) [1].    

Figure 1 SMEE indices 2005-2011 (growth % p.a.) 
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By 2009 the rise in employment in the SMEE sector had been rapid enough to offset the rise 
in unemployment induced by restructuring of large social-owned companies. In crisis years 
employment decreased in the SMEE sector as well. Compared with 2005, in 2011 the 
number of the employed was down by 3% or 23,989 workers (14.2% of the total job cuts in 
the non-financial sector).                  

In 2011 the share of the SMEE sector in total employment was at 45.1%; it was at 51.7% in 
total investments, 46.5% in the total export volume, 52.7% in the import volume, while the 
sector contributed with 33% to GDP formation. It also generated 65.5% of total turnover of 
the national economy and 55.2% of the total value added.  

If one tried to summarize recent trends in SMEE development in 2011, positive facts will be 
as follows: a slight increase in the number of entities, a humble increase in turnover (0.2% 
real growth), a productivity increase of 0.2% (in medium high-tech of 8.3% and in high-tech 
of 2.6%), an increase in export (2.9%) and import volumes (6%), the coverage of the import 
value by the export value of 52.3%, and a higher competitiveness (a real export growth of 
9.6%, an export per employee growth of 10.7%, and an increase in the share of export in 
total turnover of 1 percentage point, to 12.1%) [1]. However, there were negative signals as 
well, such as: a decelerating trend of establishment of economic entities while their closing 
got momentum, decreasing employment (3.5%), a fall in gross value added (3.2%) while 
there were no industrial or regional changes (as for industry, the concentration is still greatest 
in trade, while regional concentration is still the largest in a few urban centers).   

Business demography provides useful information on tendencies in the opening and closing 
of businesses and shops. These data are used for assessing the national SMEE 
development, the dynamism of new economic agents, and growth of small and medium-
sized enterprises.   

As a result of the economic crisis and worsened economic climate, since 2008 the number of 
newly established shops and businesses has been decreasing, while the number of closed 
ones has been increasing. Before the crisis the number of opened and closed shops had 
been higher than number of opened and closed businesses. Being a seasonal characteristic, 
shops and companies used to be established mainly at the beginning of the year, while the 
closing would take place at the end of the year. However, this seasonal characteristic 
disappeared after the crisis outbreak.  

Table 1 Serbia – the number of newly established and closed SME 

 No of companies No of shops Net effect 

 Established Closed Established Closed Companies Shops 

2007 11,902 2,027 47,951 31,619 5.9 1.5 

2008 11,248 3,068 43,375 34,572 3.7 1.3 

2009 10,014 3,597 39,365 36,441 2.8 1.1 

2010 9,470 9,389 36,337 37,162 1.0 0.9 

2011 8,471 13,593 33,070 35,285 0.6 0.9 

2012 8,648 7,355 3,200 32,853 1.2 0.9 

Source: Business Register of the RS   
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In 2010 and 2011 the tendencies of an increasing number of closed entities and a 
decreasing number of established shops and enterprises got momentum. As can be seen in 
Table 1, there are some encouraging signs that in 2012 the trend of a decreasing total 
number of shops and businesses slowed down. In 2012 compared to the year before the 
number of newly established companies was up by 2.1%, while the number of closed 
business was down by as much as 45.8%. At the same time, figures relating to newly 
established and closed shops were falling (-6.3% and -6.9%, respectively). Consequently, 
the total number of active entities in 2012 was down by 888 than the year before or by 
12.5%, with different tendencies registered with companies and shops (the number of 
companies was up by 1,293, while the total number of shops was down by 2,653). At the end 
of 2012 there was 323,232 active entities, of which 105,105 companies and 218,127 shops.   

Another encouraging fact is that the ratio of the number of established and the number of 
closed enterprises (net effect) in 2012 was much better than in 2011 (1.2 vs. 0.6). At the 
same time the net effect for shops remained unchanged (at 0.9). This again serves to show 
that shops still suffer most.  

3. Implementation of legal reforms and the business climate                    

In October 2008 the Government of the Republic of Serbia adopted the Strategy for 
Regulatory Reform as a part of the transition process and the process of legal harmonization 
with legislation of the EU. The main objective of this move was to cut down on administrative 
costs and improve the legal environment for doing business.   

Table 2 Serbia – status of recommendations for overall legal reforms 

Status of 

recommendation

Number Estimated cost cut in

=���������

Implemented 212 128.5 

In the process 27 18.4 

Not implemented 65 36.2 

Canceled 36  

Total 340 183.1 

Source: Office for Legal Reform and Analysis of Effects of the RS  

In December 2009 the Government developed 340 proposals for amendments to regulations 
marked as the ones that complicate the business environment. Made on the basis of the 
Report released by the Office for Legal Reform and Analysis of Effects for the first three 
quarters of 2012, Table 2 shows that 212 recommendations were implemented and 27 are in 
the process of implementation [2]. In addition, all these changes to the regulatory system 
could mean annual savings of 183 million euros for the Serbian economy.  

In order to establish an analytical basis for defining support measures for SMEE 
development, around mid-2012 TNS Media Gallup conducted a survey funded by the 
National Agency for Regional Development with a stratus of more than 3,000 entrepreneurs 
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[3]. The survey was focused on business problems, technical and technological as well as 
financial and market aspects of doing business, the need for non-financial services, the use 
of innovations and information technologies, and human resources. The results say a lot 
about the worsening of business environment and pessimistic expectations of entrepreneurs. 

As for market-related aspects, entrepreneurs are mainly national market oriented, which 
comes as no surprise given that 11% of them are exporters/importers. The target of 
exporters is the market of former Yugoslav republics, while importers target markets of Italy 
and Germany. When it comes to the access to the global market, what matters is the size of 
a company – exporters/importers are mainly medium-sized companies (25% of importers 
and 26% of exporters), small companies (15% and 16%, respectively), while shops and 
micro enterprises are oriented predominantly to the national market. When asked about 
factors of competitiveness on external markets, entrepreneurs ranked them as follows: price 
and quality (rank 1.9), while least important ones are the brand (rank 4.1) and product design 
(rank 3.9).  

As for the technical and technological aspects of doing business, a half of entrepreneurs 
operate with equipment that is 5-10 years old. Almost a quarter of surveyed entrepreneurs 
possess equipment that is more than 10 years old, while a fifth of them possess adequate 
equipment. Outdated equipment is found mainly in medium-sized companies involved in 
construction, manufacturing industry, and graphic and medical services, while modern 
equipment can be found in cosmetic and recreation services, and intellectual services. 
Despite the difficult circumstances and expensive borrowing, 42% of surveyed entrepreneurs 
have invested in equipment build-up over the last three years. In the next three years 48% of 
them plan to invest in business, whereby more funds will go into equipment (56%) and less 
into real estate (36%). It is important to note that results in general are less optimistic than 
the year before (48% vs. 63%, respectively). 

Innovations and the use of IT technologies are two very important factors for enhancing 
competitiveness on the global market, but they are not widely present. Only 1/5 of surveyed 
entrepreneurs placed a new product/service or applied an innovative process. Approximately 
1/7 of these have some sort of inter-company cooperation in the field of innovations. What 
encourages, though, is the fact that the majority of these entrepreneurs use PCs, less than 
1/2 use PCs for bookkeeping, and around 40% have Internet presentations.        

Human resources are essential for the success of SMEE. On average, surveyed companies 
and shops have 8 employees who possess a secondary school degree and are 38 years old.    

Business problems and limits to growth are multiplying. Major problems are related to the 
lack of financial support (rank 2.5), legal environment (rank 2.5), standardization (3.7), and a 
lack of market information (3.8). The least worrisome are a dearth of human resources (4) 
and IT (4.5). Entrepreneurs are dissatisfied mainly with their tax obligations and procedures, 
and the work of different inspectorates.  
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Figure 2 Business plans of entrepreneurs 
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Source: [2]    

As for the impact of the global economic crisis, results look better now. In general, one can 
conclude that entrepreneurs perceive their problems and limits to growth in rather general 
terms, linked to exacerbating business climate and weaker SMEE support, and not directly to 
the crisis. From Figure 2 it is clear that business pessimism has prevailed: 51% of 
entrepreneurs do not plan on business expansion, 36% of them do, 9% of them have 
negative plans (reduction), and 4% of them plan to close their business. There is less 
optimism and more realism regarding business plans. Entrepreneurs are afraid of a lingering 
impact of the crisis combined with a deteriorating business climate. Shops and micro 
enterprises are encountered with the most problems.  

 

4. Global Entrepreneurship Development Index  

GEDI (Global Entrepreneurship Development Index) [4], [5], [6] is an indicator of quality of 
the entrepreneurship system, especially with regards to effects of entrepreneurship and 
innovation that depend on individual and institutional factors. It consists of three 
entrepreneurship dimensions:  

� entrepreneurship attitude (ATT) is related to the citizens’ attitude to entrepreneurship 
– business chances in the surroundings in the next six months, possession of skills 
necessary to start a business, opportunities for beginners to liaise, an absence of fear 
of failure, and social support; 

� entrepreneurship activity (ACT) measures entrepreneurial activity with a potential for 
rapid development - chances for starting business, the quality of technology and 
human resources, and the level of competition; 

� entrepreneurial intentions (ASP) is related to a complex, qualitative, and strategic 
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In Table 3 one can see that the GEDI value (V) for Serbia is 0.18, the rank (R) being 63; 
such a value is three times lower than that of the USA (0.60) that boasts the highest GEDI, 
and at the same time pretty lower than an average value of all the measured economies 
(0.29) [7]. Among countries belonging to ‘the group of economies with efficiency-led 
development’ Serbia is close to the foot. Columbia is the first in the group (0.27) and Ecuador 
the last (0.15). Within the region only Bosnia and Herzegovina (0.16) is behind Serbia. By the 
level of development combined with the GEDI value, Serbia is not very attractive by any of 
the three indicators (ATT, ACT and ASP) since the points are below the trend line (-0.08), as 
can be seen in Figure 3. 

Compared to countries on a similar level of overall development and transition economies in 
the EU, as can be seen in Figure 4, Serbia has comparative advantages in skills which 
beginners possess. Its disadvantages lie in a dearth of chances for start-ups, human 
resources quality, new products and technology implementation, and internationalization of 
SME.  

 

Table 3 Global Entrepreneurship and Development Index (GEDI) 

 Serbia B&H FYROM Croatia Romania Hungary 

 V R V R V R V R V R V R 

GEDI 0.18 63 0.16 70 0.23 49 0.29 37 0.23 48 0.29 34

A. Entrepreneurial attitudes 
ATT 0.28 54 0.21 67 0.26 55 0.31 44 0.22 64 0.32 41

1. Opportunity perception 0.13 0.12 0.16 0.16 0.06  0.12

2. Start-up skills 0.71 0.42 0.46 0.53 0.41  0.53

3. Non-fear of failure 0.13 0.09 0.09 0.32 0.22  0.31

4. Networking 0.45 0.37 0.50 0.44 0.28  0.54

5. Cultural Support 0.20 0.19 0.31 0.24 0.23  0.32

B. Entrepreneurial activity 
ACT 0.14 70 0.14 72 0.20 57 0.30 38 0.25 45 0.35 28

6. Start-up opportunity 0.09 0.16 0.00 0.19 0.31  0.52

7. Tech sector 0.05 0.07 0.16 0.34 0.05  0.33

8. HR quality 0.19 0.09 0.33 0.28 0.41  0.41

9. Competition 0.25 0.27 0.44 0.45 0.36  0.28

C. Entrepreneurial aspiration 
ASP 0.12 60 0.12 62 0.23 38 0.27 31 0.21 39 0.21 41

10. New products 0.30 0.13 0.27 0.13 0.22  0.23

11. New technology 0.08 0.00 0.05 0.22 0.08  0.09
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12. High growth 0.12 0.14 0.30 0.29 0.22  0.24

13. Internationalization 0.10 0.34 0.50 0.65 0.60  0.46

14. Risk Capital 0.04 0.05 0.20 0.15 0.09  0.10

Note: V – value, R – rank, Source: Global Entrepreneurship and Development Index 2012 

 

 

 

Figure 3 GEDI index and GDP pc 

 

If we compare GEDI data for Serbia before and after crisis (2008 and 2012), there will be no 
difference in general (0.18). However, numerous factors that affect entrepreneurial activity 
have worsened in the meantime, and so have various indices related to different dimensions. 
ATT (0.29 and 0.28, respectively) - worsening business climate over the last several years 
has produced fewer business chances, while the fear of failure has increased and social 
support for SMEE weakened. ACT (0.13 and 0.14, respectively) – the level of education of 
entrepreneurs and readiness of employees are both rising. At the same time the competition 
has become stronger. The ability of entrepreneurs to invest in high-tech processes and 
products is now weaker. ASP (0.12 and 0.12, respectively) – implementation of IT and 
innovation is in decline, and so is the ambition to become a global market player. All in all, 
SMEE development has been stagnant over the last several years due to a slowdown of 
market reforms and the global crisis.                          
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Figure 4 GEDI - Serbia and EU former transition countries 
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 6. Conclusion  

Recent developments in the Serbian SMEE sector show that small and medium-sized 
enterprises seem to have succeeded in adjusting to adverse business conditions, although 
micro enterprises and shops still suffer a lot. As for the crisis, entrepreneurs see fewer 
chances for starting a business and have a stronger fear of failure, which results in more 
pessimistic business plans. Government support for the SMEE sector has become weaker 
because of multiplying public consumption problems (budget deficit). More importantly, the 
overall business climate has deteriorated and entrepreneurs have become highly dissatisfied 
with expensive crediting, heavy tax duties and procedures, and the conduct of different 
inspectorates.   

Based on these findings several important recommendations for policy makers can be made. 
Firstly, although Serbia has seen the start of the second stage of SMEE development in 
which it is more appropriate to introduce specific support measures, in order to raise overall 
employment and neutralize the impact of the global crisis a general SMEE support has to be 
reintroduced. In other words, before the crisis the SMEE sector with rising employment had 
been an important factor in neutralizing increasing unemployment induced by restructuring of 
large companies. However, during the crisis unemployment has become extremely high and 
even SMEE reduced their employment. Given that the investment volume per employee in 
the SMEE sector is lower than in large companies, with general support for SMEE 
development in place one can expect beneficial effects on employment growth. It is also 
important to note that the SMEE sector is still underdeveloped and has not become a leading 
economic agent. In other words, it has no strength to mobilize resources on its own, without 
any support.  
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Secondly, it is equally important to continue providing specific support for most dynamic 
companies (this being an appropriate policy for the second stage of SMEE development) 
because these companies have demonstrated an ability to grow fast even in crisis 
circumstances. Fast growing companies and gazelles have not suffered like other SMEE – 
they have preserved high rates of growth and improved their business indicators, including 
the access to the global market. These companies and their contribution are critically 
important for improving overall competitiveness of the national economy.      

The third line of activities is more general and relates to the new development model. 
Namely, over the transition period Serbia has practiced ‘growth without development’ as 
growth, although fast, has been based on the increase in personal and public consumption, 
and this is unsustainable in the medium run. A new development model has to rest on: 
export demand, an increase in employment and investments, a decrease in public 
consumption, and strengthening of industry.      
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Abstract 
 
This research explores the Microinsurance concept by reviewing the main aspects related 
to it, from its connotations and its development framework up to the evaluation of the 
development prospects in Romania.   
 
The main objective is to identify the perception of insurance companies’ representatives of 
the development prospects of microinsurance - insurance addressed to poor people - in 
Romania where microinsurance represents an opportunity for both business and social 
organizations. The secondary purpose is to identify and analyse the business determinants 
in developing the microinsurance market as well as the key success factors for 
implementing such an initiative in the Romanian market. 
 
This exploratory research uses a qualitative survey method for obtaining an in-depth 
understanding of insurance business decision makers’ opinion towards the microinsurance 
development prospects in Romania. Considering the segment concentration, the research 
is based on semi-structured interviews. Linking the existing available literature with the 
research findings, this study addresses the complexity of the microinsurance development 
framework, highlighting a range of aspects from the organizational mindset shift required 
up to practical implications to be considered in developing this new market. 
  
Introduction 
 
Microinsurance is primarily a phenomenon encountered in developing countries in the light of a low 
insurance penetration and ineffective social government protection schemes, where the main 
actors are the low-asset individuals ignored by commercial and/or social protection insurance 
schemes, especially those persons working in the informal economy.  
 
Schuck (2005), McCord et al. (2006) and Heydel et al. (2009) support that microinsurance 
emerged to fill the gap between the protection need of the low-asset individuals excluded from 
commercial and social insurance schemes, the inefficient social protection systems in developing 
countries and the new market opportunity for insurers.   
 
Review of the literature 
The microfinance movement has been constructed on a three pillar foundation of developmental 
financial services, microcredit, microsavings and microinsurance. The greatest contribution of 
microinsurance is its dual role in alleviating poverty and vulnerability, one of extending social 
protection for the low-asset individuals in the absence of appropriate government programs and 
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one of developing a new market perspective (Prahalad, 2004) with appropriate business models 
that will enable the low-asset people to become a sustainable market segment for insurance 
companies. 
 
Poverty alleviation is the cornerstone of many microfinance initiatives (Khandker, 1998, 2005). 
Microfinance is an emerging phenomenon that addresses the individuals previously excluded from 
formal means of borrowing, savings and insurance and their immediate community, developing a 
new way for financial services (credit, savings, insurance, mortgages and retirement plans) to 
potentially stimulate economic growth in developing countries through market-driven business 
initiatives. 
 
Since the turn of the Millennium, microfinance has widely broadened in scope. Armendariz and 
Morduch (2005) and Leeuw (2009) support that the microfinance concept refers to a wide range of 
financial services with a major focus on microcredit, microsavings and microinsurance. 
 
Churchill (2006, p. 12) defined the concept of microinsurance as, “the protection of low-income 
people against specific perils in exchange for regular premium payments proportionate to the 
likelihood and cost of the risk involved”. Hinz (2009) replaces “low-income people” expression with 
“low-asset people” considering that the people’s assets dimension distinguishes between 
microinsurance and conventional insurance.  
 
Siegel et al. (2001) and Mosley (2009) consider microinsurance a social risk management tool 
taking into consideration (a) the risk transfer mechanism as the foundation of insurance, (b) the 
provision of private protection services in an environment characterized by imperfect information 
and high transaction costs and (c) the opportunity created by microinsurance to empower low-
asset family groups to access better insurance and finance services and to socially include other 
individuals outside the group in question. 
 
The development of microinsurance is still in a relatively early stage, supported in large part by 
donor initiatives and the corporate social responsibility programs of large insurance companies. 
Donor funding was important from the outset with the involvement of GTZ, DFID, the World Bank, 
and others. Several authors raised the concern that donor funding may distort the inputs and 
outputs of microinsurance enterprises (McCord, 2002; McCord, Isern, & Hashemi, 2001; Herndorf, 
2010) although “there is cautious optimism that donors can play a valuable role in developing the 
still nascent microinsurance market” (Koven and Zimmerman, 2011, p. 9) 
 
Although the concept received increasing attention relatively recently, microinsurance may be 
considered already well disseminated around the world. A number of 77 countries of 100 poorest 
countries in the world, according to Roth et al. (2007) have microinsurance programs and in many 
countries, “microinsurance models are already an integral part of the implementation process of a 
comprehensive social protection system” (Silva, and Afonso, 2011, p.4).  
 
In Central and South America, 7.8 million people (about 10% of the entire population) are covered 
by microinsurance; the majority of these, 6.7 million people, are from Colombia and Peru (Roth et 
al., 2007). In Africa, microinsurance is quite limited, corresponding to a mere 4% (3.5 million) of all 
lives insured of the 100 poorest countries in the world. Moreover, approximately 1.6 million of 
those insured are living on less than US$2 per day (Roth et al., 2007). Most of the lives insured by 
microinsurance in the 100 poorest countries come from Asia, which includes more than 67 million 
people (Roth et al., 2007). The majority (more than 58 million) is concentrated in India (more than 
30 million) and China (more than 28 million). Nevertheless, more than 97% of poor people in Asia 
do not have any kind of microinsurance coverage. 
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All evidence so far (Churcill, 2002; Cohen and Sebstad, 2005; Churchill, 2006, Hinz 2009) indicate 
that the low-asset people are in demand for formal insurance as a risk coping mechanism 
depending on background, gender, ethnicity, cultural beliefs and, wealth levels, demand that exists 
together with a wide array of informal individual or group mechanisms to manage risks before 
happening (ex ante) and to cope with shocks after they occur (ex post).  
 
Microinsurance supply chain 
 
The microinsurance supply chain is made up of five components: Reinsurer – provides insurance 
to insurers for catastrophic risks, Insurer – carries the insurance risk, Delivery channel – sells the 
insurance policy and provides basic customer servicing, Policy holder – buys the product (can be 
individuals or groups) and Covered lives – those who benefit from the cover (normally family 
members, or group members for group policies).  
 
Key issues for microinsurance suppliers 
 
The key issues for microinsurance suppliers according to Huber et al (2003) are the development 
of products in the context of lacking accurate profile information, a sound delivery channel, market 
barriers, and the insurance regulatory system 
 
Key Success Factors  
Dawar and Chattopadhyay (2002), Chesbrough et al. (2006), London and Hart (2004), Hart (2005), 
Seelos and Mair (2007) concluded that a successful operation in low-asset markets would 
necessitate a business model innovation as a key success factor while Letelier et al. (2003) 
recommended the business model should bridge the tensions between modern and traditional 
values, enabling the “Bottom of the Pyramid” to enjoy modern values without giving up on their 
traditional values 
 
In this respect, Klein (2008) built a framework of business model qualities which include the firm’s 
value proposition, local capacity building through the company’s business model, the 
embeddedness of the organization within local communities, inclusion of learning in the business 
model, and scalability of the business model 
 
One of the most successful examples of microinsurance development is the Pep-Hollard1 model in 
South Africa. As identified by Smith and Smit (2010), the key success factors that contributed to its 
success are: low distribution costs due to available infrastructure, low costs by provision of limited 
information and no advice (less training and accreditation costs and increase use of call center 
services), commitment to success by the parties involved in the joint venture, extensive experience 
in product packaging, pricing and design allowing the operation to handle unexplored markets, thus 
resulting in a product offering that is not only financially sound, but offers clients value and 
addresses the needs of the insurance underwriter as well as of the distribution partner. 
 
The Brazilian microinsurance models analyzed by Bester et al. (2010) have been successful 
because of a variety of distribution channels, special emphasis on quick and efficient client service 
and active and incentives based sales model. 
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Romanian insurance industry context 
 
The insurance industry is operating in unstable economic conditions (with decreasing purchasing 
power increasing unemployment) and undergoing financial services reforms with no specific 
microinsurance legislation (although microfinance is well developed and regulated since 2007, 
which is often a pre-requisite for the successful launch of microinsurance into a new market). 
Population demographics show an unbalanced split between rural/urban populations (76%/24%) 
which, along with a slow but continuous insurance penetration rate and density, invites to 
consideration for microinsurance introduction.  
 
Romania presents attractive development prospects – large underinsured market, new 
international players in a context of constantly developing market regulatory requirements for 
service quality standards and an increasing customer awareness and sophistication.  
 
This research focuses only on the life insurance segment (including credit life, disability, savings 
and health products) since most of the successful microinsurance projects (AIG Uganda; CARD 
MBA, the Philippines; Delta Life, Bangladesh; MUSCCO, Malawi Union of Savings and Credit 
Cooperatives; Spandana, India; TATA-AIG Life Insurance Company Ltd., India; Madison 
Insurance, Zambia) started with one of the most affordable products, which is credit life or loan 
protection or with at least one life protection product, and subsequently built a substantial client 
capital base expanding life insurance benefits followed by non-life (property) benefits. 
 
Research methodology 
 
This exploratory research used a case study qualitative analysis based on a multiple case method.  
It focuses on the insurance industry as the main player in the development of a microinsurance 
scheme in Romania. 
 
Research Questions 
 

1. What are the perceived internal and external determinants that might motivate insurance 
companies to develop the microinsurance market in Romania? 

2. What are the perceived key success factors for successfully implementing a microinsurance 
initiative in the Romanian market 
   
Interviews  
Fourteen interviews were administered in 2011 with interviewees in nine large insurance 
companies in Romania. The research instrument was piloted before the interviews took place. 
 
The interviewees consisted of chief executive officers and directors (marketing, financial, sales and 
operationa), over 40% of respondents hold at least one academic degree while all respondents 
have more than 5 years experience in the specific industry. 
Research Findings 
 
At organizational level, a detailed overview regarding the potential development of microinsurance 
in Romania was provided by respondents, which is summarized in the following table  
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Opportunities and Threats for microinsurance development in Romania  
 

Opportunities Threats 
 

Growth of the microcredit business 
(bundling of loans with insurance in order 
to protect the debtor) 

Mutual or cooperative schemes built 
on formal or informal risk-sharing groups 
(as opposite to individual risks). 

Innovation in product development and 
distribution, targeting simplicity. 

Enabling technology (point-of-sale 
terminals, mobile devices, smart cards, 
etc). 

Support and involvement of insurance 
supervisory and fiscal authorities. 

 
Low-asset people cannot afford to pay for 

anything more than their daily needs. 
Many of the potential clients do not 

understand the concept of insurance (that of 
“paying money in exchange of a promise”) or 
are illiterate (unable to read, understand and 
sign a contract). 

Inability to build credible products and 
pricing due to lack of information  

Due to small sums involved, the 
acquisition and administrative expenses 
would be a multiple of the premium. 

Unreasonable cost of selling (including 
communication and educational campaigns). 

Individual risk underwriting and as well as 
the individual claim control would not be 
economically viable. 

 
55% of interviewees declared they are reluctant to enter a risky new market (that of 
microinsurance) in the absence of a guarantee that the external environment (including specific 
market regulations, fiscal incentives, subsidies, etc.) is prepared to host such an initiative. At the 
same time, over 85% of all respondents agreed that the timing for approaching a risky new market 
is currently not appropriate provided the existing economic circumstances.   Three organizations 
declared no interest for the time being in focusing on new market segments. 
 
Research Question 1 - What are the internal and external determinants that might motivate 
insurance companies to develop the microinsurance market in Romania? 
 
In the context of uncertain economic and regulatory conditions, most of interviewees(over 70%) 
identified a minimum four major challenges for the current period, in the following order: capital 
requirements under new regulations which can reconfigure their activity in terms of products and 
distribution channels, flexibility requirements of the distribution and support systems, which can 
increase the variety and sophistication of distribution platforms, improvement of process efficiency 
and increase of customer service level and development of new business opportunities, with direct 
positive effects on the costs structure and business volumes.  
 
The first three challenges require internal skills and resources to be focused on the organizations’ 
activity alignment with regulatory constraints and customer service standards, whereas the last 
challenge requires organizations to identify those business opportunities that best match their level 
of development in terms of capabilities and risk appetite. Only two large companies from the 
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participating organizations confirmed that expanding into new market segments is on their priority 
list in a short – medium term. 
 
The main internal business determinants agreed by the interviewees if they were to consider the 
microinsurance market are: 
(1) Potential additional business revenues generated by the market volume and the under-
insurance degree (unanimously confirmed by respondents). 
 (2) Opportunity of business diversification with impact over the product and distribution portfolio 
and processes innovation was mentioned by the majority of respondents (86%).  
 (3) Reputation advantages factor was proposed as a business determinant by only two large 
companies. 
 (4) Timing of microinsurance business initiative. Since Romania is an emerging market that still 
experiences the effects of the economic crisis, it is understandable why all interviewees, with the 
exception of representatives of the two companies considered that the best timing for such an 
initiative is not the current period.  
 
Having in mind the shrinking profit margins within a growing competitive market, the main external 
business determinants that have been identified are the following:  
 
(1) Potential strategic distribution alliances/partnerships. Most respondents (86%) considered that 
this will constitute a competitive advantage in approaching the microinsurance market. A large 
potential microinsurance sales force through a banking correspondent network as well as a retailer 
network with their corresponding sales force can be translated into a significant microinsurance 
sales force.  
(2) Relatively easy-to-access population. According to over 70% of respondents, most of the 
Romanian population who live in rural areas are served by utilities (so included into a database) 
and use a mobile phone and only a minority benefit of credit or payment cards or a bank account.  
(3) An engaging target market. Based on market intelligence, the general view of top management 
respondents is that the low-asset market is an engaging target market aspiring for a better life 
style, but not prioritizing insurance, with a relatively well defined sense of “consumerism”, although 
the current economic circumstances are creating a savings rather than a spending culture.  
(4) Increasingly sophisticated insurance industry, that does not provide microinsurance products. 
The majority of respondents agreed that the Romanian insurance industry has relatively recently 
developed to European standards, is well-organized, comprises of multiple players operating 
through multiple channels and uses a diversity of products for mass market insurance. However no 
company addresses insurance needs of low-asset individuals, which may represent an opportunity 
for an innovator in the microinsurance area.  
(5) Regulatory incentives and labor legislation. The general opinion reflects the idea that the ideal 
regulatory environment is the one that neither over-promotes the market thus distorting it, nor 
creates barriers by rigidly imposing traditional guidelines, but ensures a business development 
environment adapted to the “Bottom of the Pyramid” context.  
 
 
Research Question 2 - What are the perceived key success factors for effectively 
implementing a microinsurance initiative in the Romanian market? 
 
Respondents recognized a major benefit in developing the microinsurance market through  
establishing a valuable partnership with entities already active in their target market environment 
(banks, donor funding/non-Governmental organizations) making reference to their existing 
infrastructure within the low-asset communities, their extensive understanding of the low-asset 
people profile (in terms of risk perception and limited education), habits and cultural beliefs and to 
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their already to built trust and credibility as a partner institution interacting with the community. The 
local capacity building, should not be implemented through the traditional expensive cash-based 
distribution channels, but via an existing collection system, specifically by partnerships with large 
retailers in all business areas (banks, cell phones, clothing, food, etc).  
 
Product value proposition is considered by Klein (2008) a business model quality. Respondents’ 
contrary opinions existed regarding whether microinsurance products should be supply (71%) or 
demand driven (29%).  
 
Technology – ranging from customer interface and transaction processing to data analysis. The 
aspect that all respondents raised was the reduction of transaction costs (the cost of company – 
client interaction) since they will reduce administrative overheads with direct impact on customers’ 
insurance premiums and the improvement of routine production processes, thus releasing 
resources from administrative activities and redirecting them into product innovation and 
marketing. Most respondents (86%) assumed that organizations with high technical abilities would 
timely identify how profitable the activity is and whether, and to what extent, this activity achieved 
its social purposes as well, with positive impact on the overall growth of the industry. 
  
The microinsurance provider’s capacity refers to aspects with direct impact over the efficiency of 
the operation, such as: 
(a) Sound company Management and Governance;  
(b) Microinsurance product development capacity in terms of pricing them on a sound 
technical/actuarial basis that will ensure adequate premium rates and claims reserves and an 
accurate estimation of future losses and will also establish guidelines for selecting risks and 
determining the profitability of the company’s products; 
(c) Risk underwriting (process through which the insurance company accepts or rejects the risk 
of insuring) capacity in the sense of building capabilities of checking and confirming the accuracy 
of client information, of formulating underwriting guidelines, of monitoring changes in the market 
characteristics and their portfolio while preserving the simplicity and efficiency of the process; 
(d) Marketing as a critical ingredient for operation success enclosing product education, 
training, materials, knowledge and time required to educate and sell to clients and to build their 
loyalty; 
(e) Claims management as to develop processes to verify that only valid claims are paid out 
and to be conducted by specialized personnel who have the knowledge and experience to assess 
the validity with accuracy and consistency in a timely manner 
(f) Investment management referring to sound investment strategies focusing on the liquidity 
and regulatory impacts and particularly on the inflationary risks that the Romanian market 
environment exhibits 
(g) Adequate reinsurance whereby insurance companies transfer portions of their risk portfolio 
to reinsurers in order to spread the risks across alternative institutions. The adequacy of 
reinsurance resides in sticking the balance between the risks transferred and those retained by the 
company with impact on profitability. 
 
Conclusions 
 
From a medium to long-term perspective, Romania, as a European Union member state, will 
continue the catching-up process, which means that insurance players can expect a growth of the 
local insurance market for the next 5-10 years, at a moderate level considering that currently 
Romania has a high inflation rate and its population has among the lowest income levels on an 
average, which limits the speed of insurance development. 
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As for insurance companies, the market corrections registered in the last couple of years improved 
the level of market maturity by forcing shareholders to review business models and implement 
more sustainable strategies, aligned with the realities of a changing marketplace. The expected 
growth will be founded on increasing insurance penetration, especially in the area of mainstream 
commercial insurance. 
 
Microinsurance is an important risk mitigation tool for the low-income market in Romania that may 
be used as a social protection instrument since growing private risk mitigation reduces the social 
protection responsibilities of the state and, consequently, there is a sound rationale for the state to 
provide fiscal incentives for the microinsurance market development. 
 
Specifically in Romania, the main issues to be addressed for a successful microinsurance activity 
development are: 
 
(1) Given its specific characteristics, microinsurance warrants a separate set of insurance 
regulations, as regards the typology of providers (specialized microinsurers or traditional insurers 
or both), the special treatment of microinsurance operations (observing the prudential criteria, 
governance and compliance proportionally to the operational risks incurred), product types and 
parameters as to be distinguished from the traditional product lines, distribution channels and  
financial education that should stimulate awareness and hence microinsurance market 
development. 
(2) There is a need to identify and evaluate tax concessions that should be considered for 
microinsurance providers for reducing the costs of microinsurance, but expressed as provision of 
the microinsurance product rather than as a concession or subsidy directly to consumers. 
(3) Microinsurance should be distinguished from popular insurance in the sense that it specifically 
targets the low-asset population and consequently the entire business model should be designed 
in an innovative and non-conventional way.  
(4) Considering the impact of regional differences in the microinsurance business development, 
the business strategy of microinsurance providers (either exclusively specialized microinsurance 
providers or large insurance companies providing microinsurance as well) should be adapted 
accordingly, within an insurance regulatory and fiscal environment that recognizes the impact of 
this activity in social value creation. 
 
5.1. Limitations and further research 
  
The microinsurance concept is relatively new and rather complex and it is possible that 
interviewees, for reasons of lack of time, did not have adequate information to fully understand the 
phenomen0n’s characteristics and its interdependencies. 
 
There is obviously a lack of available literature in the area of microinsurance supply in Romania 
and insufficient literature in respect to market demand. The present research may be considered 
as a first step in exploring the development premises of the microinsurance phenomenon in 
Romania that opens up new avenues for future research.  
 
There is a lack of financial metrics and/or peer benchmarking both at organizations’ level and for 
the industry as a whole in order to determine which specific factors drive business success (and 
which drive both business success and social value creation) and, consequently, which 
microinsurance operations have been truly profitable, which are on a trend to profitability and 
which are unlikely to be profitable. 
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In this respect, further research could focus on the calculation of the impact of various key success 
factors on both business and social value creation as well as on the identification of the 
microinsurance business model that best fits the characteristics of the demand profile in the post-
crises Romanian environment. Similarly, further research may approach the rest of stakeholders 
involved in the creation of microinsurance market in Romania, from microfinance organizations, 
donor and other non-governmental organizations to insurance regulators with the purpose to 
evaluate their overall appetite and determinants for developing the microinsurance market. 
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This paper focuses on a research methodology which puts modelling techniques in 
focus. Some of the application scenarios presented in this paper should form the 
basis for further interesting research perspectives of applied modelling and 
metamodeling in the e-health systems. The main reasons behind introducing this new 
approach are high demands in integrity, interoperability and security of e-health 
systems. Through empirical analysis it is shown that metamodeling can resolve many 
of interoperability issues of different systems, hereof to including e-health systems. 
The system design process is based on human centred design approach, therefore I 
consider as very important for the modeling process two components, in one side 
mental models, and user-centred requirements engineering on the other. 

Keywords 
Modelling, metamodeling, human-centred design, personal e-health systems, mental models, 
user-centred requirements engineering 

1. Introduction 

This paper focuses on a research methodology which puts modelling techniques in focus. In 
the next chapters I am going to represent a research methodology rather than a practical 
implementation of metamodels. Some of the application scenarios presented in this paper 
should form the basis for further interesting research perspectives of applied modelling and 
metamodeling in the e-health systems. The main reasons behind introducing this new 
approach are high demands in integrity, interoperability and security of e-health systems. 
Through empirical analysis it is shown that metamodeling can resolve many of 
interoperability issues of different systems, in this case to personal e-health systems. 
Following I am going to represent the human centred design process approach which is a 
iterative process based on the following methodology: Firstly, I identify the need for human 
centred design, I commit analysis (understand and specify the context of use), commit 
requirements engineering for our system (specify the user and organisational requirements), 
represent the design solution (in our case product re/design, the design of our model for the 
system and the state of the art ontology re/design). After the design activity the evaluation 
process takes place, which based on results from analysis and requirements phase should 
prove if the design solution satisfies the specified requirements. As one can see this 
approach is different to the “waterfall model” which is broadly used in the software 
engineering. 
At the end of this paper I am going to present few challenges that I face in the research 
process and open research questions for the future. 
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2. Models and metamodels in e-health 
 
Metamodeling is a concept derived from the Greek words Meta and model, whereas Meta 
has the meaning of “after”,”along with”, “beyond”,”among”, etc. For many researchers, a 
meta-model is seen as a Model of models (Völter, 2012, Strahinger, 1996). Start point for 
modelling are Domains (our Ontology can be a domain), which contain experiences from a 
field (in my case personal e-health systems). Domains are elements of the “real world”; they 
are explained through a given model, whereas elements of the model are explained from 
Metamodels. As regressive results, one concludes that metamodeling explains metamodels, 
Domains of which are actually modeling languages. 
Before one can speak about metamodels, one should speak about models, as since without 
models, there are no metamodels. According to (Bézivin, 2003) “the relation between a 
model and its metamodel is also related to the relation between a program and the 
programming language in which it is written, defined by its grammar, or between an XML 
document and the defining XML schema or DTD”. He goes further by saying “everything is a 
model”, which became a principle in the modeling world. 
 
Many researchers have introduced the hierarchy of four-level architecture of metamodeling, 
which incorporates new modeling standards (Völter, 2012). Some of them explained the lack 
of this infrastructure with the possibility to improve it (Atkinson & Kühne, 2003), and some of 
them achieved to go further in developing this architecture up to the n-layer (Strahinger, 
1996, Karagiannis & Höfferer, 2003). 
 
The lowest in the hierarchy of metamodeling is the layer 0; the “real world” instance. This 
layer contains objects and facts to be modelled or with other words, it contains concrete 
information of an object from the “real world”, for example, user data: the type Person, with 
ID, name, surname, etc. The second layer is the layer Model. This layer explains the 
Instance through a Class, thus the Model is of type Class, which contains an ID, name i.e. 
Person, attributes i.e. name, surname, etc., operations, associations, etc. The third layer is 
the Metamodel, which contains the Type i.e. the Classifier, with its ID, Name i.e. Class, 
features i.e. attributes, operations, associations, etc. 
The third layer is the Meta-Metamodel and it holds a model depicting information of layer 2, 
which is of type Classifier, with its ID and Name, i.e. Classifier. This layer is also referred as 
the MOF (Meta Object Facility).  
The last layer in the hierarchy is the modeling language layer. Metamodeling languages in 
the Computer sciences appeared in recent years, enforced from UML of OMG and other 
metamodeling languages as a mean to build or implement metamodels such as Adonis 
(Adoxx) (Karagiannis & Kühn, 2002), M-Telos (Nissen& Jarke,1999), i* (Mylopoulos, 1992, 
1999, Yu, 1999), etc. 
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Figure 1 Metamodeling layers (after (Strahinger, 1996, Karagiannis & Höfferer, 2006)) 

 
The idea behind this chapter is to gain a general perception of what I am going to implement 
in the future steps of our research, while not reinventing the wheel. I am not reinventing the 
way metamodels are made, but I am going to present how one can use the actual knowledge 
from implemented metamodels to resolve actual issues in our field of interest. 
 
In the reviewed literature one can find very useful approaches about how one can define 
(Kühn, 2004) or use metamodels (Karagiannis, Höfferer, 2006). The later identified two main 
usages of the metamodeling concept: in the first hand, for design purposes and in the other 
hand to resolve integration problems. The same authors concluded after an empirical 
analysis that there are three different aspects for research work on metamodeling: design, 
use and implementation of metamodels. Design is about how metamodels are actually 
represented, use is about how metamodels are applied, and implementation is about how 
applications of metamodels are implemented. 

 
Figure 2 Elements of modeling technique (Kühn, 2004) 
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One should agree also with their conclusions that in the “domain” of requirements 
engineering on the macro or micro level design, there are no papers or research articles 
presented in one of ten most renowned research databases. Therefore, I will be introducing 
the idea of design of personal e-health systems through metamodels in the design 
perspective, taking into account requirements engineering and mental models. 
 
Beside this, I am going to stress the concept of ontological metamodeling by (Atkinson, C. 
and Kühne, T. 2003), as an approach toward implementing a metamodel that will satisfy all 
mentioned requirements from the above mentioned authors. Ontological metamodeling after 
(Karagiannis & Höfferer, 2006) and (Kapel et all, 2006) is called “lifting”, or from some others 
as ontology anchoring (Brinkkepper et all., 1999), which represents the linkage of model 
elements with concepts of ontologies.  
 
The idea behind introducing ontologies is to map different models that are modelled for the 
same purpose, but, in different circumstances and from different metamodels. Here linguistic 
modelling and also ontological modeling is taken into account. (Karagiannis & Höfferer, 
2006) argued that reduction of mapping complexity is achieved using the semantics of an 
ontology. Ontological metamodeling (“lifting”) allows implementation of inherent semantics 
“as it describes a kind of “inner meaning” of modelled resources that is exceeding the type 
semantics that is being inherited by elements of the metamodel layer” or according to 
(Atkinson & Kühne, 2003), the ontological instance of relationships relate user concepts to 
their domain types and relate entities within a given level i.e. what concept exist in a certain 
domain and what properties they have.  
 

 
Figure 3 a) Linguistical metamodeling, b) Ontological metamodeling 

 
Finally, according to both groups of researchers, the first place takes the linguistic modeling 
rather than ontological modeling, but, they agree that both of these dimensions are crucial to 
“precisely locate a model element in the language ontology space” (Atkinson & Kühne, 
2003).  
 
From this extensive knowledge, I learned what to take into consideration while modeling the 
e-health system, how to integrate different existing models using metamodels, how to map 
models using the most usual ontology in the field, taking into account semantic integration, 
type semantics, inherent semantics, ontological metamodeling, and linguistic metamodeling. 
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Models used as reference for our further analysis are mentioned in the (Besim, 2012), 
containing a state of the art ontology for a personal e-health system that will be used as a 
“Domain”. 
 
Beside models and metamodels, there are other issues that I would rise in my research, like 
human-centred design of personal e-health systems, where I will combine the knowledge of 
mental models to affect the design of metamodels. The next part of this paper will be dealing 
with this interesting and novel approach. 
 

3. Human-centred design for personal e-health systems 
 
Most of the implemented personal e-health systems reviewed in the literature, partly 
addresses the human-centred approach in the design of such systems. The biggest part 
tends to make patients´ lives easier. In fact, they design the system asking physicians what 
should be implemented, thus a complete approach toward all end-user needs is missing. In 
the first phase of implementation of such information systems, the importance and focus is 
set to the digitalisation of the documentation in the care giving industry. In this way one of the 
most important factors, the end-user as a part of design process, is neglected. During design 
processes, there are many aspects considered. In a design of such a system, the intention is 
to help patients, but actually, at mostly the design is focused to the caregiver, and not to all 
end-users i.e. patient, family members, caregiver, case-manager, the physician, etc. 
 
In the article (Besim, 2012), are mentioned a few state of the art personal e-health projects, 
in one of them, I was directly engaged in design processes and modeling. Even though the 
technology implemented, and the use of mobile devices, in combination with web semantics, 
delivered very high quality product, still there is a lot to be desired. Since there are many 
personal e-health systems implemented, it is the right time to go to the next stage and try to 
reengineer these systems, commit requirements engineering, build metamodels, take into 
consideration mental models or in general human-centred design processes, etc.  
 

3.1. Human-centred paradigm  
 
This paradigm was introduced and developed from Dr. Carl Rogers (1902-1987), a 
psychologist who wrote the famous book “On becoming a person” and many other articles to 
be found in (Rogers, 1999), who opposed Freud’s theory with four core arguments about 
human potentials: sociability, being trusty, being curious, and being creative and 
compassionate. If one takes into account the empathy, unconditional positive regard and 
congruence of Rogers, one can find enough arguments about my critical approach toward e-
health systems mentioned before.  
The modeling of e-health systems, without taking into account the human-centred approach 
of Rogers, is incomplete and destined to fail. Since different humans have different 
expectations, one should reconsider the actual product design. Change is one of the human 
potentials that Rogers mentions, and we need to be open to changes, to commit research for 
a better system, taking into account system reengineering, usability engineering and user-
centred requirements engineering.  
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3.2. Mental models 
 
My task is to enhance my e-health system. Enhancing the system is a goal of modeling, so 
are mental models. Reasoning with mental models is important, therefore, I will briefly 
explain what they really represent.   
 
Many researchers wrote different definitions about mental models, but to date there is no 
generally accepted definition of mental models. For example (Rickheit & Sichelschmidt, 
1999, p.10) defined mental models as: “…the way which people understand external objects, 
states, or events…the internal representation of the working of some external device in terms 
of its inherent structure and processes”, whereas (Galitz, 2002, p.82) says that mental 
models are “…simply an internal representation of a person’s current understanding of 
something”. Galitz says also that the product will be more intuitive for the human that uses a 
given product, if the product was designed taking into account his mental model. 
 
To design an information system or a product is followed with different challenges, since 
different humans have different mental models, i.e. different people have different 
understanding of something in a given moment. Also, some users are not interested in the 
device they are using, but rather the information that device brought to them. Here comes in 
question the paradigm conceptual modeling (Norman, 2002 p.16). Conceptual modeling 
should not be confused with data modeling or logical modeling, since a conceptual modeling 
is a situation where different domain experts discus a given problem, and find relationships 
between different concepts. In computer science, a conceptual model is actually known as a 
domain model. A conceptual model is derived from the user’s mental model; therefore it is of 
crucial importance that “the designer of the system should facilitate for the user the 
development of useful mental model of the system. This is accomplished by presenting to the 
user a meaningful conceptual model of the system” (Galitz, 2002, p.99). A good system is 
the one where the user’s mental model will match the system’s conceptual model. On the 
other hand, the system or the product will be difficult to use for the user, and thereby users 
will tend to avoid using that system or product (Jin & Fine, 1996), and thereby “it is more 
costly in the long run to have programmers write the wrong thing than to write nothing at all” 
(Cooper, 2004, p.53). Thus, it is important for the system designers to know that the 
consideration of human mental models is very important, as well as visual abilities and 
requirements. 
 

3.3. Human centred design (HCD) process 
 
Human centred design (HCD) or user centred design (UCD) is an approach with focus on the 
user of the product in each of the stages of the design process. Furthermore, the human 
centred design process helps to optimize the usability1 aspects (Kriglstein, 2011, p.41). 
 
The ISONORM 13407:1999 (International Organisation for Standardization, 1999) defines 
the four main steps of the human centred design process (Stone et al., 2005, p.15): 
                                                 
 
 
1 Usability = “the extent to which a product can be used by specified users to achieve 
specified goals with effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction in a specified context of 
use“(International Organization for Standardization, 1998, p. 6). 
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� Analysis: to understand and specify the context of use (e.g., to specify who will use 
the product, what are their expectations, their experiences and their tasks with this 
product), 

� Requirements: to specify the requirements (e.g., user requirements, usability 
requirements, product requirements), 

� Design solution/Prototype: to produce design solutions/prototypes (e.g., from rough 
concept (paper prototype) to complete concept (functional prototype)), 

� Evaluation: to test the design solution with users to find out if it meets the 
requirements (e.g., usability testing, surveys or interviews to gain feedback). 

 
 

 
 
Figure 4 Human-centred design process (Kriglstein, 2011, p.41, after ISO 13407:1999) 
 
 
The human centred design, as one can see, is very different to the waterfall model (software 
engineering life cycle), where each phase of the life cycle is represented as a separated part, 
and should be finished before the new one starts. In this model, the evaluation of the solution 
takes place at the very end of the process. 
In the human centred design, in contrary, is an iterative design process where the users are 
involved throughout the whole design process. If there are any changes necessary, the next 
iteration will start and will be repeated until the result of the evaluation satisfies the 
requirements (Figure 4). 
Following I am going to explain in detail all steps of human centred design process, which in 
my point of view is actually a metamodel of human centred design process. 
 

3.3.1. Analysis 
 
Since I am dealing with two perspectives or system solutions, modeling of the system, and 
prototype design of the product interface, a parallel and complicated analysis will take place. 
“Analysis and modelling are frequently interleaved…modelling consumes the output from 
analysis, structures facts, and represents them in a notation” (Sutcliffe, 2002, p.51) i.e. the 
Analysis from the human design process, one affects also the modelling and metamodeling 
phase of the system, thus, achieving at the end an e-health system metamodel that actually 
implements the human centred design paradigm. 
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In the Analysis perspective of the product interface, the starting point of human centred 
design is to understand the context and use. For the further design process, here one should 
specify which information has to be presented, and how? Therefore one should analyse: 

� Users: User analysis actually means answers to the questions related to the user 
understanding. In e-health systems, users of the system as mentioned before are not 
just physicians, caregivers, case managers, etc., but also patients. The more users 
the system has, the more variability of user needs one will have. Also, one should 
answer the questions such as: Who are the users? What do they need? What do they 
actually expect from the system? What requirements and questions do they have? 
How they resolve actually their problems? (Kriglstein, 2011, p.42). On the other side 
(Galitz, 2002, p.85) goes further and addresses the need to visit users location, 
observe users while working, videotape users while working, even to try the users job 
by your self etc. 

� Tasks: The designer should identify which tasks are relevant and not relevant for the 
design process (Stone et al., 2005, p.57). As I mentioned in the previous point, there 
are different users, different needs, different ages, which means they have different 
background and computer literacy Therefore, the identification of user profiles is 
needed. Scenario design (use case) will resolve many issues from the analysis phase 
of users, and specifies the most important tasks important for the design (Kriglstein, 
2011, p.42 and 58) 

� Domain: In my case the domain is the ontology of my e-health system, and it 
contains a specific knowledge with its own concepts. Since my system has two 
perspectives, in other aspects, it is also necessary to collect information about the 
domain for which the product is designed. Furthermore, the specifications of tasks, 
user goals and requirements depend also on the domain. The activity to collect 
information about the domain is also called domain analysis and involves methods, 
such as surveys, interviews and observations or the analysis of relevant 
documentations and similar products (Stone et al., 2005, p.52, Kriglstein, 2011, p.42) 

� Design constraints: Are also known sometimes as challenges in the design 
process, since they influence and challenge the design process. They may be, e.g., 
technical limitations, budget, availability of participants for surveys and tests, project 
deadlines, readiness of human to support the design or the research phase, etc.  

 
User requirements analysis is the next human centred design activity. This activity comprises 
activities that will lead to information collection by contacting directly the users of the system. 
Techniques that can be used for “requirements elicitation” are borrowed from systems 
analysis, for example, interviews, focus groups, observation, participation, questionnaires 
and surveys, and documentation analysis (Sutcliffe, 2002, p.45-47). 
 

3.3.2. Requirements 
 
The next step of the human centred design process is to identify user and organisation 
requirements based on the analysis activity. “Requirements engineering can be seen as a 
collection of techniques that are recruited to a more general process according to the users` 
and designers´ needs” (Sutcliffe, 2002, p.6). As Sutcliffe mentioned, there are different 
requirements which influence the development and design of a given product or system, for 
example, technical requirements (functional and data requirements), user requirements and 
usability engineering requirements. Integration of requirements and usability engineering is 
mentioned from (Lindgaard et al., 2006), where the same authors deliver a solution for the 
main problem of user needs analysis, i.e. where to begin and where to end the analysis. 
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Modeling requirements 
that a MDD should satisfy (Atkinson & Kühne, 
2003)  

User centred requirements 
defined as critical from (Sutcliffe, 2002) 

The concepts available for creating models and 
the rules governing their use 
The notation to use in depicting models 
How the model’s elements represent real world 
elements, including software artefacts 
Concepts to facilitate dynamic user extensions to 
model concepts, model notation, and the models 
created from them 
Concepts to facilitate the interchange of model 
concepts and notation, and the models created 
from them 
Concepts to facilitate user-defined mappings 
from models to other artefacts, including code 
 

To capture a complete set of requirements from 
users 
To analyze the users´ requirements accurately 
and understand all the implications inherent in 
those requirements, 
To specify how those requirements should be 
met in a design, 
To complete requirements analysis within 
acceptable constraints of time and cost. 

 

Table 1 Modeling requirements and user centred requirements 

 
Requirements analysis follows two general approaches: top-down decomposition (related to 
structured system analysis), and bottom-up or event driven analysis, “which creates a 
behaviour/structural model favoured in object-oriented methods, such as use cases” 
(Jacobson et all, 1992). 
 
In the sense of combining requirements engineering and modelling, one can mention here 
the i* modelling language. The i* model family (Mylopoulos et al., 1992, 1999, Yu, 2009) is a 
modeling language that extends information system models with more general phenomena 
like: Tasks, Goals, Resources, and Agents. On the other hand, UML-object oriented models 
integrate three common views: process/information flows, data flow diagrams, and event 
sequences. UML is used to deliver object class diagrams (with activity sequence and state 
transition diagrams for detail of procedures) (Sutcliffe, 2002, p.51). In direction to more 
general conceptual modelling, the work of (Motschnig & Mylopoulos, 1992) has valuable 
conclusions that can be useful to us, especially (Motschnig, 1993), where she represents an 
approach toward knowledge modeling and modeling parts of relations of real world objects. 
 

3.3.3. Design 
 
This human centred design process activity starts right after requirements engineering has 
finished and the designers and developers understood the same. In this phase, the 
production can start.  
 
While in our case, I am speaking for already implemented prototype that was presented in 
(Besim, 2012), I am not going to get focused in the design of the GUI, but rather to the 
domain, i.e. ontology, which should be redesigned according to the human centred design 
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paradigm, and according to the results of the user-centred requirements engineering. The 
personal e-health system that was implemented in (Besim, 2012) will be mentioned here as 
CR project2.  
 
There is a prototype implemented and used from final users, thus, I have the opportunity to 
investigate them and understand from them how this product suits their needs. If from 
surveys, interviews, focus groups, etc., I find requirements that are not fulfilled, or difficulties 
in use of the product, a redesign of the GUI will be considered. 
 
The focus of this paper is not to commit redesign of the GUI, therefore in this section I am 
going to focus more in design of the model, and redesign of the ontology (since CR project is 
a semantical product that is driven from a huge e-health ontology). Based on the first steps, 
analysis and the step requirements I am going to change or redesign the ontology. 
 
As one can see here, until now I am dealing with three perspectives of HC process design 
activity: design/redesign of GUI, design/redesign of the Ontology and design of 
models/metamodels. Two of the sub-activities of the design process are ongoing to the 
moment I am writing this paper, these are: user training and user support. 
 
 

3.3.4. Evaluation (evaluate design against requirements) 
 
The fourth activity of the human centred design process is the evaluation activity. In this 
stage I am going to find out which are user experiences with the final product. One should 
find out whether our design meets user requirements, and whether difficulties have been 
detected. In this phase users have the opportunity to work with the prototype, to get real 
tasks that should be implemented (Kriglstein, 2011, p.48). Previously, in the section of 
mental models I mentioned that the mental model of the user should meet the conceptual 
model implemented in the system. This is the moment of the reality (see the citation of 
Sutcliffe), in which the developer’s ideas, user expectations and requirements should mesh 
with technical possibilities of the delivered product. 
After testing, collected data are analysed and interpreted to identify problems and their 
causes, finding possible solutions in order to improve the system or the product (Stone et al., 
2005, p.432). 
The evaluation phase, according to many authors, is based on time and budget, which also 
represents a challenge for every human centred product or system. This can be a reason 
why in many projects, the product is tested only once at the end of the design process, which 
often is not enough. Therefore, one should consider constraints for the evaluation planning 
(Kriglstein, 2012, p.48). For example, “if the budget is small, it is better to plan smaller-scale 
studies instead just one big study” (Stone et al., 2005, p.446, Kriglstein, 2012, p.48). To 
resolve these issues many authors mention prioritizing the identified improvements from the 
“requirements” and “design” phase,, (like low, medium, high), which will aid developers to 
better structure their work. 
One can mention the following types of evaluations (Stone et al., 2005, p.23): 

                                                 
 
 
2 This is a personal e-health system implemented in the android platform, optimized for Galaxy Tab 10.1. 
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� Evaluation in the early stage of the design process: analytic evaluation or 
explanatory evaluation, at the beginning of the design process, and aim to check if the 
concept meets the requirements (Galitz, 2002) 

� Evaluation in the middle stage of the design process: detection of usability problems 
(Galitz, 2002) 

� Evaluation in the later stage of the design process: This evaluation is focused in the 
verification of how well the user interface design meets users´ needs, or if the usability 
requirements are met. Findings from this evaluation are used to commit changes in the 
later releases of the product (Stone et al., 2005, p.23). 

� Comparison evaluation: Here one compares the product in the every stage of the 
design process, but mostly the intention is to compare the actual product with other 
similar products with the competition. If no competitor product exists, than e.g., different 
graphical layout styles of the interface are compared to each other to find out which one 
of these styles is preferred by the target users. As concerning models and ontologies we 
can define for example expert of related fields to commit evaluation of the solution i.e. 
model or ontology. 

 

4. Challenges and further research 
 
Few of the issues that I identified, even in this phase of the project, are of the practical nature 
and also of the subjective nature. The first challenge is the metamodeling process. As one 
knows, metamodeling is a very complicated process especially in this case where one needs 
to combine many approaches, to adapt other metamodels, and to take into account human 
centred design processes. For the future there is a lot to be done in direction of 
metamodeling language analysis and comparison, since I need the most compatible 
language for the modelling process in the next research phase.  
The next challenge is the domain implementation, or ontology adjustment. One should take 
into account that not just the expert point of view and opinion is enough to say that the e-
health ontology that I used is the best and the state of the art, but, also normal users´ views 
should be taken into account as well. As one knows, normal users also represent older 
people, who often don’t want to take part in testing of the system. Therefore, a separate 
challenge is to find appropriate and competent users for the evaluation of the system.  
Other challenges are security and privacy issues. In such a system, personal health records 
of real patients will be stored; therefore a real challenge is to convince patients that the data 
collected will be in secure. 
The human centred design process approach presented within this paper should help us in 
the future to gain an overview of these methods and strategies that are relevant for the 
modeling and metamodeling of e-health systems. In this way my intention is to build a 
framework for the development of future e-health projects based on metamodels that are 
compatible with the human centred design process approach.  
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Despite the well-established benefits of physical activity on the physical and mental 
wellbeing there is a declining trend in physical activity participation and associated 
psychological responses during adolescence that continue through adulthood. Thus, 
promotion of physical activity is of major importance for healthy ageing. So far, past 
interventions have shown a moderate effect, at best, on exercise continuation and 
adherence throughout the lifecycle. Several technological innovations have been 
developed to resolve this issue, such Fitbit trackers, Nike+ Fuelband, and the Pebble 
smartwatch, which assist people in actively monitoring their physical activity patterns. 
However, these devices merely focus on providing information on the activity 
performed and do not ensure lifelong physical activity adherence. The present paper 
discusses the Quantified Self Movement as a new approach towards promoting 
technological innovation for healthy ageing. Quantified Self Movement aims, firstly, to 
develop tools providing personalized feedback (i.e., training tips and logs based on 
the activity performed, nutritional guidelines) and offering the opportunity for a more 
systematic and thorough goal monitoring, and self-preparation of physical activity 
participation. Secondly, the Quantified Self Movement aims to develop a social 
network with people sharing common interests in healthy lifestyles allowing exchange 
of ideas, and the development of forum and online communities. Overall, the 
Quantified Self Movement comprises a modern healthy ageing innovation promoting 
the development of easily accessed and individualized tools that can be used by 
anyone without any technological skills and knowledge requirements in order to 
support physical activity participation and exercise adherence. �

Keywords 
Exercise, Health promotion, Web-based application, Quantified Self 
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1. Introduction 

1.1 Physical activity 
According to World Health Organization [1] physical activity is defined as any bodily 
movement, produced by skeletal muscles, that requires energy expenditure, while physical 
inactivity has been identified as the fourth leading risk factor for global mortality causing an 
estimated 3.2 million deaths globally. Two types of physical activities can be categorized, 
organized and unorganized [2]. Organized physical activity includes participation in planned 
activities clubs, associations or municipal programs for improving physical fitness and 
learning skills, while unorganized activity includes daily activities that involve movement, 
such as walking, cycling, climbing stairs, playing, etc. Both types of physical activity are 
beneficial for the health. USA Department of Health and Human Services' generally refers to 
physical activity as the movement that enhances health. More specifically, physical activity 
lengthens the average life span, helps control weight, reduces the likelihood of 
cardiovascular disease, diabetes and certain cancers, strengthens the musculoskeletal 
system and helps improve mental health [3]. 
Although the beneficial effects of physical activity are commonly known, Barnett et al. [4] 
found a reduction in physical activity of children from age 9 until age 12. Important role in this 
decrease plays the increased time devoted by children on sedentary lifestyle habits such as 
television viewing and the decline in physical education activities participation. According to 
Driskell and his associates [5], obesity prevention behaviors decline with age, while in 
adolescence increases the probability that childhood obesity will persist into adulthood [6]. 
Also, Ntoumanis et al. [7] and Barkoukis et al. [8] reported a decline in the adaptive 
motivation for participation in physical education during adolescence. This evidence implies a 
downward trend of healthy habits such as exercise and a healthy diet from childhood to 
adolescence. Taking into consideration that habits during adolescence are closely 
associated with habits in adulthood and the important health hazards resulting from adopting 
a sedentary and unhealthy lifestyle it seems urgent to develop practices tackling the adoption 
of sedentary and unhealthy lifestyles and promoting physical activity and healthy habits.  
The study of the quality and intensity of physical activity, its relationship with illness and 
chronic disease and its effect on longevity has been conducted by many universities, as 
Harvard, Pennsylvania etc., since 1962 [9]. The most recent studies of physical activity log 
amplified using pedometer (machinery recording of steps made by people per day) in order 
to improve health through the promotion of simple forms of exercise, such as walking [10]. 
 
1.2 Self-monitoring of physical activity 
Such self-reported measurement of physical activity has given rise to the Quantified Self 
Movement. It is a collaboration of users and tool makers who share an interest in self-
tracking. The movements’ members are driven by the idea that collecting detailed data can 
help them make better choices about their health and behavior. Tools used include a 
combination of traditional spreadsheets, an expanding selection of smart-phone apps, and 
various consumer and custom-built devices to monitor parameters such as food intake, 
sleep, fatigue, mood, and heart rate generating data flows that can be scrutinized for 
patterns. The new devices, along with the increasing ease of sharing data with other users 
through social-networking sites, mean that more people are finding it useful to quantify their 
lives and share the underlying data. 
 
Examples of such commercial grade devices include the Fitbit range of trackers (Figure 1), 
Nike+ Fuelband, the Pebble smartwatch and others. One of the companies, Zamzee, which 
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offers a tracker aimed at young children, has attempted to "gamify" the available data and 
use them as a motivational online service. HopeLab and the Robert Wood Johnson 
Foundation released new research from a six-month scientific study of Zamzee amongst 
middle school students across America in which Zamzee use increased physical activity in 
kids by 59% and reduced biological risk factors associated with heart disease and diabetes. 
HopeLab gave Zamzee activity meters to 448 middle school kids enrolled in the study from 
urban, suburban and rural schools across the U.S. Half of the study participants (the control 
group) just had a Zamzee meter to track their physical activity, but they didn’t have access to 
the motivational website. The other half of the study participants had a Zamzee meter AND 
access to the motivational website. After six months of kids moving around with Zamzee, the 
final Point was earned, the last upload was completed, and HopeLab crunched the numbers. 
The group that had access to the Zamzee website moved a whopping 59% more than the 
control group – which is approximately an extra 45 minutes of moderate to vigorous physical 
activity per week. Kids who were really at risk for sedentary behavior got moving, too. 
Overweight participants (BMI >25) increased their activity by 27%, and girls increased their 
activity by 103%.  
More recently, Google, through its Google Now android mobile phone app, is offering a 
monthly overview on the distances walked or cycled by users, without the need of any 
additional sensor hardware. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 1 Fitbit tracker 
 
1.3 The Quantified Self Movement  
It seems that only limited studies have investigated the positive reinforcement of healthy 
behaviors by recording and processing of the results of daily physical activity in adults 
through social networking. For this reason the Quantified Self Movement was designed in 
order to test the efficacy of a technology-based intervention in promoting children and adults’ 
physical activity. The central goal of the Quantified Self Movement is to provide a full set of 
methodology, device and application on self-quantification that will support participants and 
researchers to collect data, visualize their evolution, and cross reference them with similar 
efforts. The target group of the Quantified Self Movement can be children and adults of all 
ages because a) in any age a person can establish healthy lifestyle habits, b) as the person 
ages there is a decline in actual PA participation and related adaptive psychological 
responses, c) persisting habits can lead to less exercise and sedentary habits and d) both 
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children and adults are adapting rapidly to the use of new technologies in everyday life 
activities, especially through gaming experience and social networking. 
More specifically, the aims of the Quantified Self Movement involve: 
� Allowing participants to create an adaptive psychological mentality concerning physical 

activity with the ultimate goal of creating and maintaining life-long healthy habits. This is 
attempted through the aggregation of data acquired by the use of triaxial accelerometers. 
These data will be in turn visualized, shared on a specialized web based social network 
in manners enabling game based learning and habit formation, 

� Providing devices and applications on self-quantification as well as the relevant 
methodology that will support participants and researchers in collecting data, visualizing 
their evolution and cross referencing them with similar efforts. The Quantified Self 
movement harnesses technology to acquire data flows of a person’s daily life in terms of 
inputs, states and performance, 

� Developing the appropriate psychological background that will result in exercise 
adherence. Satisfaction of basic psychological needs, intrinsic motivation, self-efficacy to 
overcome barriers are among the psychological constructs that can be influenced by the 
application of the Quantified Self Movement and result in higher exercise adherence and 
lower drop out rates.  

 
1.4 Interventions to promote physical activity participation 
According to Lubans, Morgan and Tudor-Locke [11] review, pedometers have been used 
successfully in a variety of ways to promote activity among youth. In the study of Hackmann 
and Mintah [12] in a sample of college participants, results showed significant differences in 
steps from baseline to conclusion. Significant differences were detected in participant 
estimation of activity level and in the activity indicators from pre- to post- test. Pedometers 
increased awareness of physical activity among college students and would be a useful 
intervention strategy in the college and university setting. The results suggest that the use of 
a pedometer is associated with significant increases in physical activity and significant 
decreases in body mass index and blood pressure. 
Respectively, in the review of Bravata and his associates [13], the association of pedometer 
use with physical activity and health outcomes it was evaluated among outpatient adults. The 
results suggested that the use of a pedometer is related to significant increases in physical 
activity and significant decreases in body mass index and blood pressure. More specifically, 
Chan, Ryan and Tudor-Loche [14] examined the effects of a pedometer-based physical 
activity intervention (Prince Edward Island-First Step Program) on activity and specific health 
indices in 106 sedentary workers. Using subjects as their own control, physical activity 
(pedometer-determined steps per day) was compared before and after a 12-week 
intervention. The Prince Edward Island-First Step Program increased physical activity in a 
sedentary population. Importantly, those with a higher BMI at baseline achieved relatively 
similar increases in their physical activity as participants with a lower BMI. Similar results was 
found in the study of Thomas and Williams [15] on a pedometer-based workplace physical 
activity (PA) promotion program conducted with volunteer staff from the former Department 
of Human Services in South Australia. Staff were supported to increase activity through 
wearing a pedometer and encouraged to aim for 10,000 steps per day to achieve the 
National Physical Activity Guidelines of 30 minutes of moderate intensity activity on most 
(preferably all) days. Greatest increases were observed in those people who started at the 
lowest daily step counts. Follow-up evaluation showed that those people who had increased 
their walking through the program were more likely to maintain that level of walking over the 
following months. The majority of participants included other family members in their walking. 
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Positive results on the use of a pedometer-based intervention to promote physical activity 
were also found among elderly population. In the study of Sugden and her colleagues [16] on 
female over the age of 70, the participants were recruited from primary care and randomized 
to receive a) pedometer plus a theory-based intervention or b) a theory-based intervention 
alone. The theory-based intervention consisted of motivational techniques, goal-setting, 
barrier identification and self-monitoring with pedometers and daily diaries. All participants in 
the pedometer group found the pedometers easy to use and there was good compliance with 
diary keeping (96% in the pedometer group and 83% in the theory-based intervention alone 
group). There was a strong correlation (0.78) between accelerometry and pedometer step 
counts i.e. indicating that walking was the main physical activity amongst participants. There 
was a greater increase in activity (accelerometry) amongst those in the 20% target 
pedometer group compared to the other groups, although not reaching statistical significance 
(p = 0.192). 
 
Based on the above mentioned literature is apparent that existing interventions have 
moderate efficacy in promoting PA, however there are elements in each one proven 
effective. Thus, the Quantified Self Movement intends to synthesize prior research in 
promoting PA, utilize the strong elements of prior interventions and go beyond by addressing 
their limitations. More specifically, the Quantified Self Movement is expected to further our 
understanding and promote PA participation by: 
� Employing an integrated social cognitive model. So far research has used separately the 

social cognitive approaches. Fishbein [17] argued that integration of approaches 
incorporating dispositional and situational determinants of behavior is expected to result 
in better understanding of behavior. Hence, the synthesis of these approaches into an 
integrated model is expected to provide more thorough and comprehensive information 
on the mechanisms leading children and adults to physical activity or physical inactivity. 
The Quantified Self Movement intends to integrate dispositional variables (i.e., Self-
Determination Theory) with decisional making processes (i.e., Planned Behavior Theory) 
and take into account a number of meaningful situational parameters (i.e., physical 
activity constraints, normative processes as discussed in the extended Planned Behavior 
Theory). Prior research has supported the possible link between these theoretical 
approaches [18], yet sparingly investigated the inclusion of these situational parameters. 

� Using an objective measure of physical activity behavior. There is a growing trend in 
using objective measures of physical activity behavior [19]. Yet, there is only limited 
evidence in associating this type of measurement with the psychological mechanisms 
associated with physical activity participation. The Quantified Self Movement will use 
prior evidence which is about to be produced by the members of consortium to cover this 
gap in the literature. The results of this test are expected to produce valuable information 
that will be used during the intervention.  

� Conveying the intervention material through an online tool specifically designed for this 
purpose. So far, interventions have used standard procedures (i.e., hard copies, phones, 
mails etc) to convey their messages. Still, both children and adults are familiar with new 
technologies and use them in many occasions in their everyday life. Also, there is a 
growing trend in replacing traditional forms of getting information (i.e., books, TV, 
newspapers etc.) with the use of internet. Hence, the use of an online tool conveying the 
interventions messages has been used very limited and only partially in the past and is 
expected to attract children and adults interest on more actively participating in the 
intervention activities. Besides the mean, the interactive nature of the intervention, as it 
can be allowed with the use of this online tool, is another innovative aspect of the 
Quantified Self Movement that is expected to increase the interest, the commitment and 
overall the adherence of the participants to the scheduled activities. 
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� Taking into account other health related behaviors associated with physical activity 
participation. Measurements of nutritional habits, sedentary lifestyle habits (i.e., physical 
inactivity) and physical abilities will take place and act as covariates in the effect of the 
intervention on physical activity participation. So far, interventions promoting physical 
activity were largely focused merely on physical activity participation. However, physical 
activity is a part of a more general lifestyle that influences physical activity as well. For 
instance, is not effective practicing a sport for 2 hours three days a week but in the 
remaining time adopting a sedentary lifestyle accompanied with bad nutritional habits. 
Also, the level of physical abilities can influence, through the satisfaction of basic 
psychological needs [20], motivation and subsequently behavior. However, both in basic 
research and intervention development the effect of these variables has been largely 
neglected. Thus, an innovative aspect of the Quantified Self Movement lies in taking into 
account the effect of these variables and providing a more complete index of physical 
activity -related lifestyle.  

 
1.5 Implications of the Quantified Self Movement 
Nowadays, there is a rise of self-quantification, and of self-experimentation, especially with 
respect to health. The reason for this is mainly that the new technologies can measure and 
analyze many data and provide health knowledge [21]. More specifically, the increase of self-
quantification is driven by the access to information and ideas about health, both through the 
Internet and increasingly diverse local environments. According to Mehta [21], Quantified 
Self participants may be a forerunner of the future.  
 
The Quantified Self Movement is expected to have important implications in promoting 
healthy lifestyle across the lifespan. More specifically, it can be used by: 

� Children and adolescents. Due to the expected decline in physical activity 
participation during adolescence, it is expected that the Quantified Self Movement 
could assist children and adolescents maintain their physical activity levels by a) 
providing a modern tool to monitor their activity levels, b) offering incentives for 
physical activity participation, c) providing opportunities for a holistic approach on 
healthy lifestyles, d) supporting an adaptive mentality towards physical activity 
participation and e) tackling the negative influence of several factor associated with 
sedentary lifestyles. 

� Young and middle-aged adults. The increased obligations with adulthood are often 
related with a further decline in physical activity participation. The Quantified Self 
Movement is expected to provide a tool increasing leisure-time physical activity by a) 
offering incentives for physical activity participation, b) providing opportunities for a 
holistic approach on healthy lifestyles including both nutrition and physical activity 
guidelines, c) maintaining a positive attitude towards physical activity participation, d) 
offering a social network supporting physical activity participation, e) providing 
opportunities for alternative types of physical activity and f) promoting physical activity 
adherence. 

� Elderly. Physical activity has been proposed as an effective prevention and 
rehabilitation tool for several diseases occurring during this age. The Quantified Self 
Movement is expected to assist in the healthy ageing process by a) offering 
incentives for physical activity participation, b) providing opportunities for a holistic 
approach on healthy lifestyles including both nutrition and physical activity guidelines, 
c) promoting physical activity adherence, d) offering a social network supporting 
physical activity participation, e) providing accurate estimations of physical activity 
levels enabling proper preparation of the rehabilitation exercise programs, f) offering 
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self-monitoring of activity levels enabling self-evaluation of performance, and g) 
increasing self-esteem and quality of life.  

 
 
 

2. Conclusions 
In recent years there has seen an increasing trend of obesity from childhood to adulthood, 
and comorbidity of other conditions that leads to the need to the implementation of measures 
to prevent and deal with this phenomenon. Most of the people today are accustomed to carry 
portable devices which are quite strong (phones, tablets) in order to communicate better and 
work more effectively from a distance. The same technology allows the presentation or the 
recording of data from sensors associated with fitness, health data, etc. The aim of this 
project is to create organized interventions which, based on these possibilities, will provide 
the opportunity to leverage and support the participants. Thereby, in the near future, people 
may be engaged in managing their own health and will be exposed to a wide variety of health 
related knowledge. 
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The paper aims to highlight the role of public relations and communication in order to 
increase the capability of innovation & regional development in the Balkan region. 
The crisis revealed that communication between research, development and/or 
innovation organizations and business world, between scientists and society is very 
important in the promotion of results of research, development and innovation 
activities as well as their consequences in the community and private life. There is 
emphasised the science communicators’ role and their relation with the innovation 
and technological transfer entities. The concept of “Development communication” is 
presented and its specific adaptation in the Balkan context too. The paper presents 
the society’s benefits provided by public relations & communication and their role 
played in the improvement of the efficiency of the regional (interregional, cross-
border) development & innovation projects, of the technological transfer and 
innovation activities and of public information as well.  

Keywords 
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1. Introduction 

In the Western countries, the late eighteenth century industrial revolution has correlated 
progress with economic development and the nineteenth century scientism promoted 
science as the engine of human progress. Accordingly, up to the middle of the past century, 
the scientism empowered all the scientific explanations, solutions and accomplishments with 
an absolute authority beyond any doubt or questioning.  
Even if some factors have changed, since the Second World War the concept of 
development has often been conceived in strictly economic terms. It was thought to follow an 
evolutionary process that commenced from basic commodity suppliers, through capital 
accumulation to industrialization, in turn leading to urbanization and “modernization”. 
Development paradigms of modernization and industrialization have often resulted in the 
destruction of indigenous peoples’ political, economic, social, cultural, education, health, 
spiritual and knowledge systems as well as extraction of their natural resources. Specific 
examples of disconnect between dominant development paradigms and local societies 
include:  
� local societies have often been regarded as “backward, primitive and uncivilized”, where 

their “development” is understood to be their assimilation into the so-called “civilized 
world.”  

� local cultures and values are seen to be contradictory to the values of the market 
economy, such as the accumulation of profit, hyper consumption and competitiveness. 
Indigenous peoples are seen as “obstacles” to progress because their lands and 
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territories are rich in resources and indigenous peoples are not willing to freely dispose 
of them.  

The pursuit of economic growth at all costs is destructive for all humanity and the planet. The 
focus on GDP as a main measure of progress has distorted the true meaning of progress 
and wellbeing. For example, damage to ecosystems, irreversible loss in biological diversity 
and the erosion of cultural and linguistic diversity and indigenous traditional knowledge, are 
not factored into the balance sheet. Such ecological, cultural, social and spiritual indicators, 
which provide more comprehensive measurements of national and global situations, are 
seldom used. [1] 
These conditions we may recognize in the Balkan region too. After the Second World War, 
most of the Balkan countries have been integrated within the Communist area. The scientism 
and positivism have been kept integrated within the totalitarian atheistic regime ideology. The 
“primitive” societies had to be integrated in the international Communist system officially 
considered to be the most progressive in the world. Science was used to back up the political 
directives. The only viable truths and solutions, permanently perfectible, might be obtained 
using the scientific research. The central leadership considered the economic development 
as a fundamental imperative, within the industrialization represented an essential objective. 
Local cultures and values were seen to be contradictory to the values of the planned 
economy. The engineering sciences development was favoured to the detriment of 
humanities. The economy and society as assembly took over unconditionally the results 
delivered by the research-design entities. The communication was unilateral because the 
totalitarian regime didn’t predict any feed-back on the behalf of the economic units (state-
owned), local authorities, even less a public reaction. National promotion of the results aimed 
to present the justification and efficiency of the political decisions that determined them. On 
international scale the participation at different events and meetings was extremely limited, 
being parts of propagandistic efforts of the political system, sustaining the Communist vision 
superiority against the Capitalist one.  
In the rest of the world, the changes of the world political configuration and soon, the mass-
media diversification have generated a communicational explosion. Concurrently, some 
undesired effects of the technical-scientific revolution such as the problems in nuclear energy 
use, pollution etc., besides the increase of funds allocated to the research activity, had forced 
the scientific community to present its achievements, opinions, demands and options more 
frequent ad extra. The communication and its means had to diversify depending on the 
message, aims and addressees, first the population and local authorities.  
The globalizing process in progress and the requirements of the sustainable development 
have attracted more and more interest for the scientific knowledge and for the innovation 
from the economic and business environment. Innovations can be in the form of new 
products or services, or cost-reducing process improvements, or innovative business models 
and methods. The benefits of innovation occur in all aspects of the profit/loss statement: 
innovators drive additional sales volume, achieve price premiums and reduce costs through 
process improvements. In addition to the financial benefits, innovation goes hand-in-hand 
with sustainable development initiatives, as both require progressive leadership and an 
appetite for change, combined with a tolerance of experimentation and some risk. �
These evolutions have also featured the necessity of communication fluidization, on one 
hand, between specialists with different professional background and on the other hand, 
between those first ones and unqualified people, encouraging the appearance of a new 
interdisciplinary specialization generically denominated science communicators.  
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2. The Romanian Situation 

2.1 Recent Historical Context 

The events occurred in the late 80s of the last century have caused radical transformations in 
Communist Balkan states as well. The transition towards the market economy, the economic 
situation and the political options imprinted the development coordination and funding. The 
new context dictated to science community the communication necessity on both of national 
and international plan because: 
� people without scientific knowledge have nowadays the possibility of influencing the 

research & development activities. The offer/results as well as the demand/requirements 
must be presented, sustained and argued in front of politicians, economic agents and 
business investors, central and local authorities, mass-media and – sometimes - the local 
communities or the entire population. Therefore, it became necessary for them to get 
easily and correctly the messages of the scientific community.  

� world-wide, scientists communicate between them more fluently, within the same field of 
activity as well as between the different research areas, due to the continuous evolution 
of interdisciplinary researches, being obliged to get up to date permanently with the 
development of communication means.  

The lack of ability to present the results and the own problems of the research & 
development organizations damaged their public image as well as their field of activity, 
hindering the communication efficiency and thus, favouring under-funding tendencies and 
minimizing the role played by sciences in Romanian society and economy.  
Moreover the Romanian mass-media (with very few exceptions) don’t have qualified science 
journalists in order to present professional inquiries, reports and interviews in the field.  
The latest developments showed off implicitly or explicitly necessity of the science 
communicators’ presence in the area of research services in Romania, in mass-media 
respectively 

2.2 Regional Policy. National Romanian Aspects 

Once the introduction of communism, in 1950, the territory of Romania was reorganized from 
the administrative point of view. The 58 counties have been replaced with 28 regions. In 
1968 it was returned to traditional form of organization, this time comprising 39 counties and, 
separately, municipality Bucharest. At the same time, totalitarian regime has imposed 
“democratic centralism” principle according to which local institutions are located (in any 
problem) under central institutions and working after their orders. Therefore, regional 
development was directed by the central authorities, the local ones being only performers. 
The issue came into focus after 1989. In 1995, the strategy for Romania's accession to the 
European Union highlighted the importance of the regional policies The Green Paper. 
Regional Development Policy in Romania, Government of Romania and the European 
Commission was elaborated in 1997 and The Law 151 on regional development in Romania 
was adopted in 1998. So there were established the 8 development regions. The most 
competitive regions are in central and western country, with higher development level even 
between the two world wars. They are also physically closer to the markets in Western 
Europe, quickly assimilating European spirit (tolerance, decentralization, competition, etc 
against a more expressive ethnic diversity compared to other regions).  
Regional development is a new concept (1999) that aims at stimulating and diversifying 
economic activities, stimulating investments in the private sector, contributing to decreasing 
unemployment and, last but not least, a concept that would lead to an improvement in the 
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living standards. In order to apply the regional development strategy, eight development 
regions were set up, spreading throughout the whole territory of Romania. Each development 
region comprises several counties. Development regions are not territorial-administrative 
entities, do not have legal personality, being the result of an agreement between the county 
and the local boards. 
Regional development policy is an ensemble of measures planned and promoted by the local 
and central public administration authorities, having as partners different actors (private, 
public, volunteers) in order to ensure a dynamic and lasting economic growth, through the 
effective use of the local and regional potential, in order to improve living conditions. The 
main areas regarded by the regional policies are: development of enterprises, the labour 
market, attracting investments, development of the SMEs sector, improvement of 
infrastructure, the quality of the environment, rural development, health, education, culture. 
The main objectives of the regional development policies are as follows: 
� to reduce the existing regional disparities, especially by stimulating the well-balanced 

development and the revitalization of the disadvantaged areas (lagging behind in 
development) and by preventing the emergence of new imbalances;  

� to prepare the institutional framework in order to comply with the integration criteria into 
the EU structures and to ensure access to the financial assistance instruments (the 
Structural Funds and the Cohesion Fund of the EU);  

� to correlate the governmental sector development policies and activities at the level of 
regions by stimulating the inter-regional, internal and international, cross-border 
cooperation which contributes to the economic development and is in accordance with 
the legal provisions and with the international agreements to which Romania is a party;  

The principles that the elaboration and the application of the development policies are based 
on: 
� decentralization of the decision making process, from the central/governmental level to 

the level of regional communities;  
� partnership among all those involved in the area of regional development;  
� planning – utilization process of resources (through programs and projects) in view of 

attaining the established objectives;  
� co-financing – the financial contribution of the different actors involved in the 

accomplishment of the regional development programs and projects [2] 

2.3 Regional Policy. Trans-national Aspects 

As a result of enlargement of the European Union, there has been a substantial widening of 
regional disparities within the Union. The Cohesion policy therefore focuses on promoting a 
balanced and sustainable development of the territory of the Union, by involving regional and 
local actors as well as social partners particularly, in areas where greater proximity is 
essential: investment in innovation, the knowledge economy, the new information and 
communication technologies, employment, human capital, entrepreneurship, support for 
Small to Medium Enterprises and access to risk capital financing.  
The following countries stated Cohesion Policy as one of their priorities for 2014-2020 (50% 
are Balkan countries) [3]: 
� Croatia 
� Czech Republic 
� Estonia 
� ithuania 
� Romania 
� Slovenia  
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In Romania, The Ministry of Regional Development and Public Administration� (MRDPA) 
provides financial and technical management of regional development programs and 
projects, cross-border and transnational cooperation, administrative capacity development, 
urban rehabilitation, including urban transport, European spatial planning, of those financed 
by the European Regional Development Fund, under the Regional Operational Program, by 
the European Social Fund, under the Operational Program Administrative Capacity 
Development, of programs and projects financed under the European Territorial Cooperation 
objective, by the ERDF, of the European Neighborhood and Partnership Instrument – the 
cross-border cooperation component, as well as other European financing instruments 
specific to its areas of activity, in accordance with the legislation in force, financed by PHARE 
funds, in the extended decentralized system. 

The important place of innovation in the regional development (Figure 1) led to the 
situation that many cross-border cooperation development projects are run by innovation 
entities – members of The National Technology Transfer & Innovation Network or RDI 
organizations.  
 

 
Figure 1 [4] 

 

2.4 Innovation in the Romanian context 

In the Romanian economic context and under the actual global conditions but also on 
perspective, the getting out of crisis demands a more fluent and accessible communication 
between the scientific community, the economic and business environments and the society.  
In full accordance with the current orientations of world and European research, development 
& innovation policies, Romania’s Government recognizes the strategic importance of the 
scientific research and technological development domains for obtaining and maintaining a 
sustainable competitive advantage for our country, at both european and global level. In this 
respect, one of the strategic objectives for the policies in the field of research, technological 
development and innovation is a more close correlation of research & development activities 
with the industrial policy of Romania and the reinforcement of long term connections between 
the research & development sector and the economic environment, achieved by the 
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development of mechanisms that ensure technology transfer to economy and encouraging 
the participation of the private sector in research, development and innovation activities. 
The National Authority for Scientific Research promoted the infrastructure development at 
national scale in the fields of services for innovation and technology transfer by implementing 
the program „INFRATECH” (2004 – 2008), launched and coordinated by the Direction for 
Innovation & Infrastructures of the National Authority for Scientific Research, approved by 
the Government Decision 128 / 2004. The projects were aiming to settle technology and 
business incubators, technology transfer centres, technology information centres, science & 
technology parks, technology & business incubators as well as offices matching the industry 
demand with the technological research supply. While the Government Decision 406 / 2003 
provides the legal basis for methodology that enforces the assessment, evaluation and 
operation of the innovation and technology transfer institutions, the Government Ordinance 
14 / 2002 (approved by the Law 50 / 2003) enforces the existence of science & technology 
parks.  
The National Technology Transfer & Innovation Network is an initiative of Ministry of 
Education, Research, Youth and Sports – The National Authority for Scientific Research as a 
result of the application of the program „INFRATECH”. The providers of services in the area 
of innovation and technology transfer are grouped in the specialized network containing 54 
accredited entities: 14 technology transfer centres, 20 technology information centres, 16 
technology & business incubators and 4 science & technology parks. All these 54 entities are 
operating under the Government Decision 406 / 2003. Besides, there are more science & 
technology parks under development, set-up on the basis of Government Ordinance 14 / 
2002 approved by Law 50 / 2003. The National Technology Transfer & Innovation Network is 
evenly covering the national area with important nodes in Bucharest, Craiova, Arad, Cluj-
Napoca, Deva, IaÏi, Râmnicu-Vâlcea, Timisoara, Tulcea, Brasov and Sf. Gheorghe.  

The National Technology Transfer & Innovation Network is a national reference point 
for the principal stakeholders in the transfer of knowledge and technology in order to: 
� support the socioeconomic development, stimulating the innovation and the technological 

transfer, attracting investments in order to turn to advantage the research, development & 
innovation activities and the human resources in the field;  

� increase the visibility of the research, development & innovation units and the exploitation 
of the research, development & innovation results;  

� improve the competitiveness of the small & medium enterprises and their innovation 
processes through the development of supply services for transfer of knowledge and 
technology; 

� promote a market for the research, development & innovation results in all sectors of the 
Romanian economy; 

� promote the national exchange of information, expertise, methodologies and best 
practice;  

� stimulate partnerships and networking. 
The beneficiaries of The National Technology Transfer & Innovation Network are economic 
agents, research, development & innovation units and innovative small & medium 
enterprises.  
The entities of the National Technology Transfer & Innovation Network Romanian also are 
members of the Romanian Association for Technology Transfer and Innovation – ARoTT – a 
professional, non-governmental and non-profit organization of the technological transfer and 
innovation profile units. Its first purpose is promoting and protecting business environment of 
the technological transfer entities and innovative business from Romania in order to improve 
the activity of the members. 
Besides the activities concerning scientific research and technological development, 
international research, development & innovation collaboration and development of 
institutions, human resources and infrastructures, the area of responsibilities of the former 
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National Authority for Scientific Research included several activities that are further achieved 
by the entities of The National Technology Transfer & Innovation Network: innovation and 
technology transfer; diffusion and dissemination of research, development & innovation 
results; public promotion and awareness of research, development & innovation activities. 
As far as you can notice, among these objectives there are science communication activities 
which can help to: 
� increase the visibility of the research, development & innovation units;  
� increase the capitalization of the research, development & innovation results; 
� improve the relationships between the research, development & innovation organizations, 

economic agents and society, 
in correlation with the attendance and/or organizing of exhibitions and dissemination actions, 
both internally and internationally.  
In our country, the National Authority for Scientific Research has initiated different events on 
national and regional scale in order to improve visibility of the results of the Romanian 
research, to multiply the contacts between the entities involved in the technological transfer 
and innovation activities - Romanian and foreign organizations.  
Yearly, during the International Technical Fair from Bucharest, The Romanian Research 
Salon and The International Salon of Inventions, Research and New Technologies 
INVENTIKA have been organized ever since 2007.  
The National Technology Transfer & Innovation Network entities attend to these events by: 
� specific presentations; 
� presentations concerning the organizations that include them; 
� accomplishment of: technological brokerage events, symposia, round tables, workshops, 

partnerships enhancing etc. 
The technological brokerage events organized by IPA CIFATT Craiova and the workshops 
titled „Social-economical interferences on the edge of innovation” accomplished by CIT 
IRECSON Bucharest have become known and awaited. For some years, technological 
brokerage sessions became trans-national due to the organizers’ efforts to promote the 
trans-boundary, inter-regional and European collaborations. The seminaries became turning 
points for the debating of problems of the entities involved in technological transfer and 
innovation on national scale, for their professional development.  
On national regional scale, yearly, the Regional Research Salons are held in order to 
promote the local specific connections and they are included by wider actions favoring the 
meeting between the technological transfer and innovation entities, the stakeholders of the 
regional economic & business media, the local authorities and the scientific community.  
Another event (since 2003) – with international attendance - is the annual Open Forum for 
Innovation and Technological Transfer, as an instrument meant to link the actors on the 
research, development & innovation scene, the offer and the demand, the strategies and the 
ministerial policy to the concrete needs of the small & medium enterprises, meanwhile trying 
to facilitate contacts to foreign partners, of the European Union in particular. The Open 
Forum combines both a virtual internet platform and a real space for communication and 
interaction (conferences and events).  
Also the National Authority for Scientific Research organized Romanian research, 
development & innovation results promotion activities especially in the European Union. 
Every time, in the last few years, Romania was one of the first three countries rewarded as 
far as the receiving prizes were concerned. Romania has also been internationally 
appreciated and the participants’ number and their consistency has constantly been 
increasing.  
The contribution of the science communicators to the success of these events may consist 
in: 
� the appropriate promotion of the image of the research, development & innovation 

organizations and their activities to the interested parts’ demands; 
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� the improvement of the presentation means of the research, development & innovation 
activities results in order to enhance partnerships and new connections; 

� the communication, knowledge and technologies transfer enhancement in order to inform 
the economic agents and society on the research, development & innovation activities.  

Also science communicators’ activity feedback may be an extremely important source of 
information for both research, development & innovation units and the technological transfer 
and innovation entities aiming for a more consistent, accurate and rapid correlation of their 
activities with the immediate and actual problems of the economy and society. Therefore the 
entities of The National Technology Transfer & Innovation Network provide the optimal 
conditions for science communicators activity in the benefit of the scientific community, 
economy and society. 

2.5 Development Communication 

Communication sciences were firmly imposed in the area of humanities, providing a field of 
research whose reserves seem inexhaustible. Evidence is, in this respect, the impressive number 
of subordinate works in this field and hence the growing number of researchers who approach it 
from different perspectives. The emergence and expansion of this autonomous field merely 
followed the trends of modern society, where communication has become one of the key 
concepts. Besides this and in immediate connection with the same weight may be included 
concepts like: identity, image, relationship, mediation or significance. 
Mentioned trends have generated interest not only to scientists on the area in question. 
Another consequence, equally important, is the profession of communicator (PR specialist, 
PR manager, science communicator or image counselor). Today, in the developed countries, 
it is well understood that creation and promotion of the own identity, interest, both to promote 
the own performances critical conditions the professional success of an individual or the 
economic success of an organization. 
In recent decades, a new communication branch has emerged: development communication. 
Development communication has been defined in several ways by economic development 
experts, sociologists and communication experts. The terminology development 
communication originated in Asia, the definitions given by the communication experts of this 
region gained currency. Definitions differ depending on the definers view of development. 
Nora Quebral (1975) defined development communication as the art and science of human 
communication applied to the speedy transformation of a country from poverty to a dynamic 
state of economic growth and makes possible greater economic and social equality and the 
larger fulfilment of human potential. Quebral describes the genesis of the term Development 
Communication and its parameters which grew out of the field of agricultural communication. 
The term was coined to include under it apart from agricultural development, areas of 
national development such as population, nutrition, health education housing and 
employment etc. Development communication was considered an appropriate term to 
describe the scope, direction and structure of the discipline. [5]  
Three main ideas which define the philosophy of development communication and make it 
different from general communication are: Development communication is purposive 
communication, it is value-laden; and it is pragmatic. In the development context, a tacit 
positive value is attached to what one communicates about, which shall motivate the people 
for social change. Development communication is goal-oriented. The ultimate goal of 
development communication is a higher quality of life for the people of a society by social 
and political change. We should not view the goal of development communication purely in 
economic terms, but also in terms of social, political, cultural, and moral values that make a 
person’s life whole, and that enable a person to attain his or her full potential. The goal of 
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development communication in a specific society will be influenced by the ends and values of 
that society. 
In the development context, a tacit positive value is attached to what one communicates 
about, which shall motivate the people for social change. Development communication is 
goal-oriented. The ultimate goal of development communication is a higher quality of life for 
the people of a society by social and political change. We should not view the goal of 
development communication purely in economic terms, but also in terms of social, political, 
cultural, and moral values that make a person’s life whole, and that enable a person to attain 
his or her full potential. The goal of development communication in a specific society will be 
influenced by the ends and values of that society. 
Development communication has to deal with two types of audience: i) the communicators 
comprising development bureaucracy, media practitioners and professionals, and ii) the 
people i.e. the audience who can be informed or uninformed; educated or semi-literate or 
literate.  
Wilbur Schramm (1964) was the first to recognize that communication could play an 
important role in the national development of the third world counties. He believed that mass 
media could better the lives of people by supplementing the information resources and 
exposing people for learning opportunities. Schramm�s conceptualization of the interaction 
between mass communication and development became the focus of many development 
programs. He was occupied with the practical problems of using mass communication to 
promote economic growth and social development in third world countries. He 
conceptualized a relationship between development communication and economic growth, 
which has been the main guiding paradigm for development programs. He suggested that as 
economic activity spreads, knowledge must be gathered more broadly, information shared 
widely and transferred swiftly. For this the developing nations must be prepared to support 
enormous increase in the day-to-day communication within the system. 
The specific concept of development communication identifies information, education and 
communication (identified by the acronym IEC) about development plans. Development 
theorists and practitioners realized that merely disseminating information about development 
plans would not result in development as UNESCO termed it, nations needed communication 
(IEC) for development within the cultural matrix. Later it was realized that the original formula 
of information, education and communication for development programs was itself 
insufficient to achieve the desired results. In addition, people need motivation to accept 
development. Development motivation and Development Awareness are essential aspects of 
development communication (Narula Uma, 1994). 
The aims of the EU regional policy: 
� help each region achieve its full potential 
� improve competitiveness and employment by investing at regional level in areas of high 

growth potential, with an added value for the EU as a whole 
� bring living standards in the countries that have joined the EU since 2004 up to the EU 

average as quickly as possible. 
Regional inequalities can be due to many factors, including: 
� longstanding handicaps imposed by geographic remoteness or sparse population  
� more recent social and economic change  
� the legacy of formerly centrally-planned economic systems 
� combinations of these and other things. 
The impact of these disadvantages is frequently evident in: 
� social deprivation 
� poor-quality schools 
� higher levels of unemployment  
� inadequate infrastructure. 
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Relating to these considerations, we can see the similarity with the Asian situation that 
determined the apparition of development communication.  
Regional policy is about investing in people. The idea is for regional policy to dovetail with 
the EU’s agenda to promote growth and jobs by: 
� making countries and regions more attractive for investments by improving accessibility, 

providing quality services (such as high-speed internet) and preserving environmental 
potential 

� encouraging innovation, entrepreneurship and the knowledge economy, pushing regions 
to capitalize on their strengths and make a more effective and better combined use of 
European national and regional public funds, developing 'smart specialisation' strategies 
for growth 

� creating more and better jobs by attracting more people into employment, reversing the 
‘brain-drain’, improving workers’ adaptability and increasing investment in human capital. 

3. Conclusions 

Even if the terminology & study of development communication were originated in Asia, 
these can be extended and customized for the Balkan region in European Union today. The 
EU may be one of the richest parts of the world, but there are large differences both between 
countries and inside individual countries. However, the dynamic effects of EU membership, 
coupled with a vigorous and targeted investment policy, can bring results.  
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This paper is concerned with the role of sharing and servicizing practices (SSP) in 
moving consumption and user patterns towards sustainable and inclusive growth in 
the transport sector. We aim to conceptualize the social aspects of SSP in transport 
by problematizing the quotation ‘What is mine is yours!’ and suggesting embedding 
consumption and user  practices within the culture, making the reverse, ‘what is yours 
is mine!’, more  appropriate. In doing so, the power relations between economic and 
political actors which currently prevent the perceptions of sharing as a form of 
dependency are also considered. 
 
Keywords 
Collaborative consumption; funding sustainable transport; sharing economy 

1. Introduction 

In the midst of increasing recognition of an unstable global economy, the world is searching 
for innovative ideas aimed at reshaping current forms of liberal market economies. 
Collaborative consumption, or the notion of a sharing economy, has attracted significant 
attention over the last few years. The idea has been further popularised by the book What’s 
Mine is Yours: The Rise of Collaborative Consumption authored by Rachel Botsman and 
Roo Rogers in 2011. Collaborative consumption generally refers to sharing products with 
others and moving away from owning to utilising services and sharing. Sharing and 
exchanging (used) products is not a new practice, however. In fact, the trend is often  
identified as ‘the reinvention of old market behaviours renting, lending, swapping, bartering,  
gifting - through technology, taking place on a scale and in ways never possible before’ [1].  
Clearly, it is the potential of digitization of consumption practices through network 
technologies, which is further supported by state incentives and awareness campaigns that 
has made sharing and providing services increasingly popular amongst consumers and 
businesses in the recent years. Coupled with increasing social and environmental concerns 
and the lack of resources, the rise of ‘collaborative consumption’ or ‘the sharing/service 
economy’ has started to change ideas about big businesses. This tendency is manifest in the 
increased popularity of incentives provided for start-ups using micro-level technologies, 
communication technologies in particular and the efforts aimed at bringing together ‘angel 
investors’ and innovative ideas about how people consume [2]. 

The transport sector is no exception to these changing consumption practices. In fact, 
car-sharing has been recognised as one of the most evident examples of collaborative 
consumption, and is mostly discussed in sustainable mobility literature [3]. However, the  
                                                 
 
 
1 Please email Nihan.akyelken@ouce.ox.ac.uk for a complete draft of this paper. 
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conceptualisation of service-/sharing-based economy remained limited to discussion of  
moving away from high-tech solutions to research niches that require soft policy measures in  
the context of sociotechnical transitions [4] [5]. In this paper, we seek to initiate a thought-
provoking discussion on the social aspects of sharing and servicizing practices (SSP) in the 
transport and mobility sector. We argue that if a systemic change is to occur affecting all 
levels of governance and production through consumption and user practices, the systemic 
risks should be identified: the use of neoclassical economic thinking, which dominates most 
of transport policy evaluation literature, should go under drastic changes by exploring the 
complexities within three pillars of public economics –‘demand’, ‘supply’ and ‘regulation’. 
Such thinking requires a shift from ‘What is mine is yours!’ to ‘What is yours is mine!’ implying 
that the changes in consumption practices should be embedded within the system rather 
than the emphasis on the altruistic nature of sharing, which is perceived as a form of 
dependency.   

Of course, there are crucial questions to explore on the environmental aspects of 
these emerging consumption practices with possibilities for further questions on the need for 
institutional frameworks. Rather than identifying such unintended risks of SSP in mobility and 
assuming that these changing consumption practices are likely to benefit the society and the 
economy, this paper postulates that whether SSP will operationalize effectively and create 
inclusive and sustainable growth requires further exploration of the processes involving 
economic and political actors. In this respect, we aim to conceptualize SSP in transport by 
problematizing the ‘altruistic’ stance in the ‘What is mine is yours!’ and suggesting that such 
consumption and user practices are embedded within culture, making ‘what is yours is mine!’ 
more appropriate. In doing so, the power relations within economic and political actors are 
also considered insofar as they prevent sharing being perceived as a form of dependency. 
We will first provide a review of the existing SSP in transport and the key aspects of these 
systems, including infrastructure, consumer awareness, use of technologies and the 
complexity issues. By discussing how these key elements are likely to change and the 
potential bottlenecks, we will use Harvey’s (2009) inter-related activity-spheres, which he 
uses to illustrate the circulation of capital, to understand how consumption practices can be 
shifted toward sustainable and inclusive transport. 

2.  Integration of SSP in mobility practices 

Understanding the aforementioned consumption practices in the mobility sector comes with 
several definitional issues even before identifying the social aspects. What does it mean not 
to own transport and mobility goods? How does ‘sharing’ work to ensure mobility needs are 
met? Are there enough ‘servicizing’ options in the transport sector? Are these options always 
more desirable in terms of economic, social and environmental sustainability? What 
incentives are there for human beings, known to be ‘unsustainable by nature’ (Rees, 2011), 
not to own goods but share with others? These questions are not only broad in scope and lie 
beyond the mobility-specific practices, but any answer to them in the context of mobility is 
likely to remain as a response without directly exploring the dynamics of overconsumption, 
unsustainable patterns of consumption and associated social and environmental impacts. 
Still, acknowledging the importance of these questions and the limitations of any attempt to 
provide answers for them is the starting point to reconceptualising the new consumption 
patterns for sustainable and inclusive transport. We do not discuss the specification of the 
existing sharing systems as we are not concerned with the technical details of these different 
types of systems for sharing and servicizing, but with the overall trend of moving away from 
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owning with the aim of sustainable development. But it is important to clarify how we identify 
SSP in the present discussion. 

In the industrial ecology literature, servicizing is simply defined as a transaction, 
where value is provided through services or functions and not just through the selling of 
products [10]. In other words, the concept changes the basic notion of economic value from 
‘exchange value’ to ‘utilisation value’ [11], assuming that consumers can derive utility from 
using the services rather than owning them. In doing so, it is expected that production costs 
are reduced, more choices and faster responses are made available to consumers and 
environmental impacts are reduced [11]. The business models for servicizing activities vary 
depending on different sectors and services provided. Business-to-business and business-to-
consumer are the most common forms of servicizing business models, while consumer-to-
consumer, which illustrates collaborative consumption, and business-to-government models 
are newly emerging models [11]. For the purposes of this paper, ‘sharing practices’ is taken 
mainly to refer to consumer-to-consumer practices. Therefore, we use SSP when we do not 
distinguish between consumers and producers. It is important to note that in the transport 
and mobility context, consumer is considered as a user; therefore these terms may be used 
interchangeably. 

While ‘service thinking’ in transport and mobility practices has been extensively 
discussed through the emphasis on altering the consumption patterns in several aspects of 
sustainable transport, servicizing is not a recognized research theme in transport studies. 
Servicizing in transport has only been dealt with within business, management and 
environmental studies. However, sharing in the form of car-sharing, car-pooling and car clubs 
has been widely studied in transport, but mainly with the aim of discussing access to the car 
within the context of transport disadvantages and social exclusion rather than resource 
efficiency [12] [13]. There is no definitive framework for servicizing and sharing in transport, 
except for policy documents at national and local levels.  

In identifying the development areas for innovation towards sustainable mobility, 
Nykvist and Whitmarsh (2008) [4] points to product-to-service systems in the UK and 
Sweden specifically aimed at enabling a shift towards to increased use of public transport 
and alternative forms of access to the car. This is mainly in the context of taking up new 
technologies within transport services. Although it is not as strong as in the case of electric 
vehicles, they claim that product-to-service systems are becoming part of the transport 
innovation studies. In fact, identifying collective ownership as an example of cultural and  
socio-spatial niche that elucidate the efforts challenging ‘automobility’, the synthesis provided  
by Geels, et al. (2012) [5] also integrate SSP in transport into transitions and governance  
literature [14]. 

Given the lack of theoretical explorations of SSP in transport, difficulties with 
categorizing the existing practices in the existing systems are expected. But on a very 
general level, we can claim that although there are both services and product-service 
combinations available in the transport and mobility sector, at present the majority of the 
servicizing developments in transport can be categorized under the ‘use-oriented services’ of 
product-service systems: the product continues to be owned by the provider, and is made 
available in a different form, and sometimes shared by a number of users [15]. Here, we 
present the most evident five forms of SSP in transport. The table below makes the 
conception of SSP more concrete by presenting five main categories of existing SSP 
examples in transport; for these we have identified infrastructure usage, the role of 
consumers, business models and the use of technologies together with complexity issues. 
The table below broadly makes the conception of SSP more concrete by presenting five 
main categories of existing SSP examples in transport; for these we have identified 
infrastructure usage, the role of consumers, business models and the use of technologies. 
There are also complexity issues involved with the existing forms of SSP. 
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Table 1 Five mobility categories of SSP 

S
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Car-sharing /Bike-sharing 
 

 
Parking space 
 

 
Wireless charging 
 

 
Public transport 
 

 
Freight 
services 

E
xa

m
pl

es
 Zipcar, car2go, getaround, 

Wecar, or taxis, Barclay bikes 
in London 

Park-at-my-house, your-
parking-space 

Better Place in 
Israel, electrical 
public buses in 
Milton Keynes 

Oyster, TfL mobile 
applications, public 
transit 

Online routing and 
scheduling, 
Easybring, small 
packages like UBS 

   
   

   
   

B
us

in
es

s 
m

od
el

 

It mainly affects the 
automotive industry. The 
traditional mode of selling 
cars should change to 
providing services that 
replace ‘buying a car’ 

It affects the governments 
and the businesses 
significantly: for 
governments, land-use is 
expected to be more 
efficient, while businesses 
can benefit from paying 
special attention to social 
networking sites when 
building their business 
models 

It requires large 
investment and 
highly-skilled labour, 
which would affect 
local councils’ 
budgets significantly 

Space-design 
becomes an 
important variable 
eventually resulting 
in need for a variety 
of skills 

Networking 
amongst 
companies would 
yield high profits. 
The reliability of the 
services depends 
on the strength and 
the width of the 
network 

 C
on

su
m

er
 s

id
e 

Perception of owning a car, 
i.e. the car as a status 
symbol, plays a significant 
role; campaigning for 
collaborative consumption is 
important 

 
 

Awareness of the 
significance of collaborative 
consumption and the role 
of social networks are of 
key importance 

Not applicable Easy to influence 
consumers in the 
use of ticketing 

Needs rapid 
expansion of the 
network to ensure 
efficiency for the 
companies (as 
consumers) 

IC
T 

Communication networks are 
crucial for any sort of sharing 
e.g. mobile phone 
applications as a 
communication platform for 
sharers and service providers 

Communication networks 
are crucial for any sorts of 
sharing e.g. mobile phone 
applications as a 
communication platform for 
sharers and service 
providers 

Wireless tracking 
system for vehicles 

Innovative ticketing 
should include 
communication 
aspects, i.e. mobile 
phone applications 
and timetable 
screens 

More sophisticated 
networking sites 
and applications 
needed 

In
fra

st
ru

ct
ur

e 

Depending on the changes in 
automobile production, a 
reduction in infrastructure 
usage is expected to play a 
key role, but parking space 
required is also important in 
terms of the infrastructure 
required 

Less infrastructure usage  Expected to lead to 
a significant amount 
of reduction in 
infrastructure usage 

Space is an 
important aspect for 
public transit 

Depends on the 
freight 
manufacturing 
sector and how fast 
they adopt service 
businesses 

C
om

pl
ex

ity
 is

su
es

 

Societal benefits are great, 
although significantly 
depending on the forms of car 
sharing. Consumer-to-
consumer services (e.g. 
Wheelz, Buzzcar, Tamyca) 
also differ in terms of their 
impacts 

Difficult to disseminate best 
practice in residential 
neighbourhoods 

Require huge 
amounts of 
investment and the 
users of public 
transport are not 
necessarily affected, 
which may hinder 
the popularity of best 
practice 

There are various 
societal impacts that 
can only identified 
depending on the 
context 

Freight is a 
traditional 
business, meaning 
that such 
networking may 
take time to adjust 

 
First, car-sharing is one of the most popular forms of practice in a service-based economy. It 
generally involves two or more people sharing a car rather than driving alone. Car-sharing 
activities in the form of business-to-consumer include private companies offering car-sharing 
services to consumers. It could also take others forms, like car-clubs and car-pooling, mainly 
organised by local councils or even between consumers. Business-to-consumer car-sharing 
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activities have significant implications for business models mainly in terms of goods and 
services provided; these mainly affect the automobile industry. The practice requires the 
traditional mode of selling cars to change to providing services that replace ‘buying a car’. It 
is important to note that the societal benefits vary significantly depending on the forms of car 
sharing, i.e. household ride-share or external ride-share; if socially disadvantaged groups 
choose to use carpooling over walking and cycling, the results may not be optimal. Finally, 
car-sharing in the form of a business-to-consumer system also involves insurance 
companies as one of the main actors due to existing information problems. 

Second, the concept of shared parking spaces has recently become popular. The 
idea illustrates consumer-to-consumer activities and represents a business model which 
enables home and business owners to rent their parking space for drivers as a means of 
cost-effective parking and private (individual) revenue generation. It also demonstrates that 
car companies are thinking strategically about new business models for the longer term. This 
model can be applied in the absence of a business, using social networks and 
communication technologies. For governments, land-use is expected to be more efficient, 
while businesses can benefit from paying special attention to social networking sites when 
building their business models.  

Third, wireless charging for electrical vehicles is quite new and can be recognized as 
a form of servicizing as it has a role in reducing infrastructure usage. Wireless charging for 
electrical drivers saves drivers from using physical infrastructure and tools to recharge their 
batteries, i.e. having to plug the electrical vehicle into the grid, and enables them to charge 
their cars through a wireless energy transfer. Despite the controversial debates over the use 
of electrical vehicles, they are still not popular and there are no predictions of the impacts of 
wireless charging for electrical vehicles. What is known is that it would require significant 
investment and highly-skilled labour and would be likely to result in reduced infrastructure 
usage.  

Most of public transport can be considered servicizing in general. However, 
complementary actions that reduce the use of infrastructure/machines, such as the use of 
mobile phone applications for travel routing and reusable travel cards, would be the main 
focus of the analysis if considered from a SSP perspective. Most importantly, space-design 
becomes an important variable, eventually resulting in the need for a variety of skills. Access 
to public transport is, however, crucial in determining people’s social accessibility. Physical 
inaccessibility is likely to result in inaccessibility of goods, services, decision-making, life 
chances, social network and social capital, which then leads to social exclusion. However, 
this could also work in the opposite direction that public transport use can strengthen social 
capital by providing a safety net of transport options for (economically) disadvantaged groups 
[16]. Therefore, social equity considerations become particularly important in public transport 
as a form of SSP [17].  

Finally, there are several freight transport activities that can be recognized under SSP 
due to the increasing role of ICT in scheduling activities and changing production patterns 
like e-commerce, which in turn results in the need for more space and infrastructure. Lorry 
sharing is also important in the SSP context. Lorry-sharing is where freight service providers 
come together to form a collective organization with shared access to orders. Using ICT for 
online routing and scheduling, together with lorry-sharing, is a strategy to prevent empty 
running. From a sectoral point of view, route planning has become increasingly important in 
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transport and storage and wood and furniture sectors, while online retailing is one of the 
recognized best practices in wholesale and retail [18].  

Overall, SSP in transport sector is not clearly defined or well understood. However, 
the above five categories help us identify the main factors involved and the expected impacts 
and potential constraints to some extent. Based on the broad overview of the existing 
practices, the main actors involved are consumer/user, central and local governments, 
provider, car manufacturer, infrastructure and insurance providers. The main factors that are 
important in enabling the practices to occur are consumer knowledge, access to mobile 
technologies, access to skilled labour, social networks, and social equity considerations, 
access to funding and high-technologies and reliability. Although making such lists might 
appear unduly simple in structure, they nevertheless help us to elucidate the types of 
activities that can be thought of in a sharing-/service-based economy and the range of 
complexity issues together with identification of the main agents. 

3. Conceptualisation through inter-related activity-spheres  

The sociotechnical transitions in transport literature recognize the importance of culture on 
‘collective ownership’ as a developing research area [14]. However, the complexities of the 
shift from owning to sharing and servicizing are not conceptually defined. If this shift in user 
practices is to bring economic, environmental and social benefits, it is important to identify 
the bottlenecks in daily activities that evolve within different political, social and economic 
spheres. Moreover, in the absence of a holistic conceptual understanding of these 
complexities within consumption and user practices, these existing SSP are likely to remain 
piecemeal business models that are forced to exist in the face of increasingly depleted 
energy and economic resources available for transport. In this section, drawing on Harvey’s 
(2009) [9] inter-related activity spheres of capital circulation, we suggest a set of relations 
between the key actors and factors based on the above review set out in the table. In doing 
so, the main bottlenecks, where these practices cannot circulate or are not beneficial for 
sustainability, are identified as well as providing a set of recommendations for encouraging 
sustainable and inclusive practices [19]. 

Neoclassical economic thinking is still dominant in transport policy and programme 
evaluation as evidenced in how transport funding decisions are made [20]. Only a cursory 
look at the developing indicators of wellbeing and prosperity shows that the determinants of 
(economic) development include a set of polarized views. These views range from 
technological determinism, geographical determinism and institutional determinism to the 
emphasis on different types of identities including class and gender. Harvey (2009) [9] 
provides a critical overview of these polarized perspectives by pointing out how misleading it 
would be to focus on a single aspect of a local economy in bringing a structural change. He 
suggests that the activity spheres of daily consumption practices, mental conceptions of the 
world, relationships to the natural world, social relations, production and labour processes, 
institutional and administrative arrangement and technologies and organisational forms are 
the main activity spheres through which capital circulates. He uses this conception to 
illustrate what happens if capital becomes stuck in one of the spheres.  

Although transport is widely considered as a vertical sector like education and health 
in the realm of public policy [21], given the increasing role of mobilities as part of the ‘society 
on the move’ debate [22], it increasingly acts as a horizontal sector, although more by 
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stressing the importance of social consequences of mobilities [23]. Accordingly, the focus of 
our attention in this framework is not the circulation of physical capital, for example say 
physical infrastructure as part of transport systems, but practices and activities that are 
relevant to trends helping users move away from owning in the context of transport and 
mobility needs and wants. As seen in the broad overview of the examples, the most 
important actors and factors of SSP in transport sector are consumers/users and public, 
businesses (including producers/manufacturers and service providers) and the regulators. It 
is important to read the complexities within the aforementioned activity spheres by grouping 
them into demand (consumers/users and public), supply (producers/manufacturers and 
service providers) and regulation (central and local governments) aspects in order to 
emphasis the neoclassical economic thinking prevalent in transport policy evaluation. The 
below figure outlines the relationships between the activity spheres and the main actors 
involved in SSP in transport grouped into ‘demand’, ‘supply’ and ‘regulation’.  
 
Figure 1: Inter-related activity spheres for SSP in transport 

 
Volatility of ‘demand’ 
The role of consumers and the overall societal perception, public opinion on transport usage 
and consumption in particular, is evident in our initial concern that there should be a shift 
from ‘What is mine is yours!’ to ‘What is yours is mine!’. Implied in this shift is that SSP 
should occur as part of the consumption culture, not thanks to ‘goodwill’ of some. Starting by 
emphasising the significant part played by the consumers and the public is therefore 
appropriate. The daily consumption practices are considered the outcome of the demand 
side, although these practices may well evolve within themselves responding to changing 
tastes and new technologies. Taking into account the extent to which the ‘new mobilities 
paradigm’ has detached transport policy from traditional transport geographies, namely 
problematizing the very notion of basic travel behaviour [24], which subscribes to the aim of 
physical movement between two points, the mental conceptions of the world is particularly 
important for daily consumption patterns in changing towards ‘sharing’ from ‘owning’. How 
individuals perceive travel and the importance of value derived from travelling itself 
compared to other preferences is likely to be dominated by their mental conceptions of the 
world. The notion of motility capital, the capacity or potential to move [25], provides a clear 
understanding of how this might happen.  
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According to the ‘motility capital’ framework, access, competence and appropriation 
are the key elements of mobilities, which are clearly linked to ‘social, cultural, economic and 
political processes and structures within which mobility is embedded and enacted’ [26]. 
Therefore, if it is not appropriate to share, or if sharing is not consistent with the aspirations 
of the users, and if the user is not capable of using the services, the potential of SSP is likely 
to disappear within the demand realm. Implied is the need for a detailed look at the 
interactions between capacities and aspirations in different contexts that determine the 
conditions under which travel occurs. Yet, it is already clear that neither daily consumption 
patterns nor mental conceptions of the world are adequate to determine levels and nature of 
demand as they are significantly influenced by other activity spheres such as social relations, 
which clearly have an impact on the mental conceptions of the world.  

Social relations is one of the most relevant activity spheres to mobility practices 
through widening social networks. In fact, Urry’s (2007) [23] notion of network capital implies 
that geographical distance is not as important in determining social relations as it was in the 
past. Central to Urry’s ‘network capital’ are the social consequences of mobilities, which are 
influenced by eight factors: physical accessibility (i.e. the ability to move), time, and 
appropriate requirements including legal procedures, others at a distance (i.e. having 
someone to communicate with at a distance), location-free information, communication 
devices, movement and appropriate meeting places (i.e. availability of space to 
communicate). In essence, network capital is a broader conceptualization of social capital. 
The relational nature of network capital sheds light on the connection between social 
relations and mobilities, in this case how social relations are determined by sharing and 
owning, and vice versa. The main counter-argument is the concern over ‘dependency’ in 
sharing practices in transport. In fact, this takes us back to mental conceptions of the world, 
where the aspirations and behaviour of the individuals might differ depending on the context.  
Supply side 
Access to technologies may be one of the paths that connect the practices to social relations. 
The production of new technologies is highly relevant to integrating SSP into the transport 
sector in order to sustain mobility patterns as well as to maintaining environmental and social 
sustainability. Specifically, the use of information communication technologies (ICT) is 
important in determining the options available to transport users as it has been recognized as 
a major potential contributor to demand management. However, it might well be that new 
technologies arise accidentally, as in the case of mobile phones, which are not primarily 
utilized as a communication platform for sharing and enabling servicizing business models, 
but are now widely employed in SSP. Moreover, the evolution of technologies and the use of 
these technological services also entail equity issues: not everyone benefits from these 
developments equally or not necessarily in the direction towards sustainable transport [27]. 
This is clearly not factored into the most developed individual choice theories in neoclassical 
economics, which assumes full maximization of net benefits [28].  

Of course, the economic thinking is not completely oblivious to such social dilemmas. 
One could argue that the complexity of social relations and the resulting accessibility issues 
have been recognized in neoclassical economic thinking as evidenced in the transition from 
the assumption of perfect information to bounded rationality assumption that states that 
people are intended to be rational but there are limits to it [29]. However, the multiplicity of 
actors interact in SSP in transport makes social dilemmas more complex. For instance, the 
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role of lifestyles and social networks on transport usage is interrelated through several 
mechanisms. One of the most relevant mechanism in this context is how individuals’ 
participation in, and autonomy regarding, economic, political, social and cultural life and their 
health may affect the quantitative and qualitative dimensions of their social networks and 
extent to which they can mobilise the resources contained in those networks, which may in 
turn impact their levels of transport disadvantage [30]. Overall, daily consumption and user 
practices, which are in turn determined by mental conceptions of the world and social 
relations on the demand side, are linked to the supply side through production of 
technologies and organisational forms. 

The nexus of social relations, access to technologies, mental conceptions and the 
resulting consumption and user practices is not limited to the increased use of ICT in 
business models and taking up of these technologies by transport users. Being at the heart 
of servicizing activities, business models have a clear role in altering production patterns and 
labour processes. Rather than focusing on production, a trend towards SSP requires firms to 
invest in human capital development, particularly in skilled labour. This trend is likely to be 
similar to moving from manufacturing sector to traditional services sectors like banking, 
which led to establishment of strong developmental associations inducing different industry 
practices [31], which in turn brings further social inequalities. It could also be that depleting 
energy resources are putting further pressures on production of new technologies and that in 
turn there are inherent institutional and organizational differences which will need to be 
addressed [32]. In fact, the required changes in consumption and user patterns can be 
recognized as a product of the efforts towards environmental sustainability. Therefore, the 
energy demands of manufacturing and social crises arising from inequalities in labour 
markets inevitably call for radical transformations in consumption and user patterns that are 
also linked with social relations; this clearly makes the link back to the demand side.  

Moreover, the demographic developments are already evident as a major pressure 
on the sustainable use of resources. The activity sphere of the relationships to the natural 
world factors into how individuals perceive the physical environment around them. The level 
of environmental awareness, utilisation and satisfaction derived from travelling can also be 
included under this activity sphere. For instance, producers focusing on business models 
where servicizing and sharing are to be encouraged are likely to improve and maintain 
relations with insurance providers. These new/niche businesses or those able to change 
towards services stand to benefit, but there will be traditional and powerful businesses which 
cannot adapt that stand to lose from a mainstream/large scale switch to servicization. Yet, 
how this process takes place and how it works in harmony with community interests are also 
linked to social pressure and government regulation in achieving inclusive growth.  
Institutions as ‘regulators’ and ‘resistors’ 
If taking up of SSP in transport usage is to become a part of the culture towards an inclusive 
and sustainable economy, in which daily consumption practices are embedded, institutional 
and administrative arrangements seem to be at the heart of the framework that have a 
continuously evolving impact on all of its three layers, namely demand, supply and 
regulation; this impact affects all actors through different activity spheres mentioned above. 
This argument could be linked with the very basic role of institutions that they act as 
regulators; the rules of the game. But how these rules are defined is both complicated and of 
crucial importance as they ensure both equity at societal level and the efficient use of 
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resources for obvious reasons of sustainability. Thus, a deeper understanding of the role of 
institutions as the regulator of these activity spheres, not only of free market determinants 
(demand and supply) is required. One way to do this is to explore their role as a resistor to (i) 
power dynamics that determine responsibility, which, in this case, can be illustrated with the 
quote ‘What is mine is mine!’ and (ii) the path dependency of the existing institutions: 
(i) The importance of power dynamics is already outlined in discussing social relations and 

mental conceptions of the world in determining the feasibility of SSP in transport. Although 
in a democratic governance system, individuals can organize themselves to induce a 
change in consumption and travel patterns as in the case of many collaborative 
consumption activities like starting car clubs, the aforementioned equity considerations 
should also be dealt with the distributive power of the state, which is generally recognised 
as the predatory theory of the state [33] that the state is an instrument for transferring 
resources from one group to another. 

(ii) The path-dependency of institutional argument also deserves special attention. Assuming 
that equilibrium economic institutions are a result of the exercise of de jure and de facto 
political power, Robinson and Acemoglu (2006) [34] show that a change in political 
institutions leads to the distribution of de jure political power, but the elite can intensify 
their investments in de facto political power, such as lobbying, to compensate for the loss 
of de jure power. This might lead to a different equilibrium of economic institutions. This 
shows that there is always a possibility that traces of past institutions might be preserved, 
and this may affect the way that institutional frameworks are built. The overall argument is 
that institutions are not exogenous or historically predetermined, but they seem to persist 
for long periods of time. 

Taking into account this complex nature of institutions, two messages arise in the 
context of SSP in transport. First, it is important to identify the level of governance required 
for the smooth operations of SSP on both the demand and the supply side. The employment   
regulations, the relations between employers and local governments, which are in turn 
affected by central government and also deal with production and labour processes, are all 
complex relations affecting the healthy circulation of sustainable consumption practices and 
travel behaviour. For instance, the institutions should be set in a way to provide a set of 
policy initiatives including publicity campaigns; facilitating technology improvement and fair 
distribution of access to these technologies as well as to social networks.  

Secondly, in order to facilitate an open and democratic environment, information 
available to businesses, governments and public has a significant role in correcting power 
imbalances by avoiding the de facto political power, which is not easy to regulate, as much 
as possible. Specifically, the emphasis on consumption (instead of production) in terms of 
measuring wellbeing and sustainability should be integrated into governance systems. Efforts 
towards decreasing the environmental emissions from transport have mainly intensified on 
the production side. From a production point of view, it is much harder to compromise 
between nations at different levels of development, as has been evident in international 
climate change negotiations.  

In summation, the inter-related activity spheres outlined above are all equally 
important in integration of SSP in the transport sector towards inclusive and sustainable 
growth. Some of them have specific policy implications, while others elucidate the 
complexities that cannot be handled with the basic economic thinking, which determines, for 
instance, the role of private and public bodies in transport investment decisions. Although 
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mental conceptions of the world, daily consumption/user practices and social relationships 
constitute the demand aspect transitioning into supply through production of technologies 
and organizational forms, which are in turn entwined with production processes and labour 
markets and eventually by institutional frameworks as regulators, the division of the activity 
spheres is not necessarily explicit. Nevertheless, it helps to identify the bottlenecks in 
integrating SSP in transport. 

4. Summing up the bottlenecks 

Throughout the paper, we have discussed SSP in transport and how best to identify the main 
actors and linkages within these actors involved within these practices. First, we have shown 
that although it is difficult to categorize the existing practices and there are no certain 
boundaries for defining these patterns in transport sector, infrastructure usage, use of ICT, 
business models and consumer awareness are the key aspects of identifying these systems.  
Second, we have discussed the bottlenecks that prevent the dissemination of these 
practices. The discussion on the linkages within the main actors has pointed out that  
although the circulation of the practices can be categorized into demand, supply and  
regulation, how these three groups of activity spheres are connected and what the functions  
are within them are complex matters. One interesting challenge will be developing methods 
for data collection in order to understand the patterns. The informal nature of the sharing 
practices may prove problematic for fully understanding the key trends. This should be dealt 
with reorganising data collection for national statistics to elucidate the forms of existing SSP. 

Overall, there are three key steps that should be taken towards analysing and 
understanding the mechanisms towards inclusive and sustainable SSP in transport. 
First, the policies targeted at promoting SSP in transport should not aim at changing 
consumer/user behaviour as the trend of moving away from ownership should be embedded 
within the culture in which individuals should be free to choose whether they are willing to 
share. Therefore, how best to redefine the culture is what the macro-level strategies should 
be focusing on at institutional level. The macro-level strategies, the linkages between 
corporations, central governments and local governments, should be designed in a way that 
influences the businesses towards more sustainable production through integrating 
servicizing into their strategies, therefore inducing a trend towards sharing. As is called for in 
the most recent international discourse, we need to see a ‘broad alliance’ of actors [35] to 
deliver against sustainable development goals and in delivering SSP. 
 Second, if any of the factors and actors identified above do not behave in a way that 
conforms to sharing and servicizing, these practices are likely to result in less sustainable 
patterns of growth, both economically and socially. This is evident, for instance, in a situation 
where businesses promote the use of sharing practices in transport through servicizing 
activities using ICT and access to ICT entails equity issues. In this context, the relationship 
between local and central governments becomes crucial. More specifically, the cross-sector 
impacts of social policy and transport policy should be taken into account for full realization of 
the benefits of the servicizing activities. This is also important in maintaining equality in 
starting ‘sharing clubs’ and encouraging such activities.  

Finally, the starting point for constructing a supportive institutional structure for 
promoting SSP in transport should aim at certain mobility patterns, such as commuting 
behaviour, where the linkages are made formal through the relationships between employers 
and governments inducing more sustainable travel behaviour. Focusing on specific forms of 
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mobility will enable policy makers to disseminate the practices by making it a part of the 
culture and still giving the public a free choice between owning and sharing. This is mainly  
due to the multiplicity of life stages that determine social relations and form mental  
conceptions of the world, which are both identified to be significant in determining the shift  
from owning to sharing and providing services. 
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Innovation support measures in the EU are mostly designed to support SMEs in 
emerging and R&D intensive sectors. However, in terms of employment, SMEs in 
traditional manufacturing sectors are still important and innovation support can 
increase the competitiveness of the participating SMEs and regions. This paper makes 
use of a survey among over 300 SME in seven regions in the EU, as well as case-
studies. Do SMEs in traditional manufacturing sectors have different innovation 
support needs, and which policy instruments and which modes of implementation are 
most effective? R&D subsidies focussing merely on product development might not 
be the most appropriate measures. Also the increasingly competitive nature of the 
selective application procedures which are in place to select the beneficiaries or 
project proposals, may not be the most efficient. Marketing, internationalisation and 
design apprear to be important aspects of innovation. 

Keywords 
Innovation measures, impact evaluation, SMEs, traditional sectors, behavioural additionality 

1. Introduction 

This paper focuses on the impact of SME innovation support measures on 7 regions in 
different countries in Europe: Sachsen-Anhalt in Germany, Noord-Brabant in the 
Netherlands, West Midlands in the UK, Limousin in France, Emilia-Romagna in Italy, 
Comunidad Valencia in Spain and Norte and Centro in Portugal. 
Traditional industries include the manufacture of food products and beverages, textiles and 
textile products, leather and leather products, ceramics or other non-metallic mineral 
products, mechanical/metallurgy or basic metals and fabricated metal products, and 
automotive or motor vehicles, trailers and semi-trailers. 
The share of local units in the traditional industries ranges from 43% in Noord-Brabant and 
West-Midlands to 62% in Norte and Centro. Basic metals and fabricated metal products is, in 
number of local units, the largest traditional industry in Sachsen-Anhalt, Comunidad 
Valencia, Emilia-Romagna, Noord-Brabant and West Midlands. Food products and 
beverages is the largest traditional industry in Limousin and textiles and textile products is 
the largest traditional industry in Norte and Centro. 
For employment we observe similar patterns. The share of persons employed in the 
traditional industries ranges from 46% in Sachsen-anhalt to 68% in Norte and Centro. Basic 
metals and fabricated metal products is, in number of persons employed, the largest 
traditional industry in Sachsen-Anhalt, Emilia-Romagna and West Midlands. Food products 
and beverages is the largest traditional industry in Sachsen-Anhalt, Limousin and Noord-
Brabant. Textiles and textile products is the largest traditional industry in Norte and Centro. 
 
Although not every single traditional sector is important in every region, we can conclude that 
overall traditional industries still represent quite high shares of activity in the regional 
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economic structure of the selected regions, even for a ‘high-tech’ and R&D intensive region 
such as Noord-Brabant. 
 
Figure 1 Employment in traditional industries in seven selected regions 
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Data source: Eurostat, data for 2007, own calculations.  

 
 
In about half of all EU regions the share of traditional industries in employment in 
Manufacturing has increased over the last 15 years and in 78 EU regions this increase was 
even more than 4.5 percent. Although maps of innovation performance often show patterns 
of core and periphery at various levels, the geographic pattern of regions with declining or 
increasing share employment in traditional industries is quite scattered (Figure 2). There are 
even regions were the traditional sectors seem to be in a state of revival as they have a low 
but increasing share of employment in traditional industries, and these regions are quite 
innovative regions located in Germany, the UK, or the innovative Nordic Member States.  
 
The regional economic importance of SMEs in these sectors is often neglected. Most 
attention goes out to SMEs in research intensive sectors and innovation policy support is 
focused on supporting the most innovative and R&D intensive firms.  
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Figure 2 Change in European regions’ employment share of traditional industries 

 
Map created with Region Map Generator. Data source: Eurostat. Data for 2009 and 1995 (or closest years available). The 
groups were identified using hierarchical clustering and Ward’s method. Own calculation. 
 

Fewer firms in traditional industries (6%) receive direct support to finance R&D based 
innovation projects than firms in other manufacturing industries (10%) or services (8%). In 
the traditional industries direct support to finance R&D based innovation projects is used 
most in the food and automotive industries (Figure 3).The analysis of data from the 
Innobarometer 2007 shows that firms in traditional industries have received less support for 
R&D activities than firms in other manufacturing sectors. Firms in traditional industries have 
received more support than firms in other manufacturing sectors from the following 
measures: 
¸ Subsidies for acquiring machinery, equipment or software; 
¸ Attending or participating in trade fairs or trade missions; 
¸ Networking with companies; 
¸ Information on market needs, market conditions, new regulations, etc. 
 
So, SMEs in traditional sectors might indeed need different kind, less-R&D focussed kind of 
support. Besides policy-demand, also the supply-side of policy support might be responsible. 
Many regional agencies have adopted a venture capital approach, selecting innovative 
project-proposals which are likely to succeed and offer a good ‘return on investment’. This 
regional innovation policy strategy might not work for SMEs in traditional industries. 
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Figure 3 Direct support to finance R&D based innovation projects 
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Data source: Innobarometer 2007, own calculations 

2. Survey results 

2.1 Innovative activities, and SME needs  
The survey respondents are quite innovative. 37 per cent of the respondents have spend 1-5 
per cent of their turnover on innovation activities, which is standard for most sectors. But a 
quarter of all responding SME spend 6-10 per cent, which is more at the level of research 
intensive industries. Almost a third spend even more than 10 per cent of their turnover for 
innovation activities. Nearly 10 per cent do not spend anything for innovation or research, 
which is an expected value for traditional sectors.  
 
As expected, product innovation is the most important type of innovation, but typical for 
SMEs in traditional industries is the fact that also the other types of innovation are important. 
Process innovation is highly important (32 %) and essential (14 %) for 46 per cent of the 
respondents. Also organizational innovation and marketing innovation are important. 
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Figure 4 Importance per type of innovation 
 

 
 
 
Since the SMEs are in manufacturing industries it is not surprising that innovation in goods is 
more important that innovation in services: over 70 per cent of all participants had product 
innovations in goods between 2005 and 2009. More surprising is that almost 50 per cent of 
responding firms have innovated in new services. Also in terms of sales from new products 
as share of turnover, the responding firms are quite innovative. 14 per cent could reach 25-
50 per cent of innovation turnover and 17 per cent even realized more than 50 per cent of 
annual turnover. For comparison: German research-intensive industry companies have 
reported a share of 32 per cent innovative turnover in 2009 (ZEW, 2011).  
 
Programme features are of influence on the decision of an SME in traditional sectors to 
participate in a particular programme (Figure 5). Heavy bureaucratic procedures are a 
burden to all firms, but this seems especially the case for SME’s in traditional sectors. 
The survey asked respondents not directly about their own experience of programme 
participation but for their view on SME needs in general: “What are the specific needs for 
SMEs to enable them to participate in innovation support programmes?” The main need 
identified was procedural simplicity and transparency (according to those responding with 
“High importance” and “Very high importance”, which were the extreme categories on a five-
point Likert scale). Bureaucratic procedures are a barrier to entry; they impose a fixed cost 
on programme participation.  
 
Also highly rated was “Short time to contract”. Timeliness is hugely important: in case study 
interviews, SME owners and managers made the point that delay increases the risk that 
“another firm may get to market first”. Moreover, a common theme was that the need for 
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timeliness can be a source of tension between SMEs and Universities. Other needs noted as 
important were “Guidance during the project” and “Mentoring/Coaching”. Regular contact 
with programme managers/case officers combined with mentoring/coaching could increase 
the effectiveness of support measures. 
 
Figure 5 SMEs needs concerning design and implementation of measures 

 
Source: GPrix survey  

2.2 Additionality 

In order to evaluate the impact of innovation support in terms of additionality, a control group 
was used, consisting of respondents which had not participated in an innovation support 
measure. The main finding of the econometric analysis (Forthcoming) is that, in the context 
of a population of mainly innovating SMEs, support programmes have a zero effect on the 
innovation of SME participants, but would have had a positive effect on randomly selected 
SMEs. Moreover, the more likely a firm is to participate in a support programme the less 
likely that firm is to innovate as a consequence. Conversely, firms that are less likely to 
participate would be more likely to innovate as a consequence (i.e. were they to participate).   
 
These results are consistent with evidence from interviews with programme managers in all 
seven EU regions. Namely, the selection procedure adopted by programme managers is 
typically one of extreme “cream skimming” or “cherry picking”; in other words, firms are 
selected for programme participation on the basis of observed characteristics that are 
positively associated with innovation. The firms selected for innovation support are those 
most likely to innovate irrespective of programme support. Due to the selection procedure of 
the involved agencies, and the self-selection of the firms (firms that would benefit feel that 
the support mechanisms do not meet their needs, as in Figure 5).  
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2.3 Benchmarking type of measures on impact 

Based on the survey data we can indicate the extent of impact from participation in various 
types of schemes. The responding participants gave a score on a wide range of possible 
impacts for 1 or two of the most important programmes they participated in (See Table 6). 
Programmes on Human resources are not widely mentioned and the impact scores are on 
average rather low. The impact from Collaborative programmes and especially the support 
measures concerning Internationalisation seem to be the ones generating relatively high 
impacts in certain fields of impact. For the largest group of measures: ‘internal innovation’ the 
impact-scores are often close to average, with less outstanding fields of impact. The high 
impact-fields are often not very surprising. E.g., collaborative schemes generate specifically 
high impacts on ‘Formation of new partnerships and networks’, and Internationalisation 
measures specifically score well on: ‘Internationalisation of activities’.  
 
Table 6 Benchmarking types of measures on impact reported by SMEs in traditional industries 

  
Human 

resources 

External 
knowledg

e 
Collabo-

rative 
Internal 

innovation 
Internatio-
nalisation 

All 
measures 

Number of measures 6 16 23 95 19 206 
 
Improved internal organisation 2.25 2.33 2.48 2.88 2.53 2.54 
Improved business or innovation 
strategy 2.50 2.43 2.67 2.83 2.90 2.71 
New quality certifications (iso) 1.57 1.54 1.84 1.93 1.74 2.09 
New safety and environmental 
certification 1.14 1.46 1.58 1.77 1.55 1.84 
Improved research competences 2.71 1.79 3.18 2.67 2.10 2.65 
Improved marketing competences 2.00 2.23 2.29 2.40 3.45 2.45 
Improved design competences 2.75 1.85 3.06 2.71 2.53 2.38 
Improved level of skills of personnel 2.29 2.07 3.00 2.77 2.95 3.03 
Formation of new partnerships and 
networks 1.57 2.79 3.59 2.38 3.00 2.82 
Improved R&D linkages with 
universities/research institutes 2.86 2.67 2.91 2.76 1.79 2.61 
Improved R&D linkages with other 
business organisations 2.14 2.36 2.87 2.43 2.11 2.47 
Improved commercial linkages with 
other organisations 1.86 2.27 2.40 2.35 3.26 2.13 
Enhanced reputation and image 2.25 3.07 3.43 3.29 3.60 2.52 
Facilitated participation in other 
R&D or innovation programs 1.71 2.64 2.74 2.62 2.26 2.27 
Increased turnover 2.57 2.93 2.71 3.32 4.00 3.31 
Increased profitability 2.14 2.80 2.57 3.15 3.68 3.12 
Enhanced productivity 2.00 2.31 2.45 3.06 3.11 2.72 
Access to markets 1.86 2.93 2.91 3.00 3.90 2.97 
Internationalisation of activities 1.86 2.50 2.33 2.45 4.16 2.57 
Faster 'completion' of innovation 
project 2.86 3.21 3.25 3.37 2.74 2.94 
 
Average impact scores 2.15 2.42 2.73 2.71 2.87 2.69 
 
Source: GPrix survey 
Legend: Cells are highlighted green in case the impact-score is more than 20% higher that the average score as shown in the 
last column. Orange indicates a score less than 20% below the average (last column). 
 
In the case studies, many firms reported the need for assistance with marketing. Some 
lacked the resources to employ a marketing specialist and complained that programmes had 
a blinkered focus on technological innovation. The corollary is that to promote SME 
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innovation in traditional sectors there should be more emphasis on non-technological 
innovation, especially marketing.  
 
Around 10 per cent responded with export promotionprogrammes. This was an unexpected 
result, because export promotion was not mentioned in the questionnaire among the 
guidance notes on innovation: all the examples for respondents of types of innovation 
followed the Oslo Manual (2005) and the Community Innovation Survey, in which marketing 
innovation is restricted to varieties of marketing techniques but excludes entry into new 
markets. Hence, if anything, there was a bias against responding with these programmes.  
The view that exporting may be regarded as a species of innovation goes back at least to 
Schumpeter (1942): 
The fundamental impulse that sets and keeps the capitalist engine in motion comes from the 
new consumers’ goods, the new methods of production or transportation, the new markets, 
the new forms of industrial organisation that capitalist enterprise creates ... that incessantly 
revolutionises the economic structure from within... 
This perspective is consistent with both case study interviews and survey data, both of which 
suggest that SMEs in traditional manufacturing regard exporting as innovatory activity.  
 

3. Conclusions 

Actually the results show what is ‘bad practice‘, since the measures have a limited, or not 
optimal, impact in terms of additionality, which is due to: 

� lack of marketing for innovation support measures to attract a wide range of potential 
beneficiaries; 

� above-average representation of research intensive enterprises in innovation support 
programmes; and 

� restricted programme access and “cherry picking” selection procedures. 
 
Concerning the design features of the programmes it is recommended to increase the 
demand led programmes which are a way to achieve customised projects for SMEs. 
Demand led programmes are more generic than specific and can be characterized as 
follows: 
1. Covering the overall innovation life cycle from the first idea to market entry; 
2. Broad focus on different innovation types (product, process, organisation and 

marketing – i.e. both technological and non-technological innovation); 
3. Wide eligibility of different costs; 
4. Flexibility in using the applied budget (internal budget shifts). 
 
Good practice measures in this respect are headed under: cluster policy, coaching schemes, 
value-chain specific schemes, Innovation Vouchers, tailored schemes including support for 
demand-oriented activities, and schemes dedicated to develop new export markets. 
This principle for policy design is implicit in some of the previous recommendations: in 
particular, making innovation support consistent with traditional sector innovation models; 
supporting non-technological innovation, including marketing; and recognising exporting as 
innovation.  
The strategic thinking behind existing innovation programmes often does not match SME 
needs in traditional sectors. For example, although recent reforms might help, R&D tax 
credits have not helped traditional-sector SMEs with innovation models based on design 
and/or marketing and, hence, with broad innovation needs. Conversely, SME respondents  
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explicitly favour demand-led support programmes, such as Innovation Voucher schemes, 
which can be used to assess innovation potential and to scope/initiate customised projects. 
Alternatively, a “one stop shop” can help SMEs to avoid having to navigate the complexity of 
supply-driven support: SMEs take their needs to a single point of contact and are matched 
with the most appropriate support programme(s).  
 
There is potential for improving the overall innovation outcomes of innovation support 
programmes for SMEs in traditional manufacturing industry by selecting typical firms with the 
most to gain from support rather than selecting those with the greatest propensity to innovate 
but the least to gain from support. To reform the selection process by making it more 
inclusive requires many more firms to select from. Without greater awareness on the part of 
SMEs and correspondingly higher levels of interest, programme managers will continue to 
have to target and recruit firms in order to spend their programme budgets. Consequently, a 
corollary of moving away from cream-skimming is the need to remove participation 
obstacles; in particular, by making application, selection and reporting procedures less 
bureaucratic.  Increasing the number of firms wanting to participate in innovation support 
programmes will increase the scope for reforming the selection process in favour of typical 
SMEs. 
 

References 
1  In Germany the overall innovation intensity (innovation spending as share of turnover) was 2.74 per 

cent in 2009 (see ZEW 2011a, p. 6). 
  Research intensive industries had an innovation intensity of 8.4 per cent in 2009 (see ZEW 2011a, 

p. 6).  
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Abstract 
 
The purpose of research is to investigate the recent formation of social innovations’ 
networks and their role in the regional development. As the empirical basis for such 
research the experience of EU EQUAL program is taken, which aimed to search for 
new solutions in combating social problems in European countries. The presentation 
uses the results of case study and network analysis of one particular social 
innovation network of international EQUAL program project, devoted for 
strengthening of social inclusion of socially disadvantaged youth in Lithuania, 
Sweden, the Netherlands and Slovenia. 
 
The main finding shows that in context of post-communist countries the formation of 
social innovations networks is inspired by the good examples from the networks from 
countries that have older traditions in social innovations. Besides, the formation of 
these networks is facilitated by special programs for promotion of collaboration 
between the organizations in the region. However in post-communist countries the 
formation of such networks is burdened by organizational culture inherited from 
soviet times, characterized by high level of centralization and hierarchy. It appeared 
that the most active, flexible and most interested in continuity are nongovernmental 
organizations and social enterprises. 
 
The research results reveal the possible measures for facilitating the social innovation 
networks in order to increase their role in country and region development. Also it 
generates the evidence of failure and good practice to be transferred for interested 
organizations willing to create fruitful social innovation networks. 

This paper is based on the research project “Analysis of Innovation Networks in 
Lithuania and Their Integration in European Research Area”, which was funded by a 
grant (No. MIP-114/2011) from the Research Council of Lithuania. 

Keywords 
Social innovation networks, regional development 
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1. Introduction 

 
The recent global crisis made it clear that “most of the challenges we face today have taken 
on an increasingly social dimension” (Empowering people, driving change: Social innovation 
in the European Union, 2010, 8). Suspended regional development and in some regions 
dramatically worsening situation press to look for new ways to address the most pressing 
issues of our times – such as climate change, environmental protection, chronic disease, 
widening inequality, aging, unemployment, poverty and many others (Murray, Caulier-Grice 
and Mulgan, 2010, 3; Empowering people, driving change: Social innovation in the European 
Union, 2010, 8; Study on Social Innovation, 2010, 10). These challenges invoke the 
development of social economy (Murray, Caulier-Grice and Mulgan, 2010, 4) and even 
wisdom economy (Findlay and Straus, 2011, 7), for which social innovations, networks and 
wise application of them are essential.   
 
The most influential definition of social innovation is provided in prominent work “Open book 
of Social Innovation”: “Social innovations are new ideas (products, services and models) that 
simultaneously meet social needs (more effectively than alternatives) and create new social 
relationships or collaborations” (Murray, Caulier-Grice and Mulgan, 2010, 3). Creation of the 
innovations requires convergence of many kinds of knowledge detained by different 
categories of actors (Landry, Amara and Lamari, 2000, 7), thus for this process cooperation 
networks are indispensable: “innovations can be created and implemented through social 
relationships networks between actors“(Coe and Bunnell, 2003, 440). Innovation networks 
have all characteristics of social networks, just in innovation networks the result of social 
interaction is accentuated – innovations, specific actors of networks, knowledge transfer and 
sharing mechanisms and strategies of cooperation facilitating the creation of innovation. 
 
The purpose of research is to investigate the recent formation of social innovations’ networks 
and their role in the regional development. As the empirical basis for such research the 
experience of EU EQUAL program is taken, which aimed to search for new solutions in 
combating social problems in European countries. The paper uses the results of case study 
and network analysis of one particular social innovation network of international EQUAL 
program project “Strengthening Youth Motivation for Employment” (SYME) In Lithuania. This 
project was devoted for strengthening of social inclusion of socially disadvantaged youth 
through the creation of social partnership between 24 interested institutions (municipalities, 
schools, think tank organisation, universities and NGO’s) and development of innovative 
solutions for this aim. Also during this project the transnational partnership “Youthlinks” was 
created between similarly oriented partners from Lithuania, Sweden, the Netherlands and 
Slovenia. 
 

2. The role of social innovations networks in regional development 

 
The need of social innovations is grounded in the observation that nor market solutions, 
neither government and NGO’s are able to solve intractable social problems. As Murray 
Caulier-Grice and Mulgan (2010, 4) explain: the market, by itself, lacks the incentives and 
appropriate models to solve many of these issues; current policies and structures of 
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government have tended to reinforce old rather than new models; and civil society lacks the 
capital, skills and resources. For the successful solutions the mutual cooperation between 
these three actors – third sector organisations, government and business – is needed (Social 
Innovation Europe, 2012).  
 
Alongside with traditional actors of social innovations it is worth to mention new emerging 
types: social and public entrepreneurs, who are also directed towards solution of social 
problems or some public goods. Social enterprises differ from traditional non-profit or 
charitable institutions by focusing on “innovative approaches to social problems, pursue 
financial self-sustainability and independence from the State, set clear performance goals 
and apply proven management skills to ensure efficiency, effectiveness and accountability” 
(Schoof, 2006, 9). Public entrepreneurs are one of the least explored type among social 
innovations actors: they occur within public institutions and organizations and help them 
become more responsive to their customers, clients and communities (Heinonen, 23001).  
 
The emerging interest of business towards social innovation are explained by authors of 
report “The New Nature of Innovation” (2006), who argue that companies constantly search 
for new business opportunities and that social and environmental challenges constitute a 
huge new market. They argue that “by creating new and more responsible and sustainable 
solutions, companies can cultivate new business opportunities”, therefore, “‘corporate social 
innovation’ may be an important new business area for private companies and a core driver 
of innovation” (The New Nature of Innovation, 2006, 11). 
 
Through regulation and special programmes, government can help accelerate the 
widespread adoption of social innovations. By encouraging social innovation, policy-makers 
strive to pursue a triple triumph (Empowering people, driving change: Social innovation in the 
European Union, 2010, 9): a triumph for society and individuals by providing services that are 
of high quality, beneficial and affordable to users and add value to their daily lives; a triumph 
for governments by making the provision of those services more sustainable in the long term; 
and a triumph for industry by creating new business opportunities and new entrepreneurship.  
 
Reviews and evaluations of EU programmes managed by the Commission have highlighted 
a number of obstacles to the development and mainstreaming of social innovations, including 
the traditional risk-averse and cautious organisational cultures of administrations, closed 
systems which favour single-issue solutions developed within clusters of organisations 
lacking mutual awareness, communication, networking and trust, fragmented capacities 
(resources, infrastructures and intermediaries) and skills (training, design tools, monitoring, 
validation and evaluation) preventing the development of a rich ‘eco-system’ for enabling 
social innovations, and insufficient stable, seamless and sustainable funding throughout all 
stages of the innovation cycle (Empowering people, driving change: Social innovation in the 
European Union, 2010, 11). 
 
Fostering innovation in response to pressing social challenges requires a move away from 
closed systems processes and a need to harness “the power of networks” and collaborations 
(Study on Social Innovations, 2010, 99). The need for cooperation of different actors of social 
innovations appears due the fact that no single actor has “all the elements of knowledge 
required to innovate on their own” (The New Nature of Innovation, 2006, 35). Therefore such 
collaborations as social innovations’ networks provide synergy effect for solving social 
challenges and create valuable solutions by the spread of learning, sharing and 
disseminating best practices and new models. 
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One type of social innovation networks forms special innovation ecosystem – social 
partnership. Social partnership can be defined as a multi-party arrangement involving public 
authorities (the state and/or local/regional authorities) and the private sector and/or non-
governmental organisations (Partnership working, 2004, 7). Social partnership is usually 
concerned with areas of economic and social policy formation and implementation. The 
notion of social partnership was developed to mark the transition from strictly centralized 
public policy towards social dialogue. In this way social partnership reflects the principle of 
participative democracy and can be related to the idea of civil society that social 
organizations can help to solve social problems. 
 
Partnerships allow for the integrated, or “holistic”, approach to policy development, which is 
so often advocated as a way to achieve social cohesion and sustainable development. In 
gathering within the same structure the relevant partners from the public, private and civil-
society sectors, partnerships add information to decision-making processes, increase the 
appropriateness of implementation of government policy and co-ordinate with it the actions 
of other participants. According to Sylvain (2002), social partnership promotes modern public 
management methods based on contradicting relationships and empowering local 
stakeholders in the implementation of more lasting solutions. Partnerships have also proved 
useful in helping public services improve the effectiveness of the programmes they 
implement: partnerships stimulate the use of measures that correspond to shared priorities; 
they help adapt programmes to local needs and conditions, taking advantage of the 
knowledge of the various partners of the local problems and target groups; and they identify 
and draw on synergies between government programmes and local initiatives that can 
enhance their mutual impact. 
 
Therefore it is possible to extract six main principles of social partnership (Boyd, 2002, 2): 

� Societal aim: achieving social benefit by joint action; 
� Innovation - a new approach to the solution of social and economic problems; 
� Multi-constituency - involvement of different sectors; 
� Voluntarism - organisations and institutions voluntarily join the partnership; 
� Mutual benefit and shared investment - shared risks, costs and benefits; 
� Alchemic effect - a partnership becomes more than the sum of its separate parts; 

rather evolves into organisational environment. 

The implementation methods of social partnership principles are extremely diverse and often 
region specific. Social partnership means different things in different European countries 
(Boyd, 2002, 2). Some of them have long-lasting tradition of solving problems through social 
partnerships (such as Austria, Netherlands, Sweden, etc.), some have no such tradition at all 
(as many new accession countries). Social partnership was one of the main principles of the 
EQUAL initiative. The full realisation of the task to combat social exclusion depends, to a 
large extent, on the system’s ability to reposition its resources quickly to meet changing 
needs. Meeting these needs adequately requires new ways of working together, a more 
meaningful consultation process, and innovative solutions to system-wide challenges. 
Therefore social partnership was used as an innovative approach to facilitating changes, 
joint problem solving and improving performance in some policy areas. In this way EQUAL 
projects and international cooperation initiative allowed exchange the experience in using 
social partnership as a way of public management. Especially it is important for countries 
where can be observed the remnants of strictly centralized public policy and which can 
benefit most from facilitating social dialogue and implementing the principle of social 
partnership. 
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2. Case study: Lithuanian social innovation network 

 
In the “Youthlinks” international cooperation the two participating countries – Sweden and 
The Netherlands – use social partnership as a customized way of solving problems, while in 
Lithuania and Slovenia social partnerships are in the first stage of development. In Lithuania 
case from very beginning it was decided to make case study research by use of triangulation 
of methods: social network analysis, survey of partners, participant observation, interviews 
with project participants and experts. This research sets out the benefits of the partnership 
approach, identifies the treats for successful social partnership and recommends actions to 
ensure the most efficient work in social partnerships for the integration of disadvantaged 
youth into the labour market. 

In the area of integrating disadvantaged youth into the labour market, it is important to 
include in social partnership all three sectors: public, private and NGOs. State and especially 
municipal institutions can benefit from the knowhow and practical experience of non-
governmental organizations which work directly with disadvantaged youth. NGO’s in face of 
public institutions receive support in promoting new ways of solving problems and innovative 
work methods. Neither the public nor the voluntary sector can achieve the task of integration 
to labour market without the active involvement of the private sector, which can provide job 
opportunities for disadvantaged youth. 
 
However, the engaging of the private sector in solving social exclusion problems was the 
biggest challenge for social partnership creation: the private sector players confront barriers 
which diminish their enthusiasm or put them off all together. The main barriers for 
committing to social inclusion interventions are demands on staff time and resources, 
bureaucracy in management of projects, difficult client (such as disadvantaged youth) 
groups, etc. (Glass, Lavery and  McGregor, 2001). However, some factors can help to 
convince players to take part in social partnerships: 
 

� participation in projects can increase good publicity for businesses, which can lead to 
a greater likelihood of winning contracts;  

� workforce development, as recruitment from the socially excluded can help to build up 
a pool of skilled and loyal workers, particularly important at a time of labour market 
tightening; 

� staff training and development, which occurs from the involvement of staff in inclusion 
initiatives; 

� recognition of responsibility as key players within the community; 
� in new accession countries the financial subsidy for reimbursement of salary for new 

employee from project target group may also help to convince the private sector to 
participate in the projects. 

Nevertheless in new accession countries there are some obstacles for social partnership 
even between the public and non-governmental sectors. These obstacles are mainly based 
on the lack of a social partnership practice on the national administration level. Despite the 
fact that the obligation to use social partnerships as a way of working is emphasized in law 
for ministries, municipalities and schools, this principle of work is far from being truly 
implemented. During the research on social partnership in Lithuania it appeared that in the 
public sector the prevailing attitude towards social partnerships is quite negative: work in 
partnerships adds one more function for overworked administrative staff and it is unpaid. 
Most of administration staff already involved in social partnership declared that they feel 
isolation, powerlessness and pessimistic about involving the rest of the institution in solving 
social exclusion problems (Ciupailaite, 2007, 209). 
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Therefore there is a need to put more effort into explain to the public sector the added value 
of participation in social partnerships and to create mechanisms of motivation. The only 
motivation that really works in this stage of implementing the social partnership principle is 
additional employment of administration staff members in the projects. However, the 
employment of one person (usually not powerful in terms of decision making) from public 
administration still is not enough for the creation of a successful social partnership. There is 
a need to involve all the institution in order to avoid participation in social partnership only on 
individual level and to secure succession after staff changes. Moreover, the involvement of a 
leading person is also crucial for more effective participation of the public sector in 
mainstreaming of projects’ results. 

In new accession countries mainly non-governmental organizations are interested in social 
partnerships, as they have no stable financing and decision making power. However, it is 
hard for them to create stable social partnerships, as they are based on projects and have 
no guaranteed succession due to the above mentioned lack of tradition and interest from 
private and the public sectors. Moreover, in some regions there is still a lack of NGO’s which 
are capable to offer social services for disadvantaged youth. Thus in such cases non-
governmental organizations must be encouraged more to take part in solving social 
exclusion problems by additional measures. 
 
By ensuring the participation of all interest groups in social partnership it is possible to 
prepare decisions best suited to disadvantaged youth and adapted to local context. Besides, 
these decisions would have a more holistic approach towards social change, because in 
such social partnerships attention towards combining different experiences (know-how), 
matching institutional capacities, benefiting from different competences, contacts and 
relationships between organisations can be ensured. 

For countries that have no social partnership tradition one of the main problems is to ensure 
continuity of mutual work between organisations and institutions. Despite the declaration of 
the principle to work in social partnerships in providing social services, the social 
partnerships that are created tend to be disrupted soon after the end of social projects. The 
main reason for the absence of lasting effect for social partnerships in these countries is 
rooted in a lack of understanding of the benefits of partnerships, the possibility to fulfil the 
interests of the organisation and to have added value of cooperation from all interested 
parts: decision making bodies, the private sector, and practitioners from NGOs working with 
disadvantaged youth. 

The bureaucratic restriction on the managing of social partnerships in new accession 
countries also does not increase the motivation to participate in mutual work. The restrictive 
attitude to social partnership management is mainly caused by the habitually centralised and 
hierarchical manner of management in general and partly because of a deep distrust of 
flexible styles of management in social partnerships and distrust of the honesty of partners. 
Such tradition and distrust causes even stricter financial accountability rules for social 
projects in the new accession countries, actually implemented not by EU bodies, but by each 
countries’ government. Therefore it is a big challenge to promote and introduce this type of 
working together in countries without a social partnership tradition, as organisations are 
unwilling to go through all these difficulties. 

Because of the above mentioned conditions, most social partnerships in Lithuania were 
created quite artificially – it was a requirement of the EQUAL initiative. Due to the lack of 
experience in the managing of social partnership, most of these partnerships still have 
remnants of hierarchical organisations: most of the partnerships have a leading partner, 
which holds the responsibilities for the organising of all the activities, meetings and financial 
accountability for the whole partnership. As such it has more power in decision making which 
damages the idea of equal participation and decreases the initiative and motivation of the 
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partners. Thus the experience of a different tradition of working in social partnership (e.g. 
from the Netherlands and Sweden) provides a clearer understanding of how it is possible to 
improve the performance of social partnerships in countries without this tradition. 

For more effective social partnership first of all it is important to have an internally clear 
vision of aims, roles and liabilities (Ciupailaite, 2007, 210). This vision helps to identify the 
main directions of changes, to motivate partners to act in the right direction, and allows 
coordination of the actions of different institutions and organisations. A common vision must 
be thoroughly discussed and deeply understood among all partners. All decisions should be 
made only after discussion and mutual agreement that increases more equal participation of 
all partners in social partnership. The permanent discussions between partners also weaken 
preconceptions and distrust, which are rooted in a lack of information and communication. It 
is exactly the information boundaries between partners, especially from different sectors, 
which invokes the lack of motivation for cooperation and as a result an organisation or 
institution looses interest in participating and a partnership fails to develop. Thus, at the 
initial stage of the project, it is important to make clear a common vision, all interests, 
common objectives, work principles and capacities and to “talk, talk and talk” to reach mutual 
understanding and decisions about how to decrease the social exclusion not only of projects 
target group, but also of partners in social partnership. 
 
An external obstacle in the way of successful partnership is insufficient feedback, which 
causes restricted possibilities for social partnerships to reach their aims to foster the social 
integration of youngsters into the labour market. It decreases the motivation of interested 
partners to participate in such non-effective partnerships. The main reason of such invisibility 
of social partnership activities is insufficient communication with the environment (society). 
Therefore strong attention must be paid to disseminating results and innovative measures 
for problem solving through the means of public relations and social 
marketing/advertisement. 
 
However, all the partners must understand the importance of the mainstreaming of social 
innovations and to participate in this process. An especially effective measure for increasing 
visibility and mainstreaming is connection and involvement of policy-makers in a partnership. 
This can help not only in promoting social inclusion solutions, but also in changing the 
attitude of policy makers – from the control to support relations. Therefore measures for 
capacity building are also important for social partnership: as well as involvement of the 
partners from decision making bodies to influence policy or practice; and working with 
organisations that can make a difference parallel to the partnership. 

3. Conclusions 
 
The experience of the use of social partnership principle of work in solving social exclusion 
problems emphasises the crucial role of social partnerships in achieving the objectives of 
social inclusion projects. Social inclusion is such a complex issue that it also requires 
innovative solutions many-sided and well grounded in local context. Only strong and long-
term cooperation between public, private and non-governmental sectors at locality can 
successfully generate the most suitable decisions on how to integrate disadvantaged target 
groups into society and the labour market. 

In context of post-communist countries the formation of social innovations networks is 
inspired by the good examples from the networks from countries that have older traditions in 
social innovations. Besides, the formation of these networks is facilitated by special 
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programs for promotion of collaboration between the organizations in the region.  

In countries without a social partnership tradition this principle of mutual work has a positive 
effect not only on social inclusion issues, but also for fostering the development of non-
governmental organisations, as they have more guarantees for the financing of their 
activities, support for their ideas and attempts as well as easier access to participation in 
social policy formation and to influence the local government decisions due to participation in 
social partnerships. Successful social partnerships via the participation of organisations from 
different sectors can mainstream good practice of mutual work and accumulated experience 
in solving social exclusion problems at institutional, political and administrative levels. In this 
way successful partnerships can foster further implementation of this principle of work. 

The success of a social partnership in achieving its objectives depends on a clear 
understanding of common vision, interests, benefits and complementarity between all the 
participating parties. Only a permanent exchange of information and communication 
between all the partners allows the reaching of mutual agreements and the facilitation of an 
effective problem solving and decision-making process. By using the experience, know-how 
and social networks of key organisations, successful social partnership is certainly more 
effective in comparison to the attempts of only one organisation to make a positive change in 
the integrating of disadvantaged youth into the labour market. 
 
Nevertheless, the implementing of the social partnership principle in the context of a lack of 
social partnership tradition also raises big challenges: unwillingness to participate in 
partnerships, more difficult coordination of mutual work, time consuming decision making 
processes and the necessity to change attitudes and working habits. The remnants of 
centralised management, unequal participation of partners, lack of information and 
communication also creates preconditions for preconceptions and distrust among partners. 
The widespread practice of delivering the participation in social partnership through one 
representative of an organisation without the involvement of all the organisations also poses 
disadvantages, as after this person leaves the organisation the continuity of participation in 
the project is at risk. All these obstacles weaken social partnerships and their abilities to be 
effective in solving social exclusion problems. 

All the difficulties of creating successful social partnerships in countries without a deep 
tradition of working in this way can be addressed as a feature of so called “first generation” 
(Building Coalition for Change, 2002) of social partnerships. Despite some failures, this 
stage of development of social partnerships in these countries is crucial for creating the 
preconditions for the next step for implementing the social partnership principle – for the 
“second generation” of social partnerships. 
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This paper analyses whether there are any elements of entrepreneurship at a “salash” 
in Vojvodina region of Serbia. Those elements should include autonomy, pro-
activeness, and risk-taking, as well as innovation (process innovation, product 
innovation and administrative innovation are measured). The aim of this paper is to 
investigate possibilities for rural ethno-tourism entrepreneurial development in 
Vojvodina based on the concept of “salash”. Salash is a ranch with a residential 
house, outbuildings and farming land, and livestock in a rural area. Although a 
trademark of Vojvodina and a culturally specific townscape of this region, the salash 
has been underutilized in the region’s tourism presentation. Research methods 
include content and comparative analysis (Hungarian and other countries’ similar 
rural tourism concepts are reviewed as best practices), interviews with salash owners 
or managers, and innovation analysis using software program Innovate (http://icip-
serbia.org/innovate/). 

Keywords 
Entrepreneurship, Innovation, Salash, Serbia, Tourism.  

1. Introduction: Rural Tourism and the Concept of Salash Tourism 

The purpose of this paper is to investigate possibilities for rural, ethno-tourism 
entrepreneurial development in Vojvodina based on the hospitality concept of “a salash”. 
Characteristics important for developing a successful entrepreneurship model, namely 
autonomy, pro-activeness, risk-taking and innovation [1] will be studied, as it is present 
among salash owners.  Particular attention shall be paid to the dimension of innovation 
management. 
 
According to the UNWTO World Tourism Barometer, international tourist arrivals have 
increased by over 4% worldwide in 2011 (980 million arrivals). Tourism represents a major 
global activity that has grown by 25% in the past 10 years. Forecasts for the next ten years 
predict tourism growth in all regions of the world, with the strongest relative growth occurring 
in parts of the developing world [2]. Tourism plays an important role in transition economies. 
Unlike high profile industries in which a small number of internationally known players 
dominates as it is the case in oil and motor industries, the tourism industry comprises a large 
number of small players, many of which are family-owned enterprises. Moreover, tourism has 
tremendous impact on numerous sectors of the economy and offers a high ‘added value’ to a 
country’s balance of payments. Additionally, tourism represents an important employment 
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generator and can help sustain jobs in the economy; it is especially effective in developing 
employment in rural and disadvantaged areas. Table 1 demonstrates rural tourism impact on 
local entrepreneurs and community [3]. 
 

Table 1 Rural tourism impact on local entrepreneurs and community 
 Socio-economic Environmental 
For local  
entrepreneurs 

¸
 new jobs 
¸
  new SME-s 
¸
 additional incomes 
¸
 market for local agricultural 

products 

¸
 reconstruction of rural buildings 
¸
 maintain the quality of 

environment 
¸
 make villages more attractive 

For local community ¸
 new incomes and new taxes 
¸
 improved life standards of local 

community 
¸
 better infrastructure 
¸
 lower unemployment rate 
¸
 local identity 
¸
 prosperity for other businesses 

¸
 resources for protection and 
rehabilitation of environment 
and local heritage 

¸
 returning guests 
¸
 improved urban-rural relations 

 
Rural tourism is one of the tourism development priorities in many European countries as an 
essential component of an integrated, sustainable development and rural revitalisation. 
European Union has created an active rural development policy. The Council Regulation 
(EC) No. 1698/2005 sets the rural development policy goals for 2007-2013 as follows: 
� improving the competitiveness of the agricultural and forestry sector; 
� improving the environment and the countryside; 
� improving the quality of life in rural areas and encouraging diversification of the rural 

economy [4]. 
Government role is crucial in supporting the development of sustainable rural tourism [5]. In 
the last twenty years Europe has been the world's leading provider of rural tourism with 
expected continued growth based on domestic demand and support for the concept of 
sustainable development [6]. Serbia, on the other hand, is a country with untapped 
opportunities for rural tourism based on different models: rural tourism in villages of the sub-
region of Šumadija, salash tourism in the Vojvodina region, the monastery grounds, wineries, 
beer houses, etc. [7]. Vojvodina possesses colourful ethnic variety, which can result in 
creation of numerous tourist products that include a focus on folklore, culinary specialties and 
events demonstrating diversity and wealth of cultural and historical heritage.  
 
According to the “Strategy for Tourism Development of the Republic of Serbia” [6], the 
following steps are necessary in order to ensure long-term development of rural tourism 
product: 
� Development of central reservation system (rural tourism in destination level);  
� Linking with the booking systems of rural tourism in Europe; 
� Creating a standardised system of rural facilities (quality of accommodation, food, and 

staff); 
� Creating a calendar of local events, celebrations and festivals, with the purpose of 

boosting the sales in the domestic market; 
� Initiating interregional (and/or cross-border) cooperation. 
 
Although a trademark of Vojvodina and culturally specific townscape of the Pannonian 
region, the salash has not been a sufficiently explored tourism concept [8]. Historically, 
salash was considered a temporary habitat of farmers and herders, who eventually turned 
them into a permanent habitat. They were built mostly in the middle of the 19th century. Some 
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salashes are more than 200 years old and represent genuine ethno museums with many old 
objects, furniture and agricultural tools. They usually have a masonry stove and antique 
guest rooms with large beds [9]. Distinctive national architectural heritage of a salash stems 
from Vojvodina’s geographic, historical and cultural development. The Ottoman rule did not 
leave any trace in the way of building houses in this area. Environmental and physiognomic 
value of today's villages dates from the 18th century, from the time of Austro-Hungarian 
colonisation. The first colonist houses consisted of two-rooms - a small kitchen and a large 
bedroom [10]. At present, the national architectural heritage sites (houses, mills, windmills) 
are located in about 30 settlements in Vojvodina.  
 
Salashes in Vojvodina represents an innovative and an entrepreneurial tourism business 
venture. Some have preserved the region’s traditional way of life while many have been 
redesigned and adapted to modern needs, so as to have swimming pools, sports fields, 
ponds and other recreational facilities. Larger salashes also have horse stables, zoos and 
modest ethnic museums and collections. There is an increasing awareness in recent years of 
salash’s importance to the culture and tradition of Vojvodina [11]. Salashes that are used for 
the purpose of rural tourism should retain the original appearance and authenticity of 
surroundings to create differential tourism value compared to regular restaurant or even farm 
tourism. At present most salashes have simply been converted into restaurants, sometimes 
with accommodation. Yet, a salash can also be set up as a museum, where visitors would be 
introduced to the historical background and the traditional way of life in the salash. The 
salashes should be operated so as to enable the owners to live there throughout the year, 
performing agricultural work, but also providing accommodation for tourists. In this way, 
tourists would have an opportunity to participate in daily life of people who live there, 
exploring traditions and folk art, as well as the unique experience of the Vojvodina plains [8]. 

2. Understanding entrepreneurship and entrepreneurial orientation 
of family firms 

OECD definition [13] of entrepreneurship comprises three components: Entrepreneurs, 
Entrepreneurial Activity and Entrepreneurship: 
� Entrepreneurs are those persons (business owners) who seek to generate value, 

through the creation or expansion of economic activity, by identifying and exploiting new 
products, processes or markets.  

� Entrepreneurial activity is the enterprising human action in pursuit of the generation of 
value, through the creation or expansion of economic activity, by identifying and 
exploiting new products, processes or markets. 

� Entrepreneurship is the phenomenon associated with entrepreneurial activity. 
 
Although there are numerous definitions of entrepreneurship and an entrepreneur, there are 
several characteristics of entrepreneurship that are widely mentioned in the literature. Those 
are freedom and autonomy [14, innovativeness [15], and risk taking propensity [16]. Several 
authors suggest that entrepreneurship mainly includes product innovation, risk taking, 
proactiveness, business venturing and intrapreneuring [17]. Furthermore, entrepreneurship is 
defined as “a process of enhancement of wealth through innovation and exploitation of 
opportunities, which requires the entrepreneurial characteristics of risk-taking, autonomy, and 
proactiveness” [18]. Most definitions point to one crucial element - change. Entrepreneurship 
is closely related to change [19]. There is correlation between entrepreneurship and 
innovation, but the underlying differential is based on the fact that entrepreneurship is mostly 
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considered as a new entry, i.e. entering a new or established market with new or existing 
products or services [20]. 
 
There has been increasing amount of research conducted on the intersection of 
entrepreneurship and family business [21]. Their purpose was to explore how a closer 
integration between the two fields can advance our understanding of the contribution of 
family businesses to entrepreneurship, as well as the contribution of entrepreneurship to 
family businesses [22]. Family firms represent organisations in which ownership and control 
are combined to a varying extent [23]. Family provides unique advantages in searching for, 
identifying, and exploiting opportunities. Compared to the managers in nonfamily firms, 
family firm managers are driven by noneconomic motives. Moreover, peculiar conditions 
resulting from sociocognitive bonds among family members result in unique knowledge 
structures and promote the speedy combinability of diverse consideration sets [24]. In the 
most researches entrepreneurship theory has been applied to family businesses, in order to 
examine the impact of family contexts on entrepreneurial activities and processes [25]. 

3. Researching salash potential as entrepreneurial venture  

Rural areas of Vojvodina, where salashes are located, are characterised by natural areas 
that have their own characteristics (natural landscapes, anthropological developments 
customs, traditions and languages). Nevertheless, sources of creating wealth of a country or 
region does not come solely from their natural comparative advantages that are the result of 
inherited factors (land, people, physical factors), but also depend on the ability to improve the 
quality of the factors that has, and the ability to create an environment that will attract 
increasingly mobile and sensitive factors of production (skilled labour and capital) [26].  
 
Vojvodina is composed of 45 municipalities. According to official data, 40 salashes operate 
within 16 municipalities. The majority is located in the municipalities of Novi Sad and 
Subotica. Some of the most famous salashes are Salash 137, Majkin salash (Mother’s 
Salash), Cvetni salash (Floral Salash), Rokin salash (Roka’s Salash) and Perkov salash 
(Perko’s Salash) [27]. 
 
The objectives of the research. The main objective of the research was to determine whether 
and to what extent there is an entrepreneurial orientation of the salash owners. 
 
Data collection and measurement. The instrument used for this study is a questionnaire 
created by the authors. The questionnaire consists of 14 questions, which were divided into 
three parts. The first group of questions explored the issue of starting a business venture 
(three questions). The second part of the questionnaire related to salash organisation and 
management (seven questions). The third part of the questionnaire investigated dimensions 
of innovation management based on adjusted Innovation software developed by Improved 
Competitiveness and Innovation Project Serbia (four questions). We surveyed 30 of possible 
40 respondents who are owners of salashes in Vojvodina municipalities which accounts for a 
70% response rate. We conducted a phone questionnaire survey using the direct questioning 
(DQ) technique, with follow-up interviews in person based on visits to five salashes to ensure 
additional survey quality. 
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3.1. Results 

As can be seen in Chart 1, in responding to the question that inquired about the motivation to 
start operating a salash as a tourism venture, the majority of salash owners responded they 
had the necessary space and conditions (33.3%). Approximately the same number of 
respondents indicated that they wanted to promote culture, values and gastronomy of the 
Vojvodina region of Serbia (23.3%) and/or that they had had prior experience in tourism and 
hospitality services (20.0%).  
 

Chart 1 Responses to the first question:  

 
 
A small number of the interviewed salash owners said that they had regarded the salash as 
profitable business (13.3%) or they had considered the salash tourism offer to be 
insufficiently developed on the market (3.3%). 
 
In terms of access to finance, the results shown in Table 2 have demonstrated that the 
strong majority of respondents (63.3%) did not have any financial or other type of aid. 
Nonetheless, a relatively high share of 36.7% of the salash owners stated that they had 
some state aid from the province of Vojvodina or the local government. Prior experience 
does not seem to be a key determinant. Namely, 40.0% of the surveyed salash owners 
claimed that they did not have any previous experience in tourism and hospitality industry, 
while 60% of the interviewed salash owners answered positively. 
 
�  
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Table 2 Survey results 

Questions Answers Percent 

1. How did you come up with the idea to open a salash? I had necessary space and conditions 33.3 
I regarded the salash as a profitable business 13.3 
I already had experience in the field of tourism 
and hospitality 

20.0 

I wanted to promote culture, values and 
gastronomy of Vojvodina 

23.3 

I considered that salash offer was not 
sufficiently developed 

3.3 

Something else 6.7 
2. Have you had any financial or other kind of support? Yes, I have 36.7 

No, I have not 63.3 
3. Have you got any previous experience in the tourism 
and hospitality industry? 

Yes, I have 40.0 
No, I have not 60.0 

4. Is the owner of the salash, at the same time the 
director/manager of the salash? 

Yes, he/she is the director or manager 86.7 
No, he/she is not 13.3 

5. Is salash organized as a family business? Yes, it is 80.0 
No, it is not 20.0 

6. Does the farm work round the year or seasonally? Throughout the year 50.0 
Seasonal 50.0 

7. How many workers are employed in the salash 
(regardless of the type of contract)? 

Less than 5 46.7 
From 5 to 10 26.7 
From 10 to 15 10.0 
From 15 to 20 10.0 
Over 20 6.7 

8. What is the mode of financing the farm? Consolidated private ownership 86.7 
Pooled funds (partnership, more owners) 10.0 
Borrowed funds (a bank loan) 3.3 

9. Is the statistics on the number of salash visits kept? Yes, it is kept 50.0 
No, it is not kept 50.0 

10. Do you buy local products for the salash from 
farmers in the neighbourhood? 

Yes, I do 76.7 
No, I do not 23.3 

11. Do you have plans to innovate the business in the 
future? 

There are no innovation plans. 26.7 
We recognise the need for an innovation plan, 
but we have not created one yet and we are 
currently in a poor financial situation. 

26.7 

We have innovation plans and we are 
constantly implementing and improving them 

46.7 

12. How do you come up with new ideas to improve your 
business? 

Ideas come from the employees 23.3 
Ideas come from guests 33.3 
Ideas come from the competition/what 
competition does 

3.3 

All mentioned above 40.0 
13. What is the attitude toward change on the salash? Changes are hard to accept 36.7 

We are aware that something needs to change, 
��	�\
��
���	���
�\��	���^���\�_�

30.0 

We are actively working on adopting changes. 
Moreover, we are involved in a constant 
process of change, because without change, 
there is no progress. 

33.3 

14. Do you analyse the market and follow the 
competition? 

We do not analyse the market and its 
opportunities. 

43.3 

We rely on clients’ feedback. 16.7 
We analyse the market opportunities, monitor 
the competition and act accordingly. 

40.0 
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There seems to be a tendency of salash owners being managers and directors of the salash 
at the same time (86.7% respondents). Furthermore, salash is generally a family-run 
business, as demonstrated by obtained data (80.0% of the respondents answered that the 
salash was organised as a family business, and most of the salashes employ from two to 
seven family members). 
 
As for the question regarding the salash seasonal character, the same percentage of the 
respondents answered that the salash works throughout the year and seasonally, so we 
cannot conclude that there is a clear demarcation of a seasonal character. Most salashes 
employ less than five employees (46.7%) followed by 5 to 10 employees (26.7%). 
Approximately the same number of salashes employ from 10 to 15 employees (10.0%) and 
from 15 to 20 employees (10.0%). The smallest share employs over 20 employees (6.7%). 
Regarding the question about the mode of financing, answers appear to favour consolidated 
private ownership (86.7%) over pooled funds such as partnership or more owners (10.0%), 
and borrowed funds such as bank loan (3.3%). When questioned about keeping the statistics 
on the number of salash visits, the answers are evenly divided (50.0%), which means that 
only one half of the interviewed salash owners keeps the statistics on the number of salash 
visits. The majority of the respondents answered that they tend to buy local products for the 
salash from farmers in the neighbourhood (76.7%). When asked to what extent they supply 
from the local farmers, the salash owners responses were generally all at about 70-80% of 
total supply. 
 
As shown in Chart 2, 46.7% of the respondents claimed that they had plans to innovate the 
business in the future. A smaller number of the respondents recognises the need for an 
innovation plan, but for some reason they have not created one (26.7%), or do not envisage 
an innovation plan at this moment (26.7%).  
 

Chart 2 Responses to the eleventh question:  

 
 

Respondents who were interviewed indicated that the most of the ideas for business 
improvement came from multiple sources – guests, competition, and the employees (40.0%). 
A notable percentage answered that they obtained most ideas from guests (33.3%) or from 
the employees (23.3%). An insignificant percentage noted competition (3.3%) as the answer 
for this question. When asked about the attitude toward change in operating a salash, the 
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opinions were almost evenly divided. The highest percentage of the respondents (36.0%) 
found change hard to accept, while 33.3% of the respondents is actively working on adopting 
changes. The smallest, but not insignificant percentage of the tested sample (30.0%) 
recognises that something needs to be changed, but has not identified exactly what and how. 
The minority of respondents claimed that they relied on clients’ feedback (16.7%), while a 
surprisingly large percentage does not analyse the market and its opportunities (43.3%). On 
the other hand, a large percentage (40.0%) does analyse market opportunities, monitors 
competition and acts accordingly. 

4. Conclusions 

This study focuses on potential for rural ethno-tourism entrepreneurial development in 
Vojvodina based on the concept of salash. Salash in Vojvodina is an exceptional place for a 
peaceful holiday with numerous leisure activities. In addition, tourists can enjoy excellent 
Vojvodina cuisine, local wines and spirits, with the marvellous sounds of the traditional music 
of Vojvodina. Salash in Vojvodina represents both an innovative and entrepreneurial 
business venture in the tourism sector, which has an important role in rural and overall 
economic development. A questionnaire was conducted with the aim to explore the 
entrepreneurial orientation of the salash owners in Vojvodina. We surveyed 30 respondents 
who are owners and/or managers of salashes. Contradicting previous research on 
entrepreneurship which claims that most individuals become entrepreneurs out of necessity 
[28], this study suggest that the majority of salash owners decided to open a salash because 
they had the necessary space and conditions. In most cases they did not have any financial 
or other type of support, though 36.7% did had some state aid from the province of Vojvodina 
or local government. Furthermore, 60.0% of the interviewed salash owners stated that they 
had previous experience in tourism and hospitality industry, which further induces initiative.  
 
The compiled data relating to organisation and management of salash, depict salash as a 
fully family-run business, with most salashes employing from two to seven family members. 
The largest share employs from two to ten employees (73.4%), while only 6.7% of salashes 
employ over 20 employees. Therefore, we can say that most salashes represent micro or 
small enterprises. All salashes are managed by men. 
 
Furthermore, we cannot claim that there is clear demarcation of salash’s seasonal character. 
Consolidated private ownership is the most common mode of ownership and accompanying 
financial structure, with little outside financing which limits potential for business growth. A 
striking fact is that only one half of the interviewed salash owners regularly keeps statistics 
on the number of salash visits. The majority of salash owners buys local products for the 
salash from the local farmers (approximately 70-80% of purchases), which demonstrates the 
multiple effect of this entrepreneurial venture for local economic growth.  
 
It is affirmative that nearly half of the respondents have plans to innovate business 
operations in the future. The interviewed respondents have indicated that most of ideas for 
business improvement stem from multiple sources – guests, competition and/or the 
employees, which represents a solid result because constant feedback from different 
sources is highly valuable for business development. The attitude toward change on the 
salash is divided. Although more than one third of the respondents find changes hard to 
accept, a significant percentage of the surveyed salash owners (40.0%) claims that they 
analyse market opportunities, monitor competition and act accordingly. 
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This study concludes that salashes in Vojvodina have a notable entrepreneurial potential that 
is not fully recognised and utilised. It is essential to improve dimensions of innovation 
management, which includes supporting the creation and development of innovative ideas, 
pre-built plans of innovation, continuous monitoring of the market and competition, quickly 
detecting and adapting to changes, etc. Innovation would need to be supported by increased 
external financing and possible changes in ownership and management structure. 
 
The data on all items were self-reported, raising the possibility of overestimating 
entrepreneurship; thus, future studies should use different sources (for example, employees 
or salash guests). Furthermore, access to finance would need to be separately explored so 
as to determine whether it is cost or type of financing available – or risk-aversion that is 
limiting external financing as a source of business growth in the case of salashes. 
 
To further validate the study conclusions, research could be put in an international 
perspective by comparing rural tourism development in Serbia to a Central and Eastern 
European country, such as Hungary, which is of similar size and geographic position. 
Hungary has developed the New Hungary Rural Development Programme, 2007-2013, as a 
result of negotiations between the European Commission and the Hungarian government. 
Objectives of this programme have been to improve the competitiveness of agricultural 
production and food processing and assist the realignment of rural areas. Main operations 
covered by the programme are as follows: developing small-scale quality accommodations 
and other agro-tourism services, display of agricultural folk art and handcrafting, wine tourism 
services, fishing tourism services, equestrian tourism services, collective tourist product 
marketing, and small-scale infrastructure development [3]. Moreover, in Hungary, there are 
several rural tourism marketing organisations such as Hungarian Federation of Rural and 
Agro-Tourism (FATOSZ), Centre for Rural Tourism (Falusi Turizmus Centrum), etc. The 
FATOSZ has introduced the quality assurance and quality grading system of rural 
accommodations in Hungary. The quality of accommodation is graded according to the 
number of sunflowers (from 1 to 4 - whereas four sunflowers represents the best grade).  
 
In contrast, development of rural tourism in Voivodina in the last few years has been 
characterised by uncoordinated development, which has resulted in the formation of an 
incomplete and insufficiently differentiated rural tourism offer in the province [29]. Therefore, 
it is necessary to create a rural development program in the Republic of Serbia, including the 
province Vojvodina, which would be based on the wider strategic framework (Tourism 
development strategy), and implemented by central, regional and local authorities, tourism 
organisations, non-governmental organisations, private sector, etc. [30]. Entrepreneurial and 
management training programs would be an essential component of state support, and 
should target older and less educated prospective entrepreneurs [31]. The government or 
privately-owned training companies can be initiators of such developmental efforts. 
Moreover, such training can also be incorporated into university-sponsored, adult-targeted 
business education.  

 
While awaiting a more structured wider framework, the salashes in Vojvodina, as a specific 
tourism product with identified entrepreneurial potential, should focus on the following: 

� Create constancy of purpose toward improvement of the product and service so as to 
become competitive, particularly in terms of a niche product development;  

� Set the right price for its tourist products; 
� Increase accommodation capacities;  
� Improve the quality of incoming materials; 
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� Add new distribution channels or increase the intensity of distribution in each channel 
(e.g. a shared web portal); 

� Create new attractions/tourism activities;  
� Introduce new technological solutions related to operations for example;  
� Increase employees’ skills and competencies; 
� Increase synergy (cooperation with others tourism service providers in the region 

internationally). 
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ABSTRACT 

 
Purpose: The concept of resilience has received attention from researchers in the past 
decades. The purpose of this paper is to examine scholarly literature and policy 
documents for creating economic resilience in a post-war country, such as Kosova, and 
to investigate the role of the private sector and policymakers in facilitating 
entrepreneurial activity as a key to economic growth and improved resilience.  

 
Methodology/approach: A qualitative approach, comprising of a review of relevant 
policy documents relating to economic development and data gathered from in -depth 
semi-structured interviews. Themes identified from the literature and policy review 
formed the basis of the interview questions with key stakeholders in Kosova. 

 
Findings: In developing, transition and post-conflict countries, the institutional 
environment can hamper economic resilience. Entrepreneurship and competitiveness 
can become integral parts in promoting diversification and capacity building. The paper 
reveals that the under-developed institutional environment in Kosova has undermined 
the local entrepreneurial capacity and that numerous present challenges require long-
term approaches for restructuring in a post-war context. The region seems to need 
effective institutions and a favourable business environment which harness higher 
levels of productive entrepreneurship for an improved economic resilience. 

 
Implications: The study contributes to the emergent literature on regional resilience 
with an investigation of how policy is aiming to improve resilience through the 
support of entrepreneurship and competitiveness. 

 
 
 
 
KEY WORDS: Economic Resilience, Entrepreneurship, Competitiveness, Post-war 
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1. Introduction 
 

The concept of resilience has seen an increased attraction from various fields such as 
engineering, psychology, and ecology concerning the dynamics and evolutions of these fields [1-
2] and has recently emerged in the field of regional development with a narrow focus on 
economic growth [3-4]. The growing interest in the concept increased attraction also from 
academics and policymakers [5]. As such, resilience offers an alternative concept framework 
that is used to explain differences in regional economic adaptability and particularly its potential 
contibuton to regional economic changes, analysing dynamics, conditions, causes and effects of 
the changing environmental conditions [6], and understanding growth pathway of regional 
economies [3, 7].  
 Along with the increased interest in resilience, there has been a political and academic 
interest that emphasise the importance of entrepreneurship as the main engine of economic 
development and competitiveness [8]. The role of entrepreneurship has become increasingly 
vital for economies since it is critical to sustaining vibrant and diverse economies. In particular, 
entrepreneurship is considered the main driving force behind economic recovery in developing 
countries and for countries in transition [9]. Thus, the need for harnessing competition is 
essential for the regions in order to foster entrepreneurship, they are considered to be two sides 
of the same coin [10]. 

As the last country to enter Europe, Kosova has had difficulties and barriers to 
reconstruct its economic environment. After the conflict in late 1990s, as a post-war country, 
Kosova faced critical impediments as a result of a hostile and unpredictable environment for 
doing business, characterized by week institutions and poor enforcement of laws and regulations 
[11]. After gaining its independence in 2008, Kosova remains challenged by high levels of 
insecurity which require developing institutions that support resilience, entrepreneurship and 
competitiveness. Economic resilience is an emergent field of study, with a lack of research 
examining new born, transitional and post-war contexts. Consequently, this paper contributes to 
the emergent literature on economic resilience and adds value by examining the role of 
entrepreneurship and competitiveness, of a post-war country, as integral parts in the process of 
making localities (more) resilient.  
 The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 reviews the literature on the emergent field 
of economic resilience, and outlines some of the definitions of the concept and how it relates to 
entrepreneurship. Section 3 provides empirical evidence and an overview on Kosova, a specific 
case of a post-war context, and outlines the methodological approach of the empirical study. 
Section 4 analyses the findings and provides results to understand resilience within Kosova. The 
paper concludes by discussing findings and reflecting upon the wider view of entrepreneurship 
as a dimension of resilience in terms of the implications for policymakers and academic 
research.   
 

2. Resilience Economy  
 

The concept of resilience has been applied in a wide range of disciplines from ecology to 
strategic management, focusing on varius geographical and organisational scales concerning on 
the dynamics and evolution of these fields, and how such system can respond to disturbances, 
perturbations and to shocks [1-2, 12]. Some regions can adapt faster their economies to the 
equilibrium standing point in order to respond to changes in socio-economic environment while 
others do not have an adaptable system [3, 6, 13].   
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Literature on regional economic growth suggests that the role of product can impact on 
regional economic growth (if introduced new goods and services, this would create competitive 
advantage and would increase exports). Also determinants such as human capital, training, 
educating and improving skills of the region’s workforce can improve economic growth and 
development [1]. These potential determinants of economic and regional growth are 
determinants of regional economic resilience as well [1]. Authors have various explanations of 
the term ‘resilience’ since it has recently emerged in several disciplines and there is no agreed 
definition regarding the meaning and relevance of the concept [3, 7].   

Walker et al [14] defines resilience as a measure of a system’s ability to cope with 
shocks and disturbances and retain to the same structure and function. Individuals, groups, 
firms, regions and countries are all part of a diverse and changing environment therefore they 
need to respond to external changes and shocks [15]. In addition, Foster [2] “regional resilience 
is defined as the ability of a region to anticipate, prepare for, respond to, and recover from a 
disturbance” (2 p.14).   

In economic terms shocks and disturbances that occur in regions permanently lower 
employment in those regions for around four years [1]. There can be several types of shocks; 
major economic shocks as expressed by Martin [1] can be a national economic downturn and an 
industry shock, whereas non-economic shocks can be natural disasters, terrorist attacks and 
other non-economic events that affect regional economy. Thus, Pendall et al [12] state, “When 
we say that a person, society, ecosystem, or city is resilient, we generally mean that in the face 
of shock or stress, it either “returns to normal” (i.e., equilibrium) rapidly afterward or at the least 
does not easily get pushed into a “new normal” (i.e., an alternative equilibrium)” (12 p.5). 

Contrary to the equilibrium approach which is seen as a restrict definition of the resilience 
idea is the evolutionary approach of adaption and change as a key process of a region’s ability 
to adapt to changes in a dynamic changing environment over time developed by [7]. Authors 
state that organizations, firms and institutions are continuously changing and are never in 
equilibrium, therefore a four-phase cycle model of adaption and change can be effective for 
regional economic resilience followed by continual phases of “adaptive cycles” [7, 12]. The cycle 
phases are:  

 
Table 1 Cycle Phases 

Phases Periods 
The conservation phase Period of stability and increasing rigidity 

The reorganization phase Period of innovation and restructuring 

The exploitation phase Period of seizing opportunities and growth  

Release phase Period of decline and destruction 

Source:Simmie and Martin [7] 
 

These four phases are characterised by varying levels of three dimensions of change: 1. the 
potential of available accumulated resources to the system, 2. the internal connectedness of 
system components and, 3. resilience, that can be a measure of a system vulnerability to 
shocks, stresses and disturbances associated with creative and flexible response [12, 15-16].  

In the regional economic development context, the accumulated resources would 
comprise the skills of the local workers and the capabilities of individual firms, institutional forms 
and arrangements, which would also depend on the previous structures of social and economic 
development in the region [7, 15]. The internal connectedness relate to the system among local 
firms including supply inputs, inter-firm divisions of production labour and knowledge spillover, 
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while creative and flexible response relay on the innovative means of local firms, entrepreneurial 
capabilities, policy actors, institutional innovation, skills of workers and similar factors [7, 12].  

These adaptive capabilities of a region’s economy may depend also on the nature of the 
region’s pre-existing economy, shaped by the industrial legacy and re-orientating skills of the 
region, resources and technologies that determine adaptation as a key source of economic 
resilience [3]. Furthermore, Martin [3] gives a four dimensions model of regional resilience that is 
needed to fulfil the meaning of the notion as a description of how regional economies respond to 
recession and similar shocks. The first dimension is ‘resistance’, which relates to the 
vulnerability of a regional economy to disruptions such as recessions, the second dimension is 
that of the speed or extent of the recovery from such disturbance and whether it is determined 
by the first place of the resistance degree, the third aspect implies the ‘structural re-orientation’ 
degree of the regional economy and what implications it has for the output, jobs and incomes, 
and the fourth dimension concerns the extent of ‘renewal’ of the growth path that characterised 
regional economy before the shock [3].  

In the same sense that regional economic debates have emphasised the important role 
of the private sector for competitiveness and growth, so the resilience of a region has to be built 
and depends upon its firms [17]. Consequently when a region experiences an exogenous shock 
that threatens economic development, firms may close or move out of a region, which thereby 
undermines regional resilience. In addition, the existence of enterprises is crucial for the 
resilience (and competitiveness) of regional economies, and this can be applied to 
entrepreneurship, as well. 

Entrepreneurship has emerged as a fundamental organisational form for economic 
growth by serving as a tool for the knowledge spillover; entrepreneurship is a mechanism by 
which investments, both public and private can generate larger returns in terms of economic 
growth and job creation [18]. In addition, Acs and Storey [19] explore the hypothesis of variations 
of entrepreneurship levels across countries to be the source of differing levels of efficiency in 
knowledge spillovers therefore eventually on economic growth and resilience.  

The knowledge spillover theory of entrepreneurship contests the observation that 
entrepreneurial opportunities are seen as only individual characteristics and attributes that 
influence the process underlying the entrepreneurial decision to start a business. This theory 
clearly identifies important sources of opportunities such as investment in ideas and knowledge 
made by universities and firms, thus entrepreneurial opportunities are no exogenous but rather 
endogenous to the extent of the investment in knowledge [20]. High potential entrepreneurial 
activity and opportunity entrepreneurship have a positive effect on technological change and 
innovation, which therefore increases resilience. Consequently, it is suggested that enhancing 
research and development expenditures could be more effective if they are associated by 
increasing entrepreneurial activities [21-22]. 

These interpretations of the link between resilience and entrepreneurship demonstrate 
the crucial role of firms and individual actors with a critical importance to the economic growth 
and social development that contribute to productivity and innovation and create more 
opportunities for others [15]. Therefore, the view of resilience with regard to organizations 
focuses on the firm’s ability to withstand disturbances, turbulences and discontinuities. 
Organizations need to continually adapt to the new risk environments in order to sustain 
competitiveness [17, 23-24]. According to Vogus and Sutcliffe [25], organisational resilience is 
defined as the maintenance of a positive change under organisational  challenges that emerge 
from specific conditions. The term ‘challenging conditions” is used to describe disruptive events 
such as crises, scandals, errors, shocks, disruption as well as ongoing risks like competition that 
cause stress and strain. Thus, in this sense a resilient organization would have the capacity and 
capability to learn from past incidents and adapt to change [26].   
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These concepts refer mainly to organisational behaviour and not much to the enterprise 
system like processes, systems, technology and infrastructure [27]. Enterprise system is used 
within the wide enterprise system which supports business functions, operations and services of 
an enterprise. In addition, Erol et al [27] introduce a framework for extended enterprise which 
relies on the role of information technology contributing to resilience, that is divided into the 
capability of an enterprise to link together systems, processes, people and information in the 
way to become more responsive to the changing environment, stakeholders and competitors; 
and the alignment of information technology with business goals. The effective use of the system 
can provide better performance, faster decision making and increased flexibility and adaptability 
[28-30]. The adaptive capacity of an enterprise  to cope with and recover after disruptions, 
depends on how well the organization reorganises itself and is prepared for unexpected risks 
from the changing environment [30]. Furthermore, organizations must manage the complexity of 
their infrastructures in order to adjust to potential risks and disturbances, the key to achieving 
this, is to understand the interrelationships between the business process, information, and 
additional technologies within the enterprises [31].   

While the literature has tended to focus on competitiveness and more recently on the 
resilience of firms, it explained briefly the regional resilience according to institutional structure, 
institutional history, and institutional culture [32]. Hence, another important factor of resilience is 
the resistance of the population and the speed of they response to a given shock or crisis. In 
particular, entrepreneurial individuals have been identified to respond properly to exogenous 
factors, with their main qualities including flexibility, motivation, perseverance and optimism [33]. 
The flexibility of entrepreneurs represents an integral source of resilience to external shocks and 
is critical to an economy’s competitiveness and growth. This is one reason why resilience is 
linked with entrepreneurship literature, not just in terms of the adaptive capacity of 
entrepreneurs, but in terms of a broader implication of entrepreneurship to the economy. 

To this end, the economic structure of a region such as the innovative and 
competitiveness propensity of its firms, entrepreneurial skills, the linkages of its firms with other 
networks in other regions and countries, institutional forms like cultural and political conditions, 
and the region’s economic governance policy, may help or hinder a region’s recovery. 
Consequently all these factors will shape the resistance and response of a region to recover 
from a shock, downturn or a disturbance [3].   

This brief review of the literature has sought to introduce the concept of resilience, and 
reflect its relevance to understand the perfomance of regional economies. It was emphasised 
that not much of the literature on regional economic resilience is linked with entrepreneurshp 
and the role that entrepreneurship can play in making regions (more) resilient. In doing so, this 
section highlighted the importance of entrepreneurial individuals and firms for creating more 
resilient economies and providing the basis of future competitiveness and growth. 
Entrepreneurship, therefore, provides an alternative perspective to understand the resilience of 
regional economies. The empirical focus of this paper addresses this void by examining the 
institutional arrangements and entrepreneurship in Kosova as means to analyse economic 
resilience. The following section presents the methodology that this paper uses.   

 
3. Methodology 

 
The paper seeks to undertake an empirically-led but conceptually grounded assessment in 
regard to the resilience of Kosova. Regarding the entrepreneurship research it is fair to say that 
quantitative methodology dominated the literature in the majority of journals addressing this field. 
According to Chandler and Lyon [34] only 18% out of four hounded and sixteen articles in nine 
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top-tier journals employed qualitative techniques in their sample which is seen as a lack of use 
of qualitative methods in this field. Thus, the research approach that best accomplishes the aim 
and objectives of this paper is the qualitative approach. This approach is seen to be the most 
appropriate method since it observes views on entrepreneurial cognition and not to test specific 
variables. The data collection that we employ comprise of a review of relevant policy documents 
and in-depth interviews with the key stakeholders in Kosova. 
 The first phase of the research included reviewing literature on resilience and 
establishing an economic profile of Kosova by reviewing policy documents and reports relating 
to the country’s economic development. The review focused on relevant documents relating to 
the economic development, and identified those themes relating to economic resilience and 
competitiveness. The identified themes from the literature and policy review served as the basis 
for the interview questions for the twenty-five semi-structured interviews that were carried out 
with key stakeholders in Kosova. The sample of the people that were choosen to participate in 
interviews was made randomly. The stakeholders included representatives from public 
institutions listed in Table 2.  
 

Table 2 Public Institutions Interviewed 
Key Stakeholders Key Stakeholders 
Representatives of Vice-Presidents Office Vice-President of Public Procurement Office 

Vice-President of Municipality of Prishtina Representatives of Kosova Chamber of Commerce 
Representatives of Customs Department Professor of Economics, University of Prishtina 
Officer at Ministry of Trade and Industry Director of Business Support Centre Kosova 
Manager of Regional Development Agency Professor of Economics, Private College 

 
Individual interviews as a data collection tool of qualitative methods are probably the 

most widely used method in this type of research. In-depth interviews are particularly applicable 
to policy research since they address issues and objectives concerning contextual, evaluative 
and strategic problems that provide rich and worthwhile data [56]. The semi-structured nature of 
scheduled interviews meant that from a number of questions emerged further questions and 
issues which were then discussed and explored. This gave a thorough and comprehensive view 
from stakeholders’ side about the institutional context for facilitating entrepreneurship, the role of 
policy development, and the overall strategy to promote economic growth in Kosova. The 
interviews were about half an hour long, they were recorded and later transcribed and translated 
into English. The translated interviews were then coded into topics in order to analyse separately 
each topic that the paper sought to investigate. The participants of the individual interviews were 
ensured to remain anonymous because of the political sensitivity of the research and the 
posititon of many participants in public offices. The interviews were undertaken in June 2012 and 
provided an inclusive overview of the institutional arrangements of Kosova as well as providing 
deep insights into the role of individuals as a part of the entrepreneurial ecosystem. A possible 
limitation can be the selection of participants that was made mainly from the capital city of 
Prishtina. This was due to the restriction of time and resulted with a limited number of 
participants representing the entire region of Kosovo. The following section argues the need for 
entrepreneurship to be centered as the key of creating more resilient economies in the context of 
Kosova.  
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4. Empirical Focus 
 
    4.1 Kosova: Challenges of a post-war country 
 

Kosova declared its indepedence in 2008 and is a new born state with under-developed 
institutions of government. As the last country to enter transition Kosova has faced numerous 
obstacles to its development, many of which are a consequence of the previous socialist system 
and the legacy of the war [11]. Kosova remains characterised by high levels of insecurity and 
political marginalisation [9]. The economic challenges facing Kosova are considerable, with high 
unemployment, low levels of growth, poor infrastructure and high levels of poverty [9, 35]. 
Economic growth compared with other neighbour countries has been below the average rate 
and the income level per capita is among the lowest level in the Balkan region [36-38]. Also the 
unemployment rate stands at more than 40% [39]. These critical issues had an impact on the 
economy by limiting direct investments and making the economy depend on the international 
aid, service sector and remittances from the Kosovan Diaspora [40-41]. International emigration, 
initiated by the conflict in the late 1999s and also motivated by economic reasons, is the highest 
in the world. According to Migration Survey every third or fourth household in Kosova has a 
family member living abroad [42]. The export sector remains very small and even for the regional 
standard production is mainly in low-value-added goods [37]. The financial system on the other 
hand has expanded rapidly since 2000, with its financial assets contributing a 73 oercent share 
of GDP in 2010 and, banks having remained liquid and profitable [43]. Thus, in 2010 the private 
sector credit amount to 35 percent of GDP while 80 percent of loans were given to retail trade, 
other services and households [37].   

Harnessing economic growth is clearly crucial for Kosova and the national government along 
with international development agencies are seeking to indentify and analyse policy 
interventions that are needed for a higher and sustained economic growth trajectory [44]. 
Economic development strategies are particularly focused on job creation and growth, and aim 
to involve public and private stakeholders in designing and implementing strategy, increasing the 
number of projects, developing the infrastructure, providing employment schemes and social 
services [45]. Specific objectives of this line of action is to develop these strategies in the regions 
of Kosova in order to facilitate the local economic development and employment, to strengthen 
its economic areas and expand regional development practices in line with EU practices, 
develop an institutional capability to manage the economic development process and support 
the economic regeneration for growth and employment [45].   

A further key component for economic growth and development is the emergence of the 
private sector and entrepreneurship which is the best stimulation for growth and the best hope 
for Kosova’s population by providing employment and revenues for the unemployed labour 
market [42, 46-47]. However, there are numerous constraints impeding the development of this 
sector, such as the lack of public infrastructure particularly in energy and transport, low skills and 
education and, limited judiciary and administrative capacity hampering the business climate. The 
government has adopted an economic development strategy and policy  that led in the right 
direction where the key pillars are legal and administrative reforms to improve Kosova’s ranking 
in the “Doing Business”. The figure 2 below shows the report for Kosova on the Ease of Doing 
Business (2013) where Kosova made an improvement in the ranking from the 113th place in 
2012 to the 98th rank in the Doing Business Report for 2013.  
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Figure 1 Kosova rank on the ease of doing business 2013 
 

Several steps have been done to improve the business environment, government 
support for the agricultural sector and the construction programme. A package of twelve laws 
was prepared by the government to further foster the trade sector development and strengthen 
the business environment by reducing the cost of setting up a business, simplifying business 
registration and licensing system, reporting and auditing, improving property rights registers, 
control and management of state borders and, external trade [39]. A number of policies have 
been established by the government to improve the business environment and to make it easier 
for entrepreneurs to develop the businesses and also to stimulate the creation of new start-ups 
[36]. Business registration is simple and inexpensive, the taxation policies are also very efficient 
and streamlined compared to other countries in the region. Kosova has a taxation system which 
is very simple and  there are only few taxes,  and the government is creating incentives for taxes 
that support domestic production [48].  

Despite these efforts, the complex circumstances present in an extreme socio-economic 
environment such as Kosova have made the area of entrepreneurship a difficult sector to enter 
considering huge barriers such as institutional barriers, resource inadequacies, and lack of the 
rule of law [11, 44, 49]. According to Solymossy[35], lack of availability of resources led to limited 
choices and opportunities for entrepreneurs, competition, and the inability of using efficiently the 
available resources. The huge importance of SMEs, with about 98 percent the vast majority of 
the existing enterprises in Kosova [50], is confronted with lots of barriers that hinder the growth 
of firms. These barriers include business environment factors, such as difficulties in accessing 
financial resources, inefficient regulations, poor education quality, lack of experience, and 
barriers on internationalization [51-52]. The institutional barriers that are also qualified as formal 
obstacles such as fiscal policy, high taxation levels, poor legal regulations, and informal barriers 
such as property rights, corruption and bribery [9, 49, 53-54] have a critical impact and negative 
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influence on the development of entrepreneurship, and thus also a negative influence on 
economic growth, furthermore creating an unproductive or destructive effect on the economy 
[49, 55-56]. 
 

5. Results 
 

      5.1 Economic Structure 
The main component to understanding the economic structure of a region is to start 

addressing the key challenges it faces in order to be resilient in terms of economic shocks or 
public spending cuts. Challenges that the region faces are considered to be similar to the 
majority of stakeholders, such as, bad governance, huge level of unemployment, lack of 
competitive market in private sector, lack of domestic production, high manufacturing costs as a 
result of inefficient function of electric supply and weak infrastructure, low productivity of labour 
market, the economic structure being dependent on imports, low efficacy of law system which 
raises the cost of implementing projects, and high level of corruption.   

Since Kosova is a new state, the engagement for economic development has started 
relatively late. As a result of the last conflict Kosova has inherited a destroyed economy and 
inefficient economic system from the past, yet it cannot be concurred for economic sustainability 
in the region.  Economic growth compared with other neighbour countries has been below the 
average rate and the income level per capita is among the lowest levels in the Balkan region [38-
39, 58]. Although the annual real GDP has steadily grown with an average of four percent in the 
past decade, the unemployment rate in 2011 has grown around 45 percent with more than one 
third of the population work force being unemployed, most apparently the young generation and 
women [39].  

Stakeholders stress that the main challenges still remain creation of the right climate for 
foreign investors, for the reason that Kosova institutions still face high levels of corruption which 
has seriously damaged the region’s reputation, turning it into an unstable region for foreign 
investors: 
 

“Economic sustainability of a country depends on its internal economic development, in this 
context Kosova last year has experienced significant economic growth, but insufficient to 
guarantee economic stability.” (Representative of Kosova Chamber of Commerce)  
 
 “We still need to improve economic structure and the finalization of privatization process, 
also the change perception of relying on public sector enterprises to transfer economic 
growth on private sector.” (Professor of Economics, University of Prishtina) 

 
In order to improve the economic structure, it is important to know the assets of the 

region so that to give space for improving economic development and create resilience. 
Stakeholders referred to different assets, such as natural resources as rare assets to use for 
manufacturing and increasing exports, human capital referring to the large number of young 
capital entering labour market every year as an important aspect of development, and SMEs. 
Many stakeholders consider these aspects as strengths of the Kosova region  and stress the 
need to build more on them to create resilience in the region. It is considered that the region of 
Kosova has around 14.000 billion tones of lignite and other natural assets such as zinc, silver, 
nickel, cobalt, copper, iron, and bauxite. Considering the large number of natural assets, Kosova 
could benefit from them by investing more in local manufacturing and exporting those products.  
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Using natural capacities has a lot to do with human capital which therefore is interlinked 
with the quality of education. Two stakeholders consider that the large number of young people 
entering the labour force every year is another asset of Kosova which can be used for economic 
development. This is linked with innovation were a number of qualified labour market would be 
more innovative and easily used from the private sector in the meaning of lowering cost and 
helping business development or creating innovative ideas [49, 59]. 

The growth of the private sector can generate a lot of powerful benefits including direct 
benefits such as wealth creation for families and communities, positive effects on quality and 
price of goods, stimulation of enterprises leading to empowerment and more jobs, introduction of 
innovations and additional social programmes, whereas indirect benefits could include 
reinforcement of education system, better capacity for revenue redistribution, and more 
opportunities for public-private partnerships. Kosova also has a large number of small and 
medium enterprises which could make the economy more resilient to shocks and to public 
spending cuts.  

Despite that, there are other views for the lacks and areas to be improved in order to 
increase the capabilities of the region to overcome crisis and economic downturns. 
Consequently, several stakeholders mentioned the need of having the appropriate strategy for 
economic development which has to be developed under several economic actors including 
governmental institutions and private sector. Another impediment is seen in the low liquidity of 
firms and individuals, this issue raised as a consequence of low cash circulation in the market. 
Privatization has negatively contributet to this situation by blocking a significant amount of cash 
and consequently lowering the demand for doing business. Whereas, other respondents stress 
that Kosova lacks having opportunities for diversification of the economic activity. This opinion is 
supported by the findings from the literature review where a large number of activities have been 
functioning to create opportunities for businesses during the past years and for the current year 
which is an important step for development [48, 61-62]. But informal economy, corruption, and 
access to finance for investment which is hard to collect as a result of high interest norms, 
remain the key challenge for Kosova [11, 35].  

Many stakeholders state that priority areas for improvement are the enforcement of the rule 
of law in order to grow the productivity, to develop a fair competitive market, and to rise the 
number of exported goods. Since Kosova lacks on having a satisfactory level of domestic 
products, the manufacturing and private secotor need increased attention. Therefore, three 
stakeholders highlight the main priorities for business development such as:  
 

1. The promotion of a formal competitive market of the private sector and shifting away from 
the rise of public spending cuts.  

2. Drafting general and specific policies for small business development,  
3. Improving access to finance and, 
4. Addressing all legal concerns which hinder small business creation and development. 

 
For the mentioned reasons, stakeholders highlight that all other aspects of creating a stable 
environment are connected by firstly creating fair market competition and competing ability of 
firms that impact in the long-term on economic development.  

     5.2 Business Start-up Strategies 

The start-up strategies are very important as it is estimated that this group of firms will 
generate a large number of employment. These initiatives face difficulties from the environment 
which is not very favourable as a result of informal competition, inefficient administrative system 
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and institutional problems [11, 35]. Creating an entrepreneurship culture needs to play a 
significant role in Kosova’s economy, including the promotion of innovative ideas, and 
entrepreneurial understanding for the importance of implementing new start-up strategies.   
 
“Kosova has proved that can provide strong services on information technology and export these 
services to developed countries. If this has to be considered more from the institutions and 
invest more in these abilities, Kosova may efficiently export a lot of services considering the low 
average cost in salary” (Business Development Consultant). 
 
“Therefore, creating the relevant policies from the institutions and creating a specific and 
appropriate fund for financing businesses with low interest norms is very necessary to support 
and encourage entrepreneurs” (Chamber of Commerce Representative).  
 

For future activities, it is recommended that the government of Kosova has to actively 
continue to be part of economic international conferences, to work actively on improving the 
region’s reputation and, to promote economic development by creating economic partnerships 
with international institutions of countries for a bilateral interest. Regarding the internal 
engagements, the main focus needs to remain promotion of local products and stimulation of 
new businesses, improving education system, reducing red tape and corruption, and improving 
the business environment. 

Many stakeholders state that collabouration of key stakeholders such as Universities, private 
sector, chambers of commerce, and public institutions can help each other in order to 
understand specific needs of the economic environment in Kosova. Activities in this context 
need to be regulated in order to create a stable economy and sustainable development. 
Furthermore, respondents add:   
 

I consider that representatives of the institutions have the key role on creating and improving 
the reputation of the country. By fighting corruption, transforming the region into a safe 
country for everyone, ofering the neccesary infrastructure, stability of energy supply and 
support for business development, can retrain the interest of investors in our region 
(Economic Development Manager).  
 
There is weak or nonexistent collabouration especially between Universities, private sector 
and public institutions. The collabouration can be fostered through different internship 
programmes, business incubators jointly established by the Universities and private sector, 
and other similar programmes that link entrepreneurship with Universities. These activities 
are of crucial importance since they target the young unemployed people (Public Sector 
Organization).  
 
A further key component of creating economic resilience is the level of skilled workforce. 

Stakeholders make clear that among other challenges that Kosova faces, is also the education 
system which is not considered to be a strong area and needs further development. The lack of 
skilled work force and the overall low labour demand is a critical problem in Kosova, these 
issues are considered important causes of high unemployment [63-65]. Moreover, stakeholders 
emphasise that with the large number of young population Kosova could benefit from this aspect 
and create competitive advantage by investing more in education. While people could start a 
business easily, it requires skills and education to further develop and expand the business [66]. 
One respondent state that many people lack the abilities to develop these enterprises.  
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“…people here have the ambition to start a business but they lack the skills and knowledge 
to develop them”  (Banking Sector Representative). 
 
This sort of comment clarifies the need for appropriate education on entrepreneurial activity. 

Universities are promoters of economic development and innovation. Universities can plan to 
take an important role in facilitating knowledge transfer, through different cooperation 
programmes between universities and private firms [67-68].  
Respondents emphasise that the biggest challenge for a universitiy in order to play the role of 
sharing knowledge is the quality of education and also, the need for providing entrepreneurial 
education so that a more resilient and dynamic economy could be developed:  
 

“Entrepreneurship education is important to influence young people to see entrepreneurship 
as a positive option, so they could be more confident about starting a business and there will 
be more knowledge transfer and innovation” (Director of Business Support Center Kosova). 
 
As underlined above there is weak or nonexistent cooperation between universities and the 

private sector which otherwise could enable spin offs and knowledge transfer. Thus, universities 
should design specific curricula based on the private sector’s needs so that the private sector 
could benefit from the knowledge transfer of Universities. This sector is considered to be one of 
the primary areas, with a very young generation, through which Kosova can easily start offering 
various services and create competitive advantage if institutions invest more in education.  
 

6. Conclusions  
 
This study investigated the motives behind the entrepreneurial activity and the levels of 

entrepreneurship activity as a key factor in effecting the economic growth of a country and the 
ways to improve economic resilience. The concept of resilience has been used by researchers 
of several fields, such as ecology, psychology, and political science, but it is only very recently 
that it has attracted attention from regional analysts and spatial economists, consequently the 
concept is very fuzzy [3, 69]. Over the past years urban and regional analysts have begun to 
consider the applicability of the concept in local and regional economy, representing a 
framework to analyse natural and environmental disasters, causes and effects of uneven 
development in local and regional economies [3, 7]. However, in spite of the exploration of the 
notion and attempts to conceptualise a framework in economic resilience, not much has been 
done to link the role of entrepreneurship and economic resilience. 

Entrepreneurship and competitiveness have to be viewed as an integral part for sustaining a 
dynamic and a diverse economy, by stimulating competition and creating employment, driving 
innovation, and increasing productivity. In addition, this study analysed two factors: (i) how can 
entrepreneurship impact on economic growth and resilience in Kosova, (ii) stakeholders 
influence in facilitating entrepreneurship and improving business environment to promote 
regional economic resilience in Kosova 

Kosova is subjected to an extreme business environment and has inherited numerous 
economic and business challenges from the past as a result of the past conflict [9, 35]. Some of 
the challenges are internal which can be improved through effective policy making, while other 
challenges are linked with the external environment and require an improvement in the political 
marginalization of Kosova in order to expand the scope of entrepreneurial capacity. Economic 
growth in Kosova is below the national level compared to the neighbour countires and the high 
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level of unemployment at more than 40% which is mainly affecting the young generation makes 
Kosova one of the poorest countries in Europe [70]. In order to overcome these challenge and 
improve the employment levels in the region, stakeholders communicated in the conducted 
interviews the priority areas for development which were considered to be the development of 
agriculture sector and particularly to foster private sector growth by building more on the existing 
strengths of the economy. The region needs to effectively use its assets in order to improve local 
manufacturing and expand it abroad by exporting these goods; getting growth in these areas is 
the main challenge for policy and strategy makers. Stakeholders stressed that institutions and 
government have helped in improving the business environment by easing the number of 
procedures for business registration and, lowering the tax payment for business. Several 
activities have been developed to promote entrepreneurship levels in Kosova, activities from 
international and local organizations have participated by trainings, rewards and grants for start-
ups. However they need to actively operate so that the scope of entrepreneurial activity can be 
expanded. Unless institutional environment and business environment are better developed, the 
entrepreneurial activity will be further hampered in the future. Many stakeholders stressed that 
the collabouration between key stakeholders such as Universities, Public and Private Sector, 
and Chambers of Commerce as a key in facilitating knowledge transfer and spillovers is not 
functioning properly. Thus, the private sector is not benefiting in this context as a result of the 
weak collabouration among these sectors. 

This study underlines that entrepreneurship as the main engine for competitiveness and 
economic growth should be the primary key to economic resilience. In this view, the concept of 
regional resilience is a dynamic and an on-going process presented in a geographically situated 
context, with the adaptive capabilities of the region – its firms, institutions, workers, and policy 
actors depending on the pre-existing nature of the region’s economy [3, 15, 71]. Thus, the scope 
for re-orienting skills, resources and technologies in the adaption process differs among 
countries. The economic environment and business environment in Kosova has gone through 
critical changes during past years and everything in the economic activity had to start over from 
scratch since the end of the conflict. Our findings suggest that entrepreneurship is not 
contributing to economic growth in the country as much as it should due to the critical challenges 
that stem mainly from the under-developed institutional environment in Kosova which 
consequently negatively impacts on creating productive and local entrepreneurship. Work-based 
education is a key area needed for investment in order to drive up competitiveness and growth. 
To do this, policy makers and institutions have to actively work on creating a favourable 
business environment. To develop the appropriate strategy for businesses and a competitive 
economy, they should seek to foster greater collabouration between the private sector and 
educational institutions, so that beneficial knowledge transfer is promoted. Such approaches will 
require a long-term focus from the institutions and policy makers in order to create an 
entrepreneurial culture. Equipping with the skills and knowledge for entrepreneurs to work in a 
dynamic environment, will contribute to the overall resilience of the country. 
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ABSTRACT 

The establishment and development of cooperation networks. Creating conditions and 
fostering technological development. Platform for cooperating incubators and 
clasters. 
Metodology that we use – Reconciliation, planning, action, checking and monitoring  
(individually, control, comprehensive). 
 
Bases: Cooperation between incubators and clusters. Highly concentrated 
development and innovative activities are supported by all stakeholders. Creating  
appropriate concentration of professional and competent people and organization. 
 
Among the biggest problems identified by the general economic situation, poor 
infrastructure, lack of legislation, unclear responsibilities, unclear ownership 
situation, the lack of security of ownership, inefficient administrations, poor 
investment climate, pollution is on the rise as poor banking system, environmental 
problems are solved slowly. 
 
Establishing action plan (peopre, tehnology and structure). Training and staff 
development and the creation of conditions for their mobility. Each element must be 
visible and recognizable. Must identify the role of factors and its impact on the 
environment. Professional capacities of peopre who work in them must, in some way, 
be accessible and visible.  
 
Strengthening cooperation on the level of the urban areas to the level of the region. 
Cooperation between industries, universities, institutions and companies in and 
outside of our country. Work together with – experts from different fields, 
development centres and agencies, organizations for support economic development, 
development Funds, support institutions (at the level of EU countries). 
 

Value network, cooperation, entrepreneurial venture, technology transfer 
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1. Introduction  
 
Today, the number of business incubators in the world is estimated at around 5,000. In Asia 
there are more than 1,000 of them, approximately 1,000 business incubators are situated in 
North America, in Europe a little bit less than 900, while the rest is spread out across other 
continents. Business incubators have been grouped into 60 national and regional 
associations, from which the following are considered to be the most important ones: the 
National Business Incubation Association, which gathers more than 1,900 members from 60 
countries, most of them coming from the U.S.A., and the European Business & Innovation 
Centre Network, the biggest association of business incubators in Europe, which gathers 
more than 240 members from the European Union and 11 members coming from other 
countries. The Business Incubator Network of Serbia has been active in our country, 
gathering all the business incubators from Serbia.  
 
“Incubators are Companies whose main task is to provide and to rent available office space, 
and to provide administrative, technical, and other services to newly-formed enterprises or 
innovative organizations...” 
Incubators have been defined as organizations, which provide infrastructural support to 
innovative activities. 
Today, there are 23 incubators in Serbia. Most of them have been set up on the territory of 
the Vojvodina region, a total of 8, and they are situated in the following towns and 
municipalities: Novi Sad, Subotica, Zrenjanin, Baòki Petrovac, Panò�~�^
�����^
�������
���

Beoòin. More incubators in Vojvodina than in the rest of Serbia is an achievement based 
both on the BBI program success and on the Vojvodina government larger investments into 
development of this sector. 7 incubators have been set up in the region of East and 
Southeast Serbia and they are situated in the following towns and municipalities: Niš, Vranje, 
Zajeò��^
 ���^
 ������~��^
 ���������
 ���
 {��~�ïa. There is an initiative to form two new 
incubators in this region, one in Majdanpek and the other one in Kladovo. 6 incubators have 
been identified in the region of Šumadija and Western Serbia; four of them already existing 
with an initiative to form two new incubators. They are situated in the following towns and 
municipalities: Kragujevac, Raò�^
 �����~��^
 �����^
 µ����~�
 ���
 ������~�	
 ����
 ���
 ���

incubators in the region of Belgrade, situated in Zvezdara and Rakovica municipalities. 
Setting up of business incubators in a particular place will boost the economic development 
of the whole region, since they attract new investments and are considered to be economic 
growth engines, while new companies enable commercial publicity and boost international 
trade. Also, they can create specialized knowledge centers and increase production, based 
on which the competitive advantage has been built, and as such they are often good 
examples of regional success, progress and successful entrepreneurship.   
While improving the system of cooperation among businesses, organizations which provide 
support to businesses and academic community, universities are focused on transfer of 
technology, joint research activities, as well as on how to stimulate entrepreneurs and 
subject matter experts to cooperate closer with local communities. 
 
„A cluster represents the geographical concentration of inter-connected enterprises, 
specialized suppliers, service providers, firms coming from related industries, and institutions 
connected to them (eg. universities, agencies, tourist and trade associations), which compete 
among themselves, but also cooperate.“  
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The Province Secretariat for Economy, Employment and Gender Equality has recognized 
clustering in the economy, business connecting and networking as one of the strategic 
measures for economic development, with the aim of grouping industrial capacity and 
strengthening the competitiveness of the region.  
Strategic guidance to support clusters and business associations, which aim to strengthen 
the competitiveness of the economy and regional development, are related to the following 
areas: 
� Development of Innovation 
� Business Sustainability 
� Internationalization of cooperation and networking 
� Regional specialization 
� New skills and creation of new jobs 

Flexible organizations, such as clusters (districts and cooperation in Italy) represent very 
good instruments of assembling and clustering of small businesses, and give them the 
strength and competitiveness to enter the international market, develop new technologies 
and improve skills of the employees. 
Cluster Development Strategy in Vojvodina should be based on the recognition and support 
of 10 to 15 clusters in various areas evenly distributed on the territory of AP Vojvodina with 3-
5 priority areas that will be particularly encouraged by the Provincial government, and will 
rely on traditional comparative advantages that Vojvodina has. These areas are: 
the efficient use of arable land, food-processing facilities, infrastructure and logistics, metals 
and textile area, as well as development of modern advanced technologies and ICT, which 
can be used in the above mentioned traditional areas. 
 
 
2. Networking 
 
An important aspect is the networking of the incubators. Activites that pertain to common 
public relations work must be carried out by all incubators. 
Facilitating the exchange of founders within the individual incubators of Vojvodina, as well as 
across Serbia, must be initiated. Moreover, the group of the incubator alumni must be 
involved to a greater extent and networked. As a result, knowledge and know-how transfer 
form experienced businessmen to start-up ventures and potential entrepreneurs should be 
forced and reinforced. 
Networking with other organizations (such as, for example, investment funds, VIP, clusters 
and trade associations) with respect to complementary services and sinergies must be 
checked and pursued. 
 

2.1 Creating conditions for joint action 

�
Based on the current economic condition of businesses and based on the current condition 
of strategic tools for the development of business clusters and incubators, it is necessary to 
establish networks of all the relevant factors affecting economic development, in line with the 
following principles: 
� each factor must be visible and recognizable, 
� the role of the factor must be identified as well as its impact on the environment, 
� professional capacities of the employees must be, in a certain way, available and visible. 
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Based on these principles it is necessary to create conditions for all the economic 
development factors to focus together on the following activities: 
� to define information flows among the factors,  
� to train people on how to communicate better, on how to exchange relevant information 

and on how to use the information flows that have been established, 
� to designate and to train contact/cooperation person that will serve as an “interface” 

between an organization and an environment,  
� to train employees on how to use the established networks and to adjust the enterprise 

operations to that purpose, 
� to create a subject matter experts database covering different areas,  
� to initiate all types of cooperation through joint development projects. To start with small 

projects in order to teach the factors how to cooperate with each other, 
� to create conditions for obtaining applicable knowledge through student practice and to 

create conditions for lifelong learning, and,  
� to create conditions for funding business ventures, innovative activities of entrepreneurs 

through incubators and their development through clusters.  
Connecting of business incubators, clusters and universities will create significant 
development potential. By doing so it will boost the economic development of the particular 
area or region, which, without the proper support of the authorities at all levels and without 
the logistic support of public institutions, will be very much limited.  
That is why it is very important to prepare the said institutions, to familiarize and, in some 
cases, to train the management for providing full support to all the mentioned activities.  
It is also important to say that without meeting the financial prerequisites for the development 
of businesses and without significant financial support provided to clusters and business 
incubators, development projects and economic sustainability at local and regional levels, in 
general, are put at risk. 
Activities concerning the establishment of cooperation between business incubators and 
clusters and provision of support to their joint actions are specific for each region and local 
authority and institutions, and they can be classified into the following categories:  
� support to translation of scientific and technical-technological achievements into 

concrete products or services through joint engagement of professional capacities in 
business incubators, clusters and universities, 

� transfer of ideas, innovative solutions and technologies from universities, public research 
institutes and clusters on entrepreneurs` initiatives supports through business 
incubators, 

� fostering of joint industry-academic community projects, 
� revitalization and development of the existing companies in clusters and incubators 

using the existing professional potentials of universities, business incubators and 
clusters, 

� strengthening of professional, scientific and technical-technological capacities through 
joint education, procurement of modern equipment and joint activities aiming to further 
develop economic capacities in order to enable balanced economic development and to 
disable wasting money through accumulation of particular type of equipment and 
machinery. 

� support to greenfield and brownfield investments. 
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2.2 Methodology 

 
Although there is a need for significant changes, they do not occur overnight. Economy and 
businesses demand strategic and long-term development oriented action meaning that 
development processes must be adjusted to the existing developing potential. It does not 
mean that we should wait, activities should be undertaken as soon as possible, but one must 
be realistic when it comes to results, which are expected to take place within the reasonable 
period from 3 – 5 years. A lot has to be done and it cannot be done overnight. The use of 
iterative – progressive cycle is required, which is presented in a very picturesque way as a 
spiral of progress (picture 1). In the course of the first iteration all factors are supposed to 
make a small step forward and to prepare themselves for the next one, during which they will 
be able to make even bigger step forward and so on. Each iteration consists of four 
segments: planning, action based on the defined plan, progress control, taking actions 
aiming to adjust and to remove identified obstacles. In the next iteration identified problems 
and plan shortcomings are incorporated into the next planning cycle, which is known as 
Deming cycle of continuous improvement or PDCA (Plan, Do, Check, Action). Each iteration 
segment (there are four of them) consists of three fields or aspects: individual aspect, 
comprehensive aspect and control aspect. Each of the given aspects must be present in all 
segments: 
 
2.2.1 First segment - planning: 
� Individual aspect: an Individual improvement plan consists of a vision, of a scenario, of 

an objective, etc. and it is made by each factor separately. 
� Comprehensive aspect: It is based on individual plans and it implies the use of versatile 

tools, by means of which policies and objectives in common to each individual plan are 
unified and the comprehensive plan of action and support is produced. Based on the 
comprehensive plan the role of all factors in a single development plan is defined and 
guidelines are given to adjust individual plans in order to accomplish better results.  

� Control aspect: It is important to establish one efficient flow of information towards all the 
factors, setting up control mechanisms in order to prevent information from losses, 
misuse, or abuse.  

� The control aspect is repeated in all the segments and it is particularly present in the 
third one. 
 

2.2.2 Second segment - action: 
� Individual aspect: in the second segment individual factors are carrying out what has 

been planned. It is assumed that all the factors have harmonized their action plans in 
order to increase effectiveness.  

� Comprehensive aspect: In parallel with realization of individual plans, elements of the 
comprehensive plan are also carried out. The basic factors which carry out this part of 
the plan are authorities at all levels and public institutions. The objective is to create 
adequate conditions for realization of individual development plans.  

� Control aspect: It is present in all the elements, as it has been said for the previous 
segment. The control aspect, among other things, includes:  

� Control of the cooperation policies implementation – what is the form of and the motive 
for cooperation among the factors,  

� Control of the local resources use and improvements,  
� Control of the business environment improvements,  
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� Control of the innovations and development activities effects,  
 

2.2.3.Third segment - control: 
� Individual aspect: progress of the realization of individual plans is analyzed, problems 

and discrepancies are identified and the basis for resolving them is defined.  
� Comprehensive aspect: Harmonization of individual plans with the comprehensive one is 

subject of the analysis. Progress in realization of both plans is checked, as well as their 
comprehensive effects. 

� Control aspect: The special emphasis is put on the data loss prevention and on the 
prevention of misuse or abuse of information.  
 

2.2.4 Fourth segment – adjusting and harmonizing: 
� Individual aspect: Activities are taken in order to correct the identified discrepancies, 

adequate measures are taken towards modification and harmonization of what has been 
set up as an objective and of what has been achieved and the experience database is 
produced, based on which a new planning cycle will be launched.   

� Comprehensive aspect: Activities are taken aiming to correct the identified discrepancies 
in realization of the comprehensive plan; support is provided to enterprises to carry out 
their plans and to resolve the identified problems. 

� Control aspect: The special emphasis is put on monitoring” the what has been planned – 
what has been done ratio”. �

�
�

2.3 Plan formulation 

 
Plan formulation  -  individual aspect 
 
The current condition of the economic development factors is analyzed, and then, based on 
this analysis, an annual development plan is prepared for each factor separately, following 
the following structure:  
� Development and harmonization of process/business structures – which processes 

should be improved, which processes should be established, which processes should be 
carried out in cooperation with other factors 

� Development of the physical infrastructure which follows process development and 
enables cooperation among the economic development factors 

� Development and harmonization of organizational structures – how to harmonize the 
organizational structure in order to enable effective and efficient process implementation 
and to enable better cooperation with other factors 

� Development and training of management structures – to establish PDCA cycle of 
improvement in all management processes, to familiarize and to train the management 
structure on how to establish effective and efficient cooperation with other development 
factors 

� Development of the business environment in which innovations are created by means of 
"new fusion" – development projects and business activities initiated and carried out 
through cooperation with other factors that affect the economic development 

� Construction of the business network, in fact of one “network in which each face is 
visible” (development of widely based development and promotion organizations) and 
expanding cooperation with local organizations which provide support to businesses 
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Plan completion scenario, time plan and objectives that are supposed to point at what has 
been the original idea, must be defined by each plan. 

 
Plan formulation  -  the comprehensive aspect 
�
Networking: Cooperation with local authorities and organizations which provide support to 
businesses (in particular with organizations for support at regional level), improvement of the 
promotion system. 
R&D: Improvement of cooperation among enterprises, scientific research institutions, 
technology licensing organizations, developmental and experimental laboratories and public 
institutions and intellectual property protection. 
Market processing: Using the existing distribution systems, trade companies, IT, etc., 
cooperation with marketing specialists, and similar activities. 
Cooperation with financial institutions: Connecting with banks and improvement of their role 
and function. 
Human resources improvements: Selecting and developing experts from different areas of 
expertise, professional development of employees working for enterprises as well as for 
other organizations and institutions. 
Establishment of cooperation with all those ministries whose role and activities are very 
important for the businesses. 
Setting up of operative multidisciplinary teams whose members are employed with different 
organizations, who might get involved in resolving concrete problems, designing projects or 
carrying out particular activities important for the economic development.  
Business and development oriented cooperation with international organizations foreign 
markets analysis and processing and enabling transfer of information. 
 
 

 
Figure 1. Platform for cooperation 
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2.4 Expected results and indicators 

 
The following results are expected to take place: 
� Experts network register  
� Support institutions network register  
� Designated contact persons at support institutions, trained to cooperate with universities, 

clusters and incubators 
� Easier access to information on measures taken by the authorities 
� Easier understanding of business trends (at regional, national and global level) 
� Greater opportunities for interaction with universities and research institutions 
� Easier access to information that might lead to starting a new business 
� Wider HR network in a new business area 
� Greater R&D efforts 
� Expanding of existing HR networks 
� Obtaining the needed technology 
� Launching new products and commodities 
� Increase in a new demand and in trade volume 
� Development of existing enterprises 
� Greater opportunities for cooperation with trade companies, etc. 
� Greater opportunities for cooperation with financial institutions 
� Easier access to funds  
� Easier access to human resources 
� Easier access to information that might lead to starting a new business 

 
The overall results can be monitored through the following indicators: 
� Number of newly-formed enterprises,  
� Sales volume in a particular industry in the region, 
� Number of initiated business ventures, 
� Number of initiated development projects, 
� Number of agreements on cooperation concluded among enterprises, 
� Number of agreements on cooperation concluded between enterprises and development 

organizations etc. 
� Number of trained participants – trainings, seminars, practice etc. 
� Number of new jobs, 
� The total capital turnover in a particular industry of the region 
� Export volume per industries and total export volume of the region. 

 
Cooperatin network – establishment of its basic development principles 
The economic development of one country is affected by numerous and different factors, 
such as: 
� organizations: enterprises, support organizations, development agencies, laboratories, 

scientific, research and educational institutions, professional and business associations, 
business networks, business incubators, clusters, authorities at all levels etc. 

� population (labor force), natural resources (subject of labor/objects transformed by labor) 
and means of labor, and 
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� factors characterizing the current situation and enabling effective and efficient use of 
resources: tradition, mindset, culture, knowledge, awareness etc. 

Business incubators and clusters play a decisive role in economic development of 
underdeveloped regions. However, the mere presence of them is not enough to get the 
complex development spiral started. The strength and dynamics of their action and the total 
development potential depend on how developed the relations among enterprises, 
universities, authorities, development agencies and all the other economic development 
factors are, and on nature of those relations. The economic development concept is based 
on these relations. Inter-organizational networks are neither run by market forces nor by 
hierarchic structures. It is assumed instead that one party depends on resources controlled 
by the other one. And only together they can accomplish successful results. 
 
 
3. Conclusions 
 
Foundation of the economic development factors cooperation network and, primarily, 
establishment of cooperation among business incubators and clusters will have enormous 
impact on the economic development of the Northern Vojvodina region. Gathering 
information and creation of specific ties among public and private sector, different industries, 
research institutions and universities is a significant and responsible process whose effects 
have positive impact on the competitiveness of enterprises in the long run. In order to make 
this process continuous it is necessary to provide the information system and to strengthen it 
– database, training and vocational training of the staff that is in charge of the network setup, 
promoting such an approach as well as enabling and fostering cooperation among all the 
factors through participation in development projects. 
Clusters and business incubators play a central role in creating networks. It is important to 
have them moving in the right direction. In order to improve their organizational structure and 
to strengthen their role and significance, there is a need for financial independence, which in 
addition to support that they get from the authorities, development programs and funds, also 
includes their own financial resources based on services delivered. Revitalization and 
economic and infrastructural development projects at local, regional, national and 
international level should be used to get the professional staff, experts, involved and trained, 
to procure modern equipment, to build laboratories, to implement standards etc. The medium 
and the long term task is to increase the number of services that have been offered in order 
to provide financial independence.  
Successful activities and cooperation between business incubators and clusters is possible 
to achieve through cooperation with local authorities, public companies, local organizations 
which provide support to businesses, universities and through their support. It is necessary to 
establish information flows which will enable the “right” information to be received “on time” at 
the “right“place. 
Based on the above-mentioned, the following actions are proposed: 
� Establishment and development of cooperation networks 
� Meeting conditions and fostering of technical and technological development 
� Incubation of new enterprises 
� Lack of information on market needs, demands and opportunities 
� Provision of funds for development projects 
� Human resources development 

Businesses of the Northern Vojvodina (and that goes for the rest of Serbia) need highly 
concentrated cluster and business incubator activities, supported by all institutions. Projects 
covering this area require strengthening of cooperation with “basic” activities, from the city 
authorities’ level all the way to the regional one, in line with the defined action guidelines. 
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Cooperation among different industries, universities and enterprises in the country and 
abroad should be promoted. Management staff development and training programs should 
be introduced while promoting and ensuring mobility of managers. 
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Women’s entrepreneurship is recognized as an important untapped source of 
economic growth in the last decades. Although women create new jobs and provide 
society with different solutions to management, organization and business, they still 
represent a minority of all entrepreneurs not only in Bursa but also in Turkey. For this 
reason we made a study that aims to define the profile, the work experience, the family 
life and the obstacles of women entrepreneurs. After investigating these subjects, it 
has been found that women cannot unite together and create organizations to act as a 
group. This was determined as one of the biggest obstacles to women 
entrepreneurship especially in rural areas. 

In this study, we offer a model based on establishing a women’s association in rural 
areas which is encouraged by public authorities and granted by regional development 
agency to overcome this problem. A practical application in three villages was 
investigated. As a result, the women in these three villages got trained, found their 
associations, started their business. They produced souvenir and local food in their 
villages and sold them at touristic areas with coordination of their association. In our 
study, establishing a federation to bring together these village associations to create 
better cooperation among the villages and have better competitive advantage was 
investigated. Also, other future projects for development and sustainability of these 
organizations were offered. 

Keywords 
Rural area, Women association, Women entrepreneurship, Development Agency  

1. Introduction 

Entrepreneur is briefly defined as a person who has one or a few workplaces as a self- 
employer or a share-holder, who makes decisions about the production, marketing and all 
other operating activities of a good or service, and implement them, and who has a say in the 
gain. This definition is also valid for women entrepreneurs and it has taken part in many 
studies. Women’s entrepreneurship recognized as an important untapped source of 
economic growth in the last decades. Although women create new jobs and provide society 
with different solutions to management, organization and business, they still represent a 
minority of all entrepreneurs not only in Bursa but also in Turkey. For this reason we made, 
firstly, a study that aims to define the profile, the work experience and the obstacles of 
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women entrepreneurs. Then a model is presented to overcome the obstacles of women 
entrepreneurs. And finally the results of a practical application are presented.  

2. Analysis of Women Entrepreneurs  

The study performed with 567 women entrepreneurs who operate actively in Bursa and its 
districts. The entrepreneurs are chosen randomly in coordination with Bursa Chamber of 
Commerce. A questionnaire is carried out face-to-face with women entrepreneurs in their 
offices, from various business sectors. Only 90 questionnaires are performed by using 
telephone.  There were several questions asked to entrepreneurs to identify their profile, 
family life, experience and obstacles. The questions are tested and modified according to 
pre-test results.  
 
Primarily, age structure of women entrepreneurs is examined. The average age of women 
entrepreneurs is 40 years. As seen on the Table 1, most of the women entrepreneurs are 
middle-aged, 73% of entrepreneurs ages are between 30 and 49. The level of education for 
women entrepreneurs is also shown on Table 1. 32.3% of them have a high school degree 
and 31.2% of them have a bachelor’s degree. Primary school graduates cannot be neglected 
as their rate is 19.8%. According to survey results the marital status of participants are 
inquired and an interesting result is detected. 70.2% of women entrepreneurs are married.   

Table 1 Profile of Women Entrepreneurs 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Several questions were asked to entrepreneurs about their experience. Most of the 
participants were workers in another company before they started to do their business. 
38.1% of participants were workers in another company and 24.9% of them were 
unemployed. An interesting result about women entrepreneurs are about their business 
establishment. 62.4% of women entrepreneurs started their business from scratch. Nearly 
fifty percent of all participants learned about their business by working.  The summary of the 
results are shown in Table 2.  
 
Numerous questions were asked to the participants to investigate the obstacles that they 
faced while establishing their business as women. It has been found that the lack of capital is 
one of the biggest obstacles as a percentage of 55.8%. Lack of experience, lack of courage 
and lack of family support are the other obstacles. 51.9% of women entrepreneurs has used 
their own financial resources to establish their business. Only 0.7% of them have got grant or 
credit from the government.  The detailed answers are shown in Table 3.  
 
After analyzing all of the results, it has been found that the biggest obstacle is the lack of 
capital but the root cause is that women cannot unite together and create organizations to 
act as a group especially in rural areas. Women in rural areas don’t have capital, don’t have 

Age Structure Level of Education Marital Status 
Age<20 2 0,4% No School 2 0,4% Married 398 70,2% 
20-29 65 11,5% Primary School 112 19,8% Single 105 18,5% 
30-39 202 35,6% Secondary School 66 11,6% Widowed 26 4,6% 
40-49 212 37,4% High School 183 32,3% Divorced 38 6,7% 
50-60 82 14,5% Bachelor's Degree 177 31,2%

 
Age>60 4 0,7% MSc/PhD Degree 27 4,8% 
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experience, and don’t have courage.  This was determined as one of the biggest obstacles to 
women entrepreneurship. To overcome this problem, we offer a model based on establishing 
a women association in rural areas which are encouraged by public authorities and granted 
by regional development agency. 

  Table 2 Experience of Women Entrepreneurs 

 
 
 

  Table 3 Biggest obstacle and Source of Finance of Women Entrepreneurs 

Biggest obstacle Source of finance 

Lack of Capital 318 55,8% Self 296 51,9% 

Lack of Experience 119 21,0% Support of Family 192 33,9% 

Lack of Courage 81 14,3% Bank Credit 59 10,4% 

Lack of Family Support 25 4,4% Support of Friends 15 2,6% 

Other 24 4,2% 
Government 
Grants/Credits 4 0,7% 

  
Other 1 0,2% 

 
 

3. The Model 

Our suggested model, as a result of the declaration of financial support from the Bursa, 
Eskisehir, Bilecik Development Agency, and also through the support of Bursa Nilufer District 
Special Provincial Administration and other institutions this project of the development of 
entrepreneurship for women living in three villages, has emerged as a success.  Being one of 
the greatest obstacles to women's entrepreneurship the lack of capital can be overcomed 
with the support of the state.  However, women as an individual are not entitled to apply and 

Previous Job Establish of Business Learn Business 

Student 85 15,0% Started from scratch 354 62,4% Learned by 
working 282 49,7%

Unemployed 141 24,9% Started with my family 
support 161 28,4% Get training at 

school 98 17,3%

Worker in another 
company 216 38,1% Started from scratch 

with partners 19 3,4% Taken course 
about job 43 7,6% 

Owner of another 
firm 117 20,6% Family-owned 

business  14 2,5% Learned from 
family 124 21,9%

Other 8 1,4% Taken over from 
another person 19 3,4% Learned from 

partners 20 3,5% 
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benefit from these incentives and since they are not in a sufficient capacity to institutionalize, 
it is proposed that they constitute a legal entity by coming together. Especially the village 
women by coming together and forming associations show that they are strong both in 
financial and institution aspects. Project-based activities of these associations should be 
financed by development agencies or through other supporting institutions and by fixed 
investment and working capital will be created  and later revenue oriented activities will be 
performed. 
The case study described here, the applicants of the promotion of entrepreneurship of village 
women is the special provincial administration. However, in order to have a successful 
execution of the projects, a need of an establishment of a village women’s association 
emerged and the association was established. 
The applicants carrying out the project, the village women, and support mechanisms are 
taking into account to support village women's entrepreneurship a proposed flow model is 
listed below. 

1. Determining rural areas that have the potential of entrepreneurship  
2. Determining what women can produce such as local food, souvenirs, crafts to 

market and identifying which women can do this job. 
3. To ensure women to establish an association 
4. The application to appropriate headings to get support from agencies and other 

government supports 
5. Following the success of the application for the project, firstly after the fixed 

investment and training, the establishment of a executing marketing activities for a 
sustainable system are needed 

 
The analysis and the identification of problems are taken into account and regional 
development agency (BEBKA) calls for project proposals prepared by the priorities of the 
development of women's entrepreneurship in our region are also added. These support 
programs, such as tourism and other service sectors, especially for women living in rural 
areas, fostering entrepreneurial activity. 
Information about the two projects developed and implemented under the support programs 
and the results of the project are presented in the next section. 

4. Sample Study  

The two projects that were supported by the regional development agency and executed in 
three villages in rural areas of Bursa is a great case example of women entrepreneurship in 
rural areas.  

Bursa EskiÏehir Bilecik Regional Development Agency (BEBKA) prepared grant programs 
based on the Regional Development Plan and research that was done about women 
entrepreneurship. These grant programs were announced in 2010 and 2011 and aimed to 
improve women entrepreneurship, increase the social and economic status of women in the 
region and also support the tourism sector. The two projects that were prepared by the 
Governorship of Bursa and the Governorship of Nilüfer District and executed in three villages 
DoÑancÁ, Atlas and DaÑyenice with the support of the regional development agency BEBKA. 
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The three villages where the projects were executed are very close to the area that was 
declared as a Tourism Region by the Ministry of Tourism and Culture. After this legal 
regulation, this area is under control of the Ministry of Tourism and Culture and there are 
very attractive government incentives available for tourism investors. In the near future, big 
tourism investments are expected in the region and this will increase the number of tourists 
who visit this area. For that reason, the two projects that were targeted to the tourism sector 
has a strong potential for sustainability. 

These two projects were supported by regional development agency BEBKA under two 
different grant programs and they are completed in two phases. 

In the first phase of the project, patterns, designs and art drawings that were used in the 
history of the three villages were researched and collected. These are examples of local art 
that were used on clothes made by women who lived in these villages and they are known by 
only a few people today. The researched and collected patterns and designs were prepared 
by the artists for reproduction and they were archived. For the next step, the workshops were 
prepared to produce souvenirs that were special to the region by using these patterns and 
designs. These workshops were located in the village school buildings that were not used 
today.  After that, the training programs started to teach women how to make local souvenirs. 
Total 30 women were trained during the 144 hours on stitching, embroidery, knitting and 
other subjects. The local souvenirs that were made during these training programs were 
exhibited and promoted in different locations in the region. 

After the first phase, women of these three villages decided to get together and form an 
organization. Their goal was to develop their production and marketing skills, promote their 
products and train more people. To reach these goals, they established village women’s 
associations. They also started to work to produce and sell local food.  

At the second phase of the project, the machinery and equipment that were needed to make 
new and different items were purchased. Additional training programs targeted at higher 
quality and productive production were organized. After these activities, a production system 
was developed and more products with higher quality could be produced in a shorter time. 
Also, women got supportive training about maintenance and safety. In this phase, another 
training program that was executed was about entrepreneurship and marketing. During the 
400 hours of training, women have learned the basic subjects of preparing a business plan, 
cost accounting, customer relationship and marketing techniques. 

As a result, with approx. 203.000 TL support from BEBKA, three workshops were established 
in three villages, total 90 women from these villages got training about producing souvenirs, 
entrepreneurship, marketing and village women’s associations were established. These 
associations have been continuing their activities on producing souvenirs and local food with 
the support of local authorities. As an example, they got new souvenirs orders from five star 
hotels in Bursa. 

The presented case is a great example of the model that supports women entrepreneurship 
in rural areas. 
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5. Conclusions and Future Projects 

The results of the analysis, is that the biggest obstacle for women's entrepreneurship is the 
lack of capital, and the root cause has been found that not being able to come together and 
act together. To contribute to the solution of this problem and to support women's 
entrepreneurship BEBKA prepared and announced financial support programs. For women 
living in the villages of DoÑancÁ, Atlas and DaÑyenice the Bursa Nilufer District Governor's 
Office applied two project applications each a year apart and both were found to be 
successful supported by the agency. As a result of these projects, training was given on the 
production and design of local dress and sample studies were conducted and supplied with 
the necessary equipment for mass production and marketing activities were funded. With the 
establishing associations, these village women begun to perform their activities under the 
roof of this legal entity. In this context, products manufactured for sale in tourist areas and in 
doing so started to bring income. 
 
With this example, the proposed model is inspired by the potential of rural areas and to 
identify local products produced in these areas is proposed. 
 
Women living in areas with the potential and become an association can prepare and apply 
for financial support from the agency and other government areas for education, product 
design, and the attainment of   mass production equipment, supply and marketing activities. 
After this stage, the sale of products in tourist areas will be generating income. 

By coming together of these established associations creating a federation across the 
province and in this way to reach a wider audience on this topic is one of the future works. 
Another future work is the establishment of a center operated by women where they can 
exhibit and sell their products. And also this center will have a training and advisory function 
and also be a social establishment. Economic sustainability can be provided by this  center.  
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Abstract 
Entrepreneurship is one of the tools for transition countries and aspiring EU members 
such as Western Balkans and Turkey to accelerate economic development and create 
new employment. Women entrepreneurship in particular is relatively weak in these 
countries. In transition economies position of women is additionally difficult and 
women have more challenges to face if they want to start their own business. This 
paper will therefore study the institutional frameworks, incentives and government 
and non-government initiatives, based on comparative analysis using available OECD 
data, and country-specific data. In Western Balkans and Turkey data on women 
entrepreneurship is still scarce, which is why the synthesis and deduction from 
available data will contribute to understanding the development of women 
entrepreneurship in this region. 
Keywords: OECD, Transition, Turkey, Western Balkans, Women Entrepreneurship 
 
 
1. Introduction: Factors Impeding and Developing Women 
Entrepreneurship 
 
Entrepreneurship is gaining increasing importance in transition countries, with emerging 
awareness that development of small and medium enterprises is the essential premise for 
growth, especially in light of decreasing foreign investment in the aftermath of the world 
economic crisis. Yet the concept of entrepreneurship continues to require clarification. 
 
The French economist Richard Cantillon is generally accredited with being the first to coin 
the phrase in the context of what we view today as entrepreneurship in about 1730. Loosely, 
he defined entrepreneurship as self-employment of any sort, and entrepreneurs as risk-
takers, in the sense that they purchased goods at certain prices in the present to sell at 
uncertain prices in the future. [1] Entrepreneurship is also defined as the mindset and 
process to create and develop economic activity by blending risk-taking, creativity and/or 
innovation with sound management, within a new or an existing organisation. [2] The link 
between entrepreneurship and small and medium enterprises’ development has also been 
established in past literature. For instance, Wells et al point out that the emergence of a 
small and medium enterprise sector and conditions supporting new business are key 
elements, and entrepreneurs or business owners are essential actors in any new market 
economy. Long-term success in economic development, particularly in developing 
economies, depends to a significant degree on a growing network of small entrepreneurial 
enterprise and human capital in the person of an entrepreneur.  The dramatic worldwide 
increase in the number of women starting businesses in recent years is reflected in 
increased research on women and entrepreneurship. [3] If we try to define a women 
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entrepreneur it would be that woman entrepreneur is a person who has shown enterprise, 
with an eye for opportunity, willingness to take risks, a commercial acumen, and through her 
enterprising skills and innovativeness can generate employment for others, can create 
wealth and who has set a new trend in the country in the efforts directed at entrepreneurship 
development in varied walks of life, particularly in industry, service and business. [4] 
 
OECD has identified enterprise development and entrepreneurship as key drivers of 
economic growth in OECD member and non-member economies, at both the national and 
sub-national levels. In this context, women’s entrepreneurship represents an untapped 
“reservoir” for job creation, economic growth and social cohesion. Consequently, it was 
concluded that women’s entrepreneurship and ensuring a favourable Entrepreneurial 
Business Environment for the start-up and expansion of women-owned businesses should 
become an issue of strategic importance for governments. [5]. 
 
The perception of women entrepreneurship in a particular country depends on several 
factors. The first stems from prevailing culture, since in many countries women are still 
primarily associated with family and household responsibilities. Further, the entrepreneur role 
is often characterised as being more masculine than feminine. This leads us to the second 
factor and that is gender inequality. Gender inequality creates forces that may increase or 
decrease the level of women’s participation in entrepreneurship. For example, participation 
of women in entrepreneurial activities may result from their increased participation in the 
labour market as a whole. But an increasing proportion of female entrepreneurs may also 
result from labour market discrimination or “glass ceiling” career problems. [6][5] Gender 
inequality, cultural factors, level of transition, social norms, overall percentage of women in 
workforce will impact the number of female entrepreneurs. Baughn, Chia and Neupert have 
suggested that female entrepreneurship would possibly be devalued in a country not 
because of sex-role stereotyping or gender discrimination, but because entrepreneurship 
itself is not held in high regard. Differences in the social acceptability of an entrepreneurial 
career have been noted by a number of researchers examining national differences in 
entrepreneurship. [6] 
 
Strong social and cultural barriers, and a woman’s traditional role centring around family may 
discourage women from taking up gainful employment. Yet economic independence is 
essential for social and political empowerment of women. As job opportunities are becoming 
scarcer and market ever more demanding, more efforts are also required to foster woman 
entrepreneurship. Entrepreneurship for women is not only considered as a powerful tool to 
facilitate their direct participation in income generating activities but also as a tool to foster 
self-reliance, to tap their potentials and to enhance the sense of achievement and self-
esteem. Entrepreneurship by definition implies control of one’s life and activities, which had 
historically been denied to women. [7] 
 
Women have been reported to have a myriad of motives for becoming entrepreneurs, 
including both the so-called “push” motivations such as economic necessity, job security or 
job discrimination, as well as the so-called “pull” motivations such as the desire for balance 
between work and personal responsibilities, greater challenge and achievement, greater 
independence and autonomy, greater job satisfaction or personal fulfilment, better control, 
greater recognition or equality, and/or simply the desire to be financially successful. 
Entrepreneurship can, and does, then seem to offer a compelling career opportunity for 
many women. [8] 
 
Women-owned businesses are a powerful force in today’s developed economies. Women 
own around 30% of all businesses in the United States and the patterns are similar in other 
countries. In Canada, female entrepreneurs represent around 40% of business owners. Over 
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one-quarter of business owners in the United Kingdom are women, which is on a par with 
most Northern European countries. All around the world women are starting and operating 
their own businesses in record numbers. [10]  
 
 
2. State of Women Entrepreneurship in Western Balkans and 
Turkey 
 
As explained above, how women entrepreneurs establish and develop their enterprises, 
among other factors, depends on the broader cultural context as a reality basis for their 
identity. The transition of Eastern European communist societies since the 1990s has 
created new entrepreneurial traditions and a new business culture in those countries. [9] One 
can make the same deduction for the region of Western Balkans and Turkey, which have 
also undertaken reforms toward market economy, in hope of reaching the overarching goal 
of European Union membership. In that context, EU policies to support women 
entrepreneurship are of direct relevance to the region. 
 
Global Entrepreneurship Monitor (GEM) is the world’s leading research consortium dedicated 
to the understanding of the relation between entrepreneurship and national economic 
development. For the past ten years GEM reports have been the only source of comparable 
data across a large variety of countries on attitudes toward entrepreneurship, start-up and 
established business activities and aspiration of entrepreneurs for their business. [11] Data 
from two GEM reports from 2009 and 2012 will be compared for the purpose of this paper. 
The GEM 2009 Global Executive Report includes 54 countries across the globe. In each of 
these 54 countries, a survey was conducted among a representative sample of at least 2,000 
adults. More than 180,000 adults were interviewed between May and October (outside 
holiday seasons) and answered questions on their attitudes toward and involvement in 
entrepreneurial activity. [11]  
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Table 1. Entrepreneurial attitudes and perceptions in Western Balkans countries and Turkey in 
2009 and 2012 in % 

 
Countries 
 
 

Perceived  
Opportuniti
es 
 
2009/2010 

Perceived 
capabilitie
s 

Fear of 
failure 

Entrepren
eurial 
intentions 

Entrepreneurs
hip as a good 
career choice 

High status 
for 
successful 
entrepreneur
s 

Media 
attention 
to 
entreprene
urship 

Albania        

Bosnia  
and Herzegovina 

35/38,3 57/62.5 32/27,4 17/16,8 73/76 57/63 51/47,6 

Bulgaria        

Croatia 37/23,3 59/53,2 35/31,2 8/7,4 68/67,1 49/49,9 53/41,8 

Macedonia -/34.3 -/59.7 -/30.9 -/26.7 -/71.3 -/66.2 -/56 

Montenegro -/36.1 -/70.9 -/30.4 -/31.9 -/81 -/68.4 -/69.5 

Romania 14/17.5 27/38.2 53/41.1 6/8.6 58/66.5 67/65.5 47/46.9 

Serbia 29 72 28 22 69 56 56 

Turkey -/36.1 -/54.2 -/25 -/19.4 -/71.2 -/76.4 -/61.7 

Source: [11] [12] [13] [14] 
 
Notably, Albania and Bulgaria have not been included in the analysed countries, while the 
last report where Serbia was included and analysed is GEM 2009. The reports demonstrate 
that perceived opportunities are at a low level in Western Balkans countries and Turkey, but 
that perceived capabilities for entrepreneurship are at high level in all countries except 
Romania. Fear of failure is not dominant in these countries and entrepreneurship is seen as 
a good career choice in Bosnia and Herzegovina (76% in 2010), Macedonia (71.3%), 
Montenegro (81%), and Turkey (71.2). These results are less significant in the later report, 
but it is notable that entrepreneurial attentions are at higher level in 2011/2012 in comparison 
to 2009/2010 in all countries except Turkey. The results of the GEM process also indicate 
that respondents consider that entrepreneurs are not gaining sufficient media attention. 
 

Countries 
 
 

Perceived  
Opportuniti
es 
 
2011/2012 

Perceive
d 
capabiliti
es 

Fear of 
failure 

Entrepre
neurial 
intentions 

Entrepreneur
ship as a 
good career 
choice 

High status 
for 
successful 
entrepreneur
s 

Media 
attention to 
entrepreneur
ship 

Albania        

Bosnia and 
Herzegovina 

20.5/20 48.9/49 30.5/27 17.2/22 82.2/81 71/72 42.7/39 

Bulgaria        

Croatia 18.3/17 49/44 34.3/36 17.9/19 65.3/64 46.9/42 40.9/40 

Macedonia -/31 -/55 -/39 -/28 -/70 -/67 -/64 

Montenegro        

Romania 36.1/37 41.6/38 36.1/41 24.7/27 67.9/71 69.4/74 56.7/55 

Serbia        

Turkey 32.4/40 42.1/49 22.5/30 8.5/15 -/67 -/76 -/57 
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In the separate analysis of entrepreneurial activity, the central indicator is the Total 
Entrepreneurial Activity (TEA) rate. TEA rate consists of the percentage of individuals aged 
18 – 64 years in an economy who are in the process of starting or are already running new 
businesses. [14] Necessity-driven % of TEA and improvement- driven opportunity of TEA 
also present important indicators for analysis of entrepreneurial activity.  
 
Table 2 Entrepreneurial activity in Western Balkans countries and Turkey from 2009 to 2012 (%) 

 
Countries 
 
 

Nascent 
entre. rate  
 
 
2009/2010 

New 
business 
ownership 
rate 

Total 
early-
stage  
entre. 
activity 
(TEA) 

Established 
business 
ownership 
rate 

Discontinuation 
of business 

Necessity-
driven % of 
(TEA) 

Improvement-
driven 
opportunity 
(% of TEA) 

Albania        

Bosnia and 
Herzegovin
a 

3.1/4.1 1.3/4.1 4.4/7.7 3.9/6.6 3.1/4.7 39/47 20/30 

Bulgaria        

Croatia 3.5/3.8 2.2/1.9 5.6/5.5 4.8/2.9 3.9/4.5 37/32 39/49 

Macedonia -/4.4 -/3.6 -/8 -/7.6 -/3.7 -/59 -/23 

Montenegro -/12 -/3.1 -/14.9 -/7.8 -/7.3 -/37 -/38 

Romania 2.8/3.3 2.3/1.1 5/4.3 3.4/2.1 3.6/2.6 34/31 31/47 

Serbia 2.2/- 2.8/- 4.9/- 10.1/- 1.9/- 41/- 46/- 

Turkey -/3.7 -/5.1 -/8.6 -/10.7 -/4.6 -/37 -/47 

 
 

Countries 
 
 

Nascent 
entre. rate  
 
 
2011/2012 

New 
business 
ownership 
rate 

Total 
early-
stage  
entre. 
activity 
(TEA) 

Established 
business 
ownership 
rate 

Discontinuation 
of business 

Necessity-
driven % of 
(TEA) 

Improvement-
driven 
opportunity 
(% of TEA) 

Albania        

Bosnia and 
Herzegovin
a 

5.4/5 2.8/3 8.1/8 5.0/6 6.7/7 61.3/58 21.7/20 

Bulgaria        

Croatia 5.3/6 2.1/2 7.3/8 4.2/3 3.6/4 35.3/34 30.7/36 

Macedonia -/ -/ -/ -/ -/ -/ -/ 

Montenegro -/ -/ -/ -/ -/ -/ -/ 

Romania 5.6/6 4.5/4 9.9/9 4.6/4 3.9/4 41.3/24 34.4/38 

Serbia        

Turkey 6.3/7 6.0/5 11.9/12 8/9 3.9/5 31.6/31 44.8/55 

Source: [11] [12] [13] [14] 
 
The relatively low level of nascent entrepreneurship rate, new business ownership rate, TEA 
and established business ownership rate denotes a rather limited entrepreneurial activity in 
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Western Balkans countries and Turkey.  On the other hand, higher necessity-driven % of 
TEA and improvement-driven opportunity of TEA, indicates that respondents recognise 
necessity and opportunities for new entrepreneurship ventures.  
 
One more important indicator is TEA by Gender for geographic regions. Interestingly, in 2012 
we see that the smallest difference in TEA by gender was in Non-European Union countries 
(in the report these are Bosnia and Herzegovina, Croatia, Macedonia, Norway, Russia, 
Switzerland and Turkey). For example TEA average for EU as % of adult population of 10 
Male TEA and f5 Female TEA. If we study the available data for Macedonia, Bosnia and 
Herzegovina, Croatia and Turkey we can see that they are similar or above EU female/male 
ratio of entrepreneurially active adult population, except Macedonia which is below average.  
Macedonia is below EU average -9 Male TEA vs. 5 Female TEA, Bosnia and Herzegovina is 
at EU average – 10 Male TEA vs. 5 Female TEA, Croatia is above EU average - 12 Male 
TEA vs. 5 Female TEA, Turkey is above EU average - 17 Male TEA vs. 7 Female TEA. [14] 
 
In order to assess the national conditions influencing entrepreneurial activity at least 36 
experts in each country have completed a closed questionnaire on factors relating to 
entrepreneurial environment. [GEM 2012} Analysed factors include: entrepreneurial finance, 
entrepreneurial education, entry regulations, government policy, research and development, 
physical infrastructure, government entrepreneurship programs, commercial and legal 
infrastructure, cultural and social norms. In 2012 in Bosnia and Herzegovina, Croatia, 
Macedonia and Turkey finance, government policy and programmes, education and R&D 
transfer were rated as negative. In Bosnia and Herzegovina, Croatia, Macedonia commercial 
infrastructure and legal infrastructure were assessed as positive, while in Turkey physical 
infrastructure and cultural and social norms are also seen as positive factors. 
 
 

Table 3 Employment rates - %, 2008-2012 
�

 Female  Male Total 
Albania  50 71 60 
Bosnia and 
Herzegovina 

35 59 46 

Croatia  48 60 53 
Macedonia 43 69 56 
Montenegro ... ... ... 
Serbia 51 67 59 
Turkey 28 71 50 

 
Source: [15][16] 

�
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Table 4 shows participation of women in business ownership, management and workforce in 
Western Balkans and Turkey to be significantly below their demographic potential.  
�

Table 4 Female participation in business ownership, management and work force 
          % of firms with Proportion of permanent full 

time (%) 
 Female 

ownership 
female top 
managers 

workers that 
are female 

non-
productive 
workers* that 
are female 

Albania 
(2007) 

10.8 ... 37.5 8.9 

Bosnia and 
Herzegovina 
(2009) 

32.8 13.5 32.2 13.8 

Croatia (2007)  33.5 ... 35.7 12.6 
Kosovo* 
(2009) 

10.9 0.3 18.5 4.7 

Macedonia 
(2009) 

36.4 19.1 32.4 8.6 

Montenegro 
(2009) 

26.0 24.5 51.3 16.7 

Serbia 
(2009) 

28.8 15.9 33.9 17.7 

Turkey 
(2008) 

40.7 12.4 24.9 6.7 

Source: [17] 
�
Women entrepreneurship is additionally evaluated through the Small Business Act 
assessment, with most countries/entities in the region scoring a relatively low average (on a 
5-level scale, 1 being the weakest and 5 the strongest). 
 

Table 5 Scores for Sub-dimension 1.2: Women’s entrepreneurship 

 ALB BIH CRO KOS* MCD MNE SRB TUR 
Policy support 
framework for 
promotion of 
women's 
entrepreneurship 

2.50 3.00 3.00 1.50 1.50 3.00 3.00 2.50 

Training for 
women's 
entrepreneurship 

1.50 1.50 2.50 1.00 2.50 1.50 2.00 1.50 

Financing for 
women's 
entrepreneurship  

3.00 2.50 3.50 1.50 1.50 2.50 2.50 2.50 

Network for 
women's 
entrepreneurship 

3.00 1.00 4.00 2.50 2.50 3.00 3.00 2.50 

Overall 
weighted 
average for 1.2 

2.50 2.00 3.25 1.75 2.00 2.50 2.50 2.25 
 

         
Source: [18] 

�
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In the OECD report, SME Policy Index: Western Balkans and Turkey - Progress in the 
Implementation of the Small Business Act for Europe, policy support framework, training, 
financing and network for women entrepreneurship are benchmarked as building blocks of 
institutional infrastructure support. The report stresses that effective development of 
women’s entrepreneurship requires a comprehensive set of gender-sensitive policies 
covering economic, social, fiscal, education and employment policies. [18] It is also noted 
that policies rarely address all the policy areas equally and that efforts supported by the 
United Nations Development Programme to establish policy frameworks, action plans and 
support institutions to promote gender equality in countries like Albania, Bosnia and 
Herzegovina and Serbia provide good basis to bring forward policy dialogue and where the 
competitiveness perspective could be more developed. All this should be implemented so 
that women’s entrepreneurship can be indicated as a pre-condition for growth-oriented 
economies and improved employment. [18] Assessment of provided trainings found trainings 
to be underdeveloped, and that systematic development and support is required to enhance 
skills that make an entrepreneur.  The report concluded that special attention should be paid 
to designing trainings for women entrepreneurs based on specific needs. There was 
insufficient information about the demand and supply of financing for women’s 
entrepreneurs. One of key recommendations therefore has been that all regional economies 
should develop better statistics on lending, grants guarantees and particularly how budgetary 
support could be better steered towards more women entrepreneurship. [18] Access to 
finance should be further explored as a factor determining the level of entrepreneurial activity 
especially since a more detailed UN study for Serbia found that in Serbia perception of 
difficult access to finance was significantly higher than in the European Union [19]. The same 
study also indicated gaps in formal education in either educating about entrepreneurship or 
encouraging this activity. 
 
Women entrepreneur networking is of importance because it provides an opportunity for 
sharing best practices. Notably, women entrepreneurs who regularly cooperate with other 
companies have 30% higher probability to succeed and sustain their business [19]. All the 
countries in the region have made a step forward to strengthen networking by joining the EU 
network of female entrepreneurship ambassadors and EU women’s entrepreneurship 
mentors’ network. This network also promotes women who are role models and inspire other 
women to consider an entrepreneurial career. [20]  
 
One of central research questions is why women engage in entrepreneurship ventures. In 
research conducted in Serbia in March 2011, and published on the portal 
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as a key factor that motivates them at work. In order to determine what are the motives that 
lead women to enter the world of business and entrepreneurship on the territory of the 
Municipality of Kragujevac, a survey on a sample of 30 women owners of shops and 
businesses was conducted in April 2012, with the question what motives led them to enter 
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�
Figure 1 Motives which led women to enter the world of entrepreneurship 

When it comes to employment status, women are twice less self-employed than men and 
they work as contributing family members three times more often than men do. The position 
of women in the labour market is less favourable because they have less support than men 
in the sphere of public and private life. The research on female entrepreneurs in Serbia has 
shown that among the youngest (19-30) more than half have at least one parent who is an 
entrepreneur (51.5%), while that percentage was significantly lower in case of older 
entrepreneurs (10.6%) This suggests that entrepreneurship is taught as a lifestyle.  
 
In Serbia, women own only 28% of companies and they are usually owners of smaller 
companies (according to UN study conducted in 2012 99% of women entrepreneurs in 
Serbia employ 10 persons or less, [19]), which shows that the economic potential of women 
is underutilised. On the top of the ownership (management) hierarchy of every fifth company 
in Serbia is a woman, mostly in smaller companies whose activities are health services and 
spa or recreation centres. In the region of Belgrade every fourth company is headed by a 
woman, while in Central and Western Serbia every seventh company is led by a female 
entrepreneur. Women entrepreneurship should be further encouraged and guided. When 
women decide to start their own business, they are faced with many difficulties and 
obstacles, and the biggest hurdle usually lies in the lack of understanding in society which 
then may be reflected in their lack of confidence. [21] 
 
Situation in Bulgaria, a new EU member from the region, is very interesting because women 
account for about a quarter of the newly established entrepreneurial ventures in Bulgaria. 
Their businesses are concentrated in retail, services, and textile manufacturing (62%). Fifty-
nine percent of women entrepreneurs cite the lack of an alternative avenue for professional 
career as a major reason to start their businesses. In comparison, the main motive to start a 
business identified by men is economic independence. The level of participation in the 
country’s total entrepreneurial activity, the motivations to engage in entrepreneurship, and 
the sector distribution of women-led entrepreneurial ventures in Bulgaria are broadly 
comparable to the women-led entrepreneurial initiatives in transitional economies and to the 
women-led entrepreneurial initiatives worldwide, as reported by the Global Entrepreneurship 
Monitor. [22] This leads us to conclude that countries that are more advanced in market 
transition and who have attained EU membership also appear to have a more encouraging 
climate for women entrepreneurship although motivation for women still differs from that of 
men and is often an escape route from a male-dominated professional employment. 
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Conclusion: EU policy and recommendations for Western Balkans 
and Turkey 
 
 
In the Gender Equality Strategy 2010-2015, EU has identified several priorities that could be 
taken as a wider basis for women entrepreneurship policy development: 
 

� Getting more women into the labour market and helping to reach the Europe 2020 
target employment rate of 75% overall for women and men; 

� Putting forward targeted initiatives to get more women into top jobs in economic 
decision-making; 

� Promoting female entrepreneurship and self employment; 
� Instituting an annual European Equal Pay Day to raise awareness of the fact that 

women continue to earn an average of nearly 18% less than men across the EU [23]. 
 
According to Handalic, successful promotion of women's entrepreneurship in the European 
Union can be achieved by targeted lobbying and provision of free or subsidised consulting, in 
addition to networking and other activities identified above and monitored by OECD report on 
implementation of Small Business Act [24], as well as by implementing specific policy 
recommendations developed by UN Women study conducted in 2012 in Serbia [19]. As 
many researchers deduct: It is up to government and community leaders to set a clear 
agenda supporting education and opportunities for women entrepreneurs and to recognise 
that an investment in women as entrepreneurs and leaders will pay dividends. [25] In 
Western Balkans and Turkey, EU standards, such as the Gender equality strategy or the 
Small business act are providing a policy framework for action to develop women 
entrepreneurship. Importantly women entrepreneurship is increasingly recognised by 
governments in the region as untapped potential for boosting economic growth, especially in 
times of World Economic Crisis, which has impacted women and other economically 
marginal groups more than others. Nonetheless, the crisis also poses a hurdle, as does the 
underlying, traditional culture in the region, which is less stimulating for women than men in 
pursuing entrepreneurship. Overall, the Western Balkans and Turkey have made progress 
and the undertaken activities have produced results in advancing women entrepreneurship in 
the last decade, as acknowledged by OECD reports. The upcoming challenge, both for the 
region and the European Union, is to consider the gender dimension in all policies aiming to 
improve entrepreneurship and business climate and not just in specific policies, moving from 
pilot initiatives to more systemic, mainstreaming approach to support women 
entrepreneurship. 
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The objective of this paper is to investigate how social networks (informal peer 
networks) impact the inferior female business performance using social network 
analysis and social capital theory.  
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1. Introduction 

Women underperform in a variety of aspects of business life: they are underrepresented in 
top-management, they earn smaller salaries and they underperform as entrepreneurs [1,2, 
3]. Researchers are trying to identify the root causes of those facts in order to improve the 
use of female resources for societies and economies on the one hand and the access to 
economic success for women on the other.  
There are also significant gender differences with regards to social networks. On the one 
hand it has been found that women are less well integrated into influential networks [4].  
Especially if they represent very small minorities they tend to lack sufficient access to 
information and other resources [5]. On the other hand, a same level of network integration, 
that is proven to enhance performance of men, does not have the same effect for women 
[6,7]. 
Given the abundant research on the importance of formal and informal networks for women 
in organizations it is surprising that there is a lack of research on how the integration into 
intra-organizational networks impacts female business performance.  
This research will investigate into the role of informal peer network affiliations towards female 
and male business success. We use a sample of small service business entrepreneurs, 
namely freelance veterinarians in the city of Berlin. In the chosen base universe men and 
women are almost equally represented. However, men significantly outperform women in 
business results. With regards to success drivers for female entrepreneurs we find that 
especially women benefit from being acquainted with male peers. The benefit of being 
acquainted with female peers in contrast cannot be proven. In a next step we investigate why 
informal contacts to male peers are so beneficial. It turns out that it is not the gender itself 
plays a role but the level of market orientation of the acquainted peer. As males have on 
average a much higher level of market orientation then their female peers, they serve as 
useful role models. Knowing (market orientated) men provides a learning opportunity for 
female entrepreneurs.  
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2. Theory 

2.1 Object of Research  

In order to study the link between properties of peer network and business performance a 
sample of similar, very small business competing in the same market was chosen, namely 
veterinary practices in Berlin. Veterinary practices operate in a fairly stable environment, are 
of very small size and low organizational complexity. 
This focus on very small businesses also helps to study the link between a business person's 
network and business success. For very small businesses the individual network contact, 
which means the business owner is also the main driver of the business success at the same 
time. 
Medical professionals have also been studied by Crompton and Lyonette [8]. They have 
compared the careers of medical and accounting professionals in Great Britain with special 
focus on the preferred career options (General practice vs. hospital, employment vs. 
freelance status, part time vs. full time work) by gender. Similar to veterinarians in Germany, 
both professions are of high social status and offer the opportunity to earn high salaries; and 
both have been “feminized” in Great Britain over the last decades leading to an almost equal 
gender distribution of job starters at this point in time. Crompton and Lyonette [8] find the 
career choices for both men and women are influenced by family preferences: both male and 
female GPs have more children than their colleagues in hospital. They also find that the 
institutionalized options for combining family and work are much better in the medical 
profession and that the level of institutionalized discrimination appears to be lower in 
comparison to the accounting profession.  

2.2 Development of hypotheses  

Relationship between gender and performance 

Women tend to seek entrepreneurial opportunities in less attractive and more competitive 
industrial sectors, but even within the same industry women underachieve in comparison to 
men [9]. Reasons for the inferior performance of women entrepreneurs are found both in 
properties of the females themselves and in discrimination by their environment. For 
example, all things left equal, there are indications that women find it more difficult to get 
access to sufficient bank financing [10,11]. On the other hand the lower rate of early stage 
(“angel”) capital financed firms among female owned firms needs to be explained by them 
seeking less for venture capital funding (whereas when they try to obtain it, they have the 
same probability) [12]. Another factor discriminating female entrepreneurs might be their lack 
of active or moral support provided by families: family members tend to help less in women 
owned businesses [2,13]. With regards to the factors intrinsic to the female business owners, 
it seems that they start their businesses with less human and financial capital: it was 
suggested that the smaller success of female entrepreneurs can be explained by their lack of 
experience in the industry and in starting new business [1, 2, 14, 15]. Also, the smaller 
wages that women entrepreneurs had received in their past employment history might 
constrain their ability to successfully fund their start-up [1]. Further intrinsic factors that lead 
to different performance for men and women are motivation [16], age of their children [15], 
risk aversion, and formal network affiliation [15]. It was also found that both business skills 
and achievement motivation pay out for women [15]. Loscocco [9] compares women 
business owners to immigrant business owners and finds numerous similarities: women 
business owners are confronted to similar obstacles as immigrants (lack of financing, human 
capital, experience); also women chose similar business fields as immigrants (namely retail 
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and services). Further it is debated, why the move towards the knowledge based society and 
the higher education levels achieved by women are not contributing to closing the pay gap 
between men and women [17, 18].  
 Prior studies have confirmed, that the gender gap in income also exists for professionals 
[19], business owners [2], MBA entrepreneurs [20], small accounting practices [16] and 
academics in general [21]. Several authors have shown that the gap between men and 
women increases over time, especially after marriage and child birth [20,21]. On the other 
hand Robb and Watson [22] and Watson and Robinson [23] show that female entrepreneurs 
are not less successful than men if industry, risk preferences, working hours and “preferred 
size of the business” are controlled for. One reason for inferior performance of women was 
identified by Kanter [5]: If women represent a very small minority in organizations they are 
forced as “tokens” into stereotypical roles which prevents them from performing to their 
fullest potential [5]. However this is not the case for the women included in this research both 
during studies and in professional life they represent approximately half of the veterinarians.   
Female entrepreneurship is often considered as a career choice that helps to balance family 
obligations with economic aspirations [20]. As most veterinarians are self-employed this does 
not hold true of the group of entrepreneurs studied in this research. Professional self-
employment, owning and managing a veterinary practice, belongs to the image of the 
veterinary profession itself. It can be assumed that the female veterinarians in this study 
became entrepreneurs because they are veterinarians, they don't really have a choice. 
Crompton and Lyonette [8] argue that while institutionalized discrimination for accountants 
and doctors persists, but personal choices, specifically with regard to work-life balance have 
a big impact on professional achievement, too.   
Given the evidence from many industries and settings, we assume thus that in the 
researched sample 

H1 Men outperform their female peers.  

Relationship between gender and peer network properties 

Formal network affiliations of women have been studied by Andre [24] who finds that women 
tend to participate in Economic Development Organizations (EDOs) on behalf of rather 
smaller than bigger companies and on a rather local than national level. He also finds strong 
regional differences in female representation which suggests either cultural or industry sector 
differences [24]. 
There is no indication, that women should have smaller informal peer networks then men [4, 
25]. Brass [4] found that women were even slightly more central in the intra-organizational 
network studied. Loscocco [25] found that even though women seem to be disprivileged in 
networking because of a higher work-from-home share, shorter working hours and longer 
professional breaks related to child care, they still have equally big networks as men. For 
established companies, women's business network tend to be larger and more diverse then 
men's which is considered to be advantageous but also tend to include more kin [25]. 

H2 There is no difference in network size between men and women. 
Business women tend to seek advice more likely at other women than men [26]. Men might 
not seek advice with women because they follow a society’s belief that women are mainly 
competent in household and taste related matters [27]. Underrepresented groups (by race or 
gender) in an organization tend to be excluded from the majority’s networks [28]. Loscocco 
[25] also finds that men are overrepresented (share of 60%) in both men's and women's 
business owner networks at the same rate. On the other hand Bevelander and Page [29] 
found that female MBA students tend to have more same gender ties in their networks than 
their male peers.  
Given the high share of women in the sample and the focus on one single service sector we 
assume that  

H3a Both men and women have an equal share of women in their networks. 
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H3b Women have the same representation in peer networks as in the base universe. 

Relationship between peer network and performance, depending on gender 

The role of social networks in professional success has been studied many times. Aldrich 
and Zimmer [30] see “entrepreneurship as embedded in networks of continuing social 
relations” which provide access to opportunities, innovation, and information but may also 
reduce room to maneuver if social pressure becomes too high. Ibarra [31] studied social 
networks of white and minority workers and found that while successful minority managers 
rely on white sponsors they rather receive psychological and social support from within their 
minority group. Gargiulo et al. [32] disucss the impact of network closure on the performance 
of investment bankers and find that it depends on the job role (information provider or 
acquirer). Maurer and Ebers [33] find that the network configuration of of start-ups needs to 
change over time to reflect the needs of the company.  
Economically successful behavior is a product of prior learning [34, 35]. Individuals can also 
learn through observation, as theoretically proposed by Bandura in 1969 [34, 36]. What 
influences learning in networks? Rogers [37] underlines the importance of homophily to 
social learning: When two individuals share common meanings, beliefs, and mutual 
understandings, communication between them is more likely to be effective. Individuals enjoy 
the comfort of interacting with others who are similar. Kraatz [38] shows the homophily effect 
for liberal arts colleges in the U.S.: organizations imitate successful behavior of similar 
network partners: they learn from their fellow competitors. According to Tsai and Ghoshal 
[39] and Tsai [40] (2001) knowledge transfer is enhanced by network centrality and 
absorptive capacity (modeled as relative R&D expenditures). This effect is based on the trust 
building effect of central network position [39]. Nyblom et al. [41] show based on the data of 
organic farming in Finland that innovation spreading is influenced by adjacency, in this case 
by physical proximity. Confirming the hypothesis that diffusion of innovation is a social 
process Nyblom et al. [41] find that farms using innovative organic farming approaches are 
not randomly spread across the country but are more likely to be situated closer to other 
organic farmers. Borgatti and Cross [42] underline the importance of knowing what another 
person knows and valuing it highly, and having access to that other person.  
Learning is comparable to the adoption of innovation which has also been found to be 
impacted by personal networks (see Coleman et al.’s [43] study on new drug prescription, 
Rogers [37] study on family planning in Korea).  
Relationships in a social network are referred to as social capital as opposed to financial or 
human capital [44], taking up the resource based view of the firm. In networks, there is a 
trade-off between the cost (mainly time investment) of establishing and holding relationships 
and the benefit from those relationships (see empirical work by Egbert [45]; Ferriani et al., 
[46]; Kristiansen [47]). Furthermore there is a trade-off between a dense, trustful but 
potentially more repetitive network and a dispersed one with weaker relationships but 
potentially yielding more diverse information (for an empirical confirmation see for example 
[32]). Those two opposing views represent the two perceptions of social capital. According to 
Burt [44] non-redundant contacts, or structural holes, are of special importance for the 
access to knowledge in a network as they add new rather than confirm existing information to 
an actor. Gargiulo and Benassi [48] solve those opposing views by introducing environmental 
dynamics and required network flexibility: in the case of a highly dynamic environment actors' 
networks need to adapt which is easier in a less cohesive network with more structural holes. 
Burt [44] himself states that structural holes are most useful in social frontier settings, that is 
in settings where two social worlds meet. Social capital, absorptive capacity (ability to 
acquire and assimilate knowledge), homophily, contagion and proximity were identified as 
the main drivers of network learning by several authors [37, 49, 50, 51, 52]. Shared 
cognitions and transactive memory systems influence learning not only in groups, but also in 
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networks [52, 53]. Learning is dependent on existing meta-knowledge. Learning from others 
takes place through shared or observed experiences. 
In social network analysis the nodes or actors to be analyzed are also referred to as ego [54]. 
However, for better readability we will always refer to small businesses or small business 
owners in the following. Despite of being more or less competitors for the same clients, 
veterinarians have various opportunities of meeting each other as they are obliged to proof 
their continuous professional education, for example by taking part in courses. Furthermore 
here are two professional organizations (veterinarian chamber where membership is 
mandatory and veterinarians' association) which hold various non-mandatory meetings per 
year. A good integration into a network of peers could result in numerous opportunities to 
discuss and learn about management topics and therefore improve management know-how 
of the practice and consequently economic performance. The network position of a small 
business could be positively linked to economic performance because the business can learn 
from other firms how to manage a practice. The type of network ties impacts the network 
result: informal networks can be constituted of friendly and friendship ties [55]. In informal 
networks, business owner might receive psychological and social support from their peers 
[31, 56].  On the other hand the time investment into maintaining networks might not be off-
set by the positive effect. For example Stam and Elfring [57] find a negative link between 
performance and network centrality for new ventures.  Ostgaard and Birley [58] have found 
both network size and time spent on networking to be positively related to with performance.  
Depending on the firm’s strategy, social network have been found to provide access to 
innovation, financing, business development and supplier relationships [58]. Degree 
centrality [59] is the simplest measure of an actor's importance in a network - it measures the 
number of direct links, which can be interpreted as the potential communication activity [54]. 
In-degrees are interpreted as prestige, out-degrees as a measure of integration. Degree 
centrality is also used as a measure of social capital [44, 52]: Business owners invest time 
and energy into relationships with other business owners. From those relationships they get 
a benefit in terms of shared information and knowledge, which enables them to perform 
better.  According to Tsai and Ghoshal [39] and Tsai [40] knowledge transfer is enhanced by 
network centrality because of the trust building effect of central network position [39].  
 

H4 The size of the peer network is positively associated with performance. 
Both formal and informal networks might help women to become more successful. Hersby et 
al. [60] have researched formal women support networks and found that those are more 
successful in organizations that fully endorse the equality of men and women.  
It has been discussed if and how women network differently than men [4,6,7, 61, 62, 63]. On 
the one hand, women might be part of different networks then men: Jacobson et al. [6] find 
women to be less involved in networking relationships that are very beneficial for their male 
counterparts. The difficulties for women in getting access  to relevant networks is also 
discussed by Kumra and Vinnicombe [63] which can be partly overcome by impression 
management techniques (act to be seen as available and ambitious). On the other hand, 
being part of a networking relationship can yield different results for men and women [6,7, 
64]. Moore et al. [65] recommend networking as a way to advance female entrepreneurs. 
According to Jacobson et al. [6] women have a higher benefit from networking with peers. 
This effect is difficult to explain: Jacobson et al. [6] attribute it to the hierarchical and 
“gendered nature of public administration”, which they researched. On the other hand, 
neither Forret and Dougherty [7] nor Carter et al. [66] found an effect of social capital on 
performance for women (in career advancement or getting access to equity funding 
respectively).  
As shown it has been found, that networks impact men and women differently. For two 
reasons, it might be that men take less advantage of being acquainted with women than vice 
versa:  according to hypothesis one, men are expected to me more successful than women, 
they might thus have less to learn from them. Further, it has also been found that social 
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status is one of the drivers in innovation diffusion in networks [36, 37, 67]. If women are 
considered to be of slightly lower social status than men [11, 25] by network members, men 
would benefit less from being acquainted with women in their networks, reducing the 
effective size of networks significantly. This is reflected in the following hypothesis: 

H5 The impact of peer network size on performance is stronger for women then for 
men. 

Success and market orientation of peers 

Being acquainted with relatively successful peers might provide a superior learning 
opportunity for both men and women [38, 42, 50]: 

H6 Being acquainted with successful peers is positively associated with performance. 
Market orientation is one of the most influential factors of small business performance. In 
order to control for the effect of differing market orientation, we included it as a control 
variable. The concept of market orientation was described and operationalized by Jaworski 
and Kohli [68, 69]. They define market orientation as the “generation, dissemination, and 
responsiveness to market intelligence [69] and put special emphasis to customer focus 
including the creation of sustainable relationships with the customer network. The authors 
predict a strong link to company performance [69]. This has been confirmed in many studies 
(see Cano et al.'s [70] meta analysis).  
Since market orientation is such an important driver of small business performance, it is also 
one of the most valuable capabilities to learn from peers. Market orientation can be 
considered as a typical example of tacit knowledge [71] as it involves the deep 
understanding of the importance of customer needs and customer satisfaction as opposed to 
the mechanical process for example of sending out a mailing. Peers with a high level of this 
kind of understanding could serve as excellent role models for less successful business 
owners. Consequently, being acquainted with highly market orientated peers could provide a 
better learning opportunity.  

H7 Level of market orientation of acquainted peers is positively associated with 
performance. 

 

3. Description of Sample 

A survey based empirical analysis of veterinarians in Berlin is used to understand to what 
extend the hypotheses are correct or need to be rejected. The survey was sent out to all 
veterinarians practicing in Berlin from the complete list of the Veterinary Chamber's website, 
downloaded in July 2010. 
After removing veterinarians who do not practice anymore or are specialized on horses or 
pathology and consolidating those veterinarians practicing in a joint practice/partnership, a 
base sample size of 324 practices remains. The base universe consists of 283 single 
practices and 41 partnerships. 
Out of 121 valid answers received, 20 were from partnerships whereas 101 were single 
practices. Practices were established on average since 15 years (approximated as 2010 - 
year of establishment), 32 practices are young practices (<8 years). Practices had on 
average 2.2 veterinary assistants (including trainees) and employed 2.7 veterinarians 
including owner(s). Not all questionnaires were returned 100% filled. Those with missing 
answers were excluded pair wise for analysis. There might be a non-response bias in the 
data from practices with lower turnover because those practices might be less interested in 
management questions.. The turnover in the sample has been compared to the German 
average turnover of small animal veterinary practices as collected by the German Federal 
Statistical Office [72]. The distribution of the turnover is surprisingly close to the distribution 
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of turnover within veterinarians in Germany overall. This indicates a good representation of 
practices in the sample. On the other hand it needs to be expected that the turnover in Berlin 
is comparably low [73]. 14 respondents did not answer the question concerning their sales. 
In order to assess the role of network contacts respondents were asked to tick the fellow 
veterinarians they were acquainted with in list of all veterinarians practicing in Berlin. The 
network data, including network contact attributes such as performance and market 
orientation was analyzed using UCInet [74]. 

4. Results 

4.1 Measurement of Performance 

In this study turnover will be used for measuring performance. Turnover is used for three 
reasons: first, it is easy to survey in the questionnaire. Second turnover is less subject to tax 
optimizing efforts. Third it is assumed that veterinary practices in Berlin have a similar cost 
structure. Furthermore, veterinarians are expected to share turnover more willingly with 
researcher than profit figures. The turnover of small animal veterinarians consists of several 
main components: on the one hand turnover from both curative and preventive veterinary 
services. On the other hand turnover from the sale of products (drugs, pet food, dietary 
supplements). The sale of products as opposed to services is linked to an own set of 
managerial questions such as capital lockup in inventory, optimization of order quanitity, 
losses because of aging. 
It needs to be considered, that it takes a certain time until a practice has found a sufficient 
number of clients. However, the curve of customer base growth and management learning 
flattens. Therefore “years of establishment“  is transformed into a dichotomous variable 
“young practice” which was set if the age of the practice is <8 years. As partnerships are 
expected to have a higher turnover then single practices, the dichotomous variable 
“partnership” is used as a control variable as well. 

4.2 Measurement of market orientation 

The original scale to measure market orientation contained 32 items [67]: 10 items to analyze 
marketing intelligence generation, 8 items for market intelligence dissemination, and 14 with 
regards to the responsiveness (7 for response design and 7 for response implementation) .  
While the questionnaire was shortened for the scope of this research, the categories 
remained: marketing intelligence generation is represented by marketing research (data 
collection), dissemination is represented by marketing research (data analysis), response 
design is represented by marketing strategy and response implementation is represented by 
marketing strategy implementation. 4.3 Bivariate analysis 
Correlation analysis (Table 1) reveals that there is a highly significant correlation between 
gender and turnover, and gender and market orientation. Male owned business owners do 
not only have a bigger turnover in comparison to female owned businesses (in line with 
hypothesis 1), but they are also much more market oriented. Male practice owners in our 
sample are on average older, such as their businesses.  Correlations indicate, that higher 
turnover is also associated with the number of contacts to highly market oriented peers. 
Successful practice owners do also tend to subjectively consider themselves successful in 
general and in comparison to other academics and their former fellow students.  
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Table 1: Means, standard deviations and correlations 
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4.4 Female and male business owners 
Table 2: Means by gender (ANOVA) 

Variable female responde male respondents all respondents ANOVA
Mean N Mean N Mean N F

Turnover category 1.558              43 2.533              45 2.057              88 16.08    ***
age 48                    46 53                    46 50                    92 8.65      **
Market Orientation 0.305 -             42 0.326              42 0.011              84 8.59      **
Young Company (<8 years) 0.431              51 0.080              50 0.257              101 19.06    ***

number of contacts to female peers 10.680           50 8.900              50 9.790              100 0.93      
number of contacts to male peers 12.040           50 11.280           50 11.660           100 0.17      
number of contacts to successful peers 5.640              50 5.020              50 5.330              100 0.48      
number of contacts to highly market oriented peers 4.460              50 4.540              50 4.500              100 0.01      

In comparison to other academics, how satisfied are you 1.863              51 2.408              49 2.130              100 5.61      *
Are you satisfied with the economic situation of the 
practice? 2.521              48 2.681              47 2.600              95 0.69      
In comparison to you former fellow students, how do you 
estimate your economic success? 2.600              50 2.851              47 2.722              97 2.07      
When you started your studies, did you plan to become an 
entrepreneur then? 0.388              49 0.540              50 0.465              99 2.31       
 
Table 2 shows the means and standard deviations of the measured variables for both men 
and women. The number of young practices among female practices is significantly higher 
(43% in comparison to 8% for male owned businesses). As expected, in line with hypothesis 
1 female veterinarians are significantly less successfully in terms of turnover than men. This 
is also in line with the finding for example by Crompton and Lyonette [8]. However, 
subjectively, women are equally satisfied with their performance. Only comparing to other 
academic professions female veterinarians significantly acknowledge that they under-
achieve. This confirms the ideas brought forward by Abele [21] and Lortie-Lussier and Rinfret 
[75] that success is different for men and women and that objectively measured economic 
performance is not everything that counts for women. 
Regression analysis reveals that young practices have smaller turnover. However a test of 
between subject effects did not prove that “years in business” was linked to the higher 
turnover of male owned businesses. 
The difference in market orientation between female and male business owners is surprising. 
It is well known that market orientation is an important driver to business performance. Such 
a low level of market orientation in female business owner might be linked to the special 
motivations of the veterinarians. In exploratory interviews we have found especially female 
veterinarians to be extremely motivated to help sick animals. Of course this is an important 
motivation to their male colleagues as well, but the order of priorities might be different. 
However this cannot be proved empirically based on our data.  
With regards to network contacts, it becomes apparent that females have slightly more 
network contacts (22.7 in comparison to 20.2 of their male counterparts), however this 
difference is not significant. Consequently, hypotheses 2 can be accepted, in line with the 
findings by Brass [4] and Loscocco [25]. Both women and men have without a significant 
difference a slightly higher share of males in their network (53/56% on average), in line with 
hypotheses 3a. The share of males in the business owners’ networks deviates thus from the 
share of females in the base universe (51% of single practices are owned by women), 
contradicting hypotheses 3b. 
Both male and female practices know 5 to 6 colleagues with comparably high turnover and 
4.5 colleagues with above average market orientation.  
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4.5 Regression analysis 

As a next step we have looked at the multivariate interdependencies of the different variables 
for both men and women. We want to evaluate, whether knowing men or women has an 
effect on business performance. Another objective is to find out whether being acknowledged 
with successful peers (in terms of turnover) and with high-market-orientation-peers 
contributes to higher performance. Finally, we will show that effects are quite different for 
men and women. In order to exclude multicollinearity we calculated the variance inflation 
factor for every variable in every regression which was clearly below 10. 
We perform stepwise regression (Table 3) with turnover as the dependent variable first for 
the total sample. Age as a control variable alone can only explain 1.5% of the variance 
(negative impact). Including the number of contacts to females and males significantly 
increases R² to a still low 5.2%. Further significant increases in the variance explained are 
done by introducing the number of contacts with high turnover/high market orientation (to an 
adjusted R²of 15.6%). In the model for female veterinarians the number of acquainted male 
peers has a significant positive effect, whereas the number of acquainted female peers has 
no significant effect. However the significance of the male peers in the business owner’s 
network disappears when contacts to highly market oriented peers are considered. Obviously 
males are “useful” contacts because they are so much more market oriented. Being 
acquainted to successful peers in terms of turnover does not have an impact on 
performance, contradictory to hypothesis 6. Being acquainted with above average market 
oriented peers is a clear advantage, in line with hypotheses 7. In the complete model age 
(slightly negative), and the number of market oriented contacts remain as the significant 
drivers of success.  
Hypotheses 4 can only be confirmed when attributes of the contacts are not controlled for. It 
is not the number of peers as such, but the number of above average market orientated 
peers that make a positive impact on performance. The number of contacts be it to males or 
to females, to successful peers or to market oriented peers, does not significantly contribute 
to success for male practice owners. In this setup this can only be explained by the higher 
level of market orientation among men: being acquainted with peers provides a learning 
opportunity especially with regards to market orientation. As men already are market 
oriented, they do benefit less from those learning opportunities. Thus hypotheses 5 can be 
confirmed. 
For female business owners, being acquainted with male peers appears to be a success 
factor first. However when controlled for the number of contacts to highly market oriented 
peers, the number of contacts to both men and women as such is not a significant contributor 
anymore.  
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Table 3: Regression model turnover 

Total Sample Females Males
Base model
Constant 3.16   *** 2.36      * 5.14 ***
age 0.02 -  0.02 -     -0.05 **

adj. R square 0.01   0.01 -     0.13 **

Regression with network contacts
Constant 2.90   *** 2.34      ** 4.61 ***
age 0.02 -  0.03 -     -0.04 *
number of contacts to female peers 0.01   0.02 -     0.05
number of contacts to male peers 0.03   0.07      * -0.02

adj. R square 0.05   * 0.12      * 0.18 **
delta R square 0.06   * 0.17      * 0.09

Regression with network properties
Constant 3.15   *** 2.30      ** 4.79 ***
age 0.03 -  * 0.03 -     -0.05 **
number of contacts to female peers 0.00 -  0.05 -     0.04
number of contacts to male peers 0.01 -  0.03      -0.05
number of contacts to successful peers 0.15 -  * 0.10 -     -0.06
number of contacts to highly market oriented peers 0.30   *** 0.28      * 0.19

adj. R square 0.16   ** 0.26      ** 0.19   *
delta R square 0.12   ** 0.16      * 0.06   

* p < .05, two-tailed 
** p < .01, two-tailed
*** p< .001, two-tailed  

5. Discussion and Conclusion 

The object of research chosen for this analysis allowed to control for a number of factors 
which are sometimes found to impact economic achievements of women: The sample 
concentrates on professionals in one service sector in one city and thus controls for impacts 
from industry, location and human capital. In the service sector chosen, men and women are 
equally represented. We have surveyed male and female business owners about their 
economic performance and their peer networks. We have analyzed the individuals’ networks 
by total size, by share of male/female peers, and by network quality (contacts to high 
turnover peers and to highly market orientated peers). In line with prior research we found 
that men outperform women economically, but that there are only minor differences in 
network size and share of male/female acquaintances. The same level of network size for 
men and women seems to be related to environments were both groups are well represented 
[4]. With regards to the impact on performance we can see though, that only women benefit 
from having a bigger network size. Taking a more granular approach it becomes apparent, 
that specifically women benefit from being acquainted with men. This effect disappears when 
the quality of the contacts is further taken into consideration: entrepreneurs strongly benefit 
from the contacts with peers with above average market orientation scores.  
The reasons for the low level of market orientation among female veterinarians cannot be 
found in this work. It might be linked to the professional ethics of the veterinarians, who see 
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their duty in helping animals first before making a bigger profit. One (male, successful) 
veterinarian commented his returned questionnaire with the words “I am not happy to see 
that veterinarians should organize their practices more and more from an economic 
perspective. (…) They are pressured to sell to their customers services which those don’t 
really need.” 

5.1 Implications for theory 

This paper contributes to the field of social network analysis by showing how informal peer 
networks impact business performance; contribute to learning, and why women benefit to a 
larger extent than men. The application of social network analysis thus not only helped to 
understand gender differences in performance, but it also provides insights on how gender 
differences might be reduced.  
With regards to the properties of males’ and females’ networks we found that there is no 
indication that women should have smaller peer networks than men (in line with [4, 25]). 
Also, in a relatively feminized profession [5] as the veterinarians in the sample represent, 
women are almost equally well represented in the business owners’ ego networks.  
Social networks enable social learning [34, 36] that was found to be enhanced by homophily 
[37, 38], adjacency [41] and a ground for communication (common knowledge, knowing what 
others know, common terminology; see [42, 52, 53]. In our highly homogenous sample we 
have confirmed that network centrality enhances performance through learning, in line with 
Tsai and Ghoshal [39]. Our empirical work demonstrates that a central network position of a 
small business not only provides access to capital or innovation but is also positively linked 
to economical performance because the business can learn management skills from other 
firms. We have shown in this work that it is not success as such that is contagious, but the 
capabilities required for success (i.e. market orientation), confirming thus social capital theory 
[44].  
This paper also contributes to confirming networks as entrepreneurial success factors 
especially of female small service business owners.  Women are part of different networks 
than men [6] Durbin, 2011) and benefit differently from networking than men [7, 62, 63, 64]. 
In contrast to Forret and Dougherty [7] or Carter et al. [66] we show that women do benefit 
stronger than men from networks, if the men in the network have a higher level of capabilities 
that need to be acquired by women to become commercially successful. While market 
orientation [69] is a widely recognized success factor [70], we have shown that specifically 
for women also the market orientation of acquainted peers adds to entrepreneurial success. 
Market orientation turns out to be an important capability that can be learned in informal peer 
networks. Females benefit strongly from being acquainted with superiorly market orientated 
male peers, because of their lower level of market orientation. Men, on the other hand, might 
consider female knowledge as less relevant, if they perceive women to be of lower social 
status [11, 25, 36, 37].  

5.2 Implications for practice 

This work underlines the importance of role models entrepreneurs, especially for female 
entrepreneurs. Market orientation has been found to be a major entrepreneurial success 
factor many times. The female entrepreneurs in this sample have shown a significant lower 
level of market orientation than their male peers. One way to improve business results could 
therefore be to find high market oriented role models. If entrepreneurs find it difficult to 
identify above average market oriented role models without using a questionnaire, they can 
use gender as an indicator. In our sample male veterinarians were clearly more market 
orientated. Male veterinarians thus prove to be useful contacts, especially to their female 
peers. 
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This research also confirms prior findings that the pay gap does not only exist for employed 
workers, but also for freelance workers [8]. This indicates that the pay gap on a similar 
human capital level is not only created by employer related reasons. Consequently, stronger 
efforts in gender mainstreaming with higher involvement of employers, as requested by 
Mósesdóttir [17] will not automatically lead to reducing the pay gap.   

5.3 Limitations and directions 

The results of this research are of course limited to the researched specific sector and 
sample group. They should be re-confirmed in different industries and cultural settings. 
In this study we did not research into the potentially different functions of social network 
contacts. Ibarra [76] has found earlier that women tend to find social and psychological 
support with female contacts whereas male contacts serve more functionally as door-
openers and advisors.  
It would also be very interesting to do more research on the reasons of lower market 
orientation among female entrepreneurs (if this is the case in other industries as well).  
When networks are analyzed based on sample data, that is when part of the base universe 
data is missing, it can always be questioned whether the results can be correctly interpreted. 
Also it would be of great interest to have more data and knowledge about the development of 
networks over time and in different cultures and the growing or decreasing impact on 
performance for the two genders. In this respect the more complex approach proposed by 
Snijders et al. [77] to model networks and behavior could be helpful.  
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The purpose of this paper is to contribute understanding of the role of unconventional 
individuals for innovation success. The fundamental themes of philosophy of 
innovation are the importance of individual experience, the importance of 
unconventional interpretations, and the importance of respect for individual 
uniqueness. This paper reviews current literature relevant to philosophy of innovation 
in the context of personal approach to innovations, and contributes the understanding 
of human elements that are nowadays vital for success of innovation projects. 

Keywords 
Human resources, Innovation, Organizational Success 

1. Introduction 

Due to turbulent environment, organizations need to lead their business towards constant 
development of products, services and processes. Innovation as the part of business 
strategy seems to be deliberate choice of companies that want to succeed. This strategy 
includes adequate resources, strategic company orientation, organizational culture and 
climate that are opened for innovations. Diversity and intensity of economic, technological 
and social factors that influence innovation make this process even more difficult to manage. 

Human factor is an essential element of innovation management. Innovations arise when 
employees assert their individuality. This includes flexibility and openness of companies to 
new ideas, as well as a high degree of control, guidance and incentives due to its uncertain 
nature. Elements of innovative behaviour produce qualitative performance indicators, which 
are difficult to measure. Companies that use innovation as strategic tool, have to establish 
mechanisms for evaluation of these innovations, and overall role of unique individuals in the 
process of innovation. 

2. Importance of innovation for organizational success 

It is widely recognized that innovation is key to the economic performance of firms. Growth 
and development of innovative companies is much faster, and their profit is much higher [1]. 
New ideas, in the form of products, services and processes, are central to the success of the 
modern company [2]. Analyzing numerous studies about successes and failures of new 
products, key factors of its success can be identified: 
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� Market orientation 
� Efficiency of development 
� Effective use of technology 
� Effective internal communication 
� The role of key individuals (managers and employees) [2]. 
Innovation is the specific function, an important element and the basis of success in 
entrepreneurship, whether it is the existing large business, public service companies, 
institutions or new venture. “It is the means by which the entrepreneur either creates new 
wealth-producing resources or endows existing resources with enhanced potential for 
creating wealth” [3]. The process of creation and exploitation of new ideas makes the 
innovation.  
 
The main factors that distinguish successful organizations from those less successful or 
unsuccessful are: 
� Having a quality R&D effort, based on strong interfaces with the customer 
� Having a technically superior product, featuring strong product uniqueness 
� Being first in the market and having a positive market environment 
� Delivering a product or service that provides significant value to the customer 
� Developing products that build upon the firm’s existing technological and organizational 

competences [2]. 
Given that innovation is something new that requires knowledge and creativity and it is a 
development based on research that results with a significant value for customer, correlation 
between the success and innovation is evident. 
 
Current literature [4] [5] [6] points to the importance of systematic acquisition of knowledge 
and its effective use in order to improve organizational performance and competitiveness. 
This process is measured by the successful development of new or improved products, 
innovation and implementation of innovative strategies. 
Kanter states that traditional characteristics of innovation process are: 
� Uncertainty. Conditions for innovation or innovation per se are very unpredictable. 
� Knowledge-intensive. “The innovation process generates new knowledge intensively, 

relying on individual human intelligence and creativity and involving interactive learning”  
� Controversy. Innovations are always followed by competition with alternative activities. 
� Crossing boundaries. Best ideas arise from a combination of different skills and from 

cooperation between heterogeneous disciplines [7]. 
It is obvious that basic characteristics of the innovation process can be related to 
characteristics of human behavior. This indicates the importance of human factor, with all its 
characteristics, in the process of innovation.  
Major stages of the innovation (Figure 3): 

1. Idea generation 
2. Idea realization 
3. Commercialization. 

 
Figure 1Phases of innovation process [8] 
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The presence of the human factor is evident at every stage, and its necessity in the first 
stage is indisputable. If there are no individuals with their own ideas, there will be no 
conditions for innovation. 
Therefore, innovation is a process that requires flexibility, quick action and intensive care, 
connectedness and healthy organizational culture that encourages individual’s talents, 
collaboration and teamwork. 

3. The role of individuals in organizational innovation 

It is assumed that individuals produce innovative ideas through processes of rational, 
deductive reasoning related to satisfying needs and goals of market [9]. 
It is difficult to really understand the role of scientists in process of innovation, but it is 
unambiguous that they are vital source of innovation in both products and processes. 
Martin Heidegger formulated elements of human nature which can be used for better 
explaining of the role of unconventional individuals for innovation success. He identified three 
elements of human nature [10]: (1) it is human nature to be practically involved in a complex 
world rather than rationally involved with a conceptually simplified world: (2) it is human 
nature to be authentic (i.e., unconventional uncommitted to one's paradigm) at least some of 
the time; and (3) it is human nature to be cooperative.  
Moments of innovation take place when scientists assert their individuality, break free from 
the structured thinking of their traditional methods, and synthesize novel interpretations that 
move their projects in new directions. Philosophy of innovation gives managers a means for 
understanding and interpreting the human elements of particular innovation projects [10]. 
It is vital to understand what are the drivers of successful innovation. Organizational creativity 
mechanisms represent formal approaches and tools which an organization has instituted to 
encourage innovative behaviour within the organization. Higher innovation level can be 
achieved by combining management practices that enhance creativity with individual 
mechanisms. It is necessary to examine the role of team creativity efforts in enhancing 
innovation performance with an aim of overall improved understanding of creativity, learning, 
and innovation within organizations [11]. 
Scott & Bruce defined three determinants of innovative behaviour: 

1. leadership,  
2. individual problem-solving style, 
3. work group relation, and 
4. climate for innovation [12]. 

In the model developed by Scott and Bruce (Figure 2), individual innovative behaviour is 
presented as the outcome of four interacting systems — individual, leader, work group, and 
climate for innovation.  
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Figure 2 Individual innovative behaviour model [12] 

Employees who reported having relationships with their managers characterized by high 
levels of support, trust, and autonomy also reported the organization to be supportive of 
innovation and judged the resource supply to be high. It appears that being systematic 
problem solver inhibits innovation behaviour [12]. 
Based on Scott and Bruce’s model, and with consultation of contemporary literature, we 
suggested four individual attributes that are important for innovation behaviour of individuals. 
These are intelligence, creativity, education and authenticity.  
Bass states that the innovative behaviour of the scientists was not affected by their 
managers' role expectations, presumably because of their high levels of education and high 
independence [13]. 
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The terms "creative" and "innovative" behaviour are used interchangeably very often. 
Creativity can be defined as the production of novel and useful ideas [14], and innovation 
refers to the production or adoption of useful ideas and idea implementation [15].  
In the literature, different authors agreed that there are a few stages of individual innovation: 

1. Individual innovation begins with recognition of a problem and the generation of 
possible ideas or solutions; 

2. Second stage involves seeking for sponsorship for idea; 
3. In final stage of innovation process, the innovative individual completes the idea with 

a creation of a prototype or model of the innovation [16]. 
Innovation is characterized by sporadic activities rather than regular stages [17], thus it can 
be expected for innovators to be involved in any combination of these behaviours and 
stages. 
The role of intelligence in innovation is vital. Example for this is when organizations make 
non-innovative responses to completely new and complex problems [18], or, conversely, 
when firms make innovative responses to questions or problems that would be solved by 
routine [19]. 
Organizational innovation is based on individual and organizational intelligences [20: 1082]. 

 
Figure 3 Intelligence and Organizational Innovation [20] 
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Many researchers have emphasized the importance of key individuals in the innovation 
process. Quinn claimed that there are types of individuals that are crucial for the success of 
innovation: 
� `inventor/entrepreneurs’ who are oriented towards achievements and need,  
� experts and  
� fanatics [21]. 

4. Evaluation of innovation 

The evaluation of innovations is characterized by environments where uncertainty is high and 
strategic context is poorly understood. Overconfidence is major and most important bias. It 
leads individuals to systematically overestimate their evaluation capabilities [22]. 
Function of evaluation is to show the innovator the significance of his achievement and its 
success. Role of evaluation in individual innovation is important for the innovator himself. 
Evaluation has much greater importance to agencies and committees that support or limit the 
life or the scope of innovation. That is the reason why the evaluation is almost obligatory for 
innovations of bigger importance that require greater funding [23]. 
 
Recommendations for evaluation after every stage of innovation process:  

1. idea generation: number of suggested innovative ideas, quality of ideas, frequency 
of ideas, their fitting into the context; 

2. idea realization:feasibility of ideas, capability of innovators toconduct the adopted 
ideas; 

3. commercialization: number of lauched innovative products or services and their 
succes on the market, market acceptance, diffusion, Return On Sales (ROS), Return 
on Investment (ROI). 

5. Conclusions 

Innovation represents specific function, an important element and the basis for success in 
entrepreneurship.  
Process of innovation requires knowledge and creativity, where research and development 
processes result with a significant value for customer.  
Various resources are necessary for the process of innovation. The most dynamic and the 
most vital sources of innovation are human resources, with a uniqueness of each individual. 
Innovative ideas are produced through process of rational, deductive reasoning in order to 
satisfy market needs and organizational goals. 
Successful innovation is driven by the mechanism of interaction of individual, leader, work 
group and organizational climate [12]. The outcome is innovative behaviour of organization 
that will lead to desired position on the market. In this paper we suggested four individual 
attributes that are important for innovation behaviour of individuals: intelligence, creativity, 
education and authenticity. 
The importance and the role of individuals must be measured in order to gain insight into the 
individual contribution to organizational success. Evaluation and monitoring show the 
significance of achievement of each individual.  This is particularly relevant for innovations of 
bigger importance that require greater investments. 
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THE GROWTH OF KOSOVO ENTREPRENEUR’S THROUGH EDUCATION & 
INNOVATION 

 

 

Fatmir Stublla 
Institute for European Integration - IIE, Prishtina, Kosovo 

Education and innovation have gained special attention all over the world especially 
during the last decade. 

Based on previous research there is lack of entrepreneur’s education in Kosovo. 
Analysis performed on 2011 with 100 entrepreneurs, resulted that the level of 
entrepreneur's education in Kosovo is very low.  

On this paper research question is: do Kosovo education institutions (private and public) 
are developing relevant programs related to labor market needs. The paper will present 
the results of survey with in order to analyze if the education is supporting 
entrepreneurship activities. Finally there is need also for regional joint projects 
particularly in Western Balkans as those countries aim integration at the European 
Union. 
 

Keywords:  
Education, Entrepreneurship, Innovation 

1. Introduction 

All organisations operate in and are affected by an external environment. This creates a 
dynamic in the environment and indirectly all organisations affect each other and changes the 
conditions in which they are operating. There is also a limitation of the resources in the 
environment which create competition among organizations. (March 1991:81) [1].  
The organisation itself is not either static and faces changes. These changes can be deliberate 
and engendered because of changed strategies or organisational goals, but the organisation 
also changes by the individuals acting in it. These changes emerge from naturally created 
communities within the organisation where individuals exchanged and share their knowledge 
and experiences. These communities of knowledge sharing are often more implicit and not so 
easy to pinpoint.  All organisations need to be effective in their use of resources and have the 
ability to adapt to changes in the external environment so that their survival can be secured. The 
paper is examining how this can be fulfilled by the knowledge building that takes place within 
organisations and more specific; how can managers stimulate and control the process of 
learning in order to achieve desirable outcomes?  Firstly, the definite what knowledge and 
knowledge creation is and what factors stimulate this process that evolves in communities of 
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knowledge. Do Kosovo entrepreneurs can find educated people at Kosovo higher education 
institutions, Universities’ and Colleges? Further is taken a deeper look at the factors that triggers 
this knowledge creation and what tools managers have to stimulate and evolve these so that 
they can be used in order to control de outcome of the knowledge creation. Then will be analyse 
if there are any dangers of doing so, what they might be and how managers can overcome 
these. 

2. Methodology  

In this study, the quantitative methodology has been used as research method. On 2011it was 
surveyed an investigated research by using quantitative method on field of education, 
innovation and education.  

2. Why should organizations learn and how? 

Survive is aim of organization, than can be achieved through learning. Knowledge is ordering of 
information, we gain knowledge of the world through our experience of it, so potentially 
everyone’s knowledge of it differs. We can find a paradigm which creates a framework and 
common rules which holds an operation or pattern of operations, and an overall theoretic 
framework for research and that is conceptual framework in which knowledge is created. The 
attempt to make sense of environments in the world is not an attempt of discovering reality and 
truth, but an attempt of maintains the stability, at a very individual level in an organisation in 
individual level, so that we can continue to function and believe that we do understand the 
situation as it is or as it can be after the situation is changed. (Jackson N. & Carter P. 2007:67-
85) [2]. 

The environment an organisation is operating in is dynamic, due to different factors, such as; 
competition, legislation, customer needs, and changes these factors face from time to time. This 
means that individual has to search for new knowledge where these changes can be taken into 
consideration and where a new understanding of the world can be made. The creation of new 
knowledge is made in so called communities. However the knowledge needs to be processed 
and made explicit before it can be of any use for the organisation and according to Nonaka 
(1994:17-18) [3] there are four different modes that start the knowledge creation. These modes 
are: 

� Socialization  
� Combination 
� Externalization  
� Internalization 
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3. Learning by doing 
 
The basic lines of these modes are that first an individual acquires knowledge that is tacit, e.g. 
when he/she is learning how to perform a task. This kind of knowledge is shared by interaction 
with other individuals in teams and is often a “learning-by-doing” process. This kind of 
knowledge is shared by interaction with other individuals in teams and is often a “learning-by-
doing” process. The next step is that individuals share and exchange knowledge that they 
possess and that is interpreted from their own point of view. By this, they can re-interpret 
existing knowledge, and create new one based on it. Further on, the extern- and internalisation 
is a part of the organisational learning where individuals expand knowledge that they have and 
develop it in a way that makes it tacit and create a new common way of doing something. There 
is though an important aspect to take into consideration when talking about communities and 
individuals will to share their own knowledge with others and to create new in order to solve 
different problems that can emerge in their everyday work. First of all individuals will to share 
information is based on mutual trust. This trust is created by individuals sharing experiences 
and by mutually shared experiences that enables individuals to understand each others 
perspectives (Nonaka 1994:24) [3]. 

Further the knowledge creation needs to be activated by something. There has to be an 
intention a reason to look for new knowledge. A reason can be that a new problem needs to be 
solved. This helps the individual to select what information is appropriate and how to use it. 
Another factor is that individuals might have their own reasons for acquiring new knowledge 
based on personal goals which creates autonomy and different approaches to the same 
problem. Finally as mentioned earlier the external environment has a great impact since it 
distorts the common ways of thinking about the world and forces individuals to order their reality 
in new ways (Nonaka 1994:17-18) [3]. Since communities are the base of creating changes in 
organisations and where innovation can take place, it is important for organisation to understand 
how the communities develop and change (Brown, J.S. & Duguid, P 1991:41) [4]. They are also 
constantly changing, faced by changing environmental conditions and individual turnover, trying 
to adapt the views of the organisation to the external (Brown, J.S. & Duguid, P1991:50) [4]. 
According to Peter Senge (1991:39) [5] the learning is the process of enhancing our capacity for 
effective action. Brown, J.S. & Duguid, P (1991:53) [4] also claims that if these communities are 
ignored the organisation might not be able to survive and that it might loose the chance of 
innovation that could give them larger benefits against competitors. A method for controlled 
knowledge creation in an organisation is that the managers facilitates and open up possibilities 
for communities to emerge (Nonaka 1994:22) [3]. However when they create a team, in the 
form of a conference or workshop, (Contu, A. & Willmott, H. 2003:289) [6], under controlled form 
the team should be created as if it would be done in a natural way. 

The manager has to take into consideration how large the group should be and what individuals 
to include so that a meaningful exchange can take place in accordance with the problem that 
needs to be solved. 
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The individuals should be autonomous, with different experiences and knowledge bases in 
order to create a meaningful dialogue and exchange. The information that is created in these 
communities also has to be evaluated and validated by the managers with regard to the goals 
and aims of the organisation (Nonaka 1994:23-24) [3]. 

An extension of the view how managers can create these communities of knowledge is that 
based on the visions and images that top managers have regarding the future of the 
organisation, it is the middle managers task to transform these visions into a problem 
formulation, something that the employees can work upon and solve. This way of working is 
called the Middle-Up-Down Management (Nonaka 1994:29-30) [3]. In other words they have to 
create a purpose for the employees to create knowledge and they need to give them a base for 
the knowledge process to take place. This stresses the importance of creating a strong and 
clear vision that enables employees with different grade of acceptance to understand why a 
change needs to take place. 
So far the discussion has implied that individuals want to create new knowledge and change 
and that they create these communities in order to do so. Since people are different, with their 
own knowledge and view of the world, they are not always in favour of changes and they might 
have their own reasons to reject them. For instance if they are traditional, in the meaning of not 
wanting to change, they will oppose and not take part in the knowledge sharing process.  
 
 
An organisation should not only work towards the organisational goals but also support the 
internal communities and to take into account the knowledge they can create into their strategic 
development. Through interaction among individuals in an organisation, this knowledge can be 
shared, extended and create new ideas within the organisation. If managers can succeed to 
trigger these informal meetings and interactions, and if the organisation is able to extract the 
knowledge that these communities develop, it could lead to better organisational processes and 
technologies that can be of great advantage in the competitive environment. However if the 
individuals in the organisation are not having the same goals and aims and if there are conflicts 
among individuals the trust, that is the base of knowledge sharing, might be hurt and create 
inner struggles that destroy an organisations’ possibilities to develop.  

4. Learning and power 

Knowledge sharing is an important possibility of learning in an organization. It means the 
exchange of knowledge and sharing of experience among individuals and different 
organizational units. Nowadays, the commitment of organization members becomes more and 
more important in the process of knowledge development. Because organizations exist, as 
already mentioned, out of many members with their individual knowledge and skills, they are the 
main knowledge resources for the organization. 

Organizations should learn because first, it is their survival that is at stake and, moreover, it is a 
precious tool to make successful choices that can help to be ahead from the competition. Being 
a learning organization means to develop knowledge in cooperation within an organization and 
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to work as a whole. But then, the role of knowledge itself, its creation and its transmission, 
should be questioned because what makes a learning organization learn is first the creation of 
knowledge and secondly its transmission to the members of the organizations.  

When the philosophers of all epoch are confronting themselves to the question of power in the 
political perspective of a state government’s legitimation, in the current organizational studies, 
nowadays, different definitions and taxonomies about power have been defined in order to 
make organizations more effective. According to Jackson and Carter (2000: 93) [2], it is of 
capital importance to recognize in the organizational studies the existence of power 
relationships in order not to eliminate them as it is impossible but to bring different explanations 
of it.  

According to Jackson and Carter (2000) [2], in our capitalist society, we can say that it is how it 
happens. In a capitalist society, workers are selling their labour force in order to survive by 
being given a wage and workers are not the ones in position to discuss as people with power 
are the owners, and so, the one that have the power to decide everything. Indeed, in a capitalist 
society, the powerful are the owners. In this sense, Jackson and Carter [2] are quite closed to 
one of the idea of Karl Marx which is developed in The Capital (1867) being that the workers 
lives are dependant of the owners of the production means. Because of their property right, they 
can do what they want to do with their good, or in our context, with their company, regardless of 
if it is for the good of the company or not. 

So, knowledge can never be dissociated from power because powerful people create 
knowledge through the discourse, a mechanism that also makes them even more powerful as a 
consequence. It is important to analyze the knowledge process because it says a lot on who 
has the power, which type of power, where it is used, how and why.���

The concept of knowledge is a subjective, unlinear and anunified concept that is relative to the 
regime of truth and the paradigms of a society. In the same direction, the concept of power is 
also relative and dynamic. Indeed, it is an interactional process that is omnipresent. The power 
relations are part of all human interactions. Therefore, the knowledge creation and transmission 
is highly dependent on the different power relations.  

A leader as a teacher means that other organizational members learn through him respectively 
get new knowledge. According to Senge (1990) [7], a great teacher or leader clears space for 
learning and “invites people into that space”.  But to be a good teacher, the leader has to learn 
first, and then he can give/ transmit his knowledge to others. Senge [7] mentions another 
characteristic, namely a leader as steward.  

5. Reward power  

Reward power or, as Hardy (1996) [8] calls it, ‘Power of resources’ exists when the target 
person percept’s that an agent controls scarce resources that are wanted by the target person 
himself. The power increases along with control over the resources and the reliability of the 
agent. Compliance will be achieved if the resources are wanted and the target person believes 
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that he will have access to them when performing the request. The reward in an organization 
can be a bigger office, wage increase, better job, promotion etc. (Yukl 2006) [9]. 

6. Information power 

Is happening when a manager or a subordinate has control over information. Indeed, by 
controlling access to information, it is possible to influence perceptions and attitudes of people 
the way that we want. The manager can keep secret some information in order to enhance the 
expert power, to avoid possible obstacles that could arise or to increase the subordinate’s 
dependence.   On the contrary, the subordinate by keeping information only for himself can 
influence his superior’s decisions (Yukl 2006) [9].  

Consultation means that the leader asks other people, for example followers, for their ideas and 
meanings and makes his decision after considering their views. Another way of participation is a 
joint decision. The manager discusses the problem and makes the decision together with other 
involved people5� 

5. Results 

Based on questioner 78% of entrepreneurs responded, that more valuable are informal 
education then higher education. 

On 2011 when we asked our respondents: what is your level of education, 68.7 % of them 
answered that they have only low level of education, respectively secondary school while 31.3% 
of them superior 
education respectively bachelor degree (Qorraj,G. & Stublla, F.) [10]. Now days (February 2013) 
to the same question 55.2% of respondents answered that they have higher education such as 
bachelor or master degree), wail 44.8% have just low lever of education such as secondary 
school. 

According to Kosovo accreditation agency [11] in Kosovo are 25 higher education institutions, 
three of them are public, and 22 are private.  

Kosovo has a population with all most two millions inhabitants.  Kosovo Average population age 
is slightly below 28 years. Kosovo Agency of Statistics (2013) [12]. 
 
6. Conclusions   
 
Even Kosovo entrepreneurs have gained some more degree from superior education most of 
them have les knowledge for entrepreneurs activities. Still superior education institutions, 
colleges and universities have to improve the curricula to get in level.  As it have seen from 
theoretical framework of this paper and from survey, more valuable are informal courses 
attending after employed, then courses from universities.  
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The higher education systems in the South-Eastern European countries represent an 
important factor for generation of essential knowledge and skills that give students 
advantageous position in the labour market. However, the higher education systems 
in this region are lacking suitable links between the practical needs of the students 
and capacities of the real sector. The establishment of university business incubators 
has been recognised as valuable strategy that would help enhancing the students’ 
entrepreneurial skills and would corroborate with the current state of the economy. In 
this context, we intend to assess the students’ needs, their capacity for generation 
successful business ideas and the willingness of the potential stakeholders to 
participate in the process of design and implementation. For this purpose we have 
carried out a survey on representative samples of students in two universities: “St. 
Kliment Ohridski” (Macedonia) and “Aleksander Xhuvani” (Albania). Furthermore, a 
comparative analysis of the results is used in order to draw useful conclusions and 
recommendations with respect to the types of supporting services and phases of 
incubation that the model of university business incubator should have to provide. 
The methodology of analysis includes standard methods for statistical inference and 
cross tabulation analysis. In our view, the adoption of the model of university 
business incubator as a standard in the higher education institutions may have large 
positive impact on the labour markets performance since the increased awareness for 
self-employment opportunities will stimulate the entrepreneurial climate and induce 
creation of new jobs. 

Keywords 
Business incubator, Entrepreneurship, Higher education, Labour market. 

1. Introduction 

The South-Eastern European countries (SEECs) for more than two decades struggle with 
depressed labour market conditions that affect all domains of the social life. In particular, 
they face relatively high unemployment rates coupled with emerging alternative forms of 
labour market adjustment such as employment in the informal sector, emigration and 
inactivity. In addition, the SEECs labour markets are affected by striking segmentation, 
meaning that certain social groups such as: youths, less educated workers, and women, face 
a much higher risk of unemployment and/or non-participation than the rest of the labour 
force. The prevailing long-term unemployment has significantly contributed to an erosion of 
skills and motivation of unemployed workers, making them less employable over time. Due to 
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the insufficient labour demand and poor employment prospects, a considerable part of 
unemployed workers called ‘discouraged workers’ stops looking for jobs and quits the labour 
force [1]. 
Under these circumstances the higher education has faced a challenging task to become a 
generator of competitive and marketable skills for students in order to promote greater 
employability. During the period of transition we have witnessed a number of reforms in the 
sphere of the higher education that ultimately aimed at giving the students advantageous 
position in the labour market. However, the insufficient demand on the SEECs labour market 
prevents the policy makers from getting relevant feedback of the reforms efficiency. In this 
context, there exist various strategies for establishing suitable relationship between the 
practical needs of the students and capacities of the real sector of the economy, among 
which are the university business incubators (UBI). The role played by universities has been 
widely recognised in linking research, technology, capital and know-how to leverage 
entrepreneurial talent, accelerate development of new technology-based firms and speed up 
the commercialisation of technology [2]. 
According to our knowledge, the models of UBI have so far received a little attention by 
academics and policy makers in SEECs as an alternative development strategy that might be 
valuable in helping to develop local economies, promote technology transfer, create new 
enterprises and generate jobs [3]. In order to succeed, the UBI have to provide services 
according to the needs of its clients i.e. the incubatees. Therefore, this paper considers the 
students’ opinions as a basis for building an appropriate model of UBI. For this purpose we 
have carried out a survey on representative samples of students in two universities: “St. 
Kliment Ohridski” (Macedonia) and “Aleksander Xhuvani” (Albania). The paper is structured 
as follows. In section 2 we present the literature review as a theoretical background 
regarding the types and performance of university business incubators. In section 3 we 
consider the modalities of the concept of university business incubator in SEECs with respect 
to the potential stakeholders, supporting services and phases of incubation. The results from 
the empirical research and the corresponding comparative analyses are presented in section 
4. Finally, in section 5 we conclude and present our recommendations regarding the 
appropriate model of university business incubator in SEECs. 

2. Theoretical background 

According to the National Business Incubators Association (NBIA), the business incubation is 
defined as ‘business support process that accelerates the successful development of start-up 
and fledgling companies by providing entrepreneurs with an array of targeted resources and 
services [4].’ However, in the incubator literature we cannot find a consistent definition of the 
notion of business incubator despite the apparent similarities between different definitions. 
Critical to the definition of a business incubator is the provision of management guidance, 
technical assistance and consulting tailored to newly established and growing companies. 
Having in mind that the business incubator can encompass almost anything from distinct 
organisations to amorphous structures, in this context we adopt the concept of business 
incubator as organisation dedicated to the support of emerging ventures [5], [6]. 
From the historic point of view, the oldest business incubator was created in United States in 
the 1950s as response to plant closure in Batavia and New York. On the other side, the first 
university business incubator was established in Europe by the University of Berlin in 1983 
aimed at facilitating the transfer of research findings to industry [6]. Business incubators 
proliferated in developed countries in the early 1980s, whereas in developing countries they 
are a quite recent phenomenon [7-9]. The earliest incubation programs focused on a variety 
of technology companies or on a combination of light industrial, technology and service firms 
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– today referred to as mixed-use incubators. However, in more recent years, new incubators 
have emerged targeting specific industries. 
A business incubator’s main goal is to produce successful firms that will leave the 
programme financially viable and freestanding. Besides this, incubators may have other 
differing goals, including economic development and generation of new jobs, property 
venture development, development of export production, diversifying rural economies, 
providing employment for and increasing wealth of depressed inner cities, fostering 
entrepreneurship in transition countries and transferring technology from universities and 
major corporations.  
Business incubators vary in the way they deliver their services, in their organisational 
structure and in the types of clients they serve. The services delivered by the business 
incubator are normally developed by incubator management and offered both in the business 
incubator and through its network of contacts. Incubators usually provide clients access to 
appropriate rental space and flexible leases, shared basic business services and equipment, 
technology support services and assistance in obtaining the financing necessary for 
company growth [4]. Some authors intend to consider incubators differently i.e. as a 
facilitation method such as university programmes which also serve as a training programme 
for graduate students [10].  
Incubators can be differentiated according to several criteria such as: their mandate (for 
profit or non for profit), the type of sponsorship (private, public or mixed), their focus (mixed 
use or niche), geographic area (rural, urban, suburban) etc. In this context, the most 
comprehensive review of different types of incubators is provided by Barbero et al. [11] who 
despite the heterogeneity distinguish four incubator archetypes: basic research, university, 
economic development and private incubators. 

3. The concept of university business incubator 

A university business incubator is a particular type of incubator which has a purpose to bring 
together various stakeholders in order to offer a variety of services to the students who have 
potentially successful business ideas and help their start-ups to get established and evolve to 
the point where they can operate independently. Generally, the university business 
incubators are viewed as cooperation between the government, local business leaders and 
entrepreneurial universities in order to promote the development of research/technology 
based firms in their region [12]. To our knowledge, such type of business incubator in SEECs 
has still not been established hence, in our effort to develop a suitable model of UBI we 
address the experiences from similar types of incubators in developed countries and use the 
best proven practices around the world. 
Universities are assumed to have two major dimensions of importance to technology-based 
firms. First, they are perceived as a source of research and skilled employees and, second, 
they foster university-technology entrepreneurship linkages as a means of attracting and 
supporting the development of firms [12]. Moreover, the evidence from the developed 
countries shows that university link to the incubator reduces the probability of new venture 
failure [13]. In particular, the UBI should provide a number of support services for students’ 
business projects and assist them toward becoming sustainable business entities. The 
potentially successful business projects should pass through several phases starting with 
selection, tenancy, reviewing of graduation and eventually leaving the incubation process.   
The incubation process model is often considered as a black box, where the relationship 
between the input and outcomes might be explained by applying a number of rival theories 
[14]. In this context, we simplify the theoretical explanation of complex organisational 
structure and provide a conceptual framework of the UBI as presented on Figure 1. 
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Figure 1 A model of University business incubator
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From Figure 1 we can notice that our model of UBI generally consists of three building 
blocks: potential stakeholders, supporting services and phases of incubation. In what follows 
we separately analyse each of these elements. 

3.1 Potential stakeholders 
In the case if incubators are directly affiliated with universities, tenants gain access to the 
universities’ research groups and activities, technology transfer offices, libraries, computing 
facilities and related educational services [12], [15]. Alongside the universities as potential 
stakeholders in the university business incubator may appear the government authorities and 
private businesses. Therefore, in order to meet the interests of all potential stakeholders, we 
recommend that personnel should have mixed background ranging from academic, local 
government and business area. The management function should be delegated to a person 
who has considerable experience in the domain of business advising. The role of the 
incubator managers is important since he must built high quality relationships with client 
firms, as well as he needs to initiate network contacts among residents and remove 
obstacles to enhancing network connections [16, 17]. In this context, UBI would help 
strengthen interactions between university and industry, promote research 
commercialisation, and give opportunities for university staff and students to better utilise 
their capabilities [18]. 
Particularly susceptible partner in this model of incubation are local government authorities 
that can contribute to the functioning of the UBI by providing a variety of services such as 
premises and other logistic support. In return, the benefits of a well-managed UBI for the 
government can be viewed in the fact that incubators help overcome market failures, 
promote regional development, generate jobs, incomes and taxes, and demonstrate political 
commitment to small businesses. 
Private businesses may also cooperate with the business incubator in finding potential 
partners, engage in research-based technology, developing new products etc. In return, 
businesses can benefit from UBI by developing opportunities for acquiring innovations, 
supply chain management, and helping them meet their social responsibilities. 
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3.2 Supporting services 
According to experience from several successfully established UBI their main goals include 
providing variety of services such as office space, shared facilities, business consulting, 
access to capital, networking and, resources, so that the companies within the incubator 
learn how to develop and grow their business in order to be competitive in a market 
economy. Furthermore, the proposed model of UBI may allow two types of incubation i.e. 
physical and affiliate incubation. Students involved in full incubation would receive physical 
space, whereas affiliate businesses would receive all of the services except physical space. 
Students in the affiliate program may not be ready to occupy physical space in the incubator 
or the nature of the business may not warrant physical space. 
Since, all beneficiaries of the UBI will be enrolled full time students, the university may 
gradually incorporate the UBI activities as an extracurricular programme [10]. Once accepted 
into the UBI programme, students will be required to participate in variety of activities that we 
shortly describe. First, as part of the learning process, programme staff needs to be able to 
review the financials of the company with the student in order to assist in their growth and 
strategic planning. Second, students have to select and attend relevant seminars to his/her 
business offered by the university. If the student needs specific course which is not offered, it 
would be provided by outside consultants. Third, periodically all UBI tenants will meet to hear 
a guest speaker, network and discuss their ongoing business endeavours. In this way, the 
incubatees will strengthen social support as a highly valued component of incubator 
membership [17]. Finally, each tenant will be required to meet with the UBI director 
individually according to a previously prepared schedule. 

3.3 Phases of incubation 
Process of incubation consists of several phases starting from selection, tenancy, review of 
graduation and eventually exit from the incubation and starting post-incubation period. The 
phase of selection is one of the most sensible parts of the incubation process since it largely 
determines the outcomes of the incubation and overall incubation performance [14]. In order 
to make correct selection decision, the process of selection should be done by a competent 
committee consisting of several experienced members. The applicants should have 
opportunity to apply on a regular basis once or twice a year, whereas the projects will be 
evaluated according to a number of indicators. 
The period of incubation or tenancy should be limited with or without possibility to be 
extended after the reviewing of graduation. As successful businesses will be classified those 
who demonstrate potential ability to operate in a market environment without supporting 
services from the UBI. 
The assessment of the performance of business incubators has been stressed as a critical 
element to its success [14, 19]. In the literature can be found a number of different 
performance measures ranging from simple (such as: venture survival rate, employment and 
sales growth, cost per job etc.) to more complex models for evaluation of an incubator [11]. 
With an effective assessment the incubator may continually improve its functioning, attending 
and exceeding the expectancies of all the players involved in the process. For this purpose 
we propose a set of indicators for the assessment of UBI performance such as: indicators of 
pre-incubation process, indicators of selection process, indicators of residence period, 
indicators of the graduate companies and indicators of the management of the incubator. 
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4. Empirical analysis 

In order to build an appropriate model of university business incubators for SEECs we have 
undertaken needs assessment among students as final UBI beneficiaries. The needs 
assessment was based on a survey carried out on representative samples of students in two 
universities: “St. Kliment Ohridski”, Macedonia (UKLO) and “Aleksander Xhuvani”, Albania 
(UNAX). These universities are located in neighbouring regions and are involved in a number 
of cross-border cooperation programmes that promote the economic growth and European 
integration of both countries. In the university “St. Kliment Ohridski” we have in total 
interviewed 578 students from six different faculties: Faculty of Economics, Faculty of 
Education, Faculty of Technical Sciences, Faculty of Administration and management 
information systems, Faculty of Law and Medical higher school. On the other side, in the 
university “Aleksander Xhuvani” we have in total interviewed 350 students from four different 
faculties: Faculty of Economics, Faculty of Education Sciences, Faculty of Natural Sciences 
and Faculty of Human Sciences. The size and structure of the samples according to various 
relevant attributes are presented in Table 1. 

Table 1 The size and structure of the samples according to various attributes 
 University “St. Kliment Ohridski” University “Aleksander Xhuvani” 
Sample size 578 350 
Degree of studies   
 Undergraduate 516 (89.27%) 295 (84.29%) 
 Postgraduate 62 (10.73%) 55 (15.71%) 
Year of studies   
 1 227 (39.27%) 67 (19.14%) 
 2 91 (15.74%) 64 (18.29%) 
 3 139 (24.05%) 164 (46.86%) 
 4 121 (20.93%) 55 (15.71%) 
Gender   
 Male 218 (37.72%) 123 (35.14%) 
 Female 360 (62.28%) 227 (64.86%) 
Place of living   
 Town 454 (78.55%) 259 (74.00%) 
 Village 124 (21.45%) 91 (26.00%) 

Source: Authors’ calculations 

From Table 1 we can notice that although different in size, the structure of the samples is 
relatively close with respect to the major attributes such as: degree and year of studies, 
gender and place of living of the surveyed students. 
According to our analysis, respondents in both universities have mixed overall opinion 
regarding the prevailing business climate. This finding is consistent with the generally 
perceived economic progress in SEECs that are still lagging behind more developed 
transition countries. Moreover, the majority of the surveyed students are not familiar with the 
concept of UBI (about 63% in the university “St. Kliment Ohridski” and 88% in the university 
“Aleksander Xhuvani”), whereas 24% of the respondents in the university “St. Kliment 
Ohridski” and only 8% in the university “Aleksander Xhuvani” declared that have heard and 
know the aim of the UBI. In addition, we have attempted to identify the profile of those 
respondents who are familiar with the concept of UBI by using cross tabulation analysis. We 
have revealed that these students manifest more entrepreneurial attitudes compared to 
those who are not familiar with the concept of UBI. Namely, the majority of them have 
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concrete ideas for starting their own businesses; they think that universities create incentives 
for starting own business; and universities should be linked with the business community. In 
order to support these hypotheses we have carried out Chi-square tests and in all cases we 
have rejected the null hypotheses of independence between the rows and the columns at 1% 
level of significance. 
On the other hand, the respondents are generally optimistic with respect to the question 
whether UBI will contribute to easier implementation of the students’ business ideas. For 
instance, among the surveyed students in the university “St. Kliment Ohridski”, 46.5% think 
that UBI will contribute, 44.1% do not have opinion, and only 8.4% think that will not have 
impact on the implementation of the students’ business ideas. Similarly, in the university 
“Aleksander Xhuvani”, the share of the respondents that demonstrate positive attitude toward 
the idea of creation of UBI is 67.4%, whereas 32% do not have opinion and only 0.6% of the 
respondents are not optimistic. We further apply cross tabulation analysis in order to identify 
the profile of those respondents who think that creation of university business incubator will 
contribute to easier realisation of the students’ business ideas.In this context, we notice that 
this category of students is characterised with greater entrepreneurial spirit compared to 
those who are not optimistic with this regard. Similarly as in the previous case, the majority of 
them have concrete ideas for starting their own businesses; they think that universities create 
incentives for starting own business; and universities should be linked with the business 
community. The formal Chi-square tests of independence show that in all cases we have to 
reject the null hypotheses of independence between the rows and the columns at 1% level of 
significance. 
The cross tabulation between the level of familiarity with the concept of UBI and the level of 
optimism regarding the successful contribution of the UBI in easier realisation of the 
students’ business ideas shows consistent pattern. Namely, students who are familiar with 
the concept of UBI manifest pronounced optimism, whereas those who are not familiar are 
rather indecisive with this regard.  
We further consider the students’ opinions with respect to the stakeholders in the UBI and 
the services they think the UBI has to provide to future incubatees. Regarding the potential 
partners, apart of the university, the government and successful international companies 
appear to be the most plausible stakeholders according to the respondents in the university 
“St. Kliment Ohridski”. On the other hand, the respondents in the university “Aleksander 
Xhuvani” give accent to local businesses, municipalities and international organizations. This 
is graphically presented in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2 The potential UBI stakeholders
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With respect to the potential services that UBI should provide to its incubatees, the majority 
of the respondents in the university “St. Kliment Ohridski” pointed out the importance of 
training for business plan development, financial services and premises equipped with 
telephone and internet. On the other hand, the surveyed students in the university 
“Aleksander Xhuvani” besides emphasizing training for business plan development and 
financial services have also appreciated the other services such as: marketing, accounting 
and legal services. This is graphically presented in Figure 3. 

Figure 3 The potential services provided by the UBI 
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Finally, according to our empirical analysis, we found that about two thirds of the 
respondents in both universities declare that UBI should be located within the university. 
Regarding the duration of the incubation process, the majority of the respondents think that 
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the period of incubation should last at least one before ensuring sustainability of the 
businesses in the real market surrounding. 

5. Conclusions and recommendations 

According to NBIA, business incubators have proven to be effective tools for promoting 
economic growth throughout the world, but not all incubation models are suitable for all 
communities. In this paper we have made an attempt to assess the needs for university 
business incubators in SEECs and to formulate recommendations for building appropriate 
model of such type of business incubator. The incubation can make a number of 
contributions to the development of high-technology firms, which would not normally be 
available to non-incubated firms. When provided by the universities, incubators can facilitate 
the process of transferring know-how from the university to the business community and vice 
versa. 
Having in mind the experience from developed countries and the information gathered from 
our needs assessment, we can formulate the following recommendations in order to help 
universities in the South-East European region that would like to develop business incubation 
programs:  
� The UBI needs to be accommodated to the local entrepreneurial climate. Our analysis 

revealed that there exist positive association between the entrepreneurial attitudes of 
students and their optimism regarding the contribution of the university business 
incubators. 

� In order to be successful UBI have to match their services to the needs of local 
entrepreneurs. According to our survey results, an appropriate model of UBI in the 
South-Eastern European region should, in the first place, provide training for business 
plan development, but also important are financial, marketing, accounting and legal 
services to potential incubatees and the businesses they operate with. This preliminary 
research can help to determine the optimal scope of services embraced by the 
incubation programme. 

� Although the respondents in our study are rather optimistic regarding the success of the 
UBI, the universities should not expect an incubator to resolve persistent economic 
problems. UBI can play a vital role in a community’s economic development efforts, but 
hardly can they turn around a local economy independently. Therefore, the university 
business incubation programmes have to be part of a larger economic development plan. 

� The model of UBI as an economic development tool has to be flexible. Nowadays, there 
exist a number of different types of incubators that might be more effective at sparking 
economic growth than more traditional incubators such those that serve a variety of 
manufacturing or service clients. Therefore, when building the model of UBI, the 
creativity has to be combined with sobering considerations, like the existence of a 
sufficient market and the support of business, political and civic leaders. 

� The real estate has not been proven to be a critical factor that drives the project of 
implementation of a UBI. The incubator’s location is only one of many factors that will 
determine whether the project will succeed. Our analysis revealed that most suitably and 
naturally is to locate the UBI within the university, but participation of other stakeholders 
may help in finding more appropriate solution. 

� The implementation of a UBI has to be accompanied with a solid financial plan. Creating 
an incubation program is not an inexpensive endeavour. From conducting the feasibility 
study to launching the incubator, the universities must piece together funds from a 
variety of sources. A well-developed financial plan that identifies the sources of needed 
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funds for providing incubation services goes a long way in attracting investors and other 
supporters. 

� Finally, the UBI has to be established on realistic goals. Namely, developing a successful 
incubation program takes time. While it’s important to reach out to local leaders and 
entrepreneurs it should not be realistically to expect to create large numbers of jobs or 
graduate new firms within months of incubator’s opening. The goal of the UBI has to be 
oriented toward ongoing support of the community and long-term success in promoting 
young and educated entrepreneurs. 
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The essence of solidarity among societal members has been recognised through time as a 
major contributor for the sustainability of healthcare systems. Nevertheless, recent socio-
economic changes have altered this axiom focusing on new models of healthcare, which are 
based mainly on mutuality and financing rather than solidarity and reciprocity. As a result, 
recent global policies impose straight interventions to be implemented in regional healthcare 
systems, orientated to cost-minimisation and restructuring. On the other side, not far from 
today, Europe will be obliged to confront with a significant change in populations’ age 
synthesis. 

This study deals with longevity and ageing and their impact in society throughout coming 
years. It seems that both factors are expected to jeopardise social cohesion and to test 
resilience and health welfare across nations. Increasing longevity in combination with falling 
fertility rates and the forthcoming retirement of baby boom generation create an explosive 
mix of non-reversible parameters which may push healthcare systems to their limits and 
affect social prosperity by directing in repetitive recessional effects. Therefore, new 
challenges appear in the complex adaptive environment of healthcare. Focusing on the 
emerging age group of 65+, and scrutinising the unique case of Greece, there is a 
recommendation to test a new service which will be adapted to elderly care needs and 
demands with the support of University hospitals which will undertake the responsibility to 
implement a framework for eliminating any health inequalities and cultivating a smart 
environment to transform elders into a more active ageing group. 
 
Keywords: Ageing, Equity audit, Healthcare need, Longevity, Resilience 
 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
 Healthcare presupposes the existence of solidarity, as one of the pillars, to secure the 
provision of health benefits to the population. Solidarity applies as a principle and practice to 
societies that accommodate wealthy and poor, strong and weak, active and non-active, 
younger and older populations (generations’ inter-coverage). On the other hand, 
diversification and stratification are core characteristics of living entities which could operate 
as, sources of progress, innovation and prosperity; the challenge is always the successful 
integration of such powers.  
 European Commission in its recent demographic report [1] highlights that fertility rates in 
EU-27 will remain low for the next 30-40 years. In addition, by 2060, the median age of 
European population will be 48 years (currently in 41). On the other side, life expectancy, as 
an average for the region is currently close to 80 years. The part of population which belongs 
to 65+ counts for 17.7% of the European population. This number, based on recent forecasts 
is expected to reach 25% till 2030 following an increasing path close to 30% till 2060 [2]. 
Obviously such statistics reveal low replacement rates in the future active workforce. Besides 
that, the continuous inventions in medicine with the invaluable help of technology, direct to 
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life prolongation.  It is a paradox that humankind is challenged to finance its survival and this 
is considered a problem, since there is lack of resources. 

Evidence based information used in this study is mostly come from EU-27 reports and 
other key countries outside Europe. Unfortunately in some of these reports data on Greece 
are missing. Nevertheless, their combination helps to get clear acknowledgment of the real 
situation. Although the addressed health need refers to Greece, the model presented could 
be adopted as well, in every region within Europe.  
  The next section provides the initial motives of this study which were the basis for 
researching the literature on the specific age-group. Section 2, incorporates the description 
of the health need, as identified and according to the specialties of the 65+ age group. 
Moreover, there is an attempt to perform a health need assessment mainly from the patient’s 
perspective. Section 3 covers the designing of the equity audit including certain stages trying 
to see it from the equity point of view. The study recommends a new service framework 
which can be used towards 2030 in order to cope with the increasing healthcare needs of 
elders.  The last section refers to commissioning and especially it tries to discuss the 
challenges for commissioning this new service. Conclusions of the study highlight the 
significance of integrating different stakeholders under the same target.   
 
1.1 The motives of the study 

According to various researchers [3][4][5], the growing numbers of elderly population 
impose the need of developing new practices for care provision and for financing healthcare 
systems. In 2006, it was registered that in OECD countries, the 80% of the 65+ people, 
experienced long term conditions with obligatory regular medication [6]. In the same year, 
according to the German Federal Statistics Office, the proportionate of elderly population 
was uneven to their corresponded medical costs, as part of the whole healthcare expenses 
in Germany (Figure 1: Ageing population and healthcare costs [6]).  

The 20% of the population used the 47% of the system’s resources, which was more than 
100 billion euro. OECD countries have already spent a significant part of their GDP in long-
term-conditions care (Table 1: The share of 65+ experiencing long term conditions and 
receiving residential care. A comparison on OECD countries [33]). 
 The World Health Organisation [7], although in one of its recent studies identified the 
impact of economic recession in healthcare provisions, it had clearly stated that before 
cutting resources it is suggested to look for opportunities in improving efficiency. An example 
could be what Whitney [8] asserted; the one of the major future trends for healthcare reform 
is when patients will undertake more responsibility for their own health, treatment and care. 
Active workforce which currently states in the age range between 50 and 60 is mainly the 
group which will be part of the ageing booming up to 2030. The year 2020 could be 
considered as a major timeline in the ageing evolution (Table 2: Underlying demographic 
projections. A comparison on OECD countries [37])  
Nevertheless, not to disregard that this population demonstrates characteristics of a 
technology-friendly group, accustomed to modern practices and tactics.  
Regarding Greece, the fertility rate and life expectancy are close to the EU-27 average 
(Table 3: Life expectancy and health life years of elderly persons, 2009 (European Union-27) 
[2]). Nevertheless, in medium range, the old-age dependency ratio is projected to rise above 
EU-27 and OECD averages (Table 4: Evolution of dependency ratios 1960-2030. A 
comparison on OECD countries [33] & Table 5: Projected old-age dependency ratios. 
Population aged 65+ in relation to the population aged 15-64 (EU-27) [2]). 

Moreover, Greek population is expected to grow slightly until 2050 [9]. Although the 
country experiences various reforms in its healthcare system, the 65+ group is expected to 
form an emerging market providing space for innovation and development of technology-aid 
practices [10]. Very recently, European Commission [11] introduced the European Innovation 
Partnership Programme on Active and Healthy Ageing. This programme adopts actions 
which are based on three pillars: (a) prevention screening and early diagnosis, (b) care and 
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cure, (c) active ageing and independent living. Growing old and living autonomously is crucial 
and interdependent. Holland and Rodie [12] highlight that the ability to remain functionally 
independent or need minimal assistance is the fundamental characteristic of having quality of 
life. This is expected to be the next challenge for the elders and the society and this is the 
primary motive of this study. 
 
 

2. Identification and description of the health need 
 A complex adaptive system incorporates different groups which develop a level of 
connectedness among them. There is difficulty though to keep them in equilibrium, but if 
succeed in, this is expected to cultivate the ground for further progress and achievements for 
the system and the society. Governance defines leadership and the politics to follow, in order 
to ensure that different players of the system will co-operate effectively in alignment to the 
same purpose.   
 Therefore, primary concern for governance is to maintain the equilibrium. At this stage, 
given the statistics, the 65+ group is expected to be a separate force in the society. As a 
result, it is crucial not to margin them but to apply quickly practices that will embody them. 
 The link to this concern is the healthcare provision. If the society succeeds in 
incorporating and converting this human force into a valuable part, this will produce mutual 
benefits. 
 
2.1 Problem description 
The main concern is that elderly people are treated by the Greek healthcare system as an 
ordinary age-group ignoring their specific needs. This behaviour reflects current mindsets 
which have not really assessed yet this part of patients. Nevertheless, current practices 
demonstrate two major implications. The first is that this group does not receive the 
appropriate healthcare attention and service. The usual outcome is (a) repetitive uses of the 
system since they are not satisfied, and (b gradual increase in the final cost per capita. The 
second implication relates to the service gap that derives from the previous implication. 
There is no special identification and procedures for light care demands of elders. There is 
no careful reception and fair distribution according to their real needs. Therefore, they use 
the main system as any other age-group and spend resources which under circumstances 
lack from other categories. Obviously, since various statistics have demonstrated the 
increasing number of elders with long term conditions needing long term light care (Table 6: 
Projection of publicly financed long-term care share of GDP. A comparison on OECD 
countries [37] & Table 7: Healthcare expenditure for services, administration and the 
provision of long-term nursing care (EU-27) [2]), this by itself, constitutes a market with 
separate characteristics. Sometimes, this market experiences distortions, in terms of real 
needs and demands. In addition, this emerging market uses an increasing percentage of 
GDP in terms of their health expenditures (Figure 2: Healthcare expenditure and care for the 
elderly (% of GDP) (EU-27) [2] & Table 7).  

This study focuses on light healthcare issues and do not penetrate in morbidity or 
disability among elderly. The group is the one which demonstrates less frail status; therefore 
it is less costly to restate them in the community. Moreover, the first 10 years of ageing group 
(age 65-75) is more possible to be active.   
 Longevity and ageing are social characteristics which can formulate communities that are 
diversified from other age-groups. Their members demonstrate different behaviours, 
demands and needs. Trying to embody them in the regular healthcare system was proved so 
far, costly and ineffective. The example of Germany (mentioned earlier) clearly coincides with 
a generalised version of a pareto distribution. Similarly to the axiom that a small percentage 
of people owns a large number of wealth (the 20/80 principle), in the case of healthcare 
provisions, elder people use disproportionate healthcare resources. Therefore the challenge 
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is not only their adaptation in the healthcare system but their successful restatement in 
activities that will benefit them and the society. This remains closer in the creation of a living 
service experience rather than a simple healthcare service.  
 
 
2.2 Health need assessment 

According to McKinsey & Company [13] out-of-hospital programs for the elderly 
population with long-term-conditions (LTC) can yield major savings, in the Greek healthcare 
system. On the other side, within the next 10 years this nascent domestic industry is 
expected to demonstrate a continuous growth. By achieving healthy and active ageing this 
will increase the potential labour force with direct impact on health outcomes and costs [14].  
 Health needs assessment (HNA) is the process of exploring the relation between needs, 
resources and outcomes [15]; in the figure below (Figure 3), it is intended to specify this 
relation in real terms. The information used is current but the perspective is to identify this 
relation in the near future as well. The relations presented reveal the weaknesses and the 
areas for improvement. This model counts mostly public resources but incorporates also the 
current low-level private services in primary care. The profile of elders is the basis for their 
health needs and according to their demands there is the use of health resources which 
result in the health outcomes. 
 

 
Figure 3 Health Needs Assessment – The 65+ age group. 

 
 

The relation as presented implies that health outcomes are not equivalent to the patients’ 
profile, needs and resources. Something is going wrong which affects the final service and 
spends resources with no return benefits. A new resource, or a derivative of a restructured 
resource, which would monitor better the profile and needs of the elders could probably 
improve the health outcomes. 
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3. Designing the equity audit 
 The main concern of equity audit is to ensure the distributive justice as stemmed from the 
health service outcomes.  The 65+ group is characterised by a number of vulnerabilities 
mostly related to their loss of autonomy. Long term conditions create gradual devolution of 
quality of life. Although current social patterns do not provide a healthy framework for coping 
with the inequalities of elders in the country, this is expected to change. Younger 
generations, which are accustomed to modern lifestyle patterns and are more technological 
orientated, will affect the social composition in the coming years. Nevertheless, current 
trends demonstrate that the distribution of health services in the specific group is unfair. 
Therefore, the objective is to propose an intervention, which will focus in minimising 
inequalities trying to use mainly existing resources in a smart way.  
 
3.1 Agree priorities and partners 

Health services to elders should be planned according to the following principles: 
� to maintain a qualitative provision of health services to ones who need in-house care; 
� to integrate and balance care tailored to demand; 
� to adopt a more holistic view of their needs and their position in society; 
� to identify the significance of the situation on personal basis and provide adequate 

care service; 
� to provide special attention in the group due to its vulnerability; 
� to keep them active and prolong their productive contribution to society; (since the 

age synthesis of global population changes and the tension is the mean to exceed 40 
years, it will be a challenge for the prolongation to be accompanied by an active elder 
workforce); 

� to develop ICT solutions to help them stay independent and more active; 
� to train them in acquiring self-care knowledge and better manage themselves; 
� to create small non-threatening changes in their daily lives; 
� to provide a consumption-related experience; 

 
The societal partners in this effort are the government in cooperation primarily with 

University hospitals, and with pharmaceutical companies, doctors, paramedical staff and 
local authorities including academia experts (Figure 4). Patients are also a valuable link in 
the chain of health service.  
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Figure 4 The partners. 

3.2 Equity profile 
The 65+ group, as discussed earlier, demonstrates vulnerabilities since it tries to cope 

with a number of difficulties stemmed from long-term conditions, on daily basis. 
Mediterranean countries still demonstrate a specialty in elderly care which stands through 
time. There is a significant number of elders who receive light care either from their spouse 
or from family members (family-based care model). The household status remains a 
significant parameter affecting their living conditions (Table 8: Household status of persons 
aged 65+ (EU-27), 2009 [2]).  

Moreover, in contrast to previous years, young people do not leave parental housing 
early. This, on the one side delays their initiatives to create their own family but, on the other 
side, guarantees in a sense, the provision of light health care to their parents (medication, 
simple health care practices, dietary etc.). At this point, it is worth to add that women are the 
main pillar in the family-based care model in Southern European countries [16]. Also, the 
recent collapse in the Eastern Bloc generated a big number of immigrants (mainly women) 
who offered their cheap and flexible nursing services for in-house or even in-hospital 
healthcare. This practise increased the out-of-pocket expenses for elders, but at least it was 
an alternative to fill in the public service gap. According to Bonnet et al [17] in coming years, 
demographic and social changes will increase the continuing burden of family support. In 
addition, the healthcare sector is expected to experience high pressure of work and shortage 
of care personnel due to increasing expenditures and financial burdens [18]. The most 
important consequence of life in this group is their gradual loss of autonomy through 
longevity.  
  
3.3 Evidence and the possibility of effective regional action 
 In parallel to the change of age synthesis until 2030, this is expected to be accompanied 
by the cognitive and perceptual change of people belonging to these age-groups on that 
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time. Elderly are expected to have higher knowledge acquisition levels as well as be more 
acute and receptive regarding evolutionary practices. According to Barros et al [19], lifestyle 
and health attitudes define the health behaviour of people. These two parameters may be or 
not the causes of health inequalities. Moreover, elders are participants in the system and 
have equal responsibilities on its effectiveness and progress. The case of not using often the 
healthcare system may be a target within the desired limits. Using recursively the system 
deteriorates the quality of the regional human capital and it is an index of non-healthy 
inhabitants. On the other side, Barros et al [20] concluded that the elders with a greater 
degree of schooling are significantly more active than those with lower levels and have 
different mindset towards active ageing. Greece demonstrates both high levels of schooling 
among medium age people as well as a fairly higher ratio of life expectancy comparing to 
other European countries. 
 
3.4 The target 

Since the country is experiencing major reforms in healthcare sector, it will be a unique 
opportunity to proactively establish a separate framework for the elderly care, addressing the 
ones that need primarily light care. As implied earlier, the standardization in treatment might 
create inequalities. Therefore, the recommendation is to provide a separate additional 
healthcare service experience to the elders, which will aim to identify their health situation, 
prioritise their needs and secure that they will receive the necessary treatment according to 
their status. Elders, who belong to our watch group, will get into a regional health 
collaborative network which will provide light healthcare in their home environments through 
the accommodation of information and communication technologies. The intention is to 
create a smart environment of health provision where all partners will participate and 
contribute. The aim is to fulfil the priorities as discussed earlier through the use of this 
network. Actually this recommendation is inspired by the European Commission’s [21] 
directive about extending active and independent living through Open and Personalised 
solutions (European Pillars of Active Ageing and Independent Living). 

The practice of collaborative networks and assistive technologies is increasingly adopted 
especially when this refers to health issues [22][23][24][25][26]. Although this implies the use 
of tele-care platforms this service is not only this. 
 Since, it is expensive for the healthcare system to be used repetitively then the creation of 
regional smart environments in the country could be a solution in monitoring the priorities just 
described earlier. This could be achieved by reducing the demand for professional nursing 
and similar services through the use of smart environments. There are already used a 
number of different digital services in healthcare such as mobile web services, digital health 
in-house equipment [27].  
 The new service will operate within University hospitals. The University hospital will 
accommodate the “Office of Elderly Care” with the following responsibilities:  
 

� to create a patient’s registry starting from their data from their hospitals’ visits; 
� to cooperate with a network of public and private doctors and paramedical staff for 

exchanging information on elders; 
� to define and upgrade the scope of services offered to the elders;  
� to critically assess and supervise the services offered through certain feedback from 

the partners including the patients; 
� to establish quality standards;  
� to create a performance and appraisal internal system for the cooperative players; 
� to keep elders active and productive through digital home programmes; 
� to cooperate with a number of medical equipment suppliers; 
� to create a mobile network using latest technology in order to keep mobile contact 

with all patients registered in their database; 
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� to classify elders according to their needs and living status and monitor them through 
the mobile network; 

� to keep contact with elders’ families and close persons (if any); 
 

This service experience will work under the supervision of the government. It could be part 
of the public healthcare system but operating in a separate manner aiming to bring together 
the needs and the services. Government will act mainly as an agent. The supervision will be 
delegated to the University hospitals and to their management. The new framework does not 
intend to create inequalities of privileged services for the elders. On the contrary, it aims to 
exploit synergies and economies of scale.  

Academia is expected to cope with this project in a professional manner and this could be 
a great opportunity to link theory with practice. The operation of such offices will be financed 
from the local authorities budgetary planning, as well as the hospitals and universities annual 
budgets. It will be a big challenge to attract external funds from companies and donors who 
will support this effort in exchange of extracting research results that will help the market. 
 
3.5 The service delivery and its resources 
 Local initiatives in healthcare are helpful and may result as new paradigms for further 
replication. Given that currently Greece experiences structural reforms, any peripheral 
actions, in a decentralised and independently operational way is less risky, needs less 
money and could be implemented more easily providing quick effective results. 
 In Figure 5 is given the service delivery process which illustrates the flow of operations 
and the interrelation among participants. There will be a central data based system which will 
mainly administer and evaluate the data related to the lifestyle and medical needs of 
patients, who are members of the smart environment. This system will be in continuous 
interaction with the partners through an open connection (e.g. Community of Practice using 
cloud computing), using a private social interacting tool for exchanging and sharing 
information, knowledge and experience. The aim of this community will be to create a 
knowledge infrastructure for achieving the following targets:   
 

� to help elders improving their lifestyles through nutrition control, physical activity, anti-
smoke and anti-alcohol practices;  

� to plan regular visits in their environments to ensure reducing of injuries and 
avoidance of other risks; 

� to provide support for maintaining their mental health (mostly coping with depression 
and the derived disorders (violence-suicide) through social inclusion programs, 
development of social media for elderly, increased communication and bringing 
together the social capital of the elderly); 

� to increase the in-house use of information and communication technologies (ICT);  
� to encourage the idea of self-care;  
� to pay special attention to elderly with chronic conditions (e.g. diabetes, cancer, other 

chronic diseases); 
� to apply preventive practices in order to keep their healthy conditions; 

 
A number of tools through the help of the research academia will be employed. Latest 

technologies such as robotics, near field communication (NFC) and radio frequency 
identification (RFID) are some of the developments which constitute the assistive technology 
used for elderly care. Technology at this stage could be used for collecting lifestyle pattern 
data towards the successful implementation of a health assessment [28]. Moreover, it 
provides a framework to create positive effects among elders since the benefits are 
increased. For example companion type robots help elders to cope with loneliness [29] and 
create a community environment through which they socially interact with others.    
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Figure 5 The Service Delivery Process – The Smart Environment. 
Public intervention is necessary at this stage in the country, in order to establish this 

separate framework. As discussed earlier, although the initiative will act locally, the primary 
concern for establishing this framework is on government’s side. Moreover, trying to integrate 
what above have been highlighted, the effort is suggested to incorporate a certain number of 
components and practices (Figure 6). 

The government is almost certain that has to cope with the components of Economy-
Society-HealthCare in terms of providing a secure framework for the specific social group. 
The 4-indoor-practices are suggested to be the main ground for further endorsement and 
implementation. The new service intends to be part of this broader framework.   
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Figure 6 The Policy framework towards active ageing. 
  
The new service needs a combination of existed resources and new investment. To be more 
precise, there is an attempt to register below the backbone resources required in order for 
the service to operate. In the next section on commissioning, there are some 
recommendations on how to fund the operation of this service.  
 
 

Table 9 The backbone resources. 
Resource 

Communities of Practice as a knowledge tool Office & furniture 
Doctors Software 

Paramedics Ambulance/medical cars 
Administrators Medical equipment (technology orientated)

Managers Mobile medical devices 
Technology experts Patients 

PC Equipment Family members of patients 
Leased lines  

  
 

4. Challenges to commissioning the service 
 Probably the main challenge for the commissioning is to find the capacity and capability to 
turn competencies of the new service to excellence. But, to do that, first it is necessary to 
articulate the full range of commissioning activities. Therefore, it is recommended the 
commissioning to be supervised by the Hospitals’ management team. They will be 
responsible to identify the priorities and elements for commissioning, as well as to have the 
full responsibility for the implementation and progress of the service. 
 The management team as commissioners would have to confront with the following 
additional challenges which are actually inspired from the NHS World Class Commissioning 
Competencies Framework [30]. 

� Challenge (1) Communication: to achieve effective communication among partners 
and to ensure the consensus in terms of mutual feedback in the operation of the new 
service.  

� Challenge (2) Process and Knowledge requirements: to monitor process and 
knowledge requirements in order for the service to guarantee maximum health 
outcomes for the community. 
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� Challenge (3) Stakeholders’ Engagement: to engage with public and patients in 
order to keep track of any changes in demands and needs and maintain continuous 
links with the healthcare base of the service. 

� Challenge (4) Collaboration: to increase collaboration with medical society and staff 
in order to scrutiny service design and maintain clinical excellence in the service 
outcome. 

� Challenge (5) Knowledge Management & HNA: according to World Class 
Commissioning Framework Competency 5 [31], the linking ingredients of 
commissioning are the management of knowledge and the health needs assessment 
in the right timing. Assessing the needs effectively directs in a successful 
commissioning framework which protects both patients and other healthcare partners 
(Figure 7). 

 
 

Figure 7 World Class Commissioning Framework Competency 5. [31] 
 

 
� Challenge (6) Investment plans: to emphasize on investment plans; this will focus 

in maintaining the service levels high and the health outcomes excellent. To achieve 
this, it is recommended to establish an internal office of health economists, who will 
quantify, costing and measuring the demands. Also they will monitor risks, ratios and 
budgeting. In addition another primary concern of this office should be to find funds 
and financing. For example some possible sources of fund for the service could be 
through:  
 

1. the savings of social security funds 
2. the out-of-pocket spending 
3. the medical tourism 
4. the stock exchange (see the 65+ group as a high-promising emerging industry 

and capitalise on their trading assets) 
5. the donations which will be tax-free 

� Challenge (7) Interaction & stimulation of the market: to increase the interaction 
with the health market, stimulating attitudes, culture and behaviours, enabling the 
participants to reveal their weaknesses and demonstrate their strengths. This will 
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serve as a measure to ensure that standards are met and outcomes are at the 
desired levels. 

� Challenge (8) Improvements and Innovative practices: to achieve continuous 
improvements and use of innovative practices. The use of best practices through 
collaborative networks may help in adopting new technological tools. 

� Challenge (9) Procurement & Contracting: to maintain procurement standards and 
ensure viable contracts. Use of risk is necessary as well as thorough investigation of 
time and value (timely contracts and service level contracts). Adopt the healthcare 
logistics mindset. Moreover compliance and accountability are two more concerns. 

� Challenge (10) Adjustment to the broader healthcare system: to ensure 
cooperation of the new service with the existed healthcare system and to achieve 
incorporation of the new entity “Office of Elderly Care” in the broader health provision. 

 
Nevertheless, as Ham [32] highlighted there are various difficulties in healthcare 
commissioning since healthcare is complicated by itself. Due to their nature health services 
are complex therefore it is difficult to contract on them.  
 

5. Conclusions 
 It is a challenge to integrate economy into society. The increased life expectancy, 
unavoidably meets extending working lives [33][34]. Modern lifestyles and technology could 
be proved significant allies in the effort of designing an increased quality healthcare 
experience. Healthy ageing may direct to delayed retirement which in extent will raise the 
GDP of the country. A raised GDP is related to value and competitiveness which is expected 
to create wealth. A wealth society can spend more in healthcare since it owns adequate 
funds for social programmes. On the other hand, through the recommended service there is 
an attempt to minimise costs by using less the main healthcare system and move this 
demand to smart environments where elders will continue to receive care through interaction 
with experts.           
 Nevertheless, it is questioned if reforms and restructures in times of crisis direct to desired 
results. The challenge of internal devaluation that societies are trying to cope with, is testing 
their cohesion and limits of resilience. However, it is true that OECD, World Health 
Organization and other global organizations reinforce individual health programs within 
broader policy frameworks; they expect this to bring together different powers and practices 
in order to provide a certain service mutually benefited for elders and the society [35].  
A cohesive society should periodically assess its dependency ratios on ageing as well as the 
future trends in ageing (Figure 8: Old-age dependency ratio, Population aged 65+ in relation 
to the population aged 15-64; Projections 2015-2060, (EU-27) [2], Figure 9: Future trends in 
ageing, (2010 estimates), (European Union-27) [2] & Figure 10: Greece, Country’s profile on 
demography and ageing [1]) 

Their timely monitoring raises alerts and gives space for any future plans; thus, activate 
thoughts for new strategies that could be implemented quickly and effectively. Multi-morbidity 
and mortality as related to longevity and fertility are significant components of a well-
balanced society which aims to ensure prosperity for its citizens. On the other hand, the 
unbalanced synthesis of age-groups in the society encompasses increased heterogeneity of 
its socioeconomic contexts. The proposed service framework has to fight with four obstacles 
in the same way that Holland and Rodie [36] identified in their study on perceptions on 
preventive health services. These are: (a) awareness, (b) social barriers, (c) psychological 
barriers, and (d) financial barriers.  
 This study intends to bring forth issues based on evidences and literature. Moreover, it 
aims to raise queries that exist behind governance principles. Current strategies and tools 
may be proven inadequate to confront with future challenges. Longevity and ageing are facts 
that neither could be neglected nor could be confronted as problems for the society through 
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the narrow lens of financing and cost management. Not far in time from now, mankind would 
have to face the new age synthesis which is expected to generate new shocks. Each crisis 
has its own characteristics. The recommended intervention does not aim to provide ready-
made solutions rather than trigger new mindsets and infuse practices outside the box. 
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Academia as a source of research-based innovations and entrepreneurial education 
plays one of the key roles in regional innovations systems (RIS). Nevertheless, 
opportunities and limitations for realization of the potential of academia could 
significantly vary in different regions. In this study we attempt to analyze academia’s 
role in two regions: Øresund, Swedish-Danish cross-border region, and Moscow 
region of Russia. The comparative study is based on 24 interviews that were 
conducted with stakeholders from academia, public and private sector in these 
regions. Øresund and Moscow RISs have proven capacities for research-based 
innovations. However, it can be stated that although the entrepreneurial capacities in 
the both regions have increased over the last decade, the RISs still do not seem to be 
very successful in commercialization of innovations invented in academia (university 
spin-offs) and achieving the overall impact of educational institutions on the regional 
development. This trend seems to be even weaker in the Moscow regional 
development context as compared to the Øresund RIS. This study identifies and 
uncovers some of the reasons for this relative lack of success in developing regional 
innovations. It includes: entrepreneurial culture, weak institutions, risk attitudes, 
economic policies and traditions in academia.  

Keywords 
Academic entrepreneurship, regional innovation system, Russia, Øresund, cleantech 

1. Introduction 

The traditional role of universities in education, basic research and science has been well 
documented and researched.  In the past 2-3 decades, however, universities have taken on 
rapidly expanding and new functions such as knowledge dissemination and technology 
transfer, the commercialization of research based ideas, the emphasize and active role in 
national and regional innovation systems (NIS and RIS), among others.  Innovation systems 
are networks of firms and organizations influencing the innovation process in a particular 
area through their interaction [1,2] Regional innovation systems (RIS) and their roots are a 
widely debated topic in the academic literature [3]. RIS could be described as “a set of 
interacting private and public interests, formal institutions and other organizations that 
function according to organizational and institutional arrangements and relationships 
conducive to the generation, use and dissemination of knowledge [in the region]” [4].  
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Academia has potentially a pivotal role to play in the social and economic development of 
regions. They are a critical asset of the region; even more so in less favoured regions where 
the private sector may be weak or relatively small, with low levels of research and 
development activity. Successful mobilisation of the resources of the university can have a 
disproportionately positive effect on the regional economies and achievement of 
comprehensive regional strategies. Further, in meeting major societal challenges, which 
have both a global and local dimension, universities and other higher education institutions 
have a key role to play in knowledge creation and its translation into entrepreneurial activities 
as well as public and private services, a process that can engage various disparate aspects 
of academia.  
 
In this study, we aim to analyze the role of academia in the development of RIS. We do so by 
focusing on the cleantech sector. Cleantech, which stands for clean technology, could be 
defined as “energy and environment-related technologies developed with the objective of 
reducing harmful effects on the environment” [5]. Implementation of cleantech usually 
assumes an improvement of environmental performance at a lower cost, higher productivity 
and responsible use of the natural resources [5]. Thus, presence of a strong cleantech 
industry in the RIS could significantly contribute to regional sustainable development. 
Specifically, in this paper we address the following research question: “What is the role of 
academia in the building of regional innovation systems and the development of cleantech 
innovations?”  
 
We analyze two separate regions, one is the Øresund, Danish-Swedish cross-border region. 
The other is the Moscow region, which consists of Moscow together with the Moscow 
Oblast’, administrative unit around the city. There are several reasons behind this choice, 
including: similar intensity of higher education and research institutions, high level of 
economic development as well as the presence of similar universities in both regions, Lund 
University and Moscow State University, which were taken as the central objects in the RISs. 
The paper is structured as follows. First, we present our theoretical framework. Second, we 
describe our research methodology. Third, our findings for the two regions—Øresund and 
Moscow— will be presented based on our literature analysis as well as from the interview 
data collected. Finally, we have a section that discusses the challenges academia 
experience in implementing the triple-helix approach and we draw certain theoretical and 
practical conclusions. 
 

2. Theoretical framework  
The RIS approach studies the social interaction of economic actors in a region within 
localized innovation networks and considers how institutional evolution can produce 
“constructed advantage”: creating regional capacity for improved innovation and economic 
performance. RIS is most directly concerned with uneven geographies of innovation [6]. In 
comparison with the national innovation systems approach, the RIS approach is more 
specific in analysing the spatial organization of innovation processes between firms, policy 
institutions, research organizations and intermediary institutions. In spite of globalization, 
regional innovation is indeed enhanced by various kinds of agglomeration economies 
between co-located firms in similar or related sectors alongside innovation support by 
regional knowledge producers, such as universities. 
 
The core concepts of regional innovation systems are rooted in the theory of innovation and, 
in particular, in the theories of economist Joseph Schumpeter. His views on innovation-
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related technological changes and entrepreneurship as drivers for economic growth became 
the basis for innovation policy in many regions [7]. Schumpeter also saw a special and 
important role for entrepreneurs. In his opinion innovations resulted not from rational thinking, 
but from creative pioneering process [8]. This signals the importance of entrepreneurial 
efforts to bring research-based innovations into the market. Academic spin-offs are one 
possible dimension that might enhance the entrepreneurial capabilities in RIS. The RIS 
framework is considered to be appropriate to study innovation and knowledge flows in cross-
border regions [9].  
 
Guided by Trippl’s [10] study, as depicted in Figure 1 below, we suggest exploring 
entrepreneur activities in RIS through 5 major sub-systems. The Knowledge generation 
and diffusion subsystem is associated with public research institutions, technology 
mediating organizations, educational bodies and workforce mediating organizations. 
Knowledge application and exploitation subsystem is connected with activities of the 
companies, clients, suppliers and competitors and industrial cooperation. Regional policy 
subsystem includes regional authorities, public authorities and development agencies. The 
efficiency of innovation development is dependent on local interactions between 
subsystems and the regional innovation system as a whole is influenced by socio-
institutional factors, including laws, regulations, values, practices, routines and others.  
Since cleantech is the context of our study all elements in the above mentioned system 
should be seen in relation to the development of this particular industry.  
 
 
 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1 Regional innovation system and its subsystem (Source: adapted from Trippl 2006) 
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3. Method 
To understand the dynamic and contextual nature of RIS, we chose to combine an overview 
of available secondary data with in-depth interviews conducted with universities, support 
infrastructure representatives, entrepreneurs and politicians. Twenty-four interviews were 
conducted in the Øresund and Moscow regions between November 2011 and February 
2013. We interviewed regional stakeholders in order to understand their thinking and vision 
on the role of academia, triple helix collaboration and cleantech innovations. Using the case-
study methodology [11], we applied such methods as in-depth individual, semi-structured 
interviews. The interviews lasted for one hour on average and varied from between 8 to 20 
pages in length when transcribed. Guided by the research question, two of authors 
independently read the transcripts, sorted and coded the data. This process was performed 
with each interview. Finally, we used intuitive and critical reflection for the interpretation of 
the data. Also, an analysis of key activities of the innovation system was performed in order 
to develop preliminary lessons that could be relevant to other regions, with regard to 
cleantech entrepreneurial capacity as well as cross-border cooperation. 
 
 
4. Findings 
In this section we present the key findings from our interviews along with a historical 
overview of the development of innovations and role of academia in the two respective 
regions in relation to each of the five elements of our theoretical model – knowledge 
generation, knowledge application, regional policy as well as socio-institutional factors. 
Because it is often difficult to crystallize each of these elements due to their inter-
relationships, we chose a narrative way for describing RIS in the two regions. 

 
4.1 Øresund Region 
An active cooperation between the Swedish and Danish sides of Øresund in the field of 
innovations began in the 1990’s. The grounds for the cooperation was corroborated by high 
intensity of talented individuals and institutions, relatively equal level of economic 
development, social and cultural similarities as well as physical proximity. The specific 
industry niche for Øresund development was identified at that time as the biotech and 
pharmaceuticals sector. It was based on regional competiveness factors such as the 
intensity of scientists and research organizations and due to the physical presence of 60% of 
the pharmaceutical companies in the region. Creation of collaborative networks between 
administration, higher education institutions, research institutions and industry also helped 
increase cooperation. Of late, low-carbon and cleantech are among the key priorities for the 
development of the Øresund.  Moreover, according to several studies, Øresund is one of the 
leading regions for the creation of entrepreneurial cleantech start-up companies and 
commercialization of clean technology innovations.  

 

Triple helix collaboration and cluster initiatives were seen as fairly effective by some of the 
interviewees for the development of innovations in the region. The potential for the 
development of research-based innovations in the Øresund RIS is associated with the 
collaboration between academia, industry and the regional authorities. Scientific individual 
talents are considered to be one of the most valuable assets for Øresund RIS. The triple 
helix model is utilized by the Medicon Valley Alliance (MVA), the interregional cluster project 
seeking the development of life-science innovations in the region. Initially MVA was funded 
by European Union as an Interreg initiative, but later on it became an independent project 
and is considered as the most successful project so far. On the other hand, some of the 
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interregional networking initiatives as well as the general level of awareness about these 
initiatives do not seem to be as high as they were before.  Further, It seems that the lack of a 
robust business tradition and understanding of university-industry collaboration, could be a 
major barrier for the development of technology transfer solutions in Øresund. Therefore, it is 
important that technology transfer offices such as Lund University Innovation System at Lund 
University proactively promote themselves among the various stakeholders in the region.   
 

The entrepreneurial capital has been generally seen to be increasing in the Øresund during 
the last decade. Ten years ago graduates in Sweden were more interested to become 
business consultants than to be entrepreneurs and in Denmark entrepreneurship was seen 
as a thing for “daredevils”. At the same time, both sides have high levels of social security 
and perception of high risk for failure, both of which are important barriers for practicing 
entrepreneurship. However, it seems that nowadays, university students and researchers are 
becoming increasingly interested in studying entrepreneurship, launching their own ventures 
or becoming corporate entrepreneurs. 
 
The measures that improve the entrepreneurial capacity of academia could also contribute 
towards the dissemination of cleantech innovations. The most prominent endeavour to 
increase entrepreneurial capital on the interregional level in Øresund was the Øresund 
Entrepreneurship Academy (active from 2006 – 2010). The Academy supported educators in 
the development of specialized courses and facilitated cooperation between academia and 
business organizations. The Academy became an important step for the development of 
entrepreneurial spirit in the region. Surprisingly, the project was abruptly halted in 2010. The 
reason given for this was the apparent lack of interest from the Swedish side of the Øresund 
to continue to develop the entrepreneurial capacity and cooperation  

There appears to be a trend towards an increasing number of research-based innovations 
that are not related to natural science, but related to social sciences. This trend significantly 
extends the magnitude and possibility to involve academia and students to promote 
research-based cleantech innovations. Such innovations are not always associated with new 
technological findings, but rather with its effective dissemination, which requires new 
solutions from social science such as business strategies and policy measures. On the other 
hand, interdisciplinary research centers, which consists of natural and social scientists as 
well as industry business advisors and investors, seem to have a much greater potential for 
the identification and development of new technologies compared to their mono-disciplinary 
counterparts. This is primarily because such centers have more “stimulating environments”. 
At the same time, it is not always clear on how to encourage interaction between academic 
researchers and businesspersons in order to increase knowledge generation. Further, it can 
be stated that sometimes students seem to be more entrepreneurial than faculty, in 
particular, because they more willing to take more risks. In Sweden, the SKJ Center for 
Entrepreneurship at Lund University has been promoting entrepreneurial education since 
2011. The Center provides specialized courses on entrepreneurship and has also developed 
a new Masters program that focuses on building new business ventures based on the 
research based ideas coming out of the University. 
 

Low-carbon transition and cleantech development in Øresund, could be related to new 
technological findings, its practical implementation and commercialization of cleantech 
knowledge.  Further, the application of current clean technologies could play an important 
role in these processes. It is also suggested that cleantech development could be based on 
the cooperation with the existing non-cleantech industries.  Moreover, it seems that social 
and sustainability innovations seem to have strong potential for growth in Øresund RIS. 
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Additionally, strategies for collaboration between cleantech startups and mature industries 
were provided. For instance, the Teknopol business advisory has two cleantech related 
initiatives i.e “Customer Financed Development” and “Verification and Innovation 
Purchasing”. In the first case, an already existing company established a fund to help 
cleantech start-ups develop their technology to a point where they could possibly buy it. In 
the second case, Teknopol helped to translate the sustainability needs of  large companies 
to a concrete demand, which could then be met by start-ups.  
 
Cluster organizations such as Copenhagen Cleantech Cluster and the Sustainable Business 
Hub on the Danish and Swedish sides respectively, seems to be important actors for 
cleantech development since they have both proved to be effective for dissemination of new 
technologies. They encourage  local actors and promote solutions internationally. Exchange 
and export of clean technologies is usually seen as an important or even the most important 
factor for development of cleantech on both sides of the Øresund border. The total Danish 
cleantech export market value in 2010 was about 12 Billion Euros and it is expected to 
quadruple by 2015. At the same time, 51% of Swedish export is related to clean energy 
solutions such as biofuels, solar, wind, hydro, sustainable buildings and energy efficiency 
technology.  
 
There is also a degree of skepticism about the future of transnational collaboration due to 
unequal distribution of benefits between the Danish and Swedish sides. An indirect evidence 
for that statement is that the interviewees were more interested to talk about the innovation 
systems of their countries, rather than transnational innovation system of Øresund.  
Moreover, as it was portrayed, some of the initiatives has intraregional rather than 
interregional focus.  Some of the most prominent integration achievements so far are related 
to creation of favorable legislations for cross-border citizenship, employment opportunities as 
well as economic and social benefits that result from different and complimentary 
competences of the two sides. 

4.2 Moscow Region 

Moscow region, which includes city of Moscow and Moscow Oblast’, an administration unit 
around the city, is considered to be a main economic and political area as well as one of the 
main innovation and entrepreneurship areas in Russia. There are some significant 
innovation-related projects that have been started in the Moscow region during the past 10 
years, e.g Skolkovo Innovation Center, an ambitious project launched by Dmitriy Medvedev 
while he was President of Russia. Nevertheless, the innovation capacity of the region is 
mostly associated with the achievements of the soviet period.  There are a number of 
prominent higher education and research institutions such as Moscow State University, 
Moscow State Technical University, Moscow Aviation Institute where radical innovations 
were developed. During the Soviet times, these universities were not necessarily part of the 
regional innovation system, but rather had strong interconnections with different regions of 
the country, where fundamental innovations were implemented. Therefore, the innovation 
system associated with the regional academia was not limited to the geographical borders of 
Moscow region. Although the importance of environmental and energy efficiency agendas 
has been increasing recently, the development of cleantech does not seem as priority neither 
for the state, nor for Moscow’s regional development.  

Before 1990, during the Soviet time, in Russia, government and state’s enterprises 
procurement was the key policy instrument for the development of innovations. Science, 
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research and development, innovations were part of the centralized planned economy, and 
thus main innovation areas of that time were heavy industry and military sectors. Together 
with domestic economy, economies of third-world communist countries were also an 
important “market” for innovative knowledge-based production from the Soviet Russia. Work 
at universities was very prestigious and gainful and work at technical universities as an R&D 
professional was even more gainful. It was connected with the opportunities to be involved in 
the R&D projects for the government. At the same time, entrepreneurship was an outlaw 
activity and there was no modern product-oriented «innovative thinking» in the Soviet time 
since there was no market economy. Additionally, the social and legal environment in USSR 
was discouraging for any entrepreneurial intentions. 
 
After the collapse of the Soviet Union in 1990, the production and technological chains were 
broken, military procurement reduced many times, state’s demand for innovations 
significantly reduced as well. In academia salary of the scientists and researchers became 
much less than before and scientists suddenly turned from the privileged class to the poor. 
Since the 2000s the situation with the development of innovation and entrepreneurship 
slowly started to become better in general. According to the official documents and literature 
reviews, creating university start-ups and involvement of students began to be considered as 
an important factor of connecting academic institutions with real sector of economy and the 
labor market demands. The purpose of the recent governmental initiatives is the 
development of cooperation of Russian higher educational institutions and industrial 
enterprises, the development of scientific and educational activities in the Russian 
universities, promoting the use of higher education institutions potential in enterprises to 
develop high-tech industry and innovation in the Russian economy.  
 
For example, there is an initiative that provides the opportunity for manufacturing companies 
to get a subsidy to fund projects for the development of high-tech production in conjunction 
with universities. The key feature of this initiative is the focus on creating a network of 
cooperation between scientific institutions of the education sector and the real sector 
enterprises. There are also a number of initiatives, which aimed at transforming leading 
universities in core elements of the innovation system, and creating the so-called innovation 
zones around them, developing various forms of networking in the framework of the 
implementation of innovative projects. In 2009 to promote such start-ups based on the 
universities’ infrastructure Russian Government issued the Federal Law that gives significant 
benefits for student entrepreneurship initiatives.   
 
Universities today play an important role in dissemination of new technologies. For example, 
Moscow State University (MSU), as one of the largest and most prominent universities in 
Russia, has an important role to play in promoting innovation activities across the Moscow 
region. There are some centers for education and research on innovation and 
entrepreneurship at MSU with education for department of economics, and special MA 
programs. There is also a science-park, incubator that is relatively new – about two years 
old. And there are some innovation laboratories that do research in the field of innovation 
and also related to cleantech.  It is considered that MSU is a good place for developing 
innovations due to the interdisciplinary research and education field According to one of 
respondents, there are also many innovation projects in MSU, which look purely scientific 
rather than real business cases Students don’t usually think about entrepreneurship as a 
career opportunity. On the other hand, in fact, there are significant administrative barriers 
that prevent the development of innovations and entrepreneurship and there are some 
people who are teaching entrepreneurship without having real experience.  
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Despite the efforts to promote innovation development, it seems that current economic 
systems resist innovations and the state policy does not provide necessary support for the 
shift in economic paradigm. In particular, state’s regulation of innovation development is 
considered as “inconsistent and belated”. Moreover, it seems that the government in some 
cases could be counterproductive for innovation development, and could significantly 
influence current economic patterns in favour of some individual interests. Additionally, it 
seems that there is a lot of “buzz” or brainwashing about innovations in Russia as well as 
“window dressing”. On the other hand, enterprises “could ‘fake’ the ‘innovations’ in their 
reports”. The key reason behind such patterns is the abundance of natural resources and 
resource export-oriented economy of Russia.  Therefore, until the government will become 
an efficient player and starts generating real demand for innovations, it might be difficult for 
the innovation system to get any better. There is also another task for the state, which should 
play an important role in developing interactions between researchers, managers and 
investors. In order, for example, to avoid the opportunistic behaviour of the investor or to 
insure the risk of the enterprises that develop innovations.  
 
On the other hand, it seems that there is no “magic” in promotion of entrepreneurship and 
innovations in academia Russia.   It is also important to teach researchers to get new skills 
and market-oriented understanding in order to develop market-oriented innovations. On the 
other hand, it seems that there is no need to force researchers in academia to become 
market-oriented innovators and entrepreneurs – since they have different roles: researcher 
“does what he wants” and innovator “does what market wants”. The question – how to 
develop appropriate policies? Additionally, it seems that there is enough state’s funding for 
the research nowadays, but there is the problem of corruption and administrative barriers. 
Another challenge is the existing mistrust between both sides of the innovation process – 
scientists and innovators. 
 
It could be suggested that there is a significant potential for the development and 
implementation of cleantech innovations in Russia and in Moscow Region, connected to 
increasing of energy efficiency. According to the World Bank research Russia, including 
Moscow, is one of the world “leaders” by the energy intensity of GDP (World Bank 2008). It 
presents a threat for the future development, but could become the opportunity for cleantech, 
on the other hand. It seems that there are some recent political incentives that could support 
development cleantech in Russia and Moscow (related to Energy efficiency, for example). 
Some interviewees, especially those who have entrepreneurial experience, consider it as a 
trend and see the potential for this sector. At the same time, the macroeconomic and political 
perspective do not seem to very bright if there is going to be business-as-usual model of 
economic development associated with extraction and export of natural resources in Russia. 
But there are some potential niches for cleantech development, such as green building that 
could work in Russia.  
 
 
5. Discussion 

We used the approach of Trippl [11] in order to analyze the role of academia in the 
development of regional innovation systems in Øresund and Moscow Regions. The results of 
our research shows that there is no strong interconnections between innovation and 
entrepreneurial activities in Øresund and Moscow Regions within the regions: in case of 
Øresund there is a cross-border Danish-Swedish “semi-integrated” innovation system that 
consists of two RISs and Moscow RIS could have stronger interconnections with the other 
regions of Russia.  
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Nevertheless, regional innovation system as a research framework proved to be useful to 
study the role of academia in the development of innovations and entrepreneurship within the 
regions. First, it allowed analyzing the context of the innovation and entrepreneurship 
process. We studied the process – knowledge generation, dissemination, application and 
exploitation as well as learned about the regional policy subsystems, interactions of these 
subsystems and socio-institutional factors. Second, interviewing the different RIS 
stakeholders and analyzing their experiences helped to get concrete understanding of the 
role of the academia, specifically, on the examples of two universities – Lund University in 
Øresund and Moscow State University in Moscow Region. Finally, it helped to study the 
development of cleantech as an innovation and entrepreneurship field. 
 
The key differences in the Moscow and Øresund RISs are rooted in the history of the RISs 
development. During the Soviet time in Moscow region there was no market-oriented 
innovations, and entrepreneurship was illegal. The demand for innovation was dependent on 
the state’s policy and export to the third-world countries. Nevertheless, some sectors such as 
military, space and heavy industry were quite effective for the utilization of research-based 
innovations.  The situation is drastically changed during the economy crisis in 1990’s, but 
since the 2000s the state interest for innovations and entrepreneurship together and market 
demand was renewed.  The integration of Danish and Swedish RISs on the both sides of 
Øresund was connected with the intensity of higher education and research institutions, 
talents, presence of biotech companies as well as the national, regional, municipal and EU 
interest to promote the cross-border collaboration. Triple-helix collaboration and networking 
were key instruments for development of interactions between administrations, academia 
and businesses on both sides.  
 
Lack of entrepreneurial capacity and culture seems to be a common barrier for development 
of innovations in both Øresund and Moscow regions. The reason – is the traditional mindset 
together with the high level of social security in Denmark and Sweden and (the perception of) 
the risks and administrative barriers in Moscow. Nevertheless, changes in academia towards 
promotion of entrepreneurship culture and developing innovation infrastructure could 
significantly contribute to the changing of this path-dependence. There is also seems to be 
some achievements in the field during the last years, in particular, in Moscow and Øresund. 
The promotion of entrepreneurship should be fruitful not only for the RISs, but for the 
development of self-dependent, rather than state or big business-dependent personalities. 
That is also beneficial for society and economy. It is also important to increase 
interdisciplinary collaboration in universities in order to develop new innovations. At the same 
time there no need to go too far and force researchers to become innovators – since it could 
damage the capacity of academia.  
 
It seems that a clear cleantech agenda could help renew the process of integration of the 
Danish and Swedish sides of the Øresund RIS. There is a potential for having mutual 
benefits of regional branding as one entity and promotion and exporting of the 
complementary clean technologies.  Contrary to the national authorities of Denmark and 
Sweden, Russian authorities now seems to be less interested in promotion of cleantech. 
Nevertheless, there are recent political incentives that create the ground for development of 
cleantech. But due to the role of private interest, administrative barriers and inefficiency of 
regulation, there could be only certain sectors for cleantech and it would not be based on the 
achievement of the academia. On the other hand, if the current trend of resource-based 
export-oriented economic development will be changed, cleantech should be at the forefront 
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of the innovation development and the governmental order could play the same role as it was 
during the soviet times.  
 
6. Conclusion 

The objective of the paper was to answer the following research question: “What is the role 
of academia in the building of regional innovation systems and the development of cleantech 
innovations?” using the example of two different, yet comparable regions. We can conclude 
that academia today serves as more of a provider of classical educational services, and to a 
lesser degree contributes to the direct knowledge transfer in the form of academic spin-offs. 
That is, while its role in knowledge generation is well established when it comes to 
knowledge application it seems that academia need to be supported in it’s spillover efforts. 
Regional policy subsystems formally proclaim fostering of innovations as their priority goal. In 
practice, however, we observed rather weak ties between academia and business, and 
socio-institutional factors such as laws and regulations, do not directly support the knowledge 
application processes.  One of the general reasons for this disconnect, which could explain 
lack of the cooperation is the cultural norms and values, where business and academia are 
often perceived as two parallel rather than overlapping worlds.  
 
7. Further research 
Our research is not without limitations. Based on a limited number of informants, we have  
only a preliminary view of the opportunities and challenges for academia development in the  
cleantech industry. Our findings indicate that interactions between practical and academic 
worlds are where the main challenge for promoting innovation in RIS are situated.  Future 
research should address in more depth the dynamics of such interrelations. The issues of 
human mobility as well as issues of shared network and acting space where academics can 
meet real world challenges and present their scientific findings to the business world 
deserves more focused attention. 
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This paper analyzes the current status with entrepreneurship education in primary and 
secondary schools in the Republic of Macedonia for period 2009 - 2013. Authors of 
this paper during the end of 2011 conducted investigation of the status-quo of 
entrepreneurship education in the country. On-site research includes survey of 1800 
students and 780 professors/teachers and administrative staff of primary and 
secondary schools about entrepreneurial attitudes among young population and 
readiness of the educational system to develop entrepreneurial mindset. Main 
recommendations of the survey were submitted to the Bureau for Development of 
Education and Ministry of education and science of the Republic of Macedonia. As a 
next step, the Government of the Republic of Macedonia from September 2012 
introduced in 1st, 2nd and 3rd year of secondary schools new course “Innovation and 
Entrepreneurship”, while current subject “Business and Entrepreneurship” in 4th year 
was redesigned and updated. From 2013 course “Innovation and Entrepreneurship” 
will be introduced for students of 8th and 9th grade in primary schools. In addition, in 
the last year the Government is implementing wide promotional campaign for 
increasing awareness about entrepreneurship and innovativeness among wider 
population. This paper, summaries whole process of development of new 
entrepreneurial agenda in the Republic of Macedonia that will end in second part of 
2013 with adoption of National Strategy for Entrepreneurship Education 2014-2020 

Keywords 
Entrepreneurship education, innovation, primary schools, secondary schools, Republic of 
Macedonia  

1. Introduction 

Since the end of the 1990’s, the EU countries are intensifying the focus towards SMEs, 
entrepreneurship and entrepreneurship education. One of the strategic goals of the EU 
policies, the policies of its member states, as well as the policies of the countries in the pre-
accession phase (including Republic of Macedonia) is the development of the 
entrepreneurial learning. Additionally, the European commission have directly identified the 
education systems and life-long learning as key factors for development of entrepreneurial 
behaviour and innovative thinking. [1] 
Young people all around the world have the right of entrepreneurship education. Each 
individual has the right to get to know the concepts of ownership, opportunities to hold 
possession and the way of thinking for creation of wealth. Those rights are based on the right 
of an individual for the ownership of its personality, labor, time and ideas. [2] 
In this regard, the educational system needs to be restructured so the young people can 
release their entrepreneurial skills and learn how to become “the masters of their own 
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destiny”. Many recent documents all over the world, and especially EU policy level research 
and strategic documents supported promotion of entrepreneurship education. [3] [4] [5] 
It is more than obvious that the development and promotion of the entrepreneurship are 
strategic goals of the European Union. [6] Education and training are key guidelines in this 
process. One of the postulates on which the strategy for sustainable development of EU 
2020 is based on, relies on the principle that “all pupils/students should have access to 
entrepreneurship education, which should be offered in all its shapes, on all levels of 
education…”  
Member counties of EU have received suggestions from the European commission for 
developing a multi-dimensional systematic approach for development and adoption of 
policies and practices for entrepreneurship education, as well as to develop action plans for 
inclusion of the entrepreneurial policies in the national and regional policies. It is expected 
that by implementing this kind of strategies for entrepreneurship education entrepreneurial 
competences will be developed for the entire pupil and student population, as well as for the 
adult population with compatible entrepreneurially oriented trainings.   
In addition, insuring development of general competences, such as self-confidence, 
flexibility, risk assessment, creativity, etc. as well as specific business skills and knowledge 
are the goals and tasks of the entrepreneurship education. In this direction, many countries 
already adopted their entrepreneurship education strategies.  
This paper analyzes the current status with entrepreneurship education in the Republic of 
Macedonia, with special focus derived from the research conducted among 1800 students 
and 780 professors/teachers and administrative staff from primary and secondary schools. 

2. Research methodology 

In order to analyze the readiness for strengthening entrepreneurship education in the 
Republic of Macedonia, the National Centre for Development of Innovation and 
Entrepreneurial Learning (NCDIEL) in cooperation with the Bureau for Development of 
Education (BRO) in the period November - December 2011 conducted extensive survey in 
primary and secondary school. The research was structured in several phases: 

Phase 1: Analysis of the entrepreneurship education experiences in the world 

In the analysis, the experiences and recommendations of the European Commission, as well 
as the ones from the developed world economies are dominating. Key documents that were 
analyzed to perceive the experiences in the world for implementation of the entrepreneurship 
education and the actions taken for promotion of entrepreneurial culture are based on the 
following resources: European commission, selected member countries of the European 
Union, World Bank, World Economic Forum, United Nations, South-east European Centre for 
Entrepreneurial Learning, Global Entrepreneurship Monitor and number of donor driven 
projects in the Republic of Macedonia [USAID (United States Agency for International 
Development), UNICEF (United Nations Children's Fund), ADA (Austrian Development 
Agency), UNDP (United Nations Development Program) etc.]. Dozens of best cases on 
entrepreneurship education are presented in the final report.   

Phase 2: Preparation of the survey questionnaire 

As a tool for collection of the required data for the analysis of the current condition in the 
Republic of Macedonia, a questionnaire was prepared. In order to reflect the current 
positions, opinions and behavior of the student population on-site survey was conducted 
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among pupils from sixth and seventh grade from the primary nine-year education, and 
among students in first and fourth grade in the secondary education. The survey tried to find 
out which options are taken in consideration by the young people for their future career 
development, their aspirations for the desirable work positions, the ideas of “working for 
someone else” as opposed to “self-employment”, the expectations from the business world, 
the presumptions for the work obligations etc. In parallel, with the survey for the students, the 
questionnaire for the focus groups was developed and interviews included the school 
principles, administration staff and the teachers from the primary and secondary schools in 
the Republic of Macedonia.     

Phase 3: Selection of research sample 

In order to cover at least 1% of the country student population the research was done in 53 
primary and secondary schools in twelve cities and towns (and their surrounding urban and 
rural areas) in the Republic of Macedonia (Skopje, Tetovo, Kichevo, Ohrid, Struga, Bitola, 
Prilep, Kavadarci, Shtip, Kumanovo, Gostivar and Strumica).  Field research covered 32 
primary schools and 21 secondary schools in the Republic of Macedonia. The total 
number of valid survey questionnaire for the primary schools was 798, and 1027 for the 
secondary schools (i.e. overall number of 1825 students). A total number of 744 staff 
members, 397 of which were from the primary schools and 347 from the secondary 
schools, were included in the analysis of the focus groups (headmasters, administration 
staff and teachers/professors). 
In the research, a balanced representation of the participants from different regions (urban-
rural) was maintained. The language in which the lessons are performed was also taken in 
consideration, plus gender equality and nationality were respected. The selection of the 
research sample was made in coordination with representatives from the BDE. 

Phase 4: Realization of the research in the schools 

o Survey of students 
In accordance with the prepared sample of primary and secondary schools, the survey 
coordinated by the Bureau for Education Development was realized with serious support by 
the headmasters and professional service in the schools. The materials provided for the 
schools, after realization of the research were given back for analysis within 4 to 7 days. 

o Focus groups 
Part of the research was also concerning the analysis of the subject  through the focus 
groups which included the school principles, administration staff and the teachers in the 
primary and secondary schools. The goal of this research was to locate the possibilities for 
introducing new subjects (innovations and entrepreneurship) in the primary and secondary 
schools in the Republic of Macedonia, as well as to consider the options for professional staff 
which would be teaching the subjects, the needs for training, interaction with other subjects 
in order to prevent overlapping of some fields/topics, etc.   

Phase 5: Comparative analysis of the obtained data 

The results obtained from the research “on the field” were analyzed by basic statistical 
analysis tools which led to conclusions and suggestions for future actions. Comparative 
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order to compare obtained data from the survey with already available practices in 
entrepreneurship education.   
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Phase 6: Preparation of a final report with recommendations for future actions 

All findings from the research (the theoretical and practical) are included in the final report 
[7], as well as the suggestions for future actions for intensifying the entrepreneurship 
education in the primary and secondary education in the Republic of Macedonia, so that 
preparation of suitable educational plans and programs can be started in 2012.   

3.  Current Entrepreneurship Education related activities in the 
country 

Republic of Macedonia has not introduced a strategy for entrepreneurship education yet, but 
has made significant steps in the development of elements for it through multiple activities: 

– The course “Business and entrepreneurship” was introduced as a compulsory subject in 
the high schools (2007/2008), [8], 

– Declaration for entrepreneurial learning was signed by the Minister of education and 
science and the Minister of economy (June, 2009) [9],  

– There is a competition for the best business plan, organized annually for the secondary 
schools and the art schools (from 2007) by the BDE and the NCDIEL; in 2011 the 
President of the Republic of Macedonia was a patron of the competition, from the school 
year 2011-2012 the competition became a National competition for all secondary schools 
in the Republic of Macedonia including the vocational schools, in 2012 the President of 
the Government was the patron of the competition [10], 

– NCDIEL team was also responsible for National most innovative business plan 
competition for students and recent graduates (2007 – 2012) where more than 50 start-
ups were established (financially supported by Austrian Development Agency), 

– Through USAID and Kulturkontakt - Austria projects, virtual and real companies were 
initialized in the vocational schools and also there were fairs organized for these 
companies [11], 

– USAID has a component for entrepreneurship in the primary and secondary schools 
within the Primary Education Project (PEP) [12], 

– USAID has also supported the establishment of a significant number of career centers in 
the secondary schools in the country, 

– “Be your own boss”, project realized was by The Youth Council and Vision Contact,   
– “Promotion of the entrepreneurship among young people”, project was realized by The 

Centre for Regional development of the southeast region, the Municipality of Strumica 
and GIZ, 

– State competition for entrepreneurship (skills for employment) project was supported by 
the British council, 

– Project for cross-border cooperation, Project for cooperation with schools from other 
countries, Leonardo Da Vinci – lifetime learning,  

– Preparing a marketing plan through the Youth association of the secondary vocational 
schools in Macedonia (MASSUM) supported by USAID [13],  

– The program Junior Achievement has been active in the country for about fifteen years 
now, offering training for education in the field of economy according to its own program 
(the trainings include the teachers as well as the students) [14], the program Junior 
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Achievement, a few years back, organizes business plan competitions in selected 
schools in the country, 

– There are a certain number of non-governmental organizations, foundations, project units 
which offer additional entrepreneurship education, such as Business start-up centers in 
Skopje [15] and Bitola [16], YES incubator in Skopje [17], CEED (Center for 
Entrepreneurship and Executive Development) [18], MATA etc. 

– Part of the projects (supported by ADA, USAID, UNICEF and other donors) also provide 
training for the teachers i.e. directly contribute for the development of the capacities of 
the teaching staff, encouraging the modernization of the educational system etc.   

– Through the SEECEL (Southeast European Centre for Entrepreneurial Learning) project, 
a program for introduction of the entrepreneurial skills in the primary schools’ existing 
subjects was realized, in 4 pilot primary schools in the country [19], 

– The Government of the Republic of Macedonia since October 2011 intensively promotes 
the entrepreneurship in all media and thus stimulates the entrepreneurial spirit in the 
entire population (campaign DARE TO),  

– Professors and assistants from the universities and teaching staff from the secondary 
schools in the Republic of Macedonia which teach the subject Business and 
entrepreneurship are members of the National Entrepreneurial Education Network which 
was established by the NCDIEL, under the auspice of the President of the Republic of 
Macedonia and in the presence of the Minister of education and sciences and the 
Minister of Economy in November 2011, 

– Years back, events are organized to contribute for the promotion of the entrepreneurship 
in which numerous stakeholders (foundations, ministries, banks, NGOs, educational 
institutions etc.) are included: European week of small and middle enterprises, Global 
week of entrepreneurship, Start-up weekend, European day of the entrepreneur, World 
day of the entrepreneur, Entrepreneur of the year, Macedonian business leader, Patent 
of the year, Makinova etc.  

 
3.1. Results from the on-site research 
Having all above in mind the BDE decided to conduct a study for perceiving the possibilities 
for implementation of the entrepreneurship education in the primary and secondary 
education. Key findings from the research were: 
 
For Primary Schools: 

� Only two out of five primary school pupils have came across with the word 
entrepreneurship, or think that they know what this means. 

� The link between the industry and the primary schools is very, very weak, based on 
personal contacts of few teachers (almost no visits to companies or guest lecturers). Only 
few projects regarding entrepreneurship have been conducted, even the cooperation with 
the municipalities and NGOs is only slightly better and mainly based on ecology or 
humanitarian actions.  

� Only 15% have stated that they would like to be company owners when they will grow up 
� The parents are not showing significant interest in cooperation. 
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� The teaching and management staff mainly stressed that the creation of entrepreneurial 
spirit is essential to be fostered since very young age, but because of the lack of 
entrepreneurship-related experience among teachers, specialized training is needed. For 
the better effect and to avoid additional burden on the pupils, entrepreneurial skills need 
to be taught through all subject rather than a specialized subject. In this regard, the 
curricula for various subjects will be revised. 

� Although, the main outcome of the focus group is the common acceptance for 
introduction of entrepreneurship education in primary schools, most of the participants do 
not understand the concept of entrepreneurial learning. 

For high schools: 

� Three out of five secondary school students are familiar with the term entrepreneurship, 
but it is uncertain if they understand the meaning. 

� The most concerning fact is that only 14% of the surveyed students have stated that 
during a visit of a company, they have identified something learned at school. Additional 
confirmation of the small relation of the curricula and the real world is the fact that only 
6% of the surveyed had guest lecturer in their school.  

� Very positive is the fact that half of the surveyed (52%) have stated that after finishing of 
their education, would like to work in own company, i.e. to manage own business. 
Additionally, only 30% of the surveyed would like to work in the public sector.  

� 73% from the surveyed have stated that they would like to graduate from university. 
� Most of the high schools were part of a project / programme related to business and 

entrepreneurship. It has been noted by the teachers, that a development of a system for 
transfer of the methods and tools learned through these projects to the teaching training 
and evaluation process, would be very useful.  

� Compared to the primary schools, the number of project activities and cooperation with 
municipalities and NGOs including eco, humanitarian, social and other events is much 
higher. 

� According to the focus groups, the main reason why a small portion of the high-schools 
are organizing visits to companies is the lack of interest for this kind of cooperation in the 
business sector. It was also presumed that the parents could not play important role for 
establishing cooperation. 

� Furthermore, it was concluded that the practical knowledge is crucial for development of 
the entrepreneurship competence.  

� The teachers had different views on the structure of the entrepreneurship education, but 
they all support the initiative for introduction of entrepreneurship education. They are 
even ready to have training and invest time in adaptation of their teaching methods, all 
because the new age is requiring that efforts from the teachers.  
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4.  Developing strategic frame for entrepreneurship education in the 
Republic Macedonia 

 
The above mentioned activities in EE related activities and survey results show that in the 
Republic of Macedonia there is enough quanta of knowledge and capacity in the key 
stakeholders in order for them to take part in the creation of the national strategy for the 
entrepreneurship education and the action plan for implementation of the strategy. 
The tools (measures) for supporting the entrepreneurship education which are already 
implemented by part of the mentioned activities / projects play an enormous role in the 
process for development of such a strategy.  
 
Based on the desk research of the best practices in entrepreneurship education, current and 
past activities related to entrepreneurship education in the country and on-site research 
authors presented several recommendations towards strengthening the entrepreneurship 
education in the country: 
1. Introduction of curriculum content which refer to innovative thinking and entrepreneurship 

in the curriculum for all levels (primary, secondary and tertiary) – within the regular 
curriculum, in different subjects such as mathematics, informatics or groups of subjects 
from the natural sciences, which focus on general competences such as creativity, 
initiative, generating ideas, adoptability, risk assessment, self-confidence, team work etc.   

2. Introduction of special subject: 
a. “Entrepreneurship and innovation” in the primary education, as a facultative subject 

(or project activity) in the eighth and ninth grade, starting with one or two classes per 
week,  
- the focus in the primary education should be based on experiential learning 

where the curriculum would be more interactive, including company visits or 
visits by the employers, successful businessmen as a guest speakers in the 
schools (minimum of 3 visits a year would be recommended). This kind of 
interaction provides the students with easier access to, i.e. understanding of “the 
world of work”. In addition, experiential learning is one of the strongest tools 
which provide significant contribution for the students and provides direction 
when choosing where to continue their education in the higher levels. 

b. In the secondary education:  
- by renaming the subject which is currently studied in the fourth year of the 

secondary school “Business and entrepreneurship”, into “Entrepreneurship” with 
complete change of the curriculum, which would then focus on learning skills 
and knowledge for starting and leading a business 

- “Entrepreneurship and innovation” in first, second and third year of the 
secondary school in general as well as vocational schools, where focus would 
be more on strengthening the general competences: creativity, initiative, 
generating ideas, adoptability, risk assessment, self-confidence, team work etc., 
but also developing specific competences which are needed for starting and 
leading a business such as marketing, financial literacy, development of new 
products and services etc. This subject could be taught once a week as a 
compulsory subject (better option), or it could be realized as additional – 
facultative project activity. Active, research and practical work should be in the 
focus of the classes from pedagogical point of view.  

c. “Entrepreneurship” in the higher education: 
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- at whichever university it is possible to make it into a compulsory subject in the 
curriculum and facultative subject at all other universities so that every student 
would have the opportunity to study it. 

- additional development of university based special centers which would provide 
advanced entrepreneurship training (for students and teaching staff), would 
provide opportunities for incubation of start-up companies, mentoring and 
coaching and could financially support young entrepreneurs with initial capital 
(start-up center, business incubator, center for entrepreneurship etc.). 

3. Continuous training and development of the teaching staff for all levels of education 
(primary, secondary and tertiary) in the field of entrepreneurship and innovative thinking. 

 
These approaches are not mutually exclusive i.e. it is possible to implement all of them in 
practice at the same time. Everything depends on the good will of the available stakeholders, 
resources and the time framework of the expected results. However, besides these 
approaches, it is necessary to have a complete reform and growth of the eco-system where 
entrepreneurship education would be developed. The following recommendations are 
essential for strengthening the eco-system for the entrepreneurship education:   

1. Continuous media propaganda for promotion of the entrepreneurship education: 
- Commercials and advertisements 
- Popular shows about famous entrepreneurs (domestic and foreign)  
- Educational shows about entrepreneurship and starting and leading of business  
- Quizzes 
- Reality shows related to starting own business 
- Strong media coverage of the key events which support the entrepreneurship and 

innovation: European week of the small and medium enterprises, Global week of 
entrepreneurship, Start-up weekend, European day of the entrepreneur, World day of 
the entrepreneur, Entrepreneur of the year, Macedonian business leader, Patent of 
the year, Makinova, etc. 

- Usage of the internet and the contemporary social network media Facebook, Twitter 
etc. for promotion of entrepreneurship. 

2. Strengthening of the National  Entrepreneurial Education Network (NEEN):  
- Serious selection of teaching staff which would teach the new subjects related to 

entrepreneurship 
- Organizing continuous training for the teaching staff 
- Supporting of the career development of the teaching staff which teaches 

entrepreneurship and similar contents 
- Providing support for the international mobility and exchange of teachers and 

researchers from the field of entrepreneurship  
- Development of e-content for entrepreneurship 
- Development of additional tools and methods of teaching (interactive content, games, 

quizzes, tests, etc.) entrepreneurship 
- Supporting the National contest for best business plan in the secondary schools 
- Supporting the National contest for most innovative business plan at university level  
- Organizing contests in the primary education as well 
- Introducing prizes such as “Entrepreneurial teacher of the year”, “Most 

entrepreneurial school of the year”, “Entrepreneurial team of the year” etc. 
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3. Creating close cooperation between the formal and informal entrepreneurship education 
by: 
- Preparing accredited curriculum  
- Working out additional materials, techniques and methods of teaching 
- Using contemporary methods of teaching such as: “learning by doing” based on 

studying through projects, practice and consultation, using case studies for learning 
based on discussion etc. 

- Introducing certification of the teaching and consulting staff which teaches 
entrepreneurship 

- Preparing a base of companies ready for cooperation, visiting lecturers and 
successful entrepreneurs  

4. Strengthening of the connection between the schools and the local community, the 
business sector and the pupils’ / students’ families 
- Organizing larger number of visits to the companies and providing numerous visiting 

lecturers from the business sector 
- Creating parents’ clubs composed by successful entrepreneurs who will present their 

stories   
- Including the schools in social activities etc. 

5. Providing funds for implementation of planned activities from: 
- The state budget 
- Own funds of the schools 
- Local government 
- Donor community 
- European funds 
- Business 
- Non-governmental sector etc.  

6. Providing an effective system for monitoring and evaluation of the strategy for 
entrepreneurship education: 
- Even worldwide there are no sufficient evidence yet, saying which system or 

approach to the entrepreneurial education is the most effective and how much are the 
established indicators for progress satisfied   

- The monitoring system should be focused on the needs of the local market 
- Creation of board composed of representatives from all stakeholders which should 

monitor the implementation of the strategy for entrepreneurial learning 
- Continuous revision and improvement of the strategy for entrepreneurial education 

every 3-4 years 

Above mentioned suggestions are focused on the next step – the creation of Macedonian 
Strategy for Entrepreneurship Education 2014 - 2020. According to the latest information 
from the Ministry of Education and Science (late February 2013) in April 2013 with support of 
the European Training Foundation [20] a project for development of national strategy will 
start. 
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5.  Conclusion 

Based on the findings in the adopted final report from the survey, the Government of the 
Republic of Macedonia has decided, starting from September 2012, the course “Innovation 
and Entrepreneurship” to be introduced in the 1st, 2nd and 3rd year of secondary schools with 
one teaching hour per week. 
Immediately in April 2012 curriculum for new courses was developed, while in summer 2012 
new textbooks for the courses was published. In June and September 2012 more than 1300 
high school professors passed 2-days intensive training on the topic “Innovation and 
Entrepreneurship”. Since 1st of September 2012 the new course have been taught in all 
Macedonian high schools. 
In addition the Macedonian government also decided to introduce the course “Innovation and 
Entrepreneurship” in 8th and 9th grade of primary education since September 2013. In the 
moment of writing of this paper the curriculum for new course is under preparation. The 
courses will be with 2 hours per week. Intensive training of teachers will follow in June 2013. 
With the latest changes of the Law for Higher education, courses related to Innovation and 
Entrepreneurship is suggested to be offered and make available to all university students. 
All above mentioned activities will be summarized and upgraded with national 
entrepreneurship education strategy that is expected to be adopted until the end of the 2013.
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Abstract 
 
This research is conducted to show the gap between Kazakhstan and other countries 
(in particular, Turkey) in linking university and industry mechanisms. Research 
methodology includes analyzing GCI, KEI and other relevant indicators and review of 
foreign and Kazakh universities mechanisms of linking with industry according their 
web-site information. Also their effectiveness is measured by their 
knowledge/technology transfer profitability. Revealed mechanisms are correlated to 
their effectiveness indicators and most effective mechanisms are defined. 
Originality of the research is in first comparative analysis of Turkey and Kazakh 
universities industry linking mechanisms. 
 
Key words: industry links, university, knowledge, technology transfer 
 
Abbreviations 
 
GCI- Global Competitiveness Index 
KEI- Knowledge Economy Index 
GERD – Gross expenditures for research and development  
R&D – Research and Development 
GDP – Gross Domestic Product 
TTGV- Technology Development Foundation of Turkey 
WoS- Web of Science 
 
1.Kazakhstan and Turkey – emerging economies 
 
Nowadays, economic relationships of Turkey and Kazakhstan are very strong and dynamic. 
Kazakhstan mostly exports mineral and agricultural products like wheat, oil, gas, coal, 
metals,  while Turkey exports industrial goods: metallic and plastic products, furniture, textile 
and household chemicals. 
Prime-Minister of Turkey Redjep Erdogan announced that “Turkey has intentions to increase 
its commodity turnover with Kazakhstan up to 10 bln dollars”. Today, this figure is about 3 bln 
dollars. 
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Graph 1 Turkey and Kazakhstan trade relationships dynamics in 2010-2012. 

 
 
As I mentioned before, Kazakhstan’s export is mostly represented with raw materials and 
minerals. Unfortunately, it reflects the whole economic structure of Kazakhstan. 
So, in 2003 Kazakh government announced innovative way of development.  
According to the Global Competitiveness Report 2010 – 2011, Kazakhstan took 72 place in 
the countries’ competitiveness rank while Turkey’s rank was 61. 
Kazakhstan’s GCI is characterized by negative tendency in Technological readiness rank (-7) 
and tremendous bad one in Innovation rank (-39), while Turkey show positive trends in one 
(+2) and more less negative (-1) in another indicator. 
But as for KEI Kazakhstan has more good changes since 2000 (+5) in compare with Turkey 
which shows more negative situation (-7). But still Turkey’s rank is higher than ours (69 
against 73). 
Looking at top 10 countries with highest KEI in 2011 which has positive or no changes in 
compare with 2010 KEI we can state that the gap between them and Kazakhstan is rather 
discouraging – about 4-5 points of difference in KEI. 
  

Table 1 Comparative analysis of Turkish and Kazakh STI indicators 
 

STI Indicators,  2011 Kazakhstan Turkey 
GERD, mln $292,127 $11537,3 
Share  of GERD in GDP 0.16% 0.86% 
Total  number of FTE researchers 18,003 72,109 
Innovation activity 5.7% 51,4% * 
R&D financing by government sector  

52.9% 
 

29.2%. 
R&D financing by business enterprise 
sector 

 
46.3%** 

 
45.8% 

R&D financing by higher education 
sector 

 
20.8% 

R&D financing by foreign funds 0.3% 0.7% 
 

Source: Turkish Statistical Institute 
*- statistic data for 2008-2010 years. 
**- financing by own means of enterprises (business and higher education) 
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Table 2  R&D funding indicators of Turkey in dynamics 
2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 

GERD, mln $ 2840,0 3567,7 4617,5 5193,4 7051,9 7744,5 8815,7 9582,5
GERD per 
capita 
population, % 

 
42.47 

 
52.67 

 
67.33 

 
74.81 

 
100.37 

 
108.96 

 
122.62 

 
131.54

GERD per 
GDP 0.48 0.52 0.59 0.58 0.72 0.73 0.85 0.84 
Source: OECD, Main Science and Technology Indicators, June 2012. 
  
In September 2004, the Supreme Council of Science and Technology (BTYK) approved the 
new goals of science and technology in Turkey in line with which, two main targets were set: 
(a) To increase GERD/GDP ratio from 0.53% in 2002 to 2% by 2013 (in 2011 it was equal to 
0.86%), half of this share being funded by the private sector (in 2011 it was equal to 45.8%); 
(b) To raise the number of full-time equivalent (FTE) researchers from 28,964 in 2002 to 
150,000 by 2013 (in 2011 it was equal to 72,109) [1]. 
So, in order to reach those aims Turkey need to increase more than twice its investments in 
human capital in science, technology and innovation. 
 

Table 3  R&D funding indicators of Kazakhstan in dynamics 
 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 

GERD, 
mln $ 

81,24 112,15 
 

160,93 195,28 223,07 287,83
 

262,8 227,05 292,13

GERD per 
capita 

population, 
$ 5,46 7,5 10,67 12,83 14,49 18,48 16,44 14,01 17,67 

GERD per 
GDP 0.25 0.25 0.28 0.24 0.21 0.22 0.23 0.15 0.16 

Source: National Statistics Agency data. 
 
In comparison  with 1999 (0.47%) Turkey approximately doubled in 2009 its share of GERD 
in GDP  (0.85%) while Kazakhstan increased it by three times (from 0.08% to 0.24%) [2]. 
As for GERD per capita in Sweden this indicator is $1380,9, Finland - $1335,9, USA –
$1307,6, Japan -  $1168,5, Russia  - $166,7. As you see, Kazakhstan drop behind those 
countries more than 60 times while Turkey’s lag is at least 10 times [3]. 
 
2.Research productivity comparative analysis 

 
From 1991 till 2011  5342 and 6088 publications of Kazakhstan authors were published in 
Scopus and WoS  respectively (Graph 1) while Turkish authors published 6977 titles just in 
2007 according to TUBITAK statistics. Nowadays, rank of Turkey in WoS with respect to 
scientific publications raised from 26th in 2000 to 18th in 2010. 
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Graph 2 Research activity of Kazakhstan in international citation databases  
 
 

 
Transfer to market economy pushed local research to more collaboration. 41-55 %, and  59,4 
% of publications in 2003 and 2007 respectively  were held in collaboration with foreign 
colleagues from 40 countries. In particular most strong relations are built with Russia, USA, 
Japan, Italy, Great Britain, Poland, Canada, etc. 
Kazakh authors are published in more than 1000 journals of Russia, USA, Germany, 
Netherlands and Great Britain. 
In 2011 Kazakh Ministry of Education and Science subscribed all research institutes and 
universities to Web of Knowledge (Thompson Reuters) and ScienceDirect and Scopus 
(Elsevier).  
This measure pushed up the number of publications from 478 in 2011 to more than 500 in 
the first mid of 2012. So, we can forecast that in 2012 total number of publications can reach 
700-1000 meaning that in 1-2 years we have doubled number of publications. 

 
Table 4 Number of granted patents in Turkey and Kazakhstan, by years. 

 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 
Turkey 4790 4869 5610 5510 6539 

Kazakhstan* 1278 1950 2049 2320 2330 
Source: Annual reports of the Kazakhstan Patent Office and Turkish Patent Institute. 
*- includes patents for utility models, inventions, industrial samples and selective breeding 

 
The number of patents filings per 1 mln of population is 93,6 (in Russia – 195,9; Germany – 
582,6; Great Britain – 289,7; USA – 741,8; Korea– 2 591,5; Japan – 2 720,7) [4]. 
 
3. University adjustments to technology transfer challenges 

 
Nowadays, universities play a great role in generating patents. One of Turkish advanced 
universities which successfully implement their role in innovating their economy is Middle-
East Technical University (METU). According to the Entrepreneurial and Innovative 
University Index that has been prepared by  TUBITAK SabancÁ University, METU and Bilkent 
University are at  the first three rows among the 50 universities in the list (Table 5). 
Among them METU gained the highest score on “Economic impact 
and commercialization” indicator (18.8). So, let us analyze METU’s efforts in enhancing R&D 
results commercialization. 
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Table 5 The most highly ranked Turkish universities in 2012 by TUBITAK ranking system. 
 S&T 

research 
capacity 

Intellectual 
property 

pool 

Collaborati
on & 

interaction 

Entreprene
urial & 

innovative 
culture 

Economic  
impact 

and 
commercializat

ion 
1. SABANCI 
UNÔVERSITY 

19.2 9.2 25.0 12.5 18.3 

2. METU 18.9 10.6 22.2 12.2 18.8 
3. BÔLKENT 
UNÔVERSITY 

18.3 6.5 22.8 4.5 18.2 

 
METU realizes its innovation policy through established METU Technopolis (METUTECH).  
 

Graph 3  METU’s structure specialized in technology transfer 
 

 
 
The Middle East Technical University and METU Technopolis  hold the “New Ideas New 
Businesses” - the Best Technological Business Idea Competition for the past three years. 
This competition is aimed to support young entrepreneurs.  
Also, Technology Development Regions Law provides incentives for the development of 
R&D activities in regions by funding opportunities of institutions like TEKMER, TEYDEB, and 
TTGV as well are the financial services offered by METUTECH.  
As for Kazakhstan, universities are not yet source of knowledge valuable for economic 
growth. They have no adequate infrastructure, qualified technology transfer managers and 
still don’t understand their third mission -  supplying innovations into the economy. Mostly 
they are engaged just in education activity and about 27% of all institutions conducting R&D 
are universities [5]. Universities cover 19% of total research personnel. Also our universities 
provide 16% of total expenditures for R&D (in Turkey – 47.4%1). According to National 
Statistics Agency 12% of all R&D projects are held in collaboration with universities. So, we 

                                                            
1 data of 2009 year. 
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can state that universities are not strong. Unfortunately, our national statistics does not 
reflect profit of universities generated from technology transfer. 
By the author of this article the study of 75 universities of Kazakhstan was held to evaluate 
their commitment to technology transfer and commercial activity in accordance with their 
web-site information. The universities are divided into three groups: national (6), state (29) 
and private (40). Their web-sites are surveyed on existence/availability of: 1) technology 
transfer offices (or somewhat like that), 2) top-manager for technology transfer activity (for 
ex., vice-rector for innovations), 3) announcement on R&D results of the university research 
staff. 
According to the Graph 3 majority of universities are still not driven for commercial 
application of their R&D results. Just 9 of 75 have vice-rectors for innovation. However, none 
of those 9 vice rectors engaged entirely into innovation development activity: they juggle 
sometimes international relations or R&D activity. 
Also, 19 universities of 75 have somewhat like technology transfer offices mostly named as 
innovation department. Just 3 of them have more than one unit committed to technology 
transfer (TT) development: Kazakh National Agrarian University (commercialization office, 
Kazakh-Japan innovation center, department for science and innovations), East-Kazakhstan 
Technical University named after Serikbayev (unit for R&D and innovations, business-
incubator and intellectual property office), Eurasian National University named after Gumilyov 
(commercialization office, innovation park, department for science and innovations) and 
Karaganda State Technical University (innovation & technology center, commercialization 
office). 
As for the third criteria, the pool of the university’s R&D results are shown just in 8 cases of 
75. This is due to weak activity in R&D results commercialization aspect. 
 

Graph 4 Results of survey of 75 Kazakh universities 
 

 
 

This study shows also universities adherence to R&D results commercialization by type of 
legal status (national, state and private). Kazakhstan has 1 international university 
(International Kazakh-Turkish University named after Khodja Ahmed Yassavi), 1 university 
with special status (Nazarbayev University), 6 national, 29 state-owned and 40 private-
owned universities. 
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Table 7 Shares of universities according to investigated parameters. 

Survey parameters, % National 
universities 

State 
universities 

Private 
universities 

The  university's innovation activity is managed 
by vice-rector for innovation activity 33,3 13,8 7,5 

The  university has TTO 66,6 27 15 
Web-site reflects R&D results of the university 

staff 16,7 13,8 7,5 
 
The Graph 5 visually shows the dominance of national universities over state universities and 
state universities’ dominance over private universities in terms of investigated criteria. 
In total, about 11% of investigated universities are headed by vice-rectors for innovation, 
15% of them have TTO, 7.5% reflect R&D results at their web-sites. 

 
Graph 5 Results of survey of 75 Kazakh universities 

 
 

The conducted research did not cover independent research institutions while they are more 
focused at R&D than universities. There are about 80 research institutions in Kazakhstan 
and they do not have enough commitment to commercialize R&D results as well.  
 
4. Conclusion 

 
In summary, we can state that Kazakh universities are not ready to bring commercial activity 
regarding their R&D results. The main issues are: 

� shortage of R&D funding and full-time researchers; 
� lack of incentives for inventors to commercialize their inventions; 
� disadvantages of intellectual property right protection system; 
� low innovation activity in the country;  
� technological inflexibility of local production; 
� shortage of qualified technology transfer personnel; 
� inadequate mentality of local managers (absence of understanding the mission of 

universities, narrow vision,  etc.); 
All of these barriers evidence on immature business environment, insufficient commitment of 
local businesses and industries to high competitiveness,  inadequate state regulation of 
competition development, lack of linking industry and university mechanisms and so on.  
Here are the recommendations to overcome the situation:  
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1. increase funding sources for different life cycles of technologies  
2. work out incentives for universities and industry links 
3. elaborate mechanisms for university technology transfer systems development 
4. use Turkish experience in building university technology transfer infrastructure  
5. explore ranking systems for evaluating activity of universities in technology transfer. 
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Purpose of the paper is to provide an understanding of the institutional context at the 
early stage in order to draw lessons and make adjustment for future development. 
More specifically the paper set to 

(1) Examine the potential of Skolkovo Innovation Centre as a catalyst of innovation 
development in Russia and a prototype for regional innovation eco-systems; 

(2) Examine Skolkovo’s business model, e.g. to what extent the Skolkovo project 
focus on the linear view of innovation or it forms a part of an emerging interactive 
innovation system; 

(3) Assess the chances of success for a top-down innovation project such as 
Skolkovo, e.g. to what extent the Skolkovo can be self-sustainable in mid- and long-
term perspective. 

In its design the paper is grounded in theoretical conceptualisation in innovation 
cluster development in combination with literature on effectiveness of business 
support infrastructure and draws upon debates in press, on-line community as well as 
face-to-face in-depth interview with key participants and stakeholders of Skolkovo 
project.  

The lesson for the future development of the Skolkovo project should acknowledge 
the dynamism and complexity of the process, particularly the multiple levels of 
interplay and influences. 

There is a need for greater understanding of cluster dynamics, particularly amongst 
policy-makers. This study provides insight into the early stage of the development 
process of top-down cluster and its drivers. 

 

Keywords: innovation, Cluster, Entrepreneurship, Regional Develoopment, Skolkovo 
Innovation Centre, Russia, 

                                                 
 
 
1 To a reviewer. This is a very first draft of the paper. Unfortunately I have had unusually heavy work load and 
most recently suffered ill health. I will be working on the paper strengthening its conceptual grounding.  
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1. Introduction 

 
Since time of Schumpeter [1] the process of industrial innovation has been seen as 
associated with economic growth. Today innovation is widely recognised as a foundation for 
the competitiveness of regions, nations, and industrial sectors and firms.  The experience of 
Western economies has proven that the most effective way of fostering innovation is building 
a strong linkage between science (academia) and industry.  The experience of developed 
countries proves that successful technology transfer depends on linkage between academic 
science and business, and correspondence of the national business system to the national 
system of innovation.  Lundvall [2] defines a national system of innovation as 'all parts and 
aspects of the economic structure and the institutional set-up affecting learning as well as 
searching and exploring the production system, the marketing system and system of 
finance'. The widely accepted notions of “knowledge-based economy” together with “national 
innovation system” [2–4]  and the “triple helix” of innovation [5,6] place public research 
organisation (PRO) in the heart of modern economies demanding more active engagement 
with the business sector through transforming the PRO themselves into entrepreneurial 
organisations. 
There exists extensive theoretical and empirical discussion of issues of innovation, 
knowledge exchange, technology transfer and academia-industry linkage in Western 
literature.  When it concerns emerging economies and Russia in particular the understanding 
of the innovation processes is somewhat limited.  Over the last two decades, Russia has 
undergone a profound transformation in its political, economic l and social systems.  The 
collapse of the old system, including economic liberalisation combined with drastic cuts in 
governmental funding, has led to the breakdown and erosion of Science and Technology 
(S&T) system.  In most recent time Russia has risen as a new economic and political power 
putting significant political emphasis on developing its innovation system.  Adopted in 
November 2008 “The Concept of Long-Term Socio-Economic Development of the Russian 
Federation for the Period Till 2020” outlines transition from the economy based on export raw 
material to the innovation model of economic growth. So called economic modernisation 
programme announced by then President D. Medvedev aims to decrease country’s 
dependency on gas and oil, create diversified economy based on high technology and 
innovation. In the centre of this modernisation policy is a physical piste de résistance in a 
village south west of Moscow, Skolkovo, where the Government intent to build Russian 
Silicon Valley.   
Skolkovo is not a first large scale project Russian Government undertook over last decades 
to stimulate research and innovation. But by far this is most grand and ambitious aimed on 
transforming and modernising the whole country. The project began in 2010 and had three 
years horizon to complete physical infrastructure and create a futuristic city.  
The prime aim of this paper is to look at the stage Skolkovo project is in two years down the 
line and ascertain  

� The potential of Skolkovo Innovation Centre as a catalyst of innovation development 
in Russia and a prototype for regional innovation eco-systems; 

� The Skolkovo’s business model, e.g. to what extent the Skolkovo project focus on the 
linear view of innovation or it forms a part of an emerging interactive innovation 
system; 

� The chances of success for a top-down innovation project such as Skolkovo, e.g. to 
what extent the Skolkovo can be self-sustainable in mid- and long-term perspective. 
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This is an exploratory study closed to the ground theory in its methodological approach. It 
draws findings upon debates in press, on-line community as well as face-to-face in-depth 
interview with key participants and stakeholders of Skolkovo project. 
The paper starts with outline of background of Skolkovo project, its short history and key 
issues highlighted from its inception. Then it explains the methodological approach to the 
study; next it discussed the key findings from the interviews and concludes with key lessons 
we can learn from Skolkovo.  
 

2. Background  

In February 2010 then President D.Medvedev announced the intention to create a modern 
science-technological complex aimed at development and commercialization of new 
technologies, in five areas that he earlier announced as all-country priorities: energy 
efficiency, information technologies, telecommunications, biotechnologies, and nuclear 
technologies. Since its announcement in March 2010, the government pumped a small 
fortune into the project (roughly $290 million in 2011 and an expected $4 billion over the next 
two years) [7]. The innovation city will include computer labs, meeting spaces, and its own 
university for 1,200 graduate students that is founded with assistance of the Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology (MIT) and modelled after Stanford University, Silicon Valley’s feeder 
school. The founders of the project claim there will be a great deal of partnering and 
incubating.  

Before Skolkovo Russia has had around 100 science towns, techno parks and special 
economic zones. So far, the results of these privileged administrative areas have been 
extremely patchy. Despite their less than encouraging experience, the Russian leadership 
has decided to found another science town, Skolkovo, to become Russia’s Silicon Valley [8].  

According to Governmental officials [9], this should become an absolutely competitive 
project, and this is how it differs from everything that was done so far. This implies that 
previous initiatives were not globally competitive and that the Government learnt from earlier 
mistakes related to special zones, and hence, it grants Skolkovo sufficient administrative 
privileges i.e. tax holidays, a right to import technology from abroad without tariffs, and the 
freedom to operate outside the Russian bureaucracy. Even if considerable administrative 
privileges aid in designing a globally competitive innovation oasis inside Russia, the 
organisational skills of the leadership of Skolkovo Innovation City ultimately determine the 
success of this special zone. [11] 

Nonetheless analysts in Russia and abroad comments that from the very beginning this was 
and remains to be a purely “governmental”, top-down, centrally planned, command-style 
project – because its concept, location and other basic questions were discussed in a narrow 
circle of government officials with very limited representation of businesses and regional 
governments [9,10].  

Although sometimes Skolkovo is presented as an exclave that should be taken out of the 
Russian context, this is hard to do taking into account Russia’s international stances. World 
Bank ranks Russia’s knowledge economy [11] in 55 place and ease of doing business [12] in 
112  out of 185 countries in 2013, World Competitiveness Index [13]  ranks Russia’s quality 
of research institution in 70 place, university – industry collaboration in 85, governmental 
procurement of advanced technology products in 124, and availability of scientist and 
engineers in 90 place out of 145.   
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Skolkovo modelled on the US Silicon Valley; even Present D. Medvedev visited the Valley on 
several occasion establishing Skolkovo Innovation Centre as a rightful heir to the American 
high-tech success story.  

Russia isn't alone in trying to engineer new technology centres. In fact Skolkovo is not a first 
project inspired by Silicon Valley in Russia; after visiting the Valley in 1950s Khrushchev 
attempted to replicate it in Akademrogodok in Novosibirsk [14].  Since then, a myriad or 
“Silicon wonders” sprang up around the world since 1980s. Most recent examples include 
China which has invested billions of dollars to launch tech parks across the country, as well 
as such nations as Spain, Singapore, Finland, and Malaysia. Most of these projects are well-
intentioned efforts to boost national competitiveness. However top-down clustering doesn't 
tend to work nearly as well as when hubs of commerce and academia spring up from private 
efforts [14–17]. 
Studies that focused on examining successful and failed regional clusters and the role of 
governmental intervention agreed on limited role the government can play. Hospers et al [14] 
states that most governments tend to focus of high-tech clusters in attempt to increase 
competitiveness. However the fundamental issue is that policy makers in best intention in 
heart are not able to pick real winners (industry, technology or a particular venture).  Another 
issue is that the true competitive advantage is in being different, replication of Silicon Valley 
doesn’t make clear how a new cluster is differ from another, that leads to excessive 
investment and overcapacity. Furthermore Hospers et al [14] outline the need for 
embeddedness into the local context, e.g. economic structure, location, absorptive capacity 
for new technologies, etc.  
Examining successful clusters authors agree that the key ingredient is entrepreneurship-led 
growth [16,17]. The governmental intervention at early stage instead of promoting can stifle 
the entrepreneurial discovery process [14]. Entrepreneurs, not buildings and real estate, are 
the key to innovation and economic growth [15]. Drawing on examples of successful clusters, 
not necessarily high-tech clusters, Hospers et al [14] outlined that their success grounded in 
embeddedness in economic structure, new combination of old tradition and global trends and 
spontaneity of their origin. Government indeed played a role but after an emergence of a 
cluster. The role government can play in branding and promoting successful cluster attracting 
further businesses and investment. Cluster require good infrastructure and a pool of 
educated talent to develop a technology hub, hence the government can enable creation of 
business support and technology transfer centres.  However in a grand scale of things 
government can do very little with facilitation and tax reduction to be main priority areas.  

The development of Skolkovo doesn’t instil confidence in its success. As it was mentioned 
earlier, this is politically charged project where all decisions are made based on political 
considerations rather than practical realism.  Russian government didn’t escape of a trap 
idealising experience of the Silicon Valley but it neglected the fundamental principles of the 
Veallye success – entrepreneurial mind-set, evolutionary development and community 
engagement. The Russian context, location, economic structure, etc. are not taking into 
account. The measures themselves are not viewed critically, in their evolution. In the final 
analysis this leads to disappointment because the adopted measures do not work correctly in 
the Russian environment. Skolkovo is just one of many innovation projects of the Soviet and 
more recent past and yet there is a dramatic lack of monitoring and evaluation of previous 
initiatives to understand pitfalls and opportunities.  

When there are resources, political will and a thought-out strategy for realization of a big 
project, then the chances for success are rather high. However all previous Russian history 
of big projects shows that some of the important components are always lacking. 
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The Skolkovo project may become a success if it will manage to create a persuasive set of 
measures, which, in turn, will provide an insight in how all government structures should work 
in order to create an innovative environment – not in the selected city but in the country as a 
whole. [9] 

 

3. Methodology 

3.1 General research approach 

This is an exploratory study aim to ascertain the development of Skolkovo Innovation Centre 
and its chances to succeed where so many initiatives failed. Due to the lack of systematic 
research on clusters in Russia, the qualitative induction research strategy is adopted for the 
purpose of this research.   

The research took place in September 2012 when the interview were organised with people 
who were considered to qualify to give informed opinion of the state of the development of 
the Skolkovo Innovation Centre. The interviews were secured at the following levels: 

� Skolkovo Foundation: 

o Vice-President 

o Adviser to Vice-President 

o Director of one of thematic cluster 

� Skolkovo Technopark 

o Director for Business Development 

o Business Development manager 

� Skolkovo Institute of Science and Technology 

o Entrepreneurship and Innovation manager 

� Venture Capital Industry 

o Global TechInnovations  

o EMF Capital Partners 

The following section outlines the main themes for the interviews. 

3.2 Issues outlined in the interview 

Despite publicity in Russian and international press, experts are sceptical and critical about 
the future of Skolokovo and impact it could have on innovation development in Russia. The 
interviews with Skolokovo insiders and organisations working with Skolkovo were to address 
these issues.  

In its framework, the study focuses on analysis of relations of the Skolkovo Innovation Centre 
with its main stakeholders such as domestic and foreign companies, universities and other 
public research organisations, business community including venture funds.  
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The first issue which was highlighted is market for innovation. The country’s economy is 
dominated by resource-based industries, the share of non-resource based industries is 
shrinking; consumer oriented technology-based industries are negligible. Innovation 
absorptive capacity even in energy sector remains pitifully small. This poses a question if 
Skolkovo is able to contribute to innovation development of Russian economy.  

In light of low demand for innovation within the country, there is always an option to offer new 
technologies to the foreign companies. However the question is whether or not Russian 
science is able to produce research outputs of high quality. Traditionally Soviet Union was 
views as a science powerhouse. Yet over last decades the science sector in Russia was 
significantly underfunded; if faces decline in numbers and aging of R&D personal. Brain 
drain, both internal and external remains a significant issue of Russian science. Experts 
within the science sector also mentioned that over last decades Russia didn’t have any 
breakthrough discoveries in any major discipline dominating current scientific debate. All 
these pose a question of capacity of Russia science to instigate breakthrough innovation in 
the priority areas and the role Skolkovo can play in this process. 

The issues of the quality of research output also associated to the relationships with other 
public research organisations. While internal brain drain is a serious issue for Russian 
science, some leading Russian scientists claim that Skolkovo will destroy what little left of 
Russian science, e.g. the chase for best people and best ideas for Skolkovo will drain the 
regional research organisations from the talents they have.  

Alongside the quality of the research output is the question of quality of Skolkovo residents. If 
Skolkovo models itself of Silicon Valley, does it have a vibrant, dynamic and diverse 
community of entrepreneurs? How entrepreneurial are the Skolkovo residents? What are 
criteria to get the status and what are main obstacles facing them.  

Finally, the Skolkovo project although given certain degree of autonomy is clearly a 
governmental initiative to create a top-down innovation cluster. What is the role of 
government in future development of Skolkovo.  

4. Results and Discussion 

The exploratory study aims to highlight and bring to the surface main issues surrounded 
Russia’s mega innovation project. The interview also seeks to ascertain the responses to the 
criticism outlined in press and potential issues Skolkovo project might face in the near future. 
The interviews also brought to light some new dimensions to the Skolkovo project 
highlighting interaction between different institutions that constitute Skolkovo Innovation 
Centre, e.g.  

- Skolkovo Foundation responsible for screening and selecting projects for funding and 
organised in five thematic clusters such as Nucler, Space, IT, BioTech, and Energy; 

- Skolkovo Technopark, a property project desined to accommodate up to 1000 
Skolkovo residents and key partners (MNCs as well as domestic corporations); 

- Skolkovo Institute of Science and Technology (SkTech), graduate school founded 
with assistance from Massachusetts Institute of Technology with remit to advance 
research-led graduate education in science and technology. 

This section starts with examining of the nature of Skolkovo resident companies, selection 
criteria as well as commercial viability of these companies. Then the discussion moves to 
evaluation of market demand for Skolkovo innovations. Next the relationships with local 
governments and other public research organisations (PRO) is analysed to establish role of 
Skolkovo in Russia’s innovation system. Finally the study looks inside the Skolkovo project to 
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assess the impact of corruption both inside and outside of the project and role of government 
in its long term viability.  
  

4.1 Who are Skolkovo residents and why they are there?  

 
In September 2012 when the interviews were conducted there were over 650 registered 
Skolkovo residents; the current update on the Skolkovo web site stated over 750 companies 
registered as Skolkovo residents. In September 2012 one of Skolkovo Foundation Vice-
Presidents stated that there were “800 small companies went through the pipeline and two 
companies are actually close to IPO”. On a surface, these numbers are very impressive, 
especially taking into account a negligible number of technology-based small firms in the 
economy, not more than 1% of total number of SMES [18]. It worthwhile mentioning that 
physical infrastructure of Skolkovo Innovation Centre is still under construction. The 
HyperCube was open a month after the interview for this study took place.  

Without any doubt Skolkovo is well publicised large scale predominantly government funded 
project able in short time to create a recognisable and prestigious brand. What else attract 
companies to become Skolkovo residents? First of all it is funding. The successful projects 
receive grants to carry on its R&D. Skolkovo residents exempt from corporation tax and VAT. 
In the future, when the physical facilities are completed there is a promise of access to world 
class infrastructure, research laboratories, and leading scientists. The status of resident is 
granted for maximum is 10 years or when a company reached $1mln in profit. According the 
Skolkovo Foundation this is made deliberately to ensure a flow and renewal of ideas, people, 
projects. The past projects such as Zelinograd or Chernogolovka didn’t have any time frame. 
They were populated by researchers and there was no provision for succession of 
generations. As a result now Zelinograd is a city of aging scientists. Skolkovo should be 
different, that’s why we have 10 years cut off point”.  

 

 

When respondents were presented with a question to characterise Skolkovo residents most 
have admitted that they are “research-based based start-ups” which “don’t have ready for 
market product/service”. The representatives of an international venture fund working with 
some of Skolkovo residents also highlighted that what makes Skolkovo residents different 
from other technology-based companies they worked with is “complete lack of understanding 
of commercialisation process … Skolkovo is full of people, clever people with pure academic 
background who don’t have any business skills; they might have some interesting research 
going on but they don’t know what to do with it on an open market”.  

The interviews inside and outside of Skolkovo provided some insight to the situation. Firstly, 
despite the declaration of creating environment for innovative entrepreneurship, the selection 
criteria don’t aim on support of ventures with high commercial potential. The main criterion 
for receiving financial support is presence of protected intellectual property and the research 
team has to be registered as a legal entity to obtain the status of Skolkovo resident. As it was 
explained the selection is based on advice of academic and technical experts in a particular 
area: “It’s not difficult to get status Skolkovo resident. Yes, start-ups have to be approved by 
technical experts but that’s not so difficult”. Representatives of the venture fund see the low 
selectiveness as a key pitfall, they stressed that “Skolkovo select on base of scientific and 
technological advances but they don’t have any expect from venture funds, industrialists who 
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could assess commercial perspective of a project. Projects which are not approved by 
venture funds shouldn’t get into Skolkovo”.  Yet even in Skolkovo Techopark there is an 
opinion that “Skolkovo is all about R&D, it’s not about production. All our residents are here 
to continue their own R&D and to bring them to the status of market ready product/service”. 
Hence this difference in opinion really question the premise of Skolkovo of the project, e.g. is 
it about funding R&D or stimulating high potential ventures? 

Connected to the first issue is an issue with the model adopted by Skolkovo to support high-
tech companies. Skolkovo’s Vice-President admitted that Skolkovo at present operates as 
low selective state-funded incubator at the same time he emphasised that “We (Skolkovo) 
shouldn’t be an incubation programme… I think in enthusiasm of how we started we 
attracted a lot of incubation companies, 90% of which will fail. This is not a good use of tax-
payer money we have to be in the domain of high-potential start-ups, in technology which 
clearly has an edge, that accepted internationally by independent people. We should take 
these, very good, very promising and progress them to the market”. In similar vein 
representative of venture fund stressed that Skolkovo funding model is flawed “I believe if 
Skolkovo is to foster innovative companies, they shouldn’t give grants; grants don’t motivate 
to achieve a commercial success”.  On selection process representative of the Technopark 
stated that “at the moment we already have more than 650 companies registered as 
residents. Maybe we need to slow down a bit as well as review the status of some 
companies. It’s 2 years passed and we don’t know anything about some companies. Maybe 
they are already dead as business; we need to have a systematic review.” 

Another issue associated with previous two is characteristics of Skolkovo residents and 
problems facing them.  These discussion doesn’t concern MNCs and Russian corporations 
registered as Skolkovo’s key partners and focus exclusively on the sector of small innovative 
companies received Skolkovo funding and status of Skolkovo residents. What became 
apparent from the interviews is that the advantages of Skolkovo residency attracted not only 
genuine stat-ups but established companies who could exploit such benefits as tax 
exemptions, access to financial resources, and brand image. The management of 
Technopark as well as Skolkovo Foundation insisted that they try to weed these type of 
companies out. When it comes to genuine research-based start-ups the respondents agreed 
that the main deficiency of Skolkovo residents especially of older generation is lack of 
business acumen. Representative of the Skolkovo Technopark characterised large 
proportion of Skolkovo residents as “’old school’ academics who have very little ideas about 
market, business, etc. We try to help them but all they want is funding for their R&D, they will 
never come up with anything marketable”. An acting Director of one of the thematic clusters 
pick up one issue which is quite typical for most of research-based start-ups across the 
world, namely an ability to translate new product into technological process of its 
manufacturing “our teams can create a unique exemplar (doesn’t matter it might cost an 
earth) but they are unable to translate it into cost-effective mass production”.  The lack of 
business skills and entrepreneurial orientation is not a phenomenon exclusive to Russia; the 
issue is what kind of provision Skolkovo has to compensate for the lack of business skills.  
According to the Skolkovo Technopark management, the mission of the Technopark is “to 
provide services to all our residents to ensure their success”. However it’s worth mentioning 
that in September 2012 Technopark was able to accommodate only 40 companies and not 
all of them were Skolkovo residents. The rest of the Skolkovo companies are dispersed 
across Russia. While services provided by Skolkovo Technopark are not free, at the cluster 
level all residents are allocated a business mentor from the USA, UK, Israel (country with 
large number of Russian expats). However, “the issue is that the residents don’t listen to their 
mentors, e.g. they don’t argue but they don’t do anything either. Although Skolkovo School of 
Management is not a part of Skolkovo project, we did try to partner Skolkovo residents with 
student; didn’t work either”.  
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At the same time, both at the level of Skolkovo Foundation and Skolkovo Technopark there 
is a strong opinion that new generation coming to Skolkovo is different “the new generation, 
younger generation, is much more business oriented, they understand better their own 
limitation and try to find solution outside the original team”, “we have a growing number of 
younger people, who have interesting ideas, who understand their limitation and learn fast”.  

The common issue though related both to old and young generation of research 
entrepreneurs is the fact they are inward looking: “Even when they are presented with an 
opportunity to raise venture capital they resist; they say: ‘we don’t want any external 
investment, only grant as we don’t want to share equity’. These people still think that idea is 
everything, they don’t understand that market will decide the value of their ideas”. 

4.2 Where is the market for Skolkovo Innovations?  

 
One of the main scepticism towards Skolkovo is that it will serve interests of MNC and create 
condition for further brain drain.   

There was no much agreement on the demand for innovation in Russia even within 
Skolkovo.  Management of the Skolkovo Foundation convinced that there is strong demand 
for innovation product generated by Skolkovo residents however they couldn’t provide any 
specific examples of domestic companies or industries.  At the cluster level the opinion was 
that the demand for innovation is patchy and some industries are looking for innovation 
solutions but normally they found these solutions abroad, not in Russia: “There is domestic 
demand for innovation. Industries such as gas and oil, energy sector (everything from 
extraction to transportation) are very innovative, they are looking for new methods of 
exploration of natural resources. But yes, companies buy Western equipment as it has good 
reputation for reliability. Siemens is very strong on Russian market” and furthermore 
“Russian researchers are able to come up with world-class discoveries; however we don’t 
have domestic companies able to implement these innovative solutions”.  Representatives of 
the venture fund also agreed “that there is no demand for innovation from domestic 
companies”. At the same time they mentioned that “what is interesting is that Russian R&D 
could be exploited but not by domestic companies but by foreign companies which are more 
oriented on improving their systems and processes, new products as well”. Similarly an 
acting Director of a cluster noted that “how we see things in Skolkovo is that if a team of 
researchers are able to sell their intellectual property to a foreign company, it is a success. ... 
Of course they won’t be able to earn as much profit as a foreign company, which exploit their 
IPRs but license fees and royalties will provide a decent income for individual researchers 
and their families”. The responses both inside and outside support the criticism that Skolkovo 
doesn’t have much impact on innovation development in Russia at large and main 
beneficiary of investment in Skolkovo R&D are MNCs. 

Where respondents have agreed was the role the government and MNCs can play in 
boosting domestic demand for innovation. Skolkovo’s Vice-President drawing on 
international examples stress the importance of presence of MNCs which could rejuvenate 
local supply chain making local companies to look for innovative solution. Yet, a 
representative of a Canadian firm disputed the prospects for creating a quality supply chain 
in Russian: “there is a big issue with prototyping and manufacturing. In Russia high-end 
manufacturing base doesn’t exist. We make all our hardware in Canada but all software in 
Russia. It’s more cost effective for us”. Regarding the role of the government, drawing of US 
examples, representatives of venture fund stressed the importance of governmental 
intervention in boosting adaptation of innovative product and technologies. “Governmental 
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regulation and intervention is an important factor to stimulate demand for innovation 
especially in those companies which are state-owned”.  Relatively recently the Russian 
Government obliged all Russian state companies to increase investment in innovation. 
Representatives of the venture fund commenting on that stated that “this is a move in the 
right direction” but at the same time they were caution about this initiative: “how do we know 
the product is truly innovative, or is it produced by new companies” and further “they appoint 
Director for Innovation, people who have no knowledge nor experience of innovation 
management, they create corporate venture funds but have no ideas how to manage these 
funds”. 

The issue of demand for innovation both internally and internationally closely related to the 
quality of research output. The respondents were asked to comments of the level and quality 
of research conducted by Skolkovo residents and their commercial potential. Generally the 
respondents agree that the despite significant criticism quality Russian research output 
remains high. One of respondents attributed this to high level of connectivity and information 
exchange.  The respondents, especially outside Skolkovo stressed the issue with Russian 
science is not the quality but R&D but technology transfer: “The issue with R&D in Russia is 
the lack of consideration of commercial application of the research output. Scientist are 
focusing mainly on novelty and originality of the solution but not practical application of their 
discoveries”.  The experts pointed again to the selection process and mentioned that the 
application could be found outside of original thematic area.   

In terms of commercial potential without any doubts IT sector was singled out as most 
promising: “IT cluster is most dynamic cluster with a number of interesting projects and 
ideas. Success is rooted in strong education in this area” “The area where there is potential 
is IT. We do it very well and able to sell the product”.  These statements are supported by the 
fact that it was an IT company to go first through IPO on the Russian stock market.  
Furthermore interview with one of Skolkovo Technopark tenant also suggested a presence of 
talent pool of IT specialists. A Canadian company involved in a niche market of video 
conferencing services commented that “it’s very hard from us to find specialists in our niche 
area in Ottawa. In Moscow there is no problem with supply of talent and highly qualified 
specialists are ready to work for half of salary in Canada”.  

When it comes to other Skolkovo thematic clusters the Energy cluster has relatively strong 
links with private companies both domestic and international, the situation with other clusters 
such as Nuclear, Space and BioTech is more problematic. According the representatives of 
the Skolkovo clusters, the main partners for Nuclear and Space clusters are state 
corporations RosAtom and RosCosmos respectively. The main concern however for 
Skolkovo Foundation is BioTech which has the least number of residents. At the same time 
Director of a cluster stated that while in other clusters there is a strong legacy of the Soviet 
science, there is no tradition of advanced research in biotech. However there is a potential of 
spill over of new ideas from other clusters such as nuclear for example. 

 

4.3 Where does Skolkovo fit in a larger scale? A black hole or a template for the 
future 

The major criticism towards Skolkovo project is that it drains the remaining talent and 
prospective ideas from the regional research centres. One of elders of Russian political 
science S. Kara-Murza was very categorical in his assessment of Skolkovo project, he 
believes that project like that destroys what left of the Russian science system.   
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Understandably representatives of Skolkovo are protective over the project: “Yes, there is a 
position that it would be better to spend $5 bn between existing research centres rather than 
trying to build anything from scratch. But we did try that in the past, and where is the result? 
We are still where we started. A new project free from old legacy has better chances to 
succeed. Moreover, if you look at the regional research centres, there is no Big science 
anymore. All people do is writing grant application for their old R&D and that’s all. No new 
ideas emerge there”.  

Representatives of Skolkovo don’t deny that there was a tension between Skolkovo and 
regional governments and regional research centres some of which have world-class 
reputation such as Novosibirsk: “Indeed there was a lot of resistance from PRO and local 
government to start with. But now Skolkovo signs agreements with regional government and 
leading universities and research centres so that we can work together and share resources. 
Skolkovo is just one project we need lots of Skolkovo across all Russia”. The later idea, 
Skolkovo as a template for the future seems to be a main theme across all level and 
institution at Skolkovo: “Here at Skolkovo we are developing a template for the future. If this 
model proves to be successful, it could be copied across Russia”.  

The respondents of universities in Moscow and in regions however agreed that although 
strategic agreement with Skolkovo adds “weight” to the reputation and doesn’t have any 
effect at the moment as the research teams stay within their institution. However the situation 
might change if the research teams, Skolkovo residents, have to relocate to Skolkovo in a 
near future. It doesn’t appear that there is serious consideration of the role Skolkovo can play 
in the future development of innovation system.  In this respect is very interesting position 
regarding of SkTech, The Skolkovo Institute of Science and Technology.  In 2012 the 
SkTech which doesn’t have physical space and only virtual faculty has raised a record for 
Russia endowment of $600 million out of which state companies are expected to provide 
$340 by paying 1% of their innovation budget with the state contribution will provide $1 billion 
over three years (2012-2015) [19]. SkTech projected to be a leading graduate school with 
strong research led Masters and Doctoral programme. It also set to close a gap in 
technology transfer and commercialisation: “The idea of SkTech is actually that would 
become a kind of catalyst for commercialisation skills … The doctoral programme in SkTech 
will be design in a way that research is lined up with one of major companies and through 
their doctorate researchers will acquire not only research skills but skills of 
commercialisation…. In SkTech we basically start a system where we catalyse a culture 
within University of producing business ready and commercialisation ready researchers with 
a career in research. So that they don’t have to disappear off into other roles and 
responsibilities”. However when asked if this new generation of commercially aware 
researcher will be used as a champions to ignite commercialisation process in other 
Universities, the representatives of SkTech and Skolkovo Foundation didn’t have a clear 
answers.  Moreover comments of Skolkovo Vice-President reconfirmed the concern that 
Skolkovo will drain best talents: “the unique selling point to the large companies is that here 
in SkTech we will have not only research talents… but we have commercially savvy 
researcher available here on site on on-going basis who are available to industry. Arguably 
we will have the best researchers in Russia available at a single location and that’s a big 
attraction for the businesses”. One of insiders in Skolkovo Foundation was critical outlining 
that even in its inception founders of Skolkovo did not consider lessons from previous project 
and development that took place in some universities and regional research centres.  
Although in official presentations Skolkovo’s leaders stress the embeddedness of the project 
in Russia innovation system, so far there is little evidence to support that. So-called 
collaboration with regional universities and research centres is one way street so far. If the 
current trend continues there is a real danger of weakening regions which desperately need 
their universities and research centres to become hubs of economic development.  
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4.4. Skolkovo ecosystem or a jigsaw puzzle?  

The official publications stresses that the Skolkovo is an ecosystem where all elements 
contribute to harmonise development of the whole project. However, even a simple 
observation and conversations with people representing different Skolkovo institutions leave 
a feeling of isolation.  This feeling was confirmed to an extent by an analyst at Skolkovo 
Foundation, the respondent noted that despite carte blanche the project had at the beginning 
and opportunity to come up with creative solution, the execution, presidential appointments 
instilled a culture of bureaucracy where people don’t feel free to express concerns or criticise 
the authorities.  

The project, funding, started before actual model was piloted and tested, before the physical 
infrastructure was developed, before SkTech had it first students. For Skolkovo project to 
succeed according to Skolkovo Foundation representative it is important to create 
environment “meaningful interaction; meaningful in a sense that you can’t just make people 
to meet, you need to help them to collaborate and collaboration is an essential, most 
dramatic stage of commercialisation. In Skolkovo we never discussed this stage, but there is 
an issue there that someone who produces technology, does research but doesn’t know 
much about application while there are expects who are familiar with the problems in industry 
and know about those applications. If they meet, they could think up a product that could be 
created using that technology”.  

He also pointed that although matrix structure developed by McKinsey had its benefits when 
Skolkovo Foundation uncounted 15 employees, it also has its limitation especially in 
separation of thematic areas. When it comes to selecting projects and evaluating potential 
market the solution could be in material science but application in energy. Skolkovo’s matrix 
structure doesn’t have provision for cross-pollination and interdisciplinary research and 
evaluation, the areas where most of current breakthrough innovation take place. 

4.5 Skolkovo, squeaky clean?  

 
Finally the topic which one can’t escape when the discussion concern of doing business in 
Russia – corruption. Extend of corruption in Russia pose a question could such large state-
funded project be immune to bribery that swept the country.  Understandably people inside 
Skolkovo Innovation Centre insist that the project is “clean”.  In Skolkovo Foundation it was 
said that “I didn’t see any corruption, plain stupidity, maybe but not corruption …I don’t think 
issues of corruption are relevant to Skolkovo”. A foreign company, tenant of the Skolkovo 
Technopark has also confirmed that inside Skolkovo they didn’t have experienced any 
corruption.  At the same time the company admitted that corruption of governmental officials 
is a big problem and an barrier for international companies in Russia: “We believe there is a 
huge market for our product in Russia but it’s very difficult for us to tape into that market. At 
the moment our main clients are private companies but the potential for larger orders is to 
tap into governmental procurements. That sector (governmental. procurements) is corrupt 
beyond believe. We are a Canadian company, we don’t pay bribes. Something has to be 
done there”.  

Conversations with representative of universities presented a different picture. Some 
anecdotal evidence suggests that there is some sort of “businesses” around Skolkovo 
Foundation, which “guarantee” Skolkovo funding and resident’s status for 30-40% of 
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awarded grant.  Apart from reporting from a research team there is no other evidence to 
support that. Representatives of Skolkovo strongly refute such suggestions.  

The most recent scandal with misappropriation of funds and fraud at the Skolkovo 
Foundation and the Skolkovo Customs Finance Company proves that Skolkovo is not 
immune to corruption and bribery and corruption became systemic in Russian business 
reality.  

 
 

5. Conclusions: Is the sky is blue over Skolkovo 

The global financial crisis underlined the deficiency of Russia’s economic structure, its 
dependency on energy sector and export of raw materials. The response of the Government 
was a number of large scale initiatives to boost innovation development in the country. One 
of them is an ambitious and high profile project of replicating Silicon Valley in a village west 
of Moscow, Skolkovo Innovation Centre. From its very beginning the project attracted 
controversy as experience of other countries demonstrated those top-down innovation 
projects are more often failure than success. Russians remains optimistic.  

The project started in 2010 and although it’s clearly too early to draw any decisive 
conclusion, some lessons could be drawn based on the two years of experience.  

Without any doubt in relatively short period of time Skolkovo has manage to report some 
significant successes. Skolkovo has already attracted some big names. Tempted by the tax 
breaks and anxious not to upset the Russian government, over 20 MNCs have signed up, 
including giants as Cisco, IBM and Siemens. Each of them will set up a substantial R&D 
laboratory to collaborate with SkTech.  At the same time Skolkovo Foundation built an 
extensive pipeline of start-ups with over 750 firms obtained resident status.  

Despite reported success there is a storm brewing under the surface. First of all in rush for 
number of residents the project adopted low selective funding model without involvement of 
industry experts, experts from venture funds, those who could give commercial evaluation to 
a prospective project. Moreover the Skolkovo financially supports research activities and as a 
result the vast majority of start-ups do not have marketable product/service and even by 
admission of the Skolkovo representative they will hardly ever have.  Skolkovo also is in 
denial of problems they are facing in very near future. The first funding cycle is coming to the 
close, what they might discover that what have been done have no demand from the market 
(doesn’t matter domestic or international).  

Skolkovo reports that some of Skolkovo residents are able to attract venture capital. 
However, the local venture capital is limited and finds it’s difficult to work with Skolkovo 
residents due to lack of business skills and understanding of commercialisation process.  
Hence to succeed in creation of viable start-ups Skolkovo needs to revise its funding model 
putting more emphasis to support of high potential ventures.   

Secondly Skolkovo doesn’t resolve issues with demand for innovation. Presidential 
instruction to state-controlled companies to increase investment in innovation and innovation 
output might stimulate some sectors of economy but do not change the overall landscape of 
archaic economic structure. State controlled mainly public infrastructure companies but those 
sectors which define the innovation development across the world except IT sector are not 
developed in Russia.   
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Thirdly, success of any innovation region or cluster depends upon presence of dynamic, 
diverse body of entrepreneurs.  Before and after Silicon Valley United States enjoyed a 
significant level of entrepreneurship.  That’s not what could be said about Russia, 
entrepreneurship is in deficit.  The premise that SkTech will be able to educate a new 
generation of technology entrepreneurs is far stretched. Moreover it won’t be possible to 
build an entrepreneurial oasis in a desert.  This also poses an issue of connectivity of 
Skolkovo with the rest of science and technology system in Russia. Instead of concentrating 
talent in one place it Skolkovo could become a hub of best practices where research teams 
could exchange ideas and work on join projects and return to their host organisations 
enriched with new practises and galvanise change in the regions.  

Forthly, Skolkovo needs to make concretive efforts to integrate institutions comprising the 
Innovation Centre into organic learning organisation based on networking system full of 
interaction and communication. 

Potentially the big blow to the project and its international reputation will be further evidence 
of corruption. While so far financial perks were attractive to international companies, further 
allegation and escalated corruption might prevent future influx of MNCs.  

Alongside with successes the Skolkovo Innovation Centre is facing serious challenges.  
These still is time to learn lessons from first two years, the project is still in the development 
stage. Only time will tell how well Skolkovo will be able to weather the futures storms and 
challenges or it will fail under its own weight and ambition.  
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Abstract 

In the new era called “innovation and technology era”, competition among companies, 
cities, regions and even countries has become increasingly based upon the 
innovation. For sustainable development of a city, having a long-established 
innovation culture and appropriate innovation strategies are crucial. As a regional 
development agency, BEBKA (Bursa Eski�ehir Bilecik Development Agency) supports 
the innovation by various ways in TR41 Region, which consists of the cities Bursa, 
Eski�ehir and Bilecik. With the aim of increasing the competitiveness throughout the 
region, BEBKA carries out some incentive programs based on the TR41 2010-2013 
Regional Plan. In this paper we first take a look at BEBKA’s supports and policies to 
increase the competitiveness of the cities of TR41 Region. Moreover, the main 
objective of this work is to investigate the industry story of Eski�ehir in terms of its 
innovation capacity, as well as of the city competitiveness and we also focus on some 
cases as examples to show the innovation capacity and the effect on the 
competitiveness of Eski�ehir. Finally, we assess the results of the projects that 
BEBKA has supported in Eski�ehir related with R&D and Innovation.  

Keywords 
City Competitiveness, EskiÏehir Industry, Innovation, Regional Development 

1. Introduction 

In the new era called “innovation and technology era”, one of the major instruments for the 
competition is R&D and innovation. Countries try to increase their gross domestic 
expenditure on R&D, since it is the main indicator to have competitive advantage in science 
and technology. According to the R&D Activities Research of Turkish Statistical Institute 
(TÜÔK), the R&D expenditures share in GDP is 0,86 % in 2011 [1]. However, the share is 
quite under than the R&D expenditures share of developed countries. Consequently, Turkey 
has been developing some policies for increasing the R&D and innovation activities and 
supporting via various governmental incentive programs.  

The R&D Law provides special incentives for R&D investment projects in Turkey if a 
minimum of 50 personnel are employed in an R&D center. Another incentive instrument is 
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Technology Development Zones. There are 34 active Technology Development Zones in 
Turkey [2] and there are many advantages for the firms which operate in the zones. Addition 
to these supports, Techno-initiative capital for new scientists and Industrial Thesis (SANTEZ) 
program are also important supports given by Ministry of Science, Industry and Technology. 
Moreover, there are many other supports and incentives provided by various governmental 
organizations such as Small and Medium Enterprises Development Organization (KOSGEB), 
The Scientific and Technological Research Council of Turkey, Technology Development 
Foundation of Turkey and Regional Development Agencies. 

Turkey offers plenty of opportunities on R&D and innovation by various ways, as mentioned 
some of them above. The vision of the Ministry of Science, Industry and Technology 
summarizes the concept which is “To contribute to Turkey’s goal of becoming one of the ten 
most developed countries in the World, with a competitive economy based on 
entrepreneurship, innovation, scientific development, technological production and creation 
of high added value.” 

In this manner, the cities in Turkey are in a competition on developing R&D infrastructure and 
innovation. As local institutions, Regional Development Agencies are trying to improve the 
cities in their region regarding R&D and innovation capacity. EskiÏehir is one of the most 
developed cities in Turkey and attaches particular importance to R&D and innovation. In this 
paper we mention about the innovative structure of EskiÏehir. 

2. Supporting R&D and Innovation in TR 41 Region  

Bursa Eskisehir Bilecik Development Agency (BEBKA) was established by the council of 
ministers’ decision, numbered 2009/15236 and dated 14 July 2009, on the basis of 
“Establishment, Coordination and Missions of Development Agencies” law dated 25.01.2006 
and numbered 5449. Organizational structure of BEBKA consists of Development 
Committee, Administrative Board and General Secretary. Development Committee acts as 
the advisory body, administrative board is the decision-making body and Secretariat General 
represents the executive body of the agency. Determining the regional priorities by means of 
scientific methods and participatory approach 2010-2013 Bursa Eskisehir Bilecik Region 
Plan has been prepared. Within the scope of this regional plan, a model was generated that 
will shape development in terms of project financial aids, training requirements, investment 
and promotion opportunities [3].  

As stated in the vision, “To become a highly regarded and active institution that contributes to 
the vision of national development by pioneering sustainable development in the region and 
to be recognized nationally and internationally for regional development.”[3], BEBKA 
supports the cities in the TR41 region, which consists of Bursa, EskiÏehir and Bilecik, in 
terms of their development and competitiveness. With the aim of increasing the 
competitiveness throughout the region, BEBKA carries out some incentive programs based 
on the TR41 2010-2013 Regional Plan. Financial supports are provided as direct financial 
supports, BEBKA has carried out 2 financial support programs. In 2010, with 12 million TL 
budget, “Increasing Competitive Power in Industry and Tourism Financial Support Program” 
was carried out. In 2011, the program titles were “Environment and Energy, R&D and 
Innovation and Social Development” and the budget was 16 million TL. Moreover, there are 
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some ongoing programs started in 2012 with 20 million TL budget. The program titles are 
“Sustainable Industry, Small-scale Infrastructure in Tourism and Tourism Promotion”.  

For all of the financial support programs, supporting R&D and innovation activities is one of 
the main goals. In 2010, over 50 % of the winning projects were related with R&D and 
Innovation. In 2011, 29 projects among 76 winning projects are R&D and Innovation projects 
which correspond to 38%.  

As the numbers show us, BEBKA’s one of the main goals is supporting R&D and Innovation 
in the region. For that, the most convenient tool seems to be financial support programs, 
however, BEBKA uses many other instruments, one of which is promoting R&D and 
Innovation by supporting R&D Project Brokerage Events in EskiÏehir and Bursa. Moreover, 
as part of the investment support and promotion, BEBKA helps new R&D opportunities and 
innovative processes to be possible for the region. 

3. A Competitive and Innovative City: Eski�ehir 

Being located in the strategic part of Turkey, EskiÏehir has many advantages considering 
other cities. EskiÏehir is the conjunction point of transportation system of Turkey. The first 
high speed train service in Turkey has started between EskiÏehir and the capital city Ankara. 
Since logistics is one of the main necessities for development of industry, it is not a surprise 
that EskiÏehir has a strong industry.  

EskiÏehir Organized Industrial Zone is one of the biggest Organized Industrial Zones (OIZ) in 
Turkey. Besides the size, EskiÏehir OIZ is the most innovative and visionary OIZ in Turkey. 
EskiÏehir OIZ has been selected as the greenest industrial zone of Turkey by Ministry of 
Environment and Forest in 2009. In 2011, EskiÏehir OIZ has been considered worthy for 
Energy Oscar by ICCI. As the indicators of its innovative structure, natural gas power plant, 
Internet Service Provider, Logistics Center, Social and Sporting Facilities, a Modular 
Vocational High School, CNC Training Center, Industrial Automation Research and 
Application Center, Welding Technologies Research and Application Center, Industrial 
Design Center and Wastewater Treatment Plant and Accredited Environment Laboratory can 
be taken into account. 

There are 462 firms actively operate in the zone [4]. The backbone of EskiÏehir Industry is 
Metal & Machinery Sector. On that backbone Aviation and Railway Systems sectors has 
been flourished. TÜLOMSAÕ, one of the major companies in locomotive production, is 
settled down in EskiÏehir. Being one of the famous locomotive producers of the world with its 
500.000 m² of production campus, TÜLOMSAÕ is a pioneer major industry which 
manufactures in the European Standards. As an indicator of the development level of the 
sector in EskiÏehir, “Railway Systems Clustering” pursues its activities. The cooperation in 
this cluster increases the international competitiveness of EskiÏehir in the sector. As an 
important showing for Railway Systems sector is the attempt under the leadership of 
Anatolian University to establish a National Rail Systems Testing Center in EskiÏehir. By the 
completion of this project, an international center that will be unique in Eurasia providing 
necessary testing and certification for the sector shall be established.  
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Regarding Turkey’s recent attempts to improve domestic defense and aviation sector, 
EskiÏehir has provided considerable contribution. TEI, which is one of the most important 
aviation companies in Turkey, is in EskiÏehir. In addition to TEI, there are another important 
aviation companies operate in EskiÏehir. Moreover, The Headquarters of 1st Air Force 
Command was established in EskiÏehir. Within the context of clustering activities, “EskiÏehir 
Aviation Cluster (ESAC) has been established and as a result of effective cooperation in this 
cluster, the international competitiveness of EskiÏehir in the sector has been increased. 

As a consequence of diversified industry structure there are other important sectors and we 
can see many innovative applications for these sectors as well. The Ceramic Research 
Center (SAM) operating under Anadolu University is one of the best university-industry 
cooperation models and serves sectoral consultation, testing and accreditation services 
beside R&D and innovation activities.  

When we look at the sectoral distribution and products, we can see the general view. 

Table 1: Sectoral Distribution of Industry Firms 

Sectors % 
Metal & Machinery 41 
Food Industry 12,3 
Non-metal Mineral 
(Ceramics,Tile) 

11,5 

Chemistry & Plastic 11,5 
Furniture, Paper and Forest 
Products 

9,6 

Mining 5,9 
Textile & Clothing 3 
Others 5,2 

                        Source: Eski�ehir Chamber of Industry 
 

Table 2: Share of Products Among National Production 

Products % 
Aircraft Engine 100 
Diesel Locomotive 100 
Borax (Global: 60%)  100 
Compressor (Freezer) 95 
Fridge & Freezer 60 
Magnesite 60 
Stove, Heater and 
Accessories 

40 

Ceramic Tile 40 
Biscuit & Cracker 35 
Tile 25 

          Source: Eski�ehir Chamber of Industry 
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As seen from the Table 2, EskiÏehir holds the leading position regarding Aviation Sector, 
Railway Systems Sector, Refrigerator Production, Ceramics Sector, Biscuit and  Cracker 
Production and some valuable mines.  

However, perhaps the most important innovative application in EskiÏehir OIZ is the 
establishment of EskiÏehir Technology Development Zone (ETDZ) within the borders of the 
zone. By that, Industry and R&D became closer. Moreover, there are extensions of the ETDZ 
located in both Anadolu University and EskiÏehir Osmangazi University which gives excellent 
opportunity for spin-offs.  

BEBKA has great contributions to the competitive and innovative structure of EskiÏehir. In 
2010, 24 projects and in 2011, 25 projects were supported financially by BEBKA in EskiÏehir. 
Moreover, BEBKA has been supporting the Esinkap R&D Project Brokerage Events in 
EskiÏehir since 2011. BEBKA and EskiÏehir Chamber of Commerce are partners in these 
events.  

Industrial Automation Research and Application Center project, which prepared by EskiÏehir 
Chamber of Industry and Industrial Automation Research and Application Center project 
which prepared by EskiÏehir Organized Industrial Zone, were supported as part of the 
“Increasing Competitive Power in Industry and Tourism Financial Support Program” which 
carried out by BEBKA in 2010. In same manner, Welding Technologies Research and 
Application Center project which prepared by EskiÏehir Chamber of Industry, was supported 
as part of the “R&D and Innovation Program” which carried out by BEBKA in 2011.  

Besides the competitive and innovative industry structure, EskiÏehir has many other values 
which are also very important. Quality of city life, developed universities and visionary local 
authorities are the most supportive values of EskiÏehir for its innovative structure. Least but 
not last, BEBKA has signed a protocol with 6 universities from the region aiming the 
university – industry cooperation. 

4. Conclusion 

After a short mention about what makes EskiÏehir competitive and innovative, there is not 
much left to say. The key requirement of being innovative is having an innovation and 
entrepreneurship supportive culture and philosophy. Only that way all the given supports for 
increasing R&D and Innovation make sense. EskiÏehir has that entrepreneurial spirit and 
innovative culture. 
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This paper addresses various types of innovative behaviour by European and Russian 
firms. Russian regions and several European countries are clustered according to the 
characteristics of innovative behaviour. Seven dynamic modes of the firms’ innovative 
behaviour are presented. The thorough analysis of each mode yields several results. 
First, a company’s innovation function may change over time. Moreover, these 
changes may be of a periodic nature and are associated with the need to pass through 
certain innovation stages. This characteristic gives rise to innovation cycles during 
which innovation creation or imitation phases are replaced by innovation diffusion or 
upgrading stages. The cycles within the different innovative behaviour modes may 
differ in terms of both the duration and the content of their stages. In addition, one 
period may contain multiple stages. The suggested approach encourages a better 
understanding of the innovation process structure in different regions. Consequently, 
this approach makes it possible to develop economic policy measures that will 
contribute to the growth of innovation activity and regional efficiency. 

Keywords 
Cluster analysis, Innovation, Innovative behaviour, Innovative modes  

1. Introduction 

The main purpose of this study is to present the most typical Russian and European 
innovative modes associated with geographical landscape. The regional level is chosen for a 
detailed analysis due to the strong influence of regional characteristics on innovation activity 
[1, 2]. So that different modes of innovative behaviour could be identified and analysed, 
Russian regions and several European countries are divided into homogeneous groups. The 
division of these areas into homogeneous groups makes it possible to find out common 
characteristics and avoid heterogeneity. For this purpose, various classification methods are 
usually used. These methods involve the identification of innovation attributes of various 
types, including diffusion characteristics and innovative product novelty [3]. The 
characteristics of the open innovation [4,5,6] and output-based innovation modes [7,8] are of 
crucial importance and they are taken often into account. The interactions between firms and 
organisations during the innovation process are classified according to their innovative status 
[3,8]. In other words, to generate innovative behaviour modes, it is essential to make use of 
the different types of innovative activity indicators. Analysing a firm’s innovative behaviour 
mode, in turn, makes it possible to determine the firm’s innovation strategy [9]. 
 
There is a small number of studies that identify innovation modes. Among them are ones in 
which cluster analysis is used to classify firms according to several innovation characteristics 
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[10,11]. In addition, the studies by Arvantis and Hollenstein examine the innovation modes in 
the Swiss service and manufacturing sectors [12,13]. The current study is devoted to the 
innovation modes used by manufacturing firms, which are used to generate technological 
innovations. The objects of the research are firms of Russia and other European countries. 
Cluster analysis is utilised to find out the modes. One important feature of this study is its use 
of a dynamic approach. This approach makes it possible to track temporal changes in firms’ 
innovative behaviour. The approach also makes it possible to identify changes in companies’ 
innovation functions, which may not be constant over time. In fact, these changes may be 
periodic due to firms’ need to pass through certain innovation stages. This need gives rise to 
innovation cycles during which innovation creation or imitation phases are replaced by 
innovation diffusion or upgrading stages. The cycles corresponding to different innovative 
behaviour modes may differ in terms of both the duration and the content of their stages. In 
addition, some stages may be interrelated and occur within the same period. The mode 
choice factors under consideration are levels of research potential and welfare. The paper 
proceeds as follows. First, the data and procedure are described. Next, the modes of 
innovative behaviour that are typical of regions clustered from the lowest level of economic 
well-being to the highest are considered. Finally, the conclusions of the study are presented.  

2. Data and procedure 

The data used in the study were collected during the Main Science and Technology 
Indicators (MSTI), OECD Science, Technology and Industry Scoreboard, European 
Scoreboard and Russian innovation surveys (from 2000 to 2009). The Russian innovation 
survey collects data from a representative sample of more than 26,000 Russian firms (44 
industries and 8 size classes and regions). The firms are asked to complete a questionnaire 
that addresses their innovative activities. This questionnaire yields information on many 
innovation indicators (in this paper, 18 of these indicators are used; see Table 1). 
 

Table 1 Basic indicators used in the study 

Creating innovations� Inputs� Outputs�

Product innovators (% of all firms) 
Gross domestic product (GDP) 
or gross regional product (GRP) 

per capita 

Sales innovative products, 
i.e. new-to-firm and new-to-
market products (% of total 

turnover)�

Process innovators (% of all firms) Total expenditures on innovation 
(% of total turnover) 

Sales of new-to-market 
products (% of total turnover) 

Firms introducing either a product 
or a process innovation (% of all 

firms) 

Expenditures on new 
technologies (% of total turnover) 

Sales of technologically new 
or significantly improved 

products (% of total turnover) 

In-house innovators (% of all 
firms) 

Structure of R&D expenditures 
by type (basic research, applied 

research, development) 

Turnover of innovative-active 
firms (% of total turnover) 

Firms using open innovations (% 
of all firms) 

Researchers per 10,000 total 
employees �

Innovative-active firms co-
operating with others (% of all 

firms) 
Researchers by S&E fields �

Innovative product life cycle � �
Number of patent applications per 

firm � �
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To cluster the chosen regions, i.e. Federal subjects of Russia and EU countries (see Table 
3), the following indicators of innovative activity were used: 

� Sales of innovative product (% of total turnover) 
� Sales of new-to-market products (% of sales from product innovation)   
� Ratio of firms introducing product innovations to those introducing process innovations 
� Enterprises innovating in-house (% of all enterprises) 
� Total researchers per thousand employees 
 
To level a difference in economic development of Russia and Europe and to reveal similar 
modes of innovative behavior among territorial subjects of the Russian Federation and the 
countries of Europe, the relative indicators were utilized in the study. For this purpose two 
normalizations of the above-mentioned indicators were carried out. The normalizations were 
conducted separately for 62 subjects of the Russian Federation and for 12 European 
countries. This approach also makes it possible to identify similar modes of innovative 
behaviour among RF subjects and EU countries.  
 
The normalisation procedure facilitated k-means clustering for all objects. As a result, the 
following seven clusters were obtained. The mean normalised values of these indices are 
presented in Table 2. To characterise the dependence of innovative behaviour types on well-
being, the clusters were numbered such that a greater cluster well-being index was 
associated with a lower order number (Figure 1). The highest well-being index (GDP or GRP) 
was found for the first cluster; the seventh cluster has the lowest index. 
 

Table 2 Means of normalized indices of innovative activity for clusters 

  Share of 
turnover from 

product 
innovation 

Number of 
researchers

Share of 
product 

innovations 
from new-to-

market 
products 

Share of 
enterprises 

innovating in-
house 

Ratio of innovative 
enterprises 
introducing 

products to those 
introducing 
processes

Cluster 1 1,94 6,40 0,62 1,10 1,22
Cluster 2 5,92 1,40 0,11 0,93 1,07
Cluster 3 1,38 2,59 1,18 1,08 1,46
Cluster 4 0,68 0,81 0,47 1,04 1,00
Cluster 5 1,50 0,98 4,57 1,03 1,11
Cluster 6 0,60 0,47 1,66 0,85 0,92

Cluster 7 1,95 0,48 0,55 1,14 3,36
 
As a rule, the GDP or GRP per capita is associated with a higher concentration of 
researchers in the region. However, in spite of this general tendency, some disturbances are 
observed. For example, the fourth cluster, which has better welfare than the fifth, has fewer 
research facilities. 
 
The composition of the obtained clusters is shown in Table 3. This table shows that the 
European countries are distributed across three clusters (the third, the fourth and the sixth).It 
is worth emphasising once again that RF subjects and EU countries were clustered together 
based on their closeness of the innovation activity indicators. 
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Table 3�Distribution of regions across clusters 

Cluster 
number 

European 
countries 

Subjects of the Russian Federation 

Cluster 1 -------------------------- Moscow, Moscow Region, St. Petersburg 
Cluster 2 -------------------------- Perm, Samara Regions 

Cluster 3 Finland Novosibirsk, Tomsk, Sverdlovsk, Nizhni Novgorod, 
Penza, Voronezh, Kaluga, Tver Regions 

Cluster 4 

Spain, 
Netherlands, 
Norway,  
Czech Republic, 
Luxemburg,  
Denmark,  
Germany 

Belgorod, Bryansk, Vladimir, Ivanovo, Kursk, Lipetsk, 
Orel, Tula, Yaroslavl, Arkhangelsk, Vologda, Leningrad, 
Murmansk, Novgorod, Pskov, Astrakhan, Kirov, Saratov, 
Tyumen, Chelyabinsk, Irkutsk, Omsk, Amur Regions; 
Bashkortostan, Tatarstan, Mari-El, Sakha Republics; 
Primorye Territory, Khabarovsk Territory 

Cluster 5 -------------------------- Komi Rebublic, Rostov, Ulyanovsk, Kurgan Regions 

Cluster 6 

Hungary, 
Slovakia,  
Italy,  
Poland 

Kostroma, Ryazan, Smolensk, Tambov, Kaliningrad, 
Volgograd, Orenburg, Kemerovo, Chita, Sakhalin 
Regions; Karelia, Karachai-Cherkess, Udmurt Rebublics 

Cluster 7 -------------------------- Dagestan, Kabardino-Balkar, Mordovia Republics 
 
Following the clustering of the regions, an analysis was conducted to identify the most typical 
modes of innovative behaviour. For this purpose, additional groups of indicators were used. 
This approach made it possible to reveal the roles of the various regions within the clusters  
and to define the main characteristics of the innovation cycles.  
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Figure 1 Ordering of clusters 

 

3. Modes of innovative behaviour associated with low- and lower-
middle levels of economic well-being 

Firms introduce product innovations to attain new competitive advantage in the market. A 
firm or a company may attempt to foster in-house product innovation to gain exclusive 
competitive advantage. This phenomenon raises the question of whether these attempts are 
correlated with the firms’ development levels (including their competences, resources and 
technological capabilities) or with the market environment (particularly the quality and 
quantity of consumer demand and the resource supply). Of these potential factors, consumer 
demand and the technological resources of firms are of the greatest interest to us. 
 
If the level of economic development of region is not very high, the region will not feature 
high customer demand. In this case, a firm-producer operating in the domestic market will 
not be encouraged to manufacture high-quality, comparatively expensive products of high 
quality. At the same time, some degree of product novelty is needed to provide a market 
niche for the firm. Due to resource limitations and limited technological capacity, the firm 
must address external sources. To ensure some degree of product novelty, the firm can 
choose one of two alternatives:  
� to introduce open product innovations by purchasing technology licenses or intellectual 

property rights (IPRs),  
� to ignore IPRs if this opportunity is not available. 
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3.1 Re-engineering mode (Cluster 7) 

If a firm chooses the second alternative, the innovation process will occur completely in-
house. Due to their lack of financial resources and low level of competences, the firm will not 
be able to attract cooperation partners among technological leaders or pay for licenses and 
IPR. They will be forced to conduct in-house innovation processes by copying and reverse-
engineering products and technologies and ignoring IPRs. The firm tries to decrease the 
costs by using relatively cheap labour. Product innovations will be completely dominant. 
Such firms are not creative and inventive [14] and will rely on their engineering knowledge 
[15,16]. The firms are adapters and informal collaborative innovators [17]. The diffusion of 
new-to-market products is widespread. This mode of innovative behaviour is common in the 
regions with the lowest welfare. 
 
The mode is typical of regions in the seventh cluster (Table 3). The degree of novelty of 
product innovation is considerable, as the share of new-to-the market products is almost 
twice as high as the average share. That these firms actively ignore IPRs is confirmed by 
their low expenditures on disembodied technologies and their minimal patent activity. The 
ratio of innovative enterprises introducing products to those introducing processes is more 
than three times as great as its average value. These firms attempt to achieve rapid success 
through product expansion at the expense of technology improvements.  
 
The innovation cycle in this behavioural mode is not complex (Figure 2). The cycle begins 
with the unauthorised copying or reverse-engineering of products that are new to the local 
market. The next stage is product diffusion. The level of diffusion is rather high and leads to 
increased competition among the producers of the products. This increase in competition 
induces firms to transition into to new stage of imitation. The cycle of reverse engineering 
and diffusion is of short duration. For Russian regions, the cycle takes two or three years and 
is not accompanied by substantial improvements in technology.  
 

�
Figure 2 Prevailing innovative behaviour in the seventh cluster 

3.2 Technology upgrading mode (Cluster 6) 

Increases in economic well-being influence the competitive environment. Customer demand 
and technological opportunities provide more incentives to introduce high-quality and novel 
products into the local market; i.e., firms will choose the first alternative. Higher income levels 
enable firms to pursue open innovations and thus compensate for a shortage of research 
resources. There is a strong emphasis on process innovations that can facilitate the 
production of advanced products. Firms that choose this mode of innovation are domestic 
modifiers and act as formal collaborative innovators [17]. Reverse-engineering that does not 
demand significant R&D [18] is actively used. As the statistics show, in such modes of 
innovative behaviour, periods of product development replace periods of product diffusion. 
However, it is not possible to secure a wide spread of new-to market products. This pattern is 
driven by low consumer income and the considerable competition in the markets for the 
higher-quality products imported into the regions in question. This mode of innovative 
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behaviour prevails not only in several Russian regions but also in some post-socialist 
countries in Europe (see Table 3). Open innovation activity is largely unique to this behaviour 
mode. The support for open product innovations is combined with the most active use of 
process innovations. Large expenditures on embodied technologies are a characteristic 
feature of the mode. The transition towards advanced technologies requires highly qualified 
human capital, which is lacking in this cluster. Engaging in open innovation practice makes it 
possible to overcome this deficiency. However, the scale of innovation activity is not large 
(the share of innovative product sales is only 60% of the average share). 
 
In this mode, product development is replaced by diffusion. Consequently, in this cluster, the 
period in which diffusion increases also features more technology acquisition, and the period 
in which diffusion decreases also features a lower level of technology acquisition.  If we seek 
to understand this “pulsating” cycle, we should remember that a new successful product will 
encourage many competitors to catch up to the firm that is responsible for that product. As 
competition increases, firm’s revenues fall. To maintain its former market position, a firm 
must advance technologically. For this purpose, the firm’s purchase and adapt advanced 
technologies. They begin catching up by offering new-to-market products. Competition 
among firms with the same technological absorptive capacity causes a decrease in the 
diffusion of their products. To preserve their market shares, these firms must begin catching 
up by offering the new successful products that are introduced by market leaders. The firms 
will begin to intensively update their technological foundations by purchasing and adapting 
new technologies. Then, the innovative cycle is repeated (Figure 3). 
 

 
Figure 3: Prevailing innovative behaviour in the sixth cluster 

3.3 Product modification mode (Cluster 5) 

An additional increase in well-being and the provision of research resources results in a more 
complex mode. Firms attempt to introduce and modify products that are new to the local 
market. Innovations occur mainly at the product level, and diffusion reaches a fairly great 
scale. The absence of the shortage of research potential increases technological absorptive 
capacity [19] and provides firms with an opportunity to increase the share of in-house 
innovations. The creativity in innovation increases due to R&D. The cooperation is 
insignificant. These firms function as formal non-collaborative innovators [17]. Their 
innovations are intended to improve and modify products that are known to the local market. 
Open innovations are intended to address catching-up problems. There are consecutive 
shifts from product catch-up to product modification and vice versa. Adoption behaviour is 
replaced by the modification of domestic innovations. Rapid diffusion occurs at each stage 
(Figure 4). 
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Figure 4: Prevailing innovative behaviour in the fifth cluster 

 
This mode of innovative behaviour is particular to the regions in the fifth cluster. The 
research potential of this cluster is slightly lower than average but is considerably greater 
than that of the previous cluster. A successful catching-up process requires the active help of 
specialists in the technical sciences. This cluster has a high concentration of these types of 
specialists among its researchers. The main product life cycles of these firms are shorter.  

4. Modes of innovative behaviour associated with middle-high and 
high levels of economic well-being 

In economically successful regions, the human resources that are available for R&D have a 
significant influence on the chosen innovative behaviour mode. The limited scale of the 
human resources devoted to R&D strengthens the efforts of firms to catch up with their 
counterparts by offering products that are already known to the market. At the same time, the 
shift toward closed innovation rather than open innovation is evidence of the active, on-going 
product improvement processes that occur at this level.  

4.1 Balancing mode (Cluster 4) 

This phenomenon is aptly demonstrated by the regions in the fourth cluster. This cluster 
features high well-being, and its level of research resources is slightly lower than the average 
one. The cluster includes RF subjects and EU countries (Table 3). Relative to that of the fifth 
cluster, the lower level of human resources available for R&D considerably restricts 
opportunities for both active imitation and the widespread diffusion of "imported" new 
products (Table 2). Product innovations generate only 10% of the turnover in the cluster. The 
inefficient use of the available innovative potential in these Russian regions results in a low 
level of innovation diffusion. Moreover, the firms in the regions in this cluster do not use a 
particular innovation mode; they are neither active domestic innovators of new-to-market 
products nor active adopters of pre-existing products. 

4.2 Cooperative mode (Cluster 2) 

Increases in both economic well-being and R&D lead firms to prioritise creating and 
introducing new-to-market or significantly improved products. The firms in this cluster are 
new-to-market international or domestic innovators. Such firms can be referred to as active 
formal collaborative innovators. Cyclical changes occur in the innovative stages of these 
firms. One of these stages is the creation of new or significantly improved products. Another 
involves product diffusion. Open innovation is most actively used to introduce products of 
these two types. Cooperation processes are widespread, and the openness of the firms’ 
innovation activities enables the “clustering” of complementary competences and R&D 
facilities. Periods of innovation creation are then replaced by periods of diffusion (Figure 5). 
This diffusion is rather significant and occurs during long periods. During such periods, firms 
function as adopters. Therefore, the roles of these firms change in a cyclical manner.  
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Figure 5 Prevailing innovative behaviour in the second cluster 
    
In the second cluster, whose members follow the mode just mentioned, the scale of diffusion 
is almost six times as great as it is on average, and the duration of the diffusion period is 
approximately 4-5 years. This duration indicates that the quality of the products that these 
firms introduce is sufficiently high to secure and support their market power. This quality level 
enables firms to generate considerable barriers to entry into the market for long periods of 
time. When it seems that new competitors may be able to overcome these barriers, the 
diffusion stage is replaced by the introduction of new or significantly improved products. 
During the diffusion stage, the product that was previously introduced is diffused.  

4.3 Open and creative mode (Cluster 3) 

Further increasing the allocation of human capital to R&D to its “critical mass” shifts the 
balance between open innovations and in-house innovations toward the latter. It becomes 
possible for firms to introduce innovations that are also new to the international market, so 
these firms provide new-to-market international and domestic innovations. Open innovation 
continues to predominate, with a greater weight placed on product innovations than on 
process innovations. Due to their significant innovation potential, these firms have the option 
of combining innovation creation and diffusion during the same period. This mode includes a 
high level of innovation creation. Expenditures on R&D, IPR purchasing and licensing are 
rather high. In this mode, the regions generate intellectual property (IP). The mode described 
above is typical of the third cluster (Table 2). The share of researchers in the technical 
sciences and that of expenditures on R&D are both high in this cluster.  

4.4 In-house mode (Cluster 1) 

When firms and their environments have the maximum levels of researchers and well-being 
(cluster 1), innovation activity becomes more closed. The mode of innovative behaviour 
relies on the introduction of basic innovations that are diffused not only within the local 
market but also outside its boundaries. In addition, these regions are IP donors. The 
expansion of new products to external markets enables regions to attain considerable 
diffusion. In-house innovation prevails here because this cluster has strong research 
facilities.  
 
This mode of innovative behaviour corresponds to the first cluster. Because these regions 
have high innovation potential, they generally rely on their internal capabilities (the share of 
firms conducting in-house innovation is 14 % higher than average). However, to modify and 
upgrade their products, firms cooperate rather actively (the share of firms engaging in 
cooperation is only 10 % less than the average value). Nevertheless, the firms in these 
regions do not introduce innovations that were fully created by others. This fact is confirmed 
by the finding that the share of outside sources of innovation creation is very low (Table 2). 
The firms in the first cluster try not only to compete and survive in their local markets but also 
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to expand their power beyond these local markets. More than 50% of firms focus on external 
markets. The output of this cluster is likely to be more competitive than that of other clusters. 
The cluster is an IP donor; its disembodied technologies are actively used by regions in other 
clusters. Statistical analysis reveals that the innovation cycle contains two stages. The first 
stage is the process of product creation or imitation and modification. The second stage 
includes the powerful processes of new product diffusion (Figure 8). It is noteworthy that 
diffusion processes occur during the first stage but on a far smaller scale. In other words, 
during the first stage, firms act mainly as new-to-market domestic innovators and modifiers; 
in the second stage, they play the role of adopters.  
 

 
�

Figure 6 Prevailing innovative behaviour in the first cluster 

5. Conclusions 
This study has revealed that the basic innovative behaviour modes depend on the level of 
well-being and the level of human resources used for R&D. If the welfare level is low, the 
main factor that will enhance innovation activity will be an increase in this level. Once the 
well-being level reaches a certain value, its influence on firms’ choices regarding their 
innovative behaviour decreases. In such a case, the extent of R&D personnel use is a 
stronger determinant of the type of innovative behaviour than the welfare level is. 
 
The analysis of innovative behaviour under condition of low welfare level has revealed the 
following. Low welfare level is strongly associated with innovation activity, and this activity is 
a process closed to the greatest extent. The cooperation is weak, and firms introduce 
product innovations while ignoring IPRs (cluster 7). Without increasing research facilities, 
improvements in welfare shift the balance between open and in-house innovations towards 
the former due to purchases of IP and partly due to the development of cooperation (cluster 
6). Firms most highly prefer process innovations at this point and heavily favour innovations 
that will improve their technological foundation. The increased presence of research facilities 
encourages firms to use in-house innovations (cluster 5). A nearly stable balance between 
open and closed innovations is achieved. Open innovations are used to catch up in the 
products that are already known to the market. In-house innovations target at the 
improvement and modification of these products. Cooperation processes are rarely used. 
The rather low level of research facilities strengthens the need for firms to employ imitation 
and incremental improvement as tools for innovation (cluster 4). Meanwhile, the slight 
domination of closed innovation over open innovation indicates that product modification 
processes are also occurring. The emphasis on modifying the technology base is equal to 
introducing new-to-market products. The increase in research potential that occurs with 
growth of welfare generates an opportunity for firms to organise equitable cooperative 
relationships (cluster 2). Thus, the balance between open innovations and in-house ones 
shifts towards the former. Further increasing the level of human capital that is allocated to 
R&D to its critical mass moves the activities towards closed innovations (cluster 3). There are 
opportunities to introduce innovations that are new to both domestic and international 
markets. Firms tend to actively introduce product innovations. In this mode of behaviour, 
expenditures on R&D and IR are high. When the maximum levels of research facility and 
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well-being have been attained (cluster 1), innovation process becomes more closed. In this 
scenario, the mode of innovative behaviour is based on introducing the innovations that are 
diffusing not only within the local market but also outside its boundaries. The research was 
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A widespread assumption in economic geography and the economics of innovation is 
that clusters yield innovation by facilitating learning and knowledge spillover. 
However, empirical evidence how and to what extent firms benefit in their innovation 
activities from acting in clusters is scarce. This paper contributes to the micro-
foundation of cluster effects by examining characteristics and activities of the cluster 
firms in relation to their innovativeness. Partial Least Square (PLS) regression 
analysis with data from 107 ICT cluster firms reveals that firms’ relational 
embeddedness in cluster-internal and -external innovation partnerships significantly 
enhances their innovative success, which in turn positively impacts their overall 
performance. However, we find no empirical evidence for the often-suggested 
hypothesis that cluster-internal interaction enhances firms’ innovation performance 
per se. And although our findings indicate the existence of an indirect effect of firms’ 
absorptive capacity on the association between the structural embeddedness and 
innovative performance, this shows not to be significant.  

Keywords 
Clustering, Innovation, Strategic Management, Structural Equation Modelling, Relational 
Embeddedness 

1. Introduction 

The knowledge based view (KBV) and the relational view (RV) in strategy have largely 
extended resource-based reasoning by suggesting heterogeneous knowledge bases, 
capabilities and networks as key ingredients of value creation and innovation ([1],[2],[3]). 
Instead of developing capabilities and knowledge solely in-house, firms increasingly rely on 
multiple external sources of knowledge which accumulate over time [4]. Continuously 
interacting with their environment, innovative firms manage to combine ‘firm-specific’ and 
‘firm-addressable’ resources which are at least partly controlled by the firm to gain 
competitive advantage [5]. Also the relational view points to the importance of networks as 
source of competitive advantage emphasising relation-specific assets such as knowledge 
sharing routines or effective governance structures for cooperation ([6],[7],[8]). Likewise, the 
literature on open innovation highlights the relevance of networks of interrelated firms as a 
key factor in the ability to generate innovation ([9],[10]). 
In this vein, clusters as geographically concentrated groups of interconnected firms working 
in the same or in closely related sectors [11] are deemed as important ecosystems for open 
innovation. Based on the idea that proximity matters for innovation being located in a cluster 
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is believed to enhance firms’ innovative performance. Localized knowledge exchange and 
other non-market interactions are increasingly regarded as key explanations for spatial 
concentration of knowledge-intensive industries such as information and communication 
technologies (ICT). It is argued that clusters as ‘knowledge accessing institutions’ allow for 
an improved access to innovation-related knowledge, facilitate knowledge spillovers and 
interactive learning, and thereby, nurture innovation ([12],[13],[14]).  
With his seminal publication ‘The Competitive Advantage of Nations’, Porter [15] laid the 
ground for a widespread resurgence of interest in the issue of regional clusters. According to 
recent theories interactions give firms an innovative advantage which results in better 
economic performance. Of particular interest is the evolving knowledge-based cluster theory 
which emphasises the role of interactive learning processes and the development of 
relational capital as primary source of positive cluster effects ([16],[17]). Albeit knowledge on 
clusters has improved considerably during the past decade, major questions relating to the 
micro-foundation of clusters are underexplored. In particular, quantitative empirical 
investigations on the specific innovation-related benefits firms derive from clusters remain 
scarce. Little is known on how and through what mechanisms proximity conveys innovation 
value to clustered firms (cf. [18],[19]). While the research interest in clusters was primarily on 
aggregated effects of clusters on the regions’ innovativeness and competitiveness, leaving 
firm-level effects unexplored, more recently we observe a shift from the macro- towards the 
micro-level as unit of analysis. This is reflected by an increasing number of studies devoted 
to the role of clusters in business formation and growth ([20],[21]) as well as studies 
investigating with differing foci the interplay of cluster membership, firm performance, 
innovativeness and/or interactions (cf. [(22)],[23],[(24)],[25]). However, the empirical results 
are by no means consistent, they rather deliver contradictory results on the relationship 
between clustering and firm’s innovativeness ([26],[27]). This results in conflicting advice to 
managers and policy makers how to reap the benefits of clusters for fostering innovation 
Bridging innovation, management and cluster theories the current study taps into this 
research gap by examining whether the availability and accessibility of cluster-specific 
resources such as knowledge and competencies facilitate clustered firms’ innovativeness 
and performance. Moreover, we ask for the impact of firms’ internal capabilities (e.g., 
absorptive capacity) on cluster-related benefits. Exploring the ‘black box’ of cluster effects 
using micro-level data, this exploratory study will contribute to providing firms with a better 
basis of strategic decision-making for investments in cluster-specific activities. 
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. First, an overview of prior research on 
clusters and ��rms’ benefits is provided. From this, we develop hypotheses on the relationship 
between the involvement of firms in regional clusters and the ��rms’ innovative performance. 
Next, the data sources and variables used in this study are presented, followed by the 
empirical results. Conclusions, limitations and directions for further research are outlined in 
the ��nal section. 

2. Theoretical background and hypotheses 

The theoretical background section is organised in three parts. First, we provide an overview 
of core insights that shaped the field of cluster theory. In the second part, we present prior 
research on cluster effects. Based on this discussion, we formulate the hypotheses in the 
third part of this section.  
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2.1 Conceptualising clusters 

As depicted in figure 1, clusters embrace four constituent elements. They facilitate 
agglomeration economies arising from spatial proximity [11] and are characterised by 
sectorial concentration. That is, clusters are composed of firms belonging to a particular 
industry or technology field connected through ‘related variety’ (cf. [28],[29]). 
 

Figure 1 Clusters’ constituent elements 

 
Interactions among regional stakeholders 
distinguish clusters from pure agglomerations 
[30]. These links refer likewise, to horizontal and 
vertical relations between firms, market-based 
transactions, and untraded or informal 
relationships as well as to institutional ties 
between firms, research organisations and public 
bodies. Finally, clusters are earmarked by a high 
degree of sticky specific knowledge, difficult to 
access for firms outside the cluster ([31],[32]). 
Such ‘embedded knowledge’ is based on routines, 
habits and norms established through 
collaborative experience ([33],[34]).  
Porter [35] identified three mechanisms through 
which clusters affect firms’ competitiveness: 

 
Firstly, clusters contribute to gains of productivity resulting from factor conditions such as 
access to specialised workforces, information, and complementary resources, as well as 
resulting from competition. Secondly, clusters improve firms’ innovativeness due to 
favourable demand conditions which increase the competitive pressure forcing firms to 
innovate. Thirdly, clusters stimulate business formation, which in turn facilitate innovation and 
cluster growth. Following Porter, innovation is driven by the recursive interplay of competitive 
and cooperative forces, while the focus is on competition. 
Subsequent work has emphasised the social and relational dimension of clusters. These 
multidimensional cluster approaches take an integrated systemic view of market and social 
relations ([36],[37]). Taking this as point of origin, innovation and learning are the key 
outcomes of the inter-organizational relationships, and knowledge is the core strategic 
resource [16]. In this vein, Hervás-Oliver [38], for example, strives to bridge RBV, the 
concept of dynamic capabilities and absorptive capacity, to explain firms’ benefits from 
knowledge flows within clusters. Channels of knowledge transfer and interactive learning 
comprise horizontal interactions, vertical relations among competitors, formal and informal 
cooperation, spin-offs as well as workforce mobility.  
Spatially-bound personal contacts are a precondition for the transfer of implicit knowledge 
and fuel the spatial concentration of innovation activities as well as the formation of clusters 
([16],[17]). In addition, it is argued that the more diverse the relationships between cluster 
actors, the better the access to new ideas and knowledge, providing enhanced opportunities 
for innovation ([39],[17]). A diverse cluster-specific knowledge base allows clustered firms to 
continuously recombine existing and generate new knowledge as basis for future innovation. 
Besides, spatial proximity does not only contribute to enhanced personal contacts but also to 
a more effective knowledge transfer between co-located parties ([40],[41]). It is also argued 
that clusters contribute to a reduction of transaction costs, namely the costs for the 
identification, accessibility and transfer of innovation-related knowledge, as well as to a 
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decrease of innovation-related uncertainty due to the diverse knowledge sources available in 
the cluster [42].  

2.2 Hypotheses 

To sustain competitive advantage firms must be able to continuously update their knowledge 
base ([43],[44]). At the same time they need to find a balance between knowledge 
exploitation which requires diversity, and knowledge exploration which asks for specialisation 
[45]. Interactions with firms’ external environment contribute to knowledge acquisition and 
enhance their learning and innovative capacities. Drawing on the relational view in strategic 
management, networks have the potential to open the access to locally bound resources 
which, in turn, enable firms to bundle complementary resources. Investments in relational 
assets also allow for an optimisation of inter-firm business processes through co-
specialisation [6]. Routines for a continuous inter-firm knowledge exchange facilitate learning 
and capacity building, while proximity within clusters favours the evolvement of unique 
mechanisms of knowledge transfer, generation and recombination. In the view of KBV, this 
common reference framework paves the way for an enhanced access to innovation-related 
knowledge and competencies. Assuming that firms rely on multiple sources of knowledge 
and competencies in order to innovate, we hypothesise as follows: 
� Hypothesis 1: The more intense a firm’s interactions within the cluster are, the higher is 

the impact of cluster membership on a firm’s innovation performance. 
 
Ambidexterity between knowledge exploitation and exploration spanning firms’ internal and 
external resources is difficult to achieve. In this context, the management literature points out 
that a firm’s absorptive capacity – that is its ability to identify, acquire, understand and exploit 
external knowledge – directly influences its innovative capacity and performance (cf. 
[45],[46],[47],[48]). Pertaining to clusters, it can be assumed that the ability of a firm to 
successfully participate in interactive processes of learning is determined by its internal 
resources and capacities. Possessing an adequate level of absorptive capacity will allow 
firms to better combine internal and external sources of knowledge [49]. Forasmuch, we 
rather emphasise the enabling role of absorptive capacity than its direct impact 
([50],[51],[52]). Hence, the relationship between a firm’s interaction intensity in the cluster 
and its innovation performance (see hypothesis 1) is expected to be moderated by the firm’s 
absorptive capacity. The better a given firm manages to achieve compatibility between its 
internal knowledge base and the knowledge embedded in the cluster, the more it will benefit 
from knowledge transfer and learning in the cluster. Accordingly, it is anticipated that firms 
with high levels of absorptive capacity are in a better position to identify and exploit cluster-
specific knowledge which complements what they already know.  
� Hypothesis 2: A firm’s absorptive capacity moderates the association between the 

intensity of cluster internal interactions and a firm’s innovation performance. The higher a 
firm’s absorptive capacity, the stronger is the association. 

 
Next to the frequency the quality of interactions plays a decisive role for cluster firms’ 
innovativeness. As is emphasised by the multidimensional cluster approaches, interactions 
within clusters can range from competitive to cooperative relationships on a vertical, 
horizontal and lateral level. With respect to innovation, cooperative relationships within a 
cluster in particular bear the potential to create competitive advantage. Firms perceived as 
trustworthy are expected to gain access to knowledge and competences which remain 
hidden or non-accessible for other clustered firms. Forasmuch, firms’ relational 
embeddedness in a cluster, measured as the level of innovation-related joint activities with 
other actors in the cluster, should help to get better access to new ideas and complementary 
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innovation-related knowledge. It seems reasonable that firms embedded in joint innovation 
activities develop cognitive proximity, a common understanding of key concepts and a joint 
knowledge base. Next to the acquisition of new knowledge, a common reference framework 
for collective learning reduces the uncertainty about the quality and usefulness of the 
acquired knowledge [53]. A proven track record on cooperative innovation activities (i.e. 
reputation) also nurtures the development of trust, cooperation routines, habits and shared 
norms which, in turn, are expected to facilitate the exchange of sticky information and to 
enhance the willingness to transfer valuable knowledge ([33],[54]). Taken together, it 
appears that a firm’s relational embeddedness has great potential to enhance the firm’s 
capabilities to induce a constant flow of successful innovations. 
� Hypothesis 3: A firm’s relational embeddedness in a cluster positively impacts its 

innovation success. 
 
It is a commonly held assumption by scholars that there is a need for a constant inflow of 
knowledge into a cluster to sustain clusters’ innovation dynamics. Such ‘inflows’ are 
assumed to nurture a continuous renewal of the clusters’ knowledge base preventing 
negative lock-in effects due to ‘cluster blindness’ or ‘overembeddedness’, and therewith, 
sustain firms’ innovativeness and competitiveness [55]. This insight at the macro-level of 
clusters can also be transferred to the micro-level of the cluster firm: A firm’s interactions 
within the cluster (‘local buzz’) need to be complemented by well-developed external linkages 
(‘global pipelines’) to rejuvenate firms’ knowledge base over time ([56],[57]). As potential 
cooperation partners within a cluster are limited in number and variety, clustered firms most 
probably benefit from the interaction with partners beyond the cluster’s boundaries. Due to a 
lack of cognitive proximity the establishment of trustworthy relationships with external 
partners, however, goes hand in hand with higher uncertainty and investments [58]. 
Nevertheless, these relationships can be expected to complement the knowledge transferred 
and exploited through cluster-internal relationships. We therefore propose an interaction 
effect between the level of cluster-internal and cluster-external communication. In addition, a 
direct effect of a firm’s relational embeddedness in external networks on its innovative 
success is expected. 
� Hypothesis 4: The duality of a firm’s cluster-internal and -external interactions has a 

positive multiplier effect on its innovation performance.  
� Hypothesis 5: A firm’s relational embeddedness in external networks is positively 

associated with its innovative success. 
 
As firms rely on continuous innovation activities to sustain their competitive position in 
dynamic markets, it is assumed that innovation performance and innovative success 
positively impact a firm’s performance. 
� Hypothesis 6: A firm’s innovation performance and innovative success is positively 

associated with its overall performance. 
 
In order to test the outlined hypotheses, we formulate a structural equation model (see 
appendix 1) comprising five latent exogenous variables (cluster-internal interactions, duality 
of cluster-internal and -external interactions, cluster-internal and -external relational 
embeddedness and absorptive capacity) and three latent endogenous variables (innovation 
performance, innovative success and firm performance).  
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3. Data and methodology 

The empirical field of the present study is composed of two regional ICT clusters located in 
Germany and Switzerland. The sector was chosen, because ICT as general purpose 
technology affects virtually any area of private, public and economic life and is considered as 
an impetus for innovation and productivity (cf. [59],[60],[61]). Due to its high knowledge-
intensity and a high pace of innovation [62], the ICT sector as a whole as well as its sub-
segments tend to cluster [24].  

3.1 Sample description 

The data was collected from questionnaire surveys by means of an electronic questionnaire 
addressing firm managers listed in the cluster organisations databases. The two clusters 
comprise 505 cluster members from Germany (325) and Switzerland (180) including firms, 
research organisation and public bodies. After two written reminders and several telephone 
reminder calls, 150 completed questionnaires were received from cluster firms, representing 
a response rate of 29.7%. Omitting those with incomplete data at the central questions, 107 
questionnaires were used in this study (rate of usable responses: 21.2%). The relatively high 
rate of non-responses to central questions such as innovation activities might be attributed to 
the large number of rather small firms that were not willing to provide the related information. 
Approximately 30% of the respondents are micro enterprises with less than 10 employees, 
60% are small and medium-sized enterprises (10 to 249 employees) and the remaining 10% 
are large enterprises with more than 249 employees. The distribution of firms by age is as 
follows: 28% younger than 9 years, 33.6% between 10 to 19 years, 32.7% between 20 to49 
years and 5.6% older than 49 years. More than half of the respondents are highly specialised 
in their respective segment, while only 20% of the sample reported to generate the 
predominant share of their turnover with many different products/services. More than 42% of 
the firms surveyed are active in software and IT services (SITS), about 47.7% in SITS and 
hardware, 2.8% in hardware only and 7.5% in other subsectors. The vast majority of 
respondents target regional and national markets (81.3%), additional 8.4% international 
markets and about 10% reported to serve equally regional, national and international 
markets. 

 
Figure 3 Innovative Firms (%) 

As depicted in figure 3, the majority of 
respondents in the sample (96.3%) 
can be classified as ‘innovative firms’ 
which confirms the sector’s high 
innovation dynamic. Almost two-third 
of cluster firms (73.8%) has introduced 
both product and process innovations. 
Additional 15.9% introduced product 
and 6.5% process innovations. 

3.2 Methodology and measures 

The study employs Partial Least Square (PLS) regression analysis, introduced by Wold [63] 
and further developed by Lohmöller [64], to explicitly account for moderating effects as well 
as for reflective and formative constructs. Whereas, the reflective manifest variables are 
determined by the latent variable and should be highly correlated, formative measurement 
models are applied when an explanatory set of indicator variables underlies the latent 
construct and, therefore, do not necessarily correlate ([65],[66]). That is, the direction of 
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causality is from the indicators to the latent construct. Considered as a ‘soft modelling’ 
approach, PLS has proven to be particularly advantageous with non-normal distributions, 
small sample sizes and combinations of formative and reflective measurement models (cf. 
[67],[68],[65]). PLS distinguishes between two sets of linear equations: the inner model 
(structural model), defining the relationship between latent variables, and the outer model 
(measurement model), linking latent variables with a set of manifest variables [68]. The 
estimation comprises three stages: (i) the iterative estimation of latent variable scores, (ii) the 
estimation of outer weights/ loadings and path coefficients, and (iii) the estimation of location 
parameters. Multi-item measures are used for the structural and relational embeddedness 
inside and outside the cluster ([69],[70],[71]), the absorptive capacity ([72],[73],[48]) as well 
as for the innovative success ([74],[75],[76]). Respondents were asked to rate the single 
items on a seven-point Likert scale (from 1 = fully disagree to 7 = fully agree). The number of 
radical and incremental product/service innovations, improvements of existing 
products/services as well as process innovations introduced during the past three years 
measured innovation performance.  
For two of the five exogenous variables a formative measurement model was applied and the 
remaining three were specified as reflective constructs: Cluster-internal interaction and 
cluster-external interaction are specified as reflective constructs with five items representing 
the horizontal, vertical and lateral cluster dimension. The decisive criterion here was that 
according to knowledge-based cluster theory interactions along the horizontal (competitors), 
vertical (complementary firms and customers) and lateral dimension (research organisations 
and public bodies) are equally important for interactive learning and knowledge generation. 
Respondents were asked to assess the frequency with which they interact internally and 
externally with the above stakeholders. A firms’ duality of cluster-internal and -external 
interactions is specified as formative construct consisting of five items reflecting their 
orientation with respect to the aforementioned stakeholders. For each item a quotient from 
cluster-internal and -external interaction frequency was calculated. Cluster-internal and 
-external relational embeddedness expressed by the quality of interaction within and outside 
the cluster are itemised as formative constructs. The respondents were asked to indicate 
whether they cooperate in the framework of their innovation activities in the field of 
knowledge exchange, joint projects or both with the aforementioned stakeholders in course 
of their innovation activity. Adapting scales from earlier studies, firms’ absorptive capacity is 
modelled as reflective construct consisting of variables referring to the acquisition, 
assimilation, transformation, and exploitation of external knowledge (cf. [51],[48]).  
All endogenous variables were measured reflective: Innovation performance is modelled as 
reflective construct of five items representing the different types of innovations: (i) 
product/service innovation new to the market, new to the firm and incremental innovation in 
terms of improvement of existing products/services, and (ii) process innovation in form of 
cost-cutting innovations and quality-enhancing innovations. Innovative success is measured 
by respondents’ assessment of the degree to which (i) the introduced market and firm 
innovation launched more successfully in market, (ii) more additional markets beyond the 
core business could be entered, and (iii) the overall market success was higher compared to 
its competitors. A firm’s performance is measured reflective by the single indicator 
development of revenues during the past three years. 

4. Results 

Descriptive results show that the participating firms use the cluster most frequently for 
knowledge transfer and market observation, while joint projects occur only occasionally (see 
figure 4). ICT firms give high priority to the protection of their proprietary knowledge, which 
partly explains the relatively low frequency of joint projects and technology transfer. This is 
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consistent with the response to safeguards for intellectual property applied by firms: More 
than two-third of the firms surveyed report to use secrecy and/or patents and copyrights to 
protect their intellectual property. 

 
Figure 4 Cluster usage 

 
Figure 5 Interactions by degree of formalisation 

 
Furthermore, the results illustrate that the vast majority of respondents is involved in cluster-
internal and -external interaction, although with varying degrees of intensity. Concerning 
these linkages one can observe different degrees of formality regarding cluster-internal and -
external relationships (see figure 5): While interactions of the focal firm with competitors, 
complementary firms, customers, research and public bodies are rather informal, external 
interactions are characterised by formal arrangements. These results are conform with the 
multidimensional cluster approaches. For example, Saxenian [77] proposes in her study that 
one of the primary reasons for the relative success of Silicon Valley over Route 128 in 
Boston is that knowledge is easily shared through informal relationships of individuals 
belonging to competing firms and other cluster actors in Silicon Valley. Asked for the 
importance of the cluster for their innovation activities during the past three years about 8% 
of firms attributed to the cluster a high importance, 48.6% a medium and 42.1% no 
significance.  

4.1 Analysis of measurement model 

4.1.1 Evaluation of the reflective measurement model  
In order to ascertain unidimensionality an explorative factor analysis was conducted for each 
reflective construct. In accordance with the Kaiser criterion, only those factors with an 
eigenvalue above one were extracted. In addition, factors with loadings of less than 0.4 were 
eliminated. Based on these results, two of the nine indicators of the construct ‘absorptive 
capacity’ were dropped. Examining the factor loadings assessed indicator reliability. For a 
variable to be reliable a minimum loading of 0.7 is required, indicating that more than 50 per 
cent of the variance of the measure is accounted for by the construct. All factor loadings lie 
well above this threshold. Composite reliability (CR) indicates a construct’s internal 
consistency [78]. CR coefficient is superior to Cronbach’s alpha, as it does not assume that 
all indicators are equally weighted [79]. As illustrated in table 1, all constructs meet the 
threshold value of 0.7. In addition, the predictive relevance of the reflective constructs was 
evaluated using Stone-Geisser criterion (Q2). In our analysis, all Q2 values range above the 
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threshold value of zero. Finally, we assessed the discriminant validity of the constructs 
indicating extent to which the items of a given construct vary from those of other constructs in 
the model by using Fornell/Lacker’s [(79)] measure of average variance extracted (AVE). To 
meet the requirements of discriminant validity, the square root of a construct’s AVE should 
be above the correlation between the construct and other constructs in the model ([78], [79]). 
That is, discriminant validity. 

Table 1 Reliability and validity of reflective constructs 

Construct CR (>0.7) AVE (#0.5) Q2 Fornell-Lacker criterion 
Absorptive capacity 0.87 0.51 0.49 passed 
Innovation performance 0.84 0.63 0.62 passed 
Innovative success 0.87 0.68 0.68 passed 
Cluster interaction 0.89 0.62 0.62 passed 

 
4.1.2 Evaluation of the formative measurement model 
Quality criteria for reflective measurement models cannot be applied to formative models due 
to their reverse causality. Therefore, careful specification is a necessity before data 
collection. In addition, multicollinearity of indicators should be assessed, as substantial 
correlations among formative indicators result in unstable estimates for indicator coefficients 
making it difficult to separate the distinct influence of individual indicators on the formative 
construct [65]. As related measure Variance Inflation Factor (VIF = 1//1-R2) assess the 
degree of multicollinearity and should not exceed the threshold of 10 [80]. All formative 
constructs are below the threshold. In order to evaluate the quality of formative indicators, 
indicators weights as well as their significance can be assessed. Although weights might 
reach value below those of reflective indicators, they should not simply be eliminated [65]. 

4.2 Analysis of structural model 

The squared multiple correlations (R2) of the latent endogenous variables are the essential 
criterion for the assessment of the structural model [68]. It indicates the explanatory power of 
model. Chin [78] describes R2 values of 0.67, 0.33 and 0.19 as essential, moderate, and 
weak. According to these suggestions, only the construct of innovation performance (R2 = 
0.22) meets the threshold at low level. Nevertheless, the interpretation of R2 depends on the 
question analysed. The relatively low values for innovative success (R2 = 0.12) seem 
reasonable, because cluster-internal and -external relational embeddedness are only two 
factors among other not considered factors that impact a firm’s innovative success. Also, 
innovation performance and innovative success are just two factors effecting firms’ 
performance. Forasmuch, R2 values from 0.10 to 0.20 are not unusual. Predictive relevance 
for the structural model is also assessed by the Stone-Geisser criterion Q2 (redundancy) for 
the reflective constructs. As illustrated in the subsequent table, all constructs are above the 
zero threshold. 

Table 2 Structural model – squared multiple correlation and Stone-Geisser criterion 

Construct R2 Q2 (redundancy) 
Innovation performance 0.221 0.1531 
Innovative success 0.121 0.0544 
Firm performance 0.072 0.0384 
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4.3 Testing of hypotheses 

With a weight of 0.253 the factor ‘cluster-internal relational embeddedness’ expresses the 
largest explanatory share for a firm’s innovative success, while the weight of ‘cluster-external 
relational embeddedness’ (0.205) is slightly lower. Hypothesis 3 and 5 are, therewith, 
confirmed. A significant positive impact of innovation-related cooperation experience (cluster-
internal $ p < 0.02; cluster-external relational embeddedness $ p < 0.05) and on firm’s 
innovative success exists. As was expected, innovative success significantly (p < 0.02) 
impacts firms’ innovative performance (hypothesis 6a), whereas innovation performance has 
barely any effect (hypothesis 6b). Most surprisingly and contrary to the expectation, the 
intensity of cluster-internal interactions does not seem to have a significant impact on firms’ 
innovation performance (hypothesis 1). Despite a quite high path coefficient (0.358), this 
results inevitably in non-significance of moderating effect of absorptive capacity on the 
association between the intensity of cluster internal interactions and a firm’s innovation 
performance (hypothesis 2). Likewise, hypothesis 4 has to be discarded, indicating that 
higher levels of cluster-external interactions do not complement cluster-internal interactions 
in the proposed way. The estimated model, with its squared multiple correlations for the 
latent endogenous variables and the related path coefficients, is illustrated in appendix 2. 

4. Discussion of results 

This study was conceptualised to investigate whether the availability and accessibility of 
cluster-specific resources such as knowledge and competencies facilitate clustered firms’ 
innovation performance, innovative success and their overall performance, while accounting 
for the heterogeneity of firms in terms of their absorptive capacity. It is against this 
background that we estimated direct effects of a firm’s cluster-internal interactions and 
cluster orientation on innovation performance as well as the moderating role of absorptive 
capacity. Furthermore, direct effects of a firm’s prior cooperation experience, expressed by 
its cluster-internal and -external relational embeddedness, were considered. This distinction 
between frequency and quality has proven to be useful to verify the formulated hypothesised 
correlations. 
Our empirical findings substantiate that firms’ benefits from being located in a cluster 
originate particularly from high quality relational ties. Being engaged in innovation-related 
joint projects and/or intended knowledge transfer contributes to firms’ innovation success and 
overall performance. Likewise, this applies to innovation-related cooperation with partners 
beyond the cluster boundaries. Therefore, it seems reasonable to conclude that firms 
embedded in both cluster-internal and -external innovation-related networks profit most from 
being located in a cluster. However, accounting for the fact that maintaining relationships 
with distant partners bear higher risks resulting from uncertainty and missing cognitive 
proximity, a firm’s relational embeddedness into a cluster seems highly beneficial. 
Accordingly, firms, and especially those with limited resources such as micro- and small-
enterprises, need to find a balance between internal and external embeddedness which on 
the one hand allows for a sufficient access to and inflow of knowledge and competences, 
and an efficient maintenance of these relationships on the other. Unlike other studies (cf. 
[24], [81]) revealing positive respectively negative impacts of a firm’s cluster-internal 
interactions on its innovation performance, we could not observe any significant effect. 
Hence, the conclusion could be drawn that high levels of interaction per se do not enhance 
firm’s innovation performance, but require some form of strategic orientation. Nevertheless, 
this does not necessarily mean that cluster-internal interactions are of no value for the 
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clustered firms, but might be attributed to the fact that the surveyed firms did not perceive the 
value of untraded interdependencies (e.g., intended and unintended knowledge spillovers) 
for their innovation activities. A further explanation could be that the majority of firms in the 
sample are highly specialised. As a consequence, at least partially overlapping knowledge 
bases as precondition for absorbing cluster-specific resources might exist only to a limited 
extent. Also a lack of transparency in resources available in the cluster may partly explain the 
low impact of cluster-internal interactions. In this case, cluster organisations could function as 
‘boundary spanners’ or ‘knowledge brokers’ channelling the available resources among 
clustered firms. Summarising, this study leads to a better understanding of cluster-benefits 
and its underlying mechanisms at the firm level, and thus contributes to the micro-foundation 
of clusters. Moreover, the results not only have implications for cluster theory, but also for 
firm and cluster managers. In order to attain substantial cluster-benefits, entrepreneurs as 
well as cluster managers should focus on the quality of relations rather than on the frequency 
of meetings, events and so on. Based on these findings, future studies should conduct more 
detailed investigations of specific cause-effect relationships, especially with regard to the 
motivation of firms to establish close relational ties within a cluster, as well as concerns 
further cluster-, inter-firm and firm-specific factors with a potential impact on innovation 
performance, innovative success and firm performance. 
Our findings are subject of some limitations: Firstly, the sample size is small. Notwithstanding 
that the sample replicates the clusters’ population and PLS approach is applicable to small 
populations, a larger dataset would lead to more robust results. Secondly, the relationships 
between the latent exogenous and endogenous variables should be accepted with caution, 
as all variables to measure the constructs were collected during a specific time period. By 
replicating the findings for the same sample, robustness could only be validated. 
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The paper deals with the procurement process as an integral part of logistics activities 
and more specifically with one of its core elements – supplier evaluation and 
selection. It represents a first step towards the development of an integrated model for 
vendor selection, which can be applied universally across industrial sectors but also 
has the option for customisation in accordance with the specifics of business 
organisations. The paper presents a general framework for the procurement process 
and its major elements, critically analyses the decision-making techniques at each of 
the stages and proposes specific requirements for an integrated supplier evaluation 
and selection model. 

Keywords 
Procurement, Supplier evaluation and selection, Supply Chains 

1. Introduction 

The contemporary business environment, characterised with low profit margins, high 
expectations from end-consumers and decreasing times-to-market requires that industrial 
enterprises use every opportunity to improve their business processes. To achieve this goal, 
companies need to work with their supply chain partners and try to improve their overall 
effectiveness. One of the most important processes in the supply chain is the procurement 
function. Given the increased share of costs generated by procurement, purchasing 
decisions can be determinative for the overall business results. As enterprises are becoming 
increasingly dependent on their suppliers, and both direct and indirect consequences from 
erroneous decisions can be significant and affect the company’s profitability, there is a need 
for systematic and transparent approach to handle partner evaluation and selection. 
Despite the obvious importance of procurement and supplier selection in particular, most of 
the industrial enterprises use simple and subjective approaches to determine the most 
appropriate partners. Furthermore, a large part of the current theoretical and empirical 
research also fails to provide specific solutions for existing procurement problems. The paper 
aims at filling this research gap by providing an analytical framework and by establishing the 
major requirements towards a universal and configurable model for evaluation and selection 
of suppliers in industrial enterprises. 

2. Determining the requirements towards an integrated model for 
supplier evaluation and selection 

The rest of the paper is organised as follows: Section 2.1 provides a general decomposition 
framework for business processes and their respective stages at three consecutive levels: 
supply chain, procurement process, and supplier evaluation and selection. Section 2.2 
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reveals the approaches and techniques currently used in the process of supplier evaluation 
and selection, and determines their major strengths and weaknesses. Section 3 presents 
major conclusions and outlines recommendations and requirements for an appropriate 
integrated and industry-independent model for vendor evaluation and selection. 

2.1 Identification of supply chain and procurement decision-making framework 

The development of a universally applicable model for supplier evaluation and selection can 
only be achieved by the provision and use of a standard framework for business processes 
in the supply chain. Multiple attempts have been made to structure supply chain processes 
[1], [2]. One of the most widely used models for organisation of the activities in the supply 
chain is the Supply Chain Operations Reference Model (SCOR) [3]. It provides detailed 
description of business processes in the supply chain, so that they can be successfully 
standardised. The model is industry independent and allows its users to apply and share 
universal good practices and techniques for management of the processes within their 
respective supply chains. The SCOR model is composed of several sections and is 
organised around five major business processes – plan, source, make, deliver and return. 
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Figure 1 Organisation of the SCOR model 

 
All five main business processes chain can affect the overall competitiveness of the 
enterprise. However, empirical research has demonstrated that procurement has a foremost 
importance in the supply chain since it provides best opportunities for cost reductions. If a 
firm spends a large percentage of its available capital on materials, the sheer magnitude of 
expense means that efficient purchasing can produce significant savings. Table 1 shows the 
cost of purchased materials as percentage of sales revenue in several industries [4]. 
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Table 1 The importance of procurement. 

Industry Percent of Sales 
Food and kindred products  56.4 
Textile  59.0 
Wood product  58.3 
Petroleum  81.0 
Machinery  50.7 
Transportation equipment  64.1 
Average manufacturing firm 52.7 

 
Sourcing (or procurement) is the process of acquiring all necessary products in the most 
efficient way while at the same time satisfying the consumer requirements in terms of quality, 
quantity, time and location. It forms an essential link between organisations in the supply 
chain, and provides a mechanism for coordinating the flow of materials between customers 
and suppliers [5].  
Procurement activities, as described in the SCOR model, can vary in accordance with the 
type of the sourced product. Procurement of make-to-stock products uses broadly available 
standard products, which do not require repetitive elaboration of technical specifications 
and/or terms of reference. Procurement of make-to-order products often involves sourcing of 
one-of-a-kind products in line with the specifics of customer requests, which requires a 
proactive and constantly changing approach to sourcing. Procurement of engineer-to-order 
products entails tight cooperation and partnership with potential suppliers and often involves 
repeating evaluation and selection decisions. The SCOR model provides detailed description 
of the activities involved in the procurement process as well as appropriate metrics defined in 
five major groups: reliability, responsiveness, flexibility, costs and assets [3]. 
Decision making within procurement also requires an appropriate decomposition framework, 
which has to be able to provide information on the specific stages of the process. Aissaoui et 
al identify a logical framework, composed of five major procurement elements, coinciding 
with the main decision making stages, which can be applied to most purchasing situations: 
(1) a “make-or-buy” analysis, (2) supplier selection, (3) contract negotiation, (4) design 
collaboration, (5) procurement and (6) sourcing analysis [6]. 
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Figure 2 Major purchasing processes [6] (adapted) 

 
A “make-or-buy” decision looks both at the economics of the part or service (i.e. cost-
effectiveness analysis) and at its strategic importance. A company needs to decide on 
whether to produce a certain part or service internally or outsource it to an external supplier. 
The supplier selection stage selects a group of suppliers for the delivery of products or 
services on a basis of predetermined criteria. This is one of the core decisions in 
procurement. Contract negotiation aims at designing appropriate contracts and clauses to 
provide certain security in the relationships with suppliers. This is also the stage to decide on 
the use of short- or long-term procurement contracts. Design collaboration stage aims at the 
establishment of agreements between the purchasing organisation and the supplier to 
commonly develop parts and services that meet customer needs. Physical procurement 
decisions are related to securing timely and cost-efficient deliveries of products and services 
as well as to lot sizing and inventory management problems. The overall efficiency of the 
procurement process is addressed at the sourcing analysis stage. 
These stages have their specific characteristics in accordance with the type of the products 
sourced. Procurement of make-to-stock products includes activities such as scheduling, 
receiving, verifying, transferring and authorising payments. Demand for these products is 
usually driven by forecasts within some of the other supply chain processes – plan, make 
and deliver. Suppliers will most likely stock substantial quantities of these products even 
before a specific purchase order. Procurement of make-to-order products includes 
purchasing and supply of products, which are produced and delivered only as a result of a 
specific customer requests, planned in the distribution process. These products are not 
usually stocked and their production is always a result of specific purchase order. 
Procurement of engineer-to-order products includes the identification of supply sources, 
selection of suppliers and negotiations, scheduling product deliveries, receiving and 
verification, transfer and payment authorisations. These actions are carried out for products 
specifically designed and manufactured in response to technical specifications and/or terms 
of references. Evaluation and selection of suppliers is implemented for each individual order. 
Make-to-stock products are generally available and have low procurement risk. The largest 
number of parts and components procured by any organisation will fall into this category. 
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These are routine products used directly in the manufacturing processes. Delivery 
disruptions are rare and there are multiple alternative suppliers. Frequent changes in the 
supplier base are not desirable. However, as quality characteristics of these products are 
similar, switching costs between suppliers are usually low. Sourcing make-to-stock products 
requires purchasing of products with higher value and low to medium procurement risk. 
Usually there are multiple suppliers and thus opportunities for significant cost savings. 
Buyers prefer short-term contracts, which allow them to proactively search suppliers. As a 
result, these products are ordered in small batches and the supplier base is often changed. 
The major objective is cost reduction. Sourcing engineer-to-order products involves the 
delivery of products with high value and high supply risk. Sources of supply are usually 
different in accordance with the specific purchase order and enterprises are proactively 
looking for suppliers with design capabilities. 
Usually, procurement processes in industrial enterprises are clearly defined with systematic 
procedures to be followed by the available personnel. In addition, only the stages involving 
supplier evaluation and selection, procurement and sourcing analysis are a direct 
responsibility of procurement departments. All other activities require competencies 
attributable to other organisational departments. Furthermore, supplier evaluation and 
selection is the only activity, which exerts direct influence over the business results of the 
enterprises. Physical procurement is just a formal act of order processing and 
implementation based on contact conditions, while sourcing analysis is a necessary step for 
receiving feedback from certain decisions in the overall procurement process. 
Supplier evaluation and selection is considered as one of the most important activities within 
the procurement process. Monzcka defines this stage as the primary procurement task [7]. 
�llram and Carr conclude that procurement has a major contribution towards the corporate 
strategic success by means of the appropriate selection of suppliers in support of the long-
term strategy of the company and its competitive positioning [8]. 
Decision making in the supplier selection stage is not limited to the final evaluation and 
selection of suppliers as indicated in the general procurement framework above. There are 
multiple decomposition models, which can be used to present in a systematic way the entire 
process for supplier selection with specific stages that can be used for decision-making and 
analysis. Monczka identifies 7 critical steps included in the evaluation process [7]: (1) Identify 
key sourcing requirements; (2) Determine sourcing strategy; (3) Identify potential supply 
sources; (4) Limit suppliers in selection pool; (5) Determine method of supplier evaluation 
and selection; and (6) Select supplier and reach agreement. 
Despite the fact that these stages encompass the activities for supplier evaluation and 
selection, they are not appropriate for analysing the decision making processes, as most of 
the steps are either purely administrative decisions or lay outside the procurement process. 
One appropriate structure, used in several research works is proposed by de Boer et al [9], 
further amended and modified by Luo et al [10] and Wu and Barnes [11]. It is composed of 
the following stages: (1) Supplier selection preparation, (2) Criteria formulation, (3) Pre-
classification, (4) Final selection, and (5) Application feedback. 
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Figure 3 Stages of for supplier evaluation and selection 

 

Each of the stages in Figure 3 can have different elements and characteristics dependent on 
the type of products to be sourced as identified in the SCOR model and the specific 
purchasing situation. 
One appropriate classification of purchasing situations is initially proposed by Kraljic [11] and 
used with different modifications over the years. They are divided in three major groups - 
new purchasing tasks, modified purchasing tasks, and repetitive purchasing tasks. 
New purchasing assignments are the most complex situations characterised by high level of 
uncertainty – a new product or service needs to be procured and no prior experience or 
supplier information is available. Modified rebuy situations require the procurement of a new 
product from a known supplier or customised product from a new supplier. The level of 
uncertainty is moderate as either initial evaluation criteria are already identified and known 
(in case of existing products) or supplier performance data are easily available (in case of 
existing suppliers). Repetitive procurement has the lowest level of uncertainty, as both 
product specifications and supplier performance information are existent and reliable. There 
is one difference in straight rebuy of strategic items where the supplier pool is limited and 
often the evaluation situation is limited to appraisal and not an actual selection [12]. 

Table 2 Supplier evaluation and selection framework - adapted from Wu and Barnes [11] 

Stage New purchasing 
task 

Modified 
purchasing task 

Straight re-buy 
routine products 

Straight re-buy 
strategic products 

Supplier 
selection 
preparation 

- Make-or-buy 
decision; 
- One-off decision; 
- Varying importance 

- Decision on the 
number of suppliers 
to be used; 
- Moderate 
importance; 
- Repeating decision 

- Replacing the 
current supplier; 
- Low importance; 
- Repeating 
decision; 
 

- Decision on work 
changes with current 
supplier; 
- High importance; 
- Repeating decision 

Criteria 
formulation 

- No previously 
defined criteria; 
- Lack of historical 
data for suppliers 
performance 

- Historical data 
available; 
- Previously used 
criteria available 

- Historical data 
available; 
- Previously used 
criteria available. 

- Historical data 
available but choice 
is limited; 
- Previously used 
criteria available 

Pre-
classification 

- Large pool of 
suppliers; 
- Sorting rather than 
ranking 

- Large pool of 
suppliers; 
- Sorting and ranking 

- Large pool of 
suppliers; 
- Sorting rather than 
ranking 

- Very small supplier 
pool; 
- Sorting rather than 
ranking 

Final 
selection 

- Smaller pool of 
suppliers; 

- Small pool of 
suppliers; 

- Small pool of 
suppliers; 

- Very small supplier 
pool; 
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- Ranking rather 
than sorting; 
- Multiple criteria; 
- No historical 
records; 
- Model used once 

- Ranking rather 
than sorting; 
- Fewer criteria; 
- Lot sizing 
decisions; 
- Repeating use of 
model  

- Ranking rather 
than sorting; 
- Fewer criteria; 
- All quantities are 
allocated to a single 
supplier 

- Evaluation rather 
than selection; 
- Sole souring 

Application 
feedback 

- Change of 
customer demands; 
- Decisions about 
model changes. 

- Changes in 
supplier structure 
and quantities 
allocation 

- Short or long term 
contracts; 
- Performance 
evaluation 

- Improvements in 
the work with the 
current supplier 

 
The three consecutive frameworks presented above and related to the overall supply chain, 
the procurement process and the evaluation of suppliers define the main tasks that need to 
be solved in the process of vendor selection. Decisions need to be taken separately at each 
level and no single approach or technique can be appropriate for each of the activities 
involved. 

2.2 Approaches and techniques used for supplier evaluation and selection 

A large number of general multi-criteria decision-making approaches has been adapted and 
used for supplier evaluation and selection, ranging from qualitative methods to complex 
operations research techniques. These techniques need to be analysed and allocated to 
each of the supplier selection framework stages in order to reach a conclusion about the 
appropriate combination of methods to be used in the vendor evaluation process. 
 
Supplier selection preparation 
Qualitative methods are predominantly used in the preparatory phase of supplier evaluation 
and selection. They aim to define the precise needs and requirements towards a potential 
supplier. As stated in Aissaoui et al, this might not be an easy decision [6]. Due to the 
shortened life cycles, continuous search for new suppliers is a priority for some companies, 
aiming to diversify their product range. In other purchasing environments, the establishment 
of long-term relationships with the supplier might be first priority requirement. Despite the 
importance of this stage of the supplier selection framework, research is very limited despite 
the fact that different purchasing situations require different decisions. No specific techniques 
can be identified and operations research methods are not applicable. 
 
Criteria formulation 
As a contrast to supplier selection preparation, the criteria formulation stage is well studied 
and research initiatives date back to the 1960s. The classic research works of Dickson [13] 
and Weber et al [14] are based on empirical investigation among purchasing managers and 
identify a number of criteria such as quality, delivery, performance history, warranties, 
production facilities and capacity, etc., each described by their relative importance. 
Contemporary procurement research also indicates that the categories of cost, quality, 
delivery, flexibility and customer service, each corresponding directly to manufacturing 
performance, continue to dominate at this stage of supplier selection. 
Empirical qualitative methods are complemented by both theoretical and experimental 
methods, described in procurement research, but the selection of best criteria for a certain 
type of situation is often neglected. Expert’s judgement is widely used as opposed to more 
precise and objective techniques. As noted in Wu and Barnes [11], there are certain models 
for generalisation of criteria, followed by specific modifications dependant on the type of 
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industry. Huang and Keskar [15] present a quantitative integration mechanism in terms of a 
set of comprehensive and configurable metrics arranged hierarchically that takes into 
account product type, supplier type, and OEM/supplier integration level. Based on the firm's 
business strategy, the management configures an appropriate set of metrics used to 
measure supplier performance. 
Several important conclusions can be made for the techniques used at this level of 
procurement decision making. Supplier selection criteria, used currently by purchasing 
organisations, are largely identical to the ones identified in classical research works but their 
relative importance is changing among different purchasing situations and industries. A 
typical selection model would include both qualitative and quantitative criteria, often 
conflicting in nature, while their perceived importance would largely be a product of 
subjective human judgement. In addition, new procurement tasks and repetitive tasks cannot 
make use of the same evaluation criteria. New assignments are based mostly on offers 
and/or product/service specifications while repetitive tasks can rely on additional data related 
to supplier characteristics and performance. The inclusion of broad range of criteria secures 
long-term relationships as factors such as design and technological capabilities can be 
introduced. However, the introduction of additional criteria makes selection decisions 
complex and problematic. Consequently, this stage of the procurement process requires 
clear differentiation of criteria to be used dependent on the type of industry and purchasing 
situation. The standard classification of business processes identified in the SCOR model 
and the respective metrics of reliability, responsiveness, flexibility, costs and assets can be 
successfully used to group evaluation and selection criteria in order to achieve certain 
standardisation of the process. Configurable sets of criteria can be established along these 
major groups of metrics to be used in different combinations of sourced products and 
purchasing situations. 
 
Pre-qualification of suppliers 
The purpose of this stage is to rule out inefficient candidates, thus reducing the supplier pool 
to a manageable number of potential partners. Pre-qualification represents a process of 
sorting rather than ranking. One exception is the purchasing of strategic products or services 
as the supplier pool is extremely limited and pre-qualification might not be necessary. 
In vast majority of the cases, pre-qualification of suppliers relies on operations research and 
statistical methods, such as data envelopment analysis, cluster analysis and artificial 
intelligence models [16]. These methods can also be used at the final selection stage, but 
their sorting nature makes them more suitable for pre-qualification. 
Data envelopment analysis (DEA) is a non-parametric mathematical programming technique 
built around the idea of frontier analysis. It assesses the relative efficiency of decision 
making unites by calculating a ratio of weighted sum of outputs and inputs. As the model 
computes the most favourable set of weights for each supplier without making other 
suppliers’ efficiency greater than one, DEA is able to overcome the subjective judgements for 
relative importance of criteria. Another major advantage of the technique is that DEA does 
not require a priori knowledge of the functional dependency between inputs and outputs. In 
addition, some modifications such as introduction of assurance regions, super-efficiencies, 
variable or constant return of scale allow for significant flexibility in the process of pre-
qualification. Assurance regions of multipliers [17] allow the incorporation of human 
judgement, thus allowing the introduction of specific requirements of the purchasing 
organisation. Super efficiency iterations can further differentiate among weekly and strongly 
efficient suppliers, thus producing two distinctive groups of efficient and inefficient suppliers. 
As a non-parametric method, DEA is able to include both qualitative and quantitative 
evaluation criteria. Still, qualitative criteria depend on human judgement for their inclusion in 
the model. One of the main disadvantages of DEA is the difficult differentiation between 
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inputs and outputs as multiple research works define the same performance attributes as 
both inputs and outputs.  
Cluster analysis (CA) is a statistical approach, which uses an algorithm to classify suppliers 
into a number of clusters in such a way that the differences between items within a single 
cluster a minimal and differences between items from different clusters are significant. CA 
reduces the probability of rejecting a ‘good’ supplier too early in the process via subjective 
reduction of the often-large original set [6]. In CA, suppliers and decision criteria represent 
objects to be clustered and characteristics to examine to find similarities between objects 
respectively [18]. A major drawback of CA is its computational difficulty and the possibility to 
solve the problem with different clustering algorithms which can lead to a different number of 
clusters while, in fact there are no significant differences between them. 
Case base reasoning (CBR) is a part of artificial intelligence methods. As a general rule, they 
are based on computer-aided systems, which can be “trained” either by experts or by means 
of processing historical data. Subsequently, any person from the purchasing organisation - 
even without expert knowledge - can consult the system in similar but new decision situation. 
Similar to all artificial intelligence models, CBR represents a database that provides a 
decision maker relevant information from similar, previous decision situations and cases. 
CBR systems are very new and very complex and their efficiency drops with the increase in 
the number of cases [11]. 
Apart from the three major quantitative methods used in pre-qualification, qualitative 
(categorical) methods are also applied at this stage of supplier selection. These techniques 
rely entirely on buyers’ experience and their subjective judgement, aiming to qualify potential 
partners in three major groups – “good”, “neutral” and “unsatisfactory”. 
 
Final supplier selection 
Most of the existing research concentrates on the final supplier selection stage. Models can 
be distinguished according to whether they are for single or multiple products’ procurement 
situations. Operations research methods dominate this stage of partner selection. Linear 
weighting models, mathematical programming models, analytical hierarchy/network process 
models and fuzzy set models are among the most often used techniques [11]. 
Linear weighting models provide weights to criteria where the biggest weight indicates higher 
importance. Ratings are then multiplied by their weights and summed to obtain a single 
evaluation score. Lots of modifications have been introduced, including exclusion of 
compensatory models (where a high rating on one criterion can compensate a low rating on 
another) and introducing techniques for inclusion of uncertainty and imprecision. Simplicity of 
implementation is the main advantage of linear weighting models but despite the numerous 
adaptations, they are unable to completely overcome subjective assignment of both weights 
and suppliers’ scores. Any attempt to include objective assigning of weights and scores 
makes models too complicated for practical use. 
Mathematical programming (MP) techniques applied to the problem of supplier selection 
include goal programming, multi-objective programming and integer programming. They aim 
to formulate the decision problem as a mathematical objective function, which needs to be 
maximised or minimised. The main advantage of mathematical programming models is their 
ability to handle multiple products simultaneously, thus implementing lot sizing and quantity 
allocation within the supplier selection phase. In addition, they can be easily combined with 
various techniques used at previous stages, using their results as inputs. Mathematical 
programming models are more objective but as opposed to DEA, they require explicit 
knowledge of the objective function and the dependencies between inputs and outputs. In 
addition, it is very uncommon for MP techniques to include other than quantitative criteria in 
supplier selection problems. 
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Analytic hierarchy process (AHP) techniques provide a hierarchical structure to model the 
supplier selection phase. The hierarchy shows the relationships between goals, criteria and 
alternatives. These models allow the incorporation of uncertainty, experience and even 
intuition in a logical structure in order to calculate criteria weights as opposed to directly 
assigning them. However, AHP models are compensatory in their nature as the alternatives 
(suppliers) receiving low scores on a certain criterion can compensate with high score on 
another. As a difference to mathematical programming models, AHP can easily 
accommodate qualitative data, but assume uni-directional hierarchical factor structure, which 
is not always realistic. A further development of this technique, the analytic network process 
(ANP) allows for the inclusion of additional complexity and interrelationships between 
hierarchical levels and criteria. Additionally, ANP overcomes the problem of rank reversal, 
which is a common characteristic of AHP. As noted by Sarkis et al [19] final solutions of ANP 
may not be clearly defined without the introduction of secondary criteria. 
Fuzzy set theory (FST) models can also be applied to the supplier selection problem since 
they allow simultaneous treatment of precise and imprecise variables. FST can also model 
human judgement and incorporate multi-criteria information thus making it suitable for 
situations characterised with uncertainty. FST models can be successfully combined with 
other operations research models to overcome inconsistencies in human judgement.  

3. Conclusions and directions for future research 

Some important conclusions can be made both in terms of the different evaluation and 
selection stages and in terms of the overall evaluation and selection process. 
(1) Subjective decision-making is dominant at the criteria formulation stage. In most practical 
and research cases, importance of criteria is subjectively indicated based on existing experts’ 
knowledge and experience. Such an approach used at the start of the evaluation process 
influences negatively the final selection decision. 
(2) Practically, no attempts have been made for the identification of configurable sets of 
criteria in accordance with a specific purchasing situation or types of products to be 
procured. Each procurement situation has been handled as an individual purchasing 
assignment. 
(3) The pre-qualification stage needs to be completely objective in order to avoid rejections of 
potentially suitable suppliers. All methods currently used have substantial drawbacks: 
intuitive determination of evaluation scores, inability for formation of exactly two groups of 
efficient and inefficient suppliers, assumptions for exact repetitions of historical events, etc.  
(4) The final supplier selection stage has used multiple approaches but some of them have 
major problems: subjectivity in assigning evaluation scores, necessity for preliminary 
determination of objective functions, substantial calculation efforts. 
(5) Almost all research efforts are concentrated on solving the problems of a single stage in 
the supplier evaluation and selection framework. Integrated models are rare and most of 
them suffer from the weaknesses in the various stages identified above. 
(6) The large number of techniques used for supplier evaluation and selection indicates that 
none of them can be used individually for all the stages of the process. However, a suitable 
combination can be applied to overcome the identified weaknesses. 
The “ideal” solution for evaluation and selection needs to satisfy the following requirements: 
- Successful integration of large number of qualitative and quantitative criteria due to the 
multi-criteria nature of the decisions; 
- Creation of opportunities for criteria configurability in accordance with the type of the 
sourced product and the purchasing situation; 
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- Avoiding subjective evaluations at least in the pre-qualification stage in order to evade the 
exclusion of potentially suitable supply chain partners. If intuitive scoring cannot be entirely 
prevented, evaluation scores need to be presented within broader intervals to account for 
possible risks and errors; 
- Providing clear understanding of the operation of the model and easy adaptation to existing 
in-company software applications. 
Future research efforts need to be directed towards the identification of appropriate 
combination of techniques and their integration into a common evaluation model. 
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Abstract: 
After long and hot discussions concerning future issues of the world, it was foreseen 
by many prominent industrialists, distinguished  futurologists and writers  that a 
majority of workforce will not be lucky enough to find occupations ,as 1/3 of the active 
population will be enough to keep the economy going in the coming century.It seems 
that even this prediction, which has been scaring Europeans since 1980s, does not 
reflect future division of welfare among social classes.In fact, the ratio of working 
class(people who will have their share from gross national product)will constitute 
even less than 1/3 of the whole population.To be more precise, they will be about 1/5, 
or according to the up-dated predictions of those futurologists. 
 
Future remodeling of the world points out a 20/80(20% working 80% unemployed) 
formula.Are all these assumptions over-exaggerations in a society where outsiders 
are consoled with “tittytainments”?Considering this scenario,cooperatives gain more 
importance as a means of socio-economical politics.For the remaining 2/3 of the 
society, cooperation seems to be the best economical tool.Even if not preferred, 
cooperatives seem to be the most ideal and essential system for social and 
economical peace. 
 
On the other hand, what can be done through cooperatives in spite of those 
predictions or intentions of global capitalism?In our essay, we are putting forward our 
arguments discussing the potential contribution of cooperatives to the solution of 
contemporary issues of the world, explaining the social and economical effects 
expected from cooperative activity aiming to point out and emphasise the importance 
and the role of cooperation in the process of global financial crisis once more. 
 
Keywords:Cooperatives, Global Capitalism,Privatization,Social and Economical 
Results,The Society 
 
1.Introduction 
 
It is acknowledged that global capitalist system is merely functional in respect of structure, 
and its function is economic in a way that includes the production, consumption and 
exchange of goods and services.Just as Marx and Engels pointed out 150 years ago, 
capitalist system commoditizes capital,labor and land.As the system expands, its economic 
function begins to dominate people’s and society’s lives penetrating into areas such as 
culture , politics and jobs , which were not once regarded directly related to economy.[1] 
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Being an abstract concept does not make global capitalist system less important.This system 
rules our lives in the same way as any regime rules people’s lives.[2] 
 
2.Globalization and Cooperation 
 
When finance had been democratized, the world was no longer a place where countries’ 
national dept was controlled by a handful of  bankers.First, several countries controlled 
national depts of several countries.Then, some wealthy individuals and bankers gained 
control over that money. Finally, today, we live in a world where national depts of many 
countries are controlled by many individuals through pension or mutual funds.This proves 
that local usury  has become global as well. 
 
In the 19th and at the beginning of the 20th centuries, industrial revolution and global 
financial capitalism were storming through Europe and America.Some people turned up  
claiming to be capable of saving the free market from this perverting and brutalizing drift and 
creating a world never dependent on those reckless bourgeois capitalists.Those 
revolutionary thinkers were Marx, Lenin and Mussolini - among some others, of course. 
 
Socialism, communism and facism, the regimes they were suggesting were tried from 1917 
until 1989, and, thus, helped the first globalisation age to end.There was one thing to  say 
about these regimes:They did not work.[3]  
 
When it comes to ask which system is more effective in improving  life standards, the answer 
is free market capitalism.Other systems may be distributing income more fairly and 
efficiently, but none of them is as efficient as free market capitalism in creating the income to 
be distributed.[4]  
 
Starting out with this very persuasive thought and mentality and going through periods of 
capitalism and liberalism we have arrived at the period of turbo capitalism today on the 
pretext of globalisation. 
 
You do not need to be a Muslim or Jewish fundamentalist in order to react to this 
globalisation system which causes you to feel alienated from your own home.This is a 
universal   phenomenon.Especially with its economical aspect, it is like  cancer spreading all 
tissues, organs and the brain of the body- the world.[5] 
 
In the 17th century, German philosopher Immanuel Kant put forward the idea of “United 
States of Europe”, which was supposed to establish  permanent peace  in the continent.With 
globalization,  the idea of a European Federation developed during the wars fought  and 
agreements made among nation-states of Europe. Thus, we can partly observe the 
organization of the global capital as a political, social and economical alliance in the 
European Union.Initially, the name was European Economic Community.Karl Popper called 
this “step by step social engineering”.[6]  
 
While social engineering was carrying on its activities in favour of capitalism,as a reaction to 
this, socialists, communists, fascists, and partially capitalists suggested some systems and 
instruments so that people with low income , such as workers, villagers, 
retailers,manufacturers would not be harmed and  their rights and benefits would be 
protected.One of them is cooperation against global targets of global capital. 
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With the influence of 1789 French revolution Stein-Hardenberg reforms were made in 
Germany in 1808 preparing  the intellectual ground for abolishing feudalism.The 1808 
reforms saved people working in agricultural sector from feudalism ; thus, serfs became 
villagers.However, those villagers were out on the end of a limp because a new system was 
not substituted for the old one.[7]  
 
According to their intellectual origins the chief forerunners of cooperation come from those 
three groups:Liberals, social Christianity members and socialists.[8] Social Christians wanted 
to associate Christianity with socialism.They argued that there was no other alternative than 
trying cooperation ,which has a place in Christianity as well, to amend the society and 
economy.According to social Christians people who do not have socialistic ideas cannot be 
Christians.[9]  
 
As universally known, Marx, one of the founders of modern socialism, was an opponent of 
cooperation by any means.[10] Because the socialist society put forward by himself can be 
formed by proletariat, not by cooperatives .[11]  
 
The funny part is that when we look at the profiles of the people who struggled against 
injustice and slavery, we see that most of them come from rich and noble families. 
Prophet Mohammad belonged to a wealthy and noble family. A small group of aristocrats 
around La Fayatte realised French Revolution.A French socialist Saint Simeon was a rich 
aristocrat; Robert Owen was a wealthy industrialist; Engels was the son of a very rich 
manufacturer. [12]  
 
Some anarchists like Kropoktin, some imaginative socialists such as Owen and Fourier, 
representatives of scientific socialism school like Marx and Engel supported the idea of 
earning as much as  needed as their ultimate goal. [13] The basis of this controversial idea is 
involved in Islamic doctrine as well. Famous practise of giving alms, which can be explained 
as giving away the surplus to poor people, thus sharing your wealth with the ones in need is 
the principle. 
 
In socialistic period everyone should consume as much as he works while in communism 
everyone consumes as much as he needs. People  produce and consume for themselves in 
capitalism but in cooperatives people produce and consume for each other. 
 
3.Global Targets and Cooperatives 
 
Arising from societies’ genuine feeling of collaboration and encouraging them to prepare for 
difficulties of financial life in unity and solidarity, traditional forms of cooperation  are 
encountered in every society, region and continent with its various patterns troughout human 
history.[14] This shows that although all levels of society had culturally internalised values of 
sharing and living together without excluding each other they appear to have given up those 
values with competition and an  insatiable desire for  wealth while entering the 21st century. 
 
It is clear that people cannot be rich and powerful through cooperative system.Knowing this 
perfectly, global capitalism is trying to create a consumer society and  design societies 
accordingly as their ultimate  target. However, cooperatives have been an ideal doctrine for 
the ones who aspire to social justice , welfare and wealth. 
 
 Especially in the last few decades we have been witnessing a phenomenon of fewer number 
of multinational companies gaining control over the economic sources and markets in the 
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world.It had been expected that 4/5 of world’s markets would be controlled by 200 
multinational companies towards the end of the 20th century.[15] After discussing issues 
related to future, several prominent study groups, writers and businessmen assume that 20 
% of world’s workforce will be enough to keep the world’s economy going  in the 21st 
century.”We don’t need any more workpower,” they think. 
 
Considering the population growth rates of countries, luxury loving and lazing peoples of the 
world and their avarice [16] the world modal of this age is 20 to 80 formula even if we allow 
for cooperatives in economic systems.What will happen to the rest against these intentions 
and predictions of global capitalists? We can only keep them in the system as  share-holders 
of cooperatives. 
 
“You win while producing and I win while consuming.” 
 
This way, the suggestion of sharing the financial areas for the benefit of each other can 
ensure all economic systems to carry out peacable activities. Joining forces with capitalism in 
the production area, with cooperatives in the consumption area and the idea of carrying out 
the activities and organising according to this  may seem to be difficult , yet, it will be 
associated with opening economic assets to the service of everyone and sharing them for 
the benefit of each other. For fair sharing and distribution of property among masses, 
cooperation can easily be used as a convenient means, method or system in every respect. 
 
4.Conclusion 
 
Wherever there is a resentment it is easier and more effective to reconcile them with the  
current economic system through cooperatives.It can be easily integrated into the current 
system and possible  disadvantages can be eliminated or it is seen as an acceptable solution 
by everyone.This indicates the suspension role of cooperatives between opposite poles and 
a consumer cooperative belonging to the workers in a workplace can easily play the same 
role.It is also emphasized that cooperation,the common language of socio-economic peace, 
is essential to build up a better world.[17] 
  
Democratic  Capitalism, supposedly, provides numerous benefits such as  an equal, happy, 
healthy society where you can have everything you want for a price. It claims to be 
contributing to the society by providing an exponential growth rate, social good , freedom and 
equivalence in addition to being built on democracy, being the best, working perfectly well 
with human nature(in fact, human greed) and offering people viable alternatives.[18] 
However, it is doing everything for its own advantage in the long run. 
 
Yet, looking at the process and the result , we can see that capitalism has been globalised 
and, thus, become turbo-capitalism.Moreover,it has become unhealthy and obese while 
individuals and small and medium-size structures have become feeble. 
  
Global capitalism lost its initial innocence in the course of time; and by establishing its own 
oligarchy, it is continuing on the way of becoming a monarchic system.Global feudalism is 
being established.Privatization is helping this process.If capitalism wants to remain 
sustainable it has to give cooperatives a place  in its own system.Moreover, by placing some 
of the eggs in the basket of cooperatives, global capital can regain its former attraction on its 
journey to reach global targets, I think.  
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Through conducting critical analysis of the interrelationship between the inno-
vation activeness process (IA) and the localization process for SMEs, the 
present research creates a system of methodological requirements for evaluat-
ing the factors influencing the competitiveness of industrial enterprises and 
offers consistent administration of a complex of strategic solutions in sectoral 
and regional aspects. 

Keywords 
Innovation activeness, machine-building SMEs. 

1. Introduction 

The goal of the research conducted is to determine at sectoral and regional levels the influ-
ence of some factors on the innovative activeness [1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6] of a group of SMEs 
and to offer a system of methodological requirements for their choice and evaluation of the 
processing industrial enterprises through consistent application of a set of strategic solutions 
for improving their competitiveness. 
The research objectives are as follows: 
1. To formulate methodological requirements for the choice and evaluation of factors, in-
fluencing the innovative activeness of SMEs. 
2. To prepare a conceptual model for factor influence on the innovative activeness of SMEs 
and methodology for its use by processing industrial enterprises through consistent applica-
tion of a system of strategic solutions for improving their competitiveness.   
3. To apply experimentally in real conditions over a specific sector of the processing industry 
the methodological concept created for factors influencing the innovative activeness of indus-
trial SMEs. 

2. Methods 

The methodological foundation includes a system for evaluating the influence of an identified 
set of factors influencing the competitiveness of a group of SMEs at sectoral and regional 
levels [7]. It is directed to defining the main steps and interrelations of the results obtained 
from an empirical study conducted through 207 unique interviews of business subjects from 
the Machine-building sector, operating in the Region of Ruse (level NUTS 3), concerning the 
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state of localization factors in the region and their degree of influence on the company activi-
ties of the companies under study [8], [9], [10], [11], [12]. 

The stages and the relations between the results within the frames of the concept sug-
gested are systematized in Fig. 1. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 1. Methods for researching the factor influence 
(After the example of machine-building SMEs in Ruse Region) 

Strategic variables I

Localization and strategic planning of 
SMEs 

Research problem

Which factors influence localization, 
strategic planning and development of 

machine-building SMEs

Strategic variables II

Innovation activeness of SMEs

Research problem

Which factors influence IA of different 
categories of innovative SME

Strategic variables III

Intensity of innovation activeness of 
SMEs

Research problem

Intensity of factor influence over IA of 
different categories of innovative SME

Data
From Strategic variables¸¸¸
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3. Conceptual model for evaluating factors influencing IA 

It presents the logical frame of the solution proposed for evaluating factors influencing the 
innovative activeness of the SMEs under survey in the following parameters: 

3.1. Steps of the solution 
� Defining the innovation activeness in its role as an independent variable;  
� Formulating research hypotheses; 
� Analysing the strength and direction of influencing factors through correlation analysis; 
� Measuring the degree of independence of the dependent variable on the changes in independent va-

riables with the aid of regression analysis, thus proving dependence; 
� Checking the significance of the hypothesis describing the dependence, conclusions; 
� Conducting control study through expert evaluations to compare the adequacy of the hypotheses proved 

statistically; 
� Precise formulations of the hypotheses proved.
3.2. Approbation of the model 
� Depending variable: The innovation activeness is determined by the innovation solutions applied till that 

moment and about the frequency of future application of the different types of innovations; 
� Independent variables: All possible influencing factors from all thematic areas of the questionnaire pre-

pared in advance for the purpose of the survey. 

4. Formulating research hypotheses 

Based on preliminary statistical analysis the following research hypotheses have been formu-
lated: 
�?{�J�����������Y���������ªJ�«��������Y������X������� �������X������|�������������X�����|���
����������������Y�X��������	Y�	�������������������W����������(��	��������Y������¬�����X�����Y��
�����XX��Y�������W�������(�Y�X������(���Y	����������������������X������
�*{�J������������Y��Y�����������|���{�����(��|����W��Y�����Y���������¬�X�������������	����������
����X��(�������������������������(����|�����������X�����¬��X�����Y�������������������������
�����X��
�Y��¬�������Y��������|����������WW��������X����W���������������	�����¬������XX���	�����
W��� Y������ X��
�Y��� |���� �	������� ��������� W���� �������� ����Y�� ��� �� Y��X������¬� �����(�
������(�������X�����Y���W����	WW�Y�����X����������W�X���	Y�����������Y���Y������WW��
�+{�J����������(�����W�	��Y�����{��YY�������®	���W�����	��������	�Y��¬��XX��X��������Y�������
W����������(¬�������X��������X����������¬��	�������X��(������¬�������X������W����$��������
��������������Y������(������	�������Y���	������
�¯{�J�����|��$�����W�	��Y�����{������������W�X���	Y����������X����������Y������W�����	Y�	��¬�����
����	�������W������Y����������W���Y����	���������� 
The logical connection of the research hypotheses with the subject of research (innovation 
activeness) is shown on Fig. 2. 
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Thematic groups of 
influencing factors
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Strategic planning
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Fig. 2. Research hypotheses „Innovation activity – influencing factors“ 

5. Methods for approbation of the concept for innovation activeness 
of SMEs  

Subject of empirical research 
The factors influencing the activities of the innovative SMEs are the subject of research [13], 
[14], [15], [16], [17], [18]. The analysis is directed towards: determining the most significant 
influencing factors on one hand, and identifying the evaluation of the operators for the cur-
rent factors and conditions. 

 
Object of empirical research 
The research is directed to businesses from the machine-building sector in the region of 
Ruse, since for the period (2000-2006) almost 90% of the foreign investments in the region 
have been in the manufacturing industry and the machine-building sector is part of it. Accord-
ing to the Classificator of business activities in Bulgaria, the enterprises selected for research 
operate in Sector Manufacturing with sub-sectors „DL – Manufacturing of electric, optical and 
other equipment” and „DK – Manufacturing of machines and equipment outside those classi-
fied in sub-sector DL”. 
Official statistical data for 2008 confirm the significance of the administrative region selected, 
since it attracts 42,5% of all FDI in North Central Planning region. The sector and the com-
prising sub-sectors traditionally generate tangible revenue share from sales in the area and 
occupy key position concerning the number of employed people and the volume of produc-
tion. 
According to the method described in item 2, three types of profiles have been defined, 
which are illustrated in fig. 3. 
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Fig. 3. Profiles resulting from the three stage empirical research  

 
Results from the Strategic variable �: 
The primary profile of enterprises differentiates them according to the fields and the innova-
tion activities they demonstrate into four groups of organisations: „product innovators”, „orga-
nisational innovators”, „marketing innovators ¹” and „marketing innovators B”. Concerning 
the relation between the innovation strategies demonstrated and the company profile of the 
subjects the following claim can be made: 
 
� Product innovators are relatively strongly influenced by the choice of legal type, year of establishment of 

the company, location and number of partners when forming and applying strategies for a new product; 
� Organisational innovators are partially influenced by the number of partners, the number of staff and the 

choice of location; 
� Marketing innovators from group A are influenced in a relative aspect by the location where they operate, 

the interlocal  placement and the legal type; 
� Marketing innovators from group B are relatively influenced by the year of establishment, the legal type and 

the number of partners.
 
Concerning the relation between the innovation strategies and the influencing factors from 
the environment, in which the organization operates, the following conclusions can be drawn: 
 
� With product innovators there is a positive dependence on the factors „availability of raw materials and oth-

er materials”, „access to plots and buildings” and „developed infrastructure in the region”. The factors that 
have negative influence are „qualified labour force”, „market potential”, „local tax system” and „access to 
expert help”; 

� With the organizational innovators the factors that have a relatively bigger influence are: „availability of 
qualified labour force”, „developed infrastructure”, „access to plots and buildings” and„availability of raw ma-
terials and other materials”. „Local tax system” and „possibility of using expert services” also have positive 
correlation although it is not so high. 

� With marketing innovators from group A, the only factors that influence positively the change of innovation 
activeness are: „access to plots and buildings” and „level of the local tax system”. The other factors sur-
veyed have a negative sign of interaction with relatively higher correlation coefficients of „influence of de-
veloped infrastructure” and „access to expert help”. 

� The innovation activeness of market innovators from group B correlates mostly with the changes in the 
infrastructure state; with the changes of the market potential of the region; the access to raw materials and 
other materials; the possibility of using expert help. The level of the local tax systems has a weaker influ-
ence while the availability of qualified labour force and the access to appropriate plots and buildings has a 
negative influence. 
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Results from the Strategic variable ��: 
The mediated profile of the enterprises is built by analyzing the four main types of business-
es according to the strategies they apply and according to their answers on whether they 
have performed any innovations so far, what is their intended field of innovation, which is 
their preferred partner in implementing innovation projects and which factors they consider 
when making decisions for innovation. The main features of the mediated profile and its cat-
egories show that: 
 
� All four groups of businesses declare that they have had experience in implementing innovation projects so 

far and the positive answers prevail (over 70%). The highest value under this index is for marketing innova-
tors type B (85,7%), followed by organisational in��~�����
 �¶�^¶à�^
 ���������
 ����~�����
 �
 ���à�
 ���

product innovators (72,7%); 

� Most preferred for future innovation are product innovations, with expected highest percentage of approval 
for product innovators (81,2%), followed by marketing innovators B (71,4%). The next preferred innovations 
are the technological ones, which have the highest index for the product innovators (63,4%). They are fol-
lowed by process innovations with equal approval for product and marketing innovators B (45,5%). ServIc-
es are mostly preferred only with marketing innovators B (57,1%), with the remaining profiles they come 
last; 

� Suppliers, customers, international companies or consultancies are among the most preferred partners for 
joint innovations. Product innovators and marketing innovators A would first choose a supplier or interna-
tional company (45%), and later they may turn for cooperation to a client (40-45,5%) or consultant (30-
45,5%). With organisational and marketing B innovators the consultant is the most preferred (42,9-45,5%), 
���������
��
��
�������������
�������
�²�^�¦�^�à�
���
��������
�²�^¦²�^�à�	
���
�����
���������
��
���

groups SMEs  for partners are the local authorities, competitors and financing organisations; 

� The preferences of the consumers are ranked as the most significant factor unanimously by the four cate-
gories of innovators, with the highest index going to product innovators (90,9%). Next most influential are 
the human resources in the region, their second place being highest for marketing innovators B (57,1%). 
With product and organizational innovators the third place is held by intellectual protection (45,5%)and the 
legal basis (36,4-45,5%). In contrast, marketing A and B innovators put in third position the availability of 
partner for innovations (35,7%) and the access to supporting programmes (35-42,9%). The smallest signi-
ficance for all categories of SMEs have the development of local educational system, the availability of 
clusters and the support of branch organisations.

 
Results from the Strategic variable III: 
The integral profile aims to show not only the factors influencing the innovation activeness of 
the machine-building businesses under survey, but also to present the power of influence of 
those factors according to the respondents. The conclusions are as follows: 
 
� When starting a business activity, the practical realization of skills and abilities, together with the guarantee 

for personal and family security have a strong influence over the largest share of the four categories of 
SMEs – from 41,7% for the process and service innovators, through 50% - for the technological innovators 
to 66,7% - for product innovators. The next most influential factor is that of income increase (35,7-44,4%); 

� For the strategic planning of businesses the availability of work force with appropriate qualification is ex-
tremely important, with the highest share in the service innovators (58,8%). It is followed by the market po-
tential of the region, which is extremely important for the product innovators; 

� A large number of innovation factors are extremely important for the greater part of the categories of SMEs. 
This can be seen for the factors “clients’ interest towards new goods/services”, “favourable national legisla-
ture””; intellectual property protection””, and “measures for encouragement of innovations””; 

� From the factors of the market environment average to strong impact has the improvement of living stan-
dard and the incomes in the region –this index is the highest for the product innovators (44, 4%). Reducing 
the competitors on the local market  has an average influence; 

� From the localization factors the availability of qualified work force in the region has strong to very strong 
impact – most significantly for the service innovators (47,1%) and product innovators (44,4%). Average to 
strong influence has the proximity to airports, railway stations and ports, as well as the developed transport 
infrastructure (28,6-41,7%). The small number of competitors and the low cost of work force have average 
impact. 
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6. Applied model for selection and evaluation of factors influencing 
the innovation activity of SMEs1 

A starting point for surveying relations and dependencies through correlation analysis is de-
termining the dependent and independent variables, which are the subject of research in the 
survey [19], [20], [21], [22], [23], [24], [25], [26], [27]. From the questionnaire designed for 
empirical research, the dependent variables, characterising the manifestations of innovation 
activity in the businesses surveyed are as follows: innovation experience available so far; 
readiness for future complementation of innovation projects by types of innovations – through 
technological improvements and innovations, product innovations and service and process 
innovations. 
On Fig. 4 on the next page the whole plan of the model of innovation activity approbated and 
the impact of the factors that influence it is shown. Only factors with the so called cross-
impact have been shown, the relations illustrating only statistically important correlations. 

 

Fig. 4. Approbated model of innovation activity and impact of factors influencing it. 

 

                                                            
1The concept model formulated for research of the factors influencing IA of SMEs is verified on SMEs 
from the Machine-building sector in Ruse. The statistical data analysis is conducted with SPSS, ver-
sion 14.0 software, licensed to “Angel Kanchev” University of Ruse. 
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For all dependent variables, characterizing the innovation activeness of the machine-building 
SMEs surveyed regression analysis has been conducted as well. Summarising the evalua-
tions of the regression models and of the individual influences of the variables included in 
them, we can make the following conclusions about the depending variables: 
 
58% of the changes in the variable „Innovation experience available“ are based on the regression model 
with: 19,1% due to sales of company products in Bulgaria; 6,3% - due to the combined transport use; 3,5% - 
due to the readiness for process innovations; 2,5% - due to the availability of partner from another branch for 
participation in innovation projects; 1,3% - due to lack of technical staff; 0,7% - due to the availability of free plots 
for locating production lines; 0,5% - due to readiness for product innovations; 0,4% - due to lack of management 
staff. 

 

52,9 % of the changes in the variable „Readiness for technological innovations“ are based on the re-
gression model with: 8,4% due to striving for realization of skills and abilities at the start of a company; 4,2% - 
due to the proximity to raw materials when choosing a production site; 4,2% - due to the low cost of work force in 
the region; 3,1% - due to a desire for higher standard of living in the region; 3,0% - due to access to suitable 
plots and buildings for the activities to be developed; 0,6% - due to developing strategies for new products 0,5% 
- due to growing in size of the business. 

 

55,5 % of the changes in the variable „Readiness for product innovations“ are based on the regression 
model with: 5,2% due to innovations realized so far; 3,1% - due to a strategy for entering a new market; 3,0% - 
due to a new product strategy; 2,1% - due to a lack of technical staff; 1,7% - due to a lack of production staff; 
1,4% - due to a strategy for expanding market share; 1,0% - due to readiness for realization of process innova-
tions; 0,8% - due to cooperation with a partner from another branch for innovation projects; 0,7% - due to a vi-
sion adopted for the development of the production activities. 

 

42,5 % of the changes in the variable „Readiness for service innovations“ are based on the regression 
model with: 7,3% due to the quality of legal procedures of local authorities; 6,5% - due to the number of part-
ners in the capital of the enterprise; 2,6% - due to initiatives and programmes that help the innovations; 2,1% - 
due to availability of qualified human resources as a factor for innovations; 2,0% - due to the desire for a higher 
standard of living in the region; 1,9% - due to the increase of sales through corporate clients; 0,4% - due to the 
availability of qualified human resources as a factor for strategic decision-making. 

 

64,5 % of the changes in the variable „Readiness for process innovations“ are based on the regression 
model with: 12,9% due to the period of existence of the enterprise, 12,5% - due to increase of sales through 
new shops; 5,3% - due to cooperation for innovations with a partner from another branch  4,7% - due to cooper-
ation for innovations with a competitor; 4,5% - due to a strategy for expanding the current market share; 2,2% - 
due to readiness for product innovations; 0,1% - due to a lack of technical staff; 0,1% - due to innovations hav-
ing been completed so far. 

 

7. Expert evaluation 

The expertise is carried out through personal interviews of owners and managers of business 
units from the sector under survey on the territory of Ruse Region in the period November-
|�������
�����	
���
�����
 ����
��������
���
������^
�¢��������
���~��
�����������
�������
tions between the influencing factors and the manifestations of innovation activities. The ex-
perts were asked to provide their answers in two fields: level of expert agreement with the 
statement (dependence); assessment of the strength of the relations between factor and out-
come, as a result from the specific claim (Table 1). 
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Table 1. Results from the survey with expert evaluation 

Hypothesis Confirmed sub-hypotheses Rejected sub-
hypotheses 

Unspecified sub-
hypotheses 
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8. Conclusions 

The model applied for research on factors influencing IA of SMEs is suitable for use in vari-
ous industrial sectors. 
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5. IA of process innovators depends directly on a strategy for expanding the market share; in 
direct correlation with the innovation experience, product innovations, availability of a partner 
from another branch or a competitor, lack of technical staff; (strongly influenced)  by the 
access to shops on the market. 
6. IA of enterprises, innovating their services is directly dependent on the number of partners; 
in direct correlation with the desire to expand activities in a region with higher standard of 
living. It is strongly influenced by the availability of human resources when preparing strate-
gies and in innovation projects, by the availability of new corporate clients on the market. The 
influence of the quality of law services, provided by the local authorities is insignificant. 
7. For the activities of the local authorities it is important to take into consideration the follow-
ing established relationships: 
¸
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and availability to human resources with inexpensive labour cost influence the technolo-
gical innovators. 
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influences the product inno-
vators. 
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 market influence the 
process innovators. 

¸
 Achieving higher standard of living in the region, availability of qualified human resources 
for implementing innovation projects, developing the local business environment and the 
level of legal services, provided by the local authorities influence the innovators in ser-
vices. 
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The present research concerns identification and estimation of key factors influence 
on the adoption and diffusion of product innovations in depositing and credit granting 
services.  The accent is on the financial co-operations and their services in depositing 
and credit granting compared to the same type of services offered by commercial 
banks in Bulgaria. In conclusion are suggested particular actions facilitating the 
adoption of the financial co-operations and accelerating the diffusion of their product 
innovations, as well as of similar innovations in the banking sector in Bulgaria as a 
whole. 
 
Key words 
Adoption and diffusion, Product innovations, Deposits and credit granting services, Financial 
cooperatives, Commercial Banks. 
 
1. Objective and tasks of the investigation 

 
The objective is to investigate the adoption and diffusion of product innovations in depositing 
and credit granting services, offered by financial cooperatives1 as an alternative to those 
realized by commercial banks, as well as the adoption of the financial cooperatives 
themselves in the Ruse Region, Bulgaria. The focus is on determining key factors, 
influencing to the highest degree the flow of these processes, with the purpose of improving 
their management. 
Objectives of the investigation: 

1. Developing methods and conceptual frame of the investigation for adoption and 
diffusion of product innovations in the field of depositing and credit granting services 
performed by financial Cooperatives. 

2. Developing a profile of consumers, adopting the depositing and credit granting 
cooperatives and their services and comparing this profile to that of the entities which 
have not adopted this form of depositing and credit granting institution2 through 
conducting field research by a structured survey form. 

3. Developing an applied model for controlling the processes when depositing and credit 
granting services are performed by financial cooperatives. 

4. Approbation of the model proposed concerning its significance and applicability. 
 

                                                 
1 For the sake of brevity the term „financial cooperatives” will be accepted, although it is not syno-
nymous to the term „depositing and credit granting cooperatives”. 
 
2 The term „financial institutions” will be used synonymously with „depositing and credit granting insti-
tutions”, although  there are content differences  between them. 
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2. Subject and object of investigation 
 
The subject of investigation includes the processes of adoption and diffusion of product innovations in 
the field of depositing and credit granting by financial cooperatives as an organizational innovation for 
the Region of Ruse. 
The object of investigation comprises the depositing and credit granting institutions in the Region of 
Ruse in Bulgaria, including financial cooperatives and commercial banks. 
 
Specific features of financial cooperatives compared to the commercial banks: 

� The European Associationof Cooperative Banks(EACB) defines the cooperative as 
„autonomous association of individuals volunteering to unite for the sake of satisfying 
economic, social and cultural needs with the help of a jointly owned enterprise, managed on 
the basis of democratic principles” [1]. 

� In contrast to the banks as capital entities, following one singular aim: to realize a profit and to 
distribute it depending on the participation of capital [2], the depositing and credit granting 
cooperative aims mainly at developing its members though mutual aid, solidarity and 
autonomy.[3] 

� In contrast to commercial banks, promoting their activities with the aim of attracting new 
clients and resources [4], the financial cooperatives depend entirely on interpersonal 
communication between their members to attract new members.  In relation to the main 
purpose of the cooperatives for mutual help and the fact that they serve only their members 
and are not public entities under the Law of co-operations [5], they are not allowed to do any 
advertising.  

� Financial cooperatives offer higher real return from deposits, compared to bank deposits, 
which follows from the main principles of organization and the key goal to improve services 
and aid the activities of the members.[3] 

� At the same time, there is less flexibility in the remaining conditions on deposits, compared to 
bank deposits, since commercial banks work in conditions of increased competition between 
each other for the resources they would attract from depositors and look for various ways of 
ensuring competitive advantages. [6] 

 
3. Methods of investigation 

 
The stages through which the investigation goes are as follows: 
1. Formulating a conceptual model of the investigation 
2. Formulating the main thesis and hypotheses: ���������� and H3 
3. Survey: 

- Defining the restricting terms 
- Defining the general population and the volume of the sample 
- Developing and structuring of the survey form 
- Forming teams and distributing tasks 
- Pilot survey 
- Conducting the real survey 

4. Data processing through descriptive statistics: 
- Calculating relative shares 
- Crosstab method 

5. Inferring a consumer profile in three fields: 
- General profile of the users of depositing and credit granting services in Ruse Region 
- Differentiated profile of users who have adopted financial cooperatives and their services by comparison with those of 
commercial banks 
- Differentiated profile of consumers who have not adopted them. 

6. Formulating sub- hypotheses: H 1.1; H1.2;; H1.3 ; ��1.4 and H3.1. 
7. Processing data through statistical methods: 

- Correlation analysis 
- Regression analysis (standard multiple regression) 

8. Checking the sub-hypotheses H 1.1; H1.2; H1.3; º�1.4 and H3.1  

Rejecting H 1.1; H1.2 and H3.1; confirming H1.3; º�#5@ 
Formulating sub-hypotheses º#5SX�º#5�X�º!5#X�º!5!X�º!5$X�º!5@X�º!5SX�º!5�X�º$5!X�º$5$��	��º$5@  

9. Developing an applied model for investigating adoption and diffusion of innovations in the field of depositing and credit 
granting services, and those offered by financial cooperatives in particular 

10. Expert evaluation of the applied model and the hypotheses and sub-hypotheses in it 
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11. Confirming/rejecting the hypotheses and sub-hypotheses in the model applied 
12. Approbated model for investigation of adoption and diffusion of product innovations in the sphere of depositing and credit 

granting services, offered by the financial cooperatives. 
In relation to the survey conducted it is necessary to make the following specifications: 

� One restrictive term for the survey follows from the Law for cooperatives in Bulgaria, 
according to which a cooperative is “open for membership of individuals 16 years of 
age. Those who are 16 are not forbidden to participate and agree with its Code 
book”. [5] 

� The general population which determines the volume of the sample includes the 
people residing in the Municipality of Ruse, who are of age to work or above this age. 
According to NSI data from the last census in 2011, the population in these groups 
is147 320 people.[7] 

� The sample size for the current investigation is 384 people, living on the territory of 
the Municipality of Ruse. The limiting error is assumed to be up to 5%. Confidence is 
95%. [8] 

 
4. Conceptual model 
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Figure 1 Conceptual model of investigation of the processes of adoption and diffusion of 
product innovations in depositing and credit granting services 

 
The conceptual model shown on fig. 1 displays the logical frame of the investigation for 
achieving the goal set. It includes three levels: (1) the main problem, related to identifying the 
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key factors influencing adoption and diffusion of product innovations in depositing and credit 
granting services and those offered by financial cooperatives in particular; (2) methods used 
and (3) results sought for achieving the goal set. The connections between the different 
methods and results, as well as between the investigation results themselves are shown. 
 
5. Formulating the main thesis and the investigation sub-
hypotheses 

 
Main thesis: the processes of perception and diffusion of financial cooperatives and the 
product innovations proposed by them flow more slowly in comparison with the adoption and 
diffusion of similar innovations, implemented by commercial banks. This difference is based 
on the inability to use best the communication channels for informing and influencing 
potential users, including advertising and distribution of promotion materials by the financial 
cooperatives, due to existing legislative restrictions.  
Main hypotheses of the investigation: 
���: Enhancing the awareness of potential consumers of the existence of financial 
cooperatives and their activities would lead to increasing their readiness to become 
members, thus improving the adoption and diffusion of their services. 
 �1: The adoption and diffusion of innovations in depositing and credit granting services 
depends directly on the characteristics of innovation (relative advantage, visibility, 
compatibility, divisibility and complexity) and the awareness of the potential consumers about 
them.  
�2: The adoption and diffusion of product innovations in the sphere of depositing and credit 
granting services and of financial cooperatives depends directly on the degree of personal 
innovativeness of the potential users, which is determined by the readiness for risk taking, 
the interest in novelty and change, the potential to act as opinion leaders concerning 
depositing and credit granting services, the time necessary for adoption and the source of 
information of crucial importance to the user. 
�3: The demographic and social economic profile of the consumers of depositing and credit 
granting services influences indirectly the adoption and the rate of diffusion of innovations in 
this sphere through the level of personal innovativeness.  
 

Table 1. Logical connection of the investigation hypotheses with the object of investigation 
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6. Checking the main thesis through statistical data analysis 

�
Table 2 Growth of deposits offered by commercial banks and by financial cooperatives in 

Ruse Region compared to 2005. 
 

By 31.12. 2006 2007  2008  2009  2010  2011  
Growth of the 

number of bank 
deposits  

23,70% 23,44% 35,45% 36,70% 41,39% 53,34% 

Growth of the 
number of financial 

cooperatives 
deposits  

2,59% 5,29% 6,99% 8,48% 10,94% 12,58% 

 
From the data shown in Table 2 [19] we can conclude that the distribution of deposits offered 
by commercial banks in Ruse Region is considerably slower than that old deposits offered by 
financial cooperatives for the same region and period, which confirms the main thesis of the 
investigation. 
 
7. Profile of consumers of deposit and credit granting services in 
Ruse Region 
 
After processing the data from the survey through the methods of descriptive statistics3, we 
have prepared a general and a differentiated profile of consumers, who have adopted 
financial cooperatives and their services (were or are members of such cooperative) 
compared to users who have not accepted those services (have not been members of DCC). 
Of the people surveyed 17,7% have adopted the financial cooperatives and their services 
while 82,3% have not. Of the latter only 8,2% would be interested if necessary. The 
conclusions from the analysis are as follows: 
 
Demographic profile: 
- Among the consumers surveyed, who have adopted the credit cooperatives and their services, women occupy a 
larger share than men (56% to 44%), while for those who have not adopted men and women have almost equal 
share. 
-Those who have adopted financial cooperatives and their services are mostly (58,86%) at the age of 50 – 
compared to 43.03%  of those who have not adopted them. The share of the non-adopters of the financial 
cooperatives in the age group 18 to 25 years of age is twice as large as that of the consumers who have adopted 
the financial co-operations. 
- Of those users who have accepted the financial cooperatives most have higher education completed or a 
scientific rank (51,47%), compared to those who have not accepted financial cooperatives (38,29%).  
- The share of those who are developing their own business and working freelance is higher for the respondents 
who have adopted financial cooperatives (25%) compared to the non-adopters (12,97%). 
- Those respondents who have adopted the financial cooperatives have higher income compared to those who 
have not accepted them. 
 
Behavioral profile: 
- When using depositing and credit granting services the consumers do not easily build loyalty to the supplying 
organization but mostly seek financial benefit and possibly higher security and convenience. 

                                                 
3 The constructed conceptual model for investigating the processes of adoption and diffusion of product innovations in deposits 
and credit granting services has been verified in financial co-operations and commercial banks in Ruse region, Bulgaria.  The 
statistical analysis has been made according to a methodology connected with the program product SPSS, version 14.0, 
licensed to RU “Angel Kanchev”. [ 20], [21], [22], [23], [24] 
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- For both groups of respondents, when making decisions to use innovations in the sphere of depositing and 
credit granting services, it is most important that the service is clearly stated and accessible and the outcome of 
its use is specified and visible, which reduces their insecurity.                                                      
- Considerable differences are noticed in relation to the influence of the opinion and experience of the others, 
which is stronger for those respondents who have not adopted the credit cooperatives while for those who have 
adopted them it is weaker. 
- Both of the groups surveyed  use mostly credits for real estate and renovation. For the respondents who have 
adopted the financial cooperatives, the share of those who use credit to start their own business and for working 
capital for their existing business (14,71%) is higher than the share of those who have not adopted the financial 
cooperatives (8,54%). 
- The most important reasons for adopting the financial cooperatives and their services are the more favourable 
terms for deposits and credits, including greater economic benefit. 
- The most important reasons for not adopting the credit cooperatives and their services are distrust in 
comparison to trusting the banks and generally negative attitude and distrust to any financial institutions. 
 
Personal innovativeness: 
- The readiness for risk taking for those consumers who have adopted the financial cooperatives is higher 
(30,88%) in comparison to those who have not adopted them (12,66%), with the same tendency for the readiness 
for accepting change and novelty (41,18% against 24,37%). 
- A greater part of those consumers who have adopted the financial cooperatives and their services have the 
potential to be opinion leaders in this field (39,71% compared to 19,30% of those who have not adopted them). 
- Concerning the autonomous decision making – the share of respondents who have not adopted the financial 
cooperatives mostly affected by the “word-of-mouth” channel of communication is higher (40,82%) in comparison 
to those who have adopted them (27,94%).  
  
8. Applied model for adoption and diffusion of product innovations 
in depositing and credit granting services 
 
Based on the information from the survey, correlation and regression analyses have been 
carried out on the factors, influencing the processes of adoption and diffusion of product 
innovations in the sphere of depositing and credit granting services in Ruse region. Four 
dependent variables have been investigated. The results from the regression analysis for 
each of them are as follows: 
 
1. „Readiness for adoption of product innovation in depositing and credit granting services” - 46,5% of the changes in the 
depending variable are due to the independent variables included in the regression model: „Degree of distrust in depositing and 
credit granting institutions in general” (individual contribution - 7,51%); „The potential of consumers for opinion leadership 
concerning depositing and credit granting services” (3,96%); „Significance of advertising” (3,76%) and „Significance of “word-of-
mouth communication” (2,25%). The remaining (29,02%) is the overlapping influence of factors in the model over the dependent 
variable. 

 
2. „Readiness for adoption of financial cooperatives” - 69,1% of the change in the dependent variable are calculated through the 
factors included in the regression model: „Significance of attention and individualized approach in services” (individual 
contribution 5,66%); „Knowledge of the financial cooperatives and their services” (4,80%); „Degree of (in)compatibility with the 
consumers’ habits and views” (3,17%); „Significance of (un)profitability of the terms for depositing and credit granting services” 
(2,59%) and „Consumer’s potential for opinion leadership on depositing and credit granting services”, which is only 0,24%. The 
remaining 52,64% express the joint influence of the factors included in the model. 

 
3. „Knowledge of the financial cooperatives and their services” - 47,8% of the change in the dependent variable are calculated 
through the factors included in the regression model: „Readiness for adoption of financial cooperatives” (20,16%) and 
„Consumer’s potential for opinion leadership on depositing and credit granting services” (13,4%). The joint influence of the 
factors included in the models 15,86%. 
 
4. „Consumer’s potential for opinion leadership on depositing and credit granting services”- 44,1 % of the change in the 
dependent variable are calculated through the factors included in the regression model: ”Knowledge of the financial 
cooperatives and their services" (individual contribution 8,58%); „Monthly income of consumers” (2,56%); „Readiness for 
adoption of product innovation in the sphere of depositing and credit granting services” (2,16%); „Readiness for risk taking” 
(2,07); „Readiness for accepting changes” (0,52%) and „Educational degree” (0.30%). The joint influence of the independent 
variables mentioned is 27,91%. 

 
On Figure 2 is shown a general applied model for adoption and diffusion of product 
innovations in the sphere of depositing and credit granting services, particularly those offered 
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by financial cooperatives in Ruse Region, Bulgaria. Statistically significant correlations 
between the different variables, included in the regression model are shown.   
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Figure 2 General applied model for adoption of product innovations in depositing and credit 

granting services, particularly those offered by financial cooperatives 
 

9. Approbation of the applied model through expert evaluation 
 

The expertise was conducted through a personal interview [14], [24], [25], [26], [27] of seven experts 
in the field of depositing and credit granting services, two of whom are from a financial cooperative 
and the remaining five occupy different positions in commercial banks in Ruse Region. The checklist 
contains all hypotheses and sub-hypotheses expressing statistically significant correlation connections 
between factors and evaluation for the degree of expert’s agreement with the respective 
hypothesis/sub-hypothesis. The evaluation is in per cent (%), which allows easy calculation of 
arithmetic average value. This hypothesis /sub-hypothesis/ for which the arithmetic average value is 
equal or higher than 50 % is considered confirmed. 
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Table 3: Results from the approbation of the applied model through expert evaluations 
 

Hypothesis/ sub-hypothesis 

Degree of 
agreement – 

average expert 
evaluation 

�0{ Enhancing the knowledge of potential consumers about financial cooperatives and 
their activities would lead to increasing their readiness to become members, thus 
improving the adoption and diffusion of their services. 

54,3% 

��?�+{  The more significant the lucrative terms for depositing and credit granting services 
are for the consumers (concerning access and interest rate), the higher their readiness 
will be to adopt the financial cooperatives (become their members) provided the 
cooperatives inform them and emphasizes on the profitability. 

70 % 

��?�¯{ Taking action for reducing the incompatibility of financial cooperatives with the 
habits and views of the users would lead to increasing their readiness for membership in 
the cooperatives and using their services. 54,3% 

��1.5: Emphasizing on the service quality (regarding individualized approach) would lead 
to increase of the readiness for adoption of the financial cooperatives by the potential 
consumers.   

77,14% 

��?�¢{ The higher degree of general distrust of users with the financial institutions is 
related to their low readiness to adopt innovations in deposits and credit granting 
services, offered by a specific institution. Directing the efforts of financial institutions to 
increasing the users’ trust in them would lead to increasing consumers’ readiness to 
adopt innovations offered to them in this area. 

62,14% 

��*�?{ Consumers with higher potential to influence others concerning using depositing 
and credit granting services (i.e. they are opinion leaders), are more willing to adopt 
financial cooperatives  and their services.   

61,42% 

��*�*{  The users with higher potential to influence others concerning using depositing 
and credit granting services are looking for information in this area more actively and are 
better acquainted with the financial cooperatives. 

70 % 

��*�+{ Users who are better acquainted with the financial cooperatives have a greater 
potential to be opinion leaders in the field of depositing and credit granting services. 77,14% 

��*�¯{  The higher degree of significance of advertising is characteristic for consumers 
with higher personal innovativeness concerning innovations in the sphere of depositing 
and credit granting services. Consequently, emphasizing on advertising activities would 
lead to increasing the readiness for adoption of innovation in depositing and credit 
granting services on the part of these users. 

82,14% 

��*�°{ “Word-of-mouth” communication is more significant for consumers with lower level 
of personal innovativeness concerning innovations in depositing and credit granting 
services. That is why, taking into account inter personal communications and 
emphasizing on them would aid the increase of readiness for adopting such innovations 
even by not so strongly innovative users. 

68,57% 

� 2.6: The higher the potential of a consumer for opinion leadership concerning 
depositing and credit granting services, the more inclined he is to adopt innovations in 
this sphere. Identifying and stimulating those consumers would help the increase of 
readiness of other users to adopt these innovations. 

72,85% 

��+�*{  The potential for opinion leadership concerning the use of depositing and credit 
granting services and innovations in this sphere is higher for users with higher income. 78,57% 

��+�+{  The more the user (member of a cooperative) is willing to take risks and accept 
changes, the higher his potential to become opinion leader concerning the use of 
depositing and credit granting services and to influence others in their adoption of 
innovations in the field of these services. 

67,85% 

��+�¯{ The higher the user’s readiness to adopt innovations in the field of depositing and 
credit granting services, the higher his potential for becoming a leader of opinion in this 
sphere. 

82,86% 

��+�°{ The potential for opinion leadership  regarding the usage of deposits and credits 
and innovations in this field is bigger for consumers with higher educational degree.  70,7% 
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In result of the approbation through expert evaluations, the dependencies put into the applied 
model are confirmed. This gives grounds to consider the approbated model for adoption of 
product innovations in the sphere of deposit and credit services, in particular those of 
financial cooperatives and their services, has the same likeness as the applied model shown 
on Figure 2 and is applicable in regional and branch context.  
 
10. Conclusions  

 
(1) For accelerating the diffusion of services of financial cooperatives, it is necessary to 
increase the level of readiness for their adoption on individual level by the potential users 
through increasing their knowledge about this form of organization. Emphasis should be put 
on the quality of service and the profitability of terms concerning deposit and credit granting 
services, as well as on reducing the perceived incompatibility with the habits and views of the 
potential users. All this should decrease the level of the perceived risk. 

 
(2) For the financing cooperatives which have no chance to use mass media commu-
nications and advertising, as well as distribution of promotion materials, it would be good to 
identify members with high potential for opinion leadership concerning the use of deposit and 
credit services. They are mainly highly qualified people with income higher than the average, 
more apt to accept changes. They are more interested and actively seek for information 
while at the same time they are people with power in their environment. They could aid to the 
highest degree the attracting of new members through interpersonal channels for 
communication of the type “word-of-mouth”. 

 
(3) For reaching faster diffusion of product innovations in the sphere of deposit and credit 
granting services it is necessary to increase the readiness for their adoption from the 
potential users on individual level. For this purpose it would be good to emphasize the 
increase of trust in the financial institutions in general through applying techniques for image 
balance.  

 
(4) It is also necessary to form a clear idea in the consumers’ minds of the specific results 
from the use of innovations in the deposit and credit granting services and the terms for 
them, i.e. to increase the “visibility“ of the innovation. 

 
(5) The communication means for reaching the more innovative consumers should be the 
advertising and for the less innovative ones the emphasis should be on the interpersonal 
channels of communication. For all users it is extremely important to have face-to-face 
communication with the employees of the financial institutions in their office, since it could 
contribute to reducing the insecurity and increasing the readiness for adoption. 
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POTENTIAL CLUSTERS IN TR41 REGION 
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In today’s world, where the knowledge spreads amazingly fast and it is an undeniable 
necessity to integrate with change and innovation for competition, communication 
and cooperation among the firms has become an obligation. Although clustering, 
which aims to increase profitability of the firms and provide sustainability through 
collaboration, is a new phenomenon in Turkey, we experience massive attention from 
both public and private sector to this issue. Besides the ongoing incentive programs 
conducted by public and private sector to stimulate cooperation among institutions 
focusing on clustering, potential clusters are not well defined; especially in local 
areas. We aimed to bring this issue to light in the scope of manufacture sectors of 
TR41 Region, where Bursa, Eski�ehir and Bilecik are located. Using registered 
sectorial employment data, application of three-star-analyses in this region shows that 
while automotive, textile, machinery, furniture sectors are concentrated in Bursa, 
Eski�ehir has concentration on ceramic, electrical equipment, railway and aviation 
and Bilecik stands out with ceramic and marble industries. 

Keywords 
Clustering, TR41 Region, Registered Employment, Three-Star-Analysis 

1. Introduction 

The degree of competitiveness among firms has increased with the spread of globalization 
all over the world. Although this effect has been in case especially from the beginning of 20th 
century more obviously, the roots of sectorial cooperation aiming to increase degree of 
competitiveness go back to older days. First systematic researches in this field can be 
attributed to one of the giants of the economic thought, Alfred Marshall, who examined the 
sectorial concentration among firms in accordance with geographical aspects. 
Sectorial concentration has been studied over different concepts: growth poles, forward and 
backward linkages, agglomeration economies, economic geography, urban and regional 
economics, national innovation systems, regional science and industry centers, social 
networks [1]. All of these notions have tried to explain the type of relationship among the 
firms and the players in the economic environment.  
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The analytic evaluation of the sectorial concentration has changed significantly after Michael 
E. Porter, who has studied the regional concentrated sectors in terms of clustering and 
competitiveness perspective. Porter defines clustering as “geographic concentrations of 
interconnected companies, specialized suppliers, service providers, firms in related 
industries, and associated institutions in a particular field that compete but also cooperate.” 
[2]. This definition takes the sectorial concentration to a more complicated notion: clustering 
is not only a geographical and sectorial concentration; it is also a structure that should 
contain support bodies (universities, industry and commerce bodies, media, finance 
organizations, governmental bodies etc.) and organic relations which help firms to increase 
their competitiveness power. So, clusters are not organizations where only goods and 
services are traded; they are also organic bodies in which knowledge and technology are 
produced and outspreaded [3]. 
The advantages of the clustering to firms can be counted as knowledge and technology 
sharing, more effective and quality based production, networks which attract more qualified 
foreign firms, competition superiority and lobbying which firms may not have otherwise. So, 
increased competitiveness and sustainability of the firms are strongly related with their 
cooperation and collaboration with other firms under a clustering organization. 
Clusters are not only good for firms; it has also advantages for national competitiveness. 
Being aware of this reality, a lot of countries supports these kinds of organizations and many 
of them have glaring clusters. Silicon Valley (information technology) and Manhattan Region 
(finance) in US [4], Shaoxing Region (Zheijang province-textile) in China [5], Castellon 
Region in Spain (ceramic) [6], Hessen Region in Germany (automotive) [7] are a few of 
regions where the clusters have international dominance in their sectors.  

2. Clustering in Turkey and TR41 Region 

Major studies and directed policies on sectorial concentration in Turkey date back to 1960s, 
after the establishment of State Planning Organization (SPO). Organized industrial zones 
and small industrial zones are not only the first fruits of the growth policies focused on 
industrialization; they are also primitive types of clustering structures in Turkey. 
More advanced researches and policies based on these works heavily increased after 
2000s. “Regional Development Policies in Turkey, Sector and Region Concentrations (2005)” 
work of Turkish Industry and Business Association with SPO can be counted as the one of 
the first systematic national based clustering; whereas “Development of a National 
Clustering Policy for Turkey” project, which was supported by European Union, was the first 
project that is carried out in all over the country and potential clusters were expressed. The 
other work, “Regional Competitiveness Operational Program”, which was conducted by 
Industry and Commerce Ministry, aimed to map regional sectorial concentrations in terms of 
NUTS 2 Regions of the country [8].  
In all of these works, it is expressed that TR41 region has more or less the same sectorial 
concentration: textile, automotive, clothing, machinery, plastic sectors are found to be prior 
sectors; but the concentration in the scope of province level was not well explained in these 
researches.  
The administrative structure of Turkey generally forces governmental bodies and private 
sector actors to take actions under provincial scale. This issue necessitates that analysis of 
clustering should be taken into consideration more micro and local perspective, on the 
province base. The governmental support mechanisms to private sector is also structured on 
a development level scale in Turkey and the level of development of the provinces can be 
very different from the other nearby cities, even they are in the same NUTS 2 region. For 
example, Bilecik in TR41 region is ranked 3rd degree of development level, while Bursa and 
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EskiÏehir are ranked in the 1st level. In consequence, support rates by government of the 
incentives may differ very much according to the characteristics of the province. Defining 
potential clusters in local areas will also help to utilize some of specific government supports. 
Many of ministries provides huge amount of grants to clustering efforts of private sector. 
Having an analytical approach to state local sectorial potentials will strengthen the 
shareholders of the specified sector in term of applying for these government incentives.  
Putting forward the local concentration of sectors on provincial base will provide opportunities 
to provinces and indirectly to regions to evaluate and stimulate the local potentials. So it is 
important to investigate and put forward the strength and the level of sectorial concentration 
on the province basis to get full benefits of clustering in local areas, which is the main 
purpose of this study.  

2.1 Methodology  

This study uses three-star-analysis to determine potential sectorial clusters in the provinces 
of TR41 Region. This method is one of the most commonly used approaches, especially in 
EU Area by the European Cluster Observatory [6], a center that works as an access point to 
cluster observatories and other leading cluster resources throughout the world and leaded by 
the Center for Strategy and Competitiveness at the Stockholm School of Economics in 
Sweden.  
This method is based on sectorial data analysis and easy to apply for every region where the 
data is available. The data used in the analysis can change in accordance with the purpose 
but the common assessment is the use of sectorial employment data. The analyses for the 
provinces of TR41 Region are also conducted by using sectorial employment data. The 
employment data stands for the registered employment data for each provinces and it comes 
from the Social Security Institution. It is adjusted according to NACE Rev.2 classification. 
Potential clusters are determined on the basis of size, dominance and specialization 
parameters.  
Size stands for the employment share of sector “i” in total employment of sector “i” in the 
country. Dominance is found by taking the ratio of the employment in sector “i” in the 
province over the total employment in the province. Lastly, specialization shows the power of 
the sector in the province on the national level and it is the ratio of employment in sector “i” in 
the province over the total employment share of sector “i” with respect to total employment in 
the country.  

� Si: Total employment in sector “i” in the province 
� St: Total employment in the province 
� Ti: Total employment in sector “i” in Turkey 
� Tt: Total employment in Turkey 

Each parameter takes one star if the value is greater than specified threshold level. Sectors 
which have one star from each parameter will have three stars in total and these sectors are 
defined as “potential clusters”. The threshold level of each parameter was specified through 
the workshops in each province. The common idea was in the workshops was to evaluate 
main sectors and then evaluate the potential clusters in the provinces. This approach led to 
have a large list of sectors for each province but finalization and aggregation of sectors give 
us the results below. 

� K p: Threshold level for the parameter 
� One star if Dominance: (Si/St) � K1

p 
� One star if Size: (Si/ Ti) � K2

p 
� One star if specialization: {(Si/St)/(Ti/Tt)} � 1 
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2.2 Results  

Three-star-analyses are conducted both for the two and four division of NACE Rev. 2 
classification. The main purpose of this approach is to determine the main sectors and 
subsectors so that the analysis are more precise. The results of three-star-analyses with 
respect to NACE Rev.2 two division classification for Bursa, EskiÏehir and Bilecik are 
presented in the Table 1, 2, and Table 3. 

Table 1 Three-star-analyses for Bursa (NACE Rev. 2, two-division)   

Sector Dominance Size Specialization 
Manufacture of basic metals 0,02 0,06 1,27 
Manufacture of machinery and equipment n.e.c. 0,04 0,13 2,75 
Office adm., office support and other bus. support act. 0,03 0,05 1,12 
Manufacture of rubber and plastic products 0,02 0,06 1,25 
Manufacture of chemicals and chemical products 0,01 0,10 2,05 
Manuf. of fabric. metal prod., exc. machine. and eq. 0,06 0,06 1,91 
Manufacture of furniture 0,03 0,15 3,20 
Manuf. of motor vehicles, trailers and semi-trailers 0,07 0,38 8,24 
Manufacture of textiles 0,12 0,17 3,70 

Note: Threshold levels for Bursa, NACE Rev.2, two division; dominance: 0,01, size: 0,05 and 
specialization: 1.  

The results of tree-stars-analysis for Bursa show that machinery, furniture, textile and 
automotive stand out with cluster potential. Although office administration and office support 
activities have an important weight in employment in the region, it is more appropriate to 
classify this sector as support to other sectors; but not a “potential cluster” alone. In addition, 
chemistry, plastic and metal production sectors also mainly operate in order to provide inputs 
especially for automotive and manufacture of machinery; so again the tendency to classify 
these input provider sectors under the cluster structure of automotive and machinery will not 
be wrong.       

Table 2 Three-star-analyses for EskiÏehir (NACE Rev. 2, two-division)   

Sector Dominance Size Specialization 
Other mining and quarrying 0,02 0,04 3,31 
Manufacture of other non-metallic mineral products 0,05 0,03 2,58 
Manufacture of other transport equipment 0,02 0,08 6,40 
Manufacture of electrical equipment  0,04 0,06 5,21 
Manuf. of motor vehicles, trailers and semi-trailers 0,02 0,03 2,42 
Sports act. and amusement and recreation act.  0,01 0,03 2,72 

Note: Threshold levels for EskiÏehir, NACE Rev.2, two division; dominance: 0,01, size: 0,03 and 
specialization: 1.  

Manufacture of other non-metallic mineral products, electrical equipment and other transport 
equipment sectors are thought to have cluster potential in EskiÏehir. Production of other non-
metallic mineral products is mainly concentrated on ceramic sector. Mining and quarrying is 
mainly turns out to be a input providers sector son not powerful enough to be classified as a 
potential cluster. Electrical equipment production (mainly white goods production) and other 
transport equipment (mainly manufacture of railway locomotives, air and spacecraft 
machinery) strongly occur as other potential clusters in EskiÏehir. 
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Manufacture of motor vehicles, although have three stars in results, does not seem to have a 
high level of cluster potential by stand-alone compare to ceramic, railway and aviation, and 
white goods sector. Sports and amusement activities can also be thought as supportive 
industry and the sectorial concentration weight of this sector mainly comes from the fact that 
EskiÏehir is a university-student city. 

Table 3 Three-star-analyses for Bilecik (NACE Rev. 2, two-division)   

Sector Dominance Size Specialization 
Manufacture of basic metals 0,04 0,01 2,73 
Civil engineering 0,08 0,03 2,92 
Other mining and quarrying 0,03 0,02 5,47 
Manufacture of other non-metallic mineral products 0,26 0,05 14,60 
Manufacture of paper and paper products 0,01 0,01 3,28 

Note: Threshold levels for Bilecik, NACE Rev.2, two division; dominance: 0,01, size: 0,01 and 
specialization: 1. 

Bilecik, which stand especially for non-metallic mineral products and marble industries, is 
one of the main ceramic production centers of the country and this feature is clearly seen in 
the results. Second more specialized sector seems to be civil engineering; but the main 
reason for the sector to be in front is that heavy construction activities (railway and 
motorways) that is carried by government during the data provided. Being aware of this fact, 
in the following periods and years after the construction activities stop, the weight of the 
sector will probably fall; so it should not be completely true to evaluate this sector as a 
“potential cluster”. Production of basic metals and paper products are also comes after 
ceramic and marble industries and their weights are also not very high compare to them.       

3. Conclusions 

Sectorial concentration has an increasingly attractive phenomenon in national and regional 
policies and it is not wasteful. Today’s economic map of the world is dominated by what 
Porter calls “cluster”: critical masses and they affect competitiveness within countries as well 
as across borders [9]. Their contribution to competition and economic welfare is thought to 
be an undeniable reality so that countries, even there is not a critical mass of economic 
activities, try to form strategic sectors through incentives and supports.  
In Turkey, the situation is not very different; there are many of support mechanisms of 
governmental organizations and more of them are on the way. It becomes a regional policy 
as well as national so that economic actors in many regions try to form sectorial cooperation 
organizations in order to benefit from these aids.  
Although there are many works leaded by different types of organizations to evaluate 
regional critical sectorial masses in Turkey, there is not a study that can lead to clustering 
structure on provincial bases. This study defines the critical masses, or namely potential 
clusters in the scope of TR41 region provinces-Bursa, EskiÏehir and Bilecik. Using the well-
known three star-analyses based on registered employment data, it is found that automotive, 
textile, machinery; furniture sectors are concentrated in Bursa. EskiÏehir has concentration 
on ceramic, electrical equipment, other transport equipment (railway and aviation) and Bilecik 
stands out with ceramic and marble industries in manufacture. 
These results are also strongly correlated with what regional shareholders and authorities 
expect; but many of the revealed sectors in the study are very high volume sectors; 
especially in production and exports. Due to this fact, especially textile, machinery and 
automotive sectors, which will be the next scope of this study, may need to be evaluated 
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deeper, on the basis of four-division classification of NACE. Only after these evaluations, 
more precise and accurate potential clusters can be expressed.       
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Abstract 

Most African nations especially, the West African region has so far being viewed as one 
of the weak economies of the world and that are still struggling towards the development 
of sustainable process and means towards the development. Small and Medium 
Enterprise especially the manufacturing, owning to the importance of manufacturing to 
national development, has not been fully fostered towards national development. 
Though, much clamor for increase of innovative ideas, procedures and products 
development and sustainable entrepreneurship programs has been on increase to 
enhance the developing nations to compete favorably among its peers or even with the 
developed nations. Also appropriate focuses has been place on the sustainability of the 
SMEs in the achievement of effective and adequate competitiveness as a means of 
providing the west African ailing economies remedies with emphasis on macroeconomic 
stabilization. Though developing nation’s entrepreneur and SMEs programs/ projects 
faces a lot of challenges ranging from high rate of early enterprise mortality, shortage of 
skilled technical manpower, financial indiscipline, poor management practice and low 
entrepreneur skills, as these hindered the development and sustainability of the 
programs. Although most entrepreneurs in West African regions, fails to recognize the 
concept of effective collaboration with the focus on facilitating and managing business 
processes and also support systems from the region. This paper provides an insight 
towards the sustainability of entrepreneur activities in west African nations especially in 
the areas of manufacturing development, owing to the vast natural raw materials 
available, with the discussion anchoring around local manufacturers which has not been 
really encourages in meeting the desired aims of trade and investment liberation, a major 
source of export via the concept of effective collaboration as part of the strategy. 

Keywords: collaborative Network, Small and Medium Enterprise, Manufacturing, 
Sustainable environment 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION  

Most African nations especially, the West African region has so far being viewed as one of the 
weak economies of the world and that are still struggling towards the development of 
sustainable process and means towards the development. 

The West African nation’s needs to concentrate their respective energies on their areas of 
maximum comparative competitive advantage in a way of moving from guide trade knowledge 
to knowledge based. One through improved processed by adding more values.  

Small and Medium Enterprise especially the manufacturing, owning to the importance of 
manufacturing to national development, has not been fully fostered towards national 
development. Though, much clamor for increase of innovative ideas, procedures and products 
development and sustainable entrepreneurship programs has been on increase to enhance the 
developing nations to compete favorably among its peers or even with the developed nations. 

Keeping in mind that different SMEs will require different policy instruments, one of the major 
improvements would be policies that target technology-follower SMEs. One option for 
governments would be the marriage of the technical centres with economic advisory agencies 
that specialize in SMEs (Callan and Guinet, 2000). 

Inyang and Enuoh (2009) gave the importance of the role an entrepreneur gives to an economy 
as the agent of the economic transformation in the society on employment and wealth creation. 

2.0 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

Data for this paper were derived from secondary sources: previous researches and analyses of 
scholars; government documents; newspaper/magazines as well as journal articles that are 
related to the subject as the study involved an extensive literature review which critically 
focused on  the present status, problems and prospects of entrepreneurship development, 
effective collaborations as part of the roadmap to wealth creation, employment generation and 
strengthened of the west African nations, As It lays down the rules of entrepreneurship 
development and the critical steps to acquiring the best route to regional development. 

3.1 THE CONCEPT OF ENTREPRENEURS AND SMES 

Entrepreneurship is more about people than about firms, institutions and programmes 
(Riverin,xxxx). Kayne (1999) provides The Kauffman Center definition of entrepreneurship: 

Entrepreneurship is the ability to amass the necessary resources to capitalize on new business 
opportunities. The term is frequently used to refer to the rapid growth of new and innovative 
businesses and is associated with individuals who create or seize business opportunities and 
pursue them without regard for resources under their control. They build something from 
practically nothing and usually reinvest earnings to expand their enterprise or to create new 
enterprises. Other words that characterize entrepreneurship include innovative, creative, 
dynamic, risk-tolerant, flexible and growth-oriented. 
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Small and medium sized firms (SMEs) are vital to a nation’s economy (Heneman, et al. 2000; 
Ariyo, 2005, Ovadje 2010); they produce a high proportion of national output and provide an 
even greater proportion of employment (Foreman-Peck et al., 2006, Ovadje, 2010) 

SMEs on the other hand, provide the basis for entrepreneurial activities and to sustain 
entrepreneurial activities, there is need to build, grow and sustain the SMEs as to have 
successful entrepreneurial system in the economy. 

Entrepreneurship is an instrument through which through which entrepreneur converts valuable 
and technological information into products and services (Kirzner, 1997, Hussain et al, 2011) 

As Entrepreneurship Development refers to the process of enhancing entrepreneurial skills and 
knowledge through structured training and institution-building programmes (Osemeke, 2012), 
this gives insight to SMEs development as SMEs operators are entrepreneurs in another sense. 

3.2 WEST AFRICAN ECONOMIC STATUS  

3.2.1 Economic Status  

During the period 1991-2001, all ECOWAS Member States recorded a 2.8 % annual economic 
growth associated with a low rise of 0.3 % of GDP per capita and a low industrial growth rate (-
1.5 % to 2.0 %), significantly lower than the region’s population growth. The region recorded a 
GDP growth in constant decline, of 6.7 % in 2003, 6 % in 2005; 5.7 % in 2006; 5.6 % in 2007 
and 5.1 % in 2008. At the same time, inflation eroded the little economic progress of the region 
with a rate of 4.2 % in 2000, attaining 8 % in 2001; an average of 9.9 % over the period 1999-
2003; 7.1 % in 2006 and 6.3 % in 20089. Generally, the region’s economic performance 
remains too inadequate (low GDP growth rate, extremely high inflation, etc.) to hope to have 
positive impact on the socio-economic conditions of the populations. The economy of ECOWAS 
during the 1999-2006 periods was mainly drawn by the recovery of the first economy of the 
region, i.e., Nigeria. This economy was particularly stimulated by the high cost of oil between 
2001 and 2006, and by an appreciable growth of some national economies (Benin, Cape Verde, 
Ghana and Senegal) (West African common industrial policy, 2010). This shows poor data view 
of the regions and also poor development existing in the region. 

3.2.3 SMEs Status  

Adelaja (2000), expresses the nature of most African nations SMEs as they exist in the form of 
sole proprietorship and partnerships, simple management structures, most times informal 
relationships between employers and the workforce, most majorly labor intensive, simple 
technologies and limited access to financial capital among many others mentioned.  

SMEs especially the manufacturing sector in the West African region has so far being 
contributing little towards the growth of their respective countries owing to respective challenges 
in their respective countries. Most often, the West African or developing nations often neglect 
the importance of SMEs to their national economy as part of efforts of poverty eradication, 
wealth and job creation and also rural development so as to introduce a balance in respective 
regions in the countries. 
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Using Nigeria as a case study, Small-scale businesses represent about 90% of the industrial 
sector in terms of the number of enterprises. They also account for 70% of national industrial 
employment if the threshold is set at 10 – 50 employees, contribute 10% of manufacturing 
output and a meager 1% of gross domestic product (GDP) in 2001 (Ajayi, 2002, Adegbite et al, 
2006) 

4.0 ENTREPRENEURS AND THEIR IMPORTANCE 

The entrepreneurial landscape in Africa ranges from a multitude of micro-enterprises that 
provide marginal employment for a single individual to a small number of large corporations 
employing hundreds of people; an assortment of businesses span these extremes. The 
configuration includes informal and formal sector businesses, traditional and modern, 
indigenous and foreign-owned enterprises geographically dispersed in rural and urban areas. 
The majority are micro and small-scale enterprises (MSEs) that consist of one to three 
employees (Daniels et al. 1995, Kibera and Kibera 1999, Jalloh and Falola 2002), mostly in the 
informal sector. 

According to Grimm et al (2011), entrepreneurs of small and micro investments/firms achieve 
relative high marginal returns to capital but with low re-investment rates. The nature of SMEs 
especially in the West African sub-region has been faced with series of challenges ranging from 
the ownership issues to government and financial constraints. UNDP (1999) gave a definition of 
entrepreneurship development as the process of enhancing entrepreneurial skills and 
knowledge through standard training and institution building programmes. This has from key 
towards the development of positive attitude by the developing nation towards strengthened of 
their national economies with the view of understanding the importance of entrepreneurs in the 
development of national economies. 

The experience of entrepreneurs in some of countries has also shown that entrepreneurship 
remains fragile and its contributions to economic development rather small (Xheneti 
 and Smallbone ,2008). Furthermore Xheneti  and Smallbone ,2008 articulate  Government as 
one of the main actors in establishing the necessary institutional arrangements for durable 
development or productive entrepreneurship in post communist economies .   

Osemeke, 2012 highlights the threads running in various definitions expresses by some authors 
on entrepreneurs as the ability to identify business opportunities, the ability to be able to 
harness the necessary resources to use opportunities identified, the ability and willingness to 
initiate and sustain appropriate actions towards the actualization of business objectives. 

4.2 COLLABORATIONS NEED 

Inyang and Enuoh, 2009 gave an insight into what may be the stepping stones for effective 
entrepreneurial settings in an economy as Entrepreneurial competencies, which therefore, 
include those clusters of related knowledge, attitudes, and skills which an entrepreneur must 
acquire through managerial training and development to enable him produce outstanding 
performance, and maximize profit, while managing a business venture or an enterprise 

New processes and procedures of doing old things, and automation have revolutionalized the 
manufacturing industry and multiplied productivity in the industrialized nations, as; SMEs in 
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Nigeria and the sub West African region cannot acquire modern machines that help reduce 
processes (Ohuabunwa, 2010). 

According to Holmstrom et al (), the promise of process integration between organizations too 
often remains unfulfilled and as to make rapid progress new approaches are needed. This 
provide avenue of integrating a collaborative pattern to developed most SMEs especially in the 
west African region as this will go a long way to push the region up in the area of competitive 
advantages. 

Zoltan and Varga, 2004 gave the effect of collaboration as it does possess a positive impact on 
technological changes bringing the best to entrepreneurial activities. 

With the establishment of intervention agencies using the case of Nigeria as a typical example, 
with the function of to remove constraints on entrepreneurs and expand the opportunities 
available to them by providing information and needed training, financial assistance, which are 
considered germane to entrepreneurial development (Osemeke, 2012), the need for the 
regional collaboration will bring a meaningful impact on the growth of trade and technological 
expansions in the west African region. 

To be entrepreneurial, it requires that the entrepreneur must be creative, especially in relation to 
strategic decision-making (Osemeke, 2012). 

4.3 INNOVATION AND INNOVATION POLICIES 

Small firms are playing an ever-increasing role in innovation, driven by changes in technologies 
and markets. Some spin-offs and high growth firms are having remarkable success. However, 
the broad bulk of small firms are not capitalizing on their advantages (OECD, 2010).  

Reich (1989) gave the five types of entrepreneurs needed by various economies of the world as 
the paper and product entrepreneur and how they innovate to develop economies. The WAN 
should put in place strategies for developing the two types of entrepreneurs. 

As part of the strategies of developing innovation in the nation’s entrepreneurial system 
especially the SMEs sectors the need by the government to provide adequate environment and 
institutions to provide and sustain the elements of innovation competences as proposed by 
Abernathy and Clark (1985). 

However because of the heterogeneity of the SME population, any policy to increase their 
innovative capacities must be targeted to meet the needs of a variety of user groups, have 
different objectives, and use multiple approaches and tools (Callan and Guinet,2000). 

One of the polices introduce in the West African region was the WACIP in 2010 that proposed 
means of industrializing the region which will bring about the best in the contribution of 
entrepreneurs from the region especially in the manufacturing sectors and which will also 
provide avenue and ease collaboration within the countries. 

CONCLUSIONS 

In order to sustain effective collaboration among small and medium size business especially in 
the West African region, the need to concentrate and strengthen of the three Cs of being 
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coherent, consistent and comprehensive as proposed authors. The real chance of creating 
environments in which new and small businesses can flourish creating the expected wealth and 
job creation in the West African region is of importance as it will create an avenue for regional 
development and growth through exploiting each other’s core competencies and be competitive 
in the marketplace. 
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In the era of global knowledge economy, urban regions that are seeking to increase 
their competitive edge, become destinations for talent and investment, and provide 
prosperity and quality of life to their inhabitants have little chance achieving their 
development goals without forming effective knowledge-based urban development 
strategies. This paper aims to shed light on the planning and development of the 
knowledge-based urban development phenomenon with respect to the construction of 
knowledge community precincts aimed at building contemporary urban spaces of 
knowledge and innovation. Following to a thorough review of the literature on 
knowledge-based urban development, the paper undertakes policy and best practice 
analyses to learn from the internationally renowned Australian knowledge community 
precincts, from Sydney, Melbourne and Brisbane, to better understand the dynamics 
of knowledge community precinct development practices. The paper provides a 
discussion on the study findings and recommendations for successfully establishing 
contemporary urban spaces of knowledge and innovation.  

Keywords 
Knowledge-Based Urban Development; Knowledge Community Precinct; Knowledge 
Generation, Innovation; Australia. 

1. Introduction 

The changing and challenging conditions of the 21st century have been significantly 
impacting our economy, society and built and natural environments[1,2,3]. Today innovation 
and generation of knowledge—mostly in the form of science, technology and arts—are seen 
as a panacea for the adaptation to changes and management of challenges[4,5]. Building 
contemporary urban spaces that concentrate on innovation and knowledge generation to 
support knowledge economy and society formation, thus, has become a priority for many 
nations and cities. Concepts like ‘knowledge city’ and ‘knowledge precinct’ are coined as 
places where citizenship undertakes a deliberate and systematic initiative for founding its 
development on the identification and sustainable balance of its shared value system and 
bases its ability to create wealth on its capacity to generate and leverage its knowledge 
capabilities[6]. In recent years, the term knowledge precinct in its most contemporary 
interpretation evolved into ‘knowledge community precinct (KCP)’, which is a mix-use post-
modern urban setting—e.g., flexible, decontextualized, enclaved, fragmented—including a 
critical mass of knowledge enterprises and advanced networked infrastructures, developed 
with the aim of collecting the benefits of blurring the boundaries of living, shopping, 
recreation and working facilities of knowledge workers and their families—i.e., knowledge 
community[7]. In the literature this type of development—a place containing economic 
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prosperity, environmental sustainability, just socio�spatial order and good governance—is 
referred as a knowledge-based urban development (KBUD)[8]. 
Successful examples of KBUD is generally achieved through strategic asset-based planning, 
which is a strategic planning approach grounded in focusing on the positive endogenous 
attributes and assets in order to become competitive, attract new resources and bring about 
the desired outcomes[9]. Mostly driven by global market forces a KBUD requires a strategic 
asset-based planning approach that includes flexible planning regulations. Hence, in this 
paper, we aim to provide a clear understanding on the planning and development processes 
of the KBUD phenomenon with respect to the construction of KCPs—particularly in the 
Australian context. In order to do so, the paper, first reviews the key literature on KBUD and 
strategic asset-based planning thoroughly. The paper, then, undertakes policy and best 
practice analyses from Australia to shed light on the planning and development processes of 
KCPs and learn from the success stories—i.e., Sydney’s Australian Technology Park, 
Melbourne’s Parkville Knowledge Precinct, Brisbane’s Kelvin Grove Urban Village. Based on 
the learnings from the literature and global best practices, the paper provides a discussion to 
better understand the nature and dynamics of KCPs. 

2. Knowledge-Based Urban Development 

The concept of knowledge economy—grounded by endogenous growth theory[10,11]—
emerged from an increasing recognition of the requirement for the generation, circulation and 
use of knowledge within modern economies, however, in recent years, increasing attention 
has been paid in emerging economies to make the transition to knowledge economy. Thus, 
making the knowledge economy phenomenon a fairly global one[12,13]. In the era of global 
knowledge economy, the world is increasingly becoming integrated, and knowledge is 
becoming the driving force for economic growth, societal development, and improvement of 
the competitiveness of not only industrial system and firms[14], but also urban regions[15].  
Lever[16] demonstrated the correlation between economic growth and the extent of the 
knowledge base in European cities, suggesting urban regions that are centres of growth are 
also centres of knowledge. What this means is, the competitive advantages of urban regions 
are no longer based on their natural resources or cheap labour, but are increasingly viewed 
in terms of their knowledge resources and exploitation of these knowledge assets[17]. How 
well an urban region respond to the challenge of knowledge economy depends on how well 
actors exploit new knowledge in the form of new product or process innovations, making use 
of their intangible assets, such as skills and creativity[14].  
As Asheim[18] puts forward, since the beginning of the century strong evidence has been 
presented substantiating an argument for an urban turnaround that is taking place. 
Traditional focus on urban regions and development mainly concern of ‘business climate’—
launching policy measures intending to attract new business to support the growth of 
industries—has been changing in recent years towards also providing a strong ‘people 
climate’ to attract and retain the talent in urban regions to form knowledge bases—i.e., 
analytical (science-based), synthetic (engineering-based), symbolic (art-based)[18,19]. 
Urban regions are now being viewed as having a specific role to play in creating the 
prosperous knowledge milieus—hence establishing ‘spatial climate’—and in the 
management and humanisation of knowledge and setting the scene for enabling 
conditions—establishing ‘governance climate’[20,21,22]. This broadened perspective, makes 
knowledge-based development underpinning growth trajectories of urban regions[8,23]. 
Knight[20,24] sees knowledge-based development of urban regions—also referred as 
knowledge-based urban development (KBUD)—as the transformation of knowledge 
resources into local development to provide a basis for sustainable development and also a 
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social learning process as a way for citizens to inform and become informed about the nature 
of changes occurring in their city. Kunzmann[25] gives KBUD a more operational perspective 
as a key planning approach that provides an important collaborative development framework 
for all parties—i.e., public, private, academic, community—in the development of future 
strategic and knowledge-intensive urban and regional policies for attracting and retaining 
knowledge workers and knowledge-intensive industries and also for the nurturing of 
knowledge cities—and their nucleus of KCPs. 
Perry[26] points out to the differing perspectives of KBUD as she identifies the three 
dimensions to KBUD as process, product and acquisition, where in each case the relative 
importance of knowledge and space alters. In process-driven KBUD, knowledge is central 
and subject to change as a result of external pressures; whilst in acquisition-driven KBUD, 
knowledge itself is only a small part of KBUD processes, embedded in a wider set of 
economic, social, and cultural processes, and; in product-driven KBUD, much like the 
process-driven KBUD, urban is only implied and peripheral and place is central to the 
concept of the knowledge city. However, only a combination of all three dimensions into a 
more holistic KBUD vision can deliver desired outcomes. 
Van Wezemael[27] emphasises on the heterogeneous context of KBUD due to its 
multidisciplinary and multi-faceted nature—which is a complex and fuzzy concept—limiting 
its globally widespread inception. He suggests KBUD to reach beyond a neoliberal agenda of 
economic progress, and be viewed as a multiplicity and offer a rich potential to seek for 
alternative urban becomings. Further dwelling on the idea of alternative urban becomings 
and combination of KBUD perspectives, Maldonado and Romein[28] argue that a sustainable 
KBUD only rests on a proper balance between: (i) economic quality, which depends on a 
good business climate to produce prosperity; (ii) socio-spatial quality, which is based on a 
good people climate for all people, and; (iii) organizational quality, which depends on 
coherence and consensus in the urban region, as well as a good interaction between main 
stakeholders to deliver concrete projects and initiatives. 
In line with Maldonado and Romein’s[28] argument, Yigitcanlar[5] defines the KBUD: as the 
new development paradigm of the knowledge economy era that aims to bring economic 
prosperity, socio-spatial order, environmental sustainability, and good governance to cities; 
and produce a city purposefully designed to encourage the generation, circulation and use of 
knowledge in an economically secure, socially just, environmentally sustained and well-
governed human setting—i.e., knowledge city (and its nucleus of KCPs). Correspondingly, 
KBUD is concerned of economic, societal and spatial (both built and natural environmental) 
development along with institutional development as an enabler of the former three. 
KBUD’s economic development perspective aims to place endogenous knowledge assets in 
the heart of economic activities as it sees knowledge as a locally embedded strategic and 
vital resource rather than exogenous, imported and supplementary[16,29], and build a 
knowledge economy within an urban region producing prosperity achieved through strong 
‘macro-economic’ and ‘knowledge economy foundations’. KBUD’s socio-cultural 
development perspective aims to increase skills and knowledge of residents as a mean for 
individual and communal development and societal high-level of achievements [1,30], and 
build a knowledge society within an urban region producing social equity achieved through 
strong ‘human and social capitals’, and ‘diversity and independency’. KBUD’s environmental 
and urban (enviro-urban) development perspective aims to promote conservation, 
development and integration of both natural and built environments, work towards building a 
strong spatial network relationship between urban development and knowledge clusters 
while driving an urban and environmental development that is ecologically friendly, high 
quality, unique and sustainable[24,31], and build a knowledge milieu producing sustainability 
in an urban region achieved through ‘sustainable urban development’ and ‘quality of life and 
place’. KBUD’s institutional development perspective aims to democratise and humanises 
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knowledge, institutionalises interdisciplinary collective learning processes and knowledge-
based organisations, play a critical role in the orchestration of the development by bringing 
together actors, stakeholders and sources to prepare a civic vision, plan strategically, 
organise and facilitate necessary knowledge-intensive bases and activities[20,32], and build 
a knowledge governance producing enablers for KBUD in an urban region achieved through 
strong ‘governance and planning’ and ‘leadership and support’. These four development 
perspectives form the KBUD pillars—economy, society, environment, governance. 
Implementation of KBUD requires a planning approach that is strategic and asset-based. In 
this context, asset-based planning is put forward in parallel to the communicative rationality 
and strategic planning approach. In this type of planning, instead of pursuing a traditional 
need-based planning approach, it purports communities to be planned by considering their 
endogenous assets and emphasising the strong and positive aspects of their developable 
assets[33]. One of the most important components of this planning is the community 
involvement in identification, management and utilisation of the assets. Traditionally, asset-
based planning approach has been widely used, particularly, in urban regeneration and 
poverty alleviation projects. In the global knowledge economy era, this asset-based approach 
has been also utilised in the strategic planning domain, thus making, ‘strategic asset-based 
planning’ a planning approach that places its focus on urban assets as the key value to be 
driven to sustain competitive advantage and prosperity[34]. This planning approach is now 
heavily employed in KBUD projects—including planning of KCPs.  
In line with the strategic asset-based planning endeavours, fundamental urban assets are 
categorised as below. This capital system and asset categorisation provides some useful 
insights on the effective asset management planning process and helps to delineate best 
strategies to endow these assets for the community and the city. In fact, not being much 
different from the traditional strategic spatial planning approach, it specifically highlights the 
main constituents of economic, social, cultural, environmental and institutional resources 
available—in line with KBUD framework—and helps to designate the key stakeholders. Thus, 
the asset categories—of symbolic, social, human, heritage and cultural, natural, 
environmental and infrastructural, financial, knowledge, and relational that are derived from 
[34,35,36]—are used in the next section to investigate Australian KCP initiatives. 

3. Australian Practice 

3.1 Australian Technology Park, Sydney 

Being the largest city in Australia, Sydney—internationally recognised as a Global City—is 
one of the main actors in the global economy. While, the city is dominated by finance and 
insurance, business and property services, there are a number of sub-centres specialised in 
creative industries, health and biotechnology fields. Particularly higher quality of academic 
and research facilities around these sub-centres have facilitated the emergence of business 
hubs as a consequence of the KBUD movement. Australian Technology Park (ATP) has 
been one of the successful examples of KCP creation in terms of planning, funding, 
implementation and operation as a triple helix approach. First ATP master plan was prepared 
in 1994 and ATP officially opened in 1996. The precinct has developed gradually according 
to the corporate plan of ATP and in 2005 a new master plan was prepared. The construction 
works had been continued until 2010 and now it is nearly completed and fully functional. The 
precinct covers 14 ha area. There are over 100 of ICTs and biomedicine organisations on the 
site employing over 2,000 people[37]. Due to close proximity to Central Spine of Sydney and 
Redfern neighbourhood, the precinct also has a wide range of business, entertainment, 
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culture and recreation services. Surrounding and nearby dwellings provide various residential 
options to ATP’s knowledge workers and their families. 
Asset identification and valuation: Symbolic assets: Being the largest city in Australia, 
Sydney—internationally recognised as a Global City—is one of the actors in the global 
knowledge economy. ATP is located on the southern part of the Central Spine of Sydney and 
is marked as catalyst for excellence in research and technology development. This KCP is 
particularly well known in the South East Asia region and has good connection with Asia-
Pacific markets[31]. 
Social assets: ATP has already had a civic characteristic due to renovated heritage buildings 
and as being close to the busy Redfern train station. There are plans to develop cultural and 
exhibition facilities in and around the precinct to attract local and research communities and 
further develop the precinct as a more vibrant hub. 
Human assets: Due to the world-class education and research institution of Sydney, there is 
no significant shortage of qualified workforce in the R&D sector and the city itself also has a 
tick service sector[38]. Sydney attracts knowledge workers from all over the world particularly 
Central and South East Asia regions. 
Heritage and cultural assets: The precinct was developed on an old manufacturing site—i.e., 
locomotive workshops and goods stores—and shown as one of the most significant areas for 
renewal in the Sydney City Strategic Plan[39]. There are other important heritage sites 
around this area, which are being planned for conservation and incorporation with the 
precinct. ATP has a cosmopolitan urban environment due to significant culture mixture of the 
inhabitants—particularly areas around the CBD—where community tolerance is quite high. 
This is one of the reasons for an elevated migration movement. 
Natural, environmental and infrastructural assets: Sydney is located close to a number of 
environmentally significant areas, which has been protected by the state and local 
governments, and has a good infrastructure to support urban services and growing demands 
of the population. The precinct takes place next to Redfern train station and has a very good 
public transport and pedestrian network.  
Financial assets: Federal and state governments fund the R&D endeavours. The incubator 
facilities are designed for spin off SME technology firms as direct support. Sydney has 
adopted an economy strategy to develop ICT and biomedical sectors by involvement of the 
stakeholders. This enables firms to access governmental and private funds from various 
institutions, which ATP firms also benefit. 
Knowledge assets: University of Sydney and University of Technology Sydney support a 
number of SMEs on ICTs and biomedicine in the area[39]. However, the marketing strategy 
for ATP as a prime business real estate limits attracting and growth potential of innovative 
firms due to higher location costs. 
Relational assets: ATP has been developed as a mutual initiative of the private sector, 
government and universities; the current management—i.e., The Redfern–Waterloo 
Authority, semi-governmental firm—of the precinct has been following proactive approach to 
further development of the area emphasising the sustainability concept. Particularly, making 
the precinct sustainable is the virtue governed by the collaboration of the state government, 
precinct management and the tenants. 
Asset management plan, implementation and performance monitoring: In the regional 
strategy plan, ATP is listed as a knowledge asset and shown as one of the magnet 
infrastructures considering its proximity to the major transport route and knowledge cluster—
R&D facilities and universities—, support to an existing centre, and ability to reduce 
environmental impact. The main planning theme for this sub-region is to connect ATP 
precinct to Green Square development site. In the same plan, the Redfern-Waterloo 
Authority has been authorised for preservation and revitalisation of heritage buildings, 
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implementing residential (including affordable housing) and business development, 
improvement of public transport network (Redfern station and airport connection), provision 
of safe and functional civic spaces, and implementing ecologically sustainable development 
through urban renewal[39]. This approach is also adopted for the other sub-regional 
authorities to support innovation and strengthen the industry clusters. Additionally, the 
master plan of ATP was amended in 2005, and ATP management published the targets for 
sustainable practices in the precinct in energy conservation, reducing waste production and 
water consumption[37]. Relocation of one of the national broadcasting companies is 
expected to foster the media industry presence in/around the area. The regional plan details 
urban form and function related issues in and around the precincts without specifying any 
performance criteria. On the other hand, ATP management provides targets for sustainability 
related information for benchmarking purposes. 

3.2 Parkville Knowledge Precinct, Melbourne 

Considering the metropolitan characteristics of Melbourne, a number of specialised activity 
centres have proliferated particularly around world-class education and research institutions. 
Parkville knowledge (medical and bioscience) community precinct is an outcome of this trend 
and of the organic synergy between health research facilities around University of 
Melbourne. Even though investment and development of the precinct has been ad hoc basis, 
it has been purported that coordination and integration between other research institutions 
and industry can bring more effective results for the Parkville KCP. Among other initiatives 
from Melbourne, Parkville comes forward with its organic development as a specialised 
knowledge sector and the global reputation in cancer research. It is expected that the 
developments advised in 2005 Parkville Precinct Strategy Plan will be completed by 
2016.The precinct covers around 550 ha area. In 2006, there were approximately 1,800 
people living in the Parkville precinct and over 23,000 people were involved in health (14,362 
ppl.) and education (5,113 ppl.) activities in the precinct[40]. 
Asset identification and valuation: Symbolic assets: Melbourne is the second largest 
Australian city, famous for arts, culture, sports and entertainment scenes. Parkville is located 
on the Northern section of Melbourne CBD and has a strong biomedical sector recognised 
globally. Similar to Sydney, it has good connections with the Asia-Pacific markets. 
Social assets: Parkville KCP has followed a relatively more organic development path to 
become a learning, healthcare and biomedical hub in the region. The precinct highly benefits 
from the social and cultural activities of the adjoining University of Melbourne.  
Human assets: Melbourne has globally recognised education and research institutions and 
attracts a large number of international tertiary education students[40]. The opportunity of 
international university graduates—who completed their minimum two-year studies in 
Australia—migrating as skill-workers makes accessing to qualified labour force easier. The 
city itself has a mature service sector. Likewise Sydney, Melbourne—internationally 
recognised as a Knowledge City—attracts knowledge workers from all over the world 
particularly from Central and South East Asia regions[21]. 
Heritage and cultural assets: The University of Melbourne campus is a heritage site and the 
precinct also has other heritage sites in the close proximity[40]. The precinct and its 
surrounding area inhabit many people with various cultural backgrounds and community 
tolerance is quite high. Melbourne is one of the most culturally vibrant cities in Australia—in a 
big competition with Sydney—, where integration of immigrants to the community is highly 
successful. 
Natural, environmental and infrastructural assets: The University of Melbourne campus and 
surrounding urban fabric have provided a unique urban characteristic to the precinct, which 
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enhances the residential amenity as well. Due to its proximity to the city and higher densities 
around the precinct have also supported a mixed-use development organically[40]. The 
precinct has well-connected public transport, pedestrian and cycling networks allowing good 
accessibility to the area[41]. 
Financial assets: State government promotes the area by providing incentives to the new 
firms and also maintaining the existing healthcare facilities. The University of Melbourne 
provides research facility and researcher supply to the businesses, and bridges graduates 
and firms, which benefits the companies located at the precinct[41]. 
Knowledge assets: The University of Melbourne, Bio21 Institute, the Royal Melbourne 
Hospital and Royal Children’s Hospital, relocated the Royal Women’s Hospital are prominent 
institutions that have elevated the growth potential of the precinct[41]. There are a number of 
SMEs located in the precinct having significant number of biomedical patents and producing 
medicines. 
Relational assets: With support from the state government, City of Melbourne and the 
University of Melbourne, Parkville has become one of the successful examples of triple-helix 
collaboration. Particularly the University of Melbourne and regional hospitals in the area has 
facilitated a synergy between the university, healthcare facilities and the firms that invest in 
biosciences R&D[41].  
Asset management plan, implementation and performance monitoring: The strategy 
document of the city[40] outlines the needs of becoming a world-class knowledge city, role of 
universities in creating synergies in urban context, and effective ways of collaboration to 
cultivate city-based learning. In addition to this, Victorian Government prepared a strategic 
plan for Parkville precinct giving details of policy options and implementation strategies. Plan 
explains the role of the precinct as the major cluster of medical and biotechnology research, 
education and healthcare. It clearly states, collaboration to drive innovation within the 
Precinct is vital to its ongoing status as a world-class biomedical precinct, and its contribution 
to high levels of health, social and economic benefits for the State[41]. The precinct’s 
connection to CBD, key infrastructure and research facilities has been shown as the 
prominent competitive advantage in cancer research and these also facilitate a 
biotechnology precinct in close proximity. In terms of implementation, the growth 
requirements of the existing research facilities and start-up firms are planned to be met either 
through rezoning irrelevant uses in the precinct—even though it is hardly possible when 
highly developed status of the precinct is considered—or encouraging urban development of 
mixed-use areas in close vicinity[41]. City of Melbourne employs several benchmarking 
tools—including RMIT Global University Cities Index and MACKi’s the Most Admired 
Knowledge City Awards—to evaluate the performance of the city and its KCPs[40].  

3.3 Kelvin Grove Urban Village, Brisbane 

Kelvin Grove Urban Village (KGUV) is a proof of commitment of the Queensland 
Government and Brisbane City Council to ‘Smart State’ initiative and considered as an 
alternative solution to sprawling urban form. This is a joint initiative of the Queensland 
Government and the Queensland University of Technology (QUT). This has also been the 
foundation of the QUT’s Kelvin Grove Campus This multi-award winning project was planned 
in 2001 and construction started in 2002. The precinct covers about 16 ha area and is only 5 
km distance to Brisbane CBD. Until now more than $1 billion was spent for this mixed-tenure, 
medium density, inner city planned knowledge community. As of 2008, KGUV inhabits 
around 4,000 people from all age groups (being mostly young professionals) in 
approximately 2,000 individual dwelling units.  
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Asset identification and valuation: Symbolic assets: KGUV is located at the inner city of 
Brisbane with close proximity to the CBD, which is the third largest city in Australia. Even 
though Brisbane is not as globally famous as Sydney and Melbourne, the city has been 
recognised as one of the emerging global cities considering the growth in population and 
economy. The two brands of the state—i.e., Smart State, Sunshine State—reflect the 
symbolic strengths of the city, which are investing on knowledge and the perfect weather. 
Social assets: Cultural and performing arts activities attract local inhabitants and tourists to 
the precinct. There is a mixture of people from different age groups and cultural backgrounds 
in the precinct considering the international student and researcher flow and local 
inhabitants. 
Human assets: Brisbane has a growing skilled workforce considering the contemporary 
immigration trend. QUT is the only education and research institution facilitating R&D 
activities and business development in the precinct. However, the other two large universities 
of the city are within 10 km distance. 
Heritage and cultural assets: Albeit limited in numbers, the heritage remainings of indigenous 
people and former military barracks have been preserved in the precinct area. Brisbane has 
been one of the focal points of international students and immigrants in Australia; therefore, 
there is an increasing openness and tolerance between the existing inhabitants and 
newcomers. 
Natural, environmental and infrastructural assets: Compact urban development concept—
i.e., urban village—is adopted as design principles, which has been recognised with a 
national design excellence award. KGUV is a master planned community and reflects 
characteristics of both traditional Queenslander style urban fabric and modern research 
facilities with surrounding amenities. The precinct has a convenient public transport and non-
motorised transport network, however, its connection to the CBD has been considered as 
rather weak[7].  
Financial assets: State government played an important role in initial investment of the 
precinct and then the management has been handed to a QUT-based firm. There are no 
direct incentives to the firms at the moment, but state government has been investing in hard 
and soft infrastructures, and also in branding of the precinct. 
Knowledge assets: Creative industries and health are the main sectors that are aimed to be 
located in the precinct. While the former is developing consistently, the latter requires more 
time, support and effort to grow. No apparent success stories recorded from the precinct yet. 
However, on paper quality accommodation, recreation, urban design, research facilities and 
infrastructures make it an ideal KCP model. 
Relational assets: KGUV is a joint initiative of Queensland Government and QUT, with 
support and involvement of the Brisbane City Council. At the moment, QUT is responsible for 
development and marketing of the precinct. 
Asset management plan, implementation and performance monitoring: In the regional plan, 
adaptation to knowledge economies are covered in support for business centres and 
employment policy sections, which clearly advocates creation of key KCPs considering the 
urban sustainability principles and creating highly skilled jobs and employment diversification 
opportunities[42]. KGUV project is a good example of ‘Smart State’ of the Queensland 
Government and is regarded as a social experiment in Australian urban design due to 
ambitious implementation of the new urbanism principles[43]. Quality of the urban space—
i.e., medium density, mixed-use development, accessibility to the services by non-automobile 
means and attractive civic environments—is detailed in the master plan. Housing diversity 
and provision is another topic highlighted as a wide range of demographics has been 
included in the accommodation options including student accommodation, disability support 
options, aged accommodation, and people living in government assisted housing via the 
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Brisbane Housing Company[43]. QUT has provided education and research infrastructure for 
the creative industries and health, and is responsible for the development and marketing of 
the KGUV precinct. The health research is local and provides clinic level services. 
Queensland applies performance based planning on all levels of planning and 
implementation practices, and measure the success by desired regional and environmental 
outcomes, which set out a generic achievement statement at the regional scale or a 
performance indicator at the local scale. While the regional outcomes are very similar to the 
concerns mentioned in the Smart State initiative, environmental outcomes are related to the 
building structures and impact assessment of the construction. 

4. Discussion 

KCP cases that we explored in this paper to better understand the planning and development 
characteristics and processes provide us rather interesting findings.  
First of all, even though each case to a certain degree has unique characteristics, there are a 
lot of similarities observed. For example, all cases include a government-led initiation 
process. Developing a ‘good business climate’ is seen as the primary driver of such 
development. In most of them a triple-helix model partnership is occurred. Central urban 
areas are chosen as physical locations for the precincts—proving the claims of the literature 
of knowledge generation is generally being an urban phenomenon. Even if all precincts are 
aiming to facilitate endogenous assets for knowledge generation and community 
development, in almost all cases, policies for attracting exogenous talent and investment 
exist. In most of these developments a great value to the innovation and knowledge 
generators—i.e., knowledge workers—are given. Besides, in some of them forming 
knowledge communities even comes before generating knowledge—i.e., KGUV—further 
highlighting the importance of ‘good people climate’. In global and Australian cases a special 
attention is given to the natural and built environments to attract and retain talent from the 
city/region or abroad—investing on a ‘good spatial climate’. Management of KBUD and also 
knowledge-based activities of the precincts are practiced fairly well all across the case 
studies—establishing a ‘good governance climate’.  
Secondly, in addition to commonalities among the case studies, each precinct has its own 
unique qualities. In the case of KGUV a top-down model, despite the bottom-up planning 
tradition, is followed. ATP was a regeneration project of an inner city Sydney railway hub and 
government played a central role for the orchestration of the development. Melbourne’s 
Parkville is the only organic development case in contrast to the other two cases. An 
extension of University of Melbourne Parkville now merged with the inner Melbourne 
providing a true KCP.  
Thirdly, in the Australian cases, when compared with other European and Asian examples, 
first thing we notice is the effects of the tyranny of distance, which made international 
connections. Albeit, the beauty of knowledge economy comes with the advanced ICT that 
gaps most of the problems caused by the distance, limited proximity and face-to-face 
knowledge exchange mostly restricts the impact area of the Australian knowledge industry 
and businesses to the Asia-Pacific region. Another challenge Australian cities and hence 
KCPs are facing is the standing of the country in the knowledge economy rankings, and even 
worst having a development paradigm shift away from knowledge economy prioritisation—
i.e., considerations on the abolishment of Smart State strategy of Queensland and further 
investing on the traditional sectors of Australia such as mining, agriculture, tourism, 
construction. In the case of ATP, the planning and development process was top-down, 
nonetheless, a semi-government firm managing this process. The development was 
originally planned as a knowledge precinct and not including any residential and 
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recreational/cultural facilities, and now moving towards to be converted into a KCP, these 
facilities are tried to be located either on site or nearby. Focusing on the physical precinct 
boundary, the precinct is a relatively small scale one, however, when the blurring boundaries 
with the surrounding Sydney’s rich urban amenities considered, the precinct can be 
considered quite well integrated with the city centre. Parkville knowledge precinct is contrary 
to other examples is a bottom-up and organic development, and a natural growth of the 
University of Melbourne’s industry collaboration around the campus. Having plans to further 
expand and become a globally acknowledged KCP, the development is now seeking a more 
comprehensive approach to coordinate/integrate KBUD endeavours. KGUV is a unique case 
aimed to develop a true knowledge community with a top-down approach. Started very 
ambitious project, however, later on due to potential political complications/rivalry strong 
support behind the development is pulled off, leaving the university to manage and promote 
the development pretty much by itself. Even there was no creative industry in the region, 
QUT initiated the research education in the sector at the precinct, which is to surprise 
becoming one of the strongest in Australia. Urban form related strategies of the precinct are 
prominent and the design quality of the precinct is widely recognised. 
Lastly, the limitations of this study and the analysis are apparent, and hence, require 
planning to undertake a more in-depth prospective study. Thus, although the findings of this 
research revealed useful insights for Australian KCP development, the study results should 
be taken into account by considering the limitations—i.e., case selection, data 
collection/availability, and potential bias of qualitative analysis. 

5. Conclusion 

In this paper, we explored the literature and current successful practices to shed light on the 
planning and development processes of the KBUD phenomenon with respect to the 
construction of KCPs. Firstly, the literature has underlined the usefulness of strategic asset-
based planning approach for the knowledge-based development of such precincts and 
provided an analysis framework to qualitatively investigate globally successful Australian 
practices. Secondly, in general, the have revealed that despite to their branding and 
characteristic differences, KCPs do provide space for knowledge generation and place for 
knowledge communities—thus establish contemporary urban spaces for knowledge and 
innovation. More specifically, such precincts are initiated with the lead of public sector, but 
received support from either industry or academy or both down the track—i.e., triple-helix 
model. The investigated KCPs cases from Australia are exemplar initiatives with their salient 
characteristics showing varying degrees of uniqueness. All cases highlight the importance of 
central urban locations as home for such precincts in order to benefit from the rich socio-
cultural amenities of the city they are placed in. All cases not only demonstrate the 
importance of economic, social and spatial measures for a KBUD success, but also 
underscore the role of governance. Lastly, Australian cases, still with room for further 
development, have the potential to set standards for other cities seeking similar 
achievements in establishing contemporary urban environments.  
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The article focuses on the analysis and the definition of the subject-matter and the 
role of the Small and Medium Sized Enterprises (SME) in the context of its influence 
on the regional development. SMEs represent one of the “driving engines” and 
determinants of the economy. Their achievement is directly proportional to the 
regional success where they are located.      
The article consists of 3 case studies that analyze SMEs in connection with regional 
development and its maintenance in the Slovak republic, the Republic of Serbia and 
the Republic of Tajikistan. In the conclusion and discussion we applied the 
comparative method.  
The objective of regional corporations and States should be the maintenance of SMEs 
and this has many reasons. SMEs encourage and increase the attractiveness of 
a region; they contribute to the growth of competitiveness of a region and lower the 
regional unemployment. Another strength of SME is their attachment to a region (e.g. 
in the sector of tourism or specialized enterprises). According to numerous statistics 
the SME represent the agent of stability in the region. This report is an analysis 
performed in various States that have different perception of the role of SME, as well 
as tools used for their maintenance.  
The case studies include recommendations that can be applied in individual States 
and the results will be used in lectures as their provide characteristics and 
comparison of tools of maintenance for the development of regions via SME in three 
different States.   

Keywords 
Regional development, Small and Medium Sized Enterprises (SMEs), support of 
development  
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1. Introduction 

The regional development is influenced by many factors that act differently depending on the 
region. To ensure the effective and harmonized regional development, the systematic 
approach is needed. Every region is unique and differs from the other by the level of 
economic development, living standards of its inhabitants, unemployment rate and by 
employment possibilities. The differences between regions could be eliminated by increasing 
the investments in the regions, decreasing the differences in the living standards, building up 
the infrastructure or by the strengthening the economical and social cohesion. Small and 
Medium Sized Enterprises are one of the factors influencing the regional development. Their 
role in the development of the advanced market economy is irreplaceable. 

2. The Slovak Republic 

The Slovak republic represents the country which is characterized by its diversity, but mainly 
by the disparities between the regions. The statuses of the regions, the business 
environment as well as the possibilities for the regional development are influenced by the 
historical evolution and by the administrative system of the country. The business 
environment is formed by the legislative intervention originating from the economical 
development and its structure. Demographical factors have also certain influence in the 
matter.  

2.1 The Business environment and the structure of the economy 

The independent Slovak republic came into existence on the 1st January 1993 as the 
sovereign democratic state with the parliamentary form of the governance. With the expanse 
of 49035 m2 and with 5 404 322 inhabitants (reported on the 31.12.2011), 48.6% of which 
are men and 51.4% women, Slovak republic constitutes one of the smaller European states. 
In regard to its advantageous position (geographically in the middle of the Europe), the 
Slovak republic is described as the bridge of the European Union (EU) to the east. The 
Slovak republic represents the important transit point for the market of non-European Union 
countries.  
The economy of the Slovak republic is integrated within the frame of the global world 
economy. The Slovak republic is the member of GATT/WTO and from 2001 also OECD. In 
2004 The Slovak republic became the member of the NATO. Since 1st May 2004 the Slovak 
republic is the Member-State of the EU, therefore it takes part in the Single European 
Economic Area. The integration efforts of the Slovak republic within the area of the European 
Economic and Monetary Union were concluded on the 1st January 2009 when the currency 
of the Slovak republic was changed into the uniform European currency – the Euro. 
The conditions for business activities are strongly influenced by the economy, however from 
the macroeconomic point of view it can be stated that the Slovak republic belongs among the 
countries which are interesting for investments possibilities. On one hand, the investors could 
be afraid of the impact and the outcome of the ongoing debt crisis in the Eurozone. On the 
other hand, the perspective macroeconomic development of the Slovak republic would have 
the positive impact on the investors, based on the data of the Statistical Office of the Slovak 
republic and the Ministry of Finance of the Slovak republic.  
In 2011, the economy of the Slovak republic achieved the accretion of 3.3% of the Gross 
domestic product (GDP), even though the inter-annual decrease of 0.9 percentage point was 
recorded in comparison with 2010. The GDP (in common prices) was 69 058.2 millions 
Euros (94.552 billion USD) which was also linked to the accretion of the gross output to 
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5.1%. The Slovak economy is strongly oriented to the export and it could be stated that the 
Slovak economy is one of the most open economies among the EU countries. The share of 
the foreign trade turnover on the GDP was rated at 175.6%. The biggest share on the GDP 
(in common prices) was produced by the industry (29.5%) and the smallest one by the 
financial and insurance activities (3.1%), the agriculture, forestry and fishery (2.9%) and the 
art, entertainment, recreation and other activities (2.8%). In 2011, the inflation rate was 3.9%. 
The unemployment rate recorded by the Statistic Office of the Slovak republic was 13.5% 
that represented about 367 900 unemployed persons. In the Slovak economy, the average 
monthly salary was 786 Euros with the nominal inter-annual accretion of 2.2%. The real 
salary decreased by 1.6%.  
From the point of view of the analysis of the Slovak entrepreneurial environment, it is 
important to note the ranking of the World Bank “Doing Business”. Within the ranking of 
“Doing Business 2013”, the Slovak republic took 46th place out of the 185. GNI per capita 
was recorded in an amount of 16070 Dollars. [4] In the Slovak republic (until 31.12.2011), the 
entrepreneurial environment was created by 556 206 business subjects, from which 153 181 
were the enterprises (legal persons) and 402 325 were natural persons – entrepreneurs.  
Among the strengths of the Slovak republic belong advantageous geographical position, 
positive macroeconomic results, relative political stability, the labor power (superior and 
sufficient, low costs in relation to the high labor productivity), improvement on the 
infrastructure, EU Membership (the Euro currency, EU legislation and rules directed to state 
aid to SME, support in business, support and improvement of the approach of the SME to 
finances, regional development, decreasing the regional disparities, the wide possibilities in 
support utilization). 
The regional development is executed mainly by the common European policy called The 
Cohesion Policy. This Policy is based on the seven-year-planning-system and is governed by 
adopted objectives. The administrative structure of the Slovak republic is regulated by the 
law. The Slovak republic comprises of 8 Departments (or Districts) which are then divided 
into 79 counties. There is a specific division of regions for the purposes of the Cohesion 
policy realization, in other words for the support of the regional development via structural 
instruments of the EU. Through the Regulation (EC) No 1059/2003 of the European 
Parliament and the Council of the 26 May 2003 on the establishment of the common 
classification of territorial units for statistics (NUTS), was adopted the basic structure of 
NUTS. This structure was based on the three-level division of the regions. The analysis of 
the Slovak regions shows the notable disparities [3]: 
� The income of inhabitants, the average nominal salary – in 2011, the income of 

inhabitants in particular departments differs notably. In the Bratislava Department, the 
income is 1001 Euros (1301.3 USD); in Prešov Department is 608 Euros (790.4 USD). 
In comparison to 2010, the income increased in all departments. 

� The unemployment rank – in 2011, the unemployment rank in the Bratislava department 
was about 5.8%. The highest unemployment rank was noted in the Košice department, 
19.6%. In comparison to 2010, the unemployment rank decreased in all departments, 
except in Košice Department where the unemployment increased from 18.3% to 19.6%. 

2.2 The Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs) 

The definition of the SME in the Slovak republic is similar to their definition in the other EU 
countries. The micro-enterprise is the entrepreneurial unit in which less than 10 employees 
are employed and the revenue of which is less than 2 million Euros (2.6 million USD). The 
Medium enterprise is the entrepreneurial unit in which less than 50 employees are employed 
and the revenue of which is less than 10 million Euros (13 million USD). The medium size 
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enterprise is the entrepreneurial unit which is characterized by the fact that this unit has 
between 50 to 249 employees and its revenue is less than 50 million Euros (65 million USD).  
In the EU, the SME represent more than 98% European enterprises and ensures more than 
67% of the jobs. The SME represents the important element of the EU economy, the 
important “driving engine” of the European economical growth and the opportunity to create 
maintainable jobs. About 85% of all new jobs in the EU (from 2002 to 2010) were created by 
the SME. In the EU, 32.5 million of people act as self-employed persons. 

Table 1 SME business activity indicators in 2011 [1] 

 No. f enterprises Employment Value Added 
   Slovakia           EÚ-27     Slovakia           EÚ-27    Slovakia           EÚ-27 
Value % % value % % bln.Eur % % 

Micro 49440 78,4% 92,2% 129841 13,4% 29,6% 2 10,7% 21,2% 
Small 10831 17,2% 6,5% 208196 21,5% 20,6% 4 19,2% 18,5% 
Medium 2296 3,6% 1,1% 224945 23,3% 17,2% 5 22,3% 18,4% 
SMEs 62567 99,2% 99,8% 562982 58,3% 67,4% 12 52,2% 58,1% 
Large 494 0,8% 0,2% 403141 41,7% 32,6% 11 47,8% 41,9% 
Total 63061 100% 100% 966123 100% 100% 23 100% 100% 

These numbers are the estimations for 2011 based on the numerical data from the Structural 
Business Statistics Database (Eurostat) for 2005 – 2009 period. These estimations were recorded by 
the Cambridge Econometrics society. The data concern “entrepreneurial economic” that consist of the 
industry, building industry, finances and services (NACE Rev. 2 section B to J, L, M, and N). The data 
do not concern the enterprises acting in the area of agriculture, forestry, and fishery or non-market 
services such as education or health care. The positive fact about using the Eurostat data is that the 
statistics from different countries were synchronized and thus they are comparable. The negative point 
is that the data issued by the national offices can differ from those issued by the Eurostat. 
For the small and medium enterprises is typical their high number, however that is at the 
expense of the very small enterprises (micro-enterprises); especially the group of the 
medium enterprises reports above-average contribution to the employment (23.3% in 
comparison to 17.2% within the EU) and to the added value (22.3% in comparison to 18.3%). 
[1] However, all in all, the SME sector contributes to the added value and to the employment 
less than the European average. It could be the consequence of the industrial structure of 
the Slovak economy. 
The small and the medium enterprises employ about 70% of the Slovak employable 
inhabitants, but their participation on the GDP is only 30%. One of the reasons for this low 
level of participation is the low percentage of their internationalization. The problems 
concerning the internationalization of the Slovak enterprises are e.g. lack of financial 
background, unfamiliarity with the potential offered by the countries (mainly the developing 
countries), and misgivings of expanding. [3] The small and medium enterprises represent the 
inseparable part of the regional policy and regional development planning. Their main 
objective is, via available instruments and finances, to ensure the sustainable development 
and regional growth and to eliminate the regional disparities. The adequately chosen 
business strategy is important for strengthening the development of the small and middle 
sized companies. 
The companies are functioning in the highly competitive environment. It is improbable that 
the free trade or the market mechanism could have any influence on balancing out the 
regional disparities which means that the poor regions could have been even poorer. For this 
reason, the planning and programming of the regional development seems important also in 
relation to the support for the small and middle enterprises. The regional support on 
enterprises should be oriented towards the development and improvement of the economical 
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structure and creation, stabilization of endangered jobs in regions by using the State or other 
structural aid. The Slovak republic as the EU Member State is involved in many SME support 
programs but also in the regional development program. 

3. The Republic of Serbia 

After the breakdown of the big Yugoslavia in 1992 and after the subsequent social riots that 
lead to the war in Croatia, Bosnia and Herzegovina, the West Balkans States entered the 
economical and social crisis. In 1993, previous Federal Republic of Yugoslavia (nowadays 
Serbia and Montenegro) suffered the greatest hyperinflation in the world history, more than 
300% on the daily basis. The biggest paper money was 500 billion Dinars. In that period, the 
average monthly salary was not more than 10 German Marks. 
On 14 December 1995 the Contract of Deyton ended the war and subsequently the process 
of stabilization of the Serbian economy begun. The peace was violated again because of the 
riots in Kosovo. On 24 March 1999 the NATO commenced the bombarding of Serbia which 
continued until 11 June 1999. Serbia found itself in a very complicated situation. The 
infrastructure was destroyed and the budget was totally spent. In 2000, the governance of 
Slobodan Miloševi� was thrown down and the democratic opposition started new reforms in 
the financial and social sectors.  

3.1 The entrepreneurial environment and economical structure of the economy 

If the financial and economic crisis had not taken place, the economy of the Republic of 
Serbia would have developed positively since 2000. This statement is demonstrated by many 
macroeconomic parameters: in that period, the average growth of GDP was 3.26%; the GDP 
per capita increased 4.27 times (in 2001 the GDP per capita was 1531 USD and in 2012 
6539 USD per inhabitant). In 2001, the GDP increased from 11.4 billion USD to 48.5 billion 
USD (in 2012). [5]  
From the point of view of the analysis of the Serbian entrepreneurial environment, it is 
important to note the ranking of the World Bank “Doing Business”. Within the ranking of 
“Doing Business 2013” the Republic of Serbia took 86th place out of 185. GNI per capita was 
recorded in the amount of 5.680 USD. The Republic of Serbia is ranked among 10 
economics that have adopted the biggest number of reforms. The study executed in 2011 
ranked the Republic of Serbia on the 95th place. [4] 
But the problem of the Serbian economy is the high level of unemployment. In 2012, the 
unemployment was at record-breaking 25%, and the notable decrease of this number is not 
expected in the near future. The Republic of Serbia is constantly trying to fight against these 
economic problems, but so far, its effort and methods did not prove to be effective. 
The Republic of Serbia has very good presuppositions for the future. The benefits of the 
country are the good geographical position and advantageous environment for investments. 
Despite its proximity to the EU, the average net salary is less than 400 Euros/month (520 
USD/month) which is one of the most important reasons for the influx of the foreign 
investments. In addition, the Republic of Serbia has the Agreement on the free trade with 
Russia. According to this Agreement, it is possible to export great variety of goods to Russia, 
but not all of them. Serbia is the only country that has this type of agreement with Russia. 
Thanks to the good relations with Russia, Serbia has another advantage in form of another 
pipeline from Russia to the EU would lead across Serbia. The pipeline´s name is “South 
stream” and its northern part would pass through Serbia. 
Serbia can be divided into four units: Beograd, Vojvodina (the autonomous region), the 
Southeast Serbia and the West Serbia. During the former Yugoslavia, Vojvodina (the 
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northern part of Serbia) had the autonomy which was derogated by the regime of Slobodan 
Miloševi�. After the renovation, Vojvodina uses the status of the autonomous region of 
Serbia. It has its own Government and Parliament, but it does not possess the ultimate 
sovereignty.   
Within the regional development, the most important place is dedicated to the counties 
(regions that have more than 10,000 inhabitants). After the government of Serbia, the next 
State level institution is the county and its organs. The Serbia has 198 counties and many of 
them do not have enough financial strength to invest into the infrastructure and developing 
projects. This is why the differences between the regions are more and more noticeable.     
Similarly to the other central European States, the Serbia is also strongly centralized State. 
The Beograd region, the capital city region, creates about 40% of the total GDP, whereas the 
Vojvodina creates only 26%. The central and the south Serbia creates together 34% of the 
GDP which clearly shows the regional disparities. [] More important fact showing the regional 
disparities is that in Beograd and its region, the GDP per capita is 80% higher than the total 
Serbian average. 

3.2 The Small and Medium Sized Enterprises   

The organizational structure consists of micro, small and medium-sized enterprises (SME) 
and entrepreneurs. Classification of legal entities is similar to the Slovak classification and 
corresponds to size (the number of employees) as follows: micro enterprises (up to 9 
employees), small enterprises (10-49 employees), and medium-sized enterprises (50-249 
employees). Entrepreneurs (sole traders, physical persons doing business independently) 
are included in micro enterprises. 

Table 2 SME development indicators [8] 

 SMEs Large companies Non-financial sector Share of 
SMEs % 

 2010 2011 2010 2011 2010 2011 2010 2011 
No. of 
enterprises 

318 540 319 304 504 498 319 044 319 802 99.8 99.8 

No. of 
employees 

814 585 786 873 412 966 418 404 1 227 551 1 205 277 66.4 65.3 

GVA (mil. 
dinars) 

817 417 878 245 645 309 712 483 1 462 726 1 590 729 55.9 55.2 

Investments 
(mil. dinars) 

275 915  219 093  495 008  55.7  

 
In 2011, entrepreneurial sector included 319 304 business entities (99.8% of enterprises), 
with 786 873 employees. This sector generated 5 200 dinars of turnover and 872.2 bn. 
Dinars of gross added value (GVA). Compared to 2010, employment dropped by 3.4%. 
There were no significant changes in the SME sector´s structure. In 2011, SME sector´s 
structure is held by micro enterprises (307 430). 
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Table 3 SME business activity indicators in 2011 by size of enterprises [8] 

 Micro Small Medium SMEs 
 value % value % value % value % 

No. of 
enterprises 

307 430 96.3% 9 656 3.0% 2 218 0.7% 319 304 100% 

No. of 
employees 

358 992 45.6% 195 602 24.9% 232 279 29.5% 786 873 100% 

GVA (mil. 
dinars) 

338 042 38.5% 254 516 29.0% 285 687 32.5% 878 245 100% 

Turnover per 
enterprise (mil. 
dinars) 

6.7  164.9  702.9    

A decreasing trend in the number of medium-sized enterprises is observable and it continued 
also in 2011. Analyses of the business conditions indicate some problems that have been 
existing for many years: 
� Limited production and economic resources – increased the dependency of this sector 

on the external sources of financing. 
� Insufficient internationalization and low level of competitiveness. 
� Unfavorable structure of the SME and entrepreneurs sector by business activities. 
Serbia made a significant progress in the restructuring of SME policy and activities on 
regionalization because SME and entrepreneurs sector have an important impact at the 
State economy. SME Policy was reformed. The regional development element was added at 
this policy and the Serbian Agency for the Development of Small and Medium-sized 
Enterprises was transformed to the National Agency for Regional Development. That was an 
important step that 1) started activities in cooperation with the local agencies and 2) prepared 
activities for the use of EU regional development funds. 

4. The Republic of Tajikistan 

The Republic of Tajikistan is a country situated in the central Asia. The Republic of Tajikistan 
has been independent since 1991. Nowadays, the Republic of Tajikistan is the member of 
The Society of Independent States (SIS). After the Republic of Tajikistan gained its 
independence, the civil war broke out and it lasted from 1992 and 1997. At the moment, the 
situation in the country is stabilized. The Tajikistan is one of the smallest States in the Asia 
(7 011 556 inhabitants, expanse: 143 100 km2). The Republic of Tajikistan has good foreign 
economic relations with the neighboring States, but also with the EU, the USA and the 
international financial organizations. The Tajikistan is the member of e.g. the European Bank 
for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD), the Organization for Economic Co-operation 
and Development (OECD) and International Monetary Fund (IMF). [11] 

4.1 The entrepreneurial environment and the structure of the economy 

In 2012, the GDP was more than 7.5 billion USD that represents the increase of 7.5% in 
comparison to 2011. In 2012, the GDP structure was: goods production - 42.3%, service 
production - 46.1% and the taxes - 11.6%. The GDP per capita level was 1008 USD.  
In 2012, The Tajikistan foreign trade was more than 5.1 billion USD that represents the 
increase of 15.1% in comparison to 2011. The trade balance was negative and represented 
more that 2.4 billion USD. The Tajikistan had the foreign trade with 102 countries, including 
10 SIS countries and 92 others countries. The character of the Tajikistan entrepreneurial 
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environment is describes also by World Bank evaluation “Doing Business”. Within the “Doing 
Business 2013” rating, the Republic of Tajikistan was on the 141st place. GNI per capita was 
870 USD. [4]    
According to official data, the amount of economically active inhabitants was 2.187 millions. 
2.133 millions were employed in different sectors of economy and 54.7 thousand people had 
the official status of being unemployed that represents 2.1% of economically active 
inhabitants. According to unofficial data, the total amount of inhabitants migrating into the 
neighboring states represents 1.5 million inhabitants. In 2002, the partial and total 
unemployment represented 40% of the economically active inhabitants. 
 
 

4.2 The Small and Medium Sized Enterprises 

Between 1990 and 2012, the Tajikistan adopted the important number of legislative acts on 
the regional development and on trade layers. These legal acts became the legal base for 
the creation and protection on the entrepreneur rights, not only in cities, but also in the rural 
areas.  
The small sized enterprises are the trade organizations in which the share on the capital of 
the Republic of Tajikistan, the bodies of the Republic of Tajikistan, public and religious 
organizations, charity and other funds, does not excess 25%, the share of the one or more 
legal bodies which are not subjects of the small enterprising, does not excess 25%. The 
average amount of employees, during accounting period, does not excess the following limits 
(small sized enterprises): 
� in the industry, building industry and transport – 100 persons; 
� in the area of agriculture, science and technology – 60 persons; 
� in wholesale – 50 persons; 
� in retail and consumers services – 50 persons; 
The bodies of small sized enterprises are considered to be the individuals dealing with the 
entrepreneurial activity without the creation of legal body.  
The development of the small sized enterprises is stimulated by the tax privileges on the 
goods production and on the services or by the advantageous loans. In the Tajikistan, the 
State aid for small sized enterprises is executed in many ways. The financing of the State 
and local programs to support the small business is executed annually from the State 
budget, local budget and other resources.  
Small and middle sized enterprises have to face many problems. The main problem of the 
small sized enterprises is their low resource base – materials, technology, and finances. 
Basically, it is the creation of the new wide sector of economy almost from scratch.  
There are several factors which objectively restrain the enterprising and foreign investments: 
� limited access to the sea (inland country); 
� distance from the developed world centers; 
� lack of accessible oil and gas resources;    
� natural and geographical State division into regions; 
� low capacity of the domestic market. 
Within the last 20 years, the capital of the country decreased significantly. The actual 
production level and the level of human capital is still higher than in other poor countries with 
the similar GDP level (1000 USD per person). The public policy does not ensure sufficiently 
the effective utilization of the productivity and human potential of the country.  
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In the Tajikistan, there are 6517 SMEs, the bigger part of which has more than 50 employees 
(6262 that represents 96%) and they are classified as the small and middle sized 
enterprises. In average, one small sized enterprise falls per 1000 inhabitants. In comparison, 
in the developed European countries 30 enterprises fall to 1000 inhabitants. The individual 
business is carried out by 99200 persons.   
Within the entrepreneurial activities, the entrepreneurs of the Tajikistan are very restricted 
because of the lack of electricity (mainly in the winter period) and gas. The problems in 
passenger and goods transport between the regions and abroad represent a big problem as 
well. About 82% of SMEs do not use the bank accounts while trading. The recent opening of 
the national bank market for foreign bodies could ameliorate this situation. The monopoly 
activities of the national insurance companies that do not have sufficient capital prevent the 
employers from using their services. 
It is well known that the decrease of the income of inhabitants provoked the important 
deterioration of consumption structure. The incomes are aimed at obtaining of basic goods 
and services. The same applies for the small sized enterprises. In the area of the small sized 
enterprising, the important negative changes have begun. If the ongoing process continues 
without any changes in the area of the social security, the existence of the small sized 
enterprises will be endangered. The country prepares National Development Strategy until 
2015 whose aim is the achievement of new development objectives. One of the priorities is 
the development of private sector and the attraction of foreign investments. It is estimated 
that the development of private sector and enterprising, mainly micro-enterprises and small 
size enterprises, would ensure the maintenance of economic growth and create new 
conditions. The main goal is to increase the employment and income, create new jobs, 
decrease the motivation leading to work migration. 
The analysis of the present enterprise status shows the existence of economic, 
administrative and legal restrictions. These restrictions prevent the creation and 
strengthening of the enterprise role in the area of the sustainable development in the country. 
The basic restrictions are: 
� imperfection of the tax system, lack of tax stimulus; 
� insufficient financing of State and local SME support programs; 
� primitive mechanisms on financial and credit assistance against small enterprises risk; 
� restricted access of small sized enterprises to the production facilities and to the 

possessions of the enterprises in restructuring; 
� lack of responsible social protection and entrepreneurs security; 
� low level of employee professionalism and insufficient experiences in the different areas 

of modern enterprising, restrictive comprehension of trade principles including the 
principles of modern management, financial and marketing analysis; 

� unfavorable conditions on granting credits formed by higher interest rate; 
� lack of access to information on local and foreign resources of credits.  
When creating the program of sustainable development in the Republic of Tajikistan for the 
following 10 years, it is necessary to create the favorable conditions for functioning and 
development of enterprise, to strengthen the entrepreneur positions, mainly for SMEs. The 
solving SME problems can be distinguished into four main directions: 
� To change the government psychology regarding the small sized enterprises. The 

change of mind regarding the behavior of the small sized enterprises, especially about 
not pay taxes and their part in the grey economy; 

� The tax reform and simplification of tax system; 
� To clarify and explain the buy and sell of goods;  
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� To support the investments into the small sized enterprises for those inhabitants who do 
not trust banks or the State. It is be possible that lot of money would come back into the 
economy, because many people keep their money “under their mattress or pillow”.   

In the Republic of Tajikistan, people should live according to the same principles as people in 
all civilized countries; the State serves the needs and demands of the society and not vice 
versa. The law making process and decision-making mechanism should be aimed to further 
development and increase of the amount of SMEs. 

5. Conclusions 

 
The SMEs contribute to flexibility, competitive environment and innovating activities. In 
regard of the huge amount of the enterprises, in every analyzed economy, they may cause 
the unemployment decrease. The SMEs create the middle class which is the base of the 
emerging democratic society. The above mentioned shows that the most developed system 
for functioning of SMEs has the Slovak republic which has the best opportunities for 
financing SMEs given its membership in the EU, among other things. However, in 
comparison to EU-27, this sector is in the Slovak republic still in the developing stages and 
the critical points in which the Slovak republic should make some changes were identified. 
The role of SMEs in regional development is influenced by the entrepreneurial environment 
in its entirety. If the entrepreneurial environment shows instability (frequent contradictory 
economic and legislative measures), it is possible to create strategic entrepreneurial plans 
and objectives for the extended period of time. Frequent legislative changes have the 
negative impact on the stability of the entrepreneurial environment. In addition, the SMEs do 
not possess sufficient capacity to deal with these changes. The above mentioned problems 
have negative impact on the functioning of the SMEs and slow the regional development. 
The Republic of Serbia implemented many important changes that support the existence and 
activity of SMEs; however, it will take some time to start up this sector. In case of the 
Republic of Tajikistan, much more radical legislative changes are needed; however, the 
potential of this country is growing and partnerships in the area of the SME development 
could rise especially in agriculture, building the heat power plants, hydro power plants, 
building the roar infrastructure which is of strategic important in the country.   
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Abstract: 
 
This paper has purpose and represent authors striving and engagement at the project of 
developing Center for Information and innovation in Montenegro and improvement national policy 
and strategy in the field of small and medium entrepreneurship. This paper contains some results 
and experience from many years engagement in project which was established and financed from 
European union funds. There are many review, results and conclusion which is relate to possible 
direction for strengthening national policy and strategy. Here are one interesting approach and 
analysis about innovation and state in certified organization in Montenegro. That is interesting 
from the aspect of possible direction for improvement situation in this area.      

 
Keywords:  
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
The model of economic development based on competitiveness and innovation is gaining 
increasing importance in recent years. This process was especially strengthened by the latest 
crisis. Process of globalization and radical technological change in the end of XX century has 
created a new reality in which the innovation is one of key elements of competitive advantage of 
business systems and national economy.  
 
Montenegro in the scope of investment in research and technological development, as well as 
in relation to the degree of innovativeness of enterprises, maintain the existing situation which, 
from the standpoint of dynamic changes in the world, have average intensity of improvement of 
development. Slightly link between scientific research, educational and economic spheres, has 
negative effects on human resources development, technological development and the export 
competitiveness.  
 
In Montenegro, in the frame of strategies for small and medium-sized enterprises had defined 
action plan for carrying out the tasks, which are defined activities, the holders, terms of 
realization of individual activities. Activities are related to the implementation of projects in the 
following areas: institutional support (improvement of regional/local business centers, cluster 
formation, the formation of business incubators), elimination of barriers to business, education 
(through projects Student Entrepreneurship, private sector development, selection of the best 
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companies, activities for the realization Strategies of lifelong entrepreneurial learning, education 
start up businesses and entrepreneurs in the growth and development). 
 
Through this material I would like to represent my opinion about:  
� innovative policy and strategy in Montenegro and in relation with region,  
� current situation in research, innovation and technological development,  
� some possible direction for improvement in area of science, technology and innovation and  
� developing innovation system in certified company in Montenegro.  
 
 
2. RESEARCH, INNOVATION AND TECHNOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT  
 
Common starting point of the fundamental mechanisms for achieving the development strategy 
of Montenegro is a complex concept of competitiveness of the state and national economy. The 
main mechanisms for increasing the competitiveness of the complex and technological 
developments are moving the compliance orientation society based on knowledge that supports 
the policy development of human resources, labor and the labor market, development of 
information society, strengthening the competitiveness of economy and regional development 
that would reduce regional differences in development. 
 
Small and medium enterprises in our environment take precedence in leadership projects. Such 
a situation is hardly transferred to our conditions due to the fact that they are completely 
different types of small and medium enterprises as well as companies founded on knowledge 
generated at universities and technology incubators.  
 
Montenegro, generally, have small and medium enterprises engaged in production and simple 
services. Their interest in investing in projects of technological development is practically 
negligible. To stimulate them to invest in research, the state should support industry-oriented, 
market-feasible projects. 
 
Inadequate access to external financing and a variety of credit lines is a common problem in all 
small and medium enterprises. The problem is more acute for funding scientific research, 
because of the potential risk that these investments carry.  
 
One of the weak points of the research in Montenegro and poor transfer of research data on the 
market. Principles of industrial management, which includes confidential and fully available to 
scientific data, may be one of the indicators of how to motivate the financing of the industrial 
sector. 
 
Montenegro belongs to the group of countries that have started (and have recognizable and 
significant results) to create legal and institutional framework in the field of innovation and 
motivation of small and medium enterprises (SME), but its a long way in the implementation of 
legal norms and creating a national program to encourage innovation. Creating links between 
SME and scientific research institutions is in the early stages, with clear and strong initiatives 
from the side of university for improvement this relation and impact . There are examples of 
inter-company networks or clusters. An important part is encouraging innovation and effective 
protection of the knowledge and assistance for the transfer of knowledge. The issue of 
intellectual property protection is imposed as one of the fundamental questions that must deal 
with the institutional and legal level.  
 
Questions of intellectual property derived through research funded from public funds are in the 
early stage from the aspect of legal document support. It is necessary for training staff at the 
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State Administration for the provision of basic advisory services to clients, scientists, 
development of internal regulations, and adequately represents the scientific community in 
regulating intellectual property rights at national and international level. All scientific research 
institutions which create knowledge products or intellectual property, should establish the 
bodies, procedures and regulations that will regulate the management of intellectual property - 
from the aspect of law by the project, the rights to login and check the justification of patents, 
technology transfer (transfer of rights of any third party, contracting for technology licenses), to 
ensure financial resources for the protection of intellectual property (especially patents) and 
other. 

�
3. SOME POSSIBLE DIRECTION FOR IMPROVEMENT IN SCIENCE, 

TECHNOLOGY AND INNOVATION FIELDS 
 
Developing of national policy for developing science, technology and innovation (NTI) in the 
developing country, is characterized with next: 
 
� non-real expecting which are represented through striving to the radical exchanging, 
� adoption of developed technology and imitation condition in high developed country, 
� law level of adoption of knowledge, 
� law level of communication and systematic interoperability, 
� lack of indicators for measurement efficiency of process in NTI, 
� lack of information about NTI process especially in innovation area, 
� lack of data base with significant data … 
 
This and other similar condition, or maybe some other specialties, represent advantages or 
disadvantages and ambient of NTI development in Montenegro. In the sense of science and 
innovation developing, it can be selected different direction. In this material it is presented just 
some of the directions which can be adopted with aim to improvement NTI condition in 
Montenegro and in relation with regional policy and strategy in similar condition. 
 
Technological development in Montenegro and innovative solution, are mostly related with small 
and medium enterprise. In this sense, science and research must be strong linked with 
organizational and industry development, technology and innovation through strong 
communication between organization which are responsible for this area.  
 
Science and research must be focus in direction of following, servicing and strengthen capacity 
in entrepreneurship and innovation.  
 
Strengthening of capacity in entrepreneurship should be conducted through next: 
 
� strengthening of process of investing in small and medium enterprise in abroad,  
� strengthening cooperation between small and medium enterprise from abroad with similar 

and familiar enterprise in Montenegro, 
� incising through push our economy to the world of technology and innovation, which requires 

preparation staff as well as technological infrastructure. For the realization of this goal, it is 
necessary to measures reorganization and modernization of existing technology through 
adequate credit and transfer lines, tax, etc. in the development activities, 

� strengthening of possibility for using international funds,  
� developing of sustainable, knowledge based economy and decision based on fact and clear 

indicators, 
� strengthening of initiatives in direction of developing woman entrepreneurship, 
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� strengthening developments based on incremental improvement and not at radical changes,  
� stimulation and giving some allowance and benefits for company which are oriented on 

developing and applying of knowledge,  
� developing of virtual entrepreneurship through establishing virtual centers for 

entrepreneurship which offer possibilities for business analyses, redirection, electronic 
trading and other. Through these centers it should be possible developing of the role of 
people with handicap to make stronger impact in sense of entrepreneurship.      

 
Strengthening of capacity in sense of innovation should be realized through: 
 
� strengthening of mechanism for intellectual property protection, 
� strengthening of mechanism for follow up of innovative solution (developing of data base, 

communication in and out of Montenegro …), 
� strengthening of mechanism for promotion, 
� strengthening of mechanism for awarding, stimulation, allowance and similar through 

developing the national model for encourage innovation, 
� creation of policy for developing innovation which are firstly based on quality human potential 

and other. 
 
Based on presented necessity from the previous paragraph, science and research work and his 
improvement should be developing in next direction: 
 
� encouraging trade oriented science and research activity, 
� establishment and development social research centers and developing “technological 

parks” like we will be in position to improve cooperation between university and company, 
� encouraging of scientific and researcher mobility through stimulation of sustain research 

work, 
� envisage of possibility for strengthening developing some science institute in private sectors, 
� developing of “research clusters”, 
� involving (in the position of leaders) company in scientific project, 
� strengthening of activity for establishing position of “knowledge manager” in our company, 
� provide to the student more knowledge about innovation and entrepreneurship, 
� encourage of developing innovation not just in area of technical innovation but in business 

innovation and market innovation. 
 
Like I say above, one of the very important aspect when we are talking about this themes, are 
indicator for measurements the level of goodness of process of NTI. Here I would like to point 
out some of the possible indicator for measurements science and research process from the 
aspects of innovation and technology development. Here are next: 
 
� students mobility (number, place and orientation, which area of research…) 
� unemployment rate from the aspect of gender, fields, age …) 
� data about unemployment people with high education in relation with unemployment people 

with secondary school, 
� rate of people who are working on position which are not originally based on they main skills, 
�  rate of students (age, number, gender, fields …) which are going on post-graduated master 

and doctoral studies,  
� rate of students (age, number, gender, fields …) which are, during the post-graduated 

studies, change they original fields of interest and other.  
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This and other indicators should give some useful information which we must use for 
improvement activities in NTI processes.     
 
4. ONE ASPECT OF INNOVATION IN CERTIFIED BUSINESS SYSTEMS 
 
Here I would like to present one aspects of state of innovation in the organization which have 
implemented some of the international standards from the ISO series. That is very interesting to 
point out, because most of the company in Montenegro (especially in the  actual business 
condition and clearly orientation and striving to European integration) tend to implement (or 
have implemented) some of the standards from ISO series. In the next few diagrams I would 
like to present some indicators of orientation of certified company to innovation as well as the 
development and implementation of innovation. Under the certified companies, it is means 
organization which have a certified management system based on ISO 9001, HACCP, ISO 
14001, ISO 27001 or ISO 18001. Here we have significant results which arise from significant 
sample of 97 company with more than 10000 employees. All of those company is from 
Montenegro.  
 

 
Figure 1. Investing in modernization of business systems 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Type of investing in modernization of business systems 
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Figure 3. Existence of person/department responsible for innovations 

 
 

Figure 4. Frequency of holding the meetings whose aim are innovations 
 

 

 
Figure 5. Funds that are set aside for innovations 

 
 
 

 
 

Figure 6. Place of innovations in strategy of business systems’ work 
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Figure 7. Documents that include innovativeness 
 
 

 
 

Figure 8. Share of income from innovations in total income of business systems 
 

Business system, which does not recognize the necessity of constant changes and importance 
of creating innovative products/services in today’s time of rapid dynamics of development and 
big competition, can expect to lose the market rather rapidly. For that reason, constant 
development and investments in innovativeness need to become a priority of each business 
system which tends to be competitive and assume its place in the market.  
 
Majority of Montenegrin certified business systems invest in modernization and recognize the 
significance of innovativeness, but they do not pay sufficient attention to it. Namely, in case of 
80% of business systems, innovations are not among 3 main priorities and in case of 41,17% 
none of teh documents of business systems does not contain the concept of innovativeness. In 
addition, it is noticeable that there is a slight investment in innovations - even 56,66% sets aside 
less than 1% of profit, which is indeed little in comparison to successful global business systems 
which set aside more than 5% of profits only for the development of innovations. Investments in 
innovations must provide concrete results and affect the indicators of business success. In 
78,33% of interviewed business systems, the income from innovations is less 20% of total 
income of business systems, and there was no income from innovations in 15% of business 
systems.  
Business systems, mostly do not have a developed innovation system, which is reflected in the 
fact that in 56,67% there is no person/department responsible for managing the innovations, 
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and even in 55% business systems there are no meetings whose aim is to devise innovations or 
if they are held, it is once half-yearly, which is certainly insufficient. Significant item of innovation 
processes are innovation meetings whose aim should be to devise innovations and improve 
business processes. Regular holding of such meetings encourages creativity of there 
employees, and the ideas are aimed to areas important for development of business systems. 
So, we can conclude that most of Montenegrin business systems have a lot of space for 
improving their innovativeness. By the increase of innovation capacities and improvement of 
innovation processes of business systems, we create the predispositions for development of a 
bigger number of new products/services, and thus the chance for their better commercialization. 
 
  
5. CONCLUSION 
 
Process of developing innovation in Montenegro is on the great exams, specially if we consider 
clearly and permanently effort for entry to European Union. Area which is refer on development 
of innovation is select like one of most important area for developing and improvement. In this 
sense, effort in field of establish centre and department which are work alone or in frame of 
larger unit, was increase. In the part of education was made so much. Establishment of 
innovation oriented class in primary and secondary school and on the University, now is reality. 
It is very important to point out that in the part of science and research work it was made large 
step forward in sense of implementation research which are oriented on innovation.           
 
Creating links between SME and scientific research institutions in Montenegro is in the early 
stages, with clear and strong initiatives from the side of university and SME for improvement 
this relation and impact .   
 
Technological development in Montenegro and innovative solution, are mostly related with small 
and medium enterprise. In this sense, science and research must be strong linked with 
organizational and industry development, technology and innovation through strong 
communication between organization which are responsible for this area.  
 
Strengthening of capacity in sense of innovation should be realized through: 
 
� strengthening of mechanism for intellectual property protection, 
� strengthening of mechanism for follow up of innovative solution (developing of data base, 

communication in and out of Montenegro …), 
� strengthening of mechanism for promotion, 
� strengthening of mechanism for awarding, stimulation, allowance and similar through 

developing the national model for encourage innovation, 
� creation of policy for developing innovation which are firstly based on quality human potential 

and other. 
 
One of possible way for strengthening of mechanism for development innovation is certification 
of management systems according to ISO norm. Research was proof that certified company 
have not systematic approach for innovation development, but they have clear orientation in this 
way and obligation to develop innovation like they be in position to be effective efficiency.    
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Economic crisis reinforces the increasing interest concerning cost reduction and 
implies the need of a new perspective. Effective technological and algorithmic 
approaches establish a solid, decisive and clear background for several and plentiful 
decision and optimization problems. Efficient and high performance solutions affect 
many industrial and regional development occasions by driving researchers to design 
more sophisticated and applicable models. The well-known set covering problem, 
belonging to the category of NP-Complete decision problems, models a large scale of 
inherent problems in the matter of logistics. In this paper, a heuristic approach is 
introduced, concerning the pertinent problem of the establishment of a logistic 
centers network in terms of Graph Theory. Our ultimate effort is focused at first on 
determining a shortest covering path from a starting depot and finding the minimum 
number of logistics centers, in order to better serve all the points of a given 
distribution network. We then examine the impact of capacity referring to these 
centers on the feasibility of the solution space. The procedure is completed with an 
illustrative numerical example providing satisfactory solutions in the real world 
problems. 

Keywords 
Set Covering, Graph Theory, Heuristic Algorithm, Logistics Centers 

1. Introduction 

Network design and paths were firstly considered as a single-criterion approach, and in 
transport networks, mainly, such criterions were the minimization of total distance or duration 
or cost. Yet, the complexity of real-world scheduling problems conveys the need of a multi-
criteria analysis. 
Network problems, from the multi-criteria perspective, were initially stated in 80’s by Current 
[1] during his research on multi-criteria design of transportation networks. Later, ReVelle, 
Current and Cohon [2] analyzed the problem of location-distribution in multi-criteria design of 
transportation networks. There is an abundance of literature work regarding service 
allocation, which led to the merge of location-distribution models with network design 
problems. Another interesting category of problems is the one related to covering again in 
bounds of location-distribution. 
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The incentive of such papers is to find optimal (or near optimal) location patterns on the basis 
of realistic constraints. Some of the objectives may be the decision on the minimum number 
of logistics centers, i.e., these are service centers in the presented paper, the number of 
demand-points that each service center will serve, the levelling and the maximum capacity of 
each service center. To aid decision makers, there are some criteria, which support the user 
for avoiding subjectivity. Some criteria are [3]: 
� cost: for new logistic centers, for monthly operating costs or storage costs 
� response times: by setting up another depot, the response period will be reduced due to 

the reduced size of the catchment areas 
� technological demands: vehicles, machinery and handling equipment 
� customer convenience 
� share of services in the public interest – fire-fighters, emergency services 
� energy requirements 
� geographical considerations 
� economic importance 
� social considerations – solution to unemployment 
� importance of the hub: as a transit hub, resources, raw materials, customers 
Thus, allocation tasks need to be assessed and evaluated by taking into account a 
considerable number of criteria, since they are problems of a multiple criteria nature. 
Concerning logistics, the problem of tasks' allocation lies in selecting an optimal number of 
logistics centers to be properly located on the basis of a multiple criteria evaluation [3]. 
In the area of facilities' location the most usual statement is to minimize costs of distribution 
and solve the problem concerning complex logistics lines, so as to better cover, as much and 
as good as possible, an amount of given demand-points, waiting to be served. The problems 
dealt with here belong to the category of combinatory tasks of discrete optimization. We can 
use two different approaches [3]: the first one is by examining all possible options, which is 
time-consuming, and the other, a more common one, is by using heuristic methods. The 
result is a suboptimal solution that may be significantly far from the optimal solution and by 
this note that coverage and service are not identical [4]. 
In service centres allocation, the "covering" term denotes the maximum distance or 
maximum time, within which the demand of a service can be satisfied, starting from certain 
points of services [1]. If we make an extension of "covering" to network design problems or 
paths, a demand-point is covered, if it is on the path or approximates as close as possible 
the main path. 
Covering constraints in network optimization problems responded to a significant drawback 
of traditional single-criterion models: the incapability to satisfy both effectiveness and 
levelling in service provision [5]. This element reinforced the social character of various 
models that aid and simulate everyday social manners and finally contribute to regional 
design and development. The construction of transportation networks is an example and it 
correlates with accessibility. 
The Shortest Covering Path Problem was originally formulated by ReVelle, Current and 
Cohon [2]. They assert that in a given network it is vital to define the shortest path, which 
begins from a predetermined and stable starting point and ends to a vertex, i.e., endpoint. In 
their problem definition they made the following assumptions, which can be customized 
depending on the given problem: (1) There is demand in each point-vertex, (2) all points of 
demand should be served, (3) the demand is considered covered if the vertex is also 
covered, (4) the flow between the vertices is performed without any capacity limitation, (5) all 
vertices have non-negative values, (6) there are no budget constraints. In the same study [2], 
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it is noted that we can also examine only a cluster of the vertices, possibly included in the 
shortest path. 
We usually use network models, which assume that demands arise and facilities can be 
located, only on a network composed by nodes and links [4]. Graph Theory is a powerful and 
suitable approach in order to model such problems. Clustering module, as a basic tool in 
Graph Theory, convergences multi-supply center problems into single supply center 
problems [6]. Another conclusion been drawn by the literature [7] is that very few heuristics 
are found to attribute effectively for cost and non-cost problems. 
The problem introduced in the present paper pursues at first to find the shortest path 
between a start (mainly a central depot) and an endpoint and as for the points, which are not 
on the path, to be within a predetermined maximum distance from one of the vertices of the 
shortest path. A predefined set of points includes all candidate service-points, mainly under 
the criterion of geographical position, regarding their location and the work load, usually 
determined by the logistics agency. Then an additional constraint is added concerning an 
upper limit, representing capacity or level of service, in order to counterbalance the load of 
service centers. The cardinalities of subsets of demand-points served by each service-point 
should not exceed this limit. The methodology described in the following uses terms of Graph 
Theory. 

2. Definitions, Notations and Problem Formulation 

Let a directed network � �, ,N V E d , where � �EVG ,  a graph of N . The set V  includes 

the vertices of the graph, with cardinality Vn  , whilst E  includes pairs of elements of V . 

Two nodes i  and Vj %  are adjacent if � � Eji %, . Node i  is the predecessor of j  and node 
j  is the successor of i . The set of adjacent nodes to a node Vi%  is denoted by )(i& , i.e., 

}),(:{)( EjiVji %%& . 

We define a positive function d  at each edge � � Eji %, , � � 
%$'% Rdjid ij,: , 

representing the distance jid ,  of edge � � Eji %, . We also assume that Ejidd jiji %( ),(,, . 

Every vertex in N  is a demand-point. The first vertex is defined as the starting point and the 
last vertex as the endpoint. Q  is pre-defined as the subset of V  containing the candidate 
service-points, VQ ) .  

Let � �kvvvp ,...,, 21  be the path including the set of service-points that cover all the 
demand-points. We define: 

� �,: , ,q q zS z z V d T z p*  % ! + , the set of demand-points that can be covered by a service-

point q . The cut of two sets ,h jS S* *  with ,h j p% , is not necessary to be the null set, which 

means that a demand-point may belong to two or more different service-points. 

� �� �, ,: , min ,q q q z v zS z z S d d T v p* %  ! % , the set of demand-points that can be covered 

by a service-point and having the minimum distance among all the alternative service-points 
that satisfy the minimum distance criterion. Under this consideration, it is obvious that iS  

sets, 1, 2,...,i p , are disjoint sets. 

In terms of a mathematical expression, given: 
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� a network � �, ,N V E d  

� the maximum desired distance T  between a service-point and a demand-point and 
� the maximum number M  of demand-points that a service-point can serve, 
The problem is to find the minimum cardinality covering set � �kvvvp ,...,, 21  , Qv% , so as 

to satisfy the following constraints for ,z V q p% % : 

� �1 2, ,..., , : minkp v v v v Q p %   (1) 

Td zq !,  (2) 

pqMSq %(! ,  (3) 

The process used to solve the aforementioned problem belongs to branch and bound 
algorithms with depth first tree search. Primarily, we sought to find the set p  that covers the 
first constraint, taken into account the maximum distance T . Let p  be the covering set 
according to the previous explanation and qS  the set of vertices that are served by the 

vertex pq% . During the creation of such qS  sets we take into account that each demand-

point should be served by the nearest vertex of p . 

The second constraint defines that the cardinality of every set qS  does not exceed an upper 

limit, that is MSq ! . This balancing process is feasible if the product of size M  and the 

cardinality p  of the covering set is less than the number of demand-points [1]: 

�


,�
p

q
qSMp

1

 (4) 

In this case the algorithm has to repeat the steps, driven only by the first constraint, by 
separating large clusters to smaller. The iteration process stops, when the number of extra 
service-points satisfies the second constraint. Another approach to this methodology, taking 
into account the capacity of every demand-point, will be discussed in the conclusion. 

For every set qS  in which MSq -  the choice of a vertex qSi%  that it is going to be 

removed and be placed to another one hS , if such exists, is the vertex that corresponds to 

the minimum increase of distance between vertex q  and all the vertices : hh p S M% , . 

The selection during this iterative process is made according to the following formula [1]: 

}min{{ ,,,, jqihiqih dddd �� , : hh p S M% ,  and qjh SjTd %! },  

Thus vertex i  is included to the set hS  that corresponds to the minimum increase of distance 

relatively to its initial allocation. However, this is feasible only if ,1 :h h iS M d T. 
 ! ! . The 
proposed greedy methodology does not guarantee the balancing, in case of such exits, since 
the searching is limited only to these service-points, which serve less than M  demand-
points. An efficient methodology is discussed in the conclusion. 

3. Algorithm Description 

On the following, a brief but illustrative step enumeration of the algorithm presents how these 
definitions and notations function in practice. 
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The following notations are interpreted as follows: 
� m : number of alternative solutions 
� , 1, 2,...,qB q m : family of alternative solutions 

� � �qiC : nominated points to expand the qS  set, � � � �qqq iiCi &)%  

� � : the starting point  
� D : sum of distances of the best covering set until the current state of time 
� � �kSW : total distance of kS  set 

� k : cardinality of covering set 
 
First part of the algorithm, satisfying (1) and (2) 
 
� Initialization: 
Read , , , , ,n k Q T M�  and distances. Create ,qS q Q* ( %  

Set m  � 0, k  � 1, kS  � ki  , � �qiC  � � �qi& , 1, 2,...,q n(  , = TRUEflag  

� Branch and Bound: 
while � � � �/ 0 1( )   AND k kC i S flag  

{ 2 kx i , 

 Choose z  so that � � % /, ,min : ( )  x z q x k kd d q C i S  

 while � �!,( ) + k x zW S d D  

  { 2( ) ( ) - k kC i C i z , 2 2 2+1, , k kk k S z i z  

   If � �ki z  

    { if ( % . % !,V, :k y vv y S d T  

      If � �0( )KW S D  

       { 2 ( )kD W S , 2 0 m } 

     2 +1m m , 2m kB S  

    } 
  }  

� Backtracking - check for termination: 
Set � �kiC  � � �ki& , k  � 1�k  

If 0 FALSEk flag,   
 } 
� Export sets of alternative shortest paths: 

iB , 1,2,...,i m , where m  is the number of solutions 

� Creation of demand-points sets: 
Let � �1 2, , , , kp v v v� �  be a shortest path, ,: : q zv Q z V q p d T( % ( % . % !    
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q p( % : � �� �, ,: , min ,q q q z v zS z z S d d T v p* %  ! %  

 
 
 
 
Second part of the algorithm, satisfying (3) 
 

If ,qS M q p! ( %  then END 

else  
{ Let � �, , ,l m up v v v*  �  be the p -set sorted in descending cardinality order of the 

corresponding demand-points sets , , ,l m uS S S� , forming the set � �(1) (2) ( ), , , r
l m uR S S S � , 

with (1) (2) ( )r
l m uS S S# # #�  and r R . 

TRUEflag  , 1j   

while � �j r!  

{ while � �( )j
qS M-  AND � �TRUEflag   

{ ( ) :j
g qv S( %  

,

( ) ( )
, ,{ min{{ }, { } 1,2,... }}g

i q

j j
g i g q qv

X x d d i p q g S*  � % � (   

If ( ) 0jX  then FALSEflag   

else 
{ sort ( )jX in ascending order 

while � �( ) 0jX -  AND � �( )j
qS M-  

{ if 
,

( )
g
c q

j
v

x X. %  such that � �( )t
cS M,  then 

{ ( ) ( )j j
q q gS S v � , ( ) ( )t t

c c gS S v 3 , 
,

( ) ( )
g
c q

j j
v

X X x � } 

else 
,

( ) ( )
g
c q

j j
v

X X x �  

} 

If � �( )jX  1  AND � �( )j
qS M-  then FALSEflag   

   } 
  } 

if FALSEflag   then END 

else 1j j 
  
 } 
� Export: 

qv p*( %  it stands that � �qS M! : END 
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4. Numerical Example 

The network consists of 40N  vertices (prospective points) in total, numbered from 1 to 
40 , including both demand and candidate service-points of the logistics line. Vertex 1 is the 
start point (the depot) and vertex 40 is the endpoint. Data is shown in Table 1 [1]. 

As mentioned earlier, candidate service-points, i.e., � �1, 4, 6,13,14, 21, 27, 29, 34, 36, 40Q  , 
are also demand-points, thus if some of these eleven points are excluded from the final 
service-points solution, they should be definitely integrated in any of the available clusters, 
always according to some constraints being posed. In a nutshell, if they are not self-covered, 
by this we mean service-points that cover their demand on their own, they should then be 
hetero-covered. Besides, there is always a possibility for a candidate service-point to cover 
none of the demand-points (such as point 1), due to the violation of the constraints posed so 
far. We choose 45T  because it makes evident the potential of the algorithm. 
 

Table 1 Data Sets 

4S *  7 5 6 12 2 3 14 11 8         

d  14 17 19 27 29 32 32 35 45         

13S *  12 7 14 5 8 16 18 22 15 11 6 3 17 19 10 9 23 

d  2 16 17 20 20 22 27 28 28 29 29 30 32 33 34 44 44 

21S *  20 17 18 19 24 8 16 22 23         

d  4 20 21 26 26 28 30 35 38         

29S *  32 34 27 28 33 30 31 26 25 35        

d  8 18 22 29 30 35 35 43 43 44        

36S *  37 38                

d  23 45                

40S *  39 38 35               

d  26 31 45               
 
´ Fisrt Part of the Algorithm 

Due to (1) and (2) � �1,4,13,21,29,36,40p  , having the shortest distance, i.e., 404D  , 
between the seven service-points. Table 2 contains the corresponding sets of service-points. 
The distance needed to be covered from the one to the other point (demand or service 
either) is less or equal to 45. 
 

Table 2 Points' clustering under the T constraint � �45T   

Service-points Number of demand-points Demand-points 

qS  

1 0 - 
4 4 7, 5, 2, 6 
13 10 12, 15, 10, 8, 3, 22, 

11, 16, 14, 9 
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21 6 20, 23, 24, 18, 17, 19 
29 10 32, 33, 35, 31, 25, 30, 28, 27, 26, 34 
36 1 37 
40 2 39, 38 

 
Fig.1 shows the clusters that were shaped after applying equations (1) and (2). Each of these 
clusters has its own service-point, whilst the other ones are those we call demand-points. As 
far as anybody can observe on Fig.1, because of the fact that candidate service-points {34, 
27, 6, 14} are finally excluded from service-points set, they are then considered to be only 
demand-points. 
 
´ Second Part of the Algorithm  
By keeping the same service-point set ( 45T ), we now apply the second constraint 
( 8M  ) concerning the maximum number of demand-points belonging to a service-point set. 
The second constraint violation occurs on service-points 13 and 29, where 10M  . As a 
result, we should first calculate the distance between the demand-points of the current 
cluster with the service-points of sets having cardinalities less than M . The integration of the 
demand-point to the new cluster is going to be materialized according to the minimum 
increase in running distance. 
Ten demand-points belong to service-point 13, which means that two of them must be 
removed. Among them, demand-point 3, will be moved first to service-point 4, because 

3
4,13 3,4 3,13 32 30 2x d d �  �  is the first (minimum) element of (1)X , then, under the same 

notion, 11
4,13 11,4 11,13 35 29 6x d d �  �  , we move demand-point 11 from service-point 13 to 

4. Constraint (3) is now satisfied concerning vertex 13. 
The procedure is being forwarded to service-point 29, which also has ten demand-points. 

35
40,29 35,40 35,29 45 44 1x d d �  �   is the first element of (2)X , we also move vertex 35 to 

service-point 40. However, because this is the only acceptable movement, constraint (3) is 
not fully satisfied for node 29. According to the second part of the proposed algorithm the 
solution is not feasible nor optimal. The final solution is as follow on Table 3. Fig.2 shows the 
clusters that were shaped after applying (3). 
 

Table 3 Points' clustering under T  and M constraints � �45, 8T M   

Service-points Number of demand-points Demand-points 

qS  

1 0 - 
4 6 7, 5, 2, 6, 3, 11 
13 8 12, 15, 10, 8, 22, 16, 14, 9 
21 6 20, 23, 24, 18, 17, 19 
29 9 32, 33, 31, 25, 30, 28, 27, 26, 34 
36 1 37 
40 3 39, 38, 35 
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As shown in both solutions, the starting point � , i.e., point 1, is finally not included to the 
sets of the solution. This is already explained by the possibility of violating one or all of the 
constraints. 
 

 
Figure 1. Clustering under T  constraint 

 

 
Figure 2. Clustering under T  and M  constraints, with 3, 11, 35 moved to other clusters 

 
The algorithm is implemented by using Visual Basic environment v.6.0 in a typical Core II 
Personal Computer. The pre-processing phase assorts and organizes the data in an efficient 
way. The execution phase in both solutions is less than 2 seconds, by keeping the same 
number of points and using alternative data sets. 

4. Conclusions 

The heuristic algorithm presented here, can be effectively applied to several cases, using a 
considerable number of demand and service-points, suitable to real time logistic 
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environments. Obviously, whenever the value of T  increases the shortest path covering set 
includes less service-points, while when T  decreases the covering set includes more nodes, 
leading to a non-feasible solution below a limit value. 
The second part of the algorithm is a greedy one and does not guarantee the balancing, if 
such exists. A more efficient methodology will take into account all the possible movements 
among all the demand-point subsets, by iteratively moving demand nodes to other subsets 
and by excluding the possibility never to return a node to its initial or already visited position. 
Another possible and feasible constraint is capacity. In this paper, each service center is 
considered equal to the others, so there is always a possibility of an overload to happen at 
any service-point. This can be well managed by adding an additional constraint concerning 
the maximum capacity of each of the points. Capacities can also be considered at each 
demand-point. 
We conclude that algorithmic approaches are of high interest in long-term regional 
development, in order to model real life demands, taking into account future needs related to 
special characteristics from various networks. 
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Knowledge has become the major driving force of economic and social development 
all around the world. Innovations are one of the key elements in the terms of 
knowledge economy that convert the knowledge into economic and social benefits, 
usually found in the countries’ innovation systems and the development of 
entrepreneurship. This paper assesses the role of innovation in knowledge economy, 
in the terms of achieving long-term economic growth. The analysis of panel data by 
using an array of indicators, each of which represents an aspect of the innovation, as 
independent variable in cross-section regressions 92 countries for the period 1960 to 
2000, shows that innovation is a significant determinant of long-term economic 
growth. The Schumpeterian creative destruction, it is the innovations, expressed in 
different knowledge forms, are important factor helping the transition countries to 
leapfrog on the economic development path. The quantitative measurement of 
different variables of the innovation within the knowledge economy in the 22 transition 
countries that are being analyzed, give the picture of the innovation in the transition 
countries.  

Keywords 
Competitiveness, Economic growth, Entrepreneurship, Innovation, Knowledge economy  

1. Introduction 

Firms innovate to defend their existing competitive position as well as to seek new 
competitive advantages. A firm may take a reactive approach and innovate to avoid losing 
market share from the innovative competitors. Or it may take a proactive approach to gain a 
strategic market position relative to its competitors, for example by developing and then 
trying to enforce higher technical standards for the products it produces 415. New things are 
always related with innovation.  
Today’s innovation in some way differ from innovation in past, where innovation were related 
with radical changes mostly related with new radical technology or new hardware, but today 
innovation are related with new software, program methods, techniques, approaches etc. In 
economics the change must increase value, which can be customer value, or producer 
value. The competition among enterprises in the last decade is taking more and more 
attention. This is as a result of more and more rigid competition that is taking place in 
economics of innovation. Organizations that do not innovate effectively may be destroyed by 
those that do. 
Innovation can play an important role in economic and social development. For transition 
economies, innovation can also help to accelerate development towards a competitive 
market economy, and establish a competitive presence in international markets. Based on 
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the economic theory, the technical progress is a basis for economic growth, for which 
progress an effective innovation system has key role.  An innovation system refers to the 
network of institutions, rules and procedures that influences the way by which a country 
acquires, creates, disseminates and uses knowledge. Institutions in the innovation system 
include universities, public and private research centres and policy think tanks. 
Nongovernmental organizations and the government are also part of the innovation system 
to the extent that they also produce new knowledge. 
 
2. Role of intellectual capital in strategy 
 
Many researchers have tried to understand why some enterprises are profitable. Porter 
(2004) considered that industry profitability arise from the interaction of five competitive 
forces that he proposes and that profitability of the industry depends on impact of these five 
forces. But why do companies within the same industry differ in the profit earned? This 
question influenced many researchers to try to answer this question.  
When we are talking about intellectual capital primarily we think about its impact on 
formulating and improving of strategies. As a very important factor that affects intellectual 
capital is knowledge, i.e. knowledge based approach. Knowledge based approach 
conceptualize company as an independent regulatory system that optimize the interactions 
of individuals and groups in creating and implementing knowledge in formulating the 
strategies of the companies 425. The importance of knowledge for enterprises was launched 
in early 1990 with the appearance of many studies that focused on the knowledge which 
contribute to the emergence of a new approach based on knowledge. This approach 
includes analysis of resources, capabilities of the company and organizational knowledge 
435.  Authors David M. Brock and Eyal Yaniv 445, believed that knowledge is an important 
resource for the organization, but they also emphasized that enterprises know very little how 
this knowledge can be used by businesses in achieving competitive advantage, mainly for its 
movement through the organizational hierarchy. This knowledge can come from the 
experience and knowledge that their employees have (internally) or by consumers, 
competition, or literature (external). It happened with the company Sharp, when they used 
their knowledge for production of flat-display which allowed them to be leaders in market 
worth seven billion dollars. Most of the knowledge remains tactical which means it is harder 
for others to access or to imitate. Knowledge operates in a very mysterious way, for example 
knowledge used in Toyota when they produce cars refers to a very strong social and 
specialized organizational relationship that evolved through decades 455. 
 
3. The role of innovation on economic growth 
 
There have been a number of studies that show that innovation or the generation of technical 
knowledge has substantial positive effects on economic growth or productivity growth. The 
role of the innovation is witnessed and by a World Bank study done by Chen& Dahlman465. 
The study focuses on a cross-section regression that span 92 countries for the period 1960 
to 2000, where different indicators from the knowledge economy have significant impact on 
the long-term economic growth. Different variables that present innovation that is key part of 
the knowledge economy have different impact. It is the number of patents, utility patents, 
published scientific and technical journal articles, and the amount royalty payments and 
receipts that provide empirical evidence for the domestic innovation and technological 
adaptation role on achieving a sustainable growth.  
The first innovation variable that is being considered is the logarithm of the annual number of 
patents granted by the USPTO to a resident of a specific country. The estimated coefficient 
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of the patents variable is positive and highly statistically significant. The results indicate that a 
one percent increase in the number of USPTO patents tends to increase average annual 
economic growth by 0.19 percentage point, and increase output per worker by 0.20 
percentage points. Similar results are obtained by using the logarithm of the annual number 
of utility patents granted by the USPTO to a resident of a specific country to represent 
domestic innovation. The statistically significant positive coefficient of 0.18 indicates that a 
one percent increase in the number of utility patents is associated with a 0.18 percentage 
point increase in annual growth of real GDP.  
The logarithm of the annual number of published scientific and technical journal articles 
shows positive and statistically significant coefficients where the value of 0.22 indicates to be 
associated with a 0.22 percentage point increase in annual economic growth. 
Royalty payments and receipts, combined as measures of technological adaptation and 
domestic innovation, produce coefficients that are positive and statistically significant. A one 
percent increase in royalty payments or receipts tends to lead to an increase in economic 
growth of 0.03 percentage point. 

4.  Innovation in the transition countries 
For transition economies, the knowledge spillover theory of entrepreneurship suggests an 
alternative development path, with development being led by innovative start-up firms rather 
than innovation in incumbent companies. On the other side where institutional development 
is being strongly supported by international capital and knowledge transfers it may enable 
transition economies to develop more rapidly. The potential for open innovation will be 
greatest where firms are operating in knowledge rich environments. This, in turn, will depend 
on public and private knowledge investments through R&D or other aspects of knowledge 
creation or diffusion such as training, purchases of licenses or new software. In-house R&D, 
for example, is likely to have a direct role on knowledge creation and innovation, and firm’s 
absorption capacity. Information technology, the technology transfer from FDI and public 
support can play an important part in facilitating network development and innovation 475. 
  
4.1. KAM 2012 Innovation pillar in the transition countries 
 
In 1999, the Knowledge for Development Program of the World Bank Institute developed the 
Knowledge Assessment Methodology (KAM) with the objective of helping country clients 
make the transition to the knowledge economy485. The KAM helps to identify problems and 
opportunities that a country may face, and where it may need to focus policy attention or 
future investments, with respect to making the transition to the knowledge economy. The 
KAM Knowledge Economy Index (KEI) is an aggregate index that represents the overall level 
of development of a country or region in the Knowledge Economy. It summarizes 
performance over the four KE pillars (Education, Innovation, ICT and Economic and 
Institutional regime). The innovation pillar for 21 transition countries is shown in Figure1, 
which a result varies from 0-10 (weakest-strongest innovation pillar). The top 5 transition 
countries with the highest results in the innovation pillar are Slovenia, Estonia, Croatia, 
Bulgaria and the Russian Federation. The red bars show the transition countries that are EU 
member states, the yellow ones EU Acceding countries, green bars present the EU 
candidate countries, purple bars, the EU potential candidates. The white bars are the rest of 
the transition countries form the Eastern Europe. 
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Figure 1 Innovation pillar (KAM 2012) 
 

The over-time comparison of the analyzed transition countries concerning the innovation 
pillar, where a comparison on the achievements in 1995 and 2012 is being shown, gives 
good information on the path that the transition countries are being passing (Figure 2 and 
Figure 3. The countries that appear in the KEI (innovation) scatter plot can be loosely 
grouped into three broad categories in terms of their development towards the knowledge 
economy.  The ones that are above the 45 degrees plot line have achieved improvement; the 
ones below have regression concerning the innovation achievements.  

 

 

Figure 2 Over-time comparison of the Innovation pillar in the Eastern Europe transition countries 
member states of EU and on the road to EU membership  
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Figure 2 focuses on the transition countries that have passed or are still on the road to the 
EU membership. Firstly, located near the top-right corner of the scatter plot, are a group of 
countries that are in the advance stages of development in terms of the innovation (within the 
knowledge economy). These are mostly the economies of Slovenia, Estonia, and Croatia. 
Next, around the center of the scatter plot are a group of countries that are midway through 
the transition to the knowledge economy, Lithuania, Latvia, Romania and Macedonia. Lower 
results have Bosnia and Herzegovina and Albania. The countries that have just embarked on 
the path to becoming a knowledge economy appear around the bottom-left portion of the 
scatter plot. 

 

Figure 3 Over-time comparison of the Innovation pillar in the rest Eastern Europe transition countries 

The results from Figure 3 show that only the Russian Federation has achieved improvement 
in the innovation pillar. The other transition countries that are from Eastern Europe and are 
not part of the EU accession process have regression in the innovation results in 2012 
compared to 1995. 

4.2 Innovation pillar variables 
 
The amount of royalty and license fees an economy receives from the rest of the world can 
be used as a measure of domestic innovation. In fact, apart from being indicative of the 
amount of innovative activity taking place within the economy, royalty receipts also show the 
value of the innovation that is exported or sold abroad. On the other hand, royalty and 
license fee payments measure the amount innovation or technology that an economy imports 
from aboard. Indeed, royalty and license fee payments are our only measure that focuses 
exclusively on technological adoption from abroad. Figure 4 gives the results on the royalty 
and license fees realized in 2011. The Russian Federation has enormous royalty and license 
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fee payments, followed by Ukraine, Romania, Slovenia and Croatia. The receipts are highest 
in Russian Federation and Romania, followed by Slovenia and Ukraine. 

 

Figure 4 Royalty and license fees, 2011 

Another measure of domestic innovation is the annual number of scientific and technical 
journal articles published by the residents of a specific country. The scientific and technical 
fields include the following: physics, biology, chemistry, mathematics, clinical medicine, 
biomedical research, engineering and technology, and earth and space sciences. While this 
indicator does measure domestic innovative activity, its does not focus only those 
innovations that have commercial value and thus economic production. Data on scientific 
and technical journal articles were obtained from the World Bank World Development 
Indicators are shown in Figure 5. In 2009 the Russian Federation has 14.016 scientific and 
technical journal articles. The results of Ukraine, Slovenia, Serbia and Croatia follow. 

 
Figure 5 Scientific and technical journal articles, 2009 

 
The number of researchers in R&D (per million people) in 2009 in Slovenia is 3.679, which is 
the highest in the analyzed group of countries. Estonia and Russian Federation follow with 
3.210 and 3.091, respectively. Lithuania has also high results with 2.541 researchers in R&D 
(per million people). The lowest results are shown in Moldavia and Romania (Figure 6). 
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Figure 6 Researchers in R&D (per million people), 2009 

�
Utility patents are patents that are granted to persons who invent or discover any new and 
useful process, machine, article of manufacture, or compositions of matters, or any new 
useful improvement thereof. Hence, utility patents constitute more than 90 percent of all 
patents. As with the total patent count, the annual number of utility patents granted by the 
USPTO for a country does a measure of the level of domestic innovation activity exist within 
that country. The total of utility grants approved by USPTO in the period from 1998-2011, 
prevail in the Russian Federation, with 2.809 grants being approved. Besides Slovenia and 
Ukraine, Bulgaria and Croatia show good results. 
�

�
Figure 7 Utility patent grants (1998-2011) 

 
The above mentioned variables are being used in calculating the innovation pillar within the 
knowledge economy index. The transition countries should foster their ambition towards 
promotion and achievement of high innovation activities within the companies, which should 
result in new innovative forms such as organizational innovation, operational innovation, 
supply-side innovation, core-competence innovation, sell – side innovation, product and 
service innovation, innovation of innovation,  that will increase the competitive advantages of 
the companies, and the economy as a whole. The final result will be a long term economic 
growth of the countries. 
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3. Conclusions 

Dramatic moments in the history of industrial change have always been characterised by the 
successful exploitation of new ideas and the achievements of innovators. The generation, 
exploitation and diffusion of knowledge are fundamental to economic growth, development 
and well being of nations. Josef Schumpeter many decades ago has stressed the role of the 
innovation and entrepreneurship as a hinge that opens the door to economic growth. In that 
direction not only technological knowledge, but also other forms of knowledge that are used 
to develop product, process, marketing and organizational innovations are important.  
More analysts describe today's global economy as one in transition to a "knowledge 
economy" or "information society". The success of developed countries and their desire to 
achieve further sustainable economic development lies precisely in the meaning that they 
give to the knowledge and their focus on support and development of all elements of the 
knowledge economy: permanent education, innovation, information and communication 
technology and economic and institutional environment. According to Sir John Rose, Rolls 
Royce CEO, the world will talk less about "developed countries, developing and 
underdeveloped countries," and much more about "smart, smarter and the smartest 
countries" 495. In such a environment the role of the innovation and the knowledge economy 
in the transition countries is substantial for generating sustainable long term economic 
growth. The improvement of the variables that create the innovation pillar will ensure a good 
basis for generating positive economic results, and move the countries up and left on the 
over-time KEI scatter plot. 
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REFLECTIONS ON A STUDY VISIT TO SILICON VALLEY: WHAT LESSONS CAN A 
SOUTH EAST EUROPEAN REGION LEARN FROM THE SAN FRANCISCO BAY 

AREA INNOVATION SYSTEM? 
 
 

Nikos Zaharis1 
1South East European Research Centre (SEERC), 24 Pr. Koromila str, Thessaloniki, Greece, 
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Based on a study tour to San Francisco organized by the INNOPOLIS, INTERREG IVC 
project, an attempt is made to identify the main elements of the Bay Area’s innovation 
system and draw up lessons for regions in the EU and especially the South-Eastern 
part of the EU. The paper examines the role of the higher education system, the role of 
culture and the role of the public sector in relation to creation and promotion of 
innovative entrepreneurship in the area and proceeds to compare them to the region 
of Central Macedonia in Greece. An attempt is also made to define the main 
characteristics that make the “Silicon Valley ecosystem” unique and provide useful 
insights for stakeholders and policy makers in regions with less well developed 
innovation ecosystems. The question whether the Silicon Valley ecosystem can be 
duplicated is answered in a negative way, but it is argued that nevertheless valuable 
conclusions and recommendations valid to any innovation ecosystem may be drawn.  

Keywords 
Innovation ecosystems, Innovation policy, Higher education, Smart specialization strategy. 

1. Introduction: the SF Bay area and the Thessaloniki Metropolitan 
area.  

The purpose of this paper is to analyze the SF Bay Area and Silicon Valley and arrive to 
some conclusions that could be of value to a completely different innovation eco-system, that 
of the Region of Central Macedonia and its capital Thessaloniki. Although the two areas are 
not comparable by any measure (economic, scientific, level of development etc), it is still 
useful to consider what are the basic elements that make one of them an “exemplary” case 
of an innovation enhancing environment and what can the other learn in order to stir its own 
environment towards more innovative friendly directions. We hope to be able to adapt these 
lessons to the particular local environment in our region and try to define our own recipe for 
success. The two areas are briefly presented in the following paragraphs.   

1.1. San Francisco, the Bay Area and Silicon Valley  

The San Francisco metropolitan area has a population of 4,300,000 people while the Bay 
Area population is 7,150,000 people (Figure 1). The regional GDP: $487 billion, $68,100 per 
capita (2009; if the Bay Area was a country it would be the 22nd richest country). The area 
includes Silicon Valley and poses a unique combination of high tech companies, world 
leading universities, high-risk financiers, an entrepreneurial spirit and a multi-cultural 
environment. Silicon Valley exemplifies the Venture Capital culture that accelerates 
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innovation. According to Steve Blank [1] VC finance proliferates from the existence of  
enabling infrastructure (i.e. the existence of Research Universities, a predicable economic 
system, a stable legal system and the availability of utilities 24/7) and it is based on a culture 
that consists of Risk taking; Entrepreneurial spirit; Outward-Facing Tech Universities and 
Free flow of People and Information. 
 

�
Figure 1 The SF Bay area. 

1.2. Thessaloniki metropolitan area and the Region of Central Macedonia  

The Thessaloniki Metropolitan area (Figure 2) is the main population, economic and cultural 
centre of the Region of Central Macedonia. The Thessaloniki metropolitan area population is 
1,500,000 people of the 1,900,000 inhabitants of the Region of Central Macedonia. The 
regional GDP is $39.4 billion (2004), an average $21,038 per capita. It is a typical Southern 
European region where risk, failure and entrepreneurship are not highly rated in the value 
system. Its higher education system is rigid and not particularly friendly to entrepreneurship. 
There is virtually no risk capital available and there are only a limited number of start-ups. 
The region is suffering from de-industrialization for the last 2 decades. On the other hand the 
region exhibits  a high concentration of higher education and research centers including 
“islands of excellence”; a long tradition of trade and industry; a unique location (the port, the 
Balkan hinterland) and a unique combination of history (including multi-cultural heritage), 
natural environment and mild weather. Thessaloniki and the region of Central Macedonia 
demonstrates the weaknesses and asymmetries of the Greek innovation system in terms of 
knowledge creation, diffusion and commercialization as well as the weak links between the 
elements of its triple – helix (industry, knowledge creating institutions, policy makers). An 
analytical treatment of the asymmetries in the Greek innovation system is given in [2]. See 
also the relevant INNO-Policy Trend Chart report [3]. An attempt to define the elements of a 
innovation strategy for the Thessaloniki metropolitan region is given in [4].  
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�
�

Figure 2 The Thessaloniki Metropolitan area. 

2. The SF Bay area study tour 

As part of a mission to learn from the experiences of Silicon Valley and the Bay Area on 
promoting innovation and apply these experiences to their own regions, four teams of policy 
makers and researchers from Manchester UK, Lodz Poland, Helsinki Finland and 
Thessaloniki Greece visited the Bay Area on July 2013. The study tour was part of the 
INNOPOLIS project, a project funded under the INTERREG IVC Program of the European 
Commision. The INNOPOLIS partners had the chance to visit a variety of institutions and 
discuss knowledge exchange, technology transfer, the role of the Universities and Research 
centers as well as the role of the policy makers on supporting new entrepreneurship and 
innovation. The full list of the organizations visited is given in table 1.  
As can be seen by table 1, the study visit included a variety of organizations from every 
aspect of the triple helix (industry – academia – policy making), public and private including 
as diverse organizations as the NASA research center (one of the first public investments in 
the area of the Silicon Valley) and the 6th Str. Revitalization program (a public –private urban 
development partnership).   

Table 1 Organizations visited during the study tour. 

Number Organization Function 
1 AT&T Labs Private research center  
2 University of  Stanford University  
3 Singularity University University  
4 University of California, Berkley  University  
5 NASA Research Park  Public research center and co-location 

area 
6 San Jose State University University  
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Number Organization Function 
7 US Market Access Centre Incubator/ service provider 
8 San Francisco City Local Authority 
9 Network for Teaching 

Entrepreneurship (NFTE) Bay Area 
NGO 

10 Urban solutions: 6th Str. 
Revitalization program 

NGO 

11 The Hub, Bay Area Incubator/ collaboration space  
12 Renaissance Business Center Incubator  
 
The next chapter presents as short summary of the profile and the main elements of 
discussion per organization visited. The two final chapters discuss the lessons learned and 
overall conclusions of the study tour.   

2. Summary of the meetings held during the study tour 

2.1 Universities 

2.1.1. University of Stanford: EPICENTER 
The Mission of the EPICENTER is “…to unleash the entrepreneurial potential of 
undergraduate engineering students across the United States to create bold innovators with 
the knowledge, skills and attitudes to contribute to economic and societal prosperity...”. Their 
work focuses on Undergraduate Engineering Education with an aim to promote 
“Entrepreneurship & Innovation” as a core part of Engineering Education. This work is 
supported by an NSF 5-years grant that responds to the National Priority to change the way 
engineers are trained nation-wide. It provides incentives & rewards for staff in order to 
include Entrepreneurship & Innovation in their teaching. EPICENTER works in cooperation 
with Accreditation Bodies towards policy change in education. A related goal is to reverse the 
trend of over-specialization in technical disciplines by bringing in humanities into the 
curriculums. Other incentives of EPICENTER include:  
� i-corps program: teaching a class specifically to researchers. Main focus is to teach how 

to determine the commercial value of NSF funded research. 
� Stanford Entrepreneurship Network: 30 entrepreneurship groups within the University. 

Completely de-centralized. Every week an invited entrepreneur gives a seminar to 
students and staff.  

� Mayfield Fellows Program. A reverse pitching scheme where companies pitch to the best 
students for internships.  

 
2.1.2. UC Berkley:  Center for Information Technology Research in the Interest of Society - 
CITRIS 
UC Berkley is part of the University of California state University system. It has about 
280,000 students and an annual budget of $10billion. CITRIS operates as an umbrella 
organization providing seed capital for faculty to do research projects. It resembles a small 
(internal) NSF grant. It has 300 affiliated faculty members and it is involved only in projects 
that faculty can not do on their own or within their own networks. CITRIS focuses on 
research in the interest of Society: IT for energy; IT for infrastructure; IT for health care. The 
core of CITRIS research is focusing on Sensors (i.e. Sensors that are energy efficient by 
Nanotechnology; Sensors on mobile phones for traffic management; Pollution Sensors; 
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sensors for Earthquake monitoring). UC Berkley adopts a different approach than Stanford 
with regard to entrepreneurship. It focuses on basic research that will, in the long run, create 
value for the society. For example they estimate that Berkley-originated research created 1/3 
of all Biotechnology jobs in the Bay Area and 1/5 of them in the US. Mix of cultures within the 
University is an important factor for excellence. They try to provide more cost effective 
education by adopting forms of on-line education and by focusing not only on training 
students but re-training them after they leave.  
 
2.1.3. Singularity University 
Singularity University was founded in 2008 by Drs. Ray Kurzweil and Peter Diamantis with a 
mission to “…assemble, educate and inspire a new generation of leaders who strive to 
understand and facilitate the development of exponentially advancing technologies to 
address humanity’s grand challenges…”. It is located within the NASA Research Park and 
benefits greatly from the proximity of other NASA Research Park companies as well as other 
Paolo Alto based companies. The University is focusing on sectors that present an 
“Exponential growth pattern”. The University offers only post graduate education, i.e.  
� A 10 week graduate program with a  curriculum that is being reviewed every 6 months 

and include a mix of Technology Tracks (i.e. Artificial Intelligence & Robotics; 
Nanotechnology; Networks & Computing Systems; Biotechnology & Bioinformatics; 
Medicine & Neuroscience), Application Tracks (i.e. Energy & Environmental Systems; 
Space & Physical Sciences) and Resource/Management Tracks (i.e. Futures Studies & 
Forecasting; Policy, Law & Ethics; Finance & Entrepreneurship; Design)  

� A 7 days executive program. The program concentrates on six exponential growing 
technologies: Artificial Intelligence & Robotics; Nanotechnology; Biotechnology & 
Bioinformatics; Medicine & Neuroscience; Networks & Computing Systems; Energy & 
Environmental Systems.  

 
2.1.4. San Jose State University 
San Jose State University is part of California “middle tier” State University system. California 
State University System has 3 tiers:  
� Upper tier: Leading Research Universities:  the UC system i.e. UCLA, UC Berkley, UC 

Davies etc 
� Middle tier: Cal State Universities: i.e. San Jose State University, San Francisco State 

University. About 25 of them. A total of   420.000 students. SJSU about 20.000 students. 
� Lower tier: Community Colleges: 2 years of studies. Possibility to transfer to the State 

Universities after completion of study. Another 500.000 students 
SJSU is more a teaching oriented rather than a research-led university. It provides the bulk 
of the workforce in the Silicon Valley (maybe not the CEOs and the VPs but all the middle 
management). It is a Community University that works closely with the city, i.e. students work 
on community projects; library can be used by the city citizens. They emphasise the role of 
their Alumni by: An on line community of alumni; crowd sourcing for getting funds for start-
ups; offering internships; sponsored activities; class visits and guest lecturing.   

2.2 Research centers 

2.2.1. AT&T Labs 
For the last 20 years AT&T Labs is focusing on applied research for the last 20 years while 
relying on Universities to do the fundamental research and on the Government to fund it. 
They collaborate mostly with research intense Universities. Their approach is to initiate non-
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biased research by giving the Universities a problem to solve but no bias on the 
methodology. Their approach to IP is very flexible. Usually IP is jointly owned with 
Universities. They collaborate better with Stanford that has an almost frictionless model of 
cooperation and actively encourages working with industry, than with UC Berkley which they 
view as less open to entrepreneurship. In Stafford University they cooperate with the Office 
of Technology Licensing. A recent AT&T initiative that promotes innovative small firm 
creation is the establishment of a series of AT&T Foundries which provide a collaborative 
environment for start ups. AT&T provides space, resources and access to networks. Up till 
now AT&T has invested a total 80m $ in 3 foundries that have been established in co-
operation with technology partners:  in Paolo Alto with Erickson, in Dallas with Alcatel and in 
Tel Aviv with Amdocs.  
 
2.2.2 .NASA Research Park 
The Research Park was built on 1939. NASA has invested a total of $18b. They believe and 
claim that they “kick-started” the Silicon Valley.  It operates as a Technology Accelerator. The 
companies that are established within the Research Park have commercial leases and 
receive no subsidy or equity form NASA; neither does NASA endorse companies/producers. 
The value of locating within the Research Park is the opportunity to network and benefit from 
co-location with other companies and research labs. Currently the park hosts 90 companies 
on site, from Google to start-ups (including Universities), in diverse sectors such as  
Biotechnology; Information Technologies; Nanotechnologies.  

2.3. Incubators/ accelerators 

2.3.1. US MAC (US Market Access Centre) 
US Mac is an incubator/ accelerator for foreign companies that want to be established in 
Silicon Valley. It was founded by San Jose State University on 1995 and operates as a non-
for-profit company. It has helped over 900 companies over17 years. Currently 40 companies 
are hosted in 3 floors in San Jose plus 110 companies in San Francisco. Average stay: 24-
30 months. When companies have raised their first investment money they leave the 
incubator/accelerator. Over 90 volunteers dedicate a minimum of 2 hours per month to 
support the companies. US Mac is currently preparing to starting a VC fund. They have 
raised 35m$ with an ultimate goal of 300m$ 
 
2.3.2. The HUB, Bay Area 
The HUB is a co-working space in downtown San Francisco. It is a part of a global network 
of 35 locations. The SF one is number 28. They currently have 1300 members and 8 staff 
members. They support social entrepreneurs, i.e. for profit business that address a social 
need.  
 
2.3.3. Renaissance Business Center  
Renaissance Business Center is a 27 years old NGO. Original funding came from Federal 
funds, Banks and Corporations. They support under-resourced population towards business 
creation. Usually they focus on very small businesses (1-5 employees). Most business come 
to Renaissance when they are at the 3-6 months stage of their operations. Applicants are 
admitted based on their business plan. Their services include:  
� Monthly one-one consultation on marketing, finance etc 
� Open books- mutual confidentiality agreement  
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� Within the 1st year companies usually come up into problems and the incubator tries to 
help them overcome the “bumps” 

� Flexibility: increase/decrease of office space when needed 
� The center does not take equity at the businesses  
They operate 4 sites in Bay area, in disadvantaged communities in SF, East Palo Alto, and 
north of Golden Bay Bridge with a total staff of 21 Full Time 3 Part Time. Currently they are 
hosting about 40 businesses in downtown SF.  

2.4. Public Authorities and NGOs 

 2.4.1. San Francisco City: Mayor’s Office of Civic Innovation 
The Mayor’s Office of Civic Innovation functions as a start up within government. They focus 
on 3 initiatives:  
� StartupSF i.e. One-stop shop that helps companies cut through red tape; Portal SF; Tax 

incentives to start-ups that move to Market str. In downtown SF;  
� EngageSF i.e Open government, open data from all public organizations so that 

businesses can develop applications based on the data; Hackathons (i.e. hacker 
marathons) organized by the City; On-line collaboration platform that lowers the barriers 
of entry to working with government;  

� SmartSF i.e. Car2go: car sharing scheme; Living innovation zones: A mechanism that 
will allow business to demonstrate their products, services and applications using the city 
as a living lab; Support of Sustainable Social Enterprises. 

 
2.4.2. Network for Teaching Entrepreneurship (NFTE) Bay Area 
NFTE is an international NGO that focuses on teaching entrepreneurial skills to kids. It is 
helping about 50.000 kids 11-18 years old world - wide. They cooperate with the University of 
San Francisco (USF) which commits that MBA and graduate students work with kids from 
NEFTE as mentors and coaches. Also USF provides space for NEFTE 1000 kids per year in 
the Bay Area. Modules of teaching run for 1 semester up to 1 year with a 2 weeks 
introduction.   
 
2.4.3. Urban solutions: 6th Str. Revitalization program 
Urban Solutions is an NGO dedicated in revitalization of urban areas in economic decline. 
They invested $1.4m public money and leveraged $3.5m private investment in the area of SF 
6th street, one of the poorest and deprived areas of the city. Their services include: 
Sustainability consulting to small businesses; Renovation investment; Small loans to 
businesses; Help in negotiating leases; organization of Art walks in the City.   

3. Key lessons and conclusions  

During the study tour a number of key themes were repeatedly discussed and re-surfaced in 
the meetings that the INNOPOLIS team had with the organizations that were hosting us. We 
discuss these key themes below; so that we will be able to draw some key lessons that will 
help us answer three important questions:  
� Can the Silicon Valley be replicated?  
� What can a South East European Region like Central Macedonia learn from the Silicon 

Valley? 
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� How we can use these lessons to define an innovation strategy for our region?   

3.1. What makes Silicon Valley unique; what defines the “Silicon Valley spirit”?  

The unique combination of high tech companies, world leading universities, high-risk 
financiers and an entrepreneurial spirit has elevated Silicon Valley to the status of the 
proffered destination for students, entrepreneurs and financiers from all over the US and all 
over the world. The most important elements of the Silicon Valley ecosystem are:  
� A culture that welcomes failure: “If you are afraid to fail, you will not try”. This in turn 

encourages experimentation; try, fail and retry.   
� A unique educational system that caters for the needs of an ever developing dynamic 

entrepreneurial community.   
� A culture of sharing, giving to the community and engaging that has allowed concepts 

like social entrepreneurship, voluntary mentorship, crowd-sourcing,  crowd-funding and 
co-location to flourish 

� A pioneer spirit combined with a liberal one (the former having its roots to the 1849 gold 
rush, the later having its roots in the freedom-loving and experimental ‘60s).  

� An inter-disciplinary approach that breaks the barriers between scientific areas and 
encourages new innovative experimentation 

3.2. What is the role of the education system and more specifically of the 
Universities in the Silicon Valley?  

The importance of education and the Universities was repeatedly highlighted. In particular 
Stanford University is considered by many to be a “catalyst” for Silicon Valley and an 
institution where businesses and Venture Capitals are looking at closely in order to find their 
next “big business opportunity” However it is important to note that, in the Bay Area, there is 
a variety of approaches and ideas on the role of the education and more specifically of the 
higher education. We believe that this variety is an important ingredient of success: 
� There is a variety of approaches on the role of Universities in bringing technological 

development to the market and society: UC Berkley and Stanford University exemplify 
two major different approaches. For UC Berkley it is important to focus on basic 
research, on putting the effort to open new frontiers and educate people and this will 
“flow back” to society. Stanford on the other hand strongly encourages staff and students 
to focus on applied research and to bring this research to the society through start-ups 
and IP exploitation of their own. It is important to note that the two approaches are 
complementary. It can be safely concluded that while Silicon Valley can not exist without 
Stanford, it would not be what it is now without UC Berkley either.  

� Equally important is the “3 tier” construction of the California public University system. 
The system is constructed in a way that recognizes the fact that the needs of the society 
and the market are multi-tier. Businesses do not need only CEOs and VPs (that can 
come out of institutions like UC Berkeley and Stanford). They also need well educated 
middle-level management (like those that come out of State Universities like San Jose 
State University) and well educated and trained technicians and operators (educated in 
the 2-years public Colleges). The level of commitment and pride that the team 
experienced while talking to the SJSU staff (“…we educate all the Silicon Valley’s middle 
management…”) is nothing but remarkable.   

� A third aspect worth mentioning is the considerable effort put by the Universities, we 
have visited, to exploit alternative ways of providing education that caters to special 
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needs, being it continuous education (UC Berkely, SJSU) on-line education (Stanford, 
UC Berkley), the development of post-graduate courses focusing on the development of 
exponentially advancing technologies (Singularity University) or the focus on re-
designing and revitalizing engineering education (Stanford). Equally important is the 
ever-growing trend to offer free on-line material and courses as exemplified by the recent 
fast development of Mass Open On-line Courses (MOOCs like coursera, udacity and 
edX). 

� The role of “T-shaped education” (2 years more general education plus 2 years 
specialized education) was exemplified by all the higher level educational institutions that 
we visited. It is deemed to provide the opportunity to the students to broaden their views 
and understanding of society before being more focused to their expertise. And this in 
turn helps inter-disciplinary approaches.    

� Finally it is worth mentioning the attention that all four Universities give to the 
engagement with the community and the importance of bringing in professionals and 
entrepreneurs in the classroom, so that they can provide first hand real-life experience to 
the students, thus eliminating the “academia– society” chasm.   

3. 3. What (if any) is the role of the public sector in the Silicon Valley?   

Although there is an almost universal agreement that the public sector should better not get 
involved or risk inhibiting innovation and entrepreneurship, there is still enough evidence to 
support an active public sector involvement that recognizes the role that it can play in 
supporting:  
� Basic research (i.e. the University of California system as exemplified by UC Berkeley)  
� A well functioning education system (i.e. the “3 tiers” of the California State Higher 

Education System)  
� Cutting red tape for new enterprise creation and development (i.e. the role of the Mayor’s 

Office of Civic Innovation)  
� Offering access to public data in view of creating new innovative services and 

businesses (i.e. again the SF Mayor’s Office of Civic Innovation).    
It should be also noted that one of the first big investments in the area (the NASA Research 
Center) was done by public money. The decisive role of public (and especially military) 
investment in creating the Silicon Valley is examined in detailed by Steve Blank [1] and 
emphasized by many scholars of innovation history (see i.e. Henry Chesbrough’s analysis of 
the role that the Office of Scientific Research and Development (OSRD) and Vannevar 
Bush’s “Science, The Endless Frontier” 1945 report played in creating the US and Silicon 
Valley innovation culture [5]).  

3.4 Can the Silicon Valley be replicated?  

A lot of efforts to replicate Silicon Valley have failed not only in Europe, but also within the 
US. The main conclusion of this study tour is that the uniqueness of Silicon Valley and the 
SF Bay Area lies not on the abundant offer of VC money; nor on the existence of two of the 
best Universities of the world; nor on the nice climate and location. It is not money, education 
and climate that mostly define SF Bay Area. It is the culture: the acceptance of failure; the 
positive attitude; the importance of sharing and openness; the co-existence of different 
cultures; the role of the community and the desire to give back to the community; the 
glorification of the pioneer/ entrepreneur; the continuous quest to open new frontiers. This is 
why Silicon Valley can not be re-created by bringing together a few very good Universities 
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and offering risk capital to businesses and start-ups. The culture needs to be nourished and 
this takes time and effort directed at the core values of the society.   

3.5. What can Thessaloniki and the Region of Central Macedonia learn? 

Building an entrepreneurial and innovation-prone culture should be the main focus of the 
Central Macedonia region. The main lesson is that implementing changes that affect 
profoundly the core values of the society is not something that can be done overnight and 
does not happen with subsidising the high-tech activities of a few firms or by encouraging 
research and innovation in a few local “centres of excellence”. We need to think about how to 
cultivate a culture that embraces innovation and direct our efforts to the core values of the 
society. The main elements of such a strategy would be:  
� Identifying and building upon the positive elements of the local culture, like the trade and 

industrial tradition, the willingness of the people to learn and invest in education and the 
natural advantages of the region.   

� Using the concept of Smart Specialization ([6], [7]) to identify and support local strengths 
and capabilities and streamline public and private investment towards them.   

� Promoting entrepreneurial spirit to young generations, by addressing the high school 
students and providing them with alternative career paths.   

� Reforming and invest on education. Redefine the role of higher education so that it 
serves the purpose of supporting and boosting the local economy. In the California 
system there is a clear and valuable role for each tier of higher education (upper tier: 
research driven; middle tier: educating and preparing the middle level management of 
the Silicon Valley; lower level: provide a basic level of higher education to a large number 
of people). Additionally the two main research-led institutions have a clear and quite 
different vision for their role towards research and innovation. These two different visions 
are complementary and both play a significant role in the local innovation eco-system. 
We need to re-think Higher Education, continuous education and post-high school 
education, in order to define clear scope for each one that will serve specific needs and 
target-groups of the economy and the society. Mobility, competition, excellence, 
openness and continuous appraisal of the mission and achievements are necessary 
elements of such a reform.       

� Redefine the role of public sector so that it serves entrepreneurship and innovation. 
Elements of this new role include: Encouragement of Public-Private Partnerships; 
opening up of public data so that new innovative applications can stem up; encourage 
entrepreneurship and severely cut red-tape; every public investment in the local 
innovation system should respect the following principles: accountability, sustainability of 
results, pursuing of excellence and always assess the impact of each investment, 
regulation and initiative.     
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Small and medium-sized enterprises play a key role in today’s global economy in 
terms of their large share of the total workforce and the total number of firms. 
Although small firms have potential for innovation and can bring new ideas into the 
market, there exist many barriers for them to innovation and growth. This study 
concerns with the relationship between innovation policies that are initiated by 
Turkish Government to promote innovation among SMEs and the performance of 
these small and medium-sized organizations at firm level.  Although small firms have 
low survival rates compared to large firms, SMEs comprise a very high percentage of 
the economy in almost all countries.  Their contribution to the overall economy is 
significant as they often take the lead to turn ideas into new products, processes, and 
business methods.  We investigate the effects of support funds for R&D, innovation 
and development of technology that are given by the public agency of Small and 
Medium Enterprises Development Organization on net sales for a sample of 844 SMEs 
across different industries.  Our results reveal that support funds positively contribute 
to the net sales with higher contributions in large manufacturing firms that are located 
in technology development centers and industrial zones.   

Keywords 
Firm performance, innovation, R&D, SMEs, support funds 
 

 

1. Introduction 

Many scholars in the field of management have been involved in the debate on the outcomes 
of innovation outlasting during the last few decades.  Innovation has been considered as the 
out way from economic downturns in the times of crisis and has been the power engine for 
development of firms, countries, and regions.  Firms and countries invest in innovation to 
increase the productivity and the profitability of their organizations and the welfare of their 
nations.   

Innovation matters to all as it affects the wellbeing of a firm.  Yet, most firms cannot compete 
with others who invest in and manage innovation well.  Therefore, it is crucial to understand 
how to create conditions to make innovation happen which in turn allows organizations build 
innovative capabilities.  While large firms have structured processes for organizing and 
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managing innovation, small firms that are young usually do not have the resources or formal 
strategies for innovation [1].  Many new small firms enter the market with new ideas for 
developing new processes and products; however, they do not last for long exiting the 
markets in a few years ([2], [3]).  Thus, survival of such firms in the long run has been a 
challenge especially for small firms as they are most exposed to the risk of exit.  On the other 
hand, small firms are the ones that most benefit from innovation to survive in the market as 
time lengthens [4]. 

Small firms survive in the market to the extent that they engage in innovation.  However, 
small firms face many challenges as compared to large firms.  They have difficulty in 
accessing new technologies that they require to innovate, obtaining finance, and they are 
lack of know how, skills and capital investment for performing innovation activities (OECD, 
2004).  In this context, national innovation polices play a critical role in engaging and 
supporting small businesses.  Many governments across the globe today establish 
frameworks, create funds, and revise their taxation and educational policies to stimulate 
innovation activities.  Generating innovation possibilities through creating funds and suitable 
environments for innovation is important but it is not sufficient. It is equally crucial to bring out 
the benefits of innovative capabilities of firms in the forms of enhanced productivity or 
profitability for the sake of the overall economy. To serve to this purpose, many scholars try 
to establish the link between innovation and productivity while finding themselves in the 
middle of a debate on the impact of innovation.  Innovation is clearly a significant ingredient 
in productivity (and profitability) but it is important to understand the environment and 
conditions, which stimulates the effectiveness of these highly expensive investments.   

This study examines the relationship between support funds for innovation that are offered to 
Turkish small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) and their performance metrics. SMEs 
with their small scales can quickly adapt to economic changes especially in the times of 
crises and they play a critical role in the development and growth of resilient economies all 
over the world.  In Turkish economy, SMEs comprise a large share of the total employment 
with 99.9% of the total number of enterprises and 81.3% of the total employment according 
to 2006 statistics given by OECD.  Although SMEs comprise a large share of the overall 
employment and businesses in Turkish economy, their performances are low in terms of the 
shares in total exports (9%) and value-added (27.3%) as compared to their peers elsewhere 
in the world [5].  Low scores of Turkish SMEs in innovation made the Turkish Government to 
re-evaluate and develop new strategies for harnessing innovation and entrepreneurship 
among all businesses.  Turkey is now at a milestone where the Turkish economy can take a 
step further towards achieving the goal of Turkey 2023 vision by investing in R&D and 
innovation policies especially in small businesses that are viewed as the engine of the 
economy.  To boost the exports and decrease the account deficit, Turkish Government 
recently initiated various policies and support programs that will help to increase the 
competitiveness of Turkish companies and differentiate them in terms of new products and 
services.  

Support program for R&D, Innovation and Industrial Applications and support program for 
Development of Technology and Innovation are the two major programs that have been 
designed and implemented by the Small and Medium Enterprises Development Organization 
(KOSGEB) in Turkey.  While initiating such support programs is crucial for the sake of the 
small businesses, there is a need to understand the role of these funds on initiating and 
accelerating the innovativeness of SMEs particularly in the early stages of their life cycle.  As 
SMEs grow and increase their business performance in time, they can choose to invest more 
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in R&D and innovate but innovation would be more challenging initially.  New and young 
firms can be very creative as evidence from Patent Co-operation Treaty (PCT) suggests that 
a significant amount of patent applications come from new firms with about 14% in the 
United States, 16% in Denmark, and 22% in Norway ([6]).  This study tries to measure and 
understand the role of national innovation policies on the growth performance of SMEs.  
While innovation can be linked to business performance of SMEs based on the previous 
empirical studies of firms across different countries, it is not clear how the support funds 
initiate and foster the innovativeness of SMEs.  The funds that are allocated for the purpose 
of increasing the innovation activities of SMEs need to be evaluated on an empirical basis to 
better understand their tangible effects on firm performance measures and their overall 
effects on the Turkish economy. 

2. Data and Methodology 

2.1 Data and Descriptive Statistics 

We propose an empirical approach to determine the effects of the support funds on firm 
innovation output and firm financial performance. We obtained firm-level support funds data 
including firm-level financial data from KOSGEB.  Support funds data were collected from 
844 SMEs that are concentrated in industrial sectors such as manufacturing, construction, 
wholesale, information & communication technologies, professional, scientific and 
technological activities.  There are only a few firms in some of the industrial sectors that span 
our firm level dataset; therefore, we classify firms into three main industries by collecting 
relatively small number of firms in other industries: manufacturing, information and 
communication, and other.    

The main independent variables of this study are the two types of support funds for 
innovation: support program for R&D, Innovation and Industrial Applications (RDInnovInd) 
and support program for Development of Technology and Innovation (DevTechInnov).  While 
581 firms have been granted by the support fund for R&D, Innovation, and Industrial 
Applications between years 2010 and 2012, 328 firms are supported through the program 
Development of Technology and Innovation over years 2009 to 2012.  However, not all firms 
have been granted by both funds during the three years from 2009 to 2011.  

Table 1a. Characteristics of the sample granted by the R&D, Innovation, and Industrial 
Applications support program 

 
  Number of Firms with respect to Location 
Industry Number KOSGEB

Centers 
Industrial Zones Tech. Dev. Zones  

& Techno parks 
Other 

Manufacturing 361 57 136 45 123 
ICT 136 46 1 41 48 
Sci. and  
Tech. Activities 

58 23 3 20 12 

Other 26 4 6 2 14 
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Table 1b. Characteristics of the sample granted by the Development of Technology and 
Innovation support program 

 
  Number of Firms with respect to Location 
Industry Number KOSGEB

Centers 
Industrial Zones Tech. Dev. Zones  

& Techno parks 
Other 

Manufacturing 221 45 62 24 90 
ICT 85 38 - 25 22 
Sci. and  
Tech. Activities 

18 9 2 5 2 

Other 4 - 1 - 3 

Table 1 gives the characteristics of the sample, which provides a distribution of the firms with 
respect to location and industrial sector for the two types of funds, separately. Location is 
specified by means of four different levels that are KOSGEB technology development 
centers (TEKMER), industrial zones, technology development zones and techno parks, and 
other locations. KOSGEB established technology centers that are referred to as TEKMER by 
collaborating prestigious universities in major cities. Industrial zones comprise organized 
industrial zones and small industry zones.  Identifying location is important here as there are 
many firms in this data set that are located in technology development centers and techno 
parks that are established by the Ministry of Science, Industry and Technology to promote 
the innovativeness of SMEs.   Various grants and soft loans, tax reliefs, exemptions, and 
other tax-based supports are provided to the tenants of these centers to boost their 
innovation activities.   

Tables 1a and 1b reveal that 22.38 % of all firms that are supported through funds for R&D, 
Innovation, and Industrial Applications are located in KOSGEB technology development 
centers whereas 18.59 % are located in technology development zones.  Corresponding 
percentages are 28.05 and 16.46 % for firms that are supported through funds for 
Development of Technology and Innovation.   

 
Figure 1.  Partition of funds for R&D, Innovation, and Industrial Applications and 
Development of Technology and Innovation with respect to industry sectors 
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Figure 1 presents the partition of the funds across different industrial sectors.  As the figure 
reveals, a high percentage of firms that have been supported through both support funds lie 
within the manufacturing sector with 62% and 67% for funds RDInnovInd and DevTechInnov, 
respectively.  Firms that are classified in information and communication technologies follow 
the manufacturing sector with a share of 23% and 26% for RDInnovInd and DevTechInnov, 
respectively.   

A firm’s innovative activities tend to stimulate net sales.  Different measures of firm 
performance are utilized in the prior literature as they are briefly summarized in Artz et al. 
(2010).  Focusing on the net sales aspect of firm performance, we consider net sales as the 
dependent variable in this study.   Because firm size contributes to the variation in firm 
performance (Kotabe et al., 2002), we control for firm size measuring the size as the 
logarithmic function of the total assets.   To control for industry effects, we define a dummy 
variable for each industry.  Three binary dummy variables are defined to indicate the 
industrial sector of the firm: DManufacturing, DInfandComm, and DOther.  Similarly, a 
dummy is associated with the location of each firm.  DSecKOSGEB, DSecIndustZones, 
DSecTechno, and DSecOther represent the regions of the firms in our data set.    

2.2 Regression Analysis 

We investigate the effects of the support funds (funds for R&D, Innovation and Industrial 
Applications and funds for Development of Technology and Innovation) on firms’ net sales.  
We test the effect of two funds separately which we refer to as model 1 and model 2.    While 
firms in our data set has been granted by two different types of support funds by KOSGEB, 
we have only three years of data for each type of the support funds.  581 firms received 
RDInnovInd funds between years 2010 and 2012 while 328 firms received DevTechInnov 
funds between 2009 and 2011.  Thus, we investigate the effect of the sum of two funds on 
firm net sales to increase the time span of the data.  The regression equation takes the 
following form where InnovFunds reflects the RDInnovInd, DevTechInnov, or TotalFunds.   

Table 2. Pooled regression analysis of the support funds 
 

 Model  1  Model 2  Model  3  
RDInnovInd 0.06113    
DevTechInnov  0.00443   
TotalFunds   0.0410**  
Size 0.56604*** 0.50283*** 0.49486***  
DSecKOSGEB 0.11146**  0.15**  0.08873***  
DSecIndustZones 0.11910** 0.18553*** 0.10765***  
DSecOther 0.09487*  0.24744*** 0.12658***  
DManufacturing 0.02981  0.10073  0.08540***  
DInfandComm  0.02072  0.05115  0.01503  
Adj. R2 0.3690 0.3290 0.2964 

Notes: Dependent variable= Net Sales.  Regression coefficients are standardized. *** (**,*) 
indicate 1%, (5%, 10%) level of significance.   
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The indices i and t represent the firm and the year, respectively.  �_(i,t) is the error term.  
Technology development zones and technoparks are chosen as base dummy for region 
whereas firms that are classified in industrial sectors referred to as other includes industrial 
sectors such as wholesale, construction, electricity is chosen and chosen as base dummy for 
industrial sector.  

Table 2 provides the parameter estimates of the regression models that are considered in 
this study.  The positive and significant impact of TotalFunds on net sales indicates that 
support funds for national innovation policies result in an increase in net sales of the small 
firms that are supported through these funds.   Size is also positively related to net sales of 
SMEs.  According to Model 3, while firms in manufacturing industry has a significant and 
positive impact on net sales as compared to firms that are classified in other industrial 
sectors, we do not observe this significant and positive impact for firms in information and 
communication industry.  With respect to location, firms that are located within the KOSGEB 
technology development centers, industrial zones, an in other location significantly increase 
the net sales.  Firms that are located in technology development centers and technoparks do 
not positively contribute to net sales.  About 60% of all firms in our data set is classified in 
manufacturing sector.  This can be partially explained by the fact that a significant portion of 
firms in our data set are classified in manufacturing sector and most of these firms are 
located in industrial zones.   

3. Conclusions 

Despite the increased policies and support funds for nurturing innovation activities of small 
firms all around the world, quantifying the effects of these polices on firm productivity or 
performance has long been neglected.  While developing policies and supporting SMEs is 
crucial for the survival of small firms, systematic statistical measurement of SME policies is 
needed to improve the effectiveness of these policies.  We measure the effectiveness of 
support funds provided by one of the largest public agency in this field in Turkey, the Small 
and Medium Enterprises Development Organization (KOSGEB).  Yet, comparative studies 
among different sources of this kind of support within Turkey as well as cross-country 
comparative studies must be done to analyze the impacts in the long run.    

This research contributes to the literature by examining the effects of support funds on firm 
net sales.  844 SMEs that receive financial support from KOSGEB are tracked during the 
years 2009 and 2012.  Most of the SMEs receiving these funding are active in manufacturing 
and information and communications sectors.   According to the regression results, support 
funds significantly increase the firms’ net sales.  Besides, firm size positively contributes to 
net sales.  Our results also reveal that manufacturing firms have higher net sales as 
compared to other firms.  Moreover, firms that are located within KOSGEB centers, industrial 
zones, and other regions have higher net sales than firms located in technoparks and 
technology development centers.   This can partially be explained by the fact that most of the 
SMEs supported by KOSGEB are manufacturing firms that are located in industrial zones 
and KOSGEB centers.  A significant portion of the firms that are active in information and 
communication technologies, although small in count, are located in technoparks and 
technology development centers.  While these knowledge-intensive small firms have more 
potential in nurturing innovativeness of the economy by developing value added products 
and services, most of them are so small that cannot compete with their larger counterparts.   
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Innovation requires high R&D investments that are typically risky and outcomes are uncertain 
in the short-run.  Small firms often lack the resources to invest in R&D and innovate.  
Nevertheless, our analyses indicate that supports for innovation pay off in terms of higher net 
sales for manufacturing SMEs.  This does not necessarily suggest that innovation results in 
lower or non-significant benefits in financial measures for firms that are specialized in 
information and communication technologies.  Since the data span of this study was limited 
to a few years (i.e., from 2009 to 2012), the non-significant effect of other industrial sectors 
other than manufacturing could only be inferred rather than be generalized.  Future research 
should collect longitudinal data on a larger number of firms that is more balanced with 
respect to different industrial sectors.   

This study has key implications for government agencies, practitioners and researchers.  The 
findings of this study shed light on the essential role of innovation policies and supports on 
fostering the innovation activities of Turkish SMEs.  From Turkish Government’s perspective, 
support funds for innovation results in higher financial performance for those SMEs that 
benefit from these funds.  The solid empirical evidence can further accelerate future support 
programs within KOSGEB and other private and public sector agencies.  KOSGEB and 
similar agencies can improve the effectiveness of the support programs in the long-term and 
establish new funds and support programs to further foster the innovation.  The findings can 
also be used to compare similar effects in different countries at least from a researcher’s 
point of view.  

The sample for this study was drawn from KOSGEB, which was limited to a few years that 
are from 2009 to 2012.  Given the small range of time in our sample, we investigate the 
contribution of support funds in current net sales.  A larger range of time would allow us to 
investigate the effect of support funds for innovation on the differences in financial firm 
performance before and after funding which opens a new avenue for future research.  The 
research model should be tested further using samples from other supporting agencies and 
countries.  In this study, the firm performance is measured using net sales in considering that 
investments in innovation will be reflected in financial firm performance.   However, there are 
other important measures of innovation outputs such as patent count and number of new 
products and services that would be used to test the contribution of support funds in 
innovation on these measures of innovation outputs.   Moreover, there exist other factors 
such as firm’s age, firm’s technology and R&D investments, and entrepreneurship capital, 
which can also affect (marginal and joint effects) the firm’s innovation performance.  Since it 
is not easy to quantify factors such as entrepreneurship capital, further data need to be 
collected through surveys and interviews.   
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Abstract 

The management of Intellectual property rights is becoming increasingly important in the 
21st century knowledge society. Patents are especially important for engineering design and 
R&D teams. However, there is a lack of educational resources in this area. There is an 
increasing need to enhance the university curriculum with appropriately designed courses 
focusing on patent development strategies. There is therefore a need for the development 
of such academic courses by using publicly available resources and by focusing on cost 
efficiency. The focus on the balance between cost and educational efficiency is especially 
important within the context of the economic challenges which are drastically limiting the 
financial resources of all universities.  

In a previous contribution presented at the ICEIRD 2012 conference we have discussed our 
finding that technology entrepreneurs in general are interested in more education on the 
patent system [1]. In this paper we will examine the current literature addressing the subject 
of teaching patent development to engineering students and entrepreneurs. The review will 
primarily focus on literature that supports the teaching of patents to engineering students. 
With the advancement of the internet a number of patent offices are offering online tools 
that can be utilized in the teaching of the patent system, we will provide a review and 
analysis of these tools resulting in a suggestion for a patent course syllabus corresponding 
to an average student workload of 5 ECTS. 
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1. Introduction 

The management of Intellectual property rights is becoming increasingly important in the 21st 
century knowledge society. There are multiple reasons for such growing importance. One of them 
is the increasing openness, interdependency and accelerated internationalization of technology-
driven firms within the context of ongoing globalization processes. Patents are especially important 
for engineering design and R&D teams as they contain the description of emerging technologies 
developed in cooperation with both internal and external partners. These trends are in the process 
of affecting the content of academic engineering programs worldwide which now emphasize the 
need for the acquiring of both engineering and management skills. In this sense there is an 
increasing need to enhance the university curriculum with appropriately designed courses focusing 
on patent development strategies. It is true that there are many examples of courses focusing on 
the professional development of patent experts. However, there are very few examples of such 
courses within the context of master engineering programs. The development of such courses by 
focusing on the expertise of patent firms could be very expensive and may not be economically 
justified. There is therefore a need for the development of such academic courses by using publicly 
available resources and by focusing on cost efficiency. The focus on cost efficiency is especially 
important within the context of the economic crisis which is drastically limiting the financial 
resources of universities.  

In our contribution to the ICEIRD 2012 we have found that technology entrepreneurs in general 
ask for more education on the patent system [1]. In this paper we will examine the current literature 
addressing the subject of teaching patent development to engineering students and entrepreneurs. 
The review will primarily focus on literature that supports the teaching of patents to engineering 
students. With the advancement of the internet a number of patent offices are offering online tools 
that can be utilized in the teaching of the patent system to engineering students and entrepreneurs, 
we will provide a review of these tools. In the conclusions a suggestion for a patent course syllabus 
corresponding to an average student workload of 5 ECTS is described, including a summary of the 
relevant literature and suggesting a list of online tools that could be used for a cost efficient course 
development. 

Patents are often associated with a tedious process from conceiving an invention to the granting of 
a patent. Most scientists and engineers see the demand for patent filing before publication as 
prohibitive to their research career. But fully understanding the patent system allows them to both 
patent and publish their research results without significant delay. Moreover a – often overlooked – 
feature of the patent system is that most technical developments are (also and often only) 
published as patents and thus patents contain a wealth of technology information. Patents are a 
valuable source for technology information and they are freely available for scientists and 
engineers having the skills to search patent documents.  Moreover understanding and being able 
to benefit from the patent system is part of the “Engineering Library Literacy”[2] .  

2. Methodology 

Our search for materials related to the subject were performed in the period between May and 
November 2012 on the internet and in databases such as Compendex and Web of Science, using 
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relevant keywords to cover the area of “Teaching patents to entrepreneurial engineering students”. 
The search revealed a number of approaches to teaching patents to engineers and – as seen in 
figures 1 and 2 some limitations in the results were necessary. The searches dealing with 
“teaching patents to engineers in a separate course from a technological point of view” resulted in 
a number of web pages and less than 20 scientific articles or conference papers covering the area.  
This material is dealt with in the analysis below. In figures 1 and 2 below we have depicted the 
selection process we undertook in the literature review phase. The cutoffs are either dealt with 
other places or not relevant to our subject. The two subjects “Teaching to understand the patent 
system” and “Using patents in Entrepreneurship teaching” are discussed in this article. 

Figur 1 Overview of subject matter included in the review 

 

3 Results 

3.1 Understanding the patent system 

The first question that was raised was whether the patent teaching should be a course for itself or 
it should be introduced through the incorporation in other courses. This dilemma is discussed by 
Roach et al [3], Soetendorp et al [4] and others. They argue that due to a generally crowded 
syllabus the right way to introduce patent teaching in engineering programmes is to include the 
subject in another, relevant course. Kaplan and Kaplan [5]  argue that IP teaching in general 
should be included in other engineering courses, even on the freshman level.  

Starkey et al [6] investigated the general knowledge on Intellectual Properties (IP) amongst 
students and teachers in New Zealand secondary schools. In general less that 50 % were able to 
give correct definitions to subjects such as: patent, copyright, registered design or trademark. For 
patents less than 25 % of the teachers were able to give a correct definition to the subject “patent”. 
We have chosen to work on patent teaching in a separate course, supported by Soetendorp [7] 
who states that a large number of professors are reluctant to include IPR teaching in their classes 
as they don’t feel confident teaching an area unfamiliar to them. 

3.2 Various teaching methods 

Soetendorp [4] mentions 5 ways to teach patent understanding: 
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� The case method 
� The problem solving method 
� The simulation model 
� The clinical method 
� The doctrinal method. 

The first four are characterised by student activating learning. A course with activated students 
produces the highest learning. This is amongst others  achieved by Henry and Richey [8] who 
describe a course where law students and engineering students act as professionals that must 
work together in joint projects. The law students must advice the engineers on the IPR situation 
and the engineers must work on formulating the technologies to make them understandable to the 
law students.  

Schox and Chesney [9] suggested and used cases to introduce students to the differences and 
relationships between “Patentability” and “Infringement”. Four cases are assigned by the students 
to a 2 x 2 matrix covering the four combinations of infringement/non infringement and 
patentable/non patentable. 

Figur 2 Continued from Figure 1: The subjects investigated in this article. 

 

3.3 Suggestion of a general syllabus with an active learning strategy 

Based on our literature review and our own experience in teaching IPR and patent understanding 
to engineering students, we have suggest the outline given below for a course teaching intellectual 
properties to engineering students at university level. We have focused on describing a course 
where the engineering students learn to appreciate the patent system as a tool for technology 
information by class room teaching in combination with freely avaliable online tools. The aim with 
the described course syllabus is to introduce the students to a general understanding of the patent 
system and to give them an opportunity to explore the patent system as a tool for technology 
information. As argued above an active learning approach is the most fruitful when teaching 
engineering students patent understanding, therefore a lot of practical exercises where each 
student, or small groups, work on the exercises on an individual basis. The course is intended to 
cover the workload of 5 ECTS for an average student (approximately 130 to 150 working hours for 
the average student). The course is constructed in such a way that first part of the course is a 
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general introduction to the IPR system (corresponding to 2 ECTS workload conducted during a one 
week intensive course). This part is conducted as class room instruction with on-class exercises. 
This first part of the course is a blend of professor lecturing and student group work. Minor 
exercises on using the public available patent databases for patent searching is included to 
familiarize the students with that resource for further in depth work during the exercises in second 
part of the course.  

 The second part of the course is a number of exercises that the individual student has to work 
with. This part is suitable for distance instruction. The student builds a portfolio of exercises in this 
second part and approval of the portfolio is required to pass the course. Thus the course is 
structured in such a way that an external professor could be engaged for the one week intensive 
basic instruction and the remaining course could be conducted as distance learning. The portfolio 
can be used for assessing the student but assessment can also be an oral exam based on the 
students learning from the portfolio assignments. 

Students preparation before showing up on class, read the book “Intellectual Property 
Management: A guide for scientists, Engineers, Financiers and Managers.” [10] 

In our literature review we have only investigated patent teaching as it is most relevant to 
engineering students but in the suggested syllabus below an introduction to other types of IPR are 
included. It is our experience that students often confuse the various types of IPR and their use. 
Therefore we find that a short introduction to the most frequently used IPR (Copyright, Trademark 
and design protection) is most relevant.  

Tabel 1: Overview of 5 ECTS Patent course syllabus 

 Content Exercises Online ressources to be utilised 

2 ECTS 
(one week 
course) 

   

Introductory 
readings 

Junghans et 
al  

  

Day1 General intro 
to IPR, legal 
aspects, 
invention 
disclosures 
and other 
types of IPR 
than patent 

Work on 
Trademarks 
and Design 
protection 

www.ohim.eu, 
http://wipo.int/academy/en/courses/rp_catalog/index.
jsp “Primer on IP”  

Day2 General 
introduction 

Exercise on 
writing an 

http://www.wipo.int/about-ip/en/iprm/ chapter 2 on 
patents 
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to Patents, 
the history 
behind the 
system, 
organisations 
in the patent 
system, 
general 
aspects on 
patentability 
and 
searching 
patent 
databases. 

invention 
disclosure 
based on an 
invention 
given by the 
teacher 

 

 

Day3 Introduction 
to the 
anatomy of a 
patent 
document, 
databases, 
deeper into 
novelty, 
inventive 
step, about 
claims, IPC,  
file 
inspection 

Introduction 
to exercise 
aiming at 
training of 
searching, 
reading and 
evaluating 
enforceabilit
y of patents 

“How to get a European patent”: https://e-
courses.epo.org/course/view.php?id=50  

 

“Theory of Inventive step and the problem/solution 
approach”: https://e-
courses.epo.org/course/view.php?id=65” 

 

“About the international Patent Classification 
system”: http://www.wipo.int/classifications/ipc/en/  

 

“Searching for patents with Espacenet”: https://e-
courses.epo.org/course/view.php?id=41  

 

“European Patent register assistant”: https://e-
courses.epo.org/course/view.php?id=157  

Day4 Wrap up on 
exercise, 
repetition of 
subjects as 
chosen by 
students in 
relation to 

Continued 
work on day 
3 exercise 
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the exercise 

Day5 Student 
presentation 
of their 
exercises – 
as poster 
presentation
s. 
Introduction 
to the 
commercial 
aspects of 
the patent 
system  

Licensing 
Game 

End of 
course 

“Intellectual Property in Business”: https://e-
courses.epo.org/  

3 ECTS (a 
number of 
assignment
s during a 3 
month 
period) 

The portfolio exercises are supposed to challenge the students on the edge of their 
learning from the one week intensive course. They should be carried out by 
students on an individual basis, supervised by the professor. 

 

Exercise 1 Review on status of The 
European Unitary Patent 

 

Exercise 2 Literature review on Patent 
Mapping and an exercise in 
patent mapping in relation 
to a local company. 

 

Exercise 3 A patent search exercise  

Exercise 4 Infringement exercise  

 

Alternative exercises for the student work portfolio could be a): Writing a patent application on a 
fictious invention provided by the professor, or b) Advising a company on which IPR protections to 
undertake based on a given business plan.  

The business aspect of the patent system is only briefly touched upon in the suggested course. 
The subject of IP strategy and its relation to a company’s technology management requires some 
further discussion.  
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3.4 Available online or web accessible materials: 

EPO e-learning: The European Patent Office has developed an extensive e-learning site 
(www.epo.org/e-learning) providing materials from general introduction to patentability and 
searching to more advanced subjects. From this material it is possible to provide the students with 
online learning resources as a supplement to the class room teaching. The only drawback of these 
resources is that the EPO regularly reshuffles the website, thus the links to specific e-learning 
sequences are lost. The World Intellectual Property Organisation (WIPO) also provides an 
extensive e-learning program, found on the WIPOs web- page together with other learning offers to 
students: http://www.wipo.int/portal/en/resources_students.html.  

A large number of patent office’s provides the opportunity to search patents online including the 
WIPOs Patentscope where all PCT applications can be searched in full text and there is an 
immediate access to the corresponding file inspection, USPTO provides a database supporting 
searches for US patent applications from 1790 to today – searching in full text from 1971 and 
distinguishing between patent applications (which not necessarily reflects the actual prohibition 
right granted) and granted patents within the US jurisdiction. The SIPO (Chinese patent 
organization) provides a database covering Chinese patents and also provides – in cooperation 
with the EPO – a Google based translation of the Chinese patents to English. Here it should be 
mentioned that the WIPO Patentscope provides the opportunity to look up Chinese phrases and 
perform a full text search in Chinese patents from the found Chinese phrases. Finally the EPO 
Espacenet database should be mentioned as an easy to use search facility covering the patent 
documents from more than 90 countries, with an extensive help function. Similar to the WIPO the 
Espacenet provides link to the corresponding file inspection (via INPADOC or the European Patent 
Register (for EP applications)). It is recommended that the students are introduced to more than 
one of the mentioned databases as searching only one database might give a too narrow list of 
relevant documents even though the same keywords are used in the databases. 

In a joint project the European Commission and The European Patent Office has developed the 
“Ip4Inno materials” www.ip4inno.eu where online lectures on Intellectual Property in relation to 
business can be found. 

 

3.5 Other tools for the teacher 

The IPR inexperienced professor might look for inspiration when preparing the lectures in 
“Teaching of Intellectual Property” [11] written by a series of professionals and edited by Yo 
Takagi, presently Assistant Director General, Global Infrastructure at WIPO. The book covers 
inspiration to IPR teaching to both law and non-law students within the majority of IPR issues. 
Inspiration might also be found in the ip4inno teaching kit issued by the European Patent 
Organisation and the European Union. The kit is originally developed for business consultants, but 
covers a broad range of IPR issues also relevant to the engineering student. It is issued in a 
number of languages as it is an “open license” kit where you are invited to upload a new language 
version of the material. Finally The European Patent Office has developed a “Patent Teaching Kit” 
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and an “IP Course Design Manual” directed towards university professors. The kits are available 
free of charge from the EPO. 

4 . Using patents as a foundation for entrepreneurship teaching. 

A number of references are suggesting or have actually been using patents as starting point in 
entrepreneurship and/or innovation education of engineers. Douglas Arion et al [12] describe the 
“InovaED” at Cathage College. Here the local technology transfer office provides a number of 
University or company patents that are still maintained, but are off-strategy to the assignee 
company. The patents are used in courses where ideation, creativity and business development 
are taught. An alternative approach is to let the students invent their own technologies and 
products and ask them to investigate the patentability of their inventions through searching the 
online patent databases. This approach is described in various forms by Cook et al [13], 
Swamidass et al [14] and Ruiz [15].  

5. Conclusion 

In this paper we provided a literature review focusing on existing approaches to teaching patent 
development to engineering students and entrepreneurs. The analysis of some of the existing 
approaches in combination with our own educational experience resulted in a suggestion for a 
patent course syllabus corresponding to an average student workload of 5 ECTS. We believe that 
the suggested syllabus could be additionally developed or refined by others in their attempt to 
adapt it to their own educational context. Furthermore a course on intellectual property strategy for 
entrepreneur and startups could be relevant. In our literature survey we also identified a number of 
interesting references which combine patents with entrepreneurial and creativity teaching. 
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The aim of this paper is to investigate the impact of Information Communication 
Technologies (ICT) and innovation activities on entrepreneurial businesses using the 
Business Environment Enterprise Performance Survey (BEEPS) firm-level data in the three 
rounds: 2002, 2005 and 2008.  The novelty of this research is based on the idea of studying 
the usage of ICT and innovation activities on performance of entrepreneurial businesses by 
using dynamic approach so that we can estimate the adjustments that arise from the impact 
of ICT and innovation activities. The rapid technological development and the growing use of 
information technology (IT) in business organizations have become the centre of attention in 
past few years. A bulk of literature has been published on the use of IT in different industries, 
different types of business organizations and in different areas of business management. On 
the other hand, the probability of entrepreneurial businesses to undertake innovation 
activities has shown to enhance firm performance. This study implements various 
estimations on BEEPS observations to test whether the change in the usage of ICT and 
other innovation determinants have increase the probability of firms to undertake innovation 
activities.  

Keywords 
Entrepreneurial Businesses, ICT, Innovation Activities, IV technique 

1. Introduction 

The impact of innovation activities on economic growth has been studied extensively for 
developed market economies. There is ample evidence in the literature that US experiences 
higher labour productivity growth than the EU and that the increase is attributable to greater 
development of innovation activities [1-2]. In order to increase the innovation activities 
undertaken by firms in the EU the Lisbon Strategy set a goal for Europe to become “the 
world’s most competitive and dynamic knowledge-based economy in the world, capable of 
sustaining growth with more and better jobs and greater social cohesion” by 2010. Although 
the EU failed to achieve this goal, the aspiration to achieve this status became the first 
priority area of the ‘Europe 2020’ Strategy, which is ‘smart growth’ through the development 
of knowledge, innovation, and education [3]. Accordingly, the EU has set itself an ambitious 
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target - the Barcelona objective - of increasing R&D expenditures to 3 per cent of GDP in 
particular by improving the conditions for R&D investment by the private sector, and 
developing a new indicator to track innovation [3]. In order to accomplish these goals the 
OECD has prepared an ‘innovation strategy’, containing the following major themes: i) the 
“openness” of innovation; ii) the central role of entrepreneurship; iii) creating and applying 
knowledge; iv) applying innovation to address global and social challenges; and v) improving 
the governance of policies for innovation.  
The literature on innovation activities varies in many ways, particularly in ways of defining 
innovation and its measurement and the identification of variables which influence the level 
of innovation activities. Furthermore, the literature has also struggled to identify the 
characteristics of entrepreneurship. In this respect, there is one view which considers 
entrepreneurship and innovation as virtually synonymous. According to Shane and 
Venkataraman [4], the field of entrepreneurship is defined by the investigation on the way 
how, by whom and with what are discovered, evaluated and exploited the consequences to 
produce future goods and services. Based on the reflection of Gartner and Carter [5], the 
entrepreneurial behaviour involves the activities of individuals who are associated with 
creating new organizations rather than the activities of individuals who are involved with 
maintaining or changing the operations of on-going established organizations. According to 
Acs and Audretsch [6], what distinguishes entrepreneurship from innovation is the 
organizational context.  
This study is interested in identifying the variables which influence the level of innovation 
activities and their impact on the performance of entrepreneurial. The rapid technological 
development and the growing use of information communication technology (ICT) in 
business organizations have become the centre of attention in past few years. A bulk of 
literature has been published on the need of renewing and adjusting the information 
technology function in business organisations [7], the application of ICT in different industries 
[8-9], different types of business organizations [10]; Heintze and Bretschneider [11] and in 
different areas of business management [9,12]. The belief that technology is a source of 
competitive advantage is so widely accepted in the management and economics literature 
that it has become axiomatic. Morone [13] considered technological innovation as the main 
force behind industrial development and productivity growth. For Porter [14], it is a “source of 
change” in market and can be one of the factors behind the demise of dominant firms that 
were causing lack of competition in the industry. However, it is critically important to have a 
clear definition of technology before understanding the relationship between organizations 
and technology [15]. A famous definition of technology was given by Galbraith [16] who 
defined technology as “the systematic application of scientific or other organized knowledge 
to practical tasks” [16, p23]. The use of technology in the business organization and market 
has been increased a lot since the last decade. Now, the creation and successful 
commercialization of technology, is among a company’s most potentially viable strategies 
[17]. Nevertheless, it can succeed with the synergy of skilled management that (re)defines 
the company’s goals and competencies and through a good strategic planning process [18]. 
Utilization of information technology for gaining strategic advantage over competitors should 
be the focus of business entrepreneurial activities to survive in the rapidly evolving world of 
e-business [17].  
The following section discusses the theoretical background and empirical evidence on 
innovation and ICT and the model of the knowledge production function. Specifically, issues 
arising when trying to measure innovative activity and firm performance are further 
discussed. Section three provides the methodology and the estimated regressions. Finally, in 
section four findings and conclusions are presented.  
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2. Theoretical Background and Empirical Evidence on Innovation 
and ICT 

There have been considerable debates about the impact of new ICTs on economic 
performance and competitiveness in general, and on productivity, efficiency, and innovation 
in particular. Over a relatively short time span, ICT has become an intrinsic part of everyday 
life to the extent that, like electricity, modern society could not function in its absence. 
Recently it is being discussed that ICT impact not only has been transforming economic 
processes into generating a sustained increase in economic growth through processes of 
technological development and innovation, however, the expectations at firm level  are of 
greater efficiency, lower costs, and access to larger and new markets. Many research 
studies have tried to assess the economic impact of ICT on firms and countries. According to 
Jorgenson [19] emphasis in these studies has been on the impact of ICT in OECD countries, 
in particular the United States. The main findings of these studies suggest that ICT has 
contributed greatly to productivity growth and competitiveness in the OECD countries in the 
last decade. Furthermore the forthcoming studies were mainly focused in greater detail on 
the processes of application and use of ICT within firms. 
In transition economies the ICT dynamics are at a stage when one can apply lessons learned 
from countries such as the United States and old European Union (EU) member states both 
at corporate and government levels. On the other hand considering the characteristics of the 
transition economies of Central and Eastern Europe they might require tailoring of the 
lessons learned from Western Europe and the United States, and even create new 
approaches to policies for ICT adoption and utilization. In a recent study conducted in 
transition countries such as Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, Poland, from companies surveyed it 
was found that companies use ICT to serve customers and markets. A considerable number 
of the companies in the survey place a high priority on two interrelated business areas: 
purchasing & procurement and marketing & sales. Firms actively use computer networks for 
these activities and almost all of them are using the Internet to buy and sell goods and 
services.  From the same study ICT incorporation has already had an impact on economic 
performance among firms in transition countries. Table 1 presents the findings on the impact 
of ICT on economic performance where it is evident that ICT is a substantial contributor to 
productivity, profitability, and growth. What is more important around 30% of the firms have 
stated that ICT usage itself generates increases in ICT investment  which indicates that 
engagement in ICT usage is to a certain extent a self-sustaining process that requires 
cumulative investment. 
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Table 1 ICT and economic performance of firms. 

 
Performance 
Indicators  

Percent of firms 
with reported 
increase 

ICT 
contribution 
(percent) 

ICT in 
combination 
with other 
factors 
(percent) 

Labour productivity 50.4 13.1 47.0 
Operational costs 41.1 5.1 28.1 
Revenue from sales 55.2 7.0 43.4 
Profitability 44.0 10.5 48.2 
Capital investment in 
innovation  

51.5 16.1 57.5 

ICT investment 45.4 30.2 46.0 
Competition in price 57.1 5.3 29.1 
Competition in quality 63.8 10.0 39.5 
Percent of firms with 
reported decrease 

   

Operational costs 18.6 15.7 51.7 
Source: The International Bank for Reconstruction and Development / The World Bank [20] 

2.1 Innovation and Entrepreneurial Business Performance  

The importance of the SME as a sector is getting vital factor for economic growth. As such it 
has gained a high importance in the research field. There is a vast literature investigating the 
determinants of entrepreneurial performance such as size of firm, innovation activities, 
ownership, technological change, and others. The European Commission [3] puts forward 
the definition of small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs): (i) a small business defined as 
employing between 10 and 49 people and (ii) medium-sized enterprise defined as employing 
between 50 and 250 people.  
Innovation, as mentioned, is regarded as a significant factor in determining a firm’s success 
[21]. The empirical literature on investigating innovation behaviour and its effect on firm 
performance face the methodological challenge of how to measure innovation or 
technological change. This challenge is accompanied by the difficulty of getting appropriate 
data which correspond to the definition of innovation. Consequently the empirical studies 
have mainly adjusted their analysis of innovation depending on the measures of innovation 
available to them, using proxies which reflect only some aspects of the innovation process.  
In defining innovation activities undertaken by companies most of the empirical evidence 
follows Joseph Schumpeter, who defined innovation in a broad sense, as: “carrying out of 
new combinations” that include “the introduction of new goods …, new methods of 
production …, the opening of new markets …, the conquest of new sources of supply … and 
the carrying out of a new organization of any industry” [22, p66]. 
Following Schumpeter’s definition of innovation activities, most of the empirical literature 
defines innovation as the development of new products and/or new processes introduced to 
the market. The OECD (2005) Oslo manual guiding the collection of data on innovation 
reflects this perspective by defining innovation as: “... the implementation of a new or 
significantly improved product (good or service), or process, a new marketing method, or a 
new organisational method in business practices, workplace organisation or external 
relations [23, p.46]. An alternative definition of innovation adopted more recently by 
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policymakers in the UK and also applied in the literature [24] regards innovation as the 
‘successful exploitation of new ideas’. If this is scrutinised further, this definition combines (i) 
new ideas – involve new product/process or service, (ii) exploitation – presents the 
applicability of the idea, and (iii) successful – implies that the innovation is adapted by the 
market (from firm’s viewpoint the target is increased profitability). 
Based on these definitions, the most common measures used in the literature analysing the 
innovation process are as follows: i) a measure of the inputs into the innovation process, 
such as R&D expenditure or the number of scientists and engineers, ii) a measure of output, 
such as the number of inventions which have been patented and iii) a direct measure of 
innovation output, such as new product or new process. These proxy measures for the 
innovation process have their limitations. Not all R&D expenditures result in innovation output 
since this measure reflects only the resources committed to producing innovation output, but 
not the innovation process. The number of patents does not indicate whether this output has 
a positive economic value or whether it has successfully been introduced in the market. 
Whereas the new product and/or process is acknowledged as a proxy that directly quantifies 
the effect of innovation and its success in the market. 

2.2 ICT and Entrepreneurial Business Performance 

The other challenge faced by studies investigating innovation activities are the determinants 
of innovation. For SMEs to be innovative a particular role is played by ICT. Technology, in 
business environments, is often seen as a vital necessity these days [25]. The debate has 
gone further on discussing the impact of size on ICT investments, arguing that small 
businesses have less money and therefore less to invest in ICT [26-27]. Hadjimanolis [28] 
examined innovativeness from the perspective of resources suggesting that small firms lack 
resources and bargaining power which hinders their ability to be innovative. He established 
that the size of the firm did impact on the availability of resources, resources including ICT, 
expenditure on training, and research and development.  
The above mentioned relationship is a relatively new area of research, which has even less 
research focused on small businesses and IT [29]. Any business which defies technological 
advancements and innovation seems to be awkward, not only to its clients but also to 
business partners and dealers associated with it. However, in today’s running environment, 
technology has impacted and integrated with almost all the small and large organisations and 
industries, to some extent [8-9, 24]. Apart from them, businesses which intend to solely rely 
over technological innovations and advancements seek easiest possible ways to achieve 
their goals. This can be specifically explained in a manner that, with surrounding environment 
transforming gradually, they face some basic hurdles in their way of integrating technology 
as an umbilical organ of their process and functions. The integration of business, with 
technology is mostly done with an intention to reduce operational costs, increase efficiency of 
results, increase effective communication development, effective promotion, and progression 
towards development. In this process of integration, different organisations and businesses 
face various difficulties and hurdles, which are to be eliminated or ruled out with the help of 
effective planning and processes re-engineering [30].  
Nowadays we have an increasing trend of moving away from the traditional approach of 
managing companies and concentrating more on IT which is becoming an essential part for 
the future of the companies. Previous studies reported the significant importance of timely 
access to reliable information for increasing entrepreneurial productivity and highlighted the 
role played by information technology in this regard. The literature also pointed out the need 
to look at the usability of IT application by the decision makers to understand the actual use 
of information technology in improving performance. 
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3. Methods of investigation and Empirical Results 

For the empirical analysis of this paer we use firm-level data from the World Bank/EBRD’s 
Business Environment Enterprise Performance Surveys (BEEPS) [31] conducted in 2002, 
2005 and 2009. The BEEPS questionnaire consists of questions which allow us to specify 
the variables which are used in the theoretical framework followed here. The pooled data for 
2002, 2005 and 2009 is used in order to utilise the advantage of a larger number of 
observations, with the final sample consisting of 9,354 firms. Table 2 provides the description 
of the variables employed in the model and their expected signs. 

 
Table 2 Description of the variables and expected signs 

Dependant variable Description of the variables 
Labour productivity Labour Productivity = Sales / 

number of employees (log) 
Innovation Activities  Dummy for innovative firms (new 

product and/or process) 
�
Independent variables    Description of the variables Expected signs  
Size Number of employees - / + 
R&D intensity Amount spent on R&D / Sales + 
dInvestR&D Invested in R&D (dummy variable = 1 if the 

firm has invested in R&D)  
+ 

dInternetCONN dummy = 1 if the firm have a high-speed, 
broadband Internet connection on its 
premises 

+ 

de_mailCOM dummy = 1 if the firms currently 
communicate with clients and suppliers by 
e-mail?    

 

Direct_exports % of establishment sales as direct exports + 
dFRGNinv Foreign Ownership– (=1 if the % share of 

foreign capital in the company> 10%) 
-/+ 

dDOMprivate Domestic Ownership– (=1 if the % share of 
domestic capital in the company>10%) 

-/+ 

dSTATE State Ownership - 
FRGNcomppress Pressure from foreign competitors - Effect 

on decisions to develop new products 
- / + 

Skilled_workers Share of employees with university degree + 
Age Firm’s experience–year since 

establishment  
+ 

Agesq Firm’s experience–year since 
establishment squared   

+ 

EU_members dummy = 1 if EU member country + 
Sector The industry in which the firm operates  

�
According to the statistics for the pooled data, the average labour productivity has increased 
by 25 percent from 2002 to 2005, and doubled from 2005 to 2009. The size of the companies 
in the sample is varying on average from 90 to 140 employees. On average the firms’ R&D 
investments are approximately 4% (R&D expenditure to sales ratio). The average exporting 
experience of firms that have exported directly is 10 years (12 percent of firms). Firms are 
established mainly 16 to 20 years ago (in the 1980s and 1990s). For companies surveyed in 
2002, on average 33 percent of the employees have university degree, and this percentage 
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drops to 14 percent in 2009. Considering innovation activities, 62 percent of the companies 
have indicated that they have introduced new products and/or processes in 2002, the 
number increases to 79% by 2009.  
In order to explore the nature of the innovation process in transition countries, we develop a 
model to empirically investigate the relationship between firm’s innovation activities, 
ownership structure and productivity. The econometric technique applied in this investigation 
is probit model on innovation activities [32]. The model presents the probability of the firms to 
innovate (probit model) which reveals the importance of a group of firm specific factors on 
firms’ innovation activity. The general model we will refer to can be written as follows: 
 

#����$��%���%!�%�&�'��(�'�)����%�(�'�*+,$��%��	�%!�%(�' �,���%$�-.�%�%��(�'/��0*12$����%��(�
'3�,45$.���%��%�(�'60*12$���..�		�%�(�'7)������$8���	�%�(�'9:��(�';:��(�<�%��������N#O�

 
The regression coefficients and corresponding p-values of two specifications of the probit 
model (for the probability to innovate) are presented in Table 3 (see Appendix I for STATA 
output). 

 

 

Table 3 The determinants of the probability to innovate 

Independent 
Variables 

DEPENDANT VARIABLE: Innovation Activities  
(=1 if new product and /or new process introduced) 

Coefficients �
values Coeff. �

values 
Size 0.23*** (0.000) 0.13*** (0.000) 
RnD2Sales 2.54*** (0.004)   
dInv_RnD   0.67*** (0.000) 
dInternetCONN 0.02 (0.007) 0.03 (0.612) 
Direct_export 0.002** (0.049) 0.00 (0.298) 
dFRGNinv 0.21** (0.050) 0.22*** (0.002) 
dDOMprivate 0.23*** (0.002) 0.17** (0.012) 
FRGNcomppre
ss 0.09*** (0.000) 0.07*** (0.000) 

Skilled_workers 0.01*** (0.001) 0.01*** (0.000) 
Age 0.01 (0.004) 0.00 (0.612) 
Agesq -0.00 (0.449) -0.00 (0.267) 
EU_members -0.33*** (0.000) -0.25** (0.046) 
Sector -0.01*** (0.002) -0.01*** (0.001) 
D1: 1- if year 
=2002 -0.72 (0.181) -0.52** (0.078) 

D2: 1-if 
year=2005 -1.12 (0.172) -0.49** (0.043) 

Constant 1.42*** (0.000) 0.65 (0.113) 
Observations 3,004  5,281  
LR chi2 438.2  654.2  
Pseudo R2 0.1138  0.1028  

 
In the first specification we employ R&D intensity as an indicator of innovation activity. Since 
there is a large number of missing data for the R&D investment variable 73%, 40% and 92% 
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for 2002, 2005 and 2009 respectively), We replace this variable with a dummy variable of 
whether the firms have invested in R&D or not (the second specification reported in table 3) 
which is based on larger number of observations.    

4. Conclusions 

The probit model results show significant effect of some of the innovation activities 
determinants, which are in accordance with the theoretical literature. The consideration of 
size as a determinant explaining innovation goes back to Schumpeter [33] who stated that 
large firms in concentrated markets are more advantageous in innovation. The positive and 
significant sign of the firm size supports this hypothesis indicating that larger firms in 
transition economies tend to undertake more innovation activities than smaller ones. 
According to new growth theory, R&D activities are expected to lead to product and process 
innovation. Becheikh et al. [34] on a review of empirical studies published between 1993 and 
2003 bring together a set of variables related to the innovation process, and find that R&D 
expenditure do not necessarily lead to new product and/or process. For the TEs, we 
mentioned in the previous section that not all firms that undertake innovation activities have 
indicated to invest in R&D. However, both specifications of the R&D variables in the 
regression, the R&D intensity and dummy invested in R&D, appear to have positive and 
significant relationship with innovation activities. Because of the insignificant coefficient of the 
ICT implementation on firms we cannot interpret the coefficient.  
Ownership structure is shown to influence productivity both directly and indirectly, through 
innovation activities [35]. Carlin et al. [36] find significant effect of privatisation on new 
product restructuring. Moreover new product directly increases sales and productivity growth, 
implying an indirect effect of ownership on enterprise growth. We employ variables of private 
foreign and domestic owned firms (state companies as base category) in innovation and 
productivity models. We expect that foreign ownership plays an important role in explaining 
innovation, considering it as external source of information for innovation. In accordance to 
this, the results show that foreign owned firms with more than 10% of ownership are 
significantly positively related to firms’ innovation activities, indicating that they are more 
innovative than state owned firms. The same applies for the domestic owned firms. 
The literature on innovation suggests that a moderate degree of competition is better than 
either monopoly or intense competition. The data provides a qualitative perception variable of 
foreign competition pressure on decision to develop new product. We employ this variable for 
having the impact of competition, and the results show positive significant coefficient of the 
variable. The firms’ innovation activities are higher if the firm has competitive pressure from 
foreign firms. The role of human capital on the decision of the firms to innovate has gained 
importance in the most recent literature. We employ the level of education of the employees 
as the share of employees with university degree. The coefficient of this variable is 
significant and positively related to the decision to innovate. The firm’s export activity may 
have effect on the innovation behaviour of the firm. We suppose that firms learn from trade in 
terms of innovation (learning-by-exporting hypothesis)and thus exporting firms will improve 
their innovation activities to remain competitive in international markets. The variable 
included in the modelis the percentage of direct exports to sales to indicate the effect on 
innovation activities. The regression results show positive significant impact of export 
intensity on innovation activities when using R&D intensity as independent variable. However 
the results show insignificant coefficient when applying the other alternative variable of R&D, 
the dummy invested in R&D. The Age of the firm together with age squared appears to be 
insignificant in both probit model specifications. We control for time and sector in the model. 
The interpreted coefficients are statistically significant at 1% level of significance, offering 
evidence that the Ho hypothesis, (�it =0) can be rejected for these cases. On the other hand 
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age and age squared are statistically insignificant at 1%, 5% and 10% level of significance. 
Therefore their calculated p values lie in the region of acceptance, so we fail to reject the Ho 
hypothesis. According to chi2 statistics the explanatory variables are jointly significant (since 
Prob>chi2 = 0.000) at 1% level of significance, therefore the null hypothesis that all 
regressors are jointly insignificant may be rejected. 
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Appendix I - Results of the probit specification for pooled data 
 

a) STATA output of the probit model – Firms’ probability to innovate with R&D intensity 
as independent variable   

 
. probit  Innov_act size   EurRnD2Sales Direct_export   dFRGNinv  dDOMprivate  FRGNcom 
>ppress Skilled_workers  Age Agesq  EU_members Sector D1 D2, nolog 
 
Probit regression                                 Number of obs   =       3004 
                                                  LR chi2(13)     =     438.20 
                                                  Prob > chi2     =     0.0000 
Log likelihood = -1705.6666                       Pseudo R2       =     0.1138 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
Innov_act |      Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval] 
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 
size |   .2291372   .0396482     5.78   0.000     .1514281    .3068462 
EurRnD2Sales |    2.53855   .8757818     2.90   0.004     .8220493    4.255051 
Direct_exp~t |   .0023316   .0011834     1.97   0.049     .0000121    .0046511 
dFRGNinv |   .2058499   .0886857     2.32   0.020     .0320292    .3796707 
dDOMprivate |   .2364842   .0760382     3.11   0.002      .087452    .3855163 
FRGNcomppr~s |   .0868125   .0221833     3.91   0.000     .0433341    .1302909 
Skilled_wo~s |   .0059363   .0010169     5.84   0.000     .0039431    .0079295 
         Age |   .0005086   .0038176     0.13   0.894    -.0069738    .0079909 
       Agesq |  -.0000249   .0000329    -0.76   0.449    -.0000894    .0000395 
  EU_members |   -.333449   .0636684    -5.24   0.000    -.4582368   -.2086613 
      Sector |  -.0111425   .0015434    -7.22   0.000    -.0141675   -.0081175 
          D1 |  -.6838717   .1821038    -3.76   0.000    -1.040789   -.3269547 
          D2 |  -1.032526   .1728589    -5.97   0.000    -1.371323   -.6937286 
       _cons |     1.0348   .2202403     4.70   0.000     .6031375    1.466464 
 
 

b) STATA output of the probit model – Firms’ probability to innovate with dummy if 
invested in R&D as independent variable   

 
. probit  Innov_act size  Inv_RnD Direct_export   dFRGNinv  dDOMprivate  FRGNcomppress 
>  Skilled_workers  Age Agesq  EU_members Sector D1 D2, nolog 
 
Probit regression                                 Number of obs   =       5233 
                                                  LR chi2(13)     =     668.71 
                                                  Prob > chi2     =     0.0000 
Log likelihood = -2820.6608                       Pseudo R2       =     0.1060 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
Innov_act |      Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval] 
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 
size |   .1326729   .0295819     4.48   0.000     .0746935    .1906524 
     Inv_RnD |   .6715035   .0565392    11.88   0.000     .5606887    .7823184 
Direct_exp~t |   .0009143   .0008779     1.04   0.298    -.0008065     .002635 
dFRGNinv |    .220539   .0727133     3.03   0.002     .0780236    .3630544 
dDOMprivate |    .169713   .0673637     2.52   0.012     .0376826    .3017435 
FRGNcomppr~s |   .0664403    .017349     3.83   0.000     .0324368    .1004438 
Skilled_wo~s |   .0052736   .0008599     6.13   0.000     .0035883     .006959 
         Age |   .0015686   .0030955     0.51   0.612    -.0044985    .0076357 
       Agesq |  -.0000311    .000028    -1.11   0.267    -.0000859    .0000238 
  EU_members |  -.2464555   .0460318    -5.35   0.000    -.3366761   -.1562349 
      Sector |  -.0073029   .0011594    -6.30   0.000    -.0095752   -.0050306 
          D1 |  -.5221755   .0792792    -6.59   0.000      -.67756   -.3667911 
          D2 |  -.4977121   .0443338   -11.23   0.000    -.5846047   -.4108195 
       _cons |   .4586173   .1213538     3.78   0.000     .2207683    .6964663 
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With no information about price or market price asked for comparable intangible 
assets, mainly due privacy the terms of trade, we can’t conclude that the methods 
used in evaluating patents are correct. The results of overall evaluation by known 
methods, may vary within a range of 3 ÷ 4%. Although an unconventional method 
Patent-Value-Predictor used by American evaluators may be an option for the 
European area. 
Since most intangible assets (patents, trademarks, design, etc.) are traded on an 
inactive market, with a unique character and the nature of intellectual property, there 
can be no comparison. 
In the case study there is a review of known methods and error display. 
Patent evaluation must be made in the context of the overall effect of its application to 
the national economy. 
Patent portfolio of Innovative SMEs (NTBF’s) may be a chance for them to develop on 
the market and show their dedication. 

Keywords 

intangible assets, patent, valuation 
 
 
1. Introduction 
 
Contemporary economic operates with theoretical used concepts of intellectual capital, 
intellectual property, industrial property and intangible assets. Contemporary economic 
theory commonly used concepts of intellectual capital, intellectual property, industrial 
property and intangible assets 
Since 1990, the impetuous development of the knowledge economy in modern management 
introduced the concept of intellectual capital. 
There was a need for intellectual capital management of the company, seen both as a 
source of revenue and also as a means of increasing competitive advantage. As a result, the 
enterprise management theory appeared in the latest economic discipline and direction 
practice – company management’s intellectual capital.  
If managers of companies with commercial success would be questioned about the amount, 
structure, management, effects, etc.., and the intellectual capital (IC) of the company, 
perhaps most responses would be limited to assessments on patents, trademarks and 
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software products owned. Also, intuitively, the answers would refer to training, training forms, 
talent and experience of employees.  
Key issues, which arise in connection with the intellectual capital of an undertaking cover 
more concrete issues such as: 

� The definition and purpose of intellectual capital 
� Quantifying intellectual capital 
�  Management of intellectual capital 

The mere enunciation of the three aspects, in a theoretical – methodological manner, with 
important practical effects for managers of any business, introduces several new areas of 
economics, related to modern business management, and accounts for intangible assets and 
property. Last but not least, it also sets its place in the modern economic theory of the 
information society. Due to the multitude of economics knowledge, quantifying intellectual 
capital at the enterprise level is a challenge for scientists and managers involved in the 
direction or side issues. Intensification of current debates, in a more detailed understanding 
of the place, the importance and contribution of intellectual capital in increasing the value of 
the enterprise to which it belongs, was the direct and stringent critical change occurred in the 
last society and business world of the last two decades. 
For any new problem of great complexity, there are differences in approach and there is a 
visible trend of various points of view, thus creating a paradigm of intellectual capital of the 
company. That can also identify with another notion, namely intangible assets, including 
intellectual property firm. 
The two formulations of "intellectual capital" and "intangible assets, including intellectual 
property" are currently used in management, especially in the doctrine of evaluation. 
Peter Drucker, in his famous book "Post Capitalist Society" proves that, in every new 
economy, a new knowledge resource, in addition to the other three traditional factors of 
production (labor, land and capital) is "today’s only essential resource." 
Intellectual capital has various definitions. The most synthetic one belongs to the ICM Group 
LLC, namely: "Intellectual capital is the kind of knowledge that can be turned into profit." 
There are other views on intellectual capital component. OECD defines intellectual capital as 
the economic value of two categories of intangible assets of an enterprise, namely structural 
capital (organizational) and human capital. It is provided that the scope of human capital 
includes human resources, as well as business relations with customers and suppliers and 
structural capital includes computer systems, distribution and supply channels. 
A research to evaluate intellectual capital of companies has resulted by the emergence of a 
large number of methods and procedures proposed in the last few years. Today, there are  
25 methods of evaluating intellectual capital of companies. 
 
 
2. Valuation of Intangible Assets 
 
Intangible assets are a challenge to current economic thinking and the intangible heritage 
assessment is a prerequisite for establishing a breach in the traditional ways of analyzing the 
enterprise.  
Undoubtedly the success of today’s businesses is bound by an invisible power, which is the 
intangible capital. With the support of classical production factors and change-oriented 
management, intangible assets have become a significant economic architecture in recent 
decades. Intellectual capital is now a new language of economic thinking! 
Evaluation of intellectual capital is necessary and beneficial to society especially in position 
to claim compensation following an injury to an intellectual property right, or in a situation 
calling for injury assessment.  
Intangible assets are always attached to all human activities (political, social, economic), but 
they have also penetrated the sphere of economic research, at present only in the micro 
level research. A pressure factor, especially for the accounting, tax and assessment, is the 
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development of economic realities, which led to finding solutions for registration, taxation and 
estimating of long-term assets of tangible form.  
For a trading company or trading of intellectual property rights or licensing, their intake 
evaluator determines the exact value of these intangible assets.  
These values can be used to increase the share capital of the company for which the 
company can more easily get a bank loan.  
Today, mortgage companies can give away their brands. Evaluating intangible assets to 
meet the benefits created, comes after signing a joint venture agreement. 
Today companies buy and sell intangible assets, participate in the formation of joint ventures 
with these assets, while banks accept them as collateral for loans.  
The key to assessing intangible property in general and intellectual property, such as 
trademarks or patents, is to determine the economic benefits of ownership of such property. 
The patent is an act of ownership which gives the patent owner the exclusive right to his 
invention for 20 years. The patent is registered in company assets among intangibles assets 
and can be traded, sold or transmitted by license.  
Valuation of intangible assets requires understanding particular aspects of assessment, 
determined primarily by the particular characteristics that have them. The assessment of 
methods includes: 

� A method of profit advantage; 
� Profit contribution variance method; 
� Economic method of payment; 
� One way cost savings; 
� Creating cost method; 
� Purchase cost method; 
� Assimilation method. 

 
Intangible asset valuation methods are therefore based on the same three approaches: 

� A method included in cost based approach; 
� A method recorded in the income-based approach; there are methods that analyze 

the advantage of holding these assets in terms of a positive effect for the company 
(profit); 

� A method listed in market comparison approach, namely on past transactions 
concluded and similar assets. 

 
Choice of method for a particular case and in a particular situation always depends on 
circumstances. 
The methods recommended in the literature sequencing are based on the relevance of non-
specific values for the results, as shown: 

 
Table 1 - Relevance in intangible asset valuation methods 
 

No. Relevance method / intangible assets Good Satisfactory Poor 
1. Technological properties, patents Profit Market Cost 
2. Brand names, product Profit Market Cost 
3. Copyright Profit Market Cost 
4. The labor force Cost Profit Market
5. Management information system Cost  Market Profit 
6. Software Profit Market Cost 
7. Distribution  Cost Profit Market
8. Franchising rights Profit Market Cost 
9. Business practices and procedures Cost Profit Market
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The main intangible asset valuation methods are summarized in Table 2 where a case study 
on the evaluation of intangible assets is presented separately. 
 

Table 2 - Main evaluation methods of intangible assets 
 

Method Explanation 
Profit based methods 

1. Royalty 
savings method 

It is a method particularly applicable for evaluating patents and licenses. 
Intellectual property rightful owner may transfer the right to the use of 
third parties for a certain fee, which most often is a percentage of the 
sales volume generated by the use of intellectual property. Such rights 
typically fall between 2 - 8% of sales, the most common being the 5% 
level of sales. 

2. Cost savings 
method 

We may encounter cases where intangible assets are due to measurable 
cost savings. By creating this asset, intangible elements contribute 
directly to achieving additional income. This cost advantage can be 
created by: a contract that brings advantages to buying raw materials (ex: 
contracts for the supply of oil) a process or method that saves labor and 
reduces material costs. 

3. Profit 
advantage 
method 

This method applies where there is possible to estimate with reasonable 
accuracy the advantage of possession and use of intangible assets 
(higher unit selling prices, higher sales volumes and so on), plus 
eventually expressed synthetically by net profit. 

Cost-based methods 
4. Creating cost 
method 

Usually, the cost of creating an intangible asset rarely approaches its 
value. There are situations where cost method can be applied to create a 
valuation technique based on the cost of creating a similar intangible 
asset (patent, secret process and so on). Applicability of the method is 
limited by the lack of information required to estimate the effects of 
ownership and use of such assets. The method is particularly useful as a 
means of verifying and testing the conclusions resulting from the 
application of other methods. 
Clearly, if the effect of intangible elements in business flows (in profit for 
example) are less than the cost of creating, this does not mean an 
advantage and therefore do not trigger a positive value. 

5. Purchase cost 
method 

Occasionally, an intangible asset can be bought on the market at a price 
considered equivalent to its value. Experts recommended test methods: 
cost savings, creation cost, profit advantage. In turn purchase cost may 
be useful as a test for licenses and franchise value. 

Comparison based methods 
6. Comparation 
method 

Is applicable for those intangible properties that are commonly traded in 
the market. It can refer to computer licenses, copyrights etc. Based on 
information on transactions with similar properties, the assessor is an 
indication of the value of the intangible asset. 

 
In accordance with international standards IVSC-GN 4, intangible assets can be grouped 
into: rights, relationships, differentiated intangible assets - also called goodwill or goodwill - 
and intellectual property. 
Main approaches used to evaluate patents are: 

a) market comparison approach to patents; 
b) income capitalization approach patents; 
c) cost based approach.  
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3. Case Study 
 
The invention relates to technology and equipment to produce continuous flow of organic 
substrate culture inoculated with mycelium, mushroom culture. Achieving a technological line 
seeded substrate for mushroom production is based on patent application no. A2007-
00797/16.08.2011. 
Technology according to the invention comprises three plants. The organic substrate culture 
moves in a continuous and undergoes processes of disinfection / sterilization, cooling and 
seeding with mycelium, the final product being introduced into culture perforated bags are 
transported in rooms culture of the fungus. 
The three process units that organic substrate moves continuously being subjected to 
various operations such as disinfection / sterilization, cooling and seeding with mycelium. 
These are cylindrical, with some structural differences, having an inner cylinder rotating 
helical shaft that ensures continuous movement of the substrate.  
Disinfection / sterilization of organic substrate is performed using microwave energy at a 
frequency of 2450 MHz microwave energy supplied by sources mounted over the plant for 
disinfection / sterilization positions to ensure the temperature of disinfection / sterilization 
uniformly throughout the mass in vegetable substrate technological conditions, which affect 
the environment. 
 
 

Table No. 3 - Effects on the national economy 
 

Effects Observations 
1. Increasing 
competitiveness of 
industry and national 
economy. Export growth 

Applying new technology significantly reduces energy 
consumption and technological losses, implicitly lowering 
production costs. This will ensure competitive products with 
much better price quality ratio. 

2. Significant savings for 
heating and electricity 

One of the characteristics of Romanian agriculture in general is 
the energy consumption per unit of useful effect much higher 
than the one of developed countries. 

3. Savings from raw 
materials 

Strong patent application reduces the size of the technological 
losses compost processing. 

4. Reducing imports The generalization of new technologies relieves the external 
balance of payments with the amounts of imported seeded 
compost and mushrooms. 

5. reducing pollution Is done properly with lower energy consumption (pollution 
caused by the composting process by thermal processes). 

6. Development upstream 
industry 

Business growth in the production of equipment increases the 
number of employees in this area etc 

7. Increasing resources 
available to the state 
budget 

Increases profits from upstream and downstream businesses, 
increasing the number of employees and so on, will increase 
billable meal. 

 
 
3.1. Patent evaluation 
 
Evaluating a patent involves several steps which, moreover, will be included in the evaluation 
report. Detailed structure analysis, valuation of a patent or group of patents, involves the 
following steps: 

a) legal analysis; 
b) social analysis; 
c) technical analysis; 
d) assessment itself - the actual. 
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Proper assessment can be done in case of the following two classes of patents: 
1. Active patents, used in production at the measurement date. 
2. Inactive patents, not only applied in measurement data, but with real chances of 
application. 
For a third class of patents - the inactive and not likely to be used by the owner, including the 
assignment / license, it is obvious that they will be valued at zero or even negative value, 
corresponding to annual protection fee paid by holder. In this category are included patents 
conditioned upon a certain large capital expenditure and that would generate a loss in any 
kind of application possible. 
Applied patent firm must satisfy, cumulatively, these basic requirements: 

� It must have an important contribution to generating economic benefits for the 
enterprise; 

� This contribution can be isolated from the impact of other assets, tangible and 
intangible. 

The value of a patent is determined by these facts: 
� The patent contribution must generate economic benefit proportional to the size of the 

company or to payable royalties (when patents should, by definition, be acquired 
through a license agreement). 

� The patent must be directly proportional to advance of its technical – technological 
trait, compared to competitors. 

� The patent must be inversely proportional to its age. 
� The patent must be directly proportional to the nature of the invention and patent 

claims force. 
� -It must also be directly proportional to the scope of the patent (ex: in the industrial 

branch level). 
Common assessment methods are: 

i) the contribution to profit; 
ii) exemption from royalty method (in more than one entry); 
iii) cost savings methodl; 
iv) the residual method  

 
 
3.1.1. Contribution to profit method 
 
Determination of the patent, this approach presupposes the existence and justification of 
assumptions necessary calculations, namely: 

� Evolution of annual turnover of products manufactured using patent or proprietary 
technologies;  

� Discount rate net profit 
Calculations are based on the following data: 

� The estimated economic life (useful) of the patent, applied under review and the 
company holds patent is 8 years; 

� Annual turnover, based on the patent  assessment that increases at a rate of 5% per 
year; - Share of gross profit, contribution made by the patent, the turnover is 8%; 

� Gross profit tax rate is 16%;\ 
� Net profit discount rate is 20%. 
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Years Turnover 

Patent 
contribution in 
turnover 8% Net profit

Discount 
factor k = 
20% 

Discounted 
net profit 

1 3.000 240 149 0,833 124,12 
2 3.150 252 156 0,684 107,01 
3 3.308 265 164 0,579 95,11 
4 3.473 278 172 0,482 83,14 
5 3.647 292 181 0,402 72,81 
6 3.829 306 190 0,335 63,71 
7 4.020 322 200 0,279 55,71 
8 4.221 338 210 0,233 48,85 

TOTAL    1.423  650 
 
 
It follows that patent value obtained by the method of updating its net profit attributable is the 
650 000 units 
 
 
3.1.2. Direct estimation of net profit 
 
A simpler alternative method to profit contribution is based on a direct estimation of net profit 
cancel (PNA), obtainable from the patent application. The initial NAP can be attached 
assuming future annual growth at a constant growth rate, denoted by (g) and a prediction 
horizon limited to the remaining economic life of the patent. By establishing a discount rate 
based on the above assumptions, we can calculate the patent (Vb) as follows: 
 

mPNV ab *  
 
where m = capitalization factor, calculated according to the formula: 

� �
c

k
m

n���


11
 

in which: 
c = capitalization rate (c = k - g) 
k = the discount rate 
g = annual rate of growth in net profit hoped annually 
n = number of years of remaining economic life of the patent 

 
For n = 8 years, k = 20%, g = 5% and NAP = 149 000 units. 
It follows that m = 4.487, and Vb = 149 x 4487 = 670,500 units 
 
It is noted that the result obtained by this simple approach is very similar to that obtained by 
the previous approach, because the assumptions used are identical. This simple approach is 
appropriate if a patent can be applied to a single user able to satisfy through products 
manufactured based on the patent, total product demand. If the calculation of annual net 
profit (of 149) is not taken into account for the application of patent costs, these costs should 
diminish Vb application resulting from the capitalization of net income. 
This approach can be applied to include a patent holding company, if assessments are made 
in order to establish economic balance and the establishment of joint ventures.  
The value of a patent, capable of generating a measurable annual net profit for a potential 
buyer is a function which depends on: 
- The size of the annual net profit duck year and possibly its average annual growth (g);  
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- The capitalization rate based on two main factors: the risk free rate and subjective 
estimation of the potential buyer of the patent, the risk resulting from this acquisition, on the 
following issues: 

� whether the patent will withstand legal claimants. 
� whether to patent a product is more efficient than the patented process; 
� if new processes or technologies will transform the patent into a mere technical 

museum relic. 
 
In other words, the higher achieving annual net profit will be more uncertain future, the 
discount rate / capitalization will be higher.  
 
 
3.1.3. Exemption from royalty method (in more than one entry) 
 
This method is usually applied in cases of patent holding companies. To assess by this 
method is the inclusion of patent value in the economic balance necessary for company 
acquisition by another larger company, a merger, the sale of the company as a whole or in 
stocks.  
The conceptual basis of this method lies within the assumption that the economic benefit of a 
buyer is that the patent will exempt (avoidance, economy) him to pay a fee. In other words, 
the patent owner will make a "royalty savings" brevet.  If paid to a third party patent holder (or 
mark) by calculating the present value of the stream of net royalty payments market, the 
owner is exempted of an intangible asset.  
This situation uses the same data that were used in the previous method, namely: 

o The estimated economic life (useful) remaining patent applied under review and the 
company holds the patent for 8 years;  

o Annual turnover, based on the patent is 3,000 assessment year and the increase at a 
rate of 5% per year;  

o Gross profit tax rate is 16%;  
o Net profit discount rate is 20%; 
o Industry average royalty is 5% of turnover. 

 
 

Years Turnover
% Of 

royalty 

Discount 
factor k = 

20% 

Economy 

gross net present 
1 3,000 5% 0.833 149 0,833 x 0,84 (150 - 0,125 Vb) 
2 3,150 5% 0.684 149 0,684 x 0,84 (150 - 0,125 Vb) 
3 3,308 5% 0.579 149 0,579 x 0,84 (150 - 0,125 Vb) 
4 3,473 5% 0.482 149 0,482 x 0,84 (150 - 0,125 Vb) 
5 3,647 5% 0.402 149 0,402 x 0,84 (150 - 0,125 Vb) 
6 3,829 5% 0.335 149 0,335 x 0,84 (150 - 0,125 Vb) 
7 4,020 5% 0.279 149 0,279 x 0,84 (150 - 0,125 Vb) 
8 4,221 5% 0.233 149 0,233 x 0,84 (150 - 0,125 Vb) 

TOTAL    1,192 523,2 - 0,4 Vb 
 
 
The last column indicated the factor 0.84. This is the percentage of net royalties that the 
patent remains available to the user, less corporate tax rate of 16%. 
The annual rate of depreciation of patent also has a remaining economic useful life of 8 
years is 100/8 = 12.5% or 0.125. This value is subtracted from gross royalty to determine 
which net fee that would express only the net profit of the patent application. 
So the present value of net royalty economy is: 523.2 to 0.4 Vb. 
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But the present value of annual depreciation for 8 years, to be added and a discount rate of 
15% is: 
Depreciation updated Vb = 0.125 x m, where m = 4.487, n = 8 years, k = 20%. 
So amortization updated = 0.125 x 4.487 = 0.561 Vb  
That patent value, calculated using net fee and depreciation over the useful economic life 
remaining is: 

Vb = 523.2 to 0.4 Vb + Vb 0.561 
Vb = 523.2 to 0.161 Vb 
Vb = 523.2 / 0.839 = 622,600 units 

 
 
4. Conclusions 
 
1. The patent value calculated by the three methods may vary depending on the method 
addressed in a range of +/- 3 ÷ 4%. 
2. The result of the evaluation method to profit contribution is centered between the results 
obtained by other methods. 
3. The Valuation methods are not sufficiently conclusive given that the assessment is taken 
into account only economic factors. 
4. The assays that have been used have correction factors or mathematical algorithms that 
consider: 
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period as short; 
¸ influencing markets for the product / technology on profits. 

 
Clearly the market is what gives value to the patent. 
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method used to evaluate tangible assets. 
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Patent-Value-Predictor unconventional model used in the U.S.A could be a possible method 
for assessing European patents in the context of applying the EU GDP and its weighting in 
the performance component states. 
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THE EFFECT OF VENTURE CAPITAL INVESTMENTS IN FINANCIAL PROBLEMS IN 
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Abstract- In the literature, there are some studies on the measurement of the 
effectiveness of venture capital investments in the world. However, it is relatively new 
concept in Turkey so researches conducted about venture capital investments are 
very limited. Therefore, in this study it is aimed to measure effectiveness of venture 
capital investments to financial problems of SME’s in Turkey. Both the fact that an 
alternative investment tool and different method in solving the problem of financing 
for SMEs, venture capital investments are widely used all over the world. However, it 
is seen that venture capital investments on SME’s are very low rate in Turkey. Venture 
capital investments in Turkey are mainly for large enterprises. One of the main 
reasons is the high risk of SME compared to large enterprises. In this research it is 
aimed to evaluate the effect of venture capital investments on financing problems of 
SME.  

Keywords: Financing problems, SME, Venture Capital Investments, Number of Employees, 
Business Turnover 

 

1. Introduction 

Venture capital is an alternative tool for companies financing. Venture capitalist aims to 
support entrepreneur and to profit from investment. There are studies that measure the 
effectiveness of venture capital investments in the world. However, it is began to spread new 
in Turkey so researches conducted about venture capital investments are limited therefore in 
this study aim to measure the effectiveness venture capital investments. 

 
Firstly, theoretical framework is discussed. Definitions and determinations of venture capital 
are included. Secondly, after the functioning of the model discussed, a survey research was 
conducted. Results evaluated by statistical program. Effect of venture capital investments on 
solving financing problems of SME’s was analyzed.  
�

2. The Definition of Venture Capital 
 

Venture capital has developed as an important intermediary in financial markets, providing 
capital to firms that might otherwise have difficulty attracting financing. These firms are 
typically small and young, plagued by high levels of uncertainty and large differences 
between what entrepreneurs and investors know. Moreover, these firms typically possess 
few tangible assets and operate in markets that change very rapidly. Venture capital 
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organizations finance these high-risk, potentially high reward projects, purchasing equity 
linked stakes while these firms are still privately held [1]. 
 
Venture capital is defined as meeting the companies seeking financing or entrepreneurs who 
have new ideas with financier or capitalist ready to risk. Venture capital investments are for 
the new projects dynamic and have the potential for rapid growth and high profitability. 
 
The main purpose of venture capital is to make long term investment on businesses has the 
potential high growth and competitive advantage [2]. These investments are long term 
investments that can be liquidity after 5-10 years, from the date of initial. Venture capitalist do 
not want to be connected for years after invested the company, their main purpose is that 
after moving to a place to company by financing to sell their shares, to support other projects, 
in other words constantly enlarging his money by taking risks [3]. Venture capital investments 
are included in the financial investments because the primary goal is to achieve a return in 
depend on the company's growth and profit. 
 

3. The Parts of Venture Capital 
 
Sides of venture capital are roughly consisting from who demand funds, supply funds and 
intermediary in the supply of the funds. According to these parties, other parties also 
participate in the investment process. In general, parties is called by risk-capitalist parties 
(venture capitalist), entrepreneurial company (funded enterprise); investors (individual and or 
corporate). In fact, these parties have been included inventors [4]. Venture capitalist is 
defined as person who provides the necessary capital to entrepreneurs to implement their 
ideas and projects and share knowledge and experience with entrepreneurs. The 
entrepreneur or entrepreneurial company brings forth new products and projects with new 
ideas. If venture capital investment is made by the professional venture capital firms and 
then investors are able to provide financial support for the projects through professional 
venture capital companies. The inventors are those who produce thought (the invention) that 
enables the solution of a particular problem in the field of technology and want to realize this 
idea actually. Invention is the act of thinking of this phase and it translates it into innovation 
by applying a new mode of production and a new area. The inventor may be sometimes the 
same person with entrepreneur who launches this invention to the market. 

 
 4. The Stages of Venture Capital Financing 
 
Venture capital investments are classified in stages in conjunction with the growth stages of 
companies. Venture capital investments are classified as seed capital stage, the initial capital 
financing stage, early stage and gate financing, bridge financing and stage of buying shares. 
 
Seed capital stage is a stage of financing the entrepreneur whose product is currently in 
thought process stage. The stage of start-up capital, financing support is given the company 
which is usually during the establishment or a new established or operating in a short time, to 
produce and launch the product. At this stage, projects were prepared and market research 
had been completed. The process of production of the product would be started. That’s why; 
in the initial stage venture capital investment is done. In early stage and gate financing stage,  
the company's production of goods or services are available, but company in need of  
funding in order to get the superiority brand image of product in the market and increase 
market share. Bridge financing is transferred to the companies to go public in 6 months to 1 
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year. If the company is good for the supply of shares, the financing to be obtained until it 
supply shares to the public. 
In the stage of buying shares and assets, venture capital firm support to entrepreneurs who 
want to buy companies to be sold for various reasons, but not enough financial resources 
and assets [5]. 
 

5. Risk Factor for Venture Capital 
 

Investors in venture capital funds are typically very large institutions such as pension funds, 
financial firms, insurance companies and university endowments-all of which put a small 
percentage of their total funds into high risk investments. They expect a return between % 25 
and %35 per year over the lifetime of the investment [6]. The biggest risk for the venture 
capital investment is to result in a loss. The newly established firms and new developed 
products have risk not to get a share in market so venture capital investments may result in a 
loss. The most of the risks in venture capital investments are in the stage of thought and start 
up because most uncertainties are in these stages. 

 
According to the survey Ruhnka ve Young (1991), venture capitalist expect that the risk of 
loss associated with venture capital investments decreases steadily as a venture reaches 
higher stages of development. Their results indicate that the aggregate risk of loss is as high 
as 66 % for seed investments and round 20 % for bridge financing [7]. Ruhnka and Young 
also cite another source of risk in venture capital investing, exit or liquidity risk. They believe 
that this risk is responsible for the "so-called 'living dead' phenomenon" among portfolio 
firms. "This refers to investees that were once expected to equal or exceed portfolio target 
levels of return, but that stall out in their sales growth or profitability." This risk "may not 
reflect a fear of absolute loss of investment so much as the fear that a once-promising 
investee may fail to survive the rigors of competition in later stages of development and slip 
into 'living dead' status, dragging down portfolio returns and impairing the chances for a 
profitable exit "[8]. 
 

Table 1: Risk of Loss and Rate of Return for Venture Capital Investments 

 

                          

                            Risk of Loss                    Rate of Return  

  

1. Seed  66.2% 73.0% 

2. Startup  53.0%  54.8%  

3. 3rd Stage  33.7%  42.2%  

4. 4TH Stage  20.9%  35.0% 

5. Exit Stage  20.9%  35.0% 
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6. Venture Capital Investments in Turkey 
 
Venture capital investments in Turkey are examined as before 1999, in this term markets 
were dominated by uncertainties so investments was limited and the period between the year 
1999-2000 in this period first major venture capital investments started in Turkey. The years 
of venture capital investments started to increase in the period between 2001 and 2005. After 
2005, foreign venture capital investors started to invest the companies in Turkey. 
 
Venture capital funds in Turkey are different form organizational structures. Off-shore of the 
foreign funds is active in Turkey, and the venture capital funds that are subject to certain 
conditions, the Capital Markets Board (CMB, SPK) legislation. The funds are subject to CMB 
have some responsibilities. These are: 

- Corporate and income tax exemption 
- The obligation to invest in local companies 
- At least 50 % of total amount of funds required to be transfer to the venture 

companies 
Five venture capital investments trusts, subject to CMB regulations and open to the public, 
are operating in Turkey. These are: 
- ÔÏ GiriÏim Venture Capital Investment Trust Co., Ltd. 
- Rhea Venture Capital Investment Trust Co., Ltd. 
- KOBÔ  GiriÏim Venture Capital Investment Trust Co., Ltd. 
- Gözde GiriÏim Venture Capital Investment 
- Egeli & Co. Agricultural Venture Capital Investment 

7. Venture Capital Investment Stages in Turkey  
 

There is not official statistics showing the stages of venture capital investments in Turkey. 
However, examples of seed capital and early stage investments are Airties, Artesis, Vistek, 
Kodalfa technology companies, investments made by venture capitalist Ziya Boyacigiller. 
Seed and early-stage venture capital investments are accounted for the majority of total 
venture capital investments in Turkey. 
 
The new projects are being developed for SME’s public offerings in Turkey. Bridge financing 
is a type of the financing for the companies that will open to public at least in one year. 
Emerging Companies Market founded in Istanbul Stock Exchange is aimed to public 
offerings for SME’s. In this context, KOSGEB, (Administration of Small and Medium Sized 
Industry Development and Support, Ministry of Science, Industry, Technology) provide bridge 
financing to SME’s that will be offered to public. KOSGEB bridge financing applications takes 
the form as grants or loans. However, venture capital investments in bridge financing for 
SMEs not yet implemented in our country because SME’s has not started to public offerings 
yet. 
 
Acqusition and Mergering Venture Capital Investments in Turkey are increasing. Following 
the quiet period in 2009, M&A activity in 2010 has soared to reach the highest number of 
deals ever and the second highest deal value after the year 2005, in Turkish M&A history. 
Total M&A volume was around US$29 billion two times the deal value and number of last 
year, respectively [9]. 
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8.Material And Methods 
8.1. Purpose of The Study and Survey Research 
Research project is aimed to determine the effect of the venture capital investments for 
SME’s financial issues. The use of venture capital is compared with other financial resources 
to solve financial problems. A questionnaire consisting of 64 items, designed in accordance 
with this objective. This research conducted between November 2011 and January 2012, in 
Ôstanbul Ôkitelli Organized Industrial Zone. 
 
   
8.2. Scope of the Study and the Sample 
Simple random sampling method which gives each equal chance for being selected is used. 
Number of firms in Ôkitelli Organized Industrial Zone that make up the scope of the research 
is 23.165. Accordingly, a confidence interval of ± 5, with 95% probability of correctly 
convenient to analyze the sample size is calculated as 378. Within this research, 32 firm 
using venture capital totally 418 firm are interviewed. The solution of financial problems due 
to the use of the study venture capital firms is included in the research. The number of the 
firm that uses venture capital to solution of financial problems in Turkey is approximately 200. 
All these firms are contacted to survey but only 32 companies admit to be participated into 
the survey. Firms use and not use venture capital are compared. 

 
8.3. Analysis and Hypothesis Testing  
In the first stage, 11 companies using venture capital of total 60 companies are interviewed 
and data is evaluated. SPSS program is used to evaluate the data. The value of Cronbach's 
alpha of the questions about the basic hypotheses of the research is calculated as 0.905 at 
first stage. 

 
9. Results 
3.1. Hypothesis  
Hypothesis 1 

H0: Venture capital is not effective in solving financial problems of firms  
H1: Venture capital is effective in solving financial problems of firms 
To test the hypothesis that "the use of credit or venture capital is solution to financial 

problems" is dependent variable, "Using the venture capital" is accepted as independent 
samples and independent samples t-test is performed. Because the dependent variable 
covers firms using credit or venture capital, firms using credit or venture capital to solve 
financial problems, is included in the analysis. 32 firms using venture capital and 198 firms 
not using venture capital are analyzed. According to the t-test results (t=-5,5745, 
p=0,000<0,05), firms using venture capital have higher rate solution to the problem of 
financing than non-users. 
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Table 2: Dissolution Rates of Financial Problems by The Venture Capital User Group, T-Test 

Results 

 Did you use 
venture capital 
finance to solve 
your financial 

problem? 

N Average Standard 
Deviation 

t P 

The use of venture 
capital or credit is 
effective to solution 
of financial 
problems for 
company. 

Not used 198 3,44 1,248 
-

5,57
5 

0,0
00 

Used 32 4,41 ,837 

 

 
Hypothesis  2 

H0:  As a solution for financial problems of SME’s venture capital investments have the 
same effect on company’s turnover with bank credit. 

H1: As a solution for financial problems of SME’s venture capital investments have the 
more impact on company’s turnover than bank credit. 

 
To test the hypothesis, "our business turnover increased after the use of credit or venture 

capital" is accepted as dependent variable, "Firms state of the using venture capital or bank" 
is accepted as independent variable, and analysis of variable is performed at 0,05 
significance level. Because the dependent variable covers the user of bank credit or venture 
capital, the firms using credit or venture capital is included in the analysis. 230 companies 
using bank credit or venture capital are classified as: 

1-Only user of bank credits 
2-A new variable is created as user both bank credit and venture capital 
 
Each item of independent variables is considered as a group, in order to investigate 

whether the variances are homogeneous Test of Homogeneity of Variances is performed. 
Levene Statistic = 10.380, p = 0.000 is calculated. The level of significance as a result of the 
test, p = 0.003 <0.05, so the variances between the groups are not homogeneous and to 
investigate the differences Welch test should be used. 
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Table 3:Analysis of Variance Hypothesis 2 

Welch Test  
Welch statistics df1 Df2 P  

29,343 2 22,000 ,000  

Multiple comparison test Games-Howell  

(I) (J) 
Difference 

averages (I-
J) 

Std. Hata p 
 

 

Only venture 
capital (vc) users 

Only bank credit 
users 1,152* ,327 ,011  

User both vc and 
credit -,290 ,361 ,706  

Only bank credits 
users 

Only venture capital 
users -1,152* ,327 ,011  

User both vc and 
credit -1,442* ,197 ,000  

User both vc and 
credit 

Only venture capital 
users ,290 ,361 ,706  

Only bank credit 
users 1,442* ,197 ,000  

*Difference between averages at the level of  0.05 is significant.  
         

According to the results of analysis (Welch = 29,343, p = 0,000 < 0,05) turnover of the 
businesses using only venture capital have increased higher rate than business using only 
bank credit so H1 is accepted. 
 
Hypothesis 3 
H0: Venture capital investments to solving the financial problems of SMEs have the same 
effect to number of employees of the company with bank credit. 
H1: Venture capital investments to solving the financial problems of SMEs have different 
effect to number of employees of the company from bank credit. 

 
To test the hypothesis that "After the use of credit or venture capital number of personnel 

has increased in business" is accepted as dependent variable, "State of using venture capital 
or bank loans of firms" is accepted as independent variable. Analysis of variance at 0, 05 
significance level is performed. Levene test is used to test for homogeneity of variance 
analyzes. The case of homogeneous groups, Tukey test is used to detect differences 
between the groups, homogeneity is not satisfied Games-Howell test is used. The dependent 
variable covers the firms using venture capital or firms using credit or firms using both 
venture capital and bank credit to solve financial problems are included in the analysis. 

 
230 company using venture capital or bank credit was classified as: 
1) only user of venture capital 
2) only user of  bank credit 
3) using both, a new variable is created and included in the analyzes. 
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Each item of independent variables is considered as a group, in order to investigate 
whether the variances are homogeneous the Levene Test (Test of Homogeneity of 
Variances) is performed. Levene Statistic = 2,418, p = 0,000, is calculated. Because the level 
of significance as a result of the test, p = 0,091> 0, 05, the variances are homogeneous, and 
to investigate the differences between the groups ANOVA should be used. 

Table 4: The Effect Of Venture Capital Investments to The Number of Employees 

After using credit or venture capital, the number of the employees 
increased. 

 

  Sum of 
Squares Df Mean 

Square F Sig.  

Between Groups 75,850 2 37,925 27,512 ,000  

Within Groups 312,915 227 1,378    

Total 388,765 229     

Multiple comparison test: Tukey HSD  

(I) (J) 
Differences 

between 
averages (I-J)

Std. Error p 
 

 

Only venture 
capital (vc) users 

Only bank credit 
users 1,404* ,364 ,000  

User both vc and 
credit -,372 ,437 ,671  

Only bank credits 
users 

Only venture capital 
users -1,404* ,364 ,000  

User both vc and 
credit -1,776* ,269 ,000  

User both vc and 
credit 

Only venture capital 
users ,372 ,437 ,671  

Only bank credit 
users 1,776* ,269 ,000  

*: Difference between averages at the level of 0, 05 is significant.  
           

According to the results of analysis of variance (F = 27,512, p = 0.000 <0.05) only using 
of venture capital, only using of bank credits or using both in their effect to the number of 
employee is different. The number of the employees of the companies using venture capital 
have increased higher rate than the companies using bank credit. ‘’H1: Venture capital 
investments to solving the financial problems of SMEs have different effect to number of 
employees of the company from bank credit’’ hypothesis is accepted. 

 

Hypothesis 4 
 
H0:  Venture capital investments to solve the problems of financing for SMEs have no effect 
to investment idea in the future of company. 
H1: Venture capital investments to solve the problems of finance for SMEs have an effect to 
investment idea in the future of company. 
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To test the hypothesis between "State of thinking to invest in the future" and "Status of using 
venture capital", chi-square analysis is performed at the 0.05 significance level. As a result of 
the chi-square analysis (chi-square statistic = 4,380), p = 0,036 <0.05 so "H1: solving the 
financial problems of SMEs to invest in venture capital investments have an effect on the 
idea of investing in the future of the company." hypothesis is accepted. As a result of the 
analyzed, 78.1% firms using venture capital consider to investing in 2012. %59, 3 firms not 
using venture capital consider to invest in 2012. 

Table 5:Effect of Venture Capital Investments for Future Investments Decision 

Pearson Chi-Square 

Chi-Square Statistics Df P  

4,380a 1 ,036  

Do you think new investment 
in 2012?  

Did you use venture capital to solve financing 
problem? Total 

0 Not Used 1 Used  
Yes Number 229 25 254 

  % 59,3% 78,1% 60,8% 
No Number 157 7 164 

  % 40,7% 21,9% 39,2% 
Total Number 386 32 418 

 % 100,0% 100,0% 100,0%
 

10. Conclusions 
 
Venture capital investments to SME’s by in institutional venture capital trusts have very low 
rate in Turkey. Venture capital investments in Turkey are mainly for large enterprises. One of 
the main reasons is the high risk of SMEs compared to large enterprises 

When the companies using venture capital compare with not using venture capital 
companies, it is seen that venture capital to be more effective in solving financial problems of 
companies. According to the analysis results, only user of venture capital and only user of 
bank credit manage financing problems at different rates.  When the businesses using 
venture capital are compared with only user of bank credit, venture capital financing is more 
effective in solving the problems than bank credit. 

The effect of venture capital in the company's turnover is evaluated. Venture capital 
investments have more effect on company’s turnover than bank credit. Regarding the effect 
of venture capital for the number of employee, the number of the employees in firms using 
venture capital have increased higher rate than firms using only bank credit.  

When the venture capital impact on companies investment idea of future is analyzed, 78.1% 
firms using venture capital consider to investing in 2012. %59, 3 firms not using venture 
capital consider to invest in 2012. In this respect, venture capital investments have a positive 
effect on future investments of companies. 
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This paper focuses on the issue of regional innovativeness, and reflects upon the 
innovative capacity of regional plans developed by 26 Regional Development 
Agencies recently established in different regions of Turkey. The purpose of the paper 
is to determine the degree to which these plans can be effective in defining the future 
innovation agenda of the region in various dimensions (thus, facilitating technological 
innovation), and in finding solutions to societal needs (thus, facilitating social 
innovation). The method used in the study is qualitative research. Data is collected 
from regional plans of 26 regional development agencies in Turkey and analyzed 
through content analysis. Findings demonstrate that the concept of innovation is 
widely adopted in regional plans and activities that aim to enhance the innovative 
capability of regions, such as R&D support and technical education, appear frequently 
within strategies. Another important finding is that regional plans of the 26 
development agencies consistently support the principles of sustainable 
development, ensuring a balance between economic development, social 
development and environmental sustainability.  

Keywords 
Regional development, regional development agencies, regional innovation, social 
innovation 

1. Introduction 

In a world that is still significantly affected by globalization, regions are increasingly 
recognized as important sources of competitive advantage, playing a crucial role in a 
country’s economic development. Corporations, policy makers and the civil society are 
focusing more on the term “regional” or “glocal” instead of “global”, illustrating the 
understanding that globalization and regionalization go hand in hand. Most sources highlight 
the fact that in order to compete in a global economy, localized learning processes and 
knowledge characterized by regional and local contexts are among critical success factors 
[1], [2]. 
The concepts of “innovative milieu” and “innovation system” have opened up a new agenda 
in research streams on innovativeness as well as regional development [3], [4], [5], [6]. 
Critical success factors and conditions for regions to be innovative have long been at the 
center of dicussions within the regional development and regional innovation research 
stream. There is widespread agreement on the positive relationship between knowledge, 
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technological innovation and competitiveness at the regional level [7]. Hence, success is 
sought in the interplay of these variables, built up through a region’s true characteristics. 
The emergence of regional development agencies throughout the world added more 
emphasis on the role of innovation in regional competitiveness. Today, regional development 
agencies work in collaboration with the regions’ stakeholders to facilitate technological and 
social innovation within regional contexts.  
Turkey has recently established 26 statistical regions at the NUTS-II (Nomenclature of 
Territorial Units for Statistics – Level II) level, and put Regional Development Agencies into 
operation for each statistical region since 2006. These development agencies “play a critical 
role in mobilizing support and funding for regional development projects”  [8]. Development 
Agencies in Turkey are currently in the realization stage of their 2010-2013 plans. What are 
the main dimensions covered in the regional plans of 26 Regional Development Agencies in 
Turkey? Do these plans foster regional innovation? How are the sources of innovation 
capacity defined? This paper will address these questions through a content analysis of their 
regional plans. 

2. Background  

During the last decade, the term “innovation” has achieved a permanent place in the regional 
development agendas. Concepts such as innovation systems, innovation milieu, and 
innovation capacity are widely recognized by researchers and policy makers. Regional 
development agencies, as actors that bridge the gap between economic policy and other 
fields, play a key role in facilitating innovative activities within regions. This section will 
investigate the role of development agencies in fostering regional innovation.  

2.1 Regional Innovation and Regional Development Agencies 

Regions are important, and their critical role in sustainable economic and social growth is 
recognized more and more every day. Oughton et al. state that “growing international 
competition and integration strengthens the importance of the regional dimension because 
there is a well-defined set of external economies that are realized at that level” [7]. Recently, 
however, the focus of regional competitiveness research and policies has shifted on 
innovativeness of a region.  
Innovation can be defined as a novel and improved process, product, administrative system, 
or program [9]. Innovation capacity or the capacity to innovate refers to the “capabilities of a 
system to convert knowledge into innovation that is able to drive long-term economic growth 
and value creation” [10]. From this point of view, regional innovation capacity can be 
described as the capabilities of a region to produce innovation to facilitate sustainable 
economic and social development. 
Schiuma and Lerro identify four main knowledge assets categories building a knowledge-
based capital that can foster regional innovation [10]: 
� Human capital: the know-how characterizing the different actors within a region 
� Relational capital: the group of knowledge resources linked to the relationships 

characterizing a regional system 
� Structural capital: assets that are tangible in nature but play a fundamental role in the 

development, acquisition, management and diffusion of knowledge at regional level 
� Social capital: the knowledge assets related to the soft infrastructure of a region (e.g. 

values, culture, routines, behavior). 
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The above four dimensions are widely utilized in regional development plans and policies, to 
formulate regional objectives and strategies.  
Regional innovativeness is emphasized in policies as well. The European Sixth Framework 
Program supports projects to enhance research and innovation capacities throughout Europe 
under the “FP7 Capacities programme”. One of the themes covered by the programme is 
“regions of knowledge”. According to the programme “the ‘Regions of knowledge’ initiative 
aims to strengthen the research potential of European regions, in particular by encouraging 
and supporting the development, across Europe, of regional ‘research-driven clusters’, 
associating universities, research centres, enterprises and regional authorities” [11]. 
Networking and coalition building are defined as the key success factors for European 
framework programmes. The integration between governments, universities, and 
corporations is crucial for becoming a “knowledge society” [12]. One should add “civil 
society” into that group as well. These four main stakeholder groups are key actors in 
defining problems and finding solutions to these problems of the region, as well as act upon 
these solutions. 
Today, involvement of stakeholders in societal decision processes and benefits of 
collaboration are widely recognized [13]. Stakeholder involvement in developing regional 
plans may produce multiple benefits. On the one hand, problems of the region can be better 
defined by different stakeholders groups. On the other hand, solutions offered by 
stakeholders would be much more easily internalized by the implementers. 
Regional development agencies, by definition, integrate all these concepts together. 
Development agencies seek to improve innovation to facilitate the region’s competitiveness. 
And they try to achieve that through facilitating coalitions, networks and collaborative projects 
between stakeholders of the region. They integrate stakeholder groups in developing the 
future strategic agenda of a region, and they provide financial and technical support to 
prioritized projects that are facilitated by networks of stakeholders groups.  

2.2 Regional Development Agencies in Turkey 

A regional development agency can be defined as “a regionally based, publicly financed 
institution outside the mainstream of central and local government administration designed to 
promote economic development” [14].  
Hughes lists the following criteria for “model” regional development agencies [15]: 
� The structure should be semi- or quasi-autonomous of government 
� The objectives should be sufficiently broad: 

o Regional competitiveness 
o Regional growth 
o Indigenous/SME growth 
o Inward investment 

� There should be multiple policy instruments: 
o Environmental improvement 
o Industrial infrastructure 
o Business advice 
o Venture capital 

Turkey has recently established Regional Development Agencies in 26 NUTS-II regions. The 
objective underlying the foundation of development agencies is:  
� to develop cooperation between the public sector, private sector and non-governmental 

organizations, 
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� to ensure proper and effective use of resources and mobilize local potential, thereby 
accelerate regional development in harmony with the principles and policies envisaged in 
the national development plan and programmes, 

� to ensure its sustainability; and to reduce inter and intra-regional development 
disparities. 

Each agency has an Executive Board, a General Secretariat, and a Development Council 
which acts as an advisory board. The Development Council is composed of a maximum of 
100 members who represent universities, corporations, public authorities and civil society in 
the region. All 26 development agencies have developed regional plans for the 2010-2013 
period through a participative process that included stakeholders of the region, and are 
currently providing financial support to the region’s actors (e.g. universities, local authorities, 
corporations, non-governmental organizations) to realize the main strategic priorities defined 
in these plans. The regional plans are formed on the basis of competitiveness, sustainable 
development and participation principles.  

3. Data Analysis and Findings 

This section describes the research methodology, and presents the findings of the study. 
Adopting a qualitative methodology, content analysis was used to examine the regional 
plans, with the aim of generating a comprehensive understanding. Findings are presented 
and discussed on the basis of main conditions for sustainable regional development, as well 
as regional innovation.  

3.1 Research Methodology 

This study focuses on the content of the 26 regional plans to discover their potential to 
enable regional innovation. For this purpose, a qualitative research was conducted. First of 
all, the official web addresses of the 26 development agencies were examined, and the 
regional plans published on these web sites were downloaded. The first three levels of the 
regional plans, vision statements, development axes and main strategies (See Figure 1), 
were considered for the content analysis.  
 

1.1

1.2

1.3

2.1

2.2

3.1

3.2

3.3

Vision

Development Axes

Vision

Main Strategies

1. 2. 3.

 

Figure 1 Regional Plan Template 

Vision Statements: The two coders independently examined the vision statements to see 
whether the terms that are directly related to innovation, such as “innovation”, 
“innovativeness”, “novelty” literally existed within the statements. The vision statements that 
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included at least one of these terms were coded as 1, and others were coded as 0. There 
was 100% agreement between the coders. 
 
Development Axes: The first coder examined the development axes presented in the 26 
regional plans, and grouped them into 15 broad categories. Then, two coders independently 
coded the development axes into these 15 categories as 1-0. Evaluations of two coders were 
brought together and their level of agreement was assessed using Cohen’s Kappa statistic 
[16]. Cohen’s Kappa was calculated as 81%, which can be accepted as “good agreement” 
for content analysis. Joint evaluations were then re-assessed by another independent judge, 
who examined the development axes and made correctional comments. 
 
Main Strategies: Main strategies were examined to answer the following two questions: 
� Is innovation mentioned in a strategy statement? If so, how and under which 

development axis is it mentioned? 
� What are the terms that are related to social issues/problems? 
For terms regarding innovation, two independent coders examined the main strategies in 
regional plans and came up with a list of items, and their level of agreement was 100%. For 
terms related to social issues, the first coder examined the main strategies in 26 regional 
plans, and grouped the items related to social problems into 8 broad categories. Then, two 
coders independently coded the items related to social issues in strategy statements into 
these 8 categories as 1-0. Evaluations of two coders were brought together and their level of 
agreement (Cohen’s Kappa) was 75%, which can be accepted as “good agreement”. Joint 
evaluations were then re-assessed by another independent judge, who examined the 
strategies and made correctional comments. 

3.2 Findings 

Vision Statements 
The first part of the content analysis focused on identifying whether vision statements of the 
26 development agencies contained a term directly related to innovation. Vision statements 
are guiding principles in prioritizing decisions for organizations [17]. Vision is the first and the 
most important step in strategic planning studies. As for development agencies, a vision 
statement is a tool to guide and control for which projects to support in the sustainable 
development of the region. Therefore, it is important to go deeper into the visions of 26 
agencies to understand whether the term “innovation” is placed within the statements. Words 
related to innovation (See Table 1) were observed in 9 out of 26 development agencies’ 
vision statements. 

 Table 1 Innovation-related terms in vision statements. 

Terms related to innovation  Frequency 
Innovativeness 2 
Innovative approach 2 
Innovative and knowledge-based 1 
Open to innovation 1 
Leader in innovation 1 
Innovative and competitive 1 
Innovativeness capacity 1 
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The observed frequency (9 out of 26) shows that 35% of the vision statements refer to 
innovation. This reflects the future agenda of the region’s stakeholders who took part in the 
planning process. Innovation is seen as one of the guiding principle for these regions’ 
development and growth plans. 
 
Development Axes 
In the second part of the analysis, development axes (also referred to as thematic axes, 
development tracks etc.) were examined and grouped into categories.  

Table 2 Categorization of development axes defined in regional plans 

Categories  Frequency Percentage 
(N=26) 

Competitiveness 19 73% 
Environmental sustainability 17 65% 
Social capital/structure and human capital 15 58% 
Infrastructure improvements 12 46% 
Social development, integration and social inclusion 10 38% 
Quality of life and place 10 38% 
Rural development 10 38% 
Improving tourism 7 27% 
Improving employment 5 19% 
Improving transportation, logistics and communication 5 19% 
Improving industry and trade 5 19% 
Improving the investment environment 4 15% 
Knowledge-based learning economy 2 8% 
Strengthening the institutional structure 2 8% 
Branding and innovativeness 1 4% 

 
It can be seen that more than half of the regional plans prioritize competitiveness, 
environmental sustainability and social/human capital in their plans. This trilogy is compatible 
with the three domains of sustainable development [18] as shown in Figure 2.  
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Figure 2 The three domains of sustainable development. 

 
Innovation and Social Issues Covered within Main Strategies 
The third stage of the analysis involved examination of the main strategies listed in regional 
plans. As part of the analysis, development axes (also referred to as thematic axes, 
development tracks etc.) were examined and grouped into categories. Strategy and actions 
to improve innovativeness appeared under the development axes “competitiveness”, 
“knowledge-based learning economy” and “branding and innovativeness”. All but seven 
development agencies have mentioned ways or tools to increase innovativeness within their 
strategies. A list of ways to improve innovative capacities of regions mentioned within the 
regional plans can be seen in Table 3. 

Table 3 Actions to improve innovative capacities of region (as defined in regional plans). 

Actions Proposed for Innovativeness  

Increasing innovativeness in various industries (agriculture, tourism, trade, manufacturing) 

Improving R&D capacity (Improving R&D culture, University-industry cooperation for R&D, 
Subsidizing R&D activities, Establishing R&D labs) 

Supporting high-tech industries 

Investing in human resources to improve their innovative capability (Technical training and 
education, Increasing creativity of human resources) 

Becoming a knowledge society, creating an innovation culture 

 
The last aim of the study was to find out whether the regional plans had a potential to support 
social innovation efforts in Turkey. Increasing awareness in social problems has been forcing 
governments, businesses, and civil society to take action on working together for social 
development. People, groups, and institutions form inter-organizational collaborative 
platforms for that purpose. The social value created by these platforms is defined as social 
innovation. By examining the social issues addressed in the strategies of development 
agencies, we aimed to see if there was any room for social innovation in these plans. 
Provided that these addressed social problems/issues are solved through innovative 
products, services, processes, or business models, development agencies may well be 
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enablers of social innovation in Turkey. Table 4 shows the main categories regarding social 
issues  

Table 4 Categorization of social issues/problems addressed in regional plans 

Categories  Frequency Percentage 
(N=26) 

Social inclusion 21 81% 

Public education and employment 21 81% 

Health services 15 58% 

Environmental sustainability 13 50% 

Social solidarity 9 35% 

Reducing poverty 4 15% 

Disaster management 1 4% 

 
The list of social issues in Table 4 reflects the priorities of regional stakeholder groups. 
Projects that aim to solve these issues will most likely stem from these same stakeholders, 
therefore one should expect that these regional plans may facilitate the realization of social 
innovation efforts provided that development agencies provide technical, organizational and 
financial support to well-developed projects.  

3. Conclusions 

Our main question at the beginning of this study was: Are regional development agencies in 
Turkey enablers of regional innovation? Based on our findings, it is possible to argue that 
they definitely show the potential to become enablers, as reflected in their current regional 
plans. 
This study has addressed the issue by a content analysis of regional plans. We have 
examined, in particular, the degree to which these regional plans adopt strategies to improve 
the innovative capabilities of regions, and to find innovative solutions to societal problems. 
The purpose of the study is to contribute to the research stream on regional innovation, as 
well as social innovation. Main conclusions of the study can be listed as follows: 

1. Innovativeness is related to competitiveness. 
Within the 26 regional plans, nearly all strategies regarding innovativeness or innovation are 
placed under the “competitiveness” development axis. This is compatible with extant 
research that relates innovativeness to competitiveness. Development agencies in Turkey 
seek to improve innovativeness to facilitate regions’ competitiveness. 

2. Regional plans aim to increase innovative capacity.  
Strategies such as improving R&D capacity, supporting high-tech industries, improving the 
innovative capacity of human resources through technical training and education, and 
creating an innovation culture appeared within regional plans. These actions are closely 
related to improving the innovative capacity of regions (provided that they are actually 
implemented within the region). 

3. Regional plans ensure sustainable development. 
The main development axes formulated within regional plans mostly involve themes related 
to economic, social and environmental sustainability. These are the three domains of 
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sustainable development (See Figure 2). The regional plans ensure compatibility between 
economic and social development and the environment.  

4. Development agencies may become enablers of social innovation in the future. 
Regional development based on the innovative capacity stemming from the region’s own 
stakeholders may have tremendous social implications. The solutions offered by 
stakeholders would be much more suited to the region’s requirements, much easier to 
implement, and keenly embraced by the implementers. The regional plans cover many social 
issues (e.g. social inclusion, education and health services, employment, reducing poverty); 
the solutions that address these issues may lead to social innovation, in case these solutions 
bring innovation in some sense.  

5. Development agencies may be the solution to the regional innovation paradox.  
The regional innovation paradox “refers to the apparent contradiction between the 
comparatively greater need to spend on innovation in lagging regions and their relatively 
lower capacity to absorb public funds earmarked for the promotion of innovation and to 
invest in innovation related activities compared to more advanced regions”  [7]. “Innovation in 
agriculture” appears in regional plans of various development agencies; by supporting 
innovation in agriculture and rural development, development agencies may overcome the 
regional innovation paradox: the capacity of lagging regions to absorb public funds for 
innovation will increase. 

6. Regional plans reflect the ideas and future agenda of the regions’ stakeholders.  
As the regional plans formulated by the 26 agencies reflect the collective output of a 
participative process, their contents offer great insight into the stakeholder point of view 
regarding development of a region.  
Further research could be suggested in the following areas: 
� How the regional development plans are put together: the process through which the 

plans are written down can reveal important insights into the time and effort put in by the 
contributors. It is possible to examine the contributions of each stakeholder, and learn 
more about their priorities, their concerns, and even the time span it takes to arrive at a 
plan mutually agreed upon. 

� How each regional plan compares to another: the details of each regional development 
plan would inevitably vary, and different regions would have different requirements and 
priorities to put forward. It would be interesting to compare those priorities in order to 
develop a better understanding and provide a better allocation of resources to regions. 
Another interesting comparison would be to see the degree to which different regions 
attach importance to innovativeness, or the different tools and objectives they add into 
their strategies regarding innovativeness. 

� How implementation works: The present study only focused on what’s written in the 
plans, as the “ideal” state still underway to realization. It would be an interesting follow-up 
to take a deeper look at the implementation process, and whether the objectives are 
indeed realized, which would feed into an in-depth analysis and corrective action (if 
necessary) of the plans by each region’s stakeholders.   

The importance of “region” increases and regional development agencies will remain the key 
facilitators of regional competitiveness in the future. The ultimate aim should be to boost 
competitiveness through creation of an innovative environment, within the framework of 
sustainable development through economic, social and environmental development. 
Regional development agencies’ plans reflect strong intentions to improve regional 
innovative capacity; bringing these plans into realization is the big challenge in the 
development agenda of Turkey. 
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Having 7,2% of GDP, 12% of tax revenues, 11% of exports East Marmara Region is the 
production base of Turkey and an innovation base with high concentration of R&D 
workers and high levels of patent generation. As the economic resilience and 
sustainability are becoming widely dependent on smart regional strategies and 
innovative production, regional policies and plans must be designed parallel to these. 
Adoption of Regional Innovation Strategies for Smart Specialization (RIS3) in Europe 
and establishment of Regional Development Agencies in Turkey for Regional 
Planning, Financial Support for Niche Fields and Investment Support brought the 
necessity and opportunity for developing regional innovation strategies. In 
accordance with Horizon 2020 program of European Commission and 10th 
Development Plan process of Turkey and Regional Planning period of East Marmara 
Region; innovation strategies are being defined with comprehensive data analyses, 
expanded public and stakeholder participation and examining global trends for 
different sectors. One of the most important issues is that the quad helix (government, 
academy, business and public) model is adopted. Smart specialization will be the key 
concept of regional innovation strategy and strategies will be developed for clusters, 
innovation friendly business environment, universities and techno parks, key enabling 
technologies within the region, cultural and creative industries, internationalization, 
financing instruments, green growth and social innovation. Outcomes of the strategy 
will be considered as input for the East Marmara Regional Plan which will enable 
strategies to gain legal basis and receive financing instruments. The strategy will be 
one of the earliest in Turkey. 

Keywords 
Regional Plan, Innovation Strategy, Development Agency, Smart Specialization 
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1. Introduction 

The economies of the developed countries along the world are simply depending on high 
value added and capital intensive production and high technology and innovation.  
 
Developing communication and transportation infrastructure and opportunities has been 
decreasing the dependency to the location. This tendency causes the competitiveness of 
regions in terms of locational advantages and labour market aspects of regions to yield into 
the usage of technology, R&D and innovation in the production processes.  
 
Furthermore, the increasing share of service sector in developed regions or countries and 
the increasing demand to the high-tech products and health services also supports this 
tendency in local level. As the information society emerges in developed and even in 
developing countries, along with the reverse brain drain, producing technology and 
innovation increases is local level.  
 
Even the locational advantages of regions still maintain their importance in many products or 
services, innovative products have more competitiveness compared to such conventional 
products. As the world becomes smaller, these remaining conventional products are 
expected to lose their locational advantages if they do not provide minimum quality in terms 
of technology. Thus, most competitive companies or clusters always are the most 
advantageous in global production.  
 
Yet, a single company cannot be sufficient to be the most innovative in any product or semi-
product. Instead of that, an innovative value chain within a region for a specific product or 
semi-product can be more competitive in terms of technology, R&D and innovation. Also, the 
supporting academicians, advisors and public institutions for a specific product increase this 
competitiveness. The process of determining such niche products is the main issue in the 
paper. 
 
This paper focuses on development and implementation of regional innovation strategies in 
accordance with international and academic guidelines, especially the RIS3 guide, in the 
case of East Marmara Region of Turkey.  

2. Background 

Above mentioned importance of information and creativity brought the necessity of 
technology development, R&D and innovation in production processes, and those processes 
brought the necessity of strategically planned regional innovation policies. On the other hand, 
international organizations such as the European Union have been adopting the 
competitiveness of regions instead of companies. In the case of Turkey, “ensuring regional 
development” is adopted as one of the social and economic development axes in the 9th 
Development Plan and Regional Development Agencies were established in NUTS2 
(Nomenclature of Territorial Units For Statistics) level. The 26 newly established 
development agencies in Turkey boosted the regional planning and regional development 
efforts and as they were defined to be responsible for the regional development, regional 
strategies have started to be developed in economic, social, environmental and spatial 
scopes.  
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In today’s world, global economy is mostly shaped by countries like United States of 
America, Great Britain, Germany, China, India and Japan. The competitive strategy of India 
and China which depends on cheap labour force, and priorities of European Union and 
U.S.A. which are areas such as information technologies, energy efficiency, bio and 
nanotechnology directly affects the production trends of developing countries.  
 
International organisations such as United Nations Industrial Development Organisation 
(UNIDO), Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD), World Bank 
and European Union see innovation as the key factor of economic and social development 
and each organisation has a guideline for countries or regions for preparing regional 
innovation strategies that stimulate the development of innovation strategies.  
 
A common point of these guidelines is about the risks of defining wrong strategies. One of 
the most important risks is that, the lobbies of strong sectors or strong stakeholders tend to 
orientate them in the way they profit most. Another important risk is the adopting directly the 
international or national innovation strategies without including regional priorities, 
expectations or trends. To prevent these risks; regional strengths must be known well, 
international tendencies must be followed and analysed well, the process must include every 
stakeholder within the region and the strategies must be adopted by all of them. Such a 
strategy could become a necessity for resource management of local/regional authorities and 
private sector and a helpful guideline for the region’s place within the global value chain.  
 
In accordance with these inputs, ensuring smart specialization and developing distinctive 
regional innovation strategies were seen as a necessity for the East Marmara NUTS-2 
Region, which is consisted of Kocaeli, Sakarya, Düzce, Bolu and Yalova provinces.  

2.1 Conceptual Background 

The rationale of developing regional innovation strategy depends on several academic 
researches and international guidelines which includes new theoretical approaches for such 
strategies. Most important ones are regional innovation system approach and smart 
specialisation. 
 
As the global trend for regional competitiveness depends more and more on high value 
added production with high levels of technology, innovation and R&D, the necessity was born 
to develop a regional innovation strategy for smart specialisation for the East Marmara 
Region, as it is the production base of Turkey. 
 
2.1.1 Regional Innovation Systems 
 
Regional innovation systems are new approaches for regional development which began to 
appear in 1990’s [1]. Many academicians likes Lundvall, Cooke and Dohse, regional 
innovation systems discussed the regional perspective, knowledge and technology exchange 
and innovative competiveness especially between the USA and EU. Porter’s cluster 
approach for value chains is another important approach for competitiveness of regions.  
 
Philip Cook gives clear examples for governmental efforts for boosting competitiveness by 
promoting regional innovation and cluster-building in his studies in 2003 [1].  
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2.1.2 Smart Specialisation 
 
Smart specialisation has been settling at the focus of European economic development and 
growth policies in the last years and is seen as the mainstream of the Europe 2020 strategy. 
The term was developed by a group of academicians namely “Knowledge of Growth” 
including Paul David and Bronwyn Hall after firstly propounding by Dominic Foray and Bart 
van Ark in order to fill the pores in the transatlantic productivity. Two main different 
approaches exist within smart specialisation, which are the logic of innovation and system 
mechanism [2].  
 
Smart specialisation is mainly about the potentials of the region and which potentials can be 
realised within the region. Even Barack Obama, the president of the USA, mentioned his 
countries growth policies will be spatial in his speech in June 21st, 2010 and smart 
specialisation was included in the agenda of OECD and regions were classified as 
knowledge regions, production regions and non-science and technology regions.  

2.2 Legal Background 

Some upper scale policies and guidelines supported the necessity of preparing a regional 
innovation strategy by defining whom to coordinate and how to prepare and to which the 
strategies should be in accordance with.  
 
2.2.1 International Plans and Policies 
 
In almost all international organisations which are mainly effected by the USA and EU, 
regional innovation policies have been developing. As they bring no necessity, to be known 
by the international actors and strengthen their places in global markets, regions should 
consider such guidelines. 
 
2.2.1.1 World Bank 
 
The innovation policy of World Bank, prepared in 2010, defines the frame of boosting 
regional development by supporting innovation capacities of developing countries. It defines 
regional governments and authorities as “gardeners” and key actors of setting regional 
strategies. Also, innovation, R&D and technology is seen as the main recovery tool for 
economic crises.  
 
2.2.1.2 UNIDO 
 
The policy paper of Philip Cook and Olga Memedoviç, strategies for regional innovation 
systems, defines the concept of regional innovation systems and explains the vehicles of 
regional development by contrasting different regions from different continents and 
advocates the promotion of systemic innovation with public and private partnership at 
regional level.  
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2.2.1.3 OECD 
 
The Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development examines the innovation 
structures of regions and analyses the outcomes of the regions in terms of production. After 
making such examination in details, they develop offers for transnational corporations and 
supports dissemination of best practices.  
 
2.2.1.4 EU 
 
Defining innovation and technology as the key element of economy in today’s world is 
accepted by the EU since the Lisbon Strategy process in year 2000. The cohesion policy of 
Europe along with the Europe 2020 strategy which is the general strategy of Europe for 
smart, sustainable and comprehensive development; empowers establishing interregional 
learning processes and regional innovation systems.  
 
Establishment of Innovation Union Flagship in Europe and new approach of “smart 
specialization” and S3 Platform are important steps for expanding the innovation systems 
over Europe. 
 
2.2.2 National Plans and Policies 
 
Although the regions have their own strengths, their policies should be in accordance with 
upper scale plans and their strategies.  
 
2.2.2.1 9th Development Plan 
 
‘Development of R&D and Innovation’ strategy is determined within the strategy of 
“increasing the economic and social competitiveness”. It is referred to the necessity of the 
development of human and technological infrastructure, specifically cited nano and 
biotechnology area, due to the information and high value-added orientation at the 
production of goods and services. 
 
It is also come into prominence at related strategy that lacking of operative cooperation 
between academia and industry, inadequate support of the interdisciplinary projects, the low 
rate of use of EU R & D projects. 
 
It is aimed to achieve the goals such as, increasing the share of R&D share, dissemination of 
academic studies that address the needs of industry, development of infrastructure of 
technology-based entrepreneurship, research - development and innovation, strengthening 
of human resources. Nanotechnology, biotechnology, new-generation nuclear technologies, 
hydrogen and fuel cell technologies, the defense industry, vaccine and anti-sera, information 
and communication and space technologies identified as priority areas. 
 
2.2.2.1 National Science, Technology and Innovation Strategy 2011-2016 
 
This strategy covers scientific, technological and innovation strategy of Turkey. The strategic 
objectives of the plan are as follows; 
Vertical Axes; 
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� Target-oriented Approaches where R & D and innovation capacity are strong 
� Needs-oriented Approaches where R & D and innovation capacity areas required to 

Acceleration 
� Bottom-up approaches to development of R&D and innovation capacity 

Horizontal Axes; 
� STI Human Resources Development 
� Promotion of Research Results to the Transformation of Commercial Product and 

Service  
� Dissemination of Cooperation Culture in multi-partner and multi-disciplinary R & D  
� Enhancing the Role of SMEs in National Innovation System 
� Increasing the contribution of research infrastructures TARAL’S  to the power of 

knowledge production 
� Effectiveness of International collaboration STI in the interests of our country  

 
R & D and innovation capacity is strong fields in the document, determined:” Manufacture of 
motor vehicles and trailers (Automotive)”, “Manufacture of machinery and equipment N.E.C” 
and “Information and Communication Technologies (ICT)”.  
 
2.2.2.1 Other Upper Scale Plans and Strategies 
 
At the region scale, many different national strategies intersect. At the national level, each 
Ministry or Undersecretariat defines the sectoral strategy in Turkey. However in regional 
innovation systems and local level, different sectors intersect more distinctly. Main national 
level strategies other than National Development Plan and National Science, Technology 
and Innovation Strategy are; Turkey's Higher Education Strategy,  Science and Technology 
Human Resources Strategy, SME Strategy, and Industrial Strategy of Turkey.  
 
In terms of sectoral specialisation; automotive, machinery, electronics, iron and steel, wood 
processing, paper and furniture, chemical sectors are prioritized.  
 
2.2.3 Regional Plans and Policies 
 
Regional scale planning is not a new issue in Turkey and East Marmara. The first regional 
plan was prepared within the context of East Marmara Region in 1963. However, the number 
of regional plans in Turkey had been very limited until the establishment of Regional 
Development Agencies in the last decade to which authority was given for the preparation of 
Regional Plans.  
 
In the current Regional Plan of East Marmara for the period of 2010-2013, high value added 
and agglomerated sectors were defined as automotive, base metal, chemicals, electrical 
machinery, plastics and machinery.  
 
In terms of innovation, developing the regional innovation strategy was adopted along with 
the policies for increasing R&D activities in clusters and prior sectors and increasing the 
quality of innovation and product development activities.  
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3. The Process of Evaluation of the Status Quo 

As smart specialization depends on competitive and strong sectors with high innovative 
potential, regional data were analysed to define the innovative sectors within the region. In 
accordance with the sectoral analyses, general aspects like education, human force, 
technical infrastructure, financing for technology are also important for regional innovation 
system, thus they have been considered as well. Turkey has a ratio of 0,85% in R&D 
expenditure in Gross Domestic Product, which is almost 4 for times below of the ratio of EU, 
USA and Japan. However, this ratio has a good increase rate like 10,2% according to the 
data of World Bank [4]. In this expenditure, private sector provides 41% of R&D expenditure, 
where the average of EU is 54,8%.  

3.1 Defining Competitive Sectors 

Most Turkish scholars complain from the unorganized and inadequately collected or obsolete 
data, or even mere absence of the required datasets. Regional planning should rely on 
systematically updated and robust databases, which allow for benchmarks across different 
regions and periods of time. However, such scarcity and complexity become excruciatingly 
challenging for the planners when it comes to make estimations and impact analysis 
regarding new investments and trade with the rest of the World. So the next best thing than 
using the actual figures is to depend on the available statistics routinely collected by the state 
institutions, one of which is the statistical information indicated on the incentive certificates. 
Min. of Economy (formerly Undersecretariat of Treasury) has a long tradition of issuing 
incentive certificates for the investments of above certain minimally required fixed costs. 
These documents bear the foreseen amount of fixed investment, employment to be created 
and amount of the machinery to be imported etc. Provinces of East Marmara, are notably 
among the most prosperous in the Turkey as recognized by the TURKONFED’s report [3]; 
hence accumulate large stocks of investment in various sectors. With a population that 
corresponds to only %4.4 of that of Turkey, East Marmara Region accounts for %9.4 of the 
incentivized fixed investments for the period between 01.01.2001 and 31.12.2013. East 
Marmara has a versatile economy, with considerable presence in almost each sector, for 
some sectors having relatively greater share in the national economy though. The study 
focused on the share of the incentivized investment that East Marmara’s provinces receive 
as to various sectors and the growth trends thereof. The first five rows of the Table 1 exhibits 
the sectors at which investments to East Marmara’s provinces are relatively intense. 
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Table 1 Priority Sectors 
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Investment Intensity per Province (� denote Foreign dominance) 
Kocaeli � � � � � � � �   �   � � � � �   
Sakarya     � �   �       �       � �     
Düzce     �     �     �   �             
Bolu           �           �   � �     
Yalova                                 � 

Table 2 Priority Sectors (continued)  
Other Criteria 
Growth rate   � �   � � �   � �   �   � � � �
Exports �     � � � �     �               
Job creation �   �     �       � �       �     
In-house R&D premises       � � � �                     
Supporting R&D and 
services 

                                  

SME prevalence �   � � (supply 
sector) 

� �   �   � � �     � �   

 
According to data above, iron-steel, non-ferrous metal mills, metal goods, automotive main 
and supply sector, electrical machinery and goods, machinery, chemicals, rubber-plastics, 
glassware, food & beverages, clothing & garment, forestry products, paper, energy, tourism, 
logistics and ship-building sectors are primary sectors of East Marmara Region. 

3.2 Analysing Innovative Capacities of Competitive Sectors 

After defining the priority sectors in the region, the situation of those sectors in terms of R&D, 
Technology and Innovation were taken into account.  
 
To analyse the innovation infrastructure within the region, related data were needed to be 
gathered from different institutions and organizations which are inside the innovation 
ecosystem. Such bodies were categorised in the National Science, Technology and 
Innovation Strategy 2011-2016 (See figure 1).  
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!������"�Basic Dynamics of National R&D and Innovation System of Turkey (Source: TÜB�TAK, 2011)�

 
Following data was used for the determination of the innovative sector within the region and 
top sectors were determined according to their number and share in Turkey (Table 2).  
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Table 2 Data sets and Sources of Innovation Indicators   
Data Source Top Sectors/Subjects 
Exports TURKSTAT, TÔM  

(Turkish Exporters 
Assembly) 

Automotive, 
Chemicals, Other 
Metals, Electrics And 
Electronics, 
Machinery, Iron and 
Steel  

Foreign Direct Investments The Ministry of 
Economy 

Food, Textile, 
Chemicals, 
Construction, 
Transportation 

Sectoral Distribution of OIZ’s OSBUK (the Supreme 
Board of OIZ’s) 

Food, Textile, Base 
Metal, Machinery, 
Automotive, 

R&D Centers and Personal The Ministry of 
Science, Industry and 
Technology 

Chemicals, Medicine, 
Electrical Machinery, 
Other Metals, 
Automotive 

Agglomeration – Added 
Value Analysis 

MARKA (East 
Marmara Development 
Agency) 

Refined Petroleum, 
Chemicals, Base 
Metal, Electrical 
Machinery, Automotive 

Agglomeration – Sectoral 
Growth Rate Analysis 

MARKA (East 
Marmara Development 
Agency) 

Forest Products, 
Refined Petroleum, 
Base Metal, 
Automotive, 
Transportation 

R&D, Innovation and 
Industrial Implementation 
Supports 

SMEDO (Small and 
Medium Enterprises 
Development 
Organisation) 

Machinery, Electronics 
and Optics, Fabricated 
Metal Products, 
Electrical Equipment, 
Forestry Products 

Scientific Papers Universities (Kocaeli, 
Bolu Ôzzet Baysal and 
Yalova Universities) 

Medicine, Chemistry, 
Machinery, Electronics 
And Communication  
 

Projects of Universities Universities (Kocaeli, 
Bolu Ôzzet Baysal and 
Yalova Universities) 

Chemistry, 
Environment, 
Medicine, Electronics 
And Communication, 
Machinery, Physics 
And Optics  
 

 
Different classifications could be seen in the data of different institutions such as ISIC, US97, 
NACE1.1 and NACE2.0. This causes some of the subsectors to be included between 
different sectors and complicates the comparison process. For instance the data used for 
analysing the relation between agglomeration and added value of the sectors were 
productivity and employment. The data of productivity was produced in the classification of 
NACE1.1 whereas the employment data was in NACE2.0. To remove the incoherency, the 
data of 2006 were used as both were in NACE1.1. 
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According to data above, automotive, base metal, chemicals, electrical machinery, 
machinery, food, plastics, forestry products and electronics become prominent.  

4. Ensuring Participation and Adoption 

As stated almost in every guideline and scientific papers, adoption of the strategies and 
chosen innovative sectors is the most important issue for strategies to come to life. Each 
institution, company or even individual have their own perspectives for such policies. To 
make sure all of the stakeholders to adopt the common strategies, it is required to include 
them in the decision making process, even their approaches are imperfect. Seeing their 
ideas included in the policies and names included in the plans, in a sense, causes them to 
adopt the whole policy. 
 
To ensure the adoption, participatory planning process was implemented in two different 
manners; technical committee and advisory board. Furthermore, questionnaires were taken 
from the web site of the East Marmara Regional Plan to public and another was taken to the 
institutions and companies within the East Marmara region. 
 
Within the technical committee, the Regional Development Agency, Technology Transfer 
Offices, Technoparks and national institutions such as TÜBÔTAK and TÜSSÔDE were 
represented. In the advisory board, the chambers of commerce and industry and universities 
were represented for receiving feedbacks for the data and analysis studies and technical 
committee’s decisions. 

4. Determining Niche Areas for Smart Specialization  

At the time this paper was submitted, the sub sectors for smart specialisation had not yet 
determined in terms of regional innovation. In the sectors such as automotive, base metal, 
machinery, food industry, electrical and electronic equipment, chemicals, plastics, forestry 
products, iron and steel and textile are to be examined in details within the scope of upper 
scale policies and plans, sectoral strategies and innovation performance.  

5. Conclusion 

At the end of the above introduced process, regional innovation strategies for smart 
specialisation for East Marmara Region are expected to be defined and adopted by the 
whole stakeholders.  
 
Following benefits can be expected as results of the process: 

� Developing Regional Innovation Strategy and promoting especially abroad. 
� Developing the R&D Consultancy Sector 
� Designating financial support programmes to the innovative sectors 
� Stating the specialised sectors and innovative fields in East Marmara 
� Representation of the region in platforms such as S3 and other EU bodies. 
� To be used as a base for the Regional Plan 
� To be used as a base for academic studies 
� To be a guideline for the domestic entrepreneurs and foreign investors. 
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The new strategic EU orientation defined within the Europe 2020 agenda highlights the 
relevance of strengthening its competitive position on the global market. Delivering 
sustainable competitiveness in the new multi-polar world requires the analysis of the 
advantages and potentials, in addition to weaknesses of the European system, as a 
basic precondition to project and properly forestall the changes in the competitive 
environment. Thereby, development of science, technology and innovations are 
considered driving forces to achieve the objectives. The forecasts of the prospective 
EU development are based upon the concept of innovation union. The evidence 
clearly indicates that EU lags behind the major competitors (US and Japan) on 
technological development and innovations, but relative to emerging economies 
(China), as well. The prospective changes have inevitably imposed a necessity for 
significant improvements of the framework conditions to boost innovations and 
structural changes as a prerequisite to achieving EU sustainable competitiveness. 
Therefore, this paper primarily aims at analyzing the new EU strategic directions to 
strengthen the innovation capacity as a precondition for attaining sustainable 
competitiveness in the global economy. Having in mind a complexity of the 
researched issues the paper will comprise some aspects of the interaction between 
innovation and competitiveness.   

Keywords 
EU, innovation strategy, competitiveness 

1. Introduction 

Nowadays, the EU faces a challenge to increase innovation capacity as a precondition for 
achieving sustainable growth and competitiveness on the global market. The new EU 
strategic directions are based upon the ambitious goal to maintain its position in the group of 
leading world economies. Several measures have been already undertaken in an attempt to 
modernize the EU economy. Since the adoption of the Lisbon strategy in 2000, the EU has 
opened a new page in its development agenda, with the goal to become “the most 
competitive and dynamic knowledge-based economy in the world”. The Lisbon strategy 
defines new landmarks of the EU policy focused on the “creation of an information society for 
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all, establishing a European area of research and development, developing a business-
friendly start-up environment, completing the single market, establishing efficient and 
integrated financial markets, building a knowledge society, ensuring more and better jobs for 
Europe, modernizing social protection, promoting social inclusion and enhancing sustainable 
development“ (World Economic Forum 2010). Europe 2020, the strategy for “smart, 
sustainable and inclusive growth“, provides for a continuation of the Lisbon strategy. Namely, 
the Europe 2020 Strategy comprises seven flagship initiatives - Innovation Union, Youth on 
the move, A digital agenda for Europe, Resource efficient Europe, An industrial policy for the 
globalization era, An agenda for new skills and jobs, European platform against poverty. 
Most importantly, these seven pillars shape the new competitive framework of the EU. The 
essential part of the strategy is the Innovation Union Flagship Initiative aimed at fostering the 
EU’s innovation capabilities. The new innovation strategy strongly relies upon the concept of 
knowledge triangle, whereby the policy areas of research, innovation and education are 
integrated and their strong interdependence is acknowledged (Soriano and Mulatero, 2010).  
Hence, the policy makers have increasingly incorporated measures and mechanisms to 
support innovation as to be a principal commitment of the economic activity holders.  

2. Comparative analysis of innovation performance and the external 
competitiveness 

The Lisbon Agenda sets an ambitious objective, i.e. 3% of EU’s GDP to be invested in R&D 
by 2010. However, this goal has proved out of reach since the funds devoted to R&D have 
shown just a slight increase from 1.86% in 2000 to 2.00% in 2010.The EU27 innovation 
performance lags behind the major global competitors (US, Japan and South Korea). In 
accordance with the UNESCO statistics, the highest R&D intensity, among the G20 
members, was recorded in South Korea (GERD amounts to 3.74 % of GDP in 2010), 
followed by Japan (3.36%), the United States (2.86%) and Australia (2.37%).  
The rise of China in the world economy is closely related to strengthening its innovation 
performance and joining the group of innovation leaders. The China’s GERD reached up to 
1.77% of GDP in 2010 whereas the business sector accounts for 72% of GERD (1.30% of 
GDP) (OECD,2012). This is enormous growth compared to 1996 when the China’s 
R&D/GDP ratio amounted to merely 0.6%. These developments are expected to continue 
since the China’s “innovation agenda” predicts a certain rise of R&D expenditures up to 2.5% 
of GDP by 2020. This would permit the country to transform itself to an innovation-driven 
economy. Or in wording of the European Commission "if the recent trends continue, in 2025, 
the United States and Europe will have lost their scientific and technological supremacy for 
the benefit of Asia." China, along with India and Japan, will get a leading position in the world 
with the 20 percent of total world investments in R&D. 
Likewise, the EU is lagging behind as to the number of researchers and availability of highly 
skilled labor force. In 2008, the share of researchers in the total labor force was estimated to 
6.3 researchers per 1000, compared to 9.4 in the US and10.7 in Japan. More than half (54 
%) in the EU work for the public sector, and just about 46 % work for the business sector. 
The foremost EU economic competitors reveal much higher estimates about the number of 
researchers engaged in the private sector, e.g. 69 % in China, 73 % in Japan and 80 % in 
the United States (EC,2011) 
Despite the fact that growth of the EU’s R&D&I activities has not been achieved with the 
expected dynamics, yet it still belongs to the world’s leading countries in the field of science, 
technology and innovation.  
The EU is the largest exporter of commercial knowledge-intensive services (excluding intra-
EU exports), which account for about 30% of the world’s total, followed by the United States 
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(22%) and Asia-8 (15%, mostly coming from India and Singapore). However, China becomes 
the world's largest exporter of the high-technology goods, followed by the EU and the 
U.S.(Figure1).  
 

 
Source: Science and Engineering Indicators 2012 

 
Figure 1 Share of the global high-technology exports, by selected region/country: 1998–2010 

 
A research conducted by the Austrian Institute of Economic Research examines the 
economic complexity of the country and international trade patterns. The complexity score 
indicates capability of the country to produce products that contain high levels of 
accumulated knowledge and capability to produce products with different knowledge bases. 
The study points towards a higher level of competitiveness performed by the complex 
economies. The sectoral analysis exhibits a relatively high average complexity of the product 
categories where the European firms appear as one of the most significant exporters, while 
the average product complexity scores have been relatively stable at the sector level in the 
EU over the period 1995-2010. However, over the same period the BRIC countries, 
especially China, have upgraded the complexity of their business sector’s output and they 
are getting closer in certain sectors to those in Europe. Thus the competitive pressure on 
European producers is likely to further increase. The EU has to increase the diversification 
and exclusivity of products across sectors so as to effectively cope with this pressure, but it 
has to upgrade the quality levels inside the existing product categories, as well (A. 
Reinstaller, W. Hölzl, J. Kutsam, C. Schmid , 2012). 
The analysis made about the EU competitiveness based upon the World Economic Forum’s 
methodology specifies that several of the “old” EU 15 members apply to the most competitive 
countries in the world, while the new member states exhibit much lower in the rankings 
(Bernd-Joachim Schuller, Marie Lidbom, 2009).  At the same time, the highest-ranking 
economies, according to their competitiveness, are those EU Member States recording the 
greatest R&D intensities in 2010, e.g. Finland (3.87 %), Sweden (3.42 %) and Denmark 
(3.06 %) (Eurostat, 2012). 
Figure 2 shows the difference in competitive performance of the Member States as 
measured by the seven indicators. The WEF report indicates that the “spread in performance 
across European countries is particularly stark in areas such as innovation, where a three 
point gap (on a scale of one to seven) separates the best from the worst 
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performer”(WEF,2012). Therefore, the countries recording a low level of R & D intensities are 
found at the bottom of the competitiveness ranking. 
 

 
Source: World Economic Forum1 

Figure 2 Competitiveness profiles of the four European groups 
 

3. Towards more competitive Europe 

The above analysis clearly points toward the necessity for the EU to undertake further efforts 
so as to improve innovation and knowledge intensity as the basic preconditions for the 
possibility to effectively cope with the competitive pressures, as well as to achieve a 
sustainable competitiveness.  
The evidence available suggests that R&D expenditure has a multiplier effect on GDP-every 
euro invested in R&D generates 6 to 7 euros of GDP.2 The possibility to increase the R&D 
intensity up to 3% of GDP by 2020 is therefore expected to significantly boost the EU’s 
growth. At the same time, the target projected about the R&D intensity is going to enable EU 
to remain in the list of the world’s leading economies since its major competitors have also 
projections about the significant increase in R&D spending. Thus, China intends to increase 
the R&D spending up to 2.5% of GDP by 2020, South Korea 5% by 2022, Brazil 2.5% by 
2022 and the USA over 3% of GDP (The Royal Society, 2011). 
Additionally, the EU has to improve the overall “knowledge intensity” including all the 
components of the Knowledge Triangle - R&D, innovation and education, as the focal point 
of the Europe’s future economic and social development. Namely, the proposed target of 5% 
investment in “knowledge intensity” is to be achieved  by 2020. It combines R&D and the 
                                                 
 
 
1Nordic Europe, composed of Sweden, Finland and Denmark  
Western Europe (and Estonia), composed of the Netherlands, Austria, Germany, United Kingdom, Luxembourg, 
Belgium, France, Estonia and Ireland  
Southern and Eastern Europe, composed of Slovenia, Portugal, Spain, the Czech Republic, Cyprus, Malta, 
Latvia, Lithuania, Italy, Slovak Republic, Poland and Hungary  
Southeast Europe, composed of Greece, Romania and Bulgaria.  
2 How to turn the EU into an innovation Union: Europe needs a wake-up call�
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higher education expenditure/investment. “It is important to note that the 5% target does not 
render the 3% target invalid; rather, it reinforces the effectiveness and impact of the R&D 
investments by supplementing them with investments in higher education.”(EC,2009) 
In this context, the EU has to induce certain investment in the higher education (currently 
comprising only 1.4% of GDP) as considered to be significantly lower than the USA (3% of 
GDP). Although direct support for producing new knowledge and innovation is an important 
aspect of innovation policy, yet it is not sufficient to effectively respond the severe 
competitive pressure. Therefore, the EU needs to overcome the supply side approach in 
innovation policy based upon supporting innovation by public and private resources. This 
“one-way” approach in designing innovation policy should be complemented by the demand-
side measures.  Demand-side innovation policies are important policy instruments aimed at 
increasing the demand for innovations, improving the conditions for the uptake of innovations 
or increasing the articulation of demand (Edler, 2007). The recent research indicates that 
innovation policy is “increasingly more broad-based and combines different kind of policy 
instruments to address a specific challenge, theme or sector with increasing emphasis on a 
user-driven approach”. (K. Izsak, J. Edler, 2011). This approach requires innovation policy to 
be integrated with the industrial policy. In this context, the new EU industrial policy highlights 
the importance to achieve innovative competitiveness of the industry. “The concepts of 
innovation and industrial policy are converging: both are now following a demand-driven 
approach, the strategic approach is a common aspect, and both are instrumental for 
competitiveness and serving or linking other policy fields. Policy drivers for both policy fields 
include European integration, standardization, good governance and framework conditions”. 
(European Parliament, 2011). 

4. Conclusion 

Facing with the growing competition in global economy, the EU needs to strengthen its 
efforts so as to create a knowledge-based economy. The European Strategy 2020 provides 
for a new competitive framework based upon the promotion of knowledge intensity as an 
essential precondition for boosting the economy’s long-term growth. However, despite the 
attempts to intensify the R&D&I activities and the clearly defined strategic guidelines, the EU 
has revealed a slower pace in the innovative performance as compared to the main 
competitors-the U.S., Japan, China, South Korea. Therefore, the new policy concept is to be 
focused on promoting measures that will reinforce structural changes based on significantly 
improved innovation performance. This certainly points toward the increased 
complementarities of innovation- and the industrial policy. Likewise, the new EU innovation 
landscape is to be created by conceptual shifts of the innovation policy including the synergy 
between the supply-side and the demand-side approach. The new approach of the 
innovation policy is going to support the Europe’s transformation towards a knowledge-based 
economy and it is expected to effectively respond the long-term challenges. 
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A REGIONAL INNOVATION STRATEGY: 
R&D PROJECT BROKERAGE EVENTS IN BURSA AND ESK��EH�R 
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As a factor of competitive advantage, r&d and Innovation strategies are of central 
importance for the attainment of sustainable regional development. For this reason, 
r&d project brokerage events are unique opportunities especially in competitive 
industrial regions to bring together innovative business ideas and entrepreneurs at 
the same platform. In this paper, we primarily tried to make a general sketch of 
BEBKA’s (Bursa Eski�ehir Bilecik Development Agency) r&d and Innovation policies 
through its 2010-2013 Regional Plan and its industrial incentive programs. Based on 
this general policy, we focused on r&d project brokerage events carried out in Bursa 
and Eski�ehir with the support of BEBKA. Our purpose is to show descriptively what 
kinds of technological developments are introduced in these events and quantitatively 
using statistical data in what percent these events are successful in bringing together 
the relevant parties, focusing specifically on two sectors; textile and ceramic. It is 
found that these r&d project brokerage events are increasingly gaining importance in 
following developments in textile and ceramic sectors which are competitive 
industries of the region. We also found that these events have positive implications 
about cooperation between public and private sectors and universities. However, we 
mentioned, as a limitation, some difficulties about the realization of project-based 
cooperation among those parties. To conclude, we made some policy 
recommendations about the method and content of these events to increase its 
influence in those sectors. 

 
Keywords: Innovation, R&D, Regional Development, Textile and Ceramics Industries. 

1. Introduction 

R&D and Innovation have a very central importance in regional development policies. In 
Turkey, R&D project brokerage events are generally arranged by exporter unions, 
universities and some other public institutions. The main goal of these events is to match 
successful and innovative projects with the firms in relevant sectors or new entrepreneurs. 
Thus, these events serve as a meeting platform for innovative ideas and enterprise. R&D is a 
problematic area in Turkey because of the institutional and financial deficiencies. Therefore, 
these deficiencies make these events more important than ever because by virtue of these 
events public authorities and entrepreneurs can see the shortfalls and needs in R&D and 
innovation policies in theory and practice.  
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Table 1: R&D Spending in Turkey 
 

 
 
 
 

 

The share of R&D spending in GDP 
(average of the highest 15 country) 

(2009) 
 

 
 

Turkey 
(2010) 

 
 

Turkey - 
2023 Goals 

 

The share of R&D 
spending in GDP (%) 3,03 0,84 3,00 

The share of private 
sector R&D spending in 

GDP (%) 
 

2,10 0,36 2,00 

Source: TÜ\K, TÜB\TAK, OECD-MSTI 2011/1 

Table 1 shows us the level of R&D spending in Turkey and in the highest 15 country. 
According to these data, Turkey’s R&D spending level is very low relative to the highest 
OECD countries. [1] For this reason, R&D Project Brokerage events arranged and funded by 
development agencies, exporter unions and chambers of industry are very crucial 
opportunities in reaching to 2023 goals of Turkey. In this paper, we will try to propose a more 
integrated and operative model for both parties involving in these events in terms of the 
formation and implementation of the projects presented in these events. Concrete policy 
recommendations about this model will be presented in conclusion part. First we try to state 
BEBKA’s general policies and financial support programs for R&D and innovation to 
understand the role of R&D project brokerage events in this general framework. 

2. BEBKA’s General Policies and Financial Support Programs for R&D 
and Innovation 

One of the BEBKA’s development axis in 2010-2013 Regional Plan is “Industrial Efficiency 
and Competitiveness”. In accordance with the national plans and programs and other 
sectoral policy documents, this development axis aims at increasing the efficiency and 
competitiveness of the industries in TR41 Region. In this context, BEBKA defined 4 main 
goals and 2 aims for each main goal. 

Table 2 BEBKA’s Goals and Aims for Industrial Efficiency and Competitiveness 

��
��

��
��

��
�#




��

��
��

��
��

��
$

	�
��

���
�%
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��
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GOAL 1. Increasing 
Efficiency with the 
institutionalization and 
cooperation in industrial 
production  

Aim 1.  Increasing the institutionalization level of SMEs 
and other family firms and dissemination of the use of 
new information technologies.  
 
Aim 2.  Promoting the integration of local clusters with 
outside world by developing the cooperation among 
the actors in these clusters  

GOAL 2.  Increasing 
industrial competitiveness 
with the promotion of 
industrial R&D and 
Innovation   

Aim 1. Increasing the number of institutions, 
cooperative businesses and other new bodies  which 
can promote r&d and innovation  
Aim 2. Increasing the number of new developed 
products, utility model, industrial design and patent  

GOAL 3.  Increasing 
competitive power and 
efficiency by supporting 

Aim 1. Increasing the number of enterprises and 
entrepreneurship by supporting the activities towards 
innovation and branding  
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branding and 
entrepreneurship activities  
 

Aim 2. Enhancing the investment climate and 
increasing the investment promotion activities.  

GOAL 4. Increasing  the 
industrial production with 
high added value  

Aim 1. Increasing the percentage of products in 
industrial production which have high added value.  
Aim 2. Increasing the added value of existing products. 

Source: BEBKA TR41 2010-2013 Bursa Eski»ehir Bilecik Bölge Plan,  

In Table 2 we can easily observe that the 2nd goal (r&d and innovation) is one of the 
indispensable goals in achieving the industrial efficiency and competitiveness. [2] Besides, 
we can say that the other three goals are problems which are not very prominent in 
developed economies, but this 2nd one is a worldwide need for developing industries to open 
up innovative ways for various industries. BEBKA’s these goals and aims within the axis of 
industrial efficiency and competitiveness have also shaped the financial support programs in 
2010 and 2011. In 2010, BEBKA takes 241 projects from three cities (Bursa EskiÏehir 
Bilecik) as a part of the financial support program about industrial efficiency and 
competitiveness. This program includes various r&d and innovation projects in different 
sectors of the region. Similarly 161 projects have been taken as a part of the financial 
support program in 2011 about r&d and innovation. In 2010 47 projects and in 2011 29 
projects are accepted by BEBKA respectively and these projects are implemented in TR41 
region. [3] 

This method of call for projects is the conventional way of picking the best projects up within 
a competition process. However, we can say that this method is not operative at all. On that 
point alternative mechanisms come in and try to become more operational in choosing and 
implementing r&d and innovation projects. Then we can evaluate project brokerage events 
as one of these alternative mechanisms in TR41 Region. BEBKA tries to promote this type of 
alternative mechanisms in cooperation with ESO (EskiÏehir Chamber of Industry) and UTÔB 
(UludaÑ Textile Exporter Unions). In the next part we will explain the content and scope of 
these events currently and we make a proposal for the enhancement of these events.  

3. The Cases of Bursa and Eski�ehir Project Brokerage Events 

3.1. Esinkap Project Brokerage Events  

Esinkap is an acronym for the Turkish expression of the project of capacity building for 
EskiÏehir innovation strategies. Esinkap is a national r&d project brokerage event which is 
held in different sectors such as metal machinery, rail systems, informatics or ceramics. It 
has been arranged for the 6th time in the year.2012. It has been arranged by ESO and 
BEBKA. It has been supported by TTGV(Turkey Technology Development Foundation), 
TÜBÔTAK (Turkey Scientific and Technological Research Institute) and other relevant 
institutions since the year 2009. BEBKA has also been involved in these events since the 3rd 
r&d project brokerage event with its financial support. The last event has been arranged 
under the title of “ceramic, glass and baked clay”. The main goals of these events may be 
stated with three points; 

� Developing networks for business cooperation 
� Developing r&d and innovation policies 
� Developing human capital 
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These three points are very important for the strategies of these events. [4] Esinkap has also 
a comprehensive communication plan before the organization. Organizing committee forms 
an advisory board consisting of the key players from public and private sector, university and 
media. They perform the whole process in cooperation with this advisory board. Project 
brokerage event’s online platform www.esinkap.net serves as the meeting point for 
participants. 

When we look at the table we can see the problem about the possibility of project 
partnership. This can be evaluated as the lack of a sustainable platform for the realization of 
these projects. This may be explained partly by the lack of financial support and partly lack of 
an organizational deficiency. Forasmuch, creating project partnerships is not an easy work 
because these projects have to be developed to turn into a partnership for the firms and 
project owners according to the needs of different industrial cases. Therefore, this requires a 
long and difficult endeavor for organizers.  

Table 3 ESO Project Brokerage Events Data 

Projects & Partnerships in Numbers 2011 
Event 3 

2012 
Event 4 

2012 
 Event 5 

Total Number of meetings about projects 90 26 34 

Number of the possibility of project partnership 13 - - 

Total Number of Participants 450 422 247 

Total Number of Projects 136 54 36 
    Source: www.esinkap.net  

3.2. UT�B Textile Project Brokerage Events 

UTÔB has arranged an international project brokerage event since the year 2009. They try to 
bring together textile producers and exporters in Bursa where is a significant textile center of 
Europe. It has been arranged for the 4th time in the year 2012. It has been arranged by UTÔB, 
BTSO (Bursa Chamber of Commerce and Industry) and BEBKA. It has been supported by 
several national and international research institute and university. BEBKA has also been 
involved in these events since the 3rd r&d project brokerage event with its financial support. 
Organizing committee of the event is BUTEKOM(Bursa Textile and Confection R&D Center) 
which is a r&d unit within UTÔB. The main goals of these events may be stated with three 
points; 

� Transformation of textile sector towards innovative technologies 
� Providing the sustainability of textile export  
� Enhancing the qualities and standards in textile sector 
� Developing new r&d and innovation policies 
� Supporting the use of cost effective new technologies  

These goals are very strategic for the development of the competitiveness of the textile 
sector in the region. [5] BUTEKOM organizes project brokerage event with all relevant parties 
taking advisory support from academic authorities in the sector. BUTEKOM’s organizing 
committee are always in contact with the pioneering firms in the sector naturally because 
those firms are already members of UTÔB. They perform the whole process in cooperation 
with this advisory board. Project brokerage event’s online platform 
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www.uibargeprojepazari.com/ serves as the meeting point for participants. In recent years, 
this event tries to encompass different stakeholders of textile sector such as technoparks, 
some important r&d centers, research institutes and representatives of industrial firms 
involving in r&d activities. UTÔB call for project usually accepts r&d projects under these 
topics: 

� Construction Textiles 
� Automotive Textiles 
� Geotextile and industrial textiles 
� Other textiles (conventional and other technic textiles)  
� Graduation theses, master theses and doctoral dissertations implemented 

in industry 

When we look at the table we can see that the possibility of project partnership is better than 
the case in Esinkap. However, only the numbers may be misleading because these numbers 
express the possibility but there are no concrete projects that creates partnership in industry 
in UTÔB’S events either. We will make some policy recommendations about this deficiency in 
conclusion part. As we stated above in the case of Esinkap, the reasons for this lack of the 
partnership of projects can be rooted in financial and organizational reasons. 

Table 4 UT�B Project Brokerage Events Data: 

Projects & Partnerships in Numbers 2010  2011  

Number of Declared Project Partnership 10 20 

Number of the Possibility of Project Partnership - 10-15 

Total Number of Participants 500 1600 

Total Number of Projects 81 144 (56 of them are 
foreign projects) 

Source: www.uibargeprojepazari.com/ 

We can say that there are several important industrial clusters in TR41 Region such as 
textile, automotive and furniture in Bursa, ceramic, rail systems and aviation in EskiÏehir, and 
ceramic and marble in Bilecik.  We can suggest specialized international project brokerage 
events for all these clusters especially for textile and ceramic clusters because ceramic is a 
common industry for EskiÏehir and Bilecik in TR41 Region. On the other hand, Bursa has 
already succeeded in internationalizing textile project brokerage events especially in new 
innovative textile technologies but it has also a need to be developed in terms of the project 
partnerships and financial sustainability of funding of these projects. TR 41 Region 
represents %12 of Turkey in terms of the number of firms and %10 in terms of the 
employment. Furthermore, textile exports constitutes %21.5 of Turkish exports. 

Ceramic industry is also a prominent sector especially for EskiÏehir and Bilecik. In TR41 
Region, %47 of the employment in the industry of products other than metals (predominantly 
ceramic, cement, glass, etc.) is in Bilecik and %31 is in EskiÏehir. As we stated above 
EskiÏehir and Bilecik has a clustering advantage in EBK (EskiÏehir Bilecik Kütahya) ceramic 
cluster. Additionally, EskiÏehir and Bilecik will have a logistical advantage thanks to the high 
speed railway system and Bozüyük Gündüzbey logistic center. In these circumstances, 
project brokerage events can focus on these two competitive sectors of the region.  
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3. Conclusion and Policy Recommendations 

After all these considerations about the current situation and our proposal for the industrial 
cluster in the region, we can mention our policy recommendations. These suggestions can 
be classified under three groups; 

� Organizational Dimensions 
� Financial Dimensions 
� Human Capital Dimensions 

 
3.1. Organizational Dimensions 

 
When we look at the organizational dimensions we can mention some points to be improved 
about these project brokerage events.  
 

� It should not become a solely academic platform (such as a symposium) but scientific 
innovations should become concrete projects by means of these events. 

� The view of the private sector about these events must be upgraded by making these 
events as a platform for innovative entrepreneurship than an academic activity.   

� Public sector, private sector, university and other relevant parties should be 
represented equally. Event should not turn into the activity of one or two of them  

� Each firm or institution should provide high profile participation in these events. 
 

3.2. Financial Dimensions 
 

We can say that an alternative financial model should be developed regarding financial 
dimensions of these events. For example; 

� A financial pool can be formed by some state funding agencies (such as KOSGEB, 
Development Agencies, TÜBÔTAK etc.) tu support the implementation of innovative 
r&d projects. 
 

� This call for projects can be integrated into the project call processes of other funding 
public agencies. Thus, these projects can be revised and developed according to the 
needs of other parties. 
 

� Phd candidates can also be integrated into this process both to make this process 
more dynamic and to provide scholarship for Phd candidates’ education.  
 

3.3. Human Capital Dimensions 

As regards human capital dimensions we can enlist some significant points; 

� These events should have a dynamic communication strategy before and after the 
event to create a sustainable communication among relevant parties.  

� Each event should have  
� Bodies (such as Sangem and Butekom ) should be enhanced and supported  in 

terms of human capital in cooperation with other institutions involving in these 
activities. 
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� Some entrepreneurs, academics should be called to these events and presented as 
role models for other participants. They should take part in something like an 
honorary board of the event.  
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This article studies pre-commercial procurement (PCP) as a driver of innovation for public 
bodies and provides policy recommendations for the effective proliferation of PCP in Greece. 
Two main research methods were employed in this study. First an in-depth literature review 
focused on pre-commercial procurement and the relevant to it EU policy developments. 
Second fieldwork research based on semi-structured interviews with key stakeholders in a 
Greek region, namely West Macedonia, was undertaken to identify regional responses on PCP 
and assess the overall state of progress of the region and Greece in relation to the rest of the 
EU. The literature review reported a significant impact of PCP on the mid- to long- term 
efficiency of public services as well as on the innovation performance and competitiveness at 
regional level. The empirical findings of West Macedonia point to a more limited influence of 
increased awareness. Further uptake of PCP can be facilitated through an overhaul of 
oppositional institutional structures and targeted interventions of EU funds. The empirical part 
rests on the single case study of West Macedonia however the findings are generalisable to a 
regional level. Practical implications of PCP processes include assisting Greek regions deliver 
innovative public services, and induce structural adjustments to secure growth and jobs. This 
article is the first to report on preparedness for PCP in Greece and provide policy 
recommendations for integrating PCP in regional innovation policy-making. 
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1. Introduction 

Public bodies in the EU face important societal and financial challenges. There is a 
requirement for the regional public sector to exploit its budget, to impel innovation and 
growth in order to provide innovative public services. Public sector’s needs require 
technologically demanding improvements that are either not available on the market, or 
existing solutions exhibit shortcomings which require new R&D. By looking for procurement 
strategies that address these challenges, the public sector can have a significant impact on 
the mid- to long-term efficiency of public services as well as on the innovation performance 
and competitiveness at regional level.The combined need to enact effective remedies for 
current societal challenges and secure an innovative competitiveness lead for the future has 
forced Western and EU governments to rethink their innovation policy mix. Demand-side 
instruments at the disposal of policy-makers comprise (i) systemic policies, (ii) regulation, (iii) 
public procurement, (iv) stimulation of private demand (1). Other scholars add university 
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knowledge spillover, and R&D subsidies to the instruments available (5) but there is a wider 
consensus about public procurement and regulation being demand-side instruments.  
This paper examines pre-commercial procurement, a particular form of public procurement 
for R&D services. It describes how the concept is defined in the academic and policy 
literature and gives particular emphasis on the approach put forward by the European 
Commission. In addition, it presents the benefits of PCP for the state sector, firms as well 
society and delineates pitfalls to avoid along the way of its implementation. The methodology 
of a case study in the Greek region of West Macedonia is discussed, followed by the 
empirical findings from the region in the context of wide-ranging procurement reforms under 
the EU-IMF-ECB adjustment programme. Finally, the article provides a number of policy 
recommendations for the successful participation of Greek public entities in PCP schemes. 

2. Literature review on PCP 

Economic rationales based on market and system failures stress that supply-side innovation 
policy is, on its own, insufficient to serve ������
 �������~��
 ���	����
 �����������
 ������

innovation. The scale and characteristics of demand in a location are a determinant of 
competitiveness and innovation dynamics (2). The existence of a large group of innovative 
actors and enabling framework for learning-oriented interactions are central aspects from an 
innovation systems perspective. The need to optimise the interaction of the system 
components and demand and create innovation-friendly framework conditions are essential 
determinants of the success of innovation systems. Regulation, standards and the concept 
of promoting lead markets, which can be served through public procurement, are 
indispensable ingredients of demand side innovation policies (1). 
Numerous studies have shown the comparative merits of public procurement. It has been 
suggested that public procurement provides a greater stimulus for innovation than R&D 
subsidies (3). An analysis of the quantitative and qualitative meaning of state demand 
concluded that procurement policy ‘is a far more efficient instrument to use in stimulating 
innovation than any wide range of frequently used R&D subsidies’(3). In addition, a 
comparison of R&D subsidies and state procurement contracts without direct R&D 
procurement has shown that in the long run state procurement prompted greater innovation 
tendencies in more areas than R&D subsidies (4). Research attests that the major positive 
effects of public procurement on innovation success may depend on firm characteristics. 
Research on German firms found heterogeneous effects of public procurement on firms’ 
innovative performance, Public procurement was more effective in smaller firms, in regional 
areas under economic stress and in distributive or technological services (5). 
Some critical views on the role of public procurement as a policy instrument that can be 
used to stimulate innovation have also been expressed. Public procurement has been 
portrayed as the least important factor for the origin of innovations (6). Moreover, despite 
emphasis on the demand-side in the literature, reception of such approaches has not been 
equally popular with policy-makers and some policies appear to be serving contradictory 
goals. For instance, the introduction of stricter competition rules in the EU has been 
considered a major factor behind the declining use of public procurement for innovation (1). 
Scholars recognise other risks associated with R&D procurement such as the risk of 
idiosyncratic demand for R&D products, the risk of R&D failure and the under-researched 
role of public procurement as a tool to enhance innovation and make firms more successfull 
(5).   
Although criticism exists, public procurement remains ‘the cornerstone of a coordinated and 
technology or sector-specific mix of policies’ (1). As a public policy tool procurement is used 
(i) to provide and enhance the supply of public services and (ii) to serve political goals by 
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stimulating demand (5). The use of innovations by the government sends positive messages 
to the private sector and facilitates the dissemination of innovations. Interaction between 
demand and supply has crucial implications for innovation dynamics. A main task for 
systemic innovation policy is the opening of a discourse involving, users, consumers and 
others affected by innovation (1). An alternative approach draws parallels between public 
procurement for innovation and the older concept of public technology procurement, and 
locates the rationale in the generic need to satisfy human needs and solve societal problems  
but also meet needs of public agencies themselves; it stresses that Public Procurement for 
Innovation (PPI) can address aspects of greater societal challenges (7). Procurement is 
categorised in antithetical poles as (i) general versus strategic, (ii) direct versus catalytic and 
(iii) commercial versus pre-commercial, without the antithetical couples being exactly 
watertight (1). General procurement is carried out by centralised procurment bodies with 
recent trends showing some form of ‘mainstreaming’ of innovation (at least in the UK). On 
the other hand, strategic procurement is focusing more on sectoral concerns and catalytic 
procurement, with an aim to establish lead markets, is an approach pioneered in Sweden 
which comprises awareness raising measures, organised discourse between users and the 
state but sees the purchased innovations ulimately used exlusively by the private end user.  
Beyond the instrumentalised view of procurement as a vehicle of innovation, public 
procurement in the EU is a subject of sheer economic importance. Public procurement 
accounted for almost 20% of EU-27 GDP in 2010 (8). However, the lack of R&D 
procurement contributes to a sizeable amount of the EU’s R&D gap with the USA. The 
situation has prompted EU member states to consider a more proactive procurement policy 
for innovation both at the national and EU level. Some member states have followed a more 
structured approach and in general the EU has also moved towards a more structured 
position on innovation procurement. The UK was an early starter in terms of innovation 
procurement with a government report stressing the increasing research and innovation 
impact of public procurement as early as 2003 and the NHS and DEFRA procurement being 
prominent operative-level cases. Likewise Ireland and Spain have made similar moves while 
Germany followed a more cautious approach by examining the prospect of encouraging 
innovation dynamics from the marketplace through general strategic procurement (1).  
At the EU level, in 2004 a common report from French, German and UK governments 
supported the use of procurement to stimulate innovation. The subsequent ‘Kok report’ 
again saw procurement as a vehicle to ‘pioneer markets for new research and innovation-
intensive products’(9). The 2005 European Council focused on growth and jobs and 
prompted member states to reaffirm their attention to the procurement of innovative products 
and services. The European Commission assigned an expert group to study issues of 
procurement and innovation (10) and issued a research investment action plan to meet the 
target of 3% R&D expenditure. Subsequent action involved the dissemination of information 
to public buyers and ‘initiative to set procurement in the broader context of policy mixes 
thereby exploiting synergies with other research and innovation policy measures’(1). Aho et 
al built up a momentum for the use of procurement for innovation that showed the limits of 
the R&D-driven strategy and recommended using public procurement to boost demand for 
innovative goods and explore further opportunities of using procurement for innovation and 
growth in new lead markets (11, 12). The report focused precisely on (i) creation of 
innovation-friendly markets, (ii) strengthening R&D resources, (iii) increasing structural 
mobility, (iv) fostering a culture that celebrates innovation. Seven key sectors for intervention 
were identified: e-Health, Pharmaceuticals, Energy, Environment, Transport and Logistics, 
Security, and Digital Content. The 2006 Finnish presidency of the Council emphasised 
demand as a driver for innovation and examined horizontal measures to stimulate the first. 
More concrete developments were triggered at that juncture as the EU initiated studies on 
public procurement and the European Commission issued a policy paper that underlined the 
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importance of public procurement for innovation and the creation of lead markets especially 
in fields of significant government purchasing. 
The initial work on PCP was undertaken by an independent expert group assisting the ad 
hoc national IST directors forum working group which gathered information of 
underutilisation of R&D in Europe (13). The idea discussed at EU level was modelled on US 
approaches that have been implemented for many years by US multi-stage and multi-
competitor R&D programmes in defence, energy, transport, and Small Business Innovation 
Research (SBIR) (1). In December 2007 the European Commission issued a communication 
and working paper on pre-commercial procurement which outlined the barriers to PCP and 
included an example of PCP procedure. Following policy dialogue with other EU bodies the 
first calls for EU projects raising awareness for PCP were published in the end of 2008 (14). 
A 2008 study for the Commission on the opportunites for public technology procurement in 
ICT including PCP showed how PCP had been underutilised in the EU for sharing IPR with 
suppliers and the development of parallel solutions (11). 

2.1. Defining Pre-Commercial Procurement 

PCP is the phase of procurement that concerns the R&D phase before commercialisation. 
Its scope is limited to R&D services only, while risks and benefits are shared at market 
conditions between public authorities and industry. PCP can involve the designing, 
prototyping and testing of new products. It is a competitive process designed to exclude 
state aid (15). However, the official definition given by the European Commission differs 
from the process followed in practice by the EU. It is noted that PCP schemes cover phase 1 
to 3 of the innovation cycle from solution exploration definition to the production of test series 
and field-testing just before the commercial stage (16). 
However, doubts have been expressed about the demand-side nature of PCP. One of these 
accounts distinguishes PPI  from PCP and considers the latter not a demand-side innovation 
instrument but a supply-side R&D contract and suggests that the older term pre-competitive 
procurement should be prefered to describe the phenomenon (7, 17). Nevertheless the 
discussion at the EU level seems settled around the premises that PCP is a mutual learning 
process for procurers, users and suppliers, both about the functional needs on the demand-
side and capabilities and limitations of new technological development on the supply side 
(16, 18). The EU also stresses the complementarity of PPI and PCP while for the OECD 
PCP seems to be crucially a demand-side innovation policy instrument (14,19).  

2.2. Features of PCP 

Particular advantages of PCP for the procurer are the freedom of selection and definition of 
the desired R&D services and the interaction with the suppliers. This relates the justification 
for PCP, as R&D-intensive procurement requires more intensive interaction and cannot be 
concluded on the basis of written specifications and proposals. Competition rules are 
satisfied when at least two competitors enter the field-test stage. An additional advantage of 
PCP is that innovation risk at procurement is reduced since it takes place more upstream 
from the procurement. The innovation risk of PCP can be reduced through the parallel award 
of multiple R&D contracts and the gradual verification of the optimal solutions based on 
interim evaluations and selections (20). Innovative solutions have the potential to enhance 
the quality of public services delivery in IT-related fields such as e-Government, e-Health 
and e-Education. Besides the supplier gains a boost in public reliability from large orders by 
reliable public authorities (5). PCP as a form of procurement offers a number of benefits to 
the market. It can stimulate local demand which is a key determinant for the competitive 
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advantage (2); and through the promotion of lead users it establishes lead markets (21); and 
it is an effective means of targeting market and system failures (1). Experts suggest that 
national governments in Europe should exploit every opportunity to share risks and benefits 
of promoting novel services with the providers, as ‘a European dimension on pre-commercial 
procurement would build critical mass on the demand side, stimulate competition and exploit 
economies of scale and scope for the benefit of innovative services’ (22). 
PCP itself constitutes an additional challenge for procuring government bodies. Agencies 
procuring innovations may face public obstruction when suppliers from abroad win the 
contract and when novel technologies do not provide immediate returns. The administrative 
cost of engaging in PCP schemes, co-ordinating the large number of stakeholders involved, 
overseeing and monitoring overly technical PCP stages is also a potential disincentive for 
procuring agencies. Organisational change and learning is a prerequisite for involvement 
with novel processes. In leading PCP countries these issues have been addressed through 
embedding inter-ministerial coordination in the procurement process and a cultural approach 
of systematic orientation towards innovation, which is served through the bundling of 
competences. In the current climate of economic downturn enterprises and lending 
institutions remain highly risk-averse and the implementation of financial adjustment 
programmes has not been spearheaded by emphasis on innovative procurement. 
Furthermore market failures due to information asymmetries and system failures due to poor 
interaction explain why the successful execution of PCP schemes relies on seamless inter-
departmental coordination. However the tools employed for increasing guidance and 
awareness during early encounters with PCP processes cannot indicate the trends of future 
performance. A key is to define early on which markets and technologies to tackle and use 
foresight strategies between procurers and users (1). The conventional wisdom of lowest 
initial cost rationale for most economically advantageous tender (MEAT) does not lend itself 
to the inducement of innovation and tenders should be defined based on functionality rather 
than design and tender submissions assessed according to life-cycle costs.  
Based on the CORDIS data EU member states are grouped in three categories with regard 
to the diffusion of PCP processess: (i) frontrunners, (ii) followers and (iii) laggards. The first 
category comprises EU innovation leaders such as the UK and the Netherlands, Nordic 
countries and other major European states (Germany, France, Italy). Partners for the four 
PCP projects co-financed by the EU through FP7 (CHARM, SMART@FIRE, V-CON and 
SILVER) are drawn from the same pool of countries. The second group consists of countries 
that are working on the framework of PCP or are preparing pilots. A common characteristic 
(except Ireland) is that their GNI is less than 90% of the community average and are eligible 
for Cohesion fund support. Hungary stands out here as it is the first of the 2004 EU 
Enlargement countries to investigate the feasibility of incorporating PCP in the Észak-Alföld 
Regional Operational Programme and prepares to launch a PCP pilot. Lastly eleven 
countries still in an awareness raising phase form a sizable group with representatives 
mainly from the South and Eastern Europe, which find themselves in a less favourable 
economic position characterised by structural and cultural barriers to innovation and PCP in 
particular. On the basis of  the innovation decision process (23) the last group of countries 
are in a knowledge or persuasion stage, the intermediate group is in a decision stage and 
the first group in an implementation or confirmation stage. However it should be noted that 
the adopters groups are not internally homogeneous especially with respect to different 
sectors and that the categorisation constitutes ideal type construction. 
The European Commission has followed a proactive stance with regard to PCP and co-
finances the creation of cross-border procurer public networks at 100% through the 7th 
Framework Programme for Research (FP7) and the Competitiveness and Innovation 
Programme (CIP) (24). The first calls for proposals on networking for PCP opened in 2009 
and in the 2011-12 work programme for ICT, EU supported joint PCP proposals; and there 
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are ongoing calls promoting PCP. Furthermore EU regions can apply for structural funds 
support for PCPs(24). The Commission’s proposal for Horizon 2020 introduces PCP in all 
areas of research and innovation (25). EU support groups of procuring entities from the 
member states and EU funding bodies can engage in PCP with groups or individual member 
states. Lastly, the new EU public procurement directives for government authorities and 
utilities currently under legislative process maintain the exemptions for R&D services which 
form the legal basis for PCP as was also the case with the defence procurement directive 
which was revised in 2009 (26).  

3. The methodological approach 

Two main research methods were employed in this study. First desk research undertaken 
from September 2012 to January 2013 focused on a thorough literature on pre-commercial 
procurement and global best practices. Second, taking into account the desk research 
results fieldwork was carried out for the case study of West Macedonia. In West Macedonia 
twenty semi-structured interviews with key stakeholders were conducted in November 2012 
broadly based on pre-identified themes and concepts which were developed by the 
Andalusian Institute of Technology in the framework of IKTIMED phase 3.3. Purposive and 
availability sampling was used to select (i) procurement departments of organisations 
covered by public law, (ii) local businesses –suppliers and (iii) research institutes 
consultancies and RDAs. The responding institutions are listed in Table 1. The fieldwork 
study provided empirical evidence on the status of implementation of innovative pre-
commercial procurement measures at the regional level in the case study. A qualitative data 
analysis approach was followed both for fieldwork interview material, notes and 
documentary resources. Methodological constraints encountered were the self-reported and 
subjective assessments. Scarce previous research containing outputs on Greece makes 
triangulation of empirical findings more difficult as  for example a very rare EU survey on 
PCP received only partial replies from Greece (27). To resolve the issue, detailed definitions 
and examples were used to increase response accuracy as suggested in the literature (5). 
Future research may face difficulties in measuring outputs of innovation activities for PCP.  

Table 1 Respondents of the West Macedonia case study. 

Procuring entities (7) Local businesses - contractors 
(7) 

Research institutes, 
consultancies & RDAs (6) 

-Region of West Macedonia  
-Kozani municipality 
-Eordaia municipality 
-Municipal Water and 
Sewerage Utility of Kozani 
-Municipal District Heating 
Company of Ptolemaida 
-University of West Macedonia 
carreer service; research 
committee 

-Public Power Corporation (PPC) 
-Mpetokat S.A.  
-DIADYMA S.A. 
-AT Brushes 
-Polydynamiki construction 
company 
-Kountis mechanical engineering 
and construction company 
- Georgiades electromechanical 
company  

-ANKO S.A. 
-MELLON Ltd 
-TRC 
-Institute for Solid Fuels 
Technology and 
Applications 
-Balkan Business Centre of 
West Macedonia 
-Arailopoulos consultancy 

4. The case for PCP in West Macedonia in the context of national 
governance challenges and sluggish regional innovation 

The speed of PCP adoption in Greece is negatively affected by the country’s overall macro-
economic and governance condition. Under the ongoing programme of macro-structural and 
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financial stabilisation, Greece has pledged to overhaul its public procurement structures and 
systems and downsize its procurement spending. The existing procurement market is 
unfavorable to the use of procurement to trigger innovation, and can benefit greatly from 
tightened controls, accountability checks and more transparency. Reforms comprise e-
procurement and centralised procurement as well as initiatives to promote green 
procurement. Progress in these fields can provide solid ground for the subsequent 
development of PCP initiatives as instruments developed in one field can lead to positive 
innovation spillovers in other domains (28). It is remarkable that ‘there is enormous scope for 
Greece to enhance the efficiency of its public procurement markets’(29). The size of the 
Greek procurement market is small relative to OECD average, slightly less than 11% of the 
Greek GDP per annum  is spent on the acquisition of goods, services and works (8). The 
efficiency of (above threshold) public procurements in Greece is also one of the lowest 
among the OECD countries: a procedure for award of public contract lasts on average 230 
days, more than twice the EU average, and involves the investment of 60 person days -40 
for the firm and 20 for tendering companies-(30). The European Commission and IMF 
attribute this underperformance in procurement to some structural conditions: (i)extremely 
complex and gold-plated legislation, (ii)overlapping competences between different 
government ministries and agencies, (iii)insufficient control of procedures by management 
authorities, (iv)excessive exposure to litigation, (v)tenders which frequently do not result in 
contract award without clear justification (29, 30) (vi)payment arrears of public sector bills 
and tax refunds inflate procurement costs and damage corporate sector liquidity (31).  
The painful process of fiscal and structural adjustment in Greece may prove a mixed 
blessing. If the necessary political will and steering both from the EU and the Greek 
authorities are sustained throughout the implementation phase of the new public 
procurement architecture in Greece, heavy investment and technical support can pay off. 
Substantial benefits include increased transparency and supervision of public purchasing, 
lower expenditure and better procurement outcomes, and better operating conditions for 
business as simplified legislation will make procurement faster and more transparent and 
reduce the administrative burden (32). The end result of  a highly reliable public procurement 
system utilising e-procurement and IT tools to enhance needs awareness and risk 
assessment will also create an appropriate institutional environment for mobilising 
procurement resources strategically, showing aptitude to engage in and coordinate pre-
commercial procurement schemes.  
West Macedonia is a landlocked, border region of Greece in the North-West of the country. 
In economical and employment terms it has been traditionally based on energy generation. 
Lignite coal extracted from fields in the region fuels locally located power plants of the Public 
Power Corporation, the production of which accounts for half of the country’s energy output 
(33). Environmental and health externalities are the other side of the coin while regional 
market needs, dominated as they are by the energy sector, have not encouraged dynamism 
in terms of R&D and innovation. In fact from 2000 to 2008 gross domestic expenditure on 
research and development (GERD) was only 0.2% of the regional GDP and business 
enterprise expenditure on research and development (BERD) stood at a negligible level of 
0.03% (34). This is an outlier even by the already low Greek standards of a GERD 
stagnating around 0.60% of GDP until 2011 (35). Institutions established in the region 
(University of West Macedonia, Technological Education Institute, etc) constitute an attempt 
to recover some of the lost ground in research, development, technology and innovation 
(RDTI). The bulk of regional RDTI activities focuses on energy production, clean energy, 
greener solutions and biofuels (33, 34). Nonetheless, the economic crisis resulted in rapid 
decline in the already low private R&D investment in the region leaving as a main source of 
funding the 2007-2013 ROP although only 1.2. of the 12.2 million euros earmarked for RDTI 
had been absorbed until the end of March 2012 (9.8% absorption rate) (34). Given that the 
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OECD forecasts a decline in R&D spending in Greece and considers the EU structural funds 
as the only reliable source of funding (35), the increase in EU co-financing to 95% for the 
Greek 2007-13 programme and the proposed halving of EU Cohesion policy envelope for 
Greece in 2014-20 can only result in shrunken regional R&D spending.  
The responses to the fieldwork questions were quite differentiated among the three groups 
of respondents. First, the responses revealed limited general awareness of PCP processes 
at the regional level. All of the public entities’ responses were in line with the EU definition of 
PCP as a service-only form of procurement. However more than a half of the business 
contractors and research and consultancy interviewees stated that PCP finds application in 
works or supplies, which is in stark contrast with the EU definition of PCP. Second, the 
interviews showed that a top-down approach to public procurement is predominant in the 
region. The public entities interviewed confirmed the limited familiarisation with ICT tools, 
and the non-existent networks of suppliers and procurers as well as organised discourse. 
With the exception of one business contractor, there was lack of interest in PCP processes 
across the board. Furthermore procurement needs where overwhelmingly covered by 
existing market solutions and although the vast majority of respondents reported themselves 
to be aware about innovation, there was no relevant strategic framework in the public 
entities examined. Lastly, almost all public entities cited bureucratic and regulatory risks and 
time delays as major obstacles to PCP while the business and consultancy sectors stressed 
more financial mitigation risks and the lack of expertise.  

5. Discussion and Conclusion 

The findings from the case study of West Macedonia show limited awareness about PCP 
processes at the sub-national level in Greece. However this is mostly confined to public 
entities as among business suppliers and consultancy service providers, there seems to be 
lack of understanding of what constitutes a PCP process in EU terms. The empirical results 
show that regional public entities generally follow a top-down approach to procurement, 
networks of suppliers and procurers are nonexistent as is organised discourse. The needs of 
the public sector are wholly covered by existing market solutions and are not being 
instrumentalised to assist demand-side innovation. Capacity deficiencies exhibited at the 
subnational level can be associated with the limited resources available during a severe 
depression (evident in public service cuts, financial institutions and firm deleveraging) but 
may also be attributed to more structural aspects. Technical incapacity characterises the 
inability of sub-national bodies to engage in, monitor and coordinate procurement 
procedures involving high numbers of suppliers because of lack expertise in workload 
management and familiarisation with IT and e-procurement tools (traditional channels of 
communication). Furthermore cultural aspects of incapacity are also evident from the case 
study. The public entities examined were the least inclined to innovate of all groups and this 
lack of innovation culture can be a long-term obstacle to the implementation of demand-side 
instruments. The legalistic-bureaucratic culture poses emphasis on public services delivery 
as a quasi-judicial activity enshrined in law, therefore the adoption of processes such as 
PCP which are based on exemptions from EU law lies outwith standard procedures.  
In Greece, the absence of demand-side innovation policies from the innovation agenda is 
not only a characteristic of the sub-national level but also of central government policy. At 
the regional level only one lead market initiative has been reported in Western Greece (28). 
As the policy literature review showed, the fragmented Greek public procurement market 
makes it difficult to stimulate demand for innovative products’(28). The new ‘policy mix’ 
adopted under the fiscal austerity programme is tackling structural barriers through 
centralisation, framework agreements, e-procurement, rationalisation of expenditure and 
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capacity building. The challenge is for policy-makers in Greece to  bolster  PCP through the 
reform process. PCP is an effective mechanism of risk mitigation for SMEs and could be  
some solution of chronic problems of R&D underinvestment by Greek firms. PCP can be 
embedded in the new public philosophy, introduce innovation-oriented public procurement 
and improve the macro-economic attractiveness of the country to foreign investment (18).  
Given Greece’s lagging initial conditions, support from the EU level is crucial for the success 
of any attempt of demand-side innovation let alone PCP. Co-opting public procurement into 
the innovation policy without sufficient backing and follow-up can be counter-productive and 
a prerequisite for a successful policy are incentives, skills and capacity to ‘allow public 
purchasers to make strategic decisions on a case-bycase basis that will also stimulate (or at 
least not hamper) innovation’(36). In this regard a feasible recommendation for taking PCP 
forward in Greece is to encourage the country’s participation in joint schemes at EU level as 
the barriers to PCP in Greece are similar to those in the rest of the EU, albeit more 
protracted e.g. low risk procurement, lack of capabilities for complex procurement, unease 
with legislation, limited use of multiple suppliers (11). This will dispel fears that a North-South 
divide in innovation terms in Europe is perpetuated even through FP7. It is of critical 
importance to use every possible financial leveraging means at EU level for instance through 
the setting up of funds to assume risks or the establishment of special agencies in line with 
OECD recommendations (19). The European Commision proposals for Horizon 2020 
incorporates this through the provision for an EU debt facility, but the Greek participation in 
EU PCP schemes requires concerted effort and a specific division of labour of EU 
institutions. In that case the future Structural Funds programmes may undertake intensive 
capacity building by emphasising the establishment of a stable regulatory and institutional 
framework, encouraging innovative procurement through learning by doing, and assisting in 
the mapping out of procurement needs and risks for Greek public entities. 
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Intelligent or smart cities rely on collaboration networks among human communities, 
innovation ecosystems, and digital infrastructure, applications and e-services, which 
enable the urban challenges of competitiveness, sustainability and inclusion to be 
addressed more efficiently. This urban paradigm is characterized by continuous 
transformation, fuelled by evolutions in innovation ecosystems, broadband networks 
and web technologies. This paper explores changes which are currently being 
introduced by future Internet research and outlines how cities and regions are 
affected by emerging Internet technologies, smart environments, and the resulting 
changes to innovation ecosystems. The paper is based on a corpus of foresight 
exercises, roadmaps to future Internet technologies and FIRE experimental facilities, 
OECD and governmental reports on the future of the Internet economy and surveys on 
hype cycles for smart city technologies. The first section is a short introduction to 
intelligent city concepts and looks at the turn towards future Internet technologies. 
Sections two and three are about the drivers of embedded spatial intelligence of cities 
guided by the rise of sensor networks and solutions embedded into the physical 
space of cities. The next four sections discuss the technological context of the future 
Internet and the expected impact of the Internet-of-Things, sensors, tags and RFID, 
semantic web, and cloud computing on smart cities. The final section is concerned 
with the new innovation ecosystems emerging from embedded spatial intelligence 
where citizen empowerment meets with smart environments. 

 
Keywords: Embedded spatial intelligence; future Internet; innovation governance; intelligent 
cities; smart cities. 

1. Introduction 

New Internet technologies, the Internet-of-Things (IoT), networks of sensors and smart 
devices, embedded systems, the semantic web, the Internet of users and people, cloud 
computing, in two words the ‘Future Internet’,  marks a technological turn that introduces a 
new type of spatial intelligence of cities, namely an embedded spatial intelligence. This form 
of intelligence is advancing the information and knowledge capabilities of communities which 
were created by web 2.0 applications, social media, and crowdsourcing platforms, and opens 
a new cycle of innovation and e-services in cities.   
 
The concept of spatial intelligence of cities refers to the ability of a community to use its 
intellectual capital, innovation institutions, physical space and smart infrastructure to create 
intelligent environments that more efficiently address the challenges of competitiveness, 
sustainability, and inclusion [1], [2]. This concept allows the terms of ‘intelligent 
city’ and ‘smart city’ to be unified into a common field of research focusing on the underlying 
cognitive processes and combined deployment of ICTs, institutional settings for innovation, 
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and physical infrastructure, which taken altogether increase the problem-solving capability of 
communities and cities.  
Collective intelligence and social media have been major drivers of the spatial intelligence of 
cities. They offered the appropriate technology layer for organizing the involvement of 
citizens and end-users in the creation and use of information with crowdsourcing platforms, 
mush-ups, web-collaboration, and other means of online participation. Now, the turn towards 
new Internet technologies, smart environments and embedded systems offers a new type of 
spatial intelligence of cities; an embedded spatial intelligence, based on sensors, augmented 
reality, real-time information and gigabit data generated by the functioning of cities. 
Embedded spatial intelligence has a direct impact on location-based services that cities offer 
to citizens and on the optimization of urban networks. It bring us closer to the way in which 
William Mitchell has described the intelligence of cities as the effective combination of digital 
telecommunication networks, ubiquitously embedded intelligence, and software for 
knowledge and cognitive competence [3]. Future Internet technologies with instrumentation 
and interconnection of mobile devices and sensors can collect and analyze urban data in real 
time, improve the ability to forecast and manage urban flows, and thus push city intelligence 
forward. In this context, new research questions have arisen concerning (a) the technology 
drivers of embedded spatial intelligence, (b) the new e-services that can be created in cities, 
and (c) the governance of innovation ecosystems within smart environments embedded in 
the urban space.  
 
The paper discusses these questions while outlining the impact of future Internet 
technologies on smart cities. It is based on a combination of literature about future Internet 
research, cases studies on smart city projects and experimental facilities in smart cities, 
foresight exercises about the rise of future Internet technologies and smart city technologies, 
and trends about the future of cities. The reference corpus that we have taken into account 
includes a variety of sources and documents: 

� EU FP7 research on future Internet technologies, future media Internet,  future media 
networks, and Future Internet experimental facilities; research on smart cities in the 
context of the Competitiveness and Innovation Programme and the Strategic Energy 
Technology Plan. 

� OECD reports and governmental papers on the future of the Internet economy 
outlining strategic policy directions. 

� Large corporate research programmes and platforms in the field of intelligent and 
smart cities and white papers by large consulting groups on smart city solutions. 

� Gartner’s Hype Cycles on emerging technologies and smart city technologies, which 
illustrate societal expectations and innovation cycles of technologies.  

� Foresight exercises about the future of cities presented by academic institutions, the 
Institute for the Future and related academic literature.  

This corpus helps us describe how smart / intelligent cities are changing with the rise of new 
Internet technologies and how the internal mechanisms of information, innovation and 
knowledge-creation within smart cities are affected by embedded systems, cloud-based 
solutions, and smart-object centered services.  

2. Drivers for embedded spatial intelligence of cities 

The paradigm of intelligent cities appeared at the turn of the 21st century as a fundamental 
component of the global knowledge economy and model for organizing people-driven 
innovation ecosystems and city-based global innovation hubs. By injecting information 
technologies and innovation capabilities into the ecosystems of cities, they become more 
open, innovative, efficient, and manageable. City infrastructure and utilities benefit from the 
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deployment of broadband networks because of lowered operating costs, real-time alert and 
response, and better prediction capability. The entire urban system of products, services, 
and infrastructure becomes more sensitive to changing demand and needs, by adopting 
more intelligent ways of operation and via rapid adaptation to changing external conditions.   
Since 2009, within this paradigm of urban development and planning, smart environments, 
embedded devices, and real-world user interfaces have attracted significant attention 
following a wider uptake of embedded technologies and future Internet solutions. Emerging 
information and communication technologies, high speed broadband networks, cloud 
computing and mobile smart devices have become enablers of sustainable urban 
development and new e-services in areas such as transport, environment, business, and 
government. Large companies in the ICT sector, such as IBM, Cisco, Microsoft, and 
Accenture are involved to a considerable degree in and are contributing to shaping the smart 
city agenda. EU research in the context of the FP7 and CIP is also stimulating a wider uptake 
of innovative ICT-based services for smart cities, linking smart city solutions with user-driven 
innovation and future Internet infrastructure. Quite new fields of research and 
experimentation have opened up, redefining the way innovation ecosystems and smart 
environments are combined to address urban challenges. 
 
A major milestone in this turn towards an embedded intelligence of cities has been the IBM 
initiative ‘Smarter Planet - Smarter Cities’ (SP-SC) launched in 2009 [4]. Proposed as central 
strategy for a sustainable future, this initiative was intended to stimulate economic growth 
and quality of life in cities and metropolitan areas with the activation of new technology 
systems and infrastructure. The SP-SC initiative sees the city as an agglomeration of 
ecosystems (a system of systems) and as a platform, which - more than states, provinces or 
even nations - can make 21st century life more productive, efficient and vibrant. The model 
for making cities more efficient and sustainable was described as a combination of 
connectivity, instrumentation, and intelligence.   

� Connectivity offers communication capability among a sea of networked things, 
buildings, cars, roadways, pipelines, appliances, infrastructure, and people. 

� Instrumentation offers real-time information from all city sub-systems captured by 
meters and embedded devices.  

� Intelligence comes from algorithms, analytics and visualization that turn data into 
informed decisions and actions.  

 
In 2009 CISCO also launched the global ‘Intelligent Urbanization’ initiative from the city of 
Bangalore, India, and signed a MoU with the local government authority to develop a 
roadmap for an intelligent and sustainable Bangalore. ‘Intelligent Urbanization’ was designed 
to help cities around the world, by using broadband networks as a utility for integrated city 
management, better quality of life for citizens, and economic development.  Bringing together 
a broad portfolio of products, services, partners and solutions across CISCO, the initiative 
was initially focused on intelligent, sustainable solutions for public safety and security, 
transportation, buildings, energy, healthcare and education. As an example of how 
technology can be used to improve security operations, CISCO described its own internal 
Security Operations Centre with real-time security monitoring and alert, video surveillance 
tools, acoustic sensors, card-readers with biometric recognition, automatic alerts and security 
activation systems. Later, the company moved to the ‘Smart Connected Communities’ 
initiative to help communities transform themselves and realize sustainable economic 
growth, resource management and enhanced quality of life. The broadband network was 
seen as a ‘fourth utility’ and as a platform to connect everything. Areas of implementation 
were transportation, utilities, real estate, safety and security, and government. Recently, 
CISCO endorsed the IDC concept of ‘Intelligent X’ as a technology ecosystem which 
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integrates smart devices (involving M2M and telemetry capabilities), high-speed ubiquitous 
communications networks, and intelligent software and services that can process, 
consolidate and analyze data in order to support industry-specific business processes. At the 
core of ‘Intelligent X’ solutions lie three key enablers: (a) increased computational power 
available through high-performance chipsets and hardware and high-performance networks, 
(b) improved maturity in business intelligence and analytics, and (c) the introduction of new 
delivery models based on cloud computing [5]. 
 
ACCENTURE, a global management consulting and technology services provider, presented 
a similar smart city concept focusing on city infrastructure and utilities. The company argued 
that rapid urbanization and rising population place enormous pressures on ageing city 
infrastructure for gas and electricity, water supply, waste management, and transportation. In 
parallel, the mobility of populations and businesses, as the world is now more open, requires 
that cities remain globally attractive. Cities increasingly compete in four different arenas: (a) 
for businesses that generate wealth, (b) for public and private investments, (c) for residents - 
mainly well-educated, entrepreneurial people, and (d) for visitors. Intelligent infrastructure is 
the technological response to these challenges: "The intelligent infrastructure is both 
analogue and digital. That is, in addition to the physical infrastructure - roads, buildings, rail, 
power and utility grids - an information and communications technology infrastructure serves 
as the basis for most of the monitoring and optimization capabilities of an Intelligent City, and 
for the interaction between citizens and service providers" [6]. For ACCENTURE, the most 
important enabler for Intelligent Cities is an open, interoperable and scalable platform that 
provides intelligent infrastructure-as-a-service for optimal resource management. Among the 
fundamental characteristics of this platform are the existence of an environment for 
partnering and cooperation, fully automated service via a central hub, efficient data 
exchange, flexibility for service and product combination, modular architecture, scalability, 
Internet-based service; in effect all the core features of cloud computing. The proposed 
platform makes the delivery of services feasible in seven key domains of cities: 
transportation, health and safety, waste management, education and culture, public 
administration, office and residential uses, and nature resource management. As 
technologies and solutions evolve, new components can be replaced and integrated on 
demand. 
 
The European Commission set up several funding lines for research and experimentation on 
Smart Cities in the context of Future Internet research, the Competitiveness and Innovation 
Programme (CIP), and the Strategic Energy Technology Plan (SET-Plan). FP7-ICT projects 
focused on smart cities were mainly part of Future Internet Research and Experimental 
(FIRE) action line. The most well-known one is the Smart Santander testbed currently 
composed of around 3,000 IEEE 802.15.4 devices, 200 GPRS modules and 2,000 joint RFID 
tag/QR code labels deployed both at static locations (streetlights, facades, bus stops) and 
on-board mobile vehicles (buses, taxis) envisioning the deployment of 20.000 sensors. The 
architecture supports a secure and open platform of heterogeneous technologies and the 
facility applies user-driven innovation methods (through competitive open calls) for the 
design of innovative applications and implements ‘use cases’ in the city of Santander in 
northern Spain, such as bus tracking, air quality monitoring, urban waste management, and 
others. FIREBALL was another FIRE project that established a coordination mechanism 
among a network of cities across Europe engaging in long-term collaboration for user-driven 
open innovation to explore the opportunities of Future Internet in smart cities. The 
coordination process was grounded on exchange, dialogue and learning between Smart 
Cities, which were considered as key demand-side drivers of Future Internet innovation, and 
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by bringing together European communities of Future Internet research, Living Labs, and 
Smart Cities. 
 
The Directorate General of Energy, in the context of the SET-Plan and SETIS (the SET 
Information System) introduced the ‘European Initiative on Smart Cities’ to demonstrate the 
feasibility of implementing advanced energy and climate technologies at a local level. The 
Initiative fosters the dissemination of the most efficient models and strategies for a low 
carbon and low emissions future throughout the Smart Cities Stakeholders Platform. It 
supports cities and regions in ambitious and pioneering projects and cooperative schemes, 
such as an 80% reduction in greenhouse gas emissions through green energy by 2050. The 
SETIS smart cities initiative is based on systemic approaches and organizational innovations 
related to energy efficiency, low carbon technologies and smart management of supply and 
demand. Three main domains for applications are energy efficiency in buildings, energy 
supply networks, and energy in mobility and transport. 
 
The Competitiveness and Innovation Programme (CIP) has also included an action line for 
‘Open innovation for future Internet-enabled services in smart cities’, which combined three 
co-related perspectives: (a) user-driven open innovation, (b) innovative Internet-based 
services, and (c) cross-border networks of smart cities. In the first round of experimentation, 
seven smart city pilot projects were funded by the CIP- ICT-PSP (Epic, Life 2.0, Open Cities, 
People, Peripheria, Smart IP, and Smart Islands) with the participation of many cities in 
Europe. These pilot projects focused on accelerating the uptake of smart technologies in 
cities, creating user-driven innovation ecosystems, improving the capacities of small 
companies, and strengthening the role of the user / citizen. The emphasis was on fostering 
innovation in services under realistic conditions, taking-up completed R&D work, extending 
tested prototypes and combining partial solutions for an innovative outcome. Priority 
technology areas were those of real-time interaction, open-trusted service platforms, sensors 
and RFID, multimodal user interface, simulation, location-based technologies and services. 
Priority domains for application were those of smart education, smart energy, e-participation, 
e-government, smart retail, well-being and transportation.   
 
Both in large multinational companies and research institutions, the recent turn and interest 
in smart cities and the future Internet has been driven by two objectives. On the one hand, 
we have the use of new Internet technologies, such as sensor networks, smart devices, 
RFID, the semantic web and the Internet-of-Things, cloud computing for offering new e-
services to citizens and optimizing the functioning of cities. On the other hand, there is the 
pursuit of sustainability as cities are looking for a more inclusive and sustainable future, 
transforming themselves into green cities with less energy consumption and fewer CO2 
emissions. From an interdisciplinary perspective, intelligent / smart cities are implementing 
the latest advancements in mobile and pervasive computing, wireless networks, middleware 
and agent technologies as they become embedded into the physical spaces of cities, moving 
towards a more sustainable and environmentally-friendly form of development. By 
implementing a wide range of technologies and user-driven innovation, intelligent cities are 
replacing smart growth and New Urbanism principles for a sustainable future. 

3. Future Internet and smart cities 

The social, economic and technological perspectives of new Internet technologies and their 
potential impact on cities and spatial ecosystems were described in two foresight reports 
prepared by the Institute for the Future. The report entitled ‘Future Knowledge Ecosystems’ 
identified fourteen trends that will broadly set the context for technology-based cities and 
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regions over the next 5 to 20 years [7]. Changes were described in three domains: economy 
and society, science and technology, and models and location sites of R&D. In each domain 
weak signals and early indications of upcoming trends were identified as well as the 
expected impact on technology-led urban spaces. In science and technology, most important 
trends were (a) the spread of ubiquitous computing, which is expected to create massive 
streams of data, while simultaneously providing new tools for scientific collaboration in the 
lab, and (b) the shift from artificial intelligence to hybrid sensemaking and hybrid identities 
which combine inputs from social networks and more limited forms of machine intelligence. 
The second report entitled ‘A Planet of Civic Laboratories. The Future of Cities, Information 
and Inclusion’ was ten-year forecast covering the period up to 2020 that focused on the 
intersection between urbanization and digitalization and the massive stream of data 
generated within cities by IoT solutions, which is expected to turn every city into a unique 
civic laboratory, a place where innovations driven by citizens are born to meet local needs 
[8]. In both foresight reports, technologies that mattered most for smart cities were those of 
smart sensors and devices, open data, and cloud computing. The same group of 
technologies was also pointed out in Gartner’s estimations about emerging technologies. 
Gartner’s analysts reviewed more than 1,800 technologies and highlighted a series of 
technologies relating to smart cities, such as cloud computing, sensor networks, consumer 
generated media, location-aware applications, and predictive analytics.  

4. The Internet-of-things, sensor networks and smart cities 

The Internet-of-Things (IoT) is probably the most important component of the current 
technology shift in smart cities, combining active sensors and RFID for robust and cost-
effective identification of many different objects in terms of functionality, technology and 
application fields in cities. Sensor networks in cities can gather enormous amount of 
information from connected smart objects and grids over utility networks. Real-time response 
to this data and prediction of behavior patterns become possible with high capacity 
processing and computing power. Also, the web is going out from PCs and user interfaces 
embedded into the physical space of cities  
 
These technologies can overcome the fragmented market of smart city applications and 
provide generic solutions for cities. Examples of generic architectures include networked 
RFID tags (passive and active tags, mobile devices), sensor networks (multimodal sensors 
and actuators, built-in intelligent agents), and connected objects, such as distributed 
intelligent systems, intelligent objects and biometrics. A new round of applications, such as 
location aware applications, near field communication, speech recognition, Internet micro 
payment systems, and mobile application stores, which are close to mainstream market 
adoption, are expected to offer a wide range of services via embedded systems. Augmented 
reality is also becoming a hot topic enabled by smart phones, eye glasses, and is creating 
next generation location-aware information and services projected over the built space of 
cities.  
 
The IoT is growing exponentially. Thomas Frey mentions an estimation of GSMA that 24 
billion devices will be connected by 2020, while Cisco and Ericsson project the number to be 
50 billion. In 2009 the number of connected devices exceeded the number of people on 
earth; the number of connected devices per person reached 1.84 in 2010 and is expected to 
reach 3.47 by 2015 and 6.58 in 2020 [9]. This new infrastructure of embedded sensors in 
cities paves the way for spatial intelligence, further advancing the capabilities created by web 
2.0, social media and crowdsourcing: a real-time spatial intelligence based on automated 
information processing, M2M communication, and response available on smart phones and 
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mobile devices. For this type of embedded spatial intelligence, an important issue is the 
development of Urban IoT platforms over city clusters or districts offering a common 
framework for ambient sensor networks such as intelligent information infrastructure and 
universal ubiquitous sensor network architecture [10].  
 
While the future uses of IoT technologies that will bridge the physical and virtual worlds are 
still largely a matter for speculation, there are estimations that they will bring significant 
economic benefits. The OECD policy guidance encourages research in this field, 
investments in business R&D, technological neutrality, open global standards, and 
harmonization of frequency bands [11]. There are however significant technological barriers 
to overcome. Sensor communication requires the cooperation of all devices over all 
communication technologies and different networks, including GSM and WLAN. Hildenbrand 
estimates that this is not feasible with current networks, devices and communication 
technologies, as technology cannot convert all devices operating on a certain communication 
technology or protocol. There is a need for a new technology that virtually overlays all others 
and allows communication between the different protocols [12].  

5. The semantic web and smart cities 

Data-driven decisions, techniques for forecasting and predictive analytics are a follow-up to 
the IoT and data generated by sensor networks. What is needed, however, is semantic M2M 
communication as gigabit data generated by the functioning of cities can be processed and 
analyzed only by machines. Use of ontologies and other semantic technologies open up a 
new domain for smart city applications as they can combine information from multiple 
sources and inform users when information matches their interests.   
 
Semantic meaning provided by ontologies, like the Good-Relations annotator tool for creating 
rich RDF meta-data, can describe products and services more accurately. The introduction of 
HTML5 was also an important step. The cloud will offer additional opportunities for linked 
data as any object can be related to other objects contained in the cloud. The semantic web 
is expected to break down barriers, merging data from different sources and presenting data 
in ways one has never thought of before. Social media collaboration and collective 
intelligence can reach higher levels of efficiency and information accuracy. Future media 
research and technologies can offer a series of solutions that might work in parallel with the 
Internet-of-Things and embedded systems providing new opportunities for content 
management. Media Internet technologies at the crossroads of digital multimedia content 
and Internet technologies encompass media being delivered through Internet networking 
technologies and media being generated, consumed, shared and experienced on the web. 
Technologies enabled by the functionalities of the Future Internet Media, such as content 
and context fusion, immersive multi-sensory environments, location-based content 
dependent on user location and context, augmented reality applications, open and federated 
platforms for content storage and distribution, are expected to provide the ground for new e-
services within the ecosystems of cities.  

6.  Cloud computing and smart cities 

Cloud computing offers complementary to IoT and M2M communication advantages. It is 
based on several technological advances related to high-speed networks, virtualization and 
standardization of platforms and applications. However, "cloud computing is a new way of 
delivering computing resources, not a new technology", providing computer services through 
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the Internet and new business models of outsourcing [13]. The cloud is another way to think 
of the Internet itself. People can access applications, software development tools, and store 
files remotely from a computer via the Internet. The cloud is Google's Gmail, Google Docs 
and Dropbox. In these type of applications data are not stored on the PC of the user, but on 
servers and at massive data centers of the hosting company. i-Phone applications which 
million of users download, and platform and development tools to build these applications are 
also cloud-based. The US National Institute for Standards and Technology offered a clear 
description of cloud computing as composed of five essential characteristics (on-demand self 
service, ubiquitous network access, metered use, elasticity, and resource pooling), three 
service models (software as a service - SaaS, platform as a service - PaaS, and 
infrastructure as a service -IaaS), and four deployment modes (private, community, public 
and hybrid clouds) [14]. 
 
Foresight estimations about developments in cloud computing were given by Gartner Hype 
Cycle for Cloud Computing, which positioned 38 technologies from this field at different 
stages of the Hype Cycle [14]. Expectations are very high. Most technologies, however, are 
at the ‘technology trigger’ stage, and cloud computing overall is at the ‘peak of expectations’ 
stage; a few solutions are at ‘experimentation’ stage and none at the stage of demonstrated 
results. The time frame for all solutions is from 2 to 10 years, and only virtualization and 
software-as-a-service are closer to mainstream adoption. 
  
The impact of cloud computing on smart cities has been discussed in forecast studies for 
2020 [7] [8]. While in the short-term cloud computing will be delivered by large commercial 
clouds, government G-clouds are promising models for (larger) cities, creating urban clouds 
that reduce IT costs, and offering platforms for small business applications and e-services.  
Fenn argues that Governments are realizing the benefits of cloud computing but are 
concerned about the level of security for their data in the private cloud [15]. Cloud computing 
is opening also new possibilities in the virtualization of physical spaces and their substitution 
by digital ones. Already because of the 2009 global crisis, many city activities relating to 
trade and services have gone virtual -killing their physical part- allowing companies and 
organizations to maintain operations in times of austerity, gain flexibility and lower fixed 
capital costs. Cloud computing is also expected to sustain new growth sectors of cities, 
which are now moving from manufacturing to services in the context of a wider movement 
from products to services, as material and intangible infrastructures start being provided by 
the cloud. Equally important is the expected standardization of smart city solutions, 
platforms, and applications, which is necessary to provide on-demand self services. 
Standardization will accelerate technology diffusion and learning curves as city 
administrations and their IT departments will become aware of proven solutions for main 
districts and sectors of the city. We should expect a standardization of platforms and 
applications in many different domains of cities related to economic activities (trade, 
manufacturing, services, logistics), quality of life (safety, environment, social care), utilities 
(transport, energy, water, broadband), and city management (administration, democracy, 
planning).      

7. Internet of users and people in smart cities 

The engagement of users and user-driven innovation are important preconditions for turning 
future Internet technologies to new services in smart cities. The Web 2.0 era has pushed 
cities to consider the Internet (including mobiles) as a more participative tool for engaging 
citizens and tourists. Many initiatives were launched by city-based Living Labs for 
investigating and anticipating how digital technologies will change the way people live in the 
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city and their implications for urban dynamics. Future Internet, Living Labs and Smart Cities 
together form a new innovation ecosystem comprising users/citizens, ICT companies, 
research scientists and policy makers. In such ecosystems, Future Internet technologies are 
the technology push driver, Smart Cities represent the application pull demand, and Living 
Labs form the exploratory and participative playground in between.  
 
Crowdsourcing is the usual form of citizen participation in smart cities. The word comes from 
the combination of ‘crowd’ and ‘outsourcing’ and the main idea is to assign a task to a large 
group of people or a community [16]. It is an extreme form of open innovation in which tasks 
are not assigned to selected external providers, but to crowds. Crowdsourcing is also 
strongly related to online platforms and collaborative web spaces because the participation of 
large communities (crowds) presupposes the use of digital media. It is an online, distributed 
problem-solving and production model. It also marks a distinctive stage in the evolution of the 
intelligent cities standard model during the first decades of 21st century. 
 
The two cases below illustrate the contribution of crowdsourcing to smart cities: ‘NYC 
Simplicity Idea Market’ and ‘Improve-my-City’ correspond to applications for citizen 
participation and city improvement that can be found in many places all over the world.  
 
‘NYC Simplicity Idea Market’ was launched in February 2011 by the City of New York and 
remained in operation for about one year. Employees of all levels of administration and city 
agencies were invited to suggest and share ideas about improvements to city government. 
Each one could upload ideas, comment on the ideas of others, and vote for those considered 
best. Then most popular proposals were reviewed by experts and the best ones were 
implemented by the city administration [25]. A large community of the city, estimated at 
300,000 employees, was invited to elaborate ideas about education, safety, and 
maintenance of the city’s infrastructure. Innovation was based on the combination of ideas 
generated by employees, user-driven evaluation of ideas, feasibility assessment by experts, 
and idea implementation by the city. A content management system and crowdsourcing 
platform was used to enable employee participation and assessment through voting. 
Everything revolved around crowdsourcing, the engagement of a large community of the city, 
selecting ideas based on the preferences of the same community, and enabling participation 
through social media. 
 
‘Improve-my-City’ was developed by URENIO in 2012 in the context of the project ‘People’, a 
smart city project of the EU Competitiveness and Innovation Programme (CIP-ICT-PSP). 
Improve-my-City is an open source application created under AGPL v3 license. Anyone can 
download the code from the GitHub for use or improvement. Because ImC is a free 
application it has been used already in many cities in Europe and America. It is already 
offered in about 20 languages. Citizens can report local problems and suggest 
improvements, write comments on other posts, and vote to support suggestions and 
demands. Reported issues go directly into the city’s government queue for resolution, and 
users are informed by the responsible authority about the progress of their request. Again the 
main concept is about motivated crowdsourcing. The entire community of a city can be 
involved. Citizen reporting ideas and suggestions are listed in 25 categories related to 
improvement of the environment. Innovation is based on a combination of crowdsourcing 
about city problems and solutions, while implementation relies on institutional action from city 
hall.  
 
In crowdsourcing and user-driven innovation, user involvement is the main driver of spatial 
intelligence. In the first step, the city, citizens and communities define challenges that need to 
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be addressed. Any form of intelligence starts by defining the problems to address, which also 
sets the metrics of success. Challenges are specific to each city, its sectors, districts, utilities, 
quality of life and governance. From the open innovation – crowdsourcing perspective 
challenges are defined collectively by aggregation and prioritization of citizens’ views and 
demands. Then a problem-solving roadmap is prepared. User-driven innovation is called 
upon to customize the building blocks of the roadmap in terms of information collection, use 
of proven solutions, inventing new solutions, and disseminating selected solutions. Digital 
media and open platforms facilitate the entire process by offering e-tools that help a large 
number of participants to become involved, sharing insights, combining skills and 
aggregating resources. The outcome is urban empowerment: an increase of collective 
capability in defining problems and solutions, and implementation mechanisms through 
collaboration and agglomeration of resources. 

8. Innovation ecosystems of embedded spatial intelligence  

The instances of Future Internet described in previous the sections – Internet-of-Things, 
semantic web, cloud computing, Internet of people – are cornerstones of the new innovation 
ecosystems emerging in smart environments. Within environments of embedded spatial 
intelligence, the building blocks of innovation - products, markets, business models, funding 
– take on new forms and new types of innovation ecosystems are formed. The nodes of 
ecosystems multiply geometrically, become sentient and interactive; hybrid identities are 
formed with semantically rich labels; all interactions become location-aware [17].     
 
Technologies and products: Products and services based on future Internet technologies 
are not stand-alone products. Complex system are needed to offer them, composed of 
broadband infrastructure comprised of wired and wireless networks; systems embedded into 
the physical space of cities, sensors, smart devices and smart meters; APIs for 
interoperability and data integration; data hosting and security; predictive modeling; 
applications for optimization of smart city utilities and activities; provision of e-services, and 
much else besides. Layers of hardware, devices, and software are interwoven with the 
physical space, infrastructure and functions of cities. Sensors, activators, RFID, smart 
meters, cameras, routers, switches, storage, authentication and firewall servers have to work 
together in order to capture and process the information generated by the operation of cities.  
 
To deal with such complex systems, leading ICT organizations have advanced the concept 
of Urban Operating Systems or Integrated Urban Infrastructure enabling all smart city 
components, applications and services to run on a common system. The argument is that an 
urban operating system can provide the protocols for the operation of cities, collect data 
about everything going on in a city and respond in real time. While the concept of one 
common operating system integrating all devices and smart solutions is an exciting prospect, 
offering potential economies of scale and scope, the structure and governance of cities does 
not endorse a unified global architecture. Data integration is feasible at the level of city 
districts or smaller city clusters only, which are endowed with governance and control 
capacity, but not at the level of the entire city. The reason is that within market economies 
there is no overall authority with full control over cities. On the contrary, there are pockets of 
decentralized decision making, exercising control over different city districts. Technology 
solutions should adapt to existing city governance instead of assuming an all-inclusive city 
administration and management. City districts, clusters and utility sectors are appropriate 
levels for organizing smart infrastructures and services using future Internet technologies 
rather than the entire city with its different subsystems and fragmented governance.   
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Markets: Within this ecosystem of data generation and integration, products and services 
circulate with their virtual identities. The Internet-of-Things and smart objects blur the line 
between digital and physical worlds, making their distinction hard to define. In every vertical 
market, the aspects of product design, development, marketing and exchange work primarily 
with the digital identities involved. Because of the priority of the virtual, the potential market of 
smart city solutions covers all vertical markets located within the city. Estimations about the 
size of smart city market vary considerably, but in all cases forecasts describe huge markets. 
The smart city market was estimated at 8 billion in 2010 and 39 billion in 2016 by ABI 
Research; at 108 billion for the period 2010-2020 by Pike Research; at 160 trillion for the 
next 30 years by the Center for Urban Science and Progress. Ovum predicted a spending 
per city at 35-55 billion of which 15% would be on software and 85% on hardware and 
services. A recent report from Pike Research estimates that explosive urbanization will 
create smart city markets covering the fields of sustainability, citizen well-being, and 
economic development. “The smart city technology market will surpass $20 billion in annual 
value by 2020. This represents a compound annual growth rate of 16.2%” [18]. Many of the 
market drivers, continues the report, technology innovations, and decision-making processes 
associated with smart cities are focused on existing industry and operational silos: energy, 
water, transportation, buildings management, and/or government services. Now, though, the 
smart city is also becoming a space for the testing and implementation of cross-functional 
technologies and solutions. IDC Government Insights estimation for the smart city market in 
2013 predicts that 70% of worldwide spending on smart city projects will be focused on 
energy, transportation, and public safety; smart city information challenges will begin to be 
framed as big data cases, and cities with open data initiatives will drive 50% more private, 
citizen, and crowdsourced mobile applications [19]. 
 
Cloud-based business models: In creating smart city products and services, cloud 
computing offers significant advantages, such as external economies, lower capital entry 
requirements and maintenance costs, and security, while its scalability enables quick 
adjustment to changing demand. There are also technical advantages related to software 
updates and new version installations, which become easier if applications are maintained on 
the cloud. However, the transition to the cloud should be done by taking cautious steps 
because these technologies are still evolving and have not yet fully addressed the issues of 
service standardization, security, and privacy. Policy white papers provide valuable guidance 
to city authorities about the deployment of cloud-based services. An important source of 
advice is the report of the Australian government, which provides information about public 
policies and programmes addressing the transition to cloud computing in the US, UK, EU, 
Canada, and Japan [11]. The recommendation is for streams of consultation work, providing 
public agencies with guidance and documentation, cost - benefit analyses, testing of services 
in less important areas initially, and then moving on full deployment of new cloud-based 
services, and eventually the creation of G-city clouds.  
 
Creativity and funding: The new technology stack of ‘IoT- Semantic web- Cloud’ does not 
automatically lead to the development of new e-services. User involvement is necessary to 
provide skills and resources for new product / services designs and development. User-
driven approaches, such as Living Lab and open innovation initiatives, promote a more 
proactive role for end users and citizens in service innovation, assuring a good coordination 
between the technology offer from vendors and the service demand from citizens. In 
developing such smart city solutions, there are a number of methods for involving users 
which are described in abundant detail in the literature, such as Lead Users, User Driven 
Innovation, User Centered Design, User Created Content, and User Co-Creation 
perspectives. Crowdsourcing platforms can make citizen participation a reality. A large 
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collection of platforms is presented on Crowdsourcing Landscape that can support the entire 
cycle of innovation. As crowdsourcing rises in popularity and use, platforms are evolving and 
specializing. A recent report on crowdfunding presented 41 platforms for different funding 
purposes: general crowdfunding platforms, crowdfunding for social causes, for health and 
medical, for small and local businesses, for science, for music, for education, for gaming and 
apps, crowdfunding for startups and companies [20]. Two types of innovation funding are 
supported. Innovators can pledge support for an idea or project as a donation or in exchange 
of some kind of reward or use value. On the other hand, innovations can ask for 
‘crowdinvesting’. However, the latter requires that funding regulations been loosened to 
permit more people to invest in what they consider a promising venture to take part.  

 
City authorities are gradually becoming aware of solutions, applications and use cases based 
on the Future Internet technology stack. Moving toward such solutions substantially 
increases the demand for broadband connections because of the transition from connecting 
people to connecting things. Network interoperability and merging of network and media 
technologies, as well as mobile-to-mobile communication (M2M) become necessary to 
manage and give meaning to the streams of data generated. Policy and experimentation are 
needed to turn these possibilities into a reality. The OECD report on the future Internet 
economy [11] provides a series of policy recommendations to deal with these challenges, 
such as building next generation network infrastructure, making Internet access available to 
everyone and everywhere, promoting Internet-based innovation, competition and user 
choice, empowering consumers, creating public digital content and user-driven content, 
ensuring the protection of personal data, intellectual property rights, trusted Internet-based 
services, and creating environments that encourage infrastructure investment, broadband 
connectivity and innovative services and applications.  
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Purpose: The purpose of this paper is to examine how existing organizations in 
Macedonia represent the concept of an entrepreneurial organization within the sphere of 
corporate entrepreneurship.  
Design/methodology/approach: Research instrument in a form of a questionnaire was 
used to obtain data about corporate entrepreneurship in Macedonia. 
Findings: The results from the study will help corporate organizations to appreciate and 
develop entrepreneurial organizations and pursuit innovations within their borders.  
Research limitations/implications: There is a literature gap in the area of corporate 
entrepreneurship studies in Macedonia. Most studies concerning entrepreneurship are 
about small and medium enterprises.  
Practical implications: This study will increase the understanding of how corporate 
organizations in Macedonia can encourage entrepreneurial behavior and enhance 
innovations and better performance. 
Originality/value: This research contributes to the field by offering support and new 
findings. This study adds to the body of literature in what is considered relatively new 
and unexplored area of study. The survey conducted among Macedonian organizations 
contributes a lot for the knowledge about corporate entrepreneurship in Macedonia. 
 
Key words: Corporate entrepreneurship, Entrepreneurial Behavior, Management, Macedonia 
 
1. Introduction 
 
The world of globalization is all about change and speeding the paste for every organization. 
Their environment constantly changes and creates difficulties to maintain normal processes. 
Organizations are faced with accelerated development of new technologies, highly innovative 
competitors, more demanding and complex customers, more aggressive regulations, more 
sophisticated suppliers, competitive advantage achieved through global outsourcing and 
international strategic alliances, more rapid resource obsolescence, unpredictability of prices, 
costs, exchange rates, interest rates, tax incentives and more dramatic changes.  
These turbulence in the environment is pressuring the organizations to find new paths to 
sustainable competitive advantage. Usually, their path leads back to their organization, to their 
internal operations and enhancing internal changes as response to the external ones. This also 
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models of rewarding, control and leadership style, which can be overcome with entrepreneurial 
behavior inside the organizations. 
 
2. Corporate Entrepreneurship 
 
There are lot of definitions and research done in the field of entrepreneurship over the last 
decades. The most common terms identified in content analysis of 75 contemporary definitions 
of entrepreneurship are: starting/founding/creating; new business/new venture; innovation/new 
products/new market; pursuit of opportunity; risk taking/uncertainty; profit seeking/personal 
benefit. [1] According to the definitions, entrepreneurship is a process that can happen in 
different organizational contexts.  
Very explicit and wide definition of entrepreneurship is given by Stevenson and Jarillo-Mossi: 
“the process of creating value by bringing together a unique combination of resources to exploit 
an opportunity”. [2] This definition has four crucial elements which describe entrepreneurship 
the best way: 
� Process – which can be applied in any organization settings (micro, small, medium and 

large organizations); 
� Creating value – through this process entrepreneurs create new meaning for their product, 

market, or within the organization; 
� Unique combination of resources – entrepreneurs find new or improved ways to use their 

resources, like technology, people, money, distribution channels etc.; 
� Exploit opportunity – entrepreneurs see their weaknesses, strengths, threats as 

opportunities and with controlled risks make them challenges and possibilities for success. 
Today’s business owners are tuning their mind set and behavior in this mode of 
entrepreneurship in order to survive and become better and more profitable than the 
competition. They have entrepreneurial behavior inside their mid-sized and large 
organizations. This kind of entrepreneurship is usually named as “intrapreneurship”, 
“organizational entrepreneurship”, “corporate venturing” and “corporate entrepreneurship”.  
Corporate entrepreneurship involves generation, development, and implementation of new 
ideas and behaviors by a company. [3] According to this definition, corporate 
entrepreneurship centers on enhancing the organization’s ability to be innovative and 
creates new products, services or programs. Other definitions, add the ability of established 
organizations to renew themselves. Also, some definitions add that corporate 
entrepreneurship is about corporate venturing which leads to creating new business 
organizations within the corporation. [4] 

 
 
3. Corporate Entrepreneurship versus Start-Up Entrepreneurship 
 
When we hear the word “entrepreneurship” the first association, most likely, will be individual 
with an idea, creating new business. We may also say that entrepreneurs are idealists but they 
are also persistent, hard-working and energetic persons; they don’t waste time, rather, they use 
their talent and knowledge, their skills, their time and energy. But the nature of entrepreneurship 
is universal. It can be applied when starting a new business, but also exploiting new 
opportunities in mid-sized, large conglomerates, non-profit organizations and public institutions. 
There are great numbers of similarities between corporate and start-up entrepreneurship: [5] 
� Both involve opportunity recognition and definition; 
� Both require a unique business concept that takes the form of a product, service, or 

process; 
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� Both are driven by an individual champion who works with a team to bring the concept to 
fruition; 

� Both require harvesting strategies; 
� Both are predicated on value creation and accountability to a customer; 
� Both require that the entrepreneur be able to balance vision with managerial skill, passion 

with pragmatism, and proactiveness with patience; 
� Both involve concepts that are most vulnerable in the formative stage, and that require 

adaptation over time; 
� Both entail risk and require risk management strategies; 
� Both find the entrepreneur encountering resistance and obstacles, necessitating both 

perseverance and an ability to formulate innovative solutions. 
The reality is that lot of start-up businesses are highly entrepreneurial, but also some large 
organizations as well. They both struggle during the process and have lot of obstacles to prevail 
and succeed at the end. 
Still, we can find number of differences between start-up and corporate entrepreneurship, which 
reside on the nature of the organization, the existing management processes, number of 
employees etc. For instance, entrepreneurs take risks, they “own” the innovative idea, they are 
very vulnerable and have little security and safety net, but they have speed of decision making, 
independence, flexibility in trying new things. On the other hand, corporate entrepreneurs have 
more room for failure, are more insulated from outside influence, have access to finances, have 
job security and extensive network for bouncing ideas, but also have interdependence, lot of 
rules and procedures to follow, longer approval cycles and more bureaucracy. 
Large organizations have inherent problem of being entrepreneurial for a lot of reasons. These 
barriers can be systematized in 6 categories: systems, structures, direction, procedures, people 
and culture. Some of the constraints are: oppressive control systems, overly rigid, formal 
planning systems, too many hierarchical levels, restricted communication channels, top-down 
management, no formal strategy for entrepreneurship, no vision from the top, no 
entrepreneurial role models at the top; long, complex, approval cycles; unrealistic performance 
criteria; fear of failure; short-term orientation; inappropriate skills and talents for managing 
entrepreneurial change; values that conflict with innovativeness, risk-taking, and proactiveness. 
[6] 
 
 
4. Corporate Entrepreneurship in Macedonian Organizations 
 
The purpose of this paper is to examine how existing organizations in Macedonia represent the 
concept of an entrepreneurial organization within the sphere of corporate entrepreneurship. The 
research was conducted to provide an understanding of corporate entrepreneurship in 
Macedonian organizations. The research question posed is that do organizations in Macedonia 
have corporate entrepreneurship? Are Macedonian managers oriented toward corporate 
entrepreneurship? 
The primary objective of this research is to look of the inherent manifestation of corporate 
entrepreneurship in Macedonia. The secondary objective of this research is to identify 
manager’s perceptions and importance of corporate entrepreneurship in their organizations. 
The expected results from this study were:  
1. Macedonian managers take moderate level of risk in their organizations. 
2. Managers are aware of organizational barriers to corporate entrepreneurship. 
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Methods 
 
Sample 
 
The sample group consisted 62 managers from different organizations in Macedonia. Because 
of incomplete data 8 managers were not included in the final analyzes of the results, which 
induced the sample to 54 managers. The sample group consisted 15 males (27,8 percent) and 
39 females (72,2 percent). According to their age respondents in this survey were divided in 5 
groups:  
� 20-30 years: 12 (22,2 %) 
� 31-40 years: 29 (53,7%) 
� 41-50 years: 9 (16,7%) 
� 51-60 years: 2 (3,7%) 
� More than 60 years: 2 (3,7%) 

The respondents had different educational background:  
� High school diploma: 1 (1,9%) 
� Bachelor diploma: 25 (46,3%) 
� Master of science: 21 (38,9%) 
� Ph. D.: 7 (13,0%) 
They were all working on managerial positions, among which 17 (33,3%) were top managers, 
27 (47,1%) were middle level managers and 10 (19,6%) were first line managers. The 
respondents had between 1 and more than 30 years of working experience: 0-5 years – 28 
(51,9%) managers, 6-10 years – 15 (27,8%) managers, 11-20 years – 6 (11,1%) mangers, 21-
30 years – 4 (7,4%) managers, more than 30 years of working experience – 1 (1,9%) manager. 
The respondents are working in different organizational settings in different sectors: production, 
service, education, health, construction, retail. 

Data collection  

The survey was conducted by creating a questionnaire which was send through e-mail to 
managers in lot of organizations in Macedonia. They received an explaining of the study and 
were invited to participate. Data was collected during the winter of 2012. 

Measurement of variables 

In this survey respondents answered questions concerning corporate entrepreneurship and their 
orientation to entrepreneurial behavior: innovativeness, risk-taking, proactiveness, need for 
achievement and autonomy. Here are some questions that we asked our students to assess 
themselves:  

1. How committed are you in experimentation within your organization? 
2. What are the levels of barriers in your organization you have to overcome? 
3. To what extend you are open to new ideas or information? 
4. To what extent your organization encourages the employees to take risks? 
5. To what extent do you agree with the saying: Conventions and rules are meant to be 

broken? 
 
Data analysis 
For all the questions descriptive statistics were calculated. 
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4.1. Results 
 
On the first question the respondents rated themselves on the level of risk-taking. From the 
results we got 39,5% of the respondents take risk very often, 48,8% of the respondents take 
moderate level of risk and only 11,6% of them rated themselves with low level of risk-taking. 
 
The second questions: How committed are you to experimentation within your company?, the 
respondents who answered always were 37,2%, regularly were 55,8% and rarely only 7%.  
 
On the third question: To what level would you rate your desire to achieve in your company?, 
86% of the respondents rated themselves with high and 14% of the rated themselves moderate. 
There was nobody from the respondents to rate himself with low level of desire to achieve. 
 
The next question: How much do you like doing following types of work?, showed that most of 
the respondents rarely want to do work which requires lower effort (60,47%) and work which is 
repetitive (62,79%). On the other hand, most of the respondents want to do work which is 
challenging (79,07%) and abstract work where they have autonomy (62,79%). 
 
 
The next questions: What are the levels of barriers you have to overcome in your organization in 
terms of: 

� Established control systems: very high (17,07%), high (26,83%), moderate (43,9%), low 
(12,20%) 

� Organization structure: very high (14,63%), high (36,59%), moderate (36,59%), low 
(12,20%) 

� Policies and procedures: very high (19,51%), high (24,39%), moderate (36,59%), low 
(19,51%) 

� Management and leadership: very high (20,00%), high (30,00%), moderate (32,50%), 
low (17,50%) 

� Strategic direction: very high (14,63%), high (36,59%), moderate (36,59%), low 
(12,20%) 

� Organizational culture: very high (14,63%), high (29,27%), moderate (43,90%), low 
(12,20%) 

 
When the respondents were asked to rate themselves how much they agree or disagree with 
the following questions, they gave these answers: 

� I evaluate the potential success of any project with the level of risk undertaken: 69,05% 
agreed, 16,67% strongly agreed; 

� I do not act under conditions of uncertainty: disagree (53,66%), agree (26,83%), strongly 
agree (7,32%); 

� The company encourages employees to take certain calculated risks: disagree 
(38,10%), agree (45,24%), strongly agree (14,29%); 

� I act toward attaining the needed action to achieve the results desired: disagree (2,44%), 
agree (46,34%), strongly agree (46,34%); 

� Knowledge flows freely and openly at my work place and assists in decision making: 
disagree (11,90%), agree (45,24%), strongly agree (40,48%); 
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� I constantly give due consideration to the expectation of success or failure on my action: 
disagree (7,32%), agree (56,1%), strongly agree (31,7%); 

� I am aware of perceived barriers (personal and external) to my achievement and seek 
help to overcome such perceived barriers: disagree (4,76$), agree (45,24%), strongly 
agree (47,62%). 

� According to the results from this study we may conclude that the respondents take risk 
while working. Third of the respondents always take risks when they have a chance, 
while half of the respondents regularly take risks. Most of the respondents desire to 
achieve in their organization. There was nobody from the respondents to rate himself 
with low level of desire to achieve. They would like to achieve their results working work 
which is challenging and where they have autonomy. They would rather not choose work 
which requires lower effort and is repetitive. These answers show us that the 
respondents prefer work which is sometimes new for them or which creates new 
products or services. 

 
 
The results also show that the respondents are aware of the barriers present at their 
organizations which may be an obstacle for entrepreneurial behavior. They noted that most of 
their established control systems are perceived as a barrier, as well the organization structure. 
In lot of situations the management and leadership, as well as the strategic goals of the 
organizations can be barriers for entrepreneurial behavior.  
When the respondents were asked about the relationship they evaluate between success and 
risk taken in every project, most of them replied that this the way they function. On the other 
hand, almost one third of them said that they would not act under conditions of uncertainty.  
 
Also, most of the respondents are concentrated on the results of success or failure, which in 
some extent shows us that they feel pressured to have success and don’t allow themselves or 
empower other to experiment and behave entrepreneurial. These conclusions can be confirmed 
with another answer, on how much their organization encourages employees to take certain 
calculated risks. The respondents also showed big awareness of the organizational processes 
and barriers to their achievement. 
 

5. Conclusions 

The results from this research show that Macedonian managers take moderate level of risk in 
their organizations. All of the respondents strive for success and great achievements, but very 
often they take only good calculated risk. They are also aware of organizational barriers to 
corporate entrepreneurship. Advice for them would be to analyze their organizational structures 
and control systems, modify them if necessary to enhance creative work and entrepreneurial 
thinking. Also, they should consider different management and leadership style which will 
develop organizational culture which enhance entrepreneurial learning, different control 
mechanisms, and openness to creative and innovative ideas, changing the mindset of the 
employees and their acceptance of changes, as well as orientation to improving the existing 
products, services and processes. Good starting point for developing corporate 
entrepreneurship is developing R & D centers, learning from good practices, searching for 
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talented employees and encouraging them to think outside the box. Try to have different 
approaches to problems, for instance when making a decisions they can use techniques for 
creative and critical thinking. Changes must start from the top management and then go down 
through the organization.  

The research done during the study of the topic corporate entrepreneurship in Macedonia 
showed that there are only few articles written on the topic, but no research was yet done and 
published. The response from the managers when we started the research was that they 
perceive corporate entrepreneurship as something very important for their organizations, and 
see this process as needed for creating competitive advantage. On the other hand, most of the 
organizations in Macedonia still have rigid organizational structure, ineffective communication 
channels and lot of other barriers for creating entrepreneurial organizations. Still, there are good 
examples in Macedonia that have well developed corporate entrepreneurship. One of these 
organizations is Seavus, which nowadays operates as a multinational company, which is 
concentrated in developing new products and services. They are operating in the spirit of 
innovation, creativity and challenges for greater success. This example can serve as a good 
role model for other organizations in Macedonia and may be a case study for our next research 
in the field of corporate entrepreneurship. 
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Anytime, anywhere access to real-time intelligence from remote devices is changing 
the way that businesses operate. The purpose of the paper is compare existing Fleet 
Management systems and brings together Fleet management solution enablers with 
regional technology leaders to shorten time to market of new products and grab the 
opportunities that machine to machine (M2M) market has to offer in the region. The 
research focuses on different marketing models of the existing solutions reselling 
models, in-house development model and also external innovation model. Although 
the number of connected devices, machines that require connectivity is increasing, so 
far they have not been widely adopted in the South East European region. The paper 
explores the key business drivers behind machine to machine (M2M) communications, 
the different hardware, software and communications elements involved, and describe 
how to introduce the technology effectively.  

Keywords 
Corporate Entrepreneurship, Fleet Management Solution, Open Innovation, Strategy 
Development Process 

1. Introduction 

Recent technological developments in several of industries such as automotive industry, 
Healthcare, Electricity, Banking and Retail have led to discovering new business models and 
created new market potential. On the other hand Telecom companies that have already 
achieved a high penetration level on most of the existing markets are in a search for new 
challenges that would enable them further growth within the industry. This growth would be in 
the field of M2M communication where the number of connected devices increases and is 
estimated that the number of connectable machines is five times greater than the amount of 
humans [1].  
The research paper evaluates available Fleet Management solutions and explores the 
possibilities for regional partnerships using M2M technology. The effectiveness of a 
company’s transport and logistics system has a major impact on cost structure, revenues, 
and competitiveness of the business. However it still leaves room for further improvements 
and providing solutions for specific types of businesses that operate locally, with main focus 
on Transport and Logistics Company that is included in the research paper.  
Previous successful use case on taxi companies is elaborated in [2] which describe the 
benefits of Fleet Management system for route, fuel monitoring, all resulting on higher 
number of trips per car, higher revenues and reduced costs.  
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Fleet management system has brought GPS technology into every type of vehicle used for 
both tracking and navigation. The tracking part of the device helps the system detect and 
notify where the vehicle is moving, whereas the navigation part helps the driver to reach the 
destination. Companies that run several of businesses and are in need of such solution can 
be identified in different segments, and those mainly include: 
� Transport and logistics companies, they operate large fleets that need to know where 

they are located and how to optimize their transport routes, or ensure that the goods 
which are transported are secure 

� Taxi companies, real-time tracking of their vehicles and additional monitoring 
functionalities to keep costs under control 

� Public transport companies, mainly include bus transportation system for local, regional 
or international transport 

� Security agencies, mainly track their fleet for security reasons 
� Other companies or institutions, that are in need to track their fleet in order to reduce their 

operational costs, ambulances, municipalities, banks 
As we take into consideration Fleet Management system in transport and logistics in this 
paper, the devices used for this research paper include terminals like TELTONIKA FM1100 
and FM4200 [3]. The software for reporting, monitoring and managing the fleet is hosted on 
cloud infrastructure (offering as SaaS, Software as a Service) and can be easily accessed by 
the end customer without any additional need of expensive servers, or additional 
software/hardware installations. This presents a different model from what previous systems 
offer as a solution where mostly customers have to take care locally about the data that is 
collected from the devices. 
Part 2 gives a literature review based on some published work on Fleet Management 
features or solutions. The following part of the paper compares current business models and 
which models create competitive advantage for the company allowing it to connect to the 
overall innovation process. It gives an overview on the solutions in Macedonia and which are 
the factors of introducing innovative product on the market. Part 4 of the paper shares the 
result of the experiment and the last part the derived conclusions. 

2. Literature review 

Several researches are conducted for various solutions which are dedicated for solving 
several problems. Persson in [4] describes how multi-agents are illustrated within a smart 
parking management application. Other research papers in the field of fleet management [5], 
[6], [7]; describe basic implementation, where the research paper [7] describes how the 
Alcohol detection module is implemented in the vehicles. When alcohol will be detected the 
led from the experiment will glow. Research paper presented in [8] explains how SMS 
technology can help to locate the vehicle. The proposed work collects positions of the vehicle 
via GPS receiver and then sends the data of positions to specialized server by the SMS 
service. After that the position of the mobile vehicle will be displayed on Google Map. The 
main disadvantage with this solution is that the system offers only live tracking and historical 
reconstruction.  
Paper [9] mainly consists of three steps including vehicle region extraction, vehicle tracking 
and classification. After vehicle detection, a graph-based vehicle tracking method is used for 
building the correspondence between the vehicles detected. The communication through 
satellites can be used as a substitute technology but this has many disadvantages and those 
include the cost of implementing such solutions is expensive for a one time investment and 
monthly/yearly licenses. The only benefit is that it does not require additional costs such for 
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GPRS traffic, neither roaming DATA charges which at the moment are high and are not 
regulated in the South East European market by regulatory agencies as they are on 
European Union markets [10]. However running satellite solution is more expensive and 
provides worse experience due to the fact that parameters send to the server require longer 
period [11]. 

3. Situation in Macedonia and region 

Fleet management can optimize capital assets while minimizing operations and maintenance 
costs.  Unlike in the case of manufacturing, large-scale installations offer limited economies 
of scale. While the cost of vehicle tracking technology decreases over time as volumes 
increase, the cost of installation and logistics remains the same and it is estimated to account 
for half of the total cost. Thus the ability to execute an efficient rollout is therefore the most 
critical factor for achieving high return of investments in vehicle tracking. These are one of 
the main reasons why such systems are not yet widely deployed in Macedonia and countries 
in the region. Currently there are different vendors that offer such solutions with different set 
of functionalities but most of them do not take into consideration the particular needs of 
general use cases.  
Parties involved that could offer such solution include: 
� Solution provider 
� Hardware manufacturer 
� Network operator 
� Open business model 
Results of the analysis for all available option are summarized in the table 1. Conclusions are 
derived from interviews with solution providers, end customers and market monitoring of ac-
tual sales in the region. 
 

Table 1 Advantages/Disadvantages of solution approach. 

 Solution 
Provider 

Hardware 
manufacturer 

Network 
Operator 

Open 
business 

model 
Know-How High High Low High 
Billing system 
expertise 

Very Low Very Low High High 

Target potential 
customers 

Medium Low Medium High 

Marketing Very Low Very Low High High 
Financial benefit Medium Medium Medium High 
Cloud Infrastructure Medium Low High High 
Sales force Medium Low High High 
 
From the table 1 solution provider companies are the experts when building such solutions 
but they lack the following important points:  
� Billing system for maintaining and revenue collection from end user for providing such 

service 
� Marketing and sales force to promote and sell the solution using their CRM system.  
On the other sides mobile network operators lack the developing experience (Know-How) 
due to being focused into mainly core business solutions.  
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That is the reason that the model in this paper combines both parties with involvement of end 
customers in form of partnership model which is a win-win situation for all parties involved. 
The changing forces in the economics of innovation are forcing companies to open up their 
innovation process. According to Chesbrough in [12] this forces include the rising costs of 
technology development, combined with the shortening of marketing live products.  
With open business model companies are broadening the potential markets by utilizing all 
the resources by not restricting the markets that are close to the core businesses. This is 
shown in figure 1. 
 

 
Figure 1 The new business model of Open Innovation [12]. 

 

3.1 Challenge of introducing new product in short time 

Common features which most of the Fleet Management solutions provide are explained in 
Table 2 and there are several features that need to be upgraded to fit certain types of 
businesses.  
 

Table 2 Common features and improvements. 

 Existing solutions Room for improvement 
Live tracking of one or more vehicles X  
Follow speed of movement X  
Graphical reconstruction of trajectory of 
movement in map 

X  

Report for point of interest (time spent 
and length from point to point) 

X  

Report for total usage of vehicle, highest 
speed, average speed, engine on/off 

X  
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Defining route (control if vehicle is out of 
interest zone) 

X  

Position of vehicle through SMS (when 
on roaming network) 

X X 

“Panic button” – alarming button for 
certain situations 

X X 

Engine blockage  X 
Radius alarm – vehicle movement 
without engine on 

X  

Geo-fencing – alarming in case of 
entrance/exit of a defined zone 

X X 

Fuel consumption  X 
Temperature level   X 

 
The case which was studied in this research paper has to do with solving specific need for 
special target group of customers resulting in new revenue stream. One such special target 
group was described in previous paper [2] which was intended for taxi companies. With 
companies that work with transport and logistics different unmet needs were identified. 
Drivers that work for a transport and logistics company travel longer than average drivers 
making them exposed to more potentially dangerous situations. The existing Fleet 
Management system does not provide the functionality to alert the driver when certain 
hazardous situations are about to occur.   

3.2 External innovation for addressing costs and revenues 

Mobile network operator through their business channels are constantly in contact with end 
customers and regularly conduct market research to measure what types of services 
customer needs and identify new markets for generating new revenue streams. By using 
external innovation the lifetime of launching new product is shorter and at the same time 
reducing the costs for development by cooperation with Fleet Management solution provider 
that have the know-how. The main challenge was to find a hardware vendor that would 
provide a system for collision preventing because Teltonika devices do not provide such 
functionality. Then the system for collision preventing has to be integrated with the Fleet 
Management system to be able to track all information. 
Figure 2 shows some of the features that the system provides and those include: 
� Reports or alerts when vehicles are used out of working hours for private purposes 
� Places that are visited outside of the defined zone that is allowed 
� Fuel sensors – detect the fuel level of the vehicle 
� Driver identification – whether an authorized driver is driving the vehicle 
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Figure 2 Live tracking and reporting of Fleet Management system. 

The collision preventing system is a system that is provided by MobileEye [13] a 
development center for Advance Driver �ssistance Systems (ADAS) that cooperates with 
OEM (Original Equipment Manufacturer) in automotive industry and Fleet Management 
Systems Providers worldwide. Their Collision Prevention System is consisted of the following 
components (Figure 3): 
� Camera/Buzzer Unit 
� Display and Control Unit 
 

 
Figure 2 Components of Collision Prevention System. 

The camera/buzzer unit identifies lane markings, vehicles and pedestrians that are ahead of 
the driver. It also instructs the system display unit as to which alert to display. 
The display and control unit provides with visual alerts like visual indication of the driving 
distance from the vehicle ahead, system status indications like low visibility indication. 
The system alerts in several cases  for example when the driver is in danger to collision with 
the vehicle, pedestrian ahead, or also when the driver is about to unintentionally swerve 
outside of the lane he is driving in. 

4. Results 

The implementation was successfully implemented on one of the leading companies in the 
country for transporting beverages. The whole components of the system were installed on 
83 vehicles. The main challenges for the project are that there is no blueprint for 
development and standards are still being set. Developing an in-house solution from scratch 
would have taken longer time and increased cost for R&D. The connection scheme is 
displayed in figure 3. 
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Figure 2 Collision Prevention System connection scheme. 

The camera/buzzer unit identifies lane markings, vehicles and pedestrians that are ahead of 
the driver. 
Display and Control Unit gives indications what is the distance from the vehicle ahead. 

5. Conclusions 

It is now possible to link almost any type of remote machine to critical information systems 
and gather real-time field intelligence that can be used to improve efficiency, reduce costs, 
introduce new services and gain competitive advantage. The new product developed could 
target as well as international markets thus bringing opportunity for revenue generation and 
improved customer satisfaction. M2M projects are specific to a vertical industry, requiring 
expert knowledge of that sector [14]. Large enterprises have large IT departments with the 
resources and business knowledge to develop in-house systems but they still need suppliers 
and partners for sourcing sensors, devices, hardware, wireless connectivity and Fleet 
Management software platforms. Future research will include developing similar scenarios 
using innovation SIT tools [15] (multiplication technique) to introduce new product for 
different M2M vertical. 
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Abstract: The aim of this paper is to analyse methodical and practical aspects of FDI 
and its impact on the GDP growth rate in Serbia. The need for extensive enterprise 
restructuring and modernization in view of limited domestic resources creates an 
environment where the potential benefits of FDI are especially valuable. Also, 
transition economies are well placed to benefit from the technology and knowledge 
transfer associated with FDI. As a result, attracting FDI has become a prominent item 
on the policy agenda, especially in transition economies. In this paper we rely on the 
analysis of empirical studies, which in combination with the analytical approach and 
econometric methodology, is supposed to show whether FDI have influence on GDP 
growth rate. The first part deals with literature review. The second chapter presents 
benefits Serbian government provides to attract FDI and level of FDI since a beginning 
of transition process. The third chapter analyse through regression model whether 
FDI have influence on GDP growth rate in Serbia. GDP growth rate is used as an 
independent variable and FDI is used as a dependent one. Finally, we presented some 
findings whether FDI play a key role in economic development in Serbia. 
 
Keywords:  
Correlation between FDI and GDP growth rate, FDI in Serbia, GDP growth rate in Serbia  
 
1. Introduction – Literature Review 
 
During the last decade a number of interesting studies on the role of foreign direct 
investment in stimulating economic growth has appeared. In an excellent survey de Mello 
lists two main channels through which FDI may be growth enhancing. [1] First, FDI can 
encourage the adoption of new technology in the production process through capital 
spillovers. Second, FDI may stimulate knowledge transfers, both in terms of labour training 
and skill acquisition and by introducing alternative management practices and better 
organizational arrangements. The way in which FDI affects growth is likely to depend on the 
economic and technological conditions in the host country. 
Macroeconomic studies – using aggregate FDI flows for a broad cross-section of countries – 
generally suggest a positive role for FDI in generating economic growth especially in 
particular environments. [2] For instance, Borensztein, De Gregorio, and Lee argue that FDI 
has a positive growth-effect when the country has a highly educated workforce that allows it 
to exploit FDI spillovers. [3] While Blomstrom, Lipsey, and Zejan find no evidence that 
education is critical, they argue that FDI has a positive growth-effect when a country is 
sufficiently rich in terms of per capita income. [4] In turn, Alfaro, Chandra, Kalemli-Ozcan, 
and Sayek draw attention to financial markets as they find that FDI promotes economic 
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growth in economies with sufficiently developed financial markets, [5] while 
Balasubramanyam, Salisu, and Sapsoford emphasize trade openness as being crucial for 
acquiring the potential growth impact of FDI. [6]  
Choe analyse bi-directional causality between FDI and growth, although he finds the causal 
impact from FDI to growth to be weak. [7] Basu, Chakraborty and Reagle emphasize trade 
openness as a crucial determinant for the impact of FDI on growth, as they find two-way 
causality in open economies, both in the short and the long run, whereas the long-run 
causality is unidirectional from growth to FDI in relatively closed economies. [8] 
Romer argues that there are important idea gaps between rich and poor countries. [9] He 
notes that foreign investment can ease the transfer of technological and business know-how 
to poorer countries. These transfers may have substantial spillover effects for the entire 
economy. Thus, foreign investment may boost the productivity of all firms, not just those 
receiving foreign capital. [10] In contrast, some theories predict that FDI in the presence of 
pre-existing trade, price, financial, and other distortions will hurt resource allocation and slow 
growth. [11] Thus, theory produces ambiguous predictions about the growth effects of FDI 
and some models suggest that FDI will only promote growth under certain policy conditions. 
Carkovic and Levine find that the exogenous component of FDI does not exert a robust, 
positive influence on economic growth. [12] Hansen and Rand we find that, on average, FDI 
has a significant long-run impact on GDP irrespectively of the level of development. [13] 
FDI is growth-enhancing in the long run, via both knowledge transfers and the accumulation 
of capital stocks embodying newer technologies, and then this impact is likely to be lower in 
technological leaders than laggards. [14] As a result, the impact of FDI on growth seems to 
depend inversely on the technological gap between leaders and followers, even though there 
is evidence that the bulk of FDI occurs across technologically advanced economies. [15] 
 
2. Volume and Structure of FDI in Serbia 
 
The first regulations on foreign investment in the Yugoslav economy were adopted in July 
1967, while more comprehensive foundations for regulating this field were established by the 
1971 Constitutional Amendments. Ever since then this formulation has become a permanent 
provision of all the laws on foreign investments in the economy of Yugoslavia and, today, in 
the Republic of Serbia. 
The level and dynamics of FDI in the period from 2001 to 2011 proved to be very uneven and 
such trends were the result of both internal and external factors. The leading internal factors 
included perceived instability, undeveloped institutions, as well as political differences in 
terms of reforms and European integration – particularly since the vast majority of EU 
members recognised Kosovo's independence in early 2008. The key external factors of FDI 
standstill were a relative abundance of capital up until late 2007 and the financial crisis, 
followed by the withdrawal of foreign investors, especially portfolio investors, from 2008 
onwards. The level of FDI in the period from 2004 to 2011 we can see in the Chart 1. 
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Chart 1 FDI in million EUR in Serbia in the period from 2004 to 2011 – annual data 

 
 
According to the level and dynamics of foreign direct investments (FDI), the entire 2001-2011 
period can be divided into three sub-periods; the first from 2001 to 2005, second from 2006 
to 2008 and third from 2009 to 2011.  
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Finally, during the financial and economic crisis from 2009 to 2011, FDI fell by about 50%, 
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By far the greatest volume of FDI during the period from 2004 to 2011 was invested in the 
service sector; about 42% of total FDI volume. About 90% of FDI was related to the purchase 
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Chart 2 FDI level as the percent of GDP in the period from 2001 to 2011 

 
As geography, climate and other specific benefits Stepanovic quotes: location along Corridor 
10, linking Europe and the Middle East, central position in Southeast Europe and along the 
longest international waterway on the River Danube; free trade agreements with the Russian 
Federation, Southeast European countries (CEFTA), EFTA, Belarus, Kazakhstan and 
Turkey, simplified and liberal regulations on foreign trade and foreign investments, 
particularly within the seven free trade zones, shortened company registration procedure 
(one stop shop), competitive workforce, knowledge of foreign languages, computer literacy, 
very favourable, moderate continental climate, good and favourable supply of high-quality 
commercial and housing property, cheap natural foods and a great number of restaurants 
with diverse offers, a wide variety of cultural and entertainment facilities, natural rarities and 
environmental landscape treasures. [16] 
According to Andreas Beikos (head of the EIB regional office in Belgrade), the climate for 
foreign investments have improved over the last three to four years and the perception might 
be that FDI will be on the rise considerably after Serbia obtained candidate status. Broad 
political, economic and social reforms – not to mention the dismantling of unnecessary 
bureaucracy – must be implemented, as these reforms lay the foundations for the promotion 
of a friendly business environment. This would unlock the momentum for much-needed FDI, 
as the Western Balkans are well placed to attract FDI due to a relatively low cost base, a 
skilled labour force and good geographical position. 
According to Ernst Bode (president of Delegation of German Economy in Serbia), difficulties 
are created by sometimes appalling and confused procedures of the public administration, as 
well as its suffocating tardiness. The natural gas price is extremely high, the highway fees 
are too high, there are many hidden costs and the quality of infrastructure should be 
improved. There is a frightening lack of liquidity in the market. The advantages include the 
education of the people, the eagerness of many of them to move ahead, and their still 
relatively healthy attitude towards work and success compared to others. Tax rates are very 
stimulating and the electricity price is favourable. 
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3. Whether FDI have Influence on GDP Growth Rate in Serbia? 
 
About level of FDI in Serbia we discuss in previous chart. Here we try to link FDI level and 
GDP growth in Serbia during the period from 2004 to 2011. First of all we decided to present 
FDI level in RSD million and GDP level in RSD million in Serbia in the period from 2004 to 
2011 graphically.  
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Chart 3 FDI in RSD million and GDP in RSD million in Serbia in the period from 2004 to 2011 

 
In the next step we used the Least Squares method. As a dependent variable we used GDP 
in million RSD and as a dependent one we used FDI in million RSD. There are 32 included 
observations, because we observed quarterly data from January 2004 to December 2011. 
The observed model is: 

GDP = c(1) + c(2) × FDI + � 
 

 Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Prob. 
C(1) 422506.2 10398.19 40.63268 0.0010 
C(2) 0.310022 0.094520 3.279956 0.0026 

 
R-squared 0.263950     Mean dependent var. 448655.6 
Adjusted R-squared 0.239415     S.D. dependent var. 43299.67 
S.E. of regression 37762.30     Akaike info criterion 23.97647 
Sum squared resid. 4.28E+10     Schwarz criterion 24.06808 
Log likelihood -381.6235     Durbin-Watson stat 0.989475 

 
In the next step we want to test whether there are autocorrelation in the model. We used 
Breusch-Godfrey Serial Correlation LM Test and results are presented in the Table. 
 

F-statistic 3.903574 Probability 0.007329 
Obs*R-squared 15.80480 Probability 0.014841 

 
In the Least Squares method there is RESID as a dependent variable. Resample missing 
value lagged residuals set to zero. There are six legs and we can see results in the Table. 
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Variable Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Prob. 
C(1) 13083.50 9225.903 1.418127 0.1690 
C(2) -0.150237 0.092697 -1.620732 0.1181 

RESID(-1) 0.519818 0.192805 2.696077 0.0126 
RESID(-2) -0.095959 0.208581 -0.460056 0.6496 
RESID(-3) -0.109249 0.180725 -0.604501 0.5512 
RESID(-4) 0.764476 0.203896 3.749351 0.0010 
RESID(-5) -0.395573 0.217604 -1.817861 0.0816 
RESID(-6) -0.014033 0.222370 -0.063107 0.9502 

 
R-squared 0.493900     Mean dependent var. 1.05E-11 
Adjusted R-squared 0.346287     S.D. dependent var. 37148.24 
S.E. of regression 30035.28     Akaike info criterion 23.67045 
Sum squared resid. 2.17E+10     Schwarz criterion 24.03688 
Log likelihood -370.7272     Durbin-Watson stat 1.542101 

 
 

 
Mean  1.05E-11 
Median  7142.264 
Maximum 52985.42 
Minimum          -81548.87 
Std. Dev. 37148.24 
Skewness -0.491920 
Kurtosis 2.261873 
Jarque-Bera 2.017028 
Probability 0.364761 

 
 

 
 

 
4. Conclusions – Whether FDI Play a Key Role in Economic 
Development in Serbia? 
 
We can concluded that FDI have influence in level of GDP in Serbia, but not so much as we 
expected bearing in mind that an attraction of foreign investments is the main aim of Serbian 
government. As we see in our simplified regression model 26% of GDP changing can be 
explained by changing of FDI level in the observed period from 2004 to 2011. Values of 
Obs*R-squared, Skewness, Kurtosis, Jarque-Bera indicators suggest that there are not 
autocorrelation between observed variables. There may be a time leg between a moment 
when foreign investments were realised and a moment when they had impact on GDP level 
According to Hildegard Gacek (EBRD Director for Serbia) FDI is very important for growth, 
both short-term – because it immediately leads to economic activity – and long-term – 
because investors can bring new skills and processes that promote long-term productivity in 
the country. When it comes to investment and the business environment in Serbia, we have 
witnessed significant improvements since 2001, when an office was first opened here. In 
principle, foreign investors have been successful in their operations and are generally 
satisfied with the quality of the business environment. Of course, there‘s always plenty of 
room for improvement in this regard. There are many attractive opportunities for investors in 
Serbia – a central location in the heart of Europe, a long-term European perspective, 
competitive tax rates and profits and also, in some ways, a skilled workforce. However, 
investors sometimes face difficulties like permits, administrative delays, etc. and those 
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regarding the inefficiency of public administration at both national and local levels. These are 
primary areas that require further improvement. 
The transition model of economic growth in Serbia was largely based on attracting foreign 
direct investments through privatization in order to modernize and recover economy by 
acquiring new knowledge, technologies and techniques of management and sales. This 
process did not give visible results due also to the fact that, apart from well-known 
international companies, the so-called new owners of capital, often of unknown origin, also 
took part in privatization with dubious and short-term motives and without virtually any legal 
entrepreneurial experience. 
The conclusion reached after several empirical studies on the relationship between FDI and 
economic development is that the effects of FDI are complex. From a macro perspective, 
they are often regarded as generators of employment, high productivity, competiveness, and 
technology spillovers. Especially for the least developed countries, FDI means higher 
exports, access to international markets and international currencies, being an important 
source of financing, substituting bank loans.  
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Abstract 
 
 
Purpose: Sierra Leone is undergoing the process of state building, which includes 
increasing state capacity to provide services to its people and improve the business 
environment (1).  Entrepreneurship should constitute a key part of national strategy to 
achieve growth (2).  This study seeks to understand how entrepreneurship is understood 
and manifest from different perspectives of the diamond mining industry in Sierra Leone.  
Design/Methodology/Approach: this is a qualitative study that applies narrative and 
interpretive analysis to interviews conducted with government officials, miners and 
brokers.  The paper examines Kiznerian theories of entrepreneurship in the evidence 
collected from a developing West African nation.  
Findings: the findings show that the miners and the State have different perceptions of 
entrepreneurship.  The informal and unregistered status of many of these ‘companies’ 
marginalizes the miners; but also the State strategy of protecting foreign direct investors 
also diminishes the capabilities of lesser-established, registered companies.  
Research limitations: The research is limited because of time and resource constraints; 
however, rather than a large sample size, the study sought to represent every level of 
the local diamond production. 
Practical and/or social implications: In developing countries, informal sectors of the 
economy can embody much entrepreneurial activity that is often outside of government 
regulation and support. This study attempts to shed light on the linkage between 
informality and perceptions of entrepreneurship in the diamonds sector in Sierra Leone.  
In doing so, the study becomes more than a Schumpeter versus Kirzner comparison, 
rather it calls for an individual/brokerage view versus a systemic view of 
entrepreneurship.  Hence, entrepreneurship in Sierra Leone needs to be understood 
more in terms of political and institutional embeddedness rather than individual traits or 
organizational features.   
Originality: This study is a pilot study to explore entrepreneurship in a non-Western 
context.  Although other studies have sought to reframe the concept in this way, this 
study examines a little research group of aspiring entrepreneurs in eastern and northern 
Sierra Leone. The study is uses primary data to empirically test tradition concepts of 
entrepreneurship.  
 
Keywords: entrepreneurship, Sierra Leone, extractive industries, and informal 
sector 
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1. Introduction 
 
Entrepreneurship has been defined in the literature in many ways; however, for this 
study, I am using the definition put forth by Shane and Venkataraman (5), who argue 
that examining entrepreneurship is to examine ‘how, by whom, and with what effects 
opportunities to create future goods are discovered, evaluated, and exploited.’  This 
framing of entrepreneurship allows us to look at the stakeholders involved in the Sierra 
Leone diamond mining industry. Their definition also ties into Kirzner’s (6) formulation of 
an entrepreneurship based on arbitrage and alertness of market disequilibriums.  Lastly, 
the definition highlights the tensions and challenges that exist due to the regulatory 
practices of the state and the imperatives of foreign mining companies operating in the 
country; both of which directly affect the trajectory and competitiveness of local Sierra 
Leoneans in the international market for diamonds.   Academic literature struggles to 
clarify how perceptions of entrepreneurship are understood and manifested in West 
Africa neither does it sufficiently show how entrepreneurship benefits the lives of Sierra 
Leonean miners. Preliminary interviews conducted for this study revealed that some of 
these miners regularly engage with state regulatory bodies to develop their business and 
to resolve conflicts.  But this engagement is not uniform, and the extent and nature of 
this interaction is absent from academic literature.  Additionally, even less is known 
about the extent to which the local miners collaborate with each other.  
 
Not all diamond miners are necessarily entrepreneurs; however, those who identify 
themselves as entrepreneurs face significant barriers in directly reaching the global 
market. This situation is the result of a clear divide between the behaviours of registered 
formal Sierra Leonean companies and the unregistered informal ones that constitute the 
core of this research.  The economic actors in this study (independent miners, 
multinational mining companies, the State, and diamond agents) can be situated as 
interdependent, networked and culturally embedded.  Preliminary interviews show that 
miners often experience much frustration in trying to access the global market.   Some 
miners feel frustrated in trying to access the global market without having to go through 
the more powerful mid-sized Lebanese companies and indigenous agents who act as 
brokers.  Other miners face direct competition from Western, South African and more 
recently, Chinese mining companies who are supported by the Sierra Leonean 
government.   Even with such challenges, one Sierra Leonean miner also uses the fact 
that his mines are adjacent to the mines of MNEs as a means to raise the perceived 
value of his own product. Hence, this paper examines the nexus between the State, 
entrepreneurship in diamond mining, and the theoretical frameworks that shape the 
discourse of entrepreneurship.  In doing so, the study will explore a relationship that is 
dialectic and contentious with unclear boundaries between competition and 
collaboration.  
 
The next part of this article is devoted to defining the ideological framework of the 
discussion.  The primarily framework is the work of Kirzner and the Austrian School. 
However, as I will show later, this West African case does not perfectly fit the Kirzner 
model, nor does it fit the work of the other major contributor to our understanding of 
entrepreneurship, Schumpeter.  The next part will look at the experiences of the miners 
and how they perceive entrepreneurship.  This will be followed by an analysis of the 
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State’s perception of the activity of these miners.  The last part will be discussion 
followed by the conclusion and recommendations.   

 
2. Conceptual Framework  

 
The formation of entrepreneurship can result from two main areas of recognition.  One is 
the ability to innovate. Schumpeter (7) showed that innovation was a necessary 
component of entrepreneurship, which in turn drives the market.  In his view, innovation 
could take the form of introducing new products to the market but also the act of entering 
new market and/or tapping into new sources of supply.  For Schumpeter, the 
entrepreneur served to ‘reform or revolutionize the pattern of production by exploiting an 
invention, or more generally, an untried technological pattern’ (8).  However, in the case 
of the local miners, fieldwork conducted in this study revealed very little innovation. 
However, innovation may be minimal due to the high labour mobility of the workers in 
moving between registered and unregistered companies. Additionally, any gains from 
innovation for any single mining group would be short lived because of the close 
networking among the groups Bradley et al (9) argue that necessity-based 
entrepreneurs, often found in developing countries such as Sierra Leone, are ‘less likely 
to engage in a thorough search for innovative opportunities and are more likely to focus 
on imitative opportunities.’ In like fashion, Aldrich and Martinez (10) describe these 
entities as ‘reproducer organizations’, whereby little innovation occurs because of the 
‘existence of socially created “truths”’ about the market and the possibilities of 
innovation.  By contrast, the second significant contribution to understanding 
entrepreneurship comes from the work of Israel Kirzner (6,11,12).  For Kirzner, 
entrepreneurship centers on arbitrage opportunities and alertness that create 
entrepreneurship.  This discovery is primarily achieved through disequilibrium in the 
market (11).  Two main tenets of Kirzner’s (13) approach is that market equilibration is a 
‘systematic process in which market participants acquire more and more accurate and 
complete mutual knowledge’ and within the process of equilibration, entrepreneurial 
discovery occurs. 
 
Aside from these two guiding theories, other aspects of entrepreneurship should be 
considered with respect to the Sierra Leonean miners.  For example, Fogel et al (14) 
point out that entrepreneurship in developing economies takes a different pathway that 
relates to the existing formal and informal networks of institutions.  The institutions 
themselves are constituted by and through socially and legally acceptable modes of 
behaviour of the geographic area where such institutions are based. Furthermore, the 
cultural embeddedness of entrepreneurship means that social and cultural values have a 
direct bearing on how entrepreneurship occurs (15) and, that is also defined by particular 
legal infrastructures (16). Although countries and regions in Africa share some cultural 
and legal similarities, the distinctness among them complicates the usage of a sole 
‘African’ entrepreneurial model and how different actors within a given economy 
perceive the concept.  Such distinctness is a consequence of a very localised 
negotiation between actors based on shared cultural values; all of which develop 
organically. 
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Most of the miners in this study tended to be small-scale miners, which means that they 
are allowed to mine more than six feet deep and use an array of (low-level) technology.  
These miners have organized themselves into organizations that become informal 
(unregistered) companies with an organizational structure that facilitates the mining to 
occur.  However, Fogel et al (14) argue that entrepreneurs need ‘information about 
technological innovations and new business practices, the foresight to see where these 
might lead and the judgment to get there.’  The conditions and relationships that shape 
the local economy of diamond mining suggest that the values that characterize 
entrepreneurship in the West might not have transnational appeal.  While it may be the 
case that some miners are managers or leaders (rather than entrepreneurs), it is 
increasingly apparent that at least some are seeking more entrepreneurial roles.   As 
such, they face not only the usual obstacles of entrepreneurship, but also barriers that 
are geopolitical and perhaps cultural. As mentioned, neither Kirzner’s nor Schumpeter’s 
conceptual frameworks sufficiently capture the local economic activities related to this 
industry.  The key point is that there is a lacuna about how these miners orientate 
themselves and respond to discourses about entrepreneurship.  
 
While other models and conceptualizations of entrepreneurship abound (17–20), 
Kirzner’s model is one of the most enduring foundations of the concept and is most 
related to this case.  As a result, I am situating this research within the Austrian 
framework of entrepreneurship.  Although, the use of this model offers some insights 
into this mining entrepreneurial activity, this analysis will need support from other 
scholars; namely, the work of Gartner et al (21) who argue that entrepreneurial 
behaviour of many individuals, as opposed to a single entrepreneur, creates and 
potentially sustains an organization. It is also worth noting that the focus of this paper is 
on entrepreneurship at a social and economic level rather than any specific 
manifestation or outcome of entrepreneurship.  
 

3. Methodology 
 
This paper is the product of a funded pilot study conducted in Sierra Leone from 
December 2012 to January 2013.  The project examines how entrepreneurship occurs in 
a particular context to understand the extent to which culture and circumstance affect its 
meaning.  The qualitative study used interviewees drawn from multiple levels of analysis 
(22) who engage in the domestic diamond network chain.  However, the experiences of 
the Sierra Leonean mine operators received special emphasis because it is they who 
face the greatest challenges in this case.  Although the sample size was relatively small 
(6 government officials, 10 local miners in two regions), the respondents were taken 
from every aspect of the local diamond mining activity in order to provide as complete a 
picture as possible given limited resources. The government agencies included 
representatives from the governmental agency, SLIEPA (the Sierra Leone Investment 
and Export Promotion Agency); an officer in the Ministry of Mines (Freetown); the deputy 
director of Department of Geology; an officer from the Office of Administration and 
Registry (Freetown), and a special assistant to the President of Sierra Leone. The 
mining companies vary in size but usually contain less than 25 ‘employees’.  One of the 
companies was registered with the Sierra Leone government from July 2011. In total 
there were 10 Sierra Leonean heads of mining companies, one former head, and one 
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Lebanese businessman and former diamond trader.  Narrative and interpretive analysis 
was then used on the interview data to analyze the experiences of the miners and to 
develop a discourse on how the State interprets the role of these miners in the economy.  
The interviews took place under a variety of conditions ranging from air-conditioned 
government offices to interviewing respondents with the entire village present.  The 
questions were centered around the relationship between the miners and the State, 
collaboration and conflict among the miners and MNEs, access to capital, and the 
miners’ perceptions of entrepreneurship.  
 

4. The Miners as Entrepreneurs 
 
One of the main differences between both the Schumpeter and Kirzner models and the 
reality of entrepreneurship in the Sierra Leone case is related to how these miners 
become entrepreneurs.  According to the interviewees in this study, entrepreneurship in 
mining depends on an ability to coordinate activities and physical and mental strength 
rather than the alertness or opportunity that the Austrian view purports.  Although 
entrepreneurial alertness particularly with regard to market disequilibrium significantly 
attributes to entrepreneurship (23), entrepreneurial activities in the Tongo and Kono 
areas seem to occur organically or through consensus based on some perceived innate 
abilities.  Even a respondent whose company is registered acknowledges that he was 
‘chosen’ to represent the company in Freetown because he had ‘some schooling and 
could read.’  The question then is, does being innately able-bodied and ‘strong’ equate 
to being alert in Kirznerian sense? Three of the miners interviewed said that they were 
‘born into diamond mining’ and that they know no other work.  This argument in itself 
does not make them entrepreneurs; however, they would have developed particular 
levels of human capital over their life that positions them for a leadership role at 
minimum and, if they succeed in steering the organization into new directions, as 
entrepreneurs.  They saw themselves as entrepreneurs because they were appointed by 
the group of miners to organize the work and represent the interests of their fellow 
miners to outside parties. This suggests that entrepreneurship is also about being 
perceived as an entrepreneur by others.  Note the comments of two different 
entrepreneurs:  
 

1st respondent: The head of the company does not work, he is only there to supervise the workers, 
and he owns the company.  
 
Aaron: how do they determine who will be the head of the company?  
 
1st respondent: it depends on their health; if he can do the work better then he will supervise the 
others.  
 
Aaron: So you look around and see who is the most able then you go to work with that person?  
1st respondent: Yes, that’s right.  
 
2nd respondent: The head of the business has to be trustworthy and has to able to find managers 
whom he can trust. If you don’t have somebody who is trustworthy then they can steal that diamond 
and go away and sell it. Honesty is a big problem in the mining industry.  
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Aaron: How do you keep the trust?  
2nd respondent: Well, that is the reason why I have my blood cousin as the operations manager, 
because I am in Freetown.  But I also take care of his son in Freetown. And he takes care of the 
day-to-day mining in Kono. So we take care of each other.  

 
The first point here is that a leader’s trustworthiness and his or her ability to maintain 
trust among the group are key characteristics of a good leader, in their view.  Coleman 
(24) points out that the higher the position of the member of an organization, the ‘greater 
the trust that has been placed on him’.   Second, when the 2nd respondent was asked 
whether he considers himself an entrepreneur, he said, ‘yes, we are small-scale miners’. 
This group selection of a leader and the resulting creation of an organization is ‘the 
principal outcome of entrepreneurship behaviour’ (21); whether recognized by the State 
or not.  In this case, the company itself is registered with the State and based in 
Freetown. However, his workers and the operations manager are not ‘registered’ in any 
systematized way.  They are free to join and leave both registered and unregistered 
companies as they wish.  According to respondents, this is a common practice 
throughout the local industry.  The 2nd respondent clearly articulated the ability and the 
need to maintain trust among the group.  The respondents at the Tongo and Kono 
mining sites displayed strong ties that are no doubt an important characteristic in 
maintaining social trust.  Coleman (24) uses the term ‘closure’ to describe the dense ties 
that exist in guaranteeing a strict observance of norms and customs.  In Tongo, 
interviews took place literally under the curious eyes of many villagers despite the fact 
only a small number of people were actually being interviewed.  These relationships are 
overlain with marriages and extended family and most of the people were of the same 
Mende tribe.  The close-knit relationships are no doubt a good deterrent for dishonesty.  
Licht and Siegel (15) suggest that strong ties would facilitate collaboration because the 
ties would attract resources that ‘depend on non-legal enforcement of obligations.’ 
However, notice the comments of a Lebanese businessman on the issue of 
trustworthiness:  
 

Trust is a major problem.  Maybe the broker [the investor] pays to get the diamonds, but 
the investor may not see the diamonds.  This has created an aversion to investment.  I 
am a Sierra Leonean, but there are also outsiders who come to invest.  Even Sierra 
Leonean investors often have to stand [on site] and just hire the miners by the day, 
otherwise [the investor] gets cut out once diamonds are found.  

 
A striking observation about his comments is that he refers to himself a Sierra Leonean 
despite being Lebanese, born and raised.   His self-description seems to suggest that a 
level of social embeddedness also acts to ensure trust from the workers. In this case, 
closure may not be enough to prevent dishonesty among the miners.  The 1st and 2nd 
respondents above recounted stories of theft, one from her brother. On the other hand, 
strong ties may hinder entrepreneurs from accessing alternative ‘managerial choices 
and/or thinking of new solutions to business problems not already solved with the 
existing network’ (ibid 15).  Hence, the overlapping relationships of the circle of miners 
could also serve as a limiting factor for these entrepreneurs in accessing the market, but 
also in fulfilling the purpose of creating the firm in the first place.  
 
Entrepreneurship was not solely based on the alertness or opportunities for arbitrage in 
their responses; rather, entrepreneurship occurred as a process based on who was 
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perceived by the group to be the best leader.  However, Bradley et al (9) argue that 
opportunity-based entrepreneurship occurs when an entrepreneur takes ‘advantage of 
market opportunities’.   When these miners began the process of ‘selecting’ the leader of 
the organization, they may not have prioritized yet Kirznerian undiscovered market 
opportunities per se; rather, they may have believed that having an organized group with 
a particular leader would be better prepared to compete in the market; a behaviour 
remiscient of the Coasian theory of the firm (25), seemingly a clear example of the 
difference between an entrepreneur and a leader. The formations of these companies 
are entirely informal and are held together not through legal recognition by the State as 
such but rather through kinship and tribal linkages. This organizational structure does 
not mean that the miners have no recourse to resolve problems.  The mining groups 
have also appointed a Chairman who bears the responsibility to resolve problems that 
arise within the group or across groups.  The respondents further noted that if the 
problem cannot be resolved at this level, then the village chief intervenes. 
 
The formation of these companies does not necessary translate to market gains.  In fact, 
the respondents did not appear to desire to gain ‘riches’ from mining diamonds; rather 
their focus was on day-to-day survival; and creating an organization with a leader 
seemed the best way for them to achieve that.  Collaboration with multinationals 
operating in the area would provide some scope for growth.  In a Freetown interview, the 
deputy directors commented that local small-scale and artisanal miners are ‘financially 
handicapped’ and that they sometimes work for or collaborate with multinational 
companies.  However, if the miners do not have support from investors then their own 
operation faces hardships. Although a South African mining company has its regional 
headquarters in a prominent place in Tongo, the local entrepreneurs said that they have 
no relationship with the company.  The deputy director further noted that it was unlikely 
that artisanal miners advanced to the level of small-scale miners, and even more rare 
that small-scale miners become large-scale miners. He also claimed that most large-
scale companies are owned by MNEs.  
 
However, this is not to downplay how the miners characterize entrepreneurship. Skarbek  
(26) argues that entrepreneurial alertness is ‘both nonreplicable and nonrandom’; 
meaning that an intricate knowledge of at least the local market and the resource is 
essential to an entrepreneur.  This depiction of alertness also implies that their 
knowledge is tacit in nature and cannot be systematically transferred.  Given this notion, 
we would expect entrepreneurship to develop in a very particular way given the local 
context. In a pure Kirnerian (6) sense, alertness means that the entrepreneur is ‘the 
“knowledge” of where to find market data’.  Such data is based on an individual’s 
‘subjective perceptions of real resources’ but also the ‘contextual local knowledge of time 
and place’ (26).  In this manner, there is opportunity for arbitrage because the market will 
have ‘moments of disequilibrium’ that allow for entrepreneurial profit.    
 
Kirzner (12) shows that entrepreneurship is tied to discovery, as a result of alertness 
particularly in the form of price differences that create entrepreneurial opportunities. 
However, the diamond market activity in Tongo and Kono regions of a Sierra Leone 
suggests that price differences are not being sufficiently exploited by indigenous 
entrepreneurs. According to a Lebanese businessman, local miners determine the price 
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through interactions with the more than 50 diamond agents that line Hangma Road in 
center of town in Kenema, a major diamond city in the eastern part of the country.  He 
claims that the miners go from shop to shop negotiating prices until they shape an 
'understanding' of the market with respect to price.  However, the small-scale miners in 
Tongo admitted that they have little if any knowledge of the true price of their product. 
Note their comments on the issue:  
 

Respondent: We have not got information.  
 

Aaron: So, how do you know if you are selling a diamond for the right price?  
Respondent: Well, we are just miners, those who buy and sell them in Kenema and they know that 
we are just miners. Those that buy and sell the diamonds [on Hangma Road], they are the ones 
who know…we are just miners. 
 

Hence, the agents on Hangma Road are, in some senses, the only true Kiznerian 
entrepreneurs, because they are able to take advantage of price arbitrage.  When 
pressed further, the miners chuckle in embarrassment. So I add: you don’t know… you 
just trust the [agencies on Hangma Road]?  
 

Respondent: Yes, they will tell you the gold price but they will never tell you the true diamond price 
(on the world market).  

 
Another entrepreneur then said that the gold price is listed on commodities exchange so 
the price tends to be more standardized (universal).  Diamond prices are not listed; 
hence, in order for the miners to know what is the market price they would have to be 
networked in a more systematic way to the global market activity; which is not occurring.  
This lack of social capital for the Tongo entrepreneurs precludes them from taking 
advantage of any price arbitrage, a key component of successful entrepreneurship.  The 
alertness that Kirzner discusses has a muted/diminished effect for this group of miners. 
Furthermore, in the Austrian framework of entrepreneurship, ‘complete relevant 
information’ is not assumed.  The miners who accept a lower price do so because they 
are simply unaware that higher prices are available or what a ‘better’ price should be.  
According to Kirzner (11), those entrepreneurs ‘unaware of prices’ more favourable may 
remain so indefinitely without entrepreneurial alertness. Kirzner (13) further notes that, 
unlike the neoclassical price-taking behaviour, the entrepreneurial role when shortages 
occur ‘the resulting price increases are driven by the entrepreneurs ability to recognize 
‘profit opportunities available through…arbitrage.’  However, for the Tongo miners, such 
alertness and recognition could only be developed through the appearance of small 
differences in the pricing of the agencies on Hangma Road.  This is in no small part due 
to their not having direct access to the global market, which is facilitated through the 
government agency, Sliepa.  
 
Kirzner (12) argues that entrepreneurial alertness 'is not only pushing prices toward 
relevant equality, it is also moving resources from one line of production to another.' But 
for whom is this occurring? The miners themselves have admitted that they have very 
little knowledge regarding the actual market price that occurs on the global market. 
 According to the deputy director of department of geology, the miners tend to sell 
diamonds at far less than the market value; whereas gold is sold at above market rates. 
The lack of knowledge about the market price for diamonds (because this commodity is 
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not traded on the commodities market) is a key factor for the undervaluation of 
diamonds at this early stage of the production chain.  Kirzner (13) differentiates between 
imperfect knowledge of the neo-classical model and ‘sheer (unknown) ignorance’, 
whereby the latter is said to be ‘gradually but systematically’ reduced through 
entrepreneurial discovery.  However, this discovery also serves to increase mutual 
awareness among market participants and further reduce the gap in prices, output and 
input quantities and qualities.  In such manner, the level of ignorance gets reduced.  This 
process would not be occurring in an effective manner if the entrepreneurs were relying 
exclusively on the business relationship developed on Hangma Road.  
 
It would no doubt be difficult for these entrepreneurs even to judge the extent to which 
their ‘business conjecture is potentially viable’ (27) without knowledge of prices and 
quantities.  Hence, the market plays a critical function in conveying information to the 
entrepreneurs in order to guide their decisions regarding production and other operating 
behaviour.  According to the Tongo respondents, there is a great reliance on ‘trust’ in the 
Hangma Road agents to give them a reasonable price for the diamond produce.  Hence, 
what this creates is a falsified ‘market’, in the sense that the entrepreneurs are essential 
cutoff from the global market (in part due to their unregistered status, which will be 
discussed in a later section).   
 
Kirzner’s (12) argument regarding capital and entrepreneurship reflects the need for 
access to capital as necessary condition for entrepreneurship to occur.  However, 
Bradley et al (9) show that many (especially the poor) are ‘precluded’ from 
entrepreneurship because they do not access not only to financial capital but also to 
human and social capital. As a result, would-be entrepreneurs in developing countries 
such as Sierra Leone are often marginalized in their potential and in the State’s 
discourse on entrepreneurship. When one government officer was asked if the State is 
attempting to enable or nurture local talent, he responded, ‘the country is open, for 
everybody, if you have the capital then it is fine.  But if locals do not have capital but 
someone from outside does, then we don’t stop them.’  Bradley et al (9) reassess the 
role of capital in the entrepreneurial process by arguing that without innovation, capital 
alone is insufficient to foster success. However, what is not clear is whether innovation is 
needed before capital or the other way around.  The same government officer went on to 
say the following:  

 
The law is that if you are going to mine in a certain community, then you have to engage 
the community.  You have to engage them.  [MNEs] can bring their expats in with them 
but if we have experts in the local community then you should use them.  You know, it will 
be cheaper because you don’t have to pay them the international wage.  

 
He went on to say that the MNEs have to provide some corporate social responsibility-
type projects, such as building hospitals, roads, and bridges.  However, the benefits that 
accrue from this type of activity do precious little to directly foster new entrepreneurial 
talent among locals. During the fieldwork, there was a pattern of responses that touched 
on a few related points.  The miners felt that all they needed was ‘an investor’ to be 
successful in the industry; however, when pressed further about how the money would 
be used they could not provide a definitive path for development.  
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5. The State and the Miners 
 
The political and market environment within which this activity is occurring shapes how 
entrepreneurship has developed, particularly in the informal sector of Sierra Leone’s 
diamond industry.  Metcalfe (27) argues that the ‘nature and consequences of enterprise 
are embedded in the wider system of market and non-market economic institutions.’  
Hence, it is important to look at how the actions and attitudes of the State have an 
impact on the behaviour of the Tongo and Kono miners.  As explained at the outset, the 
three key state actors are Sliepa (Sierra Leone Investment and Export Promotion 
Agency), the Ministry of Mines, and the Geology Department.  These agencies 
contribute directly to the forward momentum of the mining sector as well as to the 
livelihoods of the miners.  Metcalfe (27) argues that the entrepreneurial structure cannot 
be ‘separated from the instituted structure of the economic system in which it is 
exercised.’  Strong property rights are one of the five instituted features of modern 
capitalism that foster entrepreneurship.  On this front, Kirzner and Schumpeter ignore 
the context of the State and its role in facilitating or deterring entrepreneurship.  It is 
clear from this research that the Sierra Leonean government values the function and 
contributions of entrepreneurs.  This is evidenced through the work of Sliepa.  This 
government-sponsored agency works with a select group of (established, registered) 
Sierra Leonean diamond miners.  Their function is to facilitate inward foreign direct 
investment and also showcase the local traders in a global context.  The organization 
deals with all areas of economic activity separated into export development and 
investment promotion.  This person, Sally Meyers, commented on the relationship 
between Sliepa and the miners:  
 

Aaron: so you have two parts, which of the agency deals more with diamond miners?  
 
Sally: Well, for now, we are more focused on the investment side.  Really we do have 
exports but most of the people who are already in the business of diamond mining and 
who export are already entrenched into society, they already know their way around the 
government offices and, you know, they know how to wrangle. So, it is not much of a big 
deal to export for them. Most times, we have people coming in (from outside) the country.  
 
Aaron: How does information get transmitted to the miners? What types of interactions do 
you have with the miners?  
 
Sally: The people who come to us are the ones we deal with. Because this is a new 
agency, we have not ‘spread our tentacles’ to cater to the miners upcountry. So, we are 
focused on the foreign buyers who come in to invest.  And we do the necessary linkages, 
if he wants to buy we know a few people who the institution can recommend. And we can 
also contact the Ministry of Mines… it’s not like we have information that we send to the 
miners in the remote places.  
 
Aaron: The people who get recommended by your agency, who are these people?  
 
Sally: These are people who have been in the diamond business for a long while and we 
know that they are credible. That is with respect to (foreigners) who have to come in and 
buy raw stones. With the supervision and help of the Ministry of Mines, we select [Sierra 
Leoneans] who we know have been in the business a long time.  
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Hence, the miners being recommended to participate in the global diamond market are 
people who have already developed a relationship with the Ministry of Mines based on 
how the amount of diamonds that the miner exports per month or per year.  She further 
commented that these entrepreneurs are based around the country in places such as 
Kenema and Kono. Regular mobile communication is maintained with these miners; 
however, new entrants find it quite difficult to enter this network with the Ministry of 
Mines, Sliepa and the global market.  The Sliepa representative further comments:  
 

Well, to be honest, someone coming in for the first time as an institution (meaning a new 
Sierra Leonean company), we cannot say that we have ‘everyone’ dealing in minerals.  
Even if we have information about them, we would still need a second approval from the 
Ministry of Mines. They can verify that this person is in this kind of business.  So it is very 
difficult for us to find new people because you want to safeguard the [foreign investor].  
The investor has trusted [Sliepa] for information, so you do not want to try a new person; 
especially when money is involved, the miners might sell fake stones to them or 
something… 
 

All of the recommended diamond miners are registered with the government as 
companies.   The Sliepa representative could not estimate how many ‘419ers’ were 
operating upcountry.1 On the hand, the government agencies have a particular 
responsibility to encourage and protect foreign investors; however, the protection has 
served to reduce the participation of and the number of new entrepreneurial companies 
from within Sierra Leone.  Hence, the role of State is debilitating the creation of 
entrepreneurship.  The agency’s position represented in Ms. Meyers’ words treat the 
unregistered miners as something of a (negative) externality of the economic process 
rather than as a secondary form of economic activity.  However, Mitchell (28) argues that 
‘informal, clandestine and unreported economic activity’, such as the unregistered 
miners, may represent an imperfection in the market but they may also point to an 
‘inability of the principle of the market to account for complex effects whose value cannot 
be monetized.’  
 
Sliepa, the Ministry of Mines, and the Department of Geology displayed a pragmatic, 
optimistic view of mining in the region.  However, one thing was clear: Sierra Leone is 
open for business.  The focus of Sliepa was clearly outward facing with most of their 
efforts geared toward investment rather than developing more local mining 
entrepreneurs to compete with foreign MNEs. As far as the miners-cum entrepreneurs 
who participated in this study, without their being registered with the State, it is unlikely 
that they will be able to compete, develop, and grow.  They have essentially been 
excluded from participating in State efforts in improving the mining sectors and from 
benefitting from existing State-driven initiatives, such as SLIEPA.  In fact, in a 2012 Act 
of Parliament, a new National Minerals Agency was formed with support from the World 
Bank and Department for International Development.  The benefits of this new agency 
may also be out of the reach of many of these entrepreneurs because the agency will 
undoubtedly only serve registered mining companies.  
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6. Conclusion 
 

This pilot study looked how entrepreneurship is perceived among Sierra Leonean miners 
in the informal sector and how the State perceives the role of these mining activities.  
What became clear from this study is that the State’s attitude toward the unregistered 
diamond miners was one of marginalization.  The miners in Tongo field were in fact 
forced to mine in the forests once the South African company came to town, a clear 
environmental disaster in the making.  Although the increased competition resulted in 
greater collaboration among local mining groups it did not ignite a relationship between 
the indigenous ‘companies’ and the multinational; a pattern suggested by one 
government official.  The increased competition from MNEs also reduced the output 
capacity of the locals.  What’s more, the Sliepa representative’s use of the term 419 to 
describe the behaviour of these informal mining companies reclassifies them as a 
nuisance to the agency’s efforts at best, or worse as criminals.  Sliepa restricts its 
recommendations and advice to a limited number of registered companies who ‘come to 
them’.  On the one hand, the action safeguards much needed inward foreign direct 
investment.  However, many less-established registered mining companies are 
essentially cut out of the opportunity for much needed global exposure and networking 
that Sliepa provides.  They are also less able to take advantage of potential investment 
opportunities that accompany an extended network.  Furthermore, the line is blurred 
between legal and illegal entrepreneurial activity in this industry because even the 
unregistered companies sell their output to one of the 50 or so registered agents on 
Hangma Road.  Consequently, this transaction is then legitimized in the eyes of the 
State through the Kimberley Certification processing.  Hence, the State sanctions the 
diamonds and the mining activity that produced them through a de facto acceptance.  
The Sliepa agency then offers up these agents, the diamonds and its associated mining 
activities for sale and partnerships with international buyers and investors.    
 
Secondly, this research offers a way of looking at entrepreneurship outside of the 
standard approaches, namely that of Kirzner and the Austrian School.  For many of the 
miners in this study, entrepreneurship did not develop as a result of alertness or price 
arbitrage in the market.  The gap in knowledge of the market that Kirzner termed ‘sheer 
ignorance’ is not shrinking for these entrepreneurs; namely, because their exposure is 
limited with respect to the larger global activity of the diamond market beyond Hangma 
Road.    
 
As a government official suggested, Sierra Leone is open for business; but for whom? 
According to the mining interviewees, their plight has gotten worse since the arrival of 
the new laws and new multinationals. Part of the function of the new National Minerals 
Agency is to enforce the laws that govern this sector; laws that both help and harm the 
efforts of independent, local miners. This is not a call for State protectionism of mining; 
rather an admonishment for both the State and academics to revisit the notion of 
entrepreneurship, particularly for this region, and how to find better ways to integrate the 
informal sectors of this activity into a national discussion on economic growth.   
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The Waste Electrical and Electronic Equipment (WEEE) is one of the fastest growing 
and complex waste streams. The effective and efficient management of this waste 
stream raises the interest of the global scientific and business community. The EU 
WEEE Directive (2002) encompasses 10 main categories, one of which is the waste of 
IT and telecommunications equipment. This paper has a twofold purpose: (i) to 
identify the critical factors which affect the design and operation of an electronic 
waste (e-waste) management system focusing on this category, and (ii) to classify a 
number of relevant studies from the literature according to those factors. Therefore, 
the methodology of the study is a two-stage approach, first a detailed literature review 
and second the identification of the critical factors based on the analysis of 
representative flow diagrams of an e-waste management system. Our findings indicate 
five critical factors of managerial concern: (a) estimating e-waste quantities as 
precisely as possible, (b) minimizing the total cost of the e-waste management 
system, (c) selecting the appropriate strategy for e-waste treatment, (d) redesigning 
the IT and telecommunication products in order to improve their recycling 
characteristics, and (e) defining the infrastructure, technology, and investments that 
are needed to optimize an e-waste management system. The results of the study will 
provide significant information to managers dealing with the design of e-waste 
management systems. Furthermore, the classification of distinctive studies from the 
literature, according to the five factors identified herein, demonstrates the extent to 
which the critical aspects of an e-waste management system are examined. 

Keywords 
E-waste, E-waste management system, ICT, WEEE 

1. Introduction 

Electronic waste is growing at a rate of 3–5% per annum or approximately three times faster 
than normal municipal solid waste [1]. The rapid technological development, consumer 
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habits, growing needs of the modern world, and the excessive use of electric and electronic 
products lead to a continuous replacement of products with new ones. It is remarkable to 
notice that the average lifespan of a new computer has decreased from 4.5 years in 1992 to 
less than 2 years nowadays [2]. The result of this trend is a yearly huge amount of obsolete 
electronic products that are disposed without proper treatment, constituting a major risk for 
the environment and human health.  
The environmental, social, and financial impact of e-waste generation raise a need to adopt a 
more sustainable and effective approach in managing WEEE. One of the current initiatives 
that attempt to manage issues of e-waste is STEP (solving the e-waste problem) which 
assists countries to exchange knowledge on WEEE systems and launch efforts about 
reverse supply chain [2]. Moreover, the European Parliament made efforts to develop 
appropriate legislation to prevent e-waste generation and promote recycling and reuse. This 
legislation has evolved in two directions: a) The WEEE Directive, which has been specifically 
developed to establish measures for the collection, treatment, recovery, and recycling of 
electronic products. b) The Restriction of Hazardous Substances (RoHS), which promotes 
the replacement of harmful substances in products [2]. According to the EU WEEE Directive 
(EU, 2002) the categories of WEEE are presented in Table 1: 
 

Table 1 Categories of e-waste 

Category Label 
Large household appliances Large HH 
Small household appliances Small HH 
IT and telecommunications equipment ICT 
Consumer equipment CE 
Lighting equipment Lighting 
Electrical and electronic tools (with the exception of 
large-scale 
stationary industrial tools 

E & E tools 
 

Toys, leisure and sports equipment Toys 
Medical devices (with the exception of all implanted 
and infected products) 

Medical equipment 

Monitoring and control instruments M & C 
Automatic dispensers Dispensers 

 
The paper presents a literature review of electronic waste focusing on ICT waste. The 
literature sources that are studied are dated from the year 2005 till today. Depending on the 
relative literature and the material flow of obsolete ICT products, it is attempted to identify 
and present the most important factors that are involved in the WEEE reverse logistic 
network and affect the treatment processes. In the first section of this paper a sample of the 
literature review is presented in chronological order starting from the most recent article 
referring to e-waste management and continuing to the oldest. The second section proposes 
a material flow diagram including the fundamental affecting factors. Furthermore, based on 
the proposed diagram, the extant literature, and the influential factors, a paper classification 
is attempted. 
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2. Literature Review  

The main objective of Kuo’s [3] article is to provide solutions for disassembly and recycling of 
WEEE problems. A Petri Net (PN) graph is developed to represent the components of a 
product, the structure, and the attachment relationships between them. The benefits and 
costs between manual and shredding process are compared. A case of a company that 
produces routers in Taiwan is examined. Considering that the financial cost and the 
environmental effects are fundamental criterions for dismantling, it is shown that if the 
shredding cost is 1.2 times the cost of manual disassembly, it is preferable to follow the 
manual process. 
Araijo et al [4] aim to estimate quantities using theoretical analysis and literature review. The 
e-waste management system in Brazil is presented while a model for estimation of future 
quantities of electronic waste is proposed, considering two market types (mature and non-
mature). Different calculation methods were developed accordingly.  
The study of Queiruga et al. [5] is a chronological analysis that presents how systems for the 
management of e-waste in Spain were developed and evolved after the implementation of 
WEEE Directive 2002/96/EC. The stages obtained from the analysis are "Observation", 
"Development" (in which pilot programs start and recycling facilities are being built), 
"Consolidation" (in which the facilities are completed), and finally "Assessment and Control". 
In Ji's article [6] the main objective is to maximize social welfare by analyzing the economic 
behavior of the main stakeholders involved in the return process of e-waste. In China there 
are two basic models of WEEE take-back: outsourcing, separated in single take-back and 
the collective take-back model, while the second model is manufacturer internalization take-
back. Profit of the manufacturer and processor, consumer surplus, and total profit of the 
system are estimated. By comparing the results for each model, it is assumed that the 
manufacturer’s individual take-back model is the best solution.  
In the study by Zhang et al. [7], a model for prediction of future quantities of obsolete 
electronic and electrical appliances for the years 2009 - 2050 in Nanjing, China, is proposed. 
For this purpose, the distribution of the product lifespan is modeled and data from stock in 
use are obtained from the Statistical Yearbook. Short-term predictions of quantities can be 
made, while for future estimations a linear regression is applied for urban and rural areas. 
Gamberini et al. [8] intend to minimize the e-waste management cost by estimating the 
optimum transportation solution from the collection points to the recycling plant. For the 
purpose of the study, which was performed at Reggio Emilia in Northern Italy, the quantities 
of e-waste were calculated and the performance criteria were determined, separated in two 
categories: technical and environmental. Alternative scenarios are proposed relying on 
alternative routes that vehicles can follow and the availability of resources. Finally, a 
simulation model is applied in order to conclude to the solution with the best performance.  
In the approach of Achillas et al [9], the reduction of the total e-waste management cost is 
attempted by finding the best location for the installation of an e-waste treatment facility. To 
achieve this goal, a multicriteria model is constructed and performed with the method 
ELECTRE III [10]. The existing facilities of WEEE management, the quantities that end up in 
them, and the values of the criteria are taken into account and finally a ranking of installation 
sites is proposed. 
In the article of Steubing et al. [11] obsolete computer quantities are calculated developing a 
mathematical model based on material flow analysis. Data from imports and sales were 
collected and a survey with questionnaires was conducted in order to examine consumer 
behavior about storage, reuse, and disposal of computer equipment. Tanking into account 
the assumption that there are three scenarios of quantity generation (average, minimum, and 
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maximum generation), the residence times and transfer coefficients are calculated, and then 
the quantities of obsolete computer equipment can be predicted. 
A paper presented by Kuo [12] refers to a platform that assists the selection of a treatment 
strategy of electronic equipment at the end of its life. Suppliers have the opportunity to 
exchange online information with customers about the electronic devices and via the platform 
are able to review and incorporate this information. The product designers using the 
information received about the dismantling and recycling are able to make changes and 
improve the product characteristics. The cost of recycling could also be calculated taking into 
account the revenue from the resale of materials and the cost of dismantling, treatment, 
transport and disposal, while determining when the dismantling of the product is more 
profitable to be terminated.  
The main goal of Giudice and Kassem [13] is to develop a methodology that will estimate the 
level of difficulty in dismantling an obsolete product, while attempting the reduction of it by 
proper redesign of the product. The method Eco-Indicator 99 and appropriate software are 
used to meet the basic criterion of the method which is the reduction of the environmental 
impact of product life cycle. Then, the results of disassembly analysis are used to improve 
product characteristics by interfering in the system architecture, the number and geometry of 
components, the allocation, and the number and types of connections that exist.  
In the research of Iakovou et al. [14], it is attempted to ascertain the materials and 
components of electronic equipment that create environmental and economic profit when are 
recycled. The study is focused on network netMod ISDN terminal manufactured by a 
company in Greece. For the survey purposes a multicriteria table of the device components 
is created. To assess the importance of each criterion four alternative scenarios are 
assumed. The importance of each criterion and each scenario can be determined by Analytic 
Hierarchic Process Methodology. Finally a table shows the result of multicriteria calculation 
and the classification of parts. Taking into account the final table it is concluded which 
components should be reused, recycled or discarded.  
Robinson [15] presents the tendencies in generation and amount of e-waste, underlining that 
the contribution of an item in the annual production of e-waste, E (kg / year) depends on the 
mass of the object, M (kg), the number of units in operation, N, and its average lifetime, L 
(years), E = MN / L.  
The goal of Yang and Williams’s [16] study is to estimate future trends in generation of scrap 
computers in the U.S. The current penetration rate of computers is estimated and the 
average lifespan is assumed by analyzing the flow of materials. Combining the above 
estimations with historical sales data, the obsolete computer quantities are calculated.  
The research of Liu et al. [17] presents an economic evaluation of three recycling processes 
for five obsolete electronic home appliances (TVs, refrigerators, dishwashers, air 
conditioners, and personal computers) in Beijing. The recycling processes that are examined 
are manual disassembly of parts, manual disassembly following separation of metals with 
magnetic separator and shred the remaining mixtures, while the third process is the most 
advanced including the separation of plastic mixtures in the steps of the second process. 
Data, such as prices, labor costs, utility, dismantled components, and materials recovered, 
were collected using literature, related websites, and interviews with recycling specialists. 
The average time needed, electricity, and manpower were calculated. After the estimation of 
the income and cost of recycling the study presents the estimation of marginal profit for each 
strategy. 
Kahhat et al. [18] attempt to find an accepted by the public way to organize the e-waste 
management system. For this purpose an e-waste management model is proposed called: e-
Market for Returned Deposit system. The system starts with a deposit paid by consumers to 
sellers when they buy an electronic product and then data, products, and deposits are 
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electronically recorded and monitored via a radio frequency identification (RFID) affixed to 
the product. The flow of products, information, money, cost, and cost management is 
presented.  
The cost of the recycling process of electronic devices constitutes main objective in the study 
of Shanshan and Kejing [19]. An optimization model is developed in order to find a suitable 
facility site for dismantling and recycling of e-waste considering transportation, fixed and 
operating costs, subsidies, and revenue from sales. Furthermore, the optimum material flow 
between the stakeholders involved in the recycling process is examined. A reverse logistics 
network is developed, which includes collection sites, dismantling facilities, recycling 
facilities, and disposal/ incineration sites. The model is solved with the use of an optimization 
modeling software. 
Alternative systems for managing WEEE in order to find the optimal scenario in the case of 
Cyprus are studied by Rousis et al [20]. A Multi-Criteria Decision Making (MCDM) method, 
PROMETHEE, is used to evaluate the systems. During the application of this method, 12 
alternative management systems are compared and ranked according to performance and 
efficiency. The results indicate that a treatment based on partial disassembly is most suitable 
for the e-waste management system in Cyprus.  
Mathieux et al. [21] introduce a new method that helps the manufacture of products easier to 
recover and is called Recovery Systems modeling and Indicator Calculation Leading to End-
of-life-conscious Design, or ReSICLED. To evaluate a product recovery method, ReSICLED 
defines three criteria: a) the weight criterion in order to meet the legislative requirements b) 
the financial criterion and c) environmental criterion. In the survey eight basic types of 
recovery procedures are considered: manual disassembly, shredding, sorting, recycling, 
incineration with energy recovery, selling of recycled materials and recovered energy, 
burying in controlled landfill, and logistics (transportation of the products from one recovery 
location to another). 
Shih et al. [22] present an evaluation model in order to determine the best management 
strategy for obsolete electronic appliances. A library with 22 cases of obsolete products in 
Taiwan is used as a pattern. Similarity function is developed and used to determine which 
product from the library is more similar to the product tested. The proposed strategy is similar 
to the one followed for the product in the library and how appropriate is, depends on how 
"similar" are the cases. Finally, the costs and benefits of both the recycling and dismantling 
processes are estimated. 
The method presented by Kuo [23] concerns product design and analyzes the process of 
dismantling at the end-of-life of a product. A tree graphical representation of the product 
components and their interconnection is used. The results constitute a useful tool for 
designers to evaluate and improve the dismantling and recycling characteristics of products. 
The conditions of e-waste management in China, the related legislation, impacts on health, 
work, and society are the object of Hicks et al. [24] study.  Two pilot projects for the 
installation of e-waste recycling plants are presented, while referring to the investments 
needed, the necessary capacity, and the operation problems. It is stressed that both pilot 
programs have experienced difficulties in collecting e-waste because of the unequal and 
costly competition with informal collectors. 
Finally in the study of Streicher-Porte et al. [25] is attempted to estimate the quantities of 
obsolete computer equipment. For this purpose the supply market method is applied and 
data of computer market for the period 1996-2004 are used, taking into account two 
scenarios for lifespan, 5 and 7 years. Semi-structured interviews and field observations are 
performed to determine the flow of materials and the recycling processes.  
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3. Critical Factors in WEEE Management  

Through our extensive literature review, we came across several diagrams and material flow 
models presenting the life cycle of e-waste. Examples of such diagrams can be found in the 
above literature sources and in addition in the studies of Achillas et al [26], Kang and 
Shoenung [27], and Koh et al [28]. Depending on these models, the main processes and 
flows that the obsolete electronic products follow can be determined. The model proposed in 
this study, it is shown in Figure 1 and presents all the basic steps of a WEEE reverse logistic 
network and at the same time stresses and includes the fundamental effecting factors in the 
e-waste management system.  
According to the analysis of the above models and diagrams, the management of IT waste 
starts from the moment the product becomes obsolete and it’s no more useful to the original 
owner, which could be either a business or a household. The obsolete electronic product is 
disposed and enters the collection process. Based on literature and case studies of various 
countries e-waste management systems, the most common collection ways of IT and 
telecommunication waste products are curb side, where the e-waste is picked up from the 
owner’s place, special drop off events at certain specifically designed sites or permanent 
drop off events, which include the returning of the obsolete product at the point of purchase. 
The effectiveness and proper function of the collection is usually responsibility of the seller, 
producer, user, and/or state.  
During the collection stage, the total generated amount of e-waste, which affects the whole 
management system and the e-waste material flow should be taken into account and needs 
to be estimated. It is assumed that the design and the efficiency of the WEEE management 
system, the optimal treatment, the required facilities, the average capacity, the available 
sources of transportation and storage, all depends on the generation and the average 
amount of e-waste. The volume of IT waste could be estimated using data from the collection 
sites. Moreover, the efficiency and convenience of the collection procedure impacts in the 
total amount of e-waste collected. The quantity factor is necessary at this point since it 
affects the next process, storage and transportation.  
After the collection process the obsolete products are temporarily stored or transported to 
special facilities in order to be subjected under functionality and mechanical characteristics 
tests. During this process, sorting and utility tests, which depend on the age and the 
mechanical condition of the product, take place. There are three possible flows for the e-
waste after the sorting. The product is functional or can be repaired and ends up in reuse 
and second hand markets. The product can not be reused, but it contains valuable 
components / materials and can be disassembled. The product ends up in landfill/ 
incineration. The route that the obsolete product will follow depends on the selection of the 
most appropriate treatment strategy for it.  
The selection of the most efficient, economically, and environmentally sound treatment 
strategy is a determinant factor in the management of e-waste, since not all treatments are 
suitable for every obsolete product and result in the optimal and desirable outcome. From the 
literature review it is easy to conclude in four general categories of treatment strategy: 
reuse/resale (where the product or parts of the product can be reused by another user), 
remanufacture (where the components of the product are send to factories in order to be 
used in new product manufacture), recycling (where the valuable materials of the product 
and energy can be extracted), and disposal (where the obsolete product cannot be treated in 
any other way and end ups in incineration or landfill). The selection of strategy depends on 
product characteristics, the value of its materials, its recyclability, and the environmental 
burden that can cause. The proper treatment strategy should be decided at the sorting stage 
and will affect the flow of the e-waste product after this point.  
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An amount of IT waste products, after the sorting process is led to resale and reuse, a 
percentage is led directly to incineration or landfill, and the rest is led to disassembly. During 
disassembly process, the obsolete product is dismantled in its components. The valuable 
and functional components can be sold for reuse or can be sent to manufacture in order to 
be reused in new products. Moreover, it is necessary to take into account that the equipment 
which contains valuable materials (e.g. gold, silver) or harmful materials (e.g. toxic, plastic) 
needs to be recycled in order to extract raw and rare materials that can be reused, promoting 
at the same time environmental sound treatment. The rest of the components are disposed 
in landfill or are incinerated for energy extraction.  
A general concern of major stakeholders is finding solutions and improvements of the e-
waste treatment, limiting simultaneously the environmental and financial consequences. An 
approach that is followed under this perspective, is designing products with improved 
characteristics that are easier to treat, recycle, and disassemble. The management of e-
waste can be facilitated by making changes at the early stage of product life cycle, its design. 
In order to manufacture more “green” products, feedback from the final steps of the e-waste 
treatment process, like the harmful materials that can be replaced, the easiness of 
disassembly, and product recyclability are used. The redesign of an improved IT product can 
contribute to the reduction of total e-waste quantity, to the reduction of the total management 
costs, and to the remanufacture of more environmentally friendly products.    
Before a WEEE management system is developed and put in operation the investment, the 
available financial resources, and technology systems should be taken into account. The first 
approach when designing the e-waste management model is to estimate the average 
financial investment in facilities, labour, infrastructure. Furthermore, the technological and 
information systems that are needed and can improve the treatment should be extensively 
researched. A very common approach, which is met in a lot of studies, is the use of other 
countries’ expertise as an example.  
Moreover, an e-waste management system should be viable, cost effective, and 
advantageous compared to other alternative ways (e.g. disposal with the rest municipal solid 
waste, transfer to third world countries) so that the main stakeholders benefit from the 
participation in the e-waste treatment. This is the reason that cost benefit analysis should be 
performed while designing the management system and while the system is in operation. 
The main goal of the analysis is the estimation of the total cost and also the cost of every 
process and the minimization of it. In literature, we find many studies aiming to investigate 
ways of cost reduction and profit increase. The cost benefit analysis can be applied in order 
to decide the optimal and the most efficient way of collection, the optimal and most suitable 
treatment strategy, the optimal facility location, storage and transportation of every obsolete 
IT product. 
It is also important to mention that, the legislation that is applied in local and broader level is 
an important factor in the designing of the e-waste management system. However, since it is 
not studied as a separate parameter in literature and since the nature of the legislation 
aspect is not purely managerial, we excluded it from the fundamental affecting factors. 
According to the above analysis, we assume that in the e-waste management system there 
are five influential factors that need to be taken into account, (i) the estimation of e-waste 
quantities, (ii) the minimization of total cost of the e-waste management system, (iii) the 
selection of the appropriate strategy for IT waste treatment, (iv) the redesign of IT and 
telecommunication products in order to improve their recycling characteristics, and (v) the 
identification of the infrastructure, technology, and investments that are needed to optimize 
an e-waste management system.  
Depending on the main steps of the management process and the main factors that affect it 
we conclude in the model shown in Figure 1. It is worth noting that in the diagram oval 
denotes the beginning of the WEEE reverse network where the product reaches its end of 
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life and enters the e-waste management system, rectangular stands for a process of 
treatment, parallelogram represents the affecting factor which interrelates with at least one 
process, and rounded rectangle stands for a terminate situation/process of treatment. Lines 
show the material flow and dashed lines the information flow.   

4. Classification of Presented Studies 

According to our findings there are five significant factors which influence the design and the 
management of the IT waste treatment. These factors constitute an important object of 
research in a lot of studies, which have as a main goal to add knowledge about them and to   

 
Figure 1 The material flow diagram 

optimize the way they impact in the e-waste management system. Given that the estimation 
of e-waste volume, the cost benefit analysis, the selection of treatment strategy, the 
improvement and redesign of products, and the investment and infrastructure are the 
influential factors, we are able to classify the relevant studies, which were analysed in this 
paper, according to the object of their research and the factor they refer to. Table 2 is a 
classification of the literature review that was prior studied and used herein.  
It became clear from the analysis that the factors are interconnected and interact during the 
management process. For example, the selection of a treatment strategy is often associated 
with the cost benefit analysis, since the most suitable strategy has also to be cost effective. 
Furthermore, in order to conduct cost benefit analysis of the treatment process, the total 
volume of e-waste should be taken into account. Most of the studies deal with more than one 
factor, as it is realized from the classification in Table 2. 
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Table 2 Classification of studies presented 

Studies analysed here WEEE 
volume 

Cost 
Benefit 
Analysis 

Treatment 
Strategy 

Redesign, 
Characteristics 
Improvement  

Investme
nt/Infrast
ructure 

Kuo [3]  X X   
Araijo et al [4] X     
Queiruga et al. [5]     X 
Ji [6]  X X   
Zhang et al. [7] X     
Gamberini et al. [8] X X    
Achillas et al. [9]  X    
Steubing et al. [11] X     
Kuo [12]    X X 
Giudice and Kassem [13]    X  
Iakovou et al. [14]  X X   
Robinson [15] X     
Yang and Williams [16]  X     
Liu et al. [17]   X X   
Kahhat et al. [18]     X 
Shanshan and Kejing [19]  X    
Rousis et al [20]   X   
Mathieux et al. [21] X   X  
Shih et al. [22]  X X   
Kuo [23]    X  
Hicks et al. [24]      X 
Streicher-Porte et al. [25] X     

 5. Conclusion 

In this study, we addressed the issue of IT waste management system and we attempted to 
add knowledge on the involved processes, material and information flow, and the main 
factors influencing and interacting with the system. The significance of these factors is 
highlighted by the number of the relevant studies and the fact that their critical effects are 
object of research in the large body of literature. We presented recent and related 
researches on e-waste management system, through which we assumed the material flow of 
obsolete IT products, the treatment processes, and the important factors that affect in the 
processes. These factors from managerial view include the estimation of the WEEE volume, 
the cost benefit analysis, the selection of treatment strategy, the improvement of product 
characteristics, and the overall investment and the necessary infrastructure. Finally, 
depending on the affecting factors, which are often interconnected, we proceeded in a 
classification of the studies presented.  
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This paper investigates the effect of company’s human capital, generally seen as 
individuals’ set of knowledge and skills, on the innovation activities in firm-level. 
Bearing in mind that the abilities and skills of the individuals can be improved and 
thus change their impact, human capital is considered to be relevant source of 
individuals’ competitive advantage, comprising capacity of bringing on innovation 
activities. Following the stylized fact that the increase in the degree of skilled workers 
would provide conditions for creative reaction by firms i.e. engenders firms to 
undertake innovation activities, TEs have embarked different programmes for 
increasing the abilities and skills of human capital. We use firm level panel data 
Business Environment and Enterprise Performance Survey (BEEPS) 2002, 2005 and 
2009 on transition economies.  We apply a common application of two-step maximum 
likelihood estimation. We estimate whether the change in the share of skilled workers 
has led to more innovative activities and whether the predicted values of innovation 
affect firm performance measured by labour productivity. Our econometric results 
suggest that overall the variables influencing the probability to innovate are similar 
with the ones that influence productivity. The findings show that skilled workers, R&D 
intensity, foreign ownership, domestic ownership (base category state ownership), 
age, export activities and pressure from foreign competitors are significant and 
positively related to firm innovation activities. When the predicted values of this 
regression are incorporated at the productivity model, the results show positive and 
significant impact of innovation on performance. Furthermore, apart from the positive 
impact on innovation, skilled workers and foreign ownership have supplementary 
positive and statistically significant impact on labour productivity. 

Keywords 
Entrepreneurial Businesses, ICT, Innovation Activities, IV technique 

1. Introduction 

The role of human capital on the decision of the firms to innovate has gained importance in 
the most recent literature. The literature considers the human capital (HC) and technology as 
the principal factors driving innovation capacity (Smith et al. 2011)[1]. According to Smith et 
al. (2011)[1] “Human capital development is stimulated by appropriate human resource 
management practices and two ancillary services: the learning and development system, 
which must go beyond training and create learning cultures in enterprises; and the tertiary 
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education system, which is playing an increasingly important role in the new learning and 
development systems of enterprises.” Thus, we employ a measurement of human capital as 
the level of education of the employees, measures as the share of employees with university 
degree.  
We now continue with the discussion of the effect of different determinants on innovation and 
productivity in parallel. There is a vast literature investigating the impact of ownership 
structure on innovation activities. The Transition Report 2005 reviews the literature on this 
issue and confirms that ownership and management decisions have a significant influence 
on the innovation activities, performance of firms and their competitiveness in international 
markets in TEs. Foreign-owned firms, which can draw on the technical and management 
know-how of their parent companies, tend to be more efficient than their domestically owned 
rivals. Using BEEPS data, Gorodnichenko and Schnitzer (2010)[2] find that domestically 
owned firms are 10 to 20 percent less productive than companies under foreign ownership. 
On the other hand, other studies that investigating the influence of foreign ownership on 
firms’ innovative behaviour and performance, and find neutral relationship (Stoevsky, 
2005[3]; and Dachs and Ebersberger, 2009[4]). Domadenik et al.(2008)[5], using a sample of 
Slovenian firms, indicate that domestically owned firms have significantly higher R&D 
investment than other types of owners. One can conclude that while in general it is expected 
that foreign owned firms invest more in R&D and thus perform better, the findings of the 
empirical evidence on innovation output and firm performance are mixed and thus complex 
for drawing general conclusion. 
The firms export intensity is another frequently employed determinant that may affect 
innovation behaviour. The reasons to expect that exports stimulate innovation activities of 
firms are: (i) exporting firms can benefit more from the knowledge abroad (learning-by-
exporting) for their innovation activities than non-exporting firms; (ii) they are exposed to 
more intense foreign competition which requires continuous upgrading of their products and 
processes; and (iii) they will gain more profit by introducing the innovative product to foreign 
markets. The empirical evidence reports a positive relationship between export intensity and 
the incentive to innovate (Lööf and Heshmati, 2006[6]; Alvarez and Robertson, 2004[7]; 
Damijan et al., 2008[8]).  
According to growth theory, R&D activities are expected to lead to product and process 
innovation, thus a majority of studies employ R&D intensity in their models (Crepon et al., 
1998[9]; Damijan et al., 2008[8]; Falk, 2008[10]). Becheikh et al. (2006)[11], reviewing the 
empirical studies published between 1993 and 2003, bring together a set of variables related 
to the innovation process which also affect performance and suggest that R&D expenditure 
does not necessarily lead to product and/or process innovation. 
According to new growth theory, R&D activities are expected to lead to product and process 
innovation. Becheikh et al. (2006)[11] on a review of empirical studies published between 
1993 and 2003 bring together a set of variables related to the innovation process, and find 
that R&D expenditure do not necessarily lead to new product and/or process. For the TEs, 
we mentioned in the previous section that not all firms that undertake innovation activities 
have indicated to invest in R&D. However, both specifications of the R&D variables in the 
regression, the R&D intensity and dummy invested in R&D, appear to have positive and 
significant relationship with innovation activities.    
For the purpose of this paper we empirically investigate the impact of individual factors such 
as human capital (measure as the share of employees with university degree), size of firm, 
share of R&D expenditure in total sales (or the dummy for investment in R&D variable), 
dummy for foreign and domestic ownership, direct exports, pressure from foreign 
competitors, and age on the probability of firm engaging in innovation activities. The following 
section discusses the issues arising when trying to measure human capital and innovation 
activities. Section three provides empirical evidence on the relationship between innovation 
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activities, human capital and other firm characteristics. The methodology and the estimated 
regressions are provided in section four. Finally, in section five findings and conclusions are 
presented. 

2. Evidence on Human Capital and Innovation Activities Measures  

The ability of enterprises’ to innovate is affected by a number of factors such as the technical 
skills required for introducing new product and/or process, ownership structure, export 
activity, R&D intensity, availability of financial resources, and others that may affect 
innovation activities. Human capital factors have been specifically identified in terms of 
management to induce innovation since 1980s (Kanter, 1983[12]). Studies investigating the 
relationship between human factors and innovation conclude that HC are critical to 
innovation (Kanter 1983[12]; Gupta & Singhal 1993[13]). Thus, the ability of enterprises to 
innovate depends on the effective management of human resources and the level of 
education of employees. It should be noted that the education system (from primary to 
secondary and then on to tertiary education) emphasizes any enterprise learning and 
development system (Smith et al., 2011)[1]. Human capital includes not only the education 
workers bring to the job, but also skills learned while working and adapting to new 
technologies.  
The empirical literature on investigating the relationship between human capital and 
innovation behaviour face the methodological challenge of how to measure human capital 
and innovation. This challenge is accompanied by the difficulty of getting appropriate data 
which correspond to their definition. Consequently the empirical studies have mainly adjusted 
their analysis of the determinants of innovation depending on the measures of innovation 
available to them, using proxies which reflect only some aspects of the innovation process.  
 

2.1 Human Capital Measures  

The notion of human capital can be described as the conceptual mixture of human and 
capital. The concept of human capital refers to knowledge, abilities and skills of the 
individuals, used in the activities that stimulate economic growth and development (Coleman, 
1988)[14]. Wehereas, firm-specific human capital refers to skills and knowledge that are 
valuable only within a certain firm. They are directly correlated with tradition, culture and its 
practice and they can be applied only within that company (Popescu and Diaconu, 2008[15]).  
In the economic perspective, the capital refers to ‘factors of production used to create goods 
or services that are not themselves significantly consumed in the production process’ 
(Boldizzoni, 2008)[16]. According to Kwon (2009)[17] the human is the subject to take charge 
of all economic activities such as production, consumption, and transaction. On the 
establishment of these concepts, it can be recognized that human capital means one of 
production elements which can generate added-values through inputting it. Frank & 
Bemanke (2007)[18] define that human capital is “an amalgam of factors such as education, 
experience, training, intelligence, energy, work habits, trustworthiness, and initiative that 
affect the value of a worker's marginal product”. 
In the 1950’s, some economists discovered that the investment of human capital was the 
primary element to raise individuals’ wages compared to the quantitative input of other 
components such as land, financial capital, and labor force (Salamon, 1991)[19]. In practice, 
private and public investment in human capital, in the form of expenditure in education and 
training, accounts for over 10 percent of national income in most OECD countries (Healy, 
1998)[20]. Because of the importance of human capital, numerous countries measure their 
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human capital in order to “diagnose their state position”. Therefore, it can be recognized that 
human capital measurement is an important source in terms of suggesting various policies 
regarding human resources (Kwon, 2009)[17]. Our estimation employs the share of 
employees with university degree as a proxy of human capital. 

2.2 Innovation Measures  

In defining innovation activities undertaken by companies most of the empirical evidence 
follows Joseph Schumpeter, who defined innovation in a broad sense, as: “carrying out of 
new combinations” that include “the introduction of new goods …, new methods of 
production …, the opening of new markets …, the conquest of new sources of supply … and 
the carrying out of a new organization of any industry” (1934, p.66). He was the first to 
develop a three-stage classification: invention, innovation and diffusion, known as 
Schumpeterian trichotomy (Jaffe et al., 2004; pp. 63). Figure 5.1 presents a scheme having 
for basis the Schumpeterian trichotomy expanded with stages developed further. 
 Following Schumpeter’s definition of innovation activities, most of the empirical literature 
defines innovation as the development of new products and/or new processes introduced to 
the market. The OECD (2005) Oslo manual guiding the collection of data on innovation 
reflects this perspective by defining innovation as: “... the implementation of a new or 
significantly improved product (good or service), or process, a new marketing method, or a 
new organisational method in business practices, workplace organisation or external 
relations (p. 46). An alternative definition of innovation adopted more recently by 
policymakers in the UK and also applied in the literature (Stoneman, 2010[22]; Battisti et al., 
2011[23]) regards innovation as the ‘successful exploitation of new ideas’. If this is 
scrutinised further, this definition combines (i) new ideas – involve new product/process or 
service, (ii) exploitation – presents the applicability of the idea, and (iii) successful – implies 
that the innovation is adapted by the market (from firm’s viewpoint the target is increased 
profitability). 
Based on these definitions, the most common measures used in the literature analysing the 
innovation process are as follows: i) a measure of the inputs into the innovation process, 
such as R&D expenditure or the number of scientists and engineers, ii) a measure of output, 
such as the number of inventions which have been patented and iii) a direct measure of 
innovation output, such as new product or new process. These proxy measures for the 
innovation process have their limitations. Not all R&D expenditures result in innovation output 
since this measure reflects only the resources committed to producing innovation output, but 
not the innovation process. The number of patents does not indicate whether this output has 
a positive economic value or whether it has successfully been introduced in the market. 
Whereas the new product and/or process is acknowledged as a proxy that directly quantifies 
the effect of innovation and its success in the market. Thus in our empirical estimations we 
use introduction of new product and/or process. 
 

3. The Methodology and Findings 

For the empirical analysis of this paper we use firm-level data from the World Bank/EBRD’s 
Business Environment Enterprise Performance Surveys (BEEPS)[24] conducted in 2002, 
2005 and 2009. The BEEPS questionnaire consists of questions which allow us to specify 
the variables which are used in the theoretical framework followed here. The pooled data for 
2002, 2005 and 2009 is used in order to utilise the advantage of a larger number of 
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observations, with the final sample consisting of 9,354 firms. Table 1 provides the description 
of the variables employed in the model and their expected signs. 

 
Table 1 Description of the variables and expected signs 

Dependant variable Description of the variables 
Labour productivity Labour Productivity = Sales / 

number of employees (log) 
Innovation Activities  Dummy for innovative firms (new 

product and/or process) 
� �
Independent variables    Description of the variables Expected signs  
Skilled_workers Share of employees with university degree + 
Size Number of employees - / + 
R&D intensity Amount spent on R&D / Sales + 
dInvestR&D Invested in R&D (dummy variable = 1 if the 

firm has invested in R&D)  
+ 

dInternetCONN dummy = 1 if the firm have a high-speed, 
broadband Internet connection on its 
premises 

+ 

Direct_exports % of establishment sales as direct exports + 
dFRGNinv Foreign Ownership– (=1 if the % share of 

foreign capital in the company> 10%) 
-/+ 

dDOMprivate Domestic Ownership– (=1 if the % share of 
domestic capital in the company>10%) 

-/+ 

dSTATE State Ownership - 
FRGNcomppress Pressure from foreign competitors - Effect 

on decisions to develop new products 
- / + 

Age Firm’s experience–year since 
establishment  

+ 

Agesq Firm’s experience–year since 
establishment squared   

+ 

EU_members dummy = 1 if EU member country + 
Sector The industry in which the firm operates  

�
According to the statistics for the pooled data, the average labour productivity has increased 
by 25 percent from 2002 to 2005, and doubled from 2005 to 2009. For companies surveyed 
in 2002, on average 33 percent of the employees have university degree, and this 
percentage drops to 14 percent in 2009. The size of the companies in the sample is varying 
on average from 90 to 140 employees. On average the firms’ R&D investments are 
approximately 4% (R&D expenditure to sales ratio). The average exporting experience of 
firms that have exported directly is 10 years (12 percent of firms). Firms are established 
mainly 16 to 20 years ago (in the 1980s and 1990s). Considering innovation activities, 62 
percent of the companies have indicated that they have introduced new products and/or 
processes in 2002, the number increases to 79% by 2009.  
 

3.1 The Methodology 

 
In order to explore the nature of the innovation process in transition countries, we develop a 
model to empirically investigate the relationship between firm’s innovation activities, human 
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capital and productivity. Two advanced techniques are applied in this investigation: (i) two-
step maximum likelihood estimation which involves inserting prediction of one variable into a 
function that describes the behaviour of another; and (ii) the instrumental variable (IV) 
technique (Green, 2012)[25]. Furthermore, panel data techniques and IV estimations will be 
employed to account for the impact of both innovation activities and human capital on firm 
performance. 
 

Innov_activityit &�'0 (�'1Sizeit + '2R&D_intensityit(�'3 Direct_exportit  (�'4 dFRGN_invit  + 
'5dDOM_privateit (�'6FRGN_comppressit (�'7Skilled_workersit (�'8:��(�'9:��(�<it��������N#O 

 

LNproductivityit &�T0 (�T1 PrInnov_activityit(�T2 dFRGN_invit (�T3 dDOM_privateit (�T4 Skilled_workersit 
(�T5 Ageit (�T6Agesqit (�T7WX$�����	�(T8)��%�(�T9:��(�T10T2+ �itN!O 

 
The regression coefficients and corresponding p-values of two specifications of the probit 
model are used as residuals and incorporated as independent innovation variable on the 
productivity model. It is worth noting that we employ the level of education of the employees 
as the share of employees with university degree and the coefficient of this variable is 
significant and positively related to the decision to innovate. 
 

3.2 Empirical Findings  

 
Following the methodological approach applied in the literature, we continue with the 
empirical implementation of the treatment model. The predicted values of the innovation 
regressions are inserted as innovation activities variable into the labour productivity model. 
The inserted model, apart from the determinant of productivity, allows for human capital, 
R&D and export intensity, and other source of knowledge input such ownership effects on 
labour productivity. Furthermore, because of the suspected endogenous relationship 
between innovation activities and firm performance the IV technique is applied. Table 2 
displays the regression coefficients and corresponding p-values of the productivity model.  

 
Table 2 The productivity models: (i) the predicted values of innovation activities 

incorporated and (ii) IV regression results (see Appendix I)  
�

Dependant 
Variable 

LNproductivity 
 

 Predicted values 
of innovation (R&D 

intensity) 

Predicted values of 
innovation II (dummy 

invested in R&D) 

IV regression IV regression II 

Independent 
Variables 

Coeff. � -
values 

Coeff. � -values 1st 
stage 
Coeff. 

IV Coeff. 1st 
stage 
Coeff. 

IV Coeff. 

Skilled_worke
rs 

0.01*** (0.001) 0.00 (0.001) .01** 0.00 .01** 0.00 

PrInnov* 0.27* (0.141)       
PrInnov2**   1.26*** (0.108)     
Innov_act 

(instrumente
d) 

     0.13  1.50*** 
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Size -0.01** (0.000) -0.01*** (0.000) .00 0.00 .00 -0.00 
dFRGNinv 0.34*** (0.055) 0.28*** (0.051) .11*** 0.13 .11*** -0.01 

dDOMprivate 0.19*** (0.046) 0.14*** (0.047) .13** 0.01 .13** -0.29** 
Age -0.00 (0.002) -0.01*** (0.002) .00 -0.01** .00 -0.01** 

Agesq 0.00 (0.000) 0.01*** (0.000) 5.62 0.01** 4.32 0.01* 
EU_members -0.10** (0.042) 0.04 (0.035) -.05 0.02 -.06** 0.24*** 

Sector 0.00*** (0.001) 0.01*** (0.001) -.01** 0.00 -.01** 0.01*** 
         

Constant 9.72*** (0.138) 8.97*** (0.113)  10.13*** 0.7*** 9.04*** 
Instruments:         
RnD2Sales     � �   

Inv_RnD       � � 
Direct_export     � � � � 
Observations 3,004  4,834   681  1,220 

R-squared 0.038  0.071   0.039  -0.144 
F-statistics  13.18  40.67   2.954  9.019 

df_r 2994  4824   .  . 
Log 

Likelihood  
-3812  -6828   -872.8  -1916 

Sargan 
statistics  

.  .   0.276  0.333 

Cragg-Donald 
Wald F 
statistic 

.  .  3.139 3.139 20.20 20.20 

Note: Standard errors in parentheses, and *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 
*The model reflects results with R&D intensity as determinant of innovation 
** The model reflects results with dummy invest in R&D as determinant of innovation 
�

4. Conclusions   

Two different estimation techniques are applied to measure the productivity model: (i) semi-
logarithmic OLS regression, with the predicted values of innovation activities model 
incorporated (for comparison we also provide results using dummy innovation variable equal 
to 1 if the firm has introduced new product and/or process); and (ii) the instrumental variable 
model (instruments used for innovation activities are R&D intensity and direct export). 
The incorporation of the predicted values of innovation into the productivity model raises an 
issue related to the inconsistent standard errors. By employing separately the innovation 
dummy we are able to compare the standard errors. Since we find not much difference 
between the standard errors of the two specifications, there is no need to adjust the standard 
errors (by applying bootstrap methods). 
The results of the two productivity models, where the predicted values of innovation 
(PrInnovand PrInnov2) are included, show positive and significant impact of the innovation 
activities model on firm performance. This methodological specification indicates the impact 
of the determinants of innovation on labour productivity. Thus, the variables employed in the 
productivity model, which are previously incorporated as determinants of innovation, can be 
interpreted as having additional (to the predicted values) positive or negative effect on the 
labour productivity. 
Human capital, measured as the share of employees with university degree, appear positive 
and significant for the first model where the R&D intensity is employed, indicating that it 
contributes additionally to labour productivity. But, this variable is insignificant for the model 
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with dummy invest in R&D employed. The positive and significant sign of human capital on 
both specifications indicates that human capital additional to the indirect impact from the 
predicted values of innovation, positively contributes to the improvements of labour 
productivity. 
The private foreign ownership variable is engaged first as determinant of innovation 
activities, and then as determinant of firms’ productivity. The positive and significant sign of 
foreign investment on both specifications indicates that foreign ownership additional to the 
indirect impact from the predicted values of innovation, positively contributes to the 
improvements of labour productivity. The private, domestically owned firms’ is also positive 
and significant for innovation activities, and appears additionally positive and significant for 
the productivity model. 
The firms’ age appears negative and significant on the productivity regression (the second 
model), implying that the new firms are more productive than the older ones. The positive 
significant sign of age squared indicates a U shape relationship. The negative effect of the 
firms’ age is up to a point, where it turns to be positive. 
When investigating the relationship between innovation activities and firm performance the 
issue of endogeneity is raised in the empirical literature. Considering that the innovation 
variable employed questioned ‘the innovation activities undertaken for the last three years’ 
whereas the labour productivity is measured only for the current year, one can say that the 
problem of endogeneity maybe lessen because of the implied timing.  
On the instrumental variable (IV) model, the innovation activity variable is instrumented with 
the R&D expenditure or dummy invested in R&D and direct export. The validity of the 
instruments is tested for both models, but only invest in R&D and direct export showed be 
valid instruments. The results show positive and statistically significant impact of 
instrumented variable, undertaken innovation activities, on firm performance. This impact 
confirms our hypothesis that more innovative firms’ tend to perform better.  
The IV model for the domestic ownership appears to have negative significant coefficient, 
indicating that private domestic firms are not performing better than state owned firms. The 
firms’ age also has negative significant coefficient indicating that new firms outperform older 
ones. The EU membership dummy variable is positive and significant, showing that EU 
member state firms’ perform better than the ones that operate in non-EU countries.  
Generally, one can notice that different estimation techniques bring us to slightly different 
results. By controlling for the endogeneity through IV we provide more reliable and robust 
econometric results for the labour productivity model. 
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Appendix I- Productivity model regressions for pooled data 
Semi-logarithmic Productivity regressions   
 
. reg  LNproductivity   Size prInnov dFRGNinv  dDOMprivate  Skilled_workers Age 
Agesq   EU_members Sector 
 
      Source |       SS       df       MS              Number of obs =    3004 
-------------+------------------------------           F(  9,  2994) =   13.18 
       Model |     88.1238     9  9.79153334           Prob > F      =  0.0000 
    Residual |   2224.9965  2994  .743151803           R-squared     =  0.0381 
-------------+------------------------------           Adj R-squared =  0.0352 
       Total |   2313.1203  3003   .77026983           Root MSE      =  .86206 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
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LNproducti~y |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 
        Size |  -.0001009   .0000425    -2.38   0.018    -.0001841   -.0000176 
prInnov |   .2735569   .1412967     1.94   0.053    -.0034916    .5506054 
dFRGNinv |   .3445916   .0547318     6.30   0.000     .2372759    .4519072 
dDOMprivate |   .1856887   .0460436     4.03   0.000     .0954084    .2759689 
Skilled_wo~s |   .0020511   .0007029     2.92   0.004     .0006729    .0034294 
         Age |  -.0028968   .0023031    -1.26   0.209    -.0074126    .0016191 
       Agesq |   .0000211   .0000202     1.04   0.296    -.0000185    .0000607 
  EU_members |  -.1004592   .0416971    -2.41   0.016    -.1822171   -.0187014 
      Sector |   .0036515    .001184     3.08   0.002       .00133    .0059731 
       _cons |   9.721788   .1384631    70.21   0.000     9.450295     9.99328 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 
Instrumental Variable Regressions  
 
ivreg2  LNproductivity   Size  dFRGNinv  dDOMprivate  Skilled_workers Age Agesq   
EU_members Sector ( Innov_act= EurRnD2Sales Export_experience), first 
 
First-stage regressions 
----------------------- 
 
First-stage regression of Innov_act: 
 
OLS estimation 
-------------- 
 
Estimates efficient for homoskedasticity only 
Statistics consistent for homoskedasticity only 
 
                                                      Number of obs =      681 
F( 10,   670) =     4.90 
                                                      Prob > F      =   0.0000 
Total (centered) SS     =  115.2687225                Centered R2   =   0.0681 
Total (uncentered) SS   =          534                Uncentered R2 =   0.7988 
Residual SS             =  107.4181092                Root MSE      =    .4004 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
Innov_act |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 
        Size |   .0000945   .0000568     1.66   0.097     -.000017     .000206 
dFRGNinv |   .1157263   .0478885     2.42   0.016     .0216968    .2097559 
dDOMprivate |   .1280055   .0490743     2.61   0.009     .0316475    .2243635 
Skilled_wo~s |   .0016397   .0006797     2.41   0.016     .0003051    .0029742 
         Age |   .0005401   .0023815     0.23   0.821     -.004136    .0052162 
       Agesq |   5.62e-07   .0000192     0.03   0.977    -.0000372    .0000383 
  EU_members |  -.0582915   .0362198    -1.61   0.108    -.1294095    .0128266 
      Sector |  -.0041988   .0009575    -4.39   0.000    -.0060789   -.0023188 
EurRnD2Sales |   .9469971   .3976811     2.38   0.018     .1661459    1.727848 
Export_exp~e |  -.0013277   .0017344    -0.77   0.444    -.0047332    .0020778 
       _cons |   .7639913   .0733915    10.41   0.000     .6198863    .9080962 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
Included instruments: Size dFRGNinv dDOMprivate Skilled_workers Age Agesq 
                      EU_members Sector EurRnD2Sales Export_experience 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
Partial R-squared of excluded instruments:   0.0093 
Test of excluded instruments: 
F(  2,   670) =     3.14 
  Prob > F      =   0.0440 
 
 
 
Summary results for first-stage regressions 
------------------------------------------- 
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Variable    | Shea Partial R2 |   Partial R2    |  F(  2,   670)    P-value 
Innov_act   |     0.0093      |     0.0093      |        3.14       0.0440 
 
Underidentification tests 
Ho: matrix of reduced form coefficients has rank=K1-1 (underidentified) 
Ha: matrix has rank=K1 (identified) 
Anderson canon.corr. N*CCEV LM statistic   Chi-sq(2)=6.32     P-val=0.0424 
Cragg-Donald N*CDEV Wald statistic          Chi-sq(2)=6.38     P-val=0.0412 
 
Weak identification test 
Ho: equation is weakly identified 
Cragg-Donald Wald F-statistic                       3.14 
See main output for Cragg-Donald weak id test critical values 
 
Weak-instrument-robust inference 
Tests of joint significance of endogenous regressors B1 in main equation 
Ho: B1=0 and overidentifying restrictions are valid 
Anderson-Rubin Wald test     F(2,670)= 0.60      P-val=0.5512 
Anderson-Rubin Wald test     Chi-sq(2)=1.21      P-val=0.5456 
Stock-Wright LM S statistic  Chi-sq(2)=1.21      P-val=0.5461 
 
Number of observations               N  =        681 
Number of regressors                 K  =         10 
Number of instruments                L  =         11 
Number of excluded instruments       L1 =          2 
 
IV (2SLS) estimation 
-------------------- 
 
Estimates efficient for homoskedasticity only 
Statistics consistent for homoskedasticity only 
 
                                                      Number of obs =      681 
F(  9,   671) =     2.95 
                                                      Prob > F      =   0.0019 
Total (centered) SS     =  538.4424408                Centered R2   =   0.0388 
Total (uncentered) SS   =  73639.95389                Uncentered R2 =   0.9930 
Residual SS             =  517.5559586                Root MSE      =    .8718 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
LNproducti~y |      Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval] 
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 
   Innov_act |   .1286852   .8690009     0.15   0.882    -1.574525    1.831896 
        Size |   .0000733   .0001447     0.51   0.613    -.0002103    .0003568 
dFRGNinv |   .1325305   .1403831     0.94   0.345    -.1426154    .4076764 
dDOMprivate |   .0115828   .1555575     0.07   0.941    -.2933043    .3164699 
Skilled_wo~s |   .0033189   .0021153     1.57   0.117     -.000827    .0074649 
         Age |  -.0105843   .0046341    -2.28   0.022    -.0196669   -.0015016 
       Agesq |   .0000954   .0000396     2.41   0.016     .0000178    .0001729 
  EU_members |   .0237395    .096539     0.25   0.806    -.1654734    .2129524 
      Sector |    .004599   .0045254     1.02   0.309    -.0042705    .0134685 
       _cons |   10.12675   .6970742    14.53   0.000     8.760511    11.49299 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
Underidentification test (Anderson canon. corr. LM statistic):           6.321 
                                                   Chi-sq(2) P-val =    0.0424 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
Weak identification test (Cragg-Donald Wald F statistic):                3.139 
Stock-Yogo weak ID test critical values: 10% maximal IV size             19.93 
                                         15% maximal IV size             11.59 
                                         20% maximal IV size              8.75 
                                         25% maximal IV size              7.25 
Source: Stock-Yogo (2005).  Reproduced by permission. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
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Sargan statistic (overidentification test of all instruments):           1.189 
                                                   Chi-sq(1) P-val =    0.2756 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
Instrumented:         Innov_act 
Included instruments: Size dFRGNinv dDOMprivate Skilled_workers Age Agesq 
                      EU_members Sector 
Excluded instruments: EurRnD2Sales Export_experience 
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The purpose of the study 
 
The aim of this study was to examine the relationship between organizational culture types 
and innovation performance.  

1. Introduction 

Innovativeness has drawn interdisciplinary attentions for decades, because of the impact of 
innovation on firm performance and on economic growth1.  

In the literature, there is a consensus that culture is an important determinant of 
organizational innovativeness and plays important role in making an innovation successful3. 
Ônnovation is discussed as a critical element to the success of an organization4;5, but if an 
organization’s culture does not support innovation it is unlikely to occur6.  

Although the relationship between culture and effectiveness-performance is relatively well 
established in the literature, relatively fewer articles have been contributed towards the 
relationship between culture and innovation performance. Thus, this study aims to 
investigate the possible relationships between organizational culture and innovation 
performance. 

2. Literature Review 

Almost all organizations develop a dominant type of organizational culture over time, and the 
types of cultures form as certain values, assumptions, and priorities become dominant when 
organization address challenges and adjust to changes.  

There are many definitions of culture in the literature (over 150 definitions)14. Schein12 
defines culture as the shared values, beliefs, and practices of the people in the organization. 

Organizational sciences views organizational culture as a principal aspect of an 
organization’s functioning and a critical driver of effectiveness15. The importance of 
organizational culture is embedded in the fact that it serves as the critical element which 
management might utilize in shaping the direction of their firms16. Corporate culture is a 
strategic-level variable that has an influence on overall organizational performance and 
influences a firm’s strategy as well as its processes and, consequently, the outcome of new 
product development projects6.  
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There are many culture classifications in the literature. But  we have adopted the competing 
values framework as it is perhaps the most popular approach to assessing culture where the 
interest is on relating culture to organizational performance20. 

2.1. Measuring Organizational Culture through Competing Values 

The Competing Values Framework has proven to be a helpful framework for assessing and 
profiling the dominant cultures of organizations because it helps individuals identify the 
underlying cultural dynamics that exist in their organizations. This framework was developed 
in the early 1980s as a result of studies of organizational effectiveness (Quinn and  
Rohrbaugh, 1981). 

The Ánstrument has now been used in many organizations worldwide in most sectors (e.g., 
private sector, public sector, education, health care). The framework consists of four 
quadrants, each representing a distinct set of organizational effectiveness indicators. Each of 
the four quadrants has a label that characterizes its most notable characteristics -clan, 
adhocracy, market, and hierarchy14. 

The market culture 

The market culture is a results-oriented workplace. Leaders are hard driving producers, 
directors, and competitors. They are tough and demanding. The glue that holds the 
organization together is an emphasis on winning. The long-term concern is on competitive 
actions and achieving stretch goals and targets. Success is defined in terms of market share 
and penetration. Outpacing the competition, escalating share price, and market leadership 
dominate the success criteria14. The market culture, which is based on differentiation, 
competitive advantage, and market superiority, is expected to exhibit a high level of market 
orientation21.  

The clan culture 

The clan culture is typified as a friendly place to work where people share a lot of 
themselves. It is like an extended family with best friends at work. Leaders are thought of as 
mentors, coaches, and, perhaps, even as parent figures. The organization is held together by 
loyalty, tradition, and collaboration. Commitment is high. The organization emphasizes the 
long-term benefits of individual development with high cohesion and morale being important. 
Success is defined in terms of internal climate and concern for people. The organization 
places a premium on teamwork, participation, and consensus14.  

The hierarchy culture 

The hierarchy culture is characterized as a formalized and structured place to work. 
Procedures and well-defined processes govern what people do. Effective leaders are good 
coordinators, organizers, and efficiency experts. Maintaining a smooth-running organization 
is important. The long-term concerns of the organization are stability, predictability, and 
efficiency. Formal rules and policies hold the organization together14.  
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The adhocracy culture 
The adhocracy culture is characterized as a dynamic, entrepreneurial, and creative 
workplace. People stick their necks out and take risks. Effective leadership is visionary, 
innovative, and risk-oriented. The glue that holds the organization together is commitment to 
experimentation and innovation. The emphasis is on being at the leading edge of new 
knowledge, products, and/or services. Readiness for change and meeting new challenges 
are important. The organization’s long term emphasis is on rapid growth and acquiring new 
resources. Success means producing unique and original products and services14.  
 

3. Research Methodology 
 
A face-to-face questionnaire method was used to collect data from hotel senior managers on 
the two constructs: Culture types (Adhocracy, Market, Clan, Hierarchy) and Innovation 
performance. In order to examine the relationships between culture types and innovation 
performance, a theoretical research model is developed (see Figure 1) and 4 hypothesizes 
are established to test this model.  
 
 

Figure 1: Hypothesized Research Model 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
H1.There is a positive relationship between Market Culture (MC) and innovation performance 

(IP). 
H2.There is a negative relationship between Clan Culture (CC) and innovation performance 

(IP). 
H3.There is a negative relationship between Hierarchy Culture (HC) and innovation 

performance (IP). 
H4.There is a positive relationship between Adhocracy Culture (AC) and innovation 

performance (IP). 
 
 
3.1. Survey procedure and sample 
 
Quantitative research method was used in the study.  The data were acquired using a 
questionnaire form. The population of this study includes 1572 hotel managers working in 3-
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4-5 star hotels in Turkey. All 1572 hotels listed in Turkey Ministry of Culture And Tourism 
web pages. For the research sampling, according to random sampling method, 310 senior 
managers (experimental group) were selected and questionnaire was applied to this target 
group.  
 
 
3.2. Instrument 
 
Survey items were adapted from existing instruments used in past research. Cameron and 
Quinn's (1999) Competing Values Framework (CVF)-based culture instrument was used in 
this study. The instrument was modified according to the characteristics of hotel business. 
The modified scale consist of 18-item and four CVF culture domains (Adhocracy Culture: 6, 
Market Culture: 4, Clan Culture: 4, Hierarchy Culture: 4). Each of the 18 items is scored on a 
5-point Likert response format ranging from not valued (1) to highly valued (5).  
 
On the other hand, it is not reached a comprehensive, valid and reliable scale developed on 
innovation performance in the literature. Therefore, the innovation performance scale is 
formed by examining the similar studies (e.g. Innovation capacity, innovativeness, innovation 
strategies) in the field. The main studies utilized; Khan and Manopichetwattana23, Meeus and 
Oerlemans24, Lawson and Samson25, Ritter and Gemünden26, Verbees and Meulenberg27, 
Akman and YÁlmaz28.  The developed scale consists of 6-item and one dimension. Each of 
the 6 items is scored on a 5-point Likert response format ranging from very low (1) to very 
high (5).  
 
In order to assess the reliability of the respondents on the variables, the internal reliability 
test was conducted. The average Cronbach's alpha was 0.60, indicating that there is a 
generally acceptable internal consistency among the respondents (see table 2).  
 
3.3. Data analysis 
 
Following Jöreskog and Sörbom (1989), structural equation modeling (SEM) was conducted 
with the LISREL program, assessing confirmatory measurement models (factor analysis) and 
confirmatory structural models (path analysis). 
 
 
4. Findings 
 
4.1. Measurement models 
 
Results from the confirmatory factor analysis demonstrated that all of the scales (Culture 
Types – Innovation Performance) used in the study formed adequate measurement models 
and thus provided evidences for the construct validity of the measures. Table 1 shows the fit 
indices of the measurement models. Table 2 shows the descriptives of the constructs. 
 

Table 1: Evaluation of measurement models for the constructs used in the study. 
Constructs �! df p NNFI CFI GFI AGFI RMSEA RMR 
Market Culture 5,62 2 0.06 0.97 0.99 0.99 0.96 0.07 0.009 
Clan Culture 2,08 2 0.35 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.98 0.01 0.005 
Hierarchy Culture 14,11 2 0.00 0.87 0.96 0.98 0.88 0.08 0.018 
Adhocracy Culture 47,52 9 0.00 0.94 0.96 0.95 0.87 0.09 0.029 
Innovation performance 39,15 9 0.00 0.97 0.98 0.96 0.91 0.07 0.032 
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Table 2: Descriptive statistics for the constructs used in the study (N=138). 
Constructs M SD 1 2 3 4 5 

1. Market Culture 14,5782 1,56162 (0.74)     
2. Clan Culture 14,3145 1,55881 ,452** (0.71)    
3. Hierarchy Culture 14,7613 1,40915 ,271** ,316** (0.67)   
4. Adhocracy Culture 22,2747 3,10532 ,440** ,351** ,320** (0.83)  
5. Innovation performance 20,6247 4,09616 ,203** ,139* -,014 ,199** (0.89) 

            Reliability coefficient alphas are presented in diagonal in parentheses. 
            Correlation is significant at the *P<0.05 - **P<0.01 
 
 
 
4.2. Structural models 
 
The hypothesized model was tested with a confirmatory modeling strategy approach. The 
model tests the relationship between culture types (Adhocracy, Market, Clan, and Hierarchy) 
and innovation performance. The results of the Standardized Solution of the Basic Model and 
The tested model and the T- values of the Structural Model are shown in Figs. 2-3 
 
The model generally demonstrates a good model fit indices, but some paths in the models 
are not significant (three insignificant paths between MC – IP, CC –IP and HC –IP, the path 
values < critical t- value 1.96).  
 
Other goodness of fit values in the model are analyzed; it is showed that the model produces 
quite good values in terms of all goodness of fit criteria, hence, as such, can be easily 
accepted by. For example, the chi-square value (721.80) degrees of freedom (242) ratio is 
between 2-5. Likewise, RMSEA (0.073), CFI (0.91) and GFI (0.84) values indicate a good 
connection.  
 
In addition, AIC (837.80) and CAIC (1112.52) values of the model are lower than the 
independence model (respectively 5897.63 and 6011.31) and the saturated model 
(respectively 600.00 and 2020.97) values . 
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Figure 2: The tested model and the Standardized Solution of the Basic Model 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3: The tested model and the T- values of the Structural Model 

 
 
  

MC: Market Culture 
CC: Clan Culture 
HC: Hierarchy Culture 
AC: Adhocracy Culture 
IP: Innovation Performance 
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4.3. Hypothesis testing 
 
Figure 3 is examined, it is seen that there is a positive but non-significant relationship 
between Market Culture (MC) and innovation performance (IP), so H1 not supported by the 
findings. Clan culture (CC) demonstrated a negative and non-significant relationship with 
innovation performance, so H2 not supported. Also Hierarchy culture (HC) has a negative 
relationship with innovation performance, but not significantly, so H3 not supported by the 
findings. On the other hand, it is seen that adhocracy culture (AC) has a significant and 
positive direct impact on innovation performance, so H4 is supported.  
 
 
5. Conclusion  
 
According to the results of research, there is generally a significant relationship between the 
cultural types of hotel companies and their innovation performance.  
 
In particularly, hotel businesses, with adhocracy culture, have certain features such as 
entrepreneurship, innovation, and risk taking, so their innovation performance is higher than 
the other culture types (market, clan, hierarchy).   
 
The hotels, dominated by the hierarchy culture, have such as order, rules and regulations, 
uniformity dominant attributes, so innovation performance is low and negative in these 
hotels.  
 
In the same way, because the hotel companies, with clan culture, have some dominant 
features such as cohesiveness, participation, team work, sense of family, their innovation 
performance is affected negatively.   
 
Innovation performance is positive and high in the hotel businesses with market culture. In 
these hotels have some dominant attributes such as competitiveness and goal achievement. 
 
On the other hand, adhocracy culture is the most dominant culture type in hotel companies. 
This was followed by hierarchy culture, market culture and clan culture.  
 
Hotel enterprises are generally in good condition in terms of innovation performance. 
 
The study contains the results of an initial investigation, conducted to fill the gap in the 
literature (relationship between organizational culture and innovation performance). In this 
respect, the research is original and contributes to the literature. 
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Processes and Business Process Management (BPM) have recently become 
very frequent topic of many experts from the theoretical and practical fields. 
BPM can be classified as a new trend of management of the organization; but 
on the other hand it is not only perceived as a novelty, but as a necessity for 
organizations. By allowing companies to enforce their innovation capabilities 
with greater transparency, agility, compliance, quality, efficiency, BPM 
therefore plays a central role in shaping of high performance. The paper deals 
with the area of Business Process Management and its theoretical background. 
Evolution, importance, implementation and benefits of BPM are discussed and 
its impact on innovation growth in the companies. The practical part deals with 
research of current state of BPM implementation in Slovakia. The research was 
carried out on selected Slovak enterprises in the years 2011 and 2012. The 
research is focused on several aspects related to Business Process 
Management such as examination of the reasons why managers decide to 
implement BPM in their businesses, the level of process mapping in 
enterprises, as well as the detection of limitations of process management.  

Keywords 
Business Process Management, BPM Implementation, BPM in Slovak Enterprises, 
Processes. 

1. Introduction 

Under influences of environment development, the previously established and successful 
methods and approaches in the management are losing their effectiveness. The most 
important characteristics of the contemporary world are significant changes in the 
environment. Sudden and dramatic changes are forcing management of organization to 
seek, adapt and develop new approaches. Making changes in management approach is 
becoming a prerequisite for achieving the competitiveness and very often even a survival in a 
competitive environment. One of the approaches that greatly influenced the development of 
the theory and practice of management at the end of the twentieth century was the business 
process management approach (BPM). Effective BPM improves the organization's ability to 
anticipate, manage and respond to changing market conditions and to maximize exploitation 
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of market opportunities. Proper implementation of BPM can also reduce inefficiencies and 
errors arising from the redundancies. Maintaining business flexibility through effective 
process management is currently crucial to maintaining competitive advantage.  
In the article we would like to discuss the development of approaches in management 
towards BPM approach, the advantages and benefits organizations can gain from BPM, 
outline its implementation and presents and discuss the results of the research of BPM 
implantation in Slovak enterprises. 

2. Evolution of Business Process Management 

Early stages in evolution of management were characteristic with great simplicity and low-
level changes. These stages of management could be named as an intuitive management. 
They were based on the sharing of experience and knowledge of "generations" without 
creation of comprehensive management theory. Later, the industrial revolution had 
significant influence on management. The new approaches to production emerged as 
development of division of labour, production line and intensification of production caused 
the need for "an organized approach to management". As a respond the scientific and 
administrative management principles were created. [1] These classical principles of Taylor 
and Fayol were used for the long time and they are known as a „functional approach to 
management”. Fayol, as a founder of functional management, named the basic management 
functions as a planning, organizing, commanding, coordinating and controlling and also 
divided activities of the company into business functions such as accounting, finance, 
production, distribution and others. [2] Although in the theory of management other 
definitions of the basic functions and activities of management can be found, in general, they 
are applications of the same principle that aim to break down the complex management 
functions to a number of sub-functions. Functional approach in the management became the 
basis for the determination of manager activities, for the enforcement division of labour and 
specialization and reflected also in organizational design. In this approach organizational 
structure is based and followed the configuration of functions and hierarchies in organization.  
Functional approach dominated in management for most of the past century. Later, also 
these principles started to show their limitations and forced companies to search for new 
approaches. Among new approaches we can find “process approach to management” as a 
contrast to traditional functional approach.    
The process principles were firstly outlined by M. Hammer in USA [4]. His approach to 
management is known as re-engineering and it began to be applied progressively in the U.S. 
companies from the early 80's of 20th century. Later in the 90's it began to appear in the U.S. 
under the name of BPM - Business Process Management. U.S. companies previously 
established and managed on the classical Taylor and Fayol principles (functional approach) 
had slowly begun to realize the benefits of the BPM implementation.  
When comparing these two approaches to management it should be noted that the basis of 
the functional approach is division of labour and specialization and more focus on functional 
departments and activities divided into these individual units. However, this functional 
arrangement and division ceases to be effective in accelerating competitive environment, it 
causes many problems - from slowing communication, duplication of unnecessary costs and 
activities to the overall organization inflexibility. Process approach, by contrast, focuses more 
on adjusting of weaknesses caused by functional approach and on process efficiency - 
especially faster decision-making processes and communication. Transition to process 
approach can identify and eliminate many problems that were caused by functional 
approach. [3] 
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Regarding Germany or Western Europe there is BPM initially conceived more pragmatically, 
as a guide to improve the operational activities of the company. [5] Gradually a trend can be 
noticed in these markets – BPM as a part of strategic management of the organization. It is 
not just about one or two more efficient processes, but understanding that processes 
streamline and change the functioning of the whole company. 
When we look at Central and Eastern Europe, not excluding Slovakia, most companies that 
are slightly larger and have a majority of the owners from Western European countries or any 
partnerships with Western Europe have to automatically adapt to their management style to 
obtain competitive advantage. This is particularly typical for banks and financial institutions 
industry and energy companies and gradually the trend of BPM extends to the whole market. 
[3] 
Nowadays in Slovakia there exist many firms offering consulting services in the area of BPM, 
many professionals who are interested in this subject and try to develop and refine 
approaches, standards and tools to effective modelling and managing processes in 
organizations. 

3. BPM and its implementation 

In the literature we can find a lot of definitions of Business Process Management. According 
to Šmida [6] BPM represents control schemes, methods and instruments for ensuring 
maximum performance and continuous improvement of inter-enterprise processes, based on 
clearly defined organizational strategy. 
The objective of BPM is to develop and optimize the operation and functioning of the 
organization so that it can efficiently and effectively respond to customer requests. The 
purpose of proper process functioning is the determination of personal responsibility for the 
processes and for each activity and system of process performance measurement with the 
purpose of monitoring and evaluation of each process. [7] 
When deciding why to implement business process management it is important to 
understand what are the main benefits of BPM. Benefits can be found in all areas of 
organization: reducing in exposure time of orders, orders increase without any errors, 
shortening the total purchasing time, reducing the time to develop new products and the 
reaction time to customer requests, clearly defined competencies of employees, simplifying 
and clarifying workflows, streamlining the organizational structure, outsourcing of support 
processes, orientation on key processes, effective use of modern methods and process 
management tools. 
Of course there are much more benefits, but their importance, amount and character are 
influenced by the characteristics of each organization. 
The transition from functional to process management is considered as the most laborious 
manager’s step. In addition to technical and organizational changes, changing attitudes and 
skills of human resources should be particularly taken into account. The principle of business 
process management system cannot be understood only in the arrangement of basic 
processes in the organizational and management structure, but primarily as a change in 
behaviour of the action’s and activities’ owners. [8] 
For the above mentioned reasons some barriers of the transition to process management are 
defined as: [8] 

� unwillingness to adopt changes at all levels of management, disagreement to change, 
� unpreparedness / unwillingness of employees to assume the competency and 

responsibilities, 
� threat of degradation of employees' jobs, threat of losing power, 
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� too much operative problems, not too much time and willingness to support changes, 
 
 
� lack of communication of reasons and the expected effects of transition to BPM, 
� lack of commitment of senior management to process management, 
� unclear, respectively incorrectly defined objectives of the process management 

transformation, 
� lack of knowledge on methods and tools of process management, 
� concerns of staff redundancies. 

 
From these defined risks/barriers it is clear that their elimination is possible only under 
conditions of systematic communication of strategic plans with employees and their 
continuous professional development. It is important to convince employees that change is 
needed and why, that the change will bring positive results for the organization and how and 
what behaviour is expected from each employee. [8] 
Implementing BPM not only requires a basic understanding of the risks and limitations, but 
also a deeper understanding of the possibilities of using different tools and approaches. 
Selection of procedural methods should be connected with the organization's requirements 
and conceptions, but also with the skills and abilities to use the tool. The research followed 
the application of these instruments and the extent to which managers use software support. 
Apart from the implementation of process management there are other tools and methods 
that are related and linked to business process management: [3] 

� ABC (Activity Based Costing)  
� ABM (Activity Based Management)  
� BPM (BPI - Business Process Improvement) 
� BSC (Balanced Scorecard) 
� SCM (Supply Chain Management)  
� Quality Management Systems (ISO, EFQM, Six Sigma) 
� CRM (Customer Relationship Management) 
� and others... 
 

On today's market (in Slovakia) we can choose among multiple software tools which can 
model, analyze and simulate processes. These tools usually use a graphical visualization 
and process description. 
Some instruments are easy to manage, others offer comprehensive solutions. We could 
divide these into three groups: [9] 

� Mapping Tools (Process Wizard, Visio, ...) 
� Modelling Tools (ARIS Toolset, System Architect, ...) 
� Modelling and Simulation Tools (ProVision, QPR Process Guide, ...) 
 

4. The level of BPM implementation in Slovak enterprises   

As mentioned in the theoretical part, process management may be on the one hand very 
useful, but on the other hand, its implementation is not easy. Current status of Slovak 
companies on this issue was determined through research (2011-2012) regarding the level of 
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implementation of BPM, manager’s attitudes to its benefits and the use of tools and methods 
of quality management.  

4.1 Nature of the survey 

A pilot survey was conducted in 2011 as well in 2012 by questionnaire and by structured 
interviews in companies operating in Slovakia in various sectors in order to obtain an 
overview of manager’s attitudes to BPM.  
The number of surveyed companies in research was: 218 
Companies were divided into several sectors: 

� Industrial production: companies in the engineering, food processing, electronics and 
other industrial sectors. This was the largest group of total surveyed companies: 33% 

� Services: companies providing logistics and marketing services: 30% 
� Information and communication technologies (ICT): 14% 
� Financial institutions 
� Consulting  
� Trade  
� Tourism  

Concerning the size of companies, a significant percentage (approximately 36% and 32%) 
consisted of large and medium-sized enterprises, micro and small companies built a small 
interviewed group. 

4.2 Structure of questions 

Questions were divided into two areas. The first area consisted of four questions to 
determine the current status of process management and its perspective on the importance 
perceived by managers in selected companies. Each question offered several types of 
responses. Second series of questions was designed with the intention of ascertaining the 
state use of systems of quality management or planning the implementation of these 
systems, among which were the ISO (9001, 14001, other), TQM – Total Quality 
Management, EFQM - Excellence Model and the CAF – Common Assessment Framework. 
The same question was laid for the implementation and for implementation planning of the 
following methods: ABC - Activity Based Costing, BSC - Balanced Scorecard, BPI - Business 
Process Improvement, SCM - Supply Chain Management, CPM - Corporate Performance 
Management, Lean Manufacturing, Six Sigma.  
Example of questions in questionnaire and structural interviews: 

� In what areas does the manager/company see the importance of BPM 
implementation? 

� How would you describe the level of BPM in your company? 
� How are the processes described/captured in your company? 
� Does the company use software to support BPM? 
� Does the company have implemented any of the quality management systems? 

Which one do you plan to implement? 
� Which of the following methods does the organization have already implemented? 

Which is / are (not) planning to be implemented? 
� From the perspective of process performance measurement indicate a favourable / 

unfavourable opinion: 
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- Is there a defined performance indicator for every process? 
- Is there a defined periodicity of recording value of performance indicator? 
- It there an IT support for measurement and evaluation of performance indicator? 
- Are there settled correction actions in case of overload (violation) of defined   

value of performance indicator? 
- Are there records of process costs in last period? 
- Is measurement of business process base for their improvements? 

4.3 The survey results 

The survey results were recorded individually and based on structured interviews, 
supplemented by observations of managers. Managers reported several issues, ideas and 
multiple answers to each individual question. As the greatest importance of the 
implementation of BPM respondents (50%) reported satisfaction of improvement of external 
customers in 2011 and reducing of overall costs by optimizing processes in 2012 (almost 
59%). 
 

4.3.1 BPM implementation 
When surveying the level of BPM in 2011 we met a combination of guidelines and manuals 
of described processes in companies and also their measurement and evaluation. Over 14% 
of companies confirmed that they do not have process management implemented and they 
do not describe and measure processes at all. Within this category we include mainly micro 
and small enterprises. The use of process normalization models (ABC, BSC...) and the 
strategic realignment process management has been the domain of medium and large 
enterprises. In comparison to 2012 only 9% of companies stated that they do not need 
process description or process measurement. More than 36% of mostly large companies 
measure and control their processes. In Table 1 we can see the level of BPM implementation 
in both years. We can see the positive trends in BPM level implementation when comparing 
the situation in 2012 with 2011.  

Table 1 Level of BPM implementation 

Level of BPM implementation 2011 2012 

No processes determination 14% 9% 

Process descriptions 36% 36% 

Process descriptions, graphical process 
maps 17% 33% 
Process measurement and management 32% 36% 

Process management with help of BPM 
methods 15% 12% 

BPM implemented, process innovations 
and strategic goals optimalizations 21% 26% 

 

4.3.2 Level of BPM implementation 
For those businesses which reported describing internal processes or measuring them we 
tried to capture the way of describing and mapping these processes. The most common 
response (67% in 2011, 61% in 2012) was describing and depicting processes with help of 
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their own systems and standards - Word, Excel, Pohoda nadstandard, … Others (35% in 
2012) reported capturing processes by describing in the quality manual (ISO standards). 
Very few businesses (2-8%) are on the other hand using specialized methods to map 
processes, such as IDEF (Intergrated Definition) - IDEF1X, IDEF14, IDEF12, BPMN 
(Business Process Modeling Notation) and EPC (Event-driven Process Chains). To conclude 
we can say that company mostly developed and used own systems and standards rather 
than standard or available methods.  
 

4.3.3 BPM support 
When asking managers if they use any software to support process management, 69% of 
managers reported negatively. By contrast the year 2012 showed that 66% of respondents 
use software tools to support the process management in the company. Regarding the 
company size, micro and small enterprises indicated little or no use of software supporting 
BPM. The second year was more represented by large and middle sized companies. 
Maximum use and benefit of such support was recorded in industry, financial and IT sector. 
In contrast, the less utilization was in counselling and tourism. The most frequently 
mentioned software tools were ARIS, ARIS Business Architect, QPR, Compass, Process 
Wizard, Nimbus, Arriba, SAP Wave and many others. Table 2 shows the comparison of both 
selected years regarding the software support.  

Table 2 Software support for BPM 

Software support for BPM 2011 2012 
YES 31% 66% 
NO 69% 34% 

 

4.3.4 Management systems 
In the second question area we focused on the use and status of implementation of quality 
management systems. ISO standards were the most frequent answer to this question; about 
58% in 2011 and 56% in 2012 of these companies have ISO standards already 
implemented. 9%-13% of companies plan to implement them. The in the questionnaire 
offered systems - ISO, TQM, EFQM Excellence Model and CAF - companies reported Total 
Quality Management as the second most popular, as well as in order to implement similar 
systems in the near future. The remaining number of respondents gave a negative response 
with regard to implementation of planning systems in the future. In terms of company size, 
which stated ISO standards as implemented, it was the domain of medium-sized and large 
enterprises. Quarter of respondents, mainly small businesses, recorded that they are 
planning to implement ISO standards. The absolute lack of interest in the implementation of 
specific methods was the one of the CAF model - a common system of quality assessment 
(Common Assessment Framework) as showed in Table 3. In terms of industry and sectors, 
implemented ISO standards were prevailing in the area of IT and other industries and the 
planning implementation for the foreseeable future was dominated by consulting companies 
and tourism.  
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Table 3 Quality management systems implementation 

Quality management systems 2011 2012   
ISO 58% 56% IT, industry, trade sector 
TQM 21% 16% IT, industry, tourism sector 
EFQM 4% 2% Financial sector 
CAF 2% 2% Financial sector 

 
 

4.3.5 Methods of process improvement 
The situation of the established methods of continuous process improvement (ABC, BSC, 
BPI, SCM ...) was answered in other set of questions directed to the implementation and the 
planning implementation of these methods. Up to 55% of companies stated that the methods 
are not implemented. BPI with 21%, ABC with 17%, BSC and SCM both 15% were the most 
commonly used methods in 2011. Six Sigma, Lean manufacturing and CPM ended up with 
less percentage. Interest in the implementation of Balanced Scorecard showed 8% of 
companies questioned. Again, as shown in the previous question, large companies 
accounted for the highest percentage in the use of these methods and in their planned 
implementation. Financial institutions and trade led the chart on the use of ABC, BSC and 
BPI methods. IT and other industries dominated the SCM, CPM, Lean Manufacturing and Six 
Sigma. The comparison of methods used by companies in 2011 and 2012 is showed in 
Table 4, as well as the sectors most represented. 
 

Table 4 Business process improvement methods 

Business (process) improvement methods 2011 2012   
ABC 17% 16% IT, industry, finance sector 
BSC 15% 15% IT, consulting sector 
BPI 21% 13% IT, consulting sector 
SCM 15% 12% IT, trade sector 
CPM 11% 12% IT, trade sector 
Lean Manufacturing 11% 13% IT, industry sector 
Six Sigma 13% 25% IT, industry sector 

 
The last question was about expressing the manager’s views on process performance 
measurement. Most managers agreed and expressed the answers to individual questions in 
the affirmative way, what indicates the interest and putting the importance on the necessity of 
BPM and its tools.  

5. Conclusions 

The pressure of globalization, new economy, accelerating scientific and technological 
progress creates a need for changes that will enable to make better use of natural, financial 
and human resources. Limited resources in terms of long-standing sustainability of growth 
lead to economical and efficient use. "Doing the right things in the right way" (P. Drucker) is 
famous thought applied in the process approach. Principles of BPM build the basis to 
increase competitiveness, which many Slovak companies have not realized yet. The survey 
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showed the manager’s awareness of major importance in the BPM implementation to 
maximize the benefits for the customer, as well as minimize unnecessary, redundant 
processes. 
On the other hand, processes in enterprises are described according to own company’s 
standards or with the aim to include them into the quality manual for the implementation of 
ISO standards. In the transition process only large companies usually invest considerable 
money in process modelling tools. The survey confirmed this statement. As expected, ISO 
standards are and will be the quality management system that is mostly implemented by 
Slovak companies. Other systems and methods are less significant for small enterprises, for 
large they mean the next steps of process improvement, mainly in the industrial sphere. 
From mentioned statements and survey’s results we doubt whether managers do not 
confuse process management with managing processes that is required by implementing of 
quality management systems.  
From the above described reasons of BPM implementing, managers agreed on advantages - 
increasing benefits for the customers while reducing overall costs by optimizing processes. 
The interviews did not reveal other meanings, which are more essential, especially 
supporting strategic business objectives and clearly defined competencies and 
responsibilities in the processes. This confirms that managing of processes is more than 
familiar to managers, but BPM is not applied.  
Small hope for the BPM implementation and its growing importance was revealed in 
manager’s attitudes to process performance measurement. The opinions and answers 
showed a positive approach to process measuring leading to their improvement, hence the 
use of various tools to optimize processes and IT support. 
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In the highly competitive health care market, corporations need to develop successful 
new services that meet the needs of customers. However, little has been written about 
how new health services are developed and to what extent should patients be involved in 
the development process. Furthermore, little in-depth research has been conducted into 
how entrepreneurial opportunities can be developed by health care organisations from 
patient-oriented services. 

The paper reviews relevant literature and develops a model that investigates and 
explores the level of patient involvement required for successful new service 
development and how these new services could aid the cases organisations with 
establishment and growth in the sector of mental health hospitals. 

Qualitative research techniques were applied to address the research questions. The 
preliminary findings show that health care organisations should adopt service innovation 
processes, involving users in the design and development of new offerings. This will 
also give them the ability to identify further entrepreneurial opportunities in the wider 
sector of health services. 

Keywords 

Service Innovation; Corporate Entrepreneurship; New Service Development; Customer 
Orientation; Health Care Services 

 
1. Introduction

It is widely accepted that innovation has assumed great importance for organisations in 
sustaining their competitiveness (e.g. Tidd et al, 2005; Bernstein & Singh, 2006; Ussman et al, 
2001; De Propris, 2002). Blumentritt et al (2005), whose study concentrates on how 
entrepreneurs develop internal cultures that may inspire and impel innovation, argue that 
continuous innovation requires organisational systems and procedures that are embedded, so 
as to ensure growth. From an entrepreneurial point of view, Simmons et al (2009) state that 
entrepreneurship creates value through innovation, seizing business opportunities. But little 
research has been conducted about new service development in the health service industry, 
with only a select number of notable works available: Duncan and Breslin, 2009; Windrum and 
Garcia-Goni, 2008. This paper focuses on the mental health sector, investigating the 
opportunities for development of mental health care in Greece. 

It becomes apparent that there is a noteworthy improvement in the areas of 
decentralisation of mental health services in Greece (Madianos et al, 1999). Yet there is much 
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still to be done in terms of quality and delivery of mental health care services. What is more, the 
mental health service sector is not very highly exploited. There are few private independent 
hospitals of this kind across Greece, even though the public sector appears not to satisfy the 
needs of the patients. The organisation that is the focus of this study is a leading player in the 
area of diagnosis, prevention, and hospital care in Greece. Euromedica Group is mainly 
involved in the foundation, organisation, and operation of clinical and scientific centres. In 2008, 
Euromedica recognised an unfilled niche in the market for health care, that of mental health 
services. Following extensive market research into this area of the health care market, including 
the limited availability of such treatments geographically, the organisation decided to invest in 
and develop their own services in this area. 

This article responds to calls for the further development and investigation of the concepts 
of customer participation in the new service development process as well as of the link between 
innovation and entrepreneurship (e.g. Jones & Rowley, 2011; Melton & Hartline, 2010). It also 
attempts to bring a promising entrepreneurship lens to the still emerging field of service 
innovation in mental health care. On one hand, the aim of this study is to advance previous 
service innovation theory by associating with the entrepreneurship theory, while on the other, 
seeks to extend previous knowledge regarding the benefits of customer participation in new 
health service development. 

This study adopts qualitative research techniques, following the advice of Rohrbeck and 
Gemünden (2011, p. 234), who state, “for research fields that are relatively new and about 
which the knowledge is limited, a qualitative research design is recommended.” The preliminary 
findings are based on in-depth élite interviews with higher executives of the Euromedica Group, 
as well as with the administrator of each psychiatric hospital. The aim was to investigate issues 
relating to innovation, entrepreneurship, and customer orientation from the standpoint of 
management. The next sections of the paper include the evaluation of main findings with 
detailed discussion and implications for the literature. Finally, managerial implications and ideas 
for future research can be found at the end of this paper. 
 
2. Innovation and service development in health services: The 

development of a conceptual framework 
The health care industry is one characterised by innovation (Bowers, 1987), with hospitals 

often acting as leaders in innovation as new treatments and technologies in this arena emerge 
daily. However, this rapid rate of change can often stifle organisations who may not have the 
resources to keep up and will end up suffering from business inertia (Rohrbeck & Gemünden, 
2011). Other potential problems regarding innovation in the health care can lie in the 
bureaucracy and other such problems often associated with the industry (Duncan & Breslin, 
2009; Bellou, 2010). Efforts to ameliorate problems and issues such as these have been 
illustrated in research by various authors (e.g. Nijssen et al, 2006; Menor & Roth, 2007) who 
suggest a rigid, systematic approach to new service development as being able to provide a 
more effective approach to successful innovation. 

In addition, corporate entrepreneurship may be defined as an organisational capability, 
which promotes entrepreneurial behaviour within organisations in order to overcome internal 
barriers, challenge bureaucracy, and encourage innovation through novel business schemes 
(Salvato et al, 2009; Echols & Neck, 1998; McFadzean et al, 2005). It is a concept that is often 
associated with competitive success and is said to be achieved through various methods. 
Similarly, Kraus and Rigtering (2010), who see corporate entrepreneurship as a company 
philosophy, cite that corporate entrepreneurship is a strategy that improves firms' innovative 
capability and raises employee satisfaction. 

Furthermore, new service development activities are of vital importance, as they 
strengthen current business and create the potential for new business ventures (Frambach et 
al, 2003; Igel & Islam, 2001). The necessity to develop new services is of particular importance 
in the health care industry due to the nature of the services provided. Smith et al (2007), who 
implemented five different models on the design and development of new health care services, 
found that in order for a development process for health services to be successful the service 
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design should harmonise with the organisation’s objectives and strategies and with the interests 
and expectations of the key stakeholders (government, health board, etc.). Moreover, service 
design should focus on users’ needs and involve both customers and a range of other 
stakeholders, such as front-line staff, managers, and so on, in the development process. In 
addition, the process must be well-structured, flexible, and fast. 

It is also widely recognised that customer-oriented businesses improve customer 
satisfaction and deliver better service quality (e.g. Hartline et al, 2000). This point is particularly 
relevant to the health care industry as health services need to be modified for individual 
patients, balancing their medical needs so as to increase efficiency (Berry & Mirabito, 2010). 
Furthermore, increased customer orientation seems positively to influence medical scientists' 
working practices and their sense of professional expertise (Cohen et al, 2004). Another 
important point is the increased access to information regarding health care now available to 
customers. This has led the current health care experience to move from simple procedures 
and services, towards a holistic process that starts before admission and is completed after 
discharge (Ford & Fottler, 2000). All this implies that executives must always consider effective 
ways to provide health care services. Wood et al’s (2000) study, suggests that health care 
organisations should focus on new approaches, such as customer orientation, to achieve 
patient satisfaction. Similarly, Lord (1989) concluded that the aims of involving patients are 
generally to advance health outcomes, raise satisfaction, and/or reduce cost. 

In recent years, users of psychiatric services have taken a more active role in their 
treatment and hospitalisation. Research by Barnes & Wistow (1994) and Campbell (2001) found 
that until the early 1980s, patients used to be passive recipients of their treatment, having no 
participation in and little influence over the services they used. Indeed, the World Health 
Organization (1990) advised that patients should be involved in the decision-making process 
with regard to their treatment, yet it has been reported in the literature that mental health 
patients have not been treated with equal consideration as other types of patients (Lammers & 
Happell, 2003). 

Nevertheless, many changes have occurred since the 1980s that have led to mental health 
patients gaining increased influence over the services they receive, including users having 
increased control of their care and the decisions involved, and better availability of knowledge of 
the types of treatments delivered. Based on these findings, a conceptual framework (Fig. 1) has 
been developed in order to address the following research questions: 

� What is the role of customer (and of the market) in the development of health services in 
Euromedica Group?  

� How does Euromedica Group exploit innovation in services so as to engage in corporate 
venturing? 
 

The framework conceptualises new service development and entrepreneurship in the 
health care industry. It offers a holistic approach to strengthening an organisation’s position in 
the health care market by developing new service offerings and identifying business prospects, 
whilst satisfying and gaining loyal customers. From a theoretical perspective, this framework 
highlights the interactions between the research concepts within an organisation, as well as the 
entrepreneurial and new service development opportunities within the mental health and 
rehabilitation sector. The framework is developed to guide research efforts and to provide 
insights for managerial practice. The proceeding section of this paper explains the elements of 
the framework. 
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Figure 1 Conceptual framework for New Service Development through Corporate Venturing in the Health Care industry 

 
2.1 Driving Forces 

Figure 1 recognises that competition in the health care industry and environmental 
uncertainty are the key external driving forces that require the organisation to pursue strategies 
for growth. As will be been shown in the research context section, the health service industry is 
now characterised by increased competition and the growth of large enterprises offering a wide-
ranging selection of services. Consequently, this has led to a decrease in the number of smaller 
specialised firms. 

The second driving force is the instability of the Greek health care industry. This is the 
result of a number of factors: Firstly, as Greek political power is frenetic in its longevity (with 
leading political parties, only possessing power for what is often a very short time); policy 
regarding health care is continually changing. Secondly, the many problems regarding cash flow 
and payment delays of insurance funds, and in turn hospital funding and revenues. Lastly, the 
great concern felt by many Greek citizens regarding hospital fees. It is important to mention that 
considering the conditions of competition in the Greek private health care market and the 
political, business, and social climate in the Greek society, these are major forces pushing 
health care organisations to seek innovation and exploit business prospects. 
Identification of entrepreneurial and new service development opportunities 

Figure 1 also portrays two driving forces that urge firms to undertake several initiatives and 
approaches related to their growth. These are classified into four research efforts: service 
innovation, corporate venturing, new service development, and customer orientation. The 
combination between the first two seems to play an important role in the identification and 
exploitation of entrepreneurial opportunities, while the interplay of the latter two contributes to 
the creation of satisfied customers. 

Many authors believe innovation and entrepreneurial activities to be intrinsically linked 
(e.g. Zahra, 1996; Thornberry, 2001). We may conclude that entrepreneurship and innovation 
are complementary activities, with innovation as the source of entrepreneurship and 
entrepreneurship enabling innovation to prosper, create value for the organisation, and improve 
business performance (Zhao, 2005a). Likewise, many researchers conceptualise corporate 
venturing as the actions of individuals or teams within organisations that lead to innovation of 
processes or products (e.g. Antoncic & Hisrich, 2003; Walton, 2003). Conversely, some authors 
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support the view that service organisations should focus on the needs and preferences of their 
customers and turn their innovation efforts in this direction (e.g. Fuchs & Schreier, 2011; 
Kandampully, 2002). 

Successful service innovation is likely to involve existing and potential customers in the 
new service development process, in so doing the customers’ needs are better understood 
(Morden, 1989). It is clear in the literature that inputs of information about actual and potential 
customers guide successful and customised offerings (e.g. Zirger & Maidique, 1990; Cooper & 
Kleinschmidt, 1988). Gro nroos’s study (2007) suggests that the development of a new service 
offering should be implemented by people who fully understand the requirements and the 
preferences of the customers. This is particularly valid in mental health services, as user 
participation improves the psychological situation of the patient and enhances the quality of the 
offering. This leads to a more active user, who can contribute to his/her treatment. 
 
3. Research context: Euromedica Neurological Services 

In recent years, the Greek health care industry has become characterised by significant 
changes involving mergers and acquisitions between companies in the three broad areas of 
activity (general clinics, obstetric and gynaecological clinics, and diagnostic centres). A result of 
this trend is the prevalence of multi-purpose business groups for medical services, which offer a 
full range of services for diagnosis and treatment. The competition between private health units 
is particularly intense with several factors affecting the increase of demand for private health 
services (e.g. gradual aging of the population, emergence of new diseases, evolution of medical 
science and technology, etc). However, mental health care sector is not very much exploited by 
the Greek healthcare groups. There are few independent hospitals of that kind across Greece 
and it becomes apparent that public sector cannot satisfy the needs of patients. This leads to 
the conclusion that this underdeveloped area of healthcare has much room for growth in both 
new quality service development and, business expansion. 

Euromedica Neurological Services is the leading provider of private mental health 
treatment and associated care services in Greece, with a network of 3 acute hospitals and care 
homes (Thermaikos, Castalia and Galini), which employ more than 350 people. The 
organisation offers a range of inpatient, outpatient, day patient and residential treatment 
programmes, as well as therapy services that include condition management programmes as 
well as psychological and psychiatric services, such as secure and step-down services, 
complex care and rehabilitation services. It also provides autism services and care of the 
elderly. It continues to establish new services each year in partnership with government bodies. 
 
4. Corporate and hospital-related research 

This study aims to investigate issues regarding innovation, entrepreneurship and customer 
orientation from the management perspective. All things considered, “the role and responsibility 
of top management is to deliberately create processes (regarding innovation and corporate 
entrepreneurship) that are carefully cultivated and maintained through cultural and structural 
design” (Kemelgor, 2002, p. 70). The corporation and hospital-related side of the research 
reveals the viewpoints of the executives and higher-level managers of the Euromedica Group 
as regards the innovative and entrepreneurial activity of its mental health hospitals and how 
they take in the participation of patients in the new service development process. 

 
4.1 Data collection method 

In-depth élite interviewing was adopted as the primary data collection method, because of 
the nature of the research purpose. This technique provides a deep and rich investigation of 
executive viewpoints regarding entrepreneurial activities and the development of customer-
oriented services. Elite interviewing is not a common research technique and has not been 
broadly mentioned in the business literature on in-depth interviews (Ozdemir, 2007; Welch et al, 
2002). Elite interviews, though, offer valid and reliable data on the central questions of this 
research project. Richards’s study (1996) reports that the élite interview process assists the 
researcher in appreciating the perceptions and values of the interviewee; essentials that cannot 
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be found in documents or records, but which influence decision-making. Another study by 
Goldstein (2002) suggests that researchers should adopt élite interviewing to seek information 
from a specific sample of officials (élites) to generalise the outcome in connection with their 
characteristics or to search for particular information. 

The researchers had initial discussions with key informants, who were very interested in 
the study and helped considerably in its execution. Apart from those discussions, they prepared 
a letter providing information about the research and its objectives as well as the type and 
number of sample required. This letter also mentioned privacy (personal confidentiality) and 
potential benefits for the hospitals. After confirmatory feedback was received, further 
discussions took place to arrange the date and time of the interviews. The interviews were 
carried out at the headquarters of the Euromedica Group as well as at the chosen hospitals. 
Interviews were tape-recorded for future analysis and assessment and lasted 50 to 80 minutes. 
4.2 Survey Instrument 

Interview questions were derived from the innovation-management, entrepreneurship, and 
customer-orientation reviews of the literature and were prepared for the analysis of both the 
new patient-oriented services development and the ways these new services might aid the 
Euromedica Group with establishment and growth in the sector of mental health hospitals. It 
was also essential to conclude whether the organisation and its hospitals have their own 
procedures and tools to support such projects. The questions covered topics related to: the role 
of administrative and medical staff in innovation activity, the level, and type of market research 
undertaken on user- oriented service development, and the management practices engaged 
when developing new services. 
4.3 Sample 

Data collection was based on in-depth élite interviews with, on the one hand, members of 
the Board of Directors and other top executives, while, on the other, with executive managers 
from mental health hospitals. The former group consisted of the: Chairman, Vice-Chairman and 
CEO, Business Development Director, Quality Director, Medical Services Director, Nursing 
Director, Patient Services and Admissions Director, as well as the CEO of Euromedica 
Neurological Services, who is responsible for the Group’s mental health care activity. They were 
chosen to provide information about the overall innovation strategy and new service 
development methods, activities and initiatives of the hospital chain, whereas the latter group 
(hospital managers) was expected to provide the same kind of information as regards the 
hospital unit they operate in. A study by McDermott and O'Connor (2002) emphasises that this 
approach offers a thorough understanding and a richer portrayal of the case being studied. 
Participants were selected because they have deep knowledge of Euromedica’s innovation and 
entrepreneurial activity, so the information acquired could be compared and treated as being 
highly credible. 
4.4 Data Analysis 

Studies argue that qualitative research is of increased interest in health services (e.g. 
Shortell, 1999; Sofaer, 1999); however, no considerable attention has been paid to the 
approach and methods of data analysis (Bradley et al, 2007). Studies by Fossey et al (2002) 
and Thorne (2000) report that qualitative research techniques establish guides and associations 
between elements of data and therefore, data analysis is a compound and mysterious process 
in qualitative studies. 

Data analysis was performed throughout by a broad and thorough procedure as set out by 
Creswell (2007). At the early stage of the qualitative analysis of Research Section I, interviews 
were transcribed to produce manuscript that could be used to generate coding categories and 
test theories. Before transcriptions were coded, each transcript was examined carefully to 
enable a thorough understanding of its value. A guide to themes then emerged, using a 
category system for data reduction and coding in line with both the initial theoretical framework 
and the conceptions that had been developed by the interviewees. The next step followed the 
process employed by Lindgren and O'Connor (2011), who classified interview data and 
organised them thematically to compare organisation, operation and strategy among case study 
sites as well as participants’ viewpoints. This systematic process concerns the description of 
managerial practices, the interpretation of decisions and actions, as well as the search for 
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patterns and correlations among data (Lindgren and O'Connor, 2011). Likewise, the study by 
Pope et al (2002, p. 149) reports, “when conducting this coding analysis the researcher gives 
consideration to the actual words used, the context, the internal consistency, the specificity of 
responses that is more based on one's own experiences of respondents, and the big ideas 
beneath all detailed information”. 

As regards conclusion drawing and data verification, one would apply the notion of 
Rohrbeck and Gemünden (2011), who recommend that a researcher should follow the 
theoretical framework, identify and assess rival explanations and make a case description. 
 
5. Research findings 
5.1 Innovation activity within Euromedica and its mental health hospitals 

It is clear that senior executives of the Euromedica Group recognise the importance both 
of the development of innovation and of entrepreneurial activity. Indeed, higher executives 
identified many internal factors that stimulate innovation activity, such as: the evolution of 
technology; the attitude of managerial and scientific staff towards innovation; the evolving needs 
of patients; the quality of the service offerings; the need to remain competitive and to have 
additional revenue from different sources in a time of crisis. As an external factor that 
discourages firms from innovation, they identified legislation, both financial and social. The 
management also claimed that tools are used to identify customer needs and assess the health 
market, such as adequate information systems, questionnaires, and so on, despite the fact that 
these have not yet been established in their psychiatric clinics. Informal, rather than formal, 
processes of developing new services have been adopted. 

It has also been found that the company is not rigorous in condemning efforts that fail, but 
prefers to acquire knowledge from experience. In any case, few people claimed that the 
company has created a system where innovation thrives without restrictions; most respondents 
stated that further measures should be implemented to enhance the organisation's structure 
and achieve better results. Participants argued that the stimulus of development encourages 
innovative activity and Euromedica has shown that its business goal is to expand its activities in 
all sectors of the health sector, and beyond national borders, as well as developing new 
services that meet the growing needs of customers. 

This last is particularly important, as management observed that customers together with 
other stakeholders lead innovation efforts. Therefore, they have developed services that meet 
the needs of patients and take into account their demands. However, the management team 
claimed that patients are able to play a role in enhancing residential services in hospitals and 
stressed that only some users of psychiatric services are able to contribute to the development 
process. However, there were respondents who stressed that in psychiatric settings, there is no 
culture and organisation such as to cater for the desires of customers and their integration into 
the process of service development. 
5.2 Venturing objectives and entrepreneurial activities of the Euromedica Group 

It becomes clear that Euromedica seeks to establish a well-organised network of hospitals 
and health centres throughout the Balkans area, providing all kinds of health care services and 
meeting customer needs for high quality health care. As regards mental health, Euromedica 
Group plans to establish an association of ten units and develop new structures for primary 
care. This has great value as the market for primary care of mental health is quite 
underdeveloped and there is ample scope for action. It also shows that Euromedica promotes 
business ideas that seem to take into account both patient care and economic efficiency, 
encouraging investors/physicians to own more than half of the shares in the new investment, 
increasing the financial contribution where appropriate, and organising the new partnership, 
utilising their knowledge and experience in the health sector. 
5.3 New service development in Euromedica Neurological Services 

Data show that Euromedica has developed in the last two years, inputting new services, 
creating new departments and, collaborating with scientists to develop the Group. In the field of 
mental health, it seems that two of the three psychiatric hospitals have taken significant 
measures, through the upgrading of infrastructure and enhancement of services or by 
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developing new ones, in order better to meet needs and improve their competitiveness. 
Furthermore, it appears that the company wishes to expand its activities in the field of mental 
health by adopting new practices; establishing new structures that will contribute to the 
treatment of patients and enhance deinstitutionalisation, and utilising the knowledge and 
expertise of scientists to benefit both society and its position in the market place. As regards the 
operation of the hospitals, the plan is the expansion of services, aiming to gain more customers. 

Overall, it appears that ideas for development mainly come from staff, the competition, and 
the evolution of science; fewer are drawn from from customers and market research. It also 
appears that the coordination between departments in developing new services is in need of 
improvement. 
5.4 Customer orientation and health services within Euromedica and its mental health 
hospitals 

Generally, it appears that Euromedica assesses the market, utilising a variety of tools, 
such as statistics, reports, market research, observation of the competition, cooperation with 
doctors, etc. Particularly in mental health, the company wishes to collect information about: the 
demographic and social characteristics and the quantity of potential customers; the socio-
economic background; the status of the competition; the cost of potential investments; 
economic benefits; and adequacy of the scientific staff. Furthermore, Euromedica aims to 
establish solid relationships with doctors rather than with customers. However, the customer 
viewpoint on services is taken seriously, as special teams were formed within hospitals to 
improve services and increase customer satisfaction. Moreover, despite all the shortcomings, 
the company is trying to adopt techniques to monitor queries and complaints and to create 
mechanisms that would integrate patients into the design of new services and lead to initiatives 
for development. 

Nevertheless, it is worth noting that although there is no great flexibility in adapting the 
services already provided, many people support the involvement of patients in the development 
of new services. Specifically, in mental health services it is evident that hospitals make efforts to 
build a trusting relationship with customers by providing high quality health care, arranging 
repeated sessions with psychiatrists and other doctors, and maintaining constant 
communication with both patients and relatives. Still, it is obvious that none of the hospitals 
uses specific tools to assess customer satisfaction or respond to customer questions. 
 
6. Discussion 

This research is pioneering, insofar as it has developed a conceptual framework, which 
introduces a new perspective to the literature of both innovation and entrepreneurship. The 
paper contributes to the literature, combining concepts that were previously little explored, 
particularly in conjunction. Generally, both the promotion of innovations through the creation of 
new business ventures and the development of new customer-oriented health services are 
underexplored areas of research (e.g. Svendsen et al, 2011; Rehme & Svensson, 2011; Zhao, 
2005a; Johnson, 2001). The review of the literature has shown that those issues have not been 
investigated at the same time, and, as was highlighted earlier, customers can contribute 
significantly to the development of new services, which may boost business activity. As regards 
the Greek health market, it appears that no similar research has been conducted. Putting all 
these together, the conceptual framework incorporates these concepts and show their 
combination and evolution from a different perspective. 

As regards Euromedica, it appears that it does not regard patients or mental health service 
users in particular, as capable of contributing to the service development process. It is argued 
that they can only be a factor in improving the hospitals’ residential services. This illustrates 
their role in the process, giving an answer to the first research question. What is more, it 
becomes apparent that there is no culture and organisation that pays attention to their needs 
and integrates these into the service development process. There is neither flexibility for 
customisation nor adequate tools, processes and methods to track and respond to customer 
complaints that would trigger growth initiatives. For that reason, many noted that an organised 
effort on the part of the company would have superior results for patients. This is supported by 
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the literature as a number of studies note that firms should make efforts and plans to appreciate 
customers’ needs and accomplish those needs by developing specific services (e.g. Berthon et 
al, 2004). Other studies also recognise that customer-oriented businesses enhance customer 
satisfaction and deliver better service quality (e.g. Hartline et al, 2000). Therefore, health care 
organisations should focus on new approaches to achieving patient satisfaction, as these have 
increasing influence on the performance of the firm (Wood et al, 2000; Ford & Fottler, 2000). 

Evidence also shows that Euromedica does not employ an official or formalised, but rather 
a simple and informal process for the development of new services. Successful new services, 
however, need a well-designed, carefully-coordinated process for their development (Edgett, 
1994; Edvardsson et al, 1995). A service innovation process establishes a pathway for 
developing new services and refers to the parallel and sequential activities that must be 
adopted for the service to be produced (Smith et al, 2007; Edgett, 1994). It is clear in the 
literature that this enhances the likelihood of success and leads to high quality service 
innovation for organisations that adopt formal processes (Edgett, 1996). 

Companies usually adopt formal development processes because they lead to new 
product success. Such processes consist of stages, pre-specified activities, and evaluation 
points that allow screening and analysis of ideas that may become profitable offerings (Cowell, 
1988). A study by Slevin and Covin (1990) argue that firms need to attain an entrepreneurial 
behaviour that will be supported by the appropriate culture and organisational structure. Another 
study by Johnson (2001) adds that companies should build the appropriate structure and 
develop the culture across the organisation that will promote entrepreneurship and innovation 
and encourage employees to undertake the new business. However, findings revealed that 
Euromedica has not promoted such actions.  

Many respondents highlighted that there are gaps regarding the participation of staff in the 
decision-making process and their cooperation with administration. Indeed, few were those who 
advocated that the firm has built a system where innovation flourishes without constraints. Most 
respondents believe that further actions should come about to upgrade the organisation’s 
structure and attain better outcomes. It becomes apparent that Euromedica lacks a particular 
plan and a proper procedure to run its innovation activities and this might well hinder or obstruct 
the execution of its growth plans. Therefore, it should develop a strategic plan for the 
implementation of service innovation. It is evident that innovation strategy provides a clear 
direction for dealing with strategic issues - such as selecting the markets to enter and the skills 
to develop - and focuses the effort of the entire organisation on a common innovation goal (van 
der Panne et al, 2003; Oke, 2007). Euromedica should also focus on internal and external 
resources to expand its operations into new markets/sectors and explore business opportunities 
in order to improve its competitive positioning. All this evidence answers the second research 
question, highlighting that Euromedica does not do much to exploit service innovation in 
corporate venturing activities. 
 
7. Implications for future research 

The conceptual framework suggested in this study is not without limitations. The first 
criticism relates to the adoption of customer orientation. Although the benefits of such a 
viewpoint have been discussed, this may also neglect the vital importance of maintaining a 
market orientation during the service development process. This is particularly true for the 
health care industry, where policy makers and suppliers, as well as internal customer service 
employees, often play a critical role in service delivery. Another area of criticism is that of the 
relationship between corporate venturing and customer orientation. Although both topics are 
discussed within this research, little is suggested concerning the relationship between them, and 
this is therefore an area requiring further research. Additional areas in need of more extensive 
research include the ways stakeholders (patients, medical staff, etc) are able to influence the 
development of new health services, and how and to what extent customers benefit from the 
corporate venturing process. 
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